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CHAPTER 1 - Miria Overview
This topic provides an overview of the Miria application.

Miria Features
Miria offers the following features:

A User Oriented Archiving Solution
Miria is a user oriented solution that provides these benefits:
•
User friendly file archiving hiding the complex technical infrastructure.
•
Drag-and-drop archiving enabling the user to archive files without worrying about the
archive location (disk, tape, or cloud).
•
Power users have access to media management from within the Miria User Interface.
•
Retrieval is made easy via search on metadata or file name.

An Open Archiving Software Solution
Miria is an open archiving software solution that provides these benefits:
•
Eliminates dependencies on file system and hardware providers.
•
Archives and retrieves across various operating systems.
You can transparently retrieve archived files from one operating system on a different
operating system. Miria converts data formats and manages the attributes specific to the file
systems.
•

•

Archives on tape in open format (tar/pax or using LTFS standard) for long-term retention
and compatibility. PAX and LTFS (i.e., Linear Tape File System) formats are used by
Media Manager. Both PAX and LTFS ensure that your assets remain readable in the long
term. The PAX open format also offers the capability to store the metadata on tape, hence
preserving any metadata added during archiving.
Supports a broad range of storage options—disk, tape, network attached storage (NAS),
content addressing system (CAS), Cloud storage, etc.

Flexible Archiving and Retrieval Capabilities
These are the Miria flexible archiving and retrieval capabilities:
•
Drag-and-drop archiving. Integrated into the user desktop, the Miria User Interface
enables you to archive fixed content data by simply dragging it into the archive folder of
your choice.
•
Application triggered archiving. Integrated with applications and complex workflows
(i.e., through the Application Programming Interface (API), Web services, Command Line
Interface, or XML ingest).
•
Automatic archiving of watch folder contents by scheduled tasks. Also enables the
automatic association of metadata with files through XML ingest automatic archiving tasks.

Miria
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•

Advanced archiving option. Enables partial retrieval of a media asset from tape storage.
Miria permits retrieval, from a friendly user interface or from the C API in .MXF (Material
eXchange Format) or in .mov (QuickTime) formats, of a short clip as a subset of a much
larger archived media asset. Information supporting this capacity is collected during the
archiving (i.e., the asset is scanned to collect metadata such as timecode references, to
generate a new asset in the form of a shorter clip).
This feature is used directly by Digital Asset Managers (DAM) or Media Asset Managers
(MAM) that offer partial retrieval and are integrated with Miria.

•
•

Policy-based or automated archiving.
Project-based archiving for rich media content.

Capacity Management
Miria is a cost-effective and reliable solution that offers these capacity management features:
•
Leverage of existing infrastructure for near-line and deep archiving.
•
File-level deduplication.

Intelligent Metadata Management
Miria provides these intelligent metadata management features:
•
Optional. Automatic import of metadata from graphical file formats.
•
Optional. Automatic import of metadata from applications integrated with Miria, such as
Avid Interplay, Final Cut Server, Final Cut Pro, etc.
•
Addition of metadata at archiving time; you can add it either manually through the Miria
User Interface, automatically through XML ingest tasks or via our C++ API.
•
Storage of metadata in the Miria database to provide rich search capabilities, as well as in
pax format archives to support long term retention (disk and tape archiving).
•
Sophisticated cataloging of metadata for multiple file types.
•
Reliable and accurate recovery.

High Performance Data Mover
Miria ensures the highest level of performance by optimizing requests to handle the flow or data
continuously or in a deferred manner:
•
High performance data movement to tape or disk.
•
Built-in support for data movement scalability and failover.
•
Data archiving to multiple storage options from one single archiving request.
•
Leveraging of the Miria data movers (Agents) in order to copy or move data between Miriamanaged-primary-storages with built-in capability to grant / deny access to platforms at
user level.

Central Administration
Miria provides these central administration features:
•
Management of the entire system locally or remotely through a single interface.
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•

•

Management of settings for the entire system including enabling license keys, managing
and configuring the storage, creating users and groups, and managing your archiving
policies.
Ability to delegate administration capabilities at granular level to standard users.

Data Lifecycle Management
Miria provides these data lifecycle management features:
•
Reorganization, transfer, or sharing of archives according to the changes within the
enterprise.
•
Availability of several retention management modes.

Advanced tape management
Miria provides these advanced tape management features:
•
Prevention of tape spanning. When Miria needs to archive a file larger than the space
available on the targeted tape, it writes the file to another tape rather than cut it up. The
available space on the first tape is used for another file that fits in the free space.
•
Bestfit function. Miria can identify the space available on a tape and make the best use of
it depending on the data that needs to be archived. This permits optimization of the
remaining available space on tape.
•
Worstfit function. For optimal performance, Miria can spread the information to archive
on all tapes available in a library.
•
Ability to control large file splitting on several tapes. When archiving a very large file
(i.e., larger than 800 GB), Miria can write the data on several tapes.

Features Available on Windows Only
Some Miria administration features are only available on Windows. Consider using the Windows
Miria Administration Console if you need to perform these actions:
Archive administration.
•
Viewing the list of media related to a user archive.
See Administering Archives.
Platforms.
•
Granting users permissions to perform actions on Miria platform file systems: copy, move
an object, rename an object, delete an object, and add a folder.
See Miria Platforms.
Archiving, retrieval and copy.
•
Searching an archived object by criteria.
•
Choosing an automatic retrieval destination location.
•
Forcing the copy or move of an object from a platform file system to another at drag-anddrop.

Miria
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See the Miria Administrator’s Documentation for Windows, Topic “Archiving, Retrieving, and
Copying Data”.
Automatic tasks.
•
Creating a task from a platform.
•
Creating an Automatic Catalog Ingest Task.
See Tasks.
Media Manager administration.
•
Viewing details about the media belonging to a media group.
•
Viewing statistics about the job using the drive.
•
Ingesting LTFS media.
•
Filtering the media list.
•
Filtering the media move history.
•
Filtering Media Manager events.
See Administering Media Manager.
Monitoring.
•
Viewing a summary of active jobs.
•
Searching a job.
•
Viewing statistics on jobs.
•
Viewing the list of sub-jobs on a media.
•
Viewing statistics on volume usage trend.
See Monitoring Miria.

Miria Basic Components
Archiving with Miria consists of collecting data from a source storage called primary storage, and
moving it to a destination storage called secondary storage.
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The Figure 1 represents the Miria architecture basic components:

Figure 1: Architecture with basic components

This table describes the Miria architecture major components:
Component

Description

Miria Server

This component:
•
•
•
•

Provides the access service (user authentication).
Hosts the Miria database.
Manages scheduling of archiving and retrieval jobs.
Maps the user-level LAN requests into SAN-level or Miria-level
requests, and delegates their execution to one or several Miria agents.
• Acts as an agent (data mover) in low volume environments.
Miria agent

This component:
• Is in charge of the data movement. Gets the data from primary storage
and write it to secondary storage directly whenever possible, or through
another agent with access to the secondary storage.
• Acts as a gateway for NAS primary storage.
A built-in mechanism ensures that in the case of network failure or
unavailability, the Miria agent automatically tries to reconnect to the server
until the connection is re-established.

Miria
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Component

Description

Miria client

This component can be any of these interfaces:
• The Miria User Interface or the Miria Administration Console used as a
User Interface.
• The Miria Command Line Interface.
• Plugins for partner applications such as Final Cut Pro or Avid Interplay.
Its role is to identify the data to be archived and retrieved, and to create a
job to be managed by the Miria server.

Miria
Administration
Console

This component permits the administrator to configure and monitor the
entire system locally or remotely.

Primary storage

Source storage device from which Miria collects the data to archive. Miria
supports a broad range of primary storage, including these types:

It can also be used as a User Interface for super users.

• Disks on file servers
• NAS appliances
• Hard disks of users’ workstations
Secondary
storage

Destination storage device where the data to archive is moved when it is
no longer needed in primary storage. Miria supports a broad range of
secondary storage, including these types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disk storage
Tape storage
NAS appliances
Content Addressing Storage (CAS)
Cloud Storage
Object Storage

Triggering Archiving and Retrieval
Miria offers these methods to archive and retrieve data:

Archiving
Miria offers 3 methods for triggering the data archiving.

Manual Archiving
In this mode, you control the archiving directly through the dedicated Miria User Interface. The
archiving is triggered through this interface by dragging files from local storage to an archive
folder.
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Automatic Archiving Using Tasks
In this mode, the archiving is policy-based (i.e., automated). It is controlled by tasks configured to
archive specific types of files at specific period of time to dedicated archive folders. Automatic
archiving offers different additional capabilities such as automated stubbing and complex
archiving that is fully automated with XML Ingest.

Application-driven Archiving
In this mode, the archiving is triggered from one of these interfaces:
•
The Miria Application Programming Interface (API), Command Line Interface (CLI), or Web
services.
Or
•
A partner application interface (e.g., Final Cut Pro, Final Cut Server, Avid Interplay, etc.).

Retrieval
Miria offers 3 methods for triggering the data retrieval.

Using the Miria Graphical Interfaces
With the Miria User Interface, you can search and retrieve files based on metadata. Metadata
includes inherent file properties such as file name, owner, and type as well as policy-based
keywords assigned to archives based on function.

Using the Stubs
When the Miria HSM function is enabled, a stub that acts as a pointer to the file remains on the
original storage media once a file has been moved to secondary storage. This provides users
with an easy and transparent way to retrieve data.

Using the Application
The retrieval of your media files is triggered from within the partner application interfaces, such as
Final Cut Pro, Final Cut Server, Avid Interplay, Fork, etc.

Archiving and Retrieval Data Movement
The triggering of the archiving and the actual data movement are two separate dataflows in Miria.
This architecture gives Miria the flexibility to adapt to many different working environments.
These are the two types of data movement for file archiving:
•
Agent Mode. The Miria agent located in or near primary storage is the data mover. It is
responsible for moving files to secondary storage. You can even delegate this data
movement to other machines using either of these methods:
–
Delegation to another platform to avoid overloading a server (e.g., one used for
production).
See Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform for details.

Miria
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–

•

Delegation to an agent pool to distribute the workload over several platforms, which
can improve performance.
See Agent Pools for details.
Client Mode. No Miria agent is installed on the user workstation and the Miria User
Interface is responsible for the data movement. You should note that the Client mode has
limitations compared to the Agent mode, the data movement is performed at application
and user level. For large volumes or if Miria is frequently used with no user connected,
deploying an agent is recommended.

By default, Miria tries to leverage the most powerful agent mode. If it is not possible, it activates
the client mode.
See List of Default and Advanced Settings for details.

Agent Mode
Agent archiving is typically implemented if the data is located on a storage managed by a Miria
agent and the agent is archiving the files; once archived, you can access the files in a transparent
manner.
In this mode, the archiving can be triggered by a user from the graphical interfaces, a task, or by
an application/CLI/API, as the data to archive is located on file servers or NAS. The Miria agent in
charge of this file server or NAS moves the data.
It is also important to note that the agent is the component delivering the HSM capabilities of the
HSM Filter Driver and HSM Client features in Miria. This means that Client mode cannot deliver
the features of the HSM options.

Benefits
The agent mode provides these benefits:
•
Minimum deployment. Miria is installed for each file server or NAS.
•
If needed, users can still manage their archives and trigger archiving and retrieval from
their workstations, using the Miria User Interface from Windows, macOS, and UNIX
platforms.
•
Data transfer optimization. The data goes directly from primary storage to secondary
storage, through the most direct agent-to-agent optimized communication.
•
Implementation of scheduled automatic tasks with the retry on error function.
•
Archiving and retrieval actions transparent to the user, as the graphical interface only
initiates the request for service, and the agent performs the actual data movement.

Requirements
Before implementing the agent mode, consider these requirements:
•
You can archive only the data located on the Miria agent or on the NAS.
•
The file server operating systems must be compatible with the operating system supported
by the Miria agent.

8
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Data Flow
The data collected for archiving is sent from primary storage to secondary storage through the
Miria agent. The metadata is stored in the Miria server database.
When primary storage is a file server where you can install a Miria agent, the data is directly sent
from primary storage to secondary storage (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The data flow from primary storage to secondary storage

When primary storage is a NAS appliance, the data is transferred to secondary storage through a
gateway hosting a Miria agent (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The data flow from a NAS appliance through a gateway to secondary storage

Client Mode
Client archiving is typically implemented if you must archive files stored on the local disks of the
users’ workstations. Users organize their archives and trigger archiving at their convenience
through the Miria User Interface.

Miria
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Benefits
Users can archive data located on the hard drives of their workstations without a Miria agent
being installed on the workstation.

Requirements
Before implementing the client mode, consider these requirements:
•
The Miria User Interface must be deployed on all users’ workstations.
Also, for the graphical interface to perform the data movement, you must open a session on
the workstation, and open the graphical interface.
•
•
•

Scheduled automatic archiving is not available. Only manual archiving through the Miria
User Interface is possible.
HSM features cannot be delivered in Client mode. An agent is required to create HSM Filter
Driver or HSM Client stubs.
You must create a storage proxy where the data is temporarily stored before it is retrieved
or archived. The size of this proxy corresponds to the largest volume of data that a job can
retrieve or archive.
A One-To-One configuration does not require you to define a storage proxy; however,
recommends you define a storage proxy as it allows you to reduce the number of cache
zones that are not suppressed to only one place on the disk of the One-To-One storage
manager container.

•
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Performing client archiving from a Unix client is not supported. The Miria User Interface is
only supported in client mode for Windows and macOS.
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Data Flow
The data is collected for archiving from primary storage (client workstations) by the graphical
interface and is temporarily gathered in a storage proxy, and then sent to secondary storage. The
metadata is stored on the Miria server database (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The data flow from a client workstation to secondary storage using a storage proxy

The storage proxy is required if you plan to perform client archiving to secondary storage other
than Miria File Storage One to One. It is a place on the disk that is used as a cache to gather data
for transfer. You must create the storage proxy on a machine with either a Miria agent or server
installed.
See Creating a Storage Proxy for details.
When archiving to secondary storage of Miria File Storage One to One type, no storage proxy is
required. The data stream is sent directly from the client workstation to secondary storage (Figure
5).

Miria
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Figure 5: The data flow from a client workstation to secondary storage of Miria File Storage One to One type

Archive in Open Format
Miria offers the capacity to store archived objects in archive repositories using open formats.
These formats are not proprietary to Atempo, so you can easily access the data over time, even
without an available Miria server.
Miria provides the administrator with these open storage options:
•
Disk storage as a POSIX file system, similar to a file server storage—the Miria File Storage
One to One.
•
Disk storage organized in tar-like archives containing all files of an archive job stored in a
POSIX file system—the Miria File Storage Container leveraging the tar format.
•
Tape storage using the PAX format—the Media Manager Storage Container with tar
format.
•
Tape storage using the LTFS standard—the Media Manager Storage Container with LTFS
format.
See Archiving in Open Formats for more details on TAR and LTFS formats.

Communications in Miria
This topic describes the Miria communications:

User Interfaces
The Miria User Interface and Miria Administration Console connect to the server using the
HTTP/HTTPS protocols. They communicate through port 80 by default.

12
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By default, these communications use the unencrypted HTTP protocol; however, when you
install Miria, you can decide whether or not the communications between the graphical interfaces
and the server will be encrypted.
When using the HTTPS protocol, take note of these considerations:
•
No external certificate is required.
•
The encryption is performed locally, using the platform CPU and memory.
•
Using HTTPS can result in slower performance.
This encryption feature should not be confused with authentication of the graphical interfaces.
For details on setting up encrypted and/or unencrypted ports at installation, see the Miria
Installation Documentation.
See Specifying the Connection Port at Login for details on specifying encrypted or unencrypted
connection when logging in from a user interface.

Data Movement
The communications between the Miria server and agents use a proprietary protocol that
guarantees fast and secure data movement (i.e., it does not lose or corrupt data). They
communicate through port 2524 by default.
By default, this protocol does not encrypt data. You can activate the Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
encryption by setting the encryption tunables (Negotiation, Send, and Acceptation) in the %ADA_
HOME%Binary\Conf\parameters.xml file. You can configure this encryption locally on each
Miria component (server, agents) at a granular level. This enables you to use encryption globally
on the entire dataflow, or on only a portion of it, if an agent is in a particularly risky or exposed
area of the network. For example, in a demilitarized zone (i.e., DMZ), you can set up an individual
agent to send and/or receive only in encrypted mode.
The configuration enabling the encryption activation is stored in a configuration file local to each
Miria component.

Encryption Tunables
These three tunables enable you configuring the encryption in your Miria configuration
•
Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_negotiation_type=0|1|2
Description. Enables the negotiation of the connection between the server and the agent.
The negotiation itself can be encrypted or not, regardless of the connection that results from
it.
The tcp_session_accept_request_type tunable controls the encryption of the
connection, as opposed to the negotiation.
These are the values that you can set:
–
–

–

Miria

0: Disabled, there is no negotiation for the manner in which data is transferred.
Data transfer is handled in the default, unencrypted mode.
1: Negotiation is enabled, but unencrypted.
The value of the tcp_session_accept_request_type tunable is then read to
determine if the negotiation resulting connection should be encrypted.
2: Negotiation is enabled and encrypted.
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The value of the tcp_session_accept_request_type tunable is then read to
determine if the negotiation resulting connection should be encrypted.
Note: You must set this tunable to the same value in all machines connecting within a
Miria environment.
•

Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_send_request_type=mask
Description. This tunable is only read if tcp_session_negotiation_type is enabled.
It is a mask that combines two separate controls. The first part concerns the sockets used
for the transfer of actual data (files, etc.), and the second concerns control sockets
(descriptions, orders, information, etc.).
These are the values that you can set:
–
–
–

0: Connection type decided by the server.
1: Unencrypted connection.
2: Encrypted connection.

The first two characters 0x indicate that the value is a mask. The last two digits represent
the actual values: the first concerns data connection, the second control connection.
These are the possible combinations:
0x00: Connection type is defined on the server for all sockets.
0x01: Connection type for data transfer sockets is defined on the server, but control
sockets are unsecured. Avoid using this combination.
–
0x02: Connection type for data transfer sockets is defined on the server, and control
sockets are secured.
–
0x10: Data transfer sockets are unsecured, and control sockets are defined on the
server.
–
0x11: All sockets are unsecured.
–
0x12: Data transfer sockets are unsecured, and control sockets are secured.
–
0x20: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are defined on the
server.
–
0x21: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are unsecured.
–
0x22: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are secured.
Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_accept_request_type=0|1
–
–

•

Description. This tunable is only read if tcp_session_negotiation_type tunable is
enabled.
These are the values that you can set:
–
–

0: Unencrypted connection.
1: Encrypted connection.

This tunable is set locally on each machine and can have different settings on the server
and the agents.
Example. If a server has the connection encryption enabled (set to 1), then all the agents
connecting to it transfer data towards it in encrypted mode, whether or not the agents have
the encryption set.
However, if the data movement is in the other direction (i.e., data is being retrieved onto a
secured agent), then it is the setting on the agent that determines whether the data transfer
is encrypted.
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Note: This tunable is only relevant if the tcp_session_send_request_type tunable
sets the server to define the connection type.
See Miria Tunables for details on setting other tunables that you can use with Miria.
These are a few possible scenarios:
•
You have configured the Miria server to only accept secured connections.
So, you must configure all connecting agents to connect in encrypted mode. They can only
log in on the encrypted port.
•

You have configured the Miria server to accept only unsecured connections.
So, you must configure all connecting machines to connect in unsecured mode. They can
only log in on the unencrypted port.

•

You have configured the Miria server to accept both secured and unsecured connections.
So, you can individually configure agents to connect to the server either way.

When using the encryption between agents and the server, take note of these considerations:
•
No external certificate is required.
•
The encryption is performed locally, using the CPU and memory of the platform.
•
Using encryption can result in slower performance.
The encryption feature should not be confused with authentication of the Miria agents.

Establishing a Secured Connection
To create a secured connection between a server and a client by using the OpenSSL library
(Figure 6):
1.
The SSL client sends to the SSL server the Hello message along with this information:
•
The SSL library version.
•
The list of cyphers (or identifiers) supported and that define the methods used for:
–
To calculate the secret key used to encrypt and unencrypt data.
–
To validate the certificates.
–
To encrypt and unencrypt data.
–
To calculate the signature for each data block.
2.
The server responds to the client Hello message and adds this information:
•
The cypher that will be used.
•
The server certificate.
•
If the server must validate the client certificate, the corresponding request for the client
to provide its certificate.
3.
The client verifies the validity of the certificate provided by the server.
•
If the certificate is not valid, the connection halts.
•
If the certificate is valid, the client sends this information to the server:
–
The keys used to calculate the secret key that will allow to encrypt and unencrypt
data.
–
The client certificate, if the server has asked for it.
4.
The server verifies the validity of the certificate provided by the client, if the server has
asked for it.
If the certificate is not valid, the connection halts.

Miria
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5.
6.

The client sends an encrypted message along with the secret key in order to indicate to the
server the end of the handshake or identification phase.
The server also sends to the client an encrypted message along with the secret key in order
to indicate the end of the handshake or identification phase.

Figure 6: This diagram summarizes the steps that allow to establish a secured connection between a server and a client by
using the OpenSSL library

Interfaces
Limitations
Most Miria components support Unicode and DBCS (i.e., double-byte character set).
If you use localized names when creating administration objects in the Miria Administration
Console (e.g., project archives, storage managers, archiving platforms), be aware that you
cannot manage them through the Command Line Interface.
This table indicates the compatibility for each Miria component:
Component

16

Unicode and DBCS Compatibility

Windows Administration Console

Yes

macOS Administration Console

Yes

Windows User Interface

Yes

macOS User Interface

Yes
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Component

Unicode and DBCS Compatibility

Java User Interface

Yes

Command Line Interface

No

XML Ingest XML files

Yes

ada_archive and ada_retrieve Commands
You can archive and retrieve files with Unicode or DBCS characters through the ada_archive
and ada_retrieve commands, provided you use an input file with a BOM (i.e., Byte Order
Mark). A BOM is a series of characters indicating the byte order used in the file. It must be
entered as the first characters of the file.
See Archiving Files with Unicode Characters and Retrieving Files with Unicode Characters for
details on how to implement the BOM.

Miria
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CHAPTER 2 - Logging In to Miria and Managing

the License
This topic explains how to log in and out of the Miria Administration Console and how to obtain
and import a license key to use Miria.

Importing the Miria License
Before you import and use a permanent license for Miria, ensure that you have installed the Miria
server and a Miria Administration Console.
To log in and obtain a license, complete these procedures in the order indicated:
1.
Log in to the Miria Administration Console.
See Logging In to the Administration Console for details.
2.
Register the 30-day temporary license key.
See Registering the License Key for details.
3.
Note the HostID in the License window.
See Reviewing and Updating License Information for details.
4.
Obtain a permanent license key.
See Obtaining a Permanent License Key for details.
5.
Re-register the license key using the newly-obtained permanent file.
See Registering the License Key for details.

Logging In to the Administration Console
When launching the Miria Administration Console for the first time, you must specify the Miria
server name to which you want to connect.

To log in to the Miria Administration Console in Windows
Basic Login Parameters
This table describes the basic login parameters:
Parameter

Options and Actions

User

By default, this field value correlates with the name of the Windows user logged
in to the machine.
If this is the first time you log in, change this to the root user.
For subsequent logins, log in with any Miria user.

Miria
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Parameter

Options and Actions

Password

Enter the password associated with the user. If this is the first time you log in as
root, leave the Password field empty.
When you start entering your password, an icon in the form of an eye displays at
the right of this field. Clicking this icon and holding the mouse button shows the
password in plain text.
The root account is initially configured without a password to enable you to
access the administration console for the first time. For security reasons,
Atempo recommends that you assign a password to the root account as soon
as possible. See Users for details.

Connect in
Super User
Mode

Select this box to log in as a super user to be able to perform all administration
tasks.
If you try to connect as a Super User to a database that is either in offline or
maintenance status, a pop up asks you to connect to it in administration mode.
Click Yes and enter the root user password in the The Database Miria is offline
window.
Select the check mark to connect to Miria.
To log in as a standard user, clear this box. You can only view the list of project
archives for which you have the permissions.
See Super Users vs. Standard Users for details on the differences between a
super user and a standard user.

MiriaServer

Name of the Miria server machine.
See Specifying the Connection Port at Login for details on using this parameter
to establish an encrypted or unencrypted connection.

Database
Name

Database instance you want to use for Miria.
It is called Miria by default.

Advanced Login Parameters
To log on to the Administration Console for the first time
1.
2.
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In the Applications folder, click the Miria Admin icon.
From the Login window, click the framed area that displays the login parameters.
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This table describes the parameters that you should complete in the Login window:
Parameter

Options and Actions

User

At first login, enter root as the User Login and leave the Password field
empty. Ensure to select the Super-User option by clicking the arrows to the
left of the User field.
The root account is initially configured without a password to enable you
to access the administration console for the first time. For security
reasons, Atempo recommends that you assign a password to the root
account as soon as possible. See Users for details.
For subsequent logins, these are the valid options:
• Standard User. Enables you to access only the project archives to
which you have the permission.
• Super-User. Enables you to perform all administration tasks.
• Offline. Enables the root user to connect to the database in Database
Administration mode.
To activate the Database Administration mode, enter the root user
password and click Log in.
The Miria Administration Console opens in Database administration
mode that enables the root user to only put the database in one of
these three states: Online, Offline, or Administration (Maintenance).
See Miria Database Administration Mode.

Server

Enter the name of the Miria server machine.
See Specifying the Connection Port at Login for details on using this
parameter to establish an encrypted or unencrypted connection.

Database

Select the database instance that you want to use for Miria. It is called
Miria by default.

Proxy I/O
Domain

Name of a logical domain that is associated with a Proxy I/O definition.
Miria uses the domain that you specify at the log in to compute the Proxy
I/O mapping when performing an archiving, retrieval, or copy operation.
At the log in, you can:
• Leave the Proxy I/O Domain field empty. To compute the Proxy I/O
mapping, Miria uses all the proxy I/O definitions.
Or
• Enter a Proxy I/O domain (e.g., Atempo). To compute the Proxy I/O
mapping, Miria uses the proxy I/O definitions in which the Domain=
argument matches ʽAtempo’ or ʽ*’.
See Proxy I/O Domain.
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Parameter

Options and Actions

Favorite
Name

Enter a name for these connection settings to create a connection profile.
This is the profile used the next time you launch the Miria Administration
Console, to log in more quickly.

Options

These are the valid options:
• Connect Automatically. Automatic connection to the last server you
connected.
• Save Password into Keychain. The login and password are
automatically saved in the keychain of your user. In this case, the next
time you launch the Miria Administration Console, you are
automatically connected with the last user identity.
• Show log in the Console. Enables the Miria Administration Console
to display the diagnostic logs generated by macOS following an
application crash.
Then you can obtain these diagnostic logs directly from the Miria
Administration Console.

3.

Click Log in.

Specifying the Connection Port at Login
To use the secured HTTPS protocol to connect to Miria, the server must have been configured to
accept this protocol at installation time.
The server to which you will connect is entered in the Server field of the Login window, either as
<server_name> or as <IP_address>.
These are the default port settings:
•
The port for HTTP (unencrypted) connection to the server is 80.
•
The port for HTTPS (encrypted) connection to the server is 443.
If you modified the default port during Miria custom installation, the port number is included after
the server name or IP address, using this format:
<server_name>:<port_number>
For encrypted mode, the letter s is added to the end of the string entered in the Miria Server field:
<server_name>:<port_number>s

Examples
For the Miriadoc server with the IP address 172.16.88.92:
•
Default connection, unencrypted:
Miriadoc
Or
172.16.88.92
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•

If a customized port, 85, was configured for unencrypted connections:
Miriadoc:85
Or

•

172.16.88.92:85
Default connection, encrypted:
Miriadoc:s
Or

•

172.16.88.92:s
If a customized port, 8181, was configured for encrypted connections:
Miriadoc:8181s
Or
172.16.88.92:8181s

The License Key
About the License
To use your Miria product, you must register a license key.
Atempo provides the standard permanent license key through the Atempo Client Portal. There is
one standard license key for Miria Enterprise Edition.
You must obtain additional specific keys to use these features:
•
Miria for Final Cut Server
•
Miria for Final Cut Pro
•
Miria for Avid Interplay
•
Miria for B4M Fork
•
Partial retrieval of media files
•
Automatic import of metadata from graphical file formats
•
File deduplication by name, size, and modification time
To request this option, refer to the specific process described in Deduplication Based on
File Properties License.
•
•

Database Migration
Video Transcoding to preview archived video assets
To request this option, refer to the specific process described in Video Transcoding License.

•
•
•
•

Interplay Dispatcher
Fast Scan
SnapStor
Synchronization

Contact Atempo for details on the license keys that you need for your Miria environment.

Miria
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Miria can deliver you a built-in 15-day Demonstration License Key. This license is for a complete
version of Miria, including the main Miria options. It has these limitations:
•
It does not include the Deduplication by name, size, and modification time, the video
transcoding, the Database Migration, or DET Dispatcher options.
•
You can use it only once.
•
It expires 30 days after the date you register it. After expiration, you must obtain a
permanent key from Atempo to continue using Miria.
Without a permanent license key, you can continue using Miria to retrieve previously archived
data, but you cannot perform any new archiving. If you attempt to launch an archiving job with an
invalid license, the job exists on error and displays the Invalid License status in the Job List
window in red.

Obtaining a Permanent License Key
Once you have purchased Miria, you receive an e-mail from Atempo which provides instructions
about the product download and the license key.
To obtain a permanent license key
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Forward this e-mail to Atempo Product Distribution (pd@atempo.com) along with the
HostID of the machine on which the Miria server is installed.
Product Distribution generate your license key and send you a notification e-mail.
Log in to the Atempo Client Portal.
Go to the Licensing tab.
In the left frame, click Display Keys for Site, and select the product.
In the main frame, click the license link to open the License Certificate.
This document contains your license key.

For more details on requesting the special licenses, see Deduplication Based on File Properties
License and Video Transcoding License.

Registering the License Key
Upon receiving the permanent license file, you must create the connection between the file and
the Miria installation.
To register an Atempo License Key for use with Miria
1.

2.
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Log in to the Miria Administration Console and choose the appropriate option:
•
Create a demo key
If you select this option, the system automatically generates a temporary license key
for you.
•
Select a license key
Select this option if you have already acquired a license key.
You can copy it from the License Certificate on the Atempo Client Portal.
Click OK to validate your registration.
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Reviewing and Updating License Information
The Miria Administration Console License window displays the license details and, when
necessary, enables you to update your license key. To open the License Window:
l

In Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Server > License.
The License window opens.

The License window has two panes: Features and License File.

Features
The Figure 7 shows the License File and Features panes of the License window:

Figure 7: License File and Features

This read-only pane provides these details on the features included in your license key:
•
Host ID. The first line displays the Host ID of the Miria server.
You need this piece of information to obtain a permanent license key. There may be more
than one Host IDs listed, separated by commas. Use the first one when you e-mail Atempo
for your permanent License Key.
•

Miria

Other information on this pane includes the expiration date of your license and any of the
special optional features of Miria such as the Final Cut Pro plug-in, etc.
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License File
This pane displays your current license registration key and permits you to update the key by
pasting the contents of the License Certificate that you got from the Atempo Client Portal.
In some rare cases, you may have to import a new atempo.lic file if the copy-paste procedure
fails.
To import a new atempo.lic file
1.
2.

In the License window, click Select to browse the directory tree to select the new file, or
paste the contents of the new file directly into the pane.
Click OK to validate the key import.

Special License Requirements
These Miria components requires specific licenses:

Deduplication Based on File Properties License
See Deduplication Based on File Properties for details on the Deduplication feature.
To request the special license to use deduplication based on file properties
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Print the three-page document available in ATEMPO DISCLAIMER, WAIVER, AND
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
Read the disclaimer document carefully.
Complete the information requested on the form.
Sign the disclaimer to indicate that you are aware of the risks that involves the use of this
option, and that you agree with the terms and conditions.
Send the signed document to responses@atempo.com to receive the license.
Note: There is a handling time of four to five days.

6.
7.
8.

From the left pane of the Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Server > License
and click the License File tab.
Paste the contents of the deduplication license directly into the pane at the end of the
existing license.
Click the check mark to validate the license adding.
Note: Once this option has been enabled, it cannot be changed.

ATEMPO DISCLAIMER, WAIVER, AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
FOR CUSTOMER-REQUESTED NON-STANDARD FEATURE
ATEMPO Internal Process:
Please send this document to the Atempo-Miria Product Manager.
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This Disclaimer, Waiver, and Limitation of Liability (“Waiver”) is executed by the customer listed
on the last page of this Waiver (“Customer”) and is effective as of the date (“Effective Date”)
shown on the last page of this Waiver.
WHEREAS ATEMPO, Inc., and its subsidiary companies (collectively “Atempo”), develop
products used in the management of network storage and backup systems; and
WHEREAS Customer and ATEMPO are parties to ATEMPO’s End-User License Agreement for
use of the ATEMPO-Miria Software; and
WHEREAS now Customer desires to enable certain features of the MiriaSoftware which are nonindustry standard and which can cause data loss and other harm when used improperly; and
WHEREAS ATEMPO is willing to enable these features solely based on Customer’s acceptance
of all the terms and conditions set forth in this Waiver;
NOW, THEREFORE, ATEMPO and Customer hereby agree to the following:
1. DISCLAIMER: ATEMPO has fully disclosed, and Customer acknowledges and agrees, that
the custom form of File Level Deduplication Based on File Name and File Size (the “File
Name/Size Deduplication”) or File Name, File Size and File Modification Time (the “File
Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication”) which has been implemented in the Miria Software
is not based on the industry standard mechanisms and algorithms used for analyzing files for
potential deduplication. ATEMPO EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY
LOSSES, DAMAGES, OR OTHER HARM SUFFERED BY CUSTOMER CAUSED BY THE FILE
NAME/SIZE DEDUPLICATION FORMAT THAT HAS BEEN ELECTED HEREIN BY
CUSTOMER, AND CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT IT ACCEPTS THE
ATEMPO DISCLAIMER SET FORTH HEREIN.
2. WAIVER OF CLAIMS; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Customer acknowledges and agrees that it
will use the implementation of the File Name/Size Deduplication or the File
Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication methodology with full knowledge of the disclaimer
set forth in 1 above, and with Customer’s full acceptance of the risks set forth in the disclaimer.
Customer further acknowledges and agrees that the File Name/Size Deduplication or the File
Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication methodology can lead to data loss and related
damages when implemented in an environment in which it is not certain that all files are
maintained with unique names and can be identified solely by comparison of name and file size.
As consideration for ATEMPO’s agreement to implement the File Name/Size Deduplication or
File Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication feature in the ATEMPO Miria Software,
Customer agrees that it hereby waives any and all claims as against and/or its affiliates, agents or
assigns for any and all losses that may arise from the implementation of the File Name/Size
Deduplication or File Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication methodology. Customer
agrees that should the use of the File Name/Size Deduplication or File Name/Size/Modificationdate Deduplication in the Miria result in any damage, loss or harm (the “Waived Claims”) to
Customer, or its affiliates, Customer hereby waives its right to assert any claim as against
ATEMPO or its affiliates for recovery based on the Waived Claims. ATEMPO shall have no
liability for the Waived Claims, and Customer acknowledges this disclaimer by ATEMPO, and
agrees that ATEMPO shall have no liability for any damages from such Waived Claims.
Customer further agrees that, notwithstanding the provisions of section 1 above and the
preceding language set forth in this section 2, that in any event the maximum liability that may be
awarded in any dispute arising under this Waiver shall be $1.00.
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Upon execution of this Waiver by both parties, a license key will be delivered to Customer to
enable the File Name/Size Deduplication or File Name/Size/Modification-date Deduplication
feature in the Miria Software. This license key will come in addition to the standard Miria license
key. Please note that, once activated this Deduplication option cannot be changed or turned off
on the storages using it.
PROCEDURE TO REQUEST YOUR LICENSE
Please provide Atempo with the following information in order to obtain the license key (items
noted by a * are mandatory), sign this Waiver and return it in an electronic form by e-mail to:
responses@atempo.com.
First and Last Name*
of the person requesting the license
Email Address *

_______________________________
_

of the person requesting the license

_______________________________
_

Company or Organization Name of the
Customer*

_______________________________
_

Hostid*

_______________________________
_

of the machine on which the
ATEMPO Miria Server is
installed
Address*

_______________________________
_

ZIP/Postal code*

_______________________________
_

City*

_______________________________
_

Country*

_______________________________
_

The process to deliver this specific license may take up to five days from and after execution of
the Waiver by the parties. The license for the Deduplication option is delivered by e-mail.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Waiver has been executed by duly authorized representatives of
the parties as set forth below.
Customer:
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Company or Organization: ________________________________

Signature:

________________________________

Printed Name:

________________________________

Title:

________________________________

Date:

________________________________

Video Transcoding License
The Video Asset Preview component is free of charge but it requires a Video Transcoding
license. See Previewing Video Assets for details on the Video Transcoding feature.
If you want to obtain the Video Transcoding license in QuickTime/H264 format, you must first
download a library from Cisco and install it with Miria. See Video Encoding for details.
To obtain the Video Transcoding license
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Miria

From the left pane of the Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Server > Default
Settings.
The Default Settings window opens.
From the Jobs > Archiving section, select the Video Proxy Transcoding Format setting.
In the Value column, click the line of the setting and set the appropriate value (i.e., Default or
QuickTime/H264).
A window asks whether you want to request a license.
Click Yes.
The Request Video Proxy Transcoding License window displays.
Complete the fields as described in Request Video Transcoding License Window.
Click Copy to Pasteboard, and then paste the form contents in an email.
Or
Click Send with Apple Mail to send the form contents directly through Apple Mail.
You will receive back the Video Transcoding license.
From the left pane of the Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Server > License
and click the License File tab.
Paste the contents of the Video Transcoding license directly into the pane at the end of the
existing license.
Click OK to validate the license adding.
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Request Video Transcoding License Window
This table describes the parameters in the Request Video Transcoding License window:
Parameter

Description

Personal Information

Complete these fields with your personal information. All fields are
mandatory, except the Comment:
• Civil Status. Select the appropriate civil status from the list.
• First Name.
• Last Name.
• Company.
• City.
• Country.
• Email.
• Phone.
• Comment. Enter any comment that you find useful.
Click the AutoFill from my contact card button to fill the form
automatically with your contact information.

Workflow Type

Select the types of workflow that you use to archive your data.
These are the valid options:
• Archiving using Interfaces. Archives data through drag and
drop from the interfaces.
• Automatic Archiving. Archives data through automatic tasks.
• Application Integration. Archives data through a third-party
application. Select the application from the list, or enter the name
of your application.
• Other. Archives data through any other workflow. Specify the
workflow type in the corresponding field.

Storage tab

Lists all the storage managers that are present in your Miria
environment, with the volume of archived data, the number of
media, and whether you use deduplication.

License tab

Displays your current license file.

Other Information tab

Displays this information about your Miria configuration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Server Type.
Hostid.
Nb Archives. Number of archives in your configuration.
Nb Files. Number of files you have archived.
Nb Directories. Number of directories you have archived.
Nb Folders. Number of archive folders in your configuration.
Copy Jobs. Whether you have already used the copy function.
Move Jobs. Whether you have already used the move function.
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Disconnecting from Miria Administration Console
You can either log off from Miria Administration Console or close the application.
Logging off does not close the application. It permits you to change the connection parameters or
to log in as a different user.
>
In the top right corner of the Miria Administration Console, click the Disconnect button.
>
In the top right corner of the Miria Administration Console, click the Close button.
To log off and connect as a different user
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Miria

In Miria Administration Console, click the Disconnection button at the top right.
The Server Connection window opens with the identity of the last user who logged in.
Choose a different connection profile from the list, and click Log in.
If the list does not display your user, select New Favorite.
Click the area inside the Login frame to edit the user credentials.
This image shows the identity information area:

Complete the fields as described in To log on to the Administration Console for the first time.
You are now connected to the Miria server with the user of your choice.
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CHAPTER 3 - Miria Administration Console
This chapter describes the Miria Administration Console and provides an overview of the function
set to which it gives access.

Miria Administration Console Interface
The Figure 8 illustrates the Miria Administration Console.

Figure 8: Interface of the Administration Console

To find in this guide the description of the various components and features of the Miria
Administration Console, refer to the Miria Quicktable. Its purpose is to facilitate your navigation
through the Miria Administration Console in relation to available documentation.
The console expands from more general concepts at left to increasingly detailed notions as you
read it towards the right. Clicking an object at left reveals its content and related objects in the
next pane.
The Console is entirely resizable with a minimum size of 1,000*750 pixels.

Miria
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Miria Administration Console Sections
The Miria Administration Console may display these sections and elements:

Tabs
In addition to vertical panes, some sections may display above the address bar as tabs that give
you a direct access to the corresponding area of the Miria Administration Console.
These are the tabs that may display above the address bar:
•
Configuration.
•
Job List.
•
Event List.
•
Media List.
To open the Job, Event, or Media lists in a floating window, right-click the desired category in the
Browse pane and select Open in window.
To close a tab, click the X to its left.

Main Menu Bar
The main menu bar enables you to start a new session without closing the current one.
To start a new session, select from the macOS main menu bar File > New Window. The Login
window opens again for you to start a new session using a different favorite.

Status Bar
Located at the bottom of the Miria Administration Console, the Status bar provides this
information about the current session:
•
The server name.
•
The port number used.
•
The database name.
•
The logged-in user and whether the user is a Super User.
•
The session number.

Address Bar
Shows you at a glance the path to the object that is selected in the navigation pane. It is
composed of these elements:
•
A central field displaying the path to the object currently selected in the navigation pane.
•
Move Back and Move Forward buttons to let you go back to the last object viewed or
forward to the object subsequently viewed.
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Left Pane
This table describes the tabs that the left pane display:
Tab

Description

Browse

Acts as a table of contents for your entire Miria configuration.
This view gives you access to all of the Miria constituent parts, grouped into six
conceptual families:
• Storage. Project Archives, Archiving Policies, Storage Managers, Retention,
Archiving Platforms, Deduplication Domains, Custom Media Rules (applies
only to Media Manager, if used), and Media List.
• Users. Users, User Groups, Trusted Domains, and SAP (Security
Authentication Path).
• Tasks. Tasks, Run Timeframes, and Run Locks.
• Jobs. Opens the Job List window.
• Server. Metadata, Object Groups, Default Settings (opens the Default
Settings pane that enables you to set the default settings for this instance of
Miria), Sessions - Processes (opens the Process/Session List), Email,
Events, License, Volume Report, Database, and Proxy IO.
• Applications. Shows these applications, if they are enabled by the license:
–
Final Cut Server. Lets you set up a connector to a Final Cut Server
device.
–
Avid Interplay. Lets you configure Profiles to connect to an Avid
Interplay workgroup, permitting archiving and retrieval from within
native Avid interfaces.
–
B4M FORK. Lets you configure Miria integration in the FORK
archiving workflow.
–
Media Manager. Lets you set up a connector to a Media Manager
device.

Search

Clicking the magnifying glass icon opens the Search tab. It enables you to search
for archived objects among all archives you have permission to access. The
search parameters are metadata that you have previously set up.
See Searching by Metadata for information on this feature.

Favorites

This feature is only available on Windows.

Navigation Area
The central pane displays the lists of objects belonging to the family selected in the left pane,
along with their related objects and dependencies. It displays the objects in relation to each other
and enables you to perform actions on objects.

Miria
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The Navigation area applies to objects that must be configured in Miria, such as storage
managers or users. It is not relevant to such things as job or event logs, which have their own
interfaces that you can open directly from the Browse tab or the left pane.

General Description
The Navigation area is divided horizontally into two sections. The upper section is a tree view and
the lower section displays related objects; they are resizeable using the horizontal grip.
When you select a category of items in the left pane, the tree view lists all the items in that
category.
When you click an item in the tree view list:
•
The Properties pane to the right display its properties that you can edit here.
•
The related objects section displays all items related to/dependent on it.

Relationships
The related objects section in the navigation area shows the relationships between Miria items.
If you double-click an item in the Tree view, the related or dependent items are displayed
underneath it, like subdirectories in a directory tree. You can then click or double-click these
items in turn with the same results.
Here are some examples of the interdependance of these relationships:
•
Project Archives. Archive Owner, archiving policies applied to the archive, and tasks and
metadata associated with the archive.
•
Storage Managers. Storage manager containers, platforms connected to the storage
manager, media—for storage managers that use media, such as tape cartridges.
•
Users. User or overall groups to which the user belongs.
•
User Groups. All users who are members of the group.

Properties Pane
The Properties pane enables you to create and configure the objects that Miria uses. Its
appearance changes depending on the function of the object selected.
If you use localized names (e.g., Japanese, Korean, Chinese) in the Properties pane when
creating certain administration objects, you cannot manage them through the Command Line
Interface. This applies to the following objects:
•
Project archives.
•
Storage managers and containers.
•
Archiving platforms.
•
Users.
•
Retention periods.
•
Tasks.
Generally speaking, the upper section contains properties common to all objects of a given type,
such as the object name. The lower section, often tabbed, enables you to configure the
properties specific to the object being created.
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Action Buttons
These are the actions that you can perform through the Action buttons located at the top right of
the Miria Administration Console:
•
•
•
•

Disconnect icon. Disconnects you from the Miria server and displays the Login
window so that you can log in as another user.
Refresh icon. Refreshes the display. Closes the windows that are awaiting validation,
without saving the modifications.
Search Field. Enables you to search for the name of objects, such as, archives, users,
tasks, platforms, etc., into your whole Miria configuration.
Gear wheel. Creates a new item of the same type as the item selected in the navigation
area.
As soon as you make any modifications, the gear wheel becomes the Save button.

•

Save. Saves all modifications. It becomes active as soon as you make any modifications.
You must click this button for Miria to apply and save any parameter definitions.

Super Users vs. Standard Users
The functions available in Miria Administration Console depend on whether you log in to Miria as
a super user or a standard user.
This table describes the differences:
User Type

Functions Available

Super User

All Miria features are available.
The root Super User can also access the Database Administration
(Maintenance) mode that enables him to:
• View the sessions and processes.
• See general information on the database and edit some parameters.
• Put the database in Online, Offline, or Maintenance states.

Standard User

By default, only these features are available:
• Archiving and retrieving data to and from the project archives and
personal archive of the logged in user.
• Administering these particular jobs.
• Viewing the corresponding events.
• Viewing the jobs related to the archives of the logged in user.
You can also grant standard users specific rights, in which case these
additional features can be available:
• Monitoring and administering some of the Miria features.
See Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting for details.
• Viewing the list of all media and performing actions on them.
See Media Settings for details.

Miria
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Customizing the Display
The Preferences Window
The Preferences window enables you to set certain options that concern the display of the Miria
Administration Console.
1.
Select Miria Administration > Preferences.
2.
Set the preferences:
•
Connection Timeout Displays the Timeout for the connections to the Miria server. If
the server has not responded before the timeout is reached, an error message is
issued. Move the cursor to the desired timeout value.
•
Archive View Select the box if you want to show invisible files in the archives.
•
Display Sub-Jobs in Progress Select the box if you want the jobs to display with all
their queued sub-jobs open (equivalent to clicking the arrow next to the main job). The
Media Request icon is immediately visible on Retrieval sub-jobs if some of the media
needed for the Retrieval are absent from the library or in prevent use mode.
•
Jobs - Speed refresh These are the possible values:
–
Normal Move the cursor to set the basic refresh frequency for the Jobs window.
–
Quick Move the cursor to set the quick refresh frequency which operates when a
job is running. If the job window freezes when a job is running, choose a greater
quick refresh period.
3.
When you have selected your options, close the window.

Viewing User Documentation
To access the appropriate Help menu in the Miria Administration Console, you must be
connected to the Miria server.
>
Select Help > Show Server Documentation. A browser opens and lets you access the
documentation that matches your Miria version.

Miria Quicktable
The Miria Quicktable is an index based on the elements displayed in the left pane of the Miria
Administration Console. These elements are cross-referenced with the topics of the Miria
Administrator’s Documentation where they are described in detail. Its purpose is to facilitate your
navigation of the Miria Administration Console in relation to available documentation.
This table describes the items displayed in the Miria Administration Console left pane:
Item

For details, see:

Project Archives

Administering Archives.
The Miria User Documentation.
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Item

For details, see:

Archiving Policies Archiving Policy.
Storage Managers General. For a general discussion on storage managers and storage
manager containers, and for the configuration of the Atempo File Storage
One to One and Atempo File Storage Container storage managers, see
Storage Managers and Containers.
Media Manager. For a complete information on the Media Manager
storage manager, see Storage Managers and Containers and
Administering Media Manager.
Third-party
Sony ODA.
Storage Managers Caringo CAStor/Swarm Object Storage.
DataDirect Networks (DDN) WOS.
EMC Centera.
Hitachi Content Platform (HCP).
Amazon S3.
EMC Atmos.
Scality RING Sproxyd.
Scality RING CDMI.
Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST).
EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS).
StorageGRID Webscale.
Google Cloud Storage
Retention

Managing Retention.

Archiving
Platforms

Miria Platforms.

Dedup. Domains

Deduplication.

Custom Media
Rules

Custom Media Rules specifically concern the use of Media Manager as a
storage manager container:
• Configuring Custom Media Rules.
• Media Rules and Media Optimization.

Miria

Users

Users.

User Groups

User Groups and Overall Groups.

Trusted Domain

Trusted Domains.
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Item

For details, see:

Tasks

Task Types.
Running a Task.

Run Timeframes

To create a Run Timeframe.

Run Locks

To create a Run Lock.

Jobs

Miria Jobs.

Metadata

Configuring Metadata.
Miria Jobs.
Miria User Documentation.

Object Groups

Configuring Object Groups.

Default Settings

Advanced Settings.

SessionsProcesses

Processes and Sessions.

Email

SMTP Configuration.

Events

Miria Events.

License

Logging In to Miria and Managing the License.

Volume Report

Volume Report.

Database

Monitoring the Miria Database.

Proxy IO

Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform.

MM Application

Administering Media Manager.

Final Cut Server

Miria for Partner Applications Guide.

Avid Interplay

Miria for Partner Applications Guide.
For a discussion of Avid Unity MediaNetwork or Isis, used as an
archiving platform, see Miria Platforms.
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CHAPTER 4 - Miria Platforms
This topic describes the different Miria platform types and explains how to create and configure
the platforms in the Miria Administration Console.

Archiving Platforms
Archiving platforms represent the hosts where the data is located (primary storage and
secondary storage).
The Figure 9 illustrates the Miria components that you must declare as platforms:

Figure 9: Components to declare as platforms

In this environment, the data to be archived is located on a file server (primary storage) and on a
NAS (NAS primary storage).
The data is archived to a storage called File Storage One to One storage manager (secondary
storage).
This table describes the platforms that you can declare:
Platform

Description

Primary Storage

Hosts the data to archive.
It is declared as an agent platform.

NAS Primary
Storage

Miria

Hosts the data to archive (source of the archiving).
It is declared as a NAS platform.
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Platform

Description

Secondary
Storage

If you are using Miria File Storage as the storage manager, you must also
declare a platform on each machine where the data is to be archived
(target secondary storage).
It is declared as an agent platform.

Creating Archiving Platforms
To create an archiving platform
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform. The Properties pane for the
platform becomes active.
In the Type list, select the type corresponding to the platform to be created.
These are the valid options:
•
Agent Platforms.
Represents the Miria agents.
•
NAS Platforms.
Represents the appliances where the data to archive is located.
•
Agent Pools.
Once you have created and configured the platforms, you can group them into agent
pools so that the archiving and retrieval workload is distributed over several platforms
instead of only one.
•
Cloud/Object Storage as a Source.
Represents the S3 storage platform type.
In the Archiving Platform Properties Pane, enter the specific configuration parameters for
the archiving platform selected type.
Click Save to validate the platform creation.

Organizing Archiving Platforms
You can classify the archiving platforms into categories, called organizations. This help you
navigate when there are a huge number of archiving platforms. The platforms are displayed in a
tree-like structure with the organization as a kind of folder, into which you can drag platforms.
To create an organization
1.
2.
3.
4.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Organization.
The Properties pane for the organization opens.
Enter a name for the organization in the Name field.
Click Save to validate the organization creation.
The Navigation area displays the new organization with an icon representing a platform in
a green folder. You can drag archiving platforms or other organizations into the
organization, as with a standard directory tree.
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To rename an organization
1.
2.
3.

In the Navigation Area, select the organization.
The Properties pane becomes active.
Enter the new name in place of the old one.
Click Save to validate the name change.

To delete an organization
To delete an organization, you must make sure it is empty.
1.
In the Navigation Area, select the organization to delete.
2.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Delete.
3.
Click Delete on the confirmation message.
The organization is removed from the Miria Administration Console.

Agent Platforms
You must declare as agent archiving platforms the machines:
•
That physically hosts the data to be archived (primary storage).
•
Where the data is to be archived, if using Miria File Storage as the storage manager
(secondary storage).
Such machines must have a Miria agent installed.

Creating an Agent Platform
To create an agent platform
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform. The Properties pane for the
platform becomes active.
In the Type list, select Agent.
In the Type list, choose Miria Agent.
In the Name list, choose the agent that you want to create as a platform.
Enter the configuration parameters as described in Archiving Platform Properties Pane.
Click Save to validate the agent archiving platform creation.

Renaming an Agent Archiving Platform
If you modify the host name of a machine on which a Miria agent is installed, you must also
change the name of the corresponding archiving platform in Miria. This operation ensures that
the Miria database and the Media Manager database are correctly updated.
The Miria service must be running on the renamed agent.
To rename an agent platform
1.
2.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, select the platform that you want to rename.
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3.
4.

5.
6.

The platform properties display in the right pane. The platform is shown as inactive as the
agent does no longer exist under this name.
Click the down arrow next to the Name field.
The list of matching agents displays.
Select the Agent with the new host name, and click the check mark.
A message informs you that renaming a platform may take some time as it updates the
AMM configuration.
Click Yes to continue.
Click the properties pane check mark.
The Platform Name field is updated with the new name, and the status of the platform
becomes Active.

NAS Platforms
If the machine hosting the data to archive is a NAS (Network Attached Storage), you cannot
install a Miria agent directly on the storage. First create an agent platform on a Miria agent that
has access to the NAS, and then create a platform of NAS type, selecting the newly-created
agent. This agent acts as a gateway, to perform the data movement between the NAS and the
Miria server.
The Figure 10 represents the data flow between a NAS and the Miria server:

Figure 10: Data flow between a NAS and a server

Creating a NAS Platform
You must declare as NAS archiving platforms all the NAS or storages using a proprietary protocol
that Miria supports (e.g., Avid Unity, BlueArc, EMC Celerra, Isilon, Panasas, Panzura, etc.).
To create a NAS archiving platform
1.
2.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform. The Properties pane for the
platform becomes active.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

In the Type list, select the type corresponding to the platform to be created.
In the Type list, select NAS.
In the Platform Name field, enter a name for the NAS. The NAS platform name must not
contain any spaces.
From the NAS type list, select the appropriate type among these options:
•
Avid Unity.
See Creating an Avid Unity NAS Archiving Platform for details.
•
Isilon.
See Creating an Isilon NAS Archiving Platform for details.
•
BlueArc
•
EMC Celerra
•
Panasas in NAS mode
When using the PanFS / DirectFlow procotol, do not declare the Panasas filer as a
NAS. The PanFS file system is considered a local disk.
See Panasas Filer for details.
•
Panzura which uses proprietary protocols
•
Any Other type
Click Save to validate the NAS platform creation.

Creating an Avid Unity NAS Archiving Platform
Miria supports the Avid Unity platform as primary storage in the same way as other NAS types. If
you plan to use Miria for Avid Interplay, you must install and configure a Unity platform; however,
you can use a Unity platform without Avid Interplay.

Checklists for Configuring an Avid Unity NAS Platform
You configure a platform of Avid Unity type in the same way as any other NAS platform.
In addition, these special considerations apply:
•
The Avid Unity Connection Manager software must be installed in the Miria agent in charge
of moving the data for the Unity. Please refer to these documents to validate your target
architecture:
–
The list of platforms supported by this Avid component.
–
The list of Miria Agents supporting the integration with this software.
See the Miria Compatibility Guide.
•
If the connection to the Unity platform is a standard Ethernet connection, complete the
fields in the Windows or Unix/MacOS tabs.
See The Windows/Unix Stream Tabs for details.
•

If the connection to the Unity platform is a Fiber Channel connection, additionally complete
the Avid Unity MediaNetwork (FC) tab.
See Avid Unity MediaNetwork (FC) Tab for details.

•

For a macOS agent to access the Unity platform through Fiber Channel, you must selected
the Windows archiving policy in the advanced settings.

Configuration Options for Avid Unity Platforms
An Avid Unity platform needs that you configure some specific options.

Miria
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To configure an Avid Unity platform
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Avid Unity platform Properties pane, select the NAS tab.
From the NAS type list, select Avid Isis/Unity.
On the Stream Type to Process option, select Windows or Unix/MacOS, or both,
depending on the operating system of the Miria agent that handles the storage on the Unity.
Depending on whether the connection is Ethernet or Fiber Channel, select the
corresponding option:
•
Windows option. This table indicates the options that you must select:
Stream
Type
Windows Miria agent in charge of the
Unity storage

Type of network
connection on the Unity
storage
•

Tabs to complete in the
NAS tab

Windows

Windows

Ethernet

3

3

Fiber

3

3

Avid Unity
Medianetwork
(FC)

3

Unix/MacOS option. This table indicates the options that you must select:
Stream
Type
macOS Miria agent in charge of the
Unity storage

Type of network
connection on the Unity
storage

Tabs to complete in the
NAS tab

MAC OS

MAC OS

Ethernet

3

3

Fiber

3

3

Avid Unity
Medianetwork
(FC)

3

See the topic on Miria for Avid Interplay in the Miria for Partner Applications Documentation for
details.

Creating an Isilon NAS Archiving Platform
Isilon OneFS provides an API for Cluster management, monitoring functionalities, and files and
directories management on the cluster. Requests are sent to the API through a REST
(Representational State Transfer) interface, by calling HTTP methods to dedicated URLs.
The Isilon API includes snapshot management and the creation of reports using the FastScan
(i.e., differences between snapshots) functionality. In incremental mode, the Automatic Archiving
task uses FastScan to speed up the file scanning in the Isilon file system.
At each Automatic Archiving task execution, Miria creates a snapshot. When running in
incremental mode (i.e., the Archive same file again checkbox is unchecked), the Automatic
Archiving task requests a FastScan report between the current snapshot and the snapshot
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associated with the previous execution of the task. This report lists the modified files that the task
has processed.
For Miria to support the Isilon NAS platform and the Fast Scan functionality, you must meet these
prerequisites:
•
The Miria agents that support the Isilon API are Windows 64 bits, Unix, and macOS.
•
Miria supports the Isilon OneFS versions 7.2 and 8.0.
For details, see the Isilon OneFS web administration interface.
•
•

Cluster Encoding must be set to UTF-8.
The Isilon OneFS Cluster must have a valid licensed SnapshotIQ module.
For details, see the Isilon OneFS web administration interface.

•
•

You must have a valid Miria license for the Fast Scan functionality.
Isilon OneFS 8.0 and greater. Ensure that the ChangelistCreate job is enabled on the
Isilon configuration.
To check that the ChangelistCreate job is enabled:
a.
b.
c.
d.

From the Isilon Web Administration Console, select Job Operations > Job Types.
Edit theChangelistCreate job details.
In the Edit Job Type Details window, ensure that the Enable this job type check box is
selected.
If not, select this check box to enable the job.

Agent Pools
An agent pool is a logical grouping of several Miria platforms used as data movers to send data to
an archive.

Agent Pools Advantages
These are the advantages of an agent pool configuration:
•
Improved performance.
Instead of having one data mover processing the archiving or retrieval requests that a
platform issues, the workload (on a sub-job basis) is distributed over several machines,
each acting as a data mover.
As a consequence, the archiving and retrieval jobs are much faster.
•

Failover function.
If one of the data movers fails, the archiving/retrieval operation continues as the data
movement is distributed over the other data movers of the pool.

•

Scalability.
Adding a data mover to a pool is a very easy process and requires minimal configuration.

•

Job parallelism.
Archiving and retrieval jobs and sub-jobs initiated by a single platform are processed by
several data movers, and run simultaneously.

Miria
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Prerequisites and Recommendations for Agent Pools
Before implementing the agent pool, read carefully these prerequisites and recommendations:
•
A Miria agent must be present on each agent pool.
•
Atempo recommends that all the agents in the pool be identical and have the same
configuration:
–
Same operating system.
As Windows and UNIX/macOS streams are never mixed up, there is no benefit to
group Windows and UNIX/macOS platforms within pools.
–
Same access path to the shared resource (primary or secondary storage).
If you cannot have the same access path, combine the agent pool with the Proxy I/O or
the Alternative Path feature.
See Configuring the Proxy I/O Feature and Alternative Path Tab for details.
–
Same performance.
Miria does not balance the workload according to the computer performance, but
according to the number of archiving or retrieval jobs running on it.

Creating an Agent Pool
To create an agent pool, you must first create each of the platforms that will compose it.
To create an agent pool
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
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Follow the To create an archiving platform procedure to create and configure each platform
that will compose the agent pool. If the platforms are only used in a pool and not as
individual platforms, do not set advanced settings on them.
From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform.
The Properties pane for the new platform becomes active.
In the Type list, select Pool.
Enter the pool name in the Name field. The name provided for the pool must not contain any
spaces.
In the Properties pane, select the platforms to be included in the pool and enter the pool
parameters:
•
Name Identifies the name of the agent pool. This name must not contain any spaces.
•
Type Specifies the platform type, either Miria Agent, NAS, or Pool.
•
Comment Any comment that you want to add to identify the agent pool.
Click Save to validate the agent pool creation.
You can then select the agent pool in the same way as you would for an individual platform:
•
As the storage platform when configuring a storage manager container of Miria File
Storage or Media Manager type.
•
As the Proxy IO target platform.
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Agent Pool Properties Pane
The Properties pane for an Agent Pool displays these tabs:

The Advanced Settings Tab
An agent pool is considered a platform on its own. Therefore, you can apply advanced settings to
it, as you would for a single platform.
See The Advanced Settings Tab for details.
Important: If you set advanced settings on individual platforms, they are not taken into
account when the platforms are used within a pool. Only the settings set at the pool level are
considered.

The Alias Tab
The agent pool may be known on the network by one or more aliases. In this case, manually list
here the aliases of the agent pool you want to use for archiving.
l

Click Plus (+) to add a new alias and enter its name in place of the <New Alias> string.

To remove an alias from the list, select it and click the Minus (-) button.

The List of Platforms Tab
From this tab, you can select and view all the platforms that act as data movers and over which
the workload is distributed.
The dots on the left of the platform names indicate their statuses: a green diode means that the
Miria agent is enabled on the platform, a red diode indicates that it is inactive. For an agent pool
to be operational, at least one of its platforms must be active.
To activate platforms
1.
2.

Click Show All to display the existing archiving platforms list.
Select the platforms by selecting the box next to them, and click Save to validate the
selection.

You can include an archiving platform in several agent pools.

Configuring an Agent Pool as a Primary Storage (Advanced)
If you have a shared primary storage in your environment, you can use the agent pool. In this
case, the workload that the Miria agent of primary storage would normally support is distributed
between all the agents (Agent A, Agent B, Agent C, and Agent D) in the agent pool.
You can implement this configuration if, for example, you want to archive rich media content as
quickly as possible. You must archive simultaneously a great number of very large files. With the
agent pool, the data movement is parallelized and distributed between each platform within the
pool. Primary storage is only minimally impacted.
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The Figure 11 illustrates the data movement between a shared primary storage and an agent
pool:

Figure 11: Data movement between a shared primary storage and an agent pool

Each platform within the agent pool shares access to primary storage through the same path
(E:\Data in the diagram). To implement the platform pool in such a configuration, you must use
the Proxy I/O feature.
To configure an agent pool as a Primary Storage with the Proxy I/O
1.

2.

3.
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Create an agent pool composed of all the Miria agents accessing the shared primary
storage through the same path.
In our example, Agent A, Agent B, Agent C, and Agent D are part of the pool.
See To create an agent pool for details.
Configure a Proxy I/O with these characteristics on one of the platforms of the pool (e.g.,
Agent A):
•
Source Root Path.
Access path to the shared primary storage on Agent A. In our example, E:\Data.
•
Target Platform.
Name of the agent pool.
•
Target Root Path.
Access path to the shared primary storage on all agents. In our example, E:\Data.
See Configuring the Proxy I/O Feature for details.
To archive data using the pool through the Proxy I/O, you must specify Agent A as the
source primary storage.
To archive data:
•
Through a task, choose Agent A in the storage platform list, and enter the path
E:\Data in the Loc of Data to Archive field.
See Automatic Archiving Task for details.
•
In the Command Line Interface, enter Agent A as the value of the -target option.
See Archiving Files for details.
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•

Through an application, such as a Media Asset Management, specify Agent A as the
source storage.
See the Miria for Partner Applications Guide.

Configuring a Platform Pool as a Secondary Storage
If you have a shared secondary storage in your environment, you can use the agent pool. In this
case, all the agents in the agent pool take in charge the workload that the Miria agent of
secondary storage would normally support alone.
The shared secondary storage must be of Miria File Storage or Media Manager type.
Example:
When archiving the workstations and file servers of the production environment on a tape library,
this configuration reduces the impact that the archiving and retrieval jobs have on production
operations.
With the agent pool, the data movement is delegated to multiple platforms dedicated to this task.
The Figure 12 illustrates the data movement between secondary storage and an agent pool:

Figure 12: Data movement between secondary storage and an agent pool

Each platform within the agent pool shares access to secondary storage through the same paths,
in this case a Media Manager storage. When configuring an Atempo File Storage or
Media Manager storage manager container, specify the agent pool as the storage platform.

Cloud/Object Storage as a Source
You can declare an archiving platform to use a cloud or an object storage offering access as a
source. To create a platform, you need to have a storage manager and storage manager
container for one of the following storage types:
•
Amazon S3.
•
Scality.
•
Scaleway.
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•
•
•
•

Wasabi.
OpenStack Swift.
Microsoft Azure Blob Block.
Google Cloud Storage.

See also Third Party Storage Managers for more information.
To create a storage archiving platform:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform. The Properties pane for the
platform becomes active.
Enter a platform name.
Click the check mark.
In the Storage section, browse the storage manager container list (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Example of available storage manager containers

6.

Select a storage manager container and confirm your choice. The platform Properties pane
is displayed.

Archiving Platform Properties Pane
The archiving platform Properties pane enables you to configure the machines that host the data,
and provides information on the existing platforms.

Active Status of Platforms
The archiving platform Properties pane indicates whether any configured platform is active (i.e.,
whether a Miria agent service is currently running on it).
In the Status field of the Properties pane:
•
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A green diode indicates that the platform is active.
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For an agent pool, the green diode indicates that at least one platform in the pool is active
and that the pool is operational.
•

A red diode indicates that the platform is off.
For an agent pool, the red diode indicates that all the platforms in the pool are off.

The Properties pane contains:

Properties Pane Buttons
This table describes the buttons of the Properties pane:
Button

Description

Generate an
AER

It is located at bottom left of the AER tab.
Generates an environment report of the selected archiving platform.
It only works for online Miria agents. If the agent is offline, a red diode
displays next to the platform name and the AER button is grayed out.
Miria creates an AER Collection job and stores the report on the server AER
directory.
See The AER Tab for details.

New

Creates a new platform.
See Creating Archiving Platforms for details.

Devices List

Displays the list of devices connected to a platform.
See List of Devices Connected to a Platform for details.

Device Scan

Detects the devices newly connected to a platform to add them to your
Media Manager configuration.
See Detecting New Devices Connected to a Platform for details.

Properties Pane Configuration Fields
This table describes the fields that you can configure on the archiving platform Properties pane:
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Property

Description

Platform
Type

Platform type, either Miria agent, NAS, or Pool.

Platform
Name

Network name of the machine hosting the data. If the platform is a NAS, the
name must not contain any spaces.

Comment

Any comment that you want to add to identify the platform.

Status

A green diode indicates that a Miria agent service is currently running on the
platform. A red diode indicates that the platform is inactive.
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Properties Pane Common Tabs
The Properties pane displays these tabs for all of the archiving platforms:

The Advanced Settings Tab
Platforms inherit the setting values from these objects, which are higher in the advanced settings
hierarchy:
•
Project Archive
•
User
•
User Group
•
Default Settings
Conversely, if you set a setting on a platform, the value applies to the platform and also to the
tasks, which are lower in the hierarchy.
For platforms, only jobs and security advanced settings are available. Other types of advanced
settings are irrelevant.
Object Group. Object Group to associate with your archiving platform. The platform inherits all
advanced settings that you have defined for that object group.
Select Without if you want to associate individual advanced settings with this platform.
To individually set or modify an advanced setting for this platform, click the Value field of the
setting, and select a value from the list of available options.
See Advanced Settings for a complete discussion of advanced settings.

The Permissions Tab
The Permissions tab enables you to grant or deny permissions to individual users, user groups,
or overall groups to perform actions on the platform. Opening a platform enables you to view and
browse its file system, and to copy data to or from this platform, but not to archive or retrieve data
located on this platform. Archiving and retrieval require additional permissions at archive level.
See Project Archive Administration for details.
To view the permissions for a user or a group
1.
2.

Click Edition to open the list of all available users and groups.
Select the check box left to the User/Group name to display the list of all the permissions for
this user/group.
The Permissions column displays the available rights related to the user or user group.
You can grant or deny that user the individual permission on the platform by clicking the
corresponding line of the Permissions column, and by choosing -- (unspecified), Allow, or
Deny.

Note that denial of a permission at any level takes precedence over acceptance.
To allow viewing or browsing of a remote platform, the Administration and Monitoring Rights
setting about Archiving Platforms must also be set to Monitoring or Administration.
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The Alias Tab
The platform may be known on the network by one or more aliases. In this case, manually list
here the machine aliases that you want to use for archiving.
>
Click the Plus (+) button to add a new alias and enter its name in place of the <New Alias>
string.
To remove an alias from the list, select it and click the Minus (-) button.

Properties Pane Specific Tabs
The Properties pane displays these tabs for some of the archiving platforms:

The NAS Tab
The Windows/Unix Stream Tabs
Depending on the stream types that the platforms must process, click the Enabled button on the
Windows (CIFS) and/or Unix/MacOS (NFS) corresponding pane and complete the appropriate
fields.
If planning to use CIFS/SMB, you must leverage a Miria agent installed on Windows as the
gateway to your NAS. If planning to use NFS, you must leverage a Miria agent installed on Linux,
Unix, or macOS as the gateway to your NAS.

Windows and UNIX/MacOS Tabs Description
This table describes the parameters in the Windows (CIFS) and Unix (NFS) tabs:
Parameter

Description

Enabled

Click Enabled to activate the corresponding stream.

Miria
Agent

Name of the Miria agent that sends the NAS data to the Miria server.

Session
User

User having rights to access the disks and/or shares of the filer. This is a user
different from the root user, the default user of Miria.

You must first configure this agent as an agent platform in the Miria
Administration Console.

Depending on your configuration, you may must indicate the full user name
including the Windows domain name (e.g., atempo\jdoe).
Password

Miria

Password of the session user.
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Parameter

Description

Stream
Options

String representing the stream behavior.
Example on Isilon. On a clustered Isilon architecture, you may collect the data
to archive from several Isilon nodes instead of one. This enables optimizing
throughput, particularly when archiving a great number of files.
Use the Isilon syntax to complete the Stream Option field. For instance, to
specify that the data located in /mnt/isilon1 can also be accessed in
/mnt/isilon2 and /mnt/isilon3, enter this command:
source_roaming=/mnt/isilon1,/mnt/isilon1-/mnt/isilon2/mnt/isilon3.

To check the NAS configuration
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the Miria Administration Console navigation pane, right-click the NAS name.
Select Open platform from the sensitive context menu.
The Archiving window opens. This window enables you to browse the filer tree.
If you cannot browse the filer tree:
CIFS. Ensure that the user and password are correct.
NFS. Ensure that the volume is correctly mounted on the data mover.

Avid Unity MediaNetwork (FC) Tab
Only available for Avid Unity platforms.
The Avid Unity MediaNetwork (FC) tab may display these parameters:
•
Virtual File Manager Name field. Complete this field if the connection to the Unity
platform is of Fiber Channel type.
•
Allow Cross OS check box. Enables you to pass from a Windows stream to a Unix
stream and vice versa.
The Allow Cross OS check box may be displayed in either the NAS tab or the Connector
Tab.

Isilon NAS Platform Configuration
Take into account these remarks before configuring an Isilon NAS Platform:
•
A mount point on the Isilon Cluster NFS export must exist on the Unix/macOS Miria agent,
for the Miria agent to access the Isilon file system.
•
In the Isilon configuration for the NFS export, Atempo recommends that the Unix/macOS
Miria agent is included in the Root Client List, so that the Miria agent can write files on the
ISILON cluster as the root user.
For details, see the Isilon web administration.

The Proxy IO Tab
This tab enables you to define paths to redirect to other Miria agents some of the data
movements that this platform normally performs.
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To add a redirection
1.
2.

Click the Plus (+) button.
The Proxy I/O pane becomes active.
Complete the proxy I/O fields.
This table describes the fields that you can complete in the Proxy I/O Parameters window:
Field

Description

Source
Root Path

Path of the directory on the current platform from which you want to
redirect the data movement.

Target
Platform

Platform to which you want to redirect the data movement.

Target Root Path of the directory to which you want to redirect the data movement on
Path
the target platform or agent pool.
3.

Click Save to validate the redirection to another platform.

See Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform for details on the Proxy I/O feature.

The AER Tab
The AER tab only displays once you have validated the platform creation. It lists all the available
Atempo Environment Reports generated for this platform through the Miria Administration
Console. This tab permits you to generate and download the reports locally from the server. This
tab is only displayed for server or agent platforms.

Best Practice
Atempo recommends that you generate an environment report in these circumstances:
•
After installing a Miria server or agent.
•
Each time you make a significant change to your Miria environment.
•
Each time you call Customer Support.
If the Miria service is running, you must generate and download the environment report from the
AER tab, rather than from the command line. This method brings these benefits:
•
You can generate and download the environment report even if you do not have access to
the Miria server machine.
•
You have access to the history of all the environment reports generated for each platform.
•
You ensure to collect all possible information about your Miria environment.
If you cannot use the Miria Administration Console, run the environment report through the
command line by following the procedure that suits your operating system:
•
Generating the Report in Command Mode.
•
Using Advanced Environment Reporter with Windows in Command Mode.

Miria
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AER Tab Description
These are the columns of the List of available AERs table:
Column

Description

Date

Date at which the report was generated.

Name

Name of the report in the form:
AER_archive-platform_ADA_date_time.ext
AER is a default prefix.
archive-platform is the archive platform that the AER tool
has analyzed.
ADA is the default environment name.
date is the date at which the report was generated.
time is the time at which the report was generated.
ext is the extension. Either:
tar.gz for Unix/macOS agents.
Or
zip for Windows agents.

Where:

–
–
Size

Size of the generated report.

Delete
button

Deletes the selected environment report from the archive platform.

Download

Downloads the selected report from the server to your local machine.

button

Right-click the AER report to delete and select Delete from the context menu.

Ensure that the graphical interface that runs the environment report has an
Internet access to download the report.
It is not required that the Miria server has an Internet access.

Connector Tab
The Connector tab (Figure 14) is available for the Windows agents, the Isilon, Qumulo, Huawei
OceanStor, and Nutanix NAS, and the IBM GPFS and Lustre Shared FS.
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Figure 14: Connecter tab overview

In accordance to the platform to which you are connected, some fields of the Connector tab may
be grayed out or absent. For example, for the Isilon NAS, the Secure Mode field is mandatory but
you cannot modify it —so it is grayed out, and the Certificate field is absent, and the Snapshot
and FastScan options are available.
This table describes the fields that you may find in the Connector tab and that you must complete
to define the access to the platform:
Field

Description

On/Off

Enables or disables the connector.

Network
Address

Access URL to the API in the name:port form.

User

Holds the rights to access the NAS and enables to connect to the API.

If this field is left empty, Miria uses the platform name and the default port (i.e.,
8080).

Ensure that this user can run the API commands. If needed, add it to the OneFS
Cluster sudoers list.
The Miria agent may also use this user to internally perform SSH commands on
the Isilon cluster.

Miria

Password

User password.

Secure
Mode

Uses the https protocol to encrypt the data.
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Field

Description

Ignore SSL
check
certificate

Able or disable the SSL Certificate compliance checking.

SnapShot

Enables the source platform to create a snapshot. The FastScan feature cannot
be used with a snapshot created by a Windows platform.

This option is available for the Isilon, Qumulo, Huawei OceanStor, Nutanix and
NAS.

Miria can use the snapshot to perform a data archiving, backup, or
synchronization.
At the task end, the snapshot is systematically deleted.
FastScan
pane

The FastScan pane contains these fields:
• Max. number of fastscan (for parallel execution) option. Applies to Isilon
and Nutanix NAS. Enables to set a limit to the number of FastScan jobs that
Miria can perform in parallel. The Nutanix NAS is limited to 10 FastScan jobs
for parallel execution and 20 snapshots per share.
• Don’t use regular scanning if last Miria snapshot is missing (during
automatic archiving task).
When there are no snapshots to perform a comparison, by default the
archiving job switches to the standard scanning mode.
When this check box is selected, the archiving job terminates on error (i.e., it
does not switch to standard scanning mode) and this event is logged on Miria
logs.

Allow cross
platform
translated

Enables to pass from a Windows stream to a Unix stream and vice versa.

Certificate

The authentication modes to access the NAS API can be :

See Avid Unity MediaNetwork (FC) Tab for details on an Avid Unity NAS.

• User + Password.
Or
• User + Certificate. You must paste in this window the content of the
Certificate file.
To check the connector operation
1.
2.
3.

In the filer Properties pane, click the
button.
A dialog indicates you that the test ended successfully.
If the test exited on error, check the Url, the User and Password.
For Isilon, also check the Isilon license.

Pool Tab
Only available for an agent pool.
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See Agent Pools for details.

Viewing the Jobs Related to a Platform
You can see the list of all Miria jobs that have taken place on a platform.
To view the jobs related to a platform
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, right-click the platform, and select Show Job List.
The Job List of Platform window displays the list of all the jobs that ran on the platform. The
window is similar to the Job List interface. You can view job details and perform some
actions on jobs.

See Miria Jobs for details.

Browsing a Platform File System
You can display and browse the file system of a platform or agent pool in order to initiate a
manual data movement (i.e., archiving, retrieval, or copy/move).
Once the file system window displays the desired file system (either local, platform, agent pool, or
NAS), you can duplicate the window by clicking the

icon on the window tool bar.

Access Rights
You have several ways to grant users the right to view a platform file system:
•
To allow all users to view the file systems of one or all platforms, set the Default Rights on
Platforms > Open advanced OR default setting.
See Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting for details.
•

To allow some users to view the file systems of all platforms, set the Default Rights on
Platforms > Open advanced setting for these users.
See Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting for details.

•

To allow one or several users to view the file system of a specific platform, grant the Open
right for these users in the platform properties.
See The Permissions Tab for details.

To browse an agent platform file system
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, right-click the platform, and select Open Platform.
The platform file system displays in a window.

To browse a NAS file system
1.
2.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, right-click the NAS.
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3.

If the NAS is used with both Unix/macOS and Windows agents as gateways, choose the
menu:
•
Open Platform (Windows).
Or
•
Open Platform (Unix).
The menus are available only if the corresponding agents are active.

To browse an agent pool file system
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platform.
From the navigation pane, right-click the agent pool.
If the pool is composed of both Unix/macOS and Windows platforms, choose the menu:
•
Open Platform (Windows).
Or
•
Open Platform (Unix).
The file system of one of the corresponding platforms displays in a window. Miria selects the
platform with an active status and with the less job running on it. If the connection with the
platform displayed is broken, a message requests that you restart it. Miria may reconnect a
different platform from the same pool. If you have a NAS server in your agent pool, the Miria
Agent name displays in the window title bar if the NAS is opened.

Filtering the File System Display
Using the BR_Masking file enables you to hide some file system directories from the browsing.
To edit the BR_Masking file
1.
2.

3.

Go to the \%HOME%\ADA\Binary\Conf directory.
Locate the BR_Masking file corresponding to your operating system:
•
BR_Masking_windowshost.sample
Or
•
BR_Masking_unixhost.sample
Rename the BR_Masking file this way:
•
Windows. BR_Masking_agent_name.txt
•
Unix. BR_Masking_agent_name
Note: Configure one BR_Masking file for each Miria agent that you want to manage.
Save all the BR_Masking files in your Miria server Conf directory.

4.

Edit your BR_Masking file.
This is an example of the BR_Masking file:

default
include
include
include
exclude
exclude
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exclude
/etc
/var
/DT/ADA
/DT/ADA/Uninstall
/DT/ADA/AER
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exclude /DT/ADA/Binary
5.

6.

Choose the default behavior:
•
The default include line exposes all the file system directories.
This is the Miria default behavior.
•
The default exclude line hides all the file system directories.
To exclude a specific directory or sub-directory, enter its path in front of the exclude
command.
Example 1. This BR_Masking file for Unix:

default include
exclude /Archives/Account
exclude /Private/Personal
Exposes the whole file system to the browsing, but hides the /Archives/Account and
/Private/Personal sub-directories from the browsing.
Example 2. This BR_Masking file for Windows:
default
include
include
exclude
include

exclude
D:\Public
D:\Archives\Storage
D:\Archives\Storage\Personal
E:\
–
–
–
–

By default hides the whole file system from the browsing.
Exposes the D:\Public directory and the D:\Archives\Storage sub-directory
to the browsing.
Inside the D:\Archives\Storage sub-directory, hides the \Personal subdirectory from the browsing.
Exposes the whole E:\ directory to the browsing.

Note:
You must follow the Miria agent syntax.
You must enter a exclude command for each directory to be excluded.
You can use the # sign to comment a line.
7.

Save your custom BR_Masking file in the Miria server \%HOME%\ADA\Binary\Conf
directory.

Actions on Files and Directories
Right-clicking a file or directory in the Browse window opens a menu that offers these functions:
•
New Folder. Creates a new folder into the selected folder.
•
Reload. Lets you refresh the file tree.
•
Delete. Lets you delete the selected object.
You must confirm the deletion action by clicking Apply.
•

Miria

Copy the path to the clipboard. Copies and pastes the exact location of a file or directory
into other applications using the clipboard.
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Getting Device Information
If libraries and drives are connected to a platform, you can view the list of all these devices.

List of Devices Connected to a Platform
You can see the list of all SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) libraries and drives
connected to a Miria agent.
To view the devices connected to a platform
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, select the Miria agent for which you want to scan the devices.
The agent Properties pane displays to the right.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Show Device List.
This tables describes the columns that the Device List of platform window displays for each
SCSI device:
Column

Description

Device scan Displays color diodes to indicate the device status. This column may
status
display these statuses:
• Green. Configured in Media Manager and present in the operating
system.
• Red. Configured in Media Manager but no longer present in the
operating system.
• Yellow. Present in the operating system but not configured in
Media Manager.
• Orange. Configured in Media Manager, present in the operating
system, but the drive is not attached to a library.
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Column

Description

Name

Displays these device categories:
• Library
• Drive
• ODA
Each category is followed by a range of digits in the form (#/#/#). The
digit range provides this information:
• 1st digit. Number of devices that exist on both Media Manager and the
operating system.
• 2ndt digit. Number of devices that exist on Media Manager, but are no
longer present on the operating system.
• 3rd digit. Number of devices that exist on the operating system, but are
no longer present on Media Manager.
For each category, the addition of the three digits indicates the total
number of devices of its kind that are connected to the platform.
To obtain the details of a category, expand it by clicking the + sign to the
left.
One of these signs displays beside each device icon:
• A green On.
The device is enabled.
• A red Off.
The device is disabled.
• A red cross.
The hardware connection is lost.
See Reactivating a Drive or Library Connection Status for details.

Alias

Alias of the drive or library.

Library

Only for the drive.
Name of the library that contains the drive.

Miria

Drive
Address

Only for the drive.

SCSI
Vendor

Name of the vendor of the drive or library.

SCSI
Product

Name of the model of the drive or library.

SCSI
Revision

Revision level of the drive or library firmware.

Drive logical address.
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Column

Description

Device
Descriptor

SCSI address of the drive or library.

See Managing Devices for details.
When you connect new devices, you can launch a device detection to add them to your
Media Manager environment.

Detecting New Devices Connected to a Platform
If you connect a drive or library to a Miria agent and that you want to add it to your Media Manager
environment, you can easily declare and configure it in Miria. The Device Scan job lets
Media Manager analyze all new devices connected to a specific agent and add them to your
configuration.
To launch a new device detection
1.
2.
3.

4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platform.
From the navigation pane, select the Miria agent for which you want to scan the devices.
The agent Properties pane displays to the right.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Scan Device. A Device Scan job is
launched.
See Miria Jobs for details on how to monitor jobs.
Once the device scan job has completed, select
Browse > Applications > Media Manager from the left pane to check whether the new
device is present in the Media Manager configuration.

Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform
A production machine may delegate its Miria-related tasks to another machine with the goal of
preserving its own processing power, memory, and disk resources.
To delegate jobs, you should know the Proxy I/O and the Proxy I/O Domain.

Proxy I/O and Proxy I/O Domain Overview
Miria includes a Proxy I/O feature that enables you to configure a machine or a machine pool
(target platform) to act as a proxy data mover for another (source platform).
The production machine only handles these Miria-related tasks:
•
Issues requests and receives the results of these requests.
•
Archives and retrieves alternate streams (i.e., file and directory attributes).
•
Creates stubs or deletes files if the Action to perform after archiving advanced setting is set
to Stub or File Deletion.
Apart from that, the archiving or retrieval jobs, handled by proxy, do not affect the production
machines.
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Proxy I/O Configuration Example
Consider a network with a Final Cut Server (FCS), dimensioned to handle its own clients and
their requests for media management tasks within Final Cut. This server manages exchanges
between its clients and a XSAN system, which is its primary storage. The goal is to archive data
present in primary storage onto secondary storage managed by Miria, but without using the Final
Cut Server resources for these archiving tasks.
You have added a machine to the network with access to the XSAN, called Client XSAN or
CXSAN. This machine handles all archiving transfers from the storage on the XSAN system to
the archive system, and all retrievals from the archive system to the XSAN system, with minimum
interference with the FCS server.
You can have the proxy handle the alternate streams too, so that the production machine only
issues and receives requests. To achieve this, set to yes the use_proxyio_for_altstream
tunable. See Tunable. product:ADA parameter:use_proxyio_for_altstream=yes (no).
The Figure 15 illustrates a network with an additional machine called Client XSAN:

Figure 15: Network with an additional machine called Client XSAN

Proxy I/O Domain
The Proxy I/O Domain designates a logical domain that is associated with a Proxy I/O definition.
You can associate several Miria platforms located in different geographical sites with a Proxy I/O
Domain. When Miria must perform a data movement, it applies the geographical criteria to select
the data mover that is located nearest to the data.
Example. Your company offices are located worldwide. So, to speed up the data movements you
create the America, Europe, and Asia Proxy I/O Domains.
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In this configuration, keep in mind that:
•
When a user specifies a Proxy I/O Domain at login time, Miria uses this information to
compute the Proxy I/O mapping when performing a data movement.
•
To transfer data from America to Europe, you get the best results by using an agent located
on a data mover that is associated with the America Proxy I/O Domain.
To delegate jobs, you must configure the Proxy I/O feature.

Configuring the Proxy I/O Feature
Miria provides two methods to store the configuration of the Proxy I/O feature. You can use them
simultaneously as Miria takes both types of settings into account. These are the methods to store
the Proxy I/O configuration:
•
In the Miria database.
The Proxy I/O configuration is associated with the current database and with one source
platform.
•

In the proxyio configuration file.
The Proxy I/O configuration is cross-database (i.e., you can associate it with either a
specific database or all database instances), and it applies to all source platforms. Also
choose this method when using the client archiving mode.

To compute the Proxy I/O mapping, Miria merges the information coming from both sources, the
database and the configuration file (filtered by the database name, and optionally the domain
name specified at login).

Configuring the Platform-specific Proxy I/O
To configure the Proxy I/O feature through the Miria Administration Console, both the source and
target machines must have a Miria agent; however, the agent on the source is inactive except to
issue requests and receive the results.
1.
From the left pane of the Administration Console, select Browse > Storage > Archiving
Platforms.
2.
From the navigation area, select the source archiving platform from which you want to
redirect the data movement (i.e., FCS in our example).
The Properties pane for the platform opens.
3.
Click the Proxy IO List tab.
4.
Click the Plus (+) button.
A line becomes active for you to configure the Proxy I/O.
5.
Enter the configuration parameters in The Proxy IO Tab.
6.
Click Apply to validate the configuration of the Proxy I/O.
The Miria database stores the Proxy I/O configuration information. Therefore, this
information is specific to both the platform and the database instance.

Configuring Cross-instance Proxy I/O
You specify the data movements that are handled by a proxy platform as such in the Miria
Administration Console.
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In the Miria Administration Console, the Proxy I/O feature displays information about the
available cross-instance Proxy I/Os.
The cross-instance Proxy I/O enables you to associate:
•
A database to a platform.
Usually, it is the current database.
•

All the databases.
By configuring a definition file, you can properly associate all the databases without the
need to repeat the procedure for each of them.

To configure the Proxy I/O for the cross database instance
1.

2.
3.

From the Miria Administrator’s Documentation left pane, select
Browse > Server > Proxy I/O.
The List of Proxy I/O pane opens. This pane enables you to verify the Proxy I/O available
for a specific domain.
Click the New (+) button.
A line is added to the List of Proxy I/O pane and the field in the lower section become active.
Complete the proxy I/O fields.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to create a new Proxy I/O definition:
Field

Description

Status

These are the possible statuses:
•
•

Source Root
Path

A green diode indicates that the platform works correctly.
A warning sign indicates that the platform is not configured in
Miria.

Path of the directory on the platform from which you want to redirect
the data movement.
• Open a local browser. Click the selection button to open a
browser and then browse your local platform.

Target Platform

Platform to which you want to redirect the data movement.

Target Root Path

Path of the directory to which you want to redirect the data
movement on the target platform or agent pool.

Scope

These are the valid values:
• Global. The information applies to all database instances.
• Local (DB Only). The information is specific to the current
database instance.

Database

Miria

Name of the database used.
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Field

Description

Domain

Logical domain associated with a Proxy I/O definition of the proxyio
configuration file. At the log in to the Miria Administration Console, if
you specified a domain, its name displays in this field.
To complete the Domain field, you can either:
• Enter the * wildcard to specify all domains.
• Select an existing domain.
• Enter a new domain name. In this case, Miria writes a new
definition in the proxyio configuration file and associates it with
the new domain.

4.

Click Apply to validate the configuration of the Proxy I/O.

To edit a Proxy I/O configuration
1.

Select the Proxy I/O configuration that you want to edit.
The fields of the selected Proxy I/O configuration become active in the window lower
section.
Modify the parameters as needed.
Click Apply to validate the edition of the Proxy I/O configuration.

2.
3.

To delete a Proxy I/O configuration
l

Select the Proxy I/O configuration to delete and click the Minus (-) button.

To archive, copy, and retrieve data, you must know the Proxy I/O mapping.

Viewing the Proxy I/O Mapping
The archiving, copying, and retrieval operations display the Proxy I/O mapping.
To view Proxy I/O mapping (archiving, copy, or retrieval)
You can only display the proxy I/O mapping when archiving, copying, or retrieving data manually
from the Miria Administration Console.
1.
Perform an archiving, a copy, or a retrieval from the Miria Administration Console with the
Proxy I/O feature enabled.
See Archiving Objects in Archives and Retrieving Objects from Archives for details.
2.
After you drag the objects to archive, copy, or retrieve, the lower part of the window displays
the list of objects to be processed.
3.
Right-click a data movement that involves the Proxy I/O feature and select View Proxy IO
Mapping from the context menu.
The Proxy I/O Mapping window opens. This window describes the data movement and
displays the List of available Proxy I/Os.
If the data movement that you selected does not have any Proxy I/O mapping, only the
source platform and Original Location columns have values, and the Global Path displays
No mapping.
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This table describes the proxy I/O parameters that the Proxy I/O Mapping window may
display:
Parameter

Description

Source platform

Name of the Miria agent initially handling the archiving or retrieval of
the selected object. FCS in our example.

Original Location

Archiving of copy only. Original path of the object selected for
archiving. /FCS/XSAN/data in our example.

Destination

Retrieval and copy only. Path of the directory to which the
selected object is retrieved or copied.

Target Platform

Name of the proxy platform that handles the data movement for the
selected object. CXSAN/ in our example.

Global Path

Path of the selected object on the proxy platform.
/CXSAN/XSAN/data in our example.

List of available Proxy IOs pane.

Miria

Source Root Path

Path of the directory from which you want to redirect the data
movement.

Target Platform

Platform to which you want to redirect the data movement.

Target Root Path

Path of the directory to which you want to redirect the data
movement on the target platform.

Reset button

Refreshes the current List of available Proxy IOs.
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CHAPTER 5 - Configuring the Storage
This topic discusses the processes used for the Miria storage configuration.

Storage Managers and Containers
This topic describes the methods for connecting Miria to the device that handles long-term
storage and data migration, whether you use a storage manager such as Atempo
Media Manager or send data directly to disk.

Storage Manager
Tool that manages the data migration from primary storage to secondary storage.
It can be either of these tools:
•
A third-party software or hardware that handles the archiving and retrieval processes in
conjunction with Miria.
•
Miria File Storage, which enables archiving of files directly on disk.
These are the Miria File Storage variants:

•

–
Miria File Storage One to One.
–
Miria File Storage Container.
–
Miria SnapStor.
Media Manager, which enables file archiving on tape.

This topic only describes integrated storage managers (i.e., Miria File Storage One to One, Miria
File Storage Container, Miria SnapStor, and Media Manager), and Virtual Storage.
See Creating a Storage Manager for the storage manager creation procedure.

Storage Manager Container
Defines the location where the data is archived within the storage manager.
Other supported storage managers and containers are described in the appropriate topic.
See Third Party Storage Managers for details.
In the navigation zone, icons represent the storage managers and indicate their type and their
logical name. Double-clicking a storage manager shows all the storage manager containers that
are attached to it.
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The Figure 16 illustrates several storage managers in a Miria environment:

Figure 16: Attached storage managers

See Creating a Storage Manager Container for the storage manager container creation
procedure.
For further details on managing the storage, see these topics:
•
Storage Load Balancing Feature
•
Configuring Storage Fail Over

Creating a Storage Manager
To create a storage manager
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Storage Manager.
The storage manager Properties pane opens.
Enter these configuration parameters for:
•
File Storage.
See File Storage Fields and File Storage Tabs.
•
Media Manager.
Note: Before creating a Media Manager storage manager, you must create a
Media Manager application.
See Creating a Media Manager Application for details.
See Media Manager Fields and Media Manager Tabs.

4.
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Click Save to validate the storage manager creation.
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File Storage Fields
To create a File Storage storage manager, complete the Properties pane fields and tabs
described in this table:
Field

Description

Storage
Manager
Name

Name that identifies the storage manager within Miria.

Type

Select from these types of Miria File Storage:
• File Storage One to One.
The archived data is organized in a file tree structure in the same way as the
data on the source file system. One file/directory on the source file system
corresponds to the same file/directory on the destination file system.
You can access the archived data outside of Miria.
• File Storage Container.
The archived data is organized by job. Each archiving job corresponds to only
one file (container) on the destination file system. This file storage type
provides faster archiving and is easier to secure. Because a whole archiving
job is archived as only one file, it cannot be interpreted or used outside of Miria.
To retrieve the archived data in command mode, you can use the ada_pax
command.
Within the archive, archived files/directories are organized in a file tree structure
by group, and you can retrieve them individually, regardless of the file storage
method used (One to One or Container).
• SnapStor.
The archived data is organized in a file tree structure in the same way as the
data on the source file system and located in a snapshot created after the
archiving task. An instance of a file/directory in the archive corresponds to the
same source same file/directory in a snapshot. You can retrieve a file or a
directory individually.

On-line
Button

Miria

Choose the appropriate status:
• On-line Default value. Leave it selected if you want to perform an archiving.
• Clear On-line to perform maintenance operations.
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File Storage Tabs
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Storage Platform. Name of the destination machine or machine pool
that hosts the archived files. Click Select to display a list of all platforms
and agent pools in the system.
You must declare the machine as a platform in Miria.
See Miria Platforms for details.
• UTF8 Support. Select the box if you want to support UTF8 character
encoding.

Volume Report

Displays the storage manager information on volume and deduplication.
See The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains Tab for details on
volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.
The Volume Management feature is not available for the SnapStor storage
manager.

Media Manager Fields
This table describes the Properties pane fields that you must complete to create a
Media Manager storage manager:
Field

Description

Storage Manager
Name

Name that identifies the storage manager within Miria.

Type

Choose Media Manager.

On-line Button

Choose the appropriate status:
• On-line Default value. Leave it selected if you want to perform an
archiving.
• Clear On-line to perform maintenance operations.
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Media Manager Tabs
This table describes the Properties pane tabs that you must complete to create a Media Manager
storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Application. Select the Media Manager application to be linked to this
storage manager. This field is automatically completed if you create the
storage manager from the Media Manager application.
• AMM Instance. This read-only field is automatically generated. It
displays the AMM instance selected when creating the Media Manager
application.
• AMM Application ID. This field, consisting of the string Miria followed
by a random key, is automatically generated once the storage manager
creation is validated, and you cannot edit it. Miria uses this ID when
accessing a media. The key identifies the process using the media so
that no other process can simultaneously access it.
Email for Offline, Prevent Use or Scratch Media Requests Group/User Name
If an archiving job requires a scratch media, or a retrieval job requires media
that are offline or in prevent use mode, a group or user can be notified by email so as to respond to the media request.
1 Click the Browse icon to the right of the field to select groups or users
from a list.
2 Click the check mark to validate your selection.
3 To remove groups or users from the e-mail sendout, click the button with
the Minus (-) icon to the right of the field.
To send e-mails, you must configure an SMTP server in the network. See
SMTP Configuration for details.
You can configure the text of the e-mail in the default or advanced settings.
See Advanced Settings for details.
See also Viewing Media Requests for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains Tab for details on
volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.
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Storage Manager Integrity Check
A storage manager Integrity Check synchronizes the Miria database objects with the objects in
the storage managers.
You cannot run an integrity check of a virtual storage manager.
The Integrity Check result depends on the operation mode in which you trigger it.
You can launch the Integrity Check:

On the Media Manager storage manager
It checks the Media Manager storage manager integrity to ensure that the media barcode lists in
the Miria database and in the Media Manager, are identical. The lists might dephase, for
example, if the Media Manager has been uninstalled and reinstalled.
If media are found in the Miria database that are not present in the Media Manager, the job
checks for the presence of the associated Miria application on the Media Manager storage
manager, reassigns the missing media to it, and updates the media information if needed. If it
does not find the application, it recreates it.
If, conversely, media is found in Media Manager that is missing in the Miria database, Miria
recreates them in the Miria database with the Closed (no reopen) status and the On discovery
cause.
See Media List Window Overview for details on media statuses.

On a Storage Manager of Other Type
The check scans the database for archiving instances that do not correspond to any object in the
storage manager. Each orphan instance is removed from the database.
Atempo recommends that you run an integrity check prior to a retention task because retention
tasks may fail when the database contains orphan instances.

On Test Mode
You can also test the storage integrity check without actually running it. In this case, the job only
performs these operations:
•
Media Manager. The job creates the Media Manager application if it does not exist in
Media Manager. Then it indicates whether some media are missing, but does not create
them in the Media Manager database, and does not update the media information.
•
Other storage managers. The job indicates whether there are orphan objects in the Miria
database, but does not remove them from the database.

Running a Storage Manager Integrity Check
To run a storage manager integrity check
1.
2.
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From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Storage > Storage
Managers.
From the Navigation area, select the storage manager to check.
The storage manager Properties pane displays the details.
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Check Storage Manager Integrity.
The Check integrity of storage manager window opens.
Choose between the following options:
•
Select the Test Mode check box to test the integrity without removing the orphan
instances or reassigning missing media.
Or
•
Do not select the box if you want to run a full integrity check.
Click Start to launch the integrity check.
If some jobs are running, a dialog box prompts you to confirm your choice:
•
If the running jobs do not impact the storage manager to be checked, click Yes.
•
If the running jobs are processing data in the storage manager to be checked, then be
aware that the integrity check may raise synchronization issues. Atempo recommends
to postpone the integrity check until the job is complete.
If you click Yes, a Storage Manager Integrity Check job starts.
From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs to verify whether the job was successful.

Creating a Storage Manager Container
Once you have created a storage manager, you must create a storage manager container.
This topic only describes the Miria File Storage and Media Manager storage manager containers.
See Third Party Storage Managers for a description of all other supported storage managers
containers.
To create a storage manager container
1.

2.
3.

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Storage > Storage
Managers.
The storage manager Properties pane opens.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Storage Manager Container.
The storage manager container Properties pane opens.
Complete the common configuration fields.
The Figure 17 illustrates the configuration fields common to all storage manager containers:

Figure 17: Common configuration fields

This table describes the configuration fields common to all the storage manager containers:
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Field

Description

Name

Name that identifies the container within Miria.

Deduplication
Domain

The Deduplication feature saves space in the storage manager container by
preventing identical files from being stored more than once.
To use this feature, create one or more deduplication domains as described
in To create a Deduplication Domain.
Click Select to select the desired deduplication domain.
The Deduplication Domain does not apply to Snapstor.

Archiving Run
Lock

An archiving run lock limits the number of archivings that can run
simultaneously on the storage manager container.
Click to select a run lock among those configured in Miria.
To associate a storage manager container with a run lock, you must have
configured the Run Lock in the list of Run Locks interface.
See To create a Run Lock for details.

Number of
threads

Number of threads that the storage manager container can manage.
Select a numeric value from 1 to 128.
When selecting the Number of threads, take into account the data mover
capacity (e.g., CPU, RAM, etc.). Selecting a too high Number of threads for
a data mover of small capacity may slow down the archiving job.
The Number of threads parameter applies to these storage manager
containers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

5.
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One-To-One
File Storage Container
Media Manager
DataDirect Networks (DDN) WOS
EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS)
StorageGRID Webscale
Amazon S3
Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST)
Scality RING Sproxyd

Complete the configuration fields and tabs that are specific to the storage manager
container.
For details on the specific configuration fields and tabs, see these topics:
•
Creating a Storage Manager Container.
•
Media Manager Parameters.
•
Third Party Storage Managers for the parameters of all other supported storage
managers.
Click Save to validate the storage manager container creation.
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Alternative Path Tab
If you can archive the data on other machines on the network, declare the paths of the mounting
points as alternative paths. In this case, data is archived directly from the platform where it is
stored to the alternative path on the other machine, without transiting through another Miria
agent.
To declare alternative paths
>

Click the Plus (+) button and select the correct parameters from the list.

This table describes the fields that you must complete to set up an alternative path:
Field

Description

Platform

Name of the Miria platform where the data to archive is located.
Select the platform from the list.

Path

Absolute path of the directory where you want your data to be archived on the
platform specified in the Agent field.

User

Name of a user that has access permissions to this path.

Password

Password of the specified user.

Disabled

Check box that allows you to temporarily disable the alternative path for a
platform.

You can declare as many alternative paths as platforms you have.

Prefix Tab
The Prefix tab enables you to define how the files will be organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., to define their paths on disk).
In these examples, MyRoot represents the Location of data field content.
This table describes the parameters that you can set in the Prefix tab:
Parameter

Description

Prefix by Miria
Organization

The Prefix by Miria Organization parameter has these valid options:
• By Number. Uses a node number in the path prefix (e.g.,
/MyRoot/USER/1/Folder/MyFile).
• By Name. Uses the archive name in the path prefix (e.g.,
/MyRoot/USER/John Doe/Folder/MyFile).
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Parameter

Description
• Path Prefix. This list enables you to set up these automatic prefixes to
help you organize and find your archived files on disk:
–
/Type(PROJECT/USER)/(Project Archive/User)
If you choose this format for the path prefix, a file called, for
instance, MyFile, archived in a user archive called John Doe, in a
subfolder called Folder, is displayed in the file storage manager
container under the path /MyRoot/USER/John
Doe/Folder/MyFile.
MyRoot is the root path.
USER indicates that the type of this archive is USER rather
than PROJECT.
John Doe is the name of the archive in By Name mode.
Folder is the subfolder name in the Miria User Interface
window.
MyFile.doc is the name of the archived file/directory.
/(Project Archive/User)
This format does not include the archive type (either Project or
User) (e.g., /MyRoot/John Doe/Folder/MyFile.doc).
Object full path in the archive
This format only applies to File Storage One to One. With this
format, the file path on the disk is similar to the path on the archive:
/MyRoot/Folder/MyFile.

Where:

–

–

Prefix by Miria
Time Stamp
on Archive.
Job Number

This format adds a time stamp and job number to the archiving path (e.g.,
/MyRoot/20161003085413.125/MyFile.doc).

No Prefix

This format leaves the name of the archived file/directory at the root path:

Where:

MyRoot is the root path.
20161003085413 is the date and time of the job run, in
yyyymmddhhmmss format.
This example refers to a job run at 08:54:1 A.M. on October
3, 2016.
125 is the job number.
MyFile.doc is the name of the archived file/directory.

/MyRoot/MyFile.doc
Or
/MyRoot/MyDir

Media Manager Parameters
In Media Manager, the storage manager container defines the media group where the data is
archived, as well as other media information. When creating a Media Manager storage manager
container, the Properties pane is displayed. Here you can enter specific information to the
storage manager container and complete LTFS delivery protocols.
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Specific fields
This table describes the specific fields that you can complete to create a Media Manager storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Library

Library in which Miria stores the archived data. The library alias (if any)
displays between parenthesis. This parameter is mandatory if you do not
specify a Scratch Media Group.
Click the Browse button to select the library. Click the Minus (-) button to reset
the field.

Media Type

Type of the media that you want to use for this storage manager container.
Complete this field only if the library may contain media of several types (e.g.,
LTO-6 and LTO-7), and that you want to use only one type.
Click the Select button to display the list of compatible media types.
You can select either a Media or a Class.

Scratch
Media Group

Media group in which the media needed for archiving is selected. One media
group (default) is created automatically and selected by default. This
parameter is mandatory if you do not specify a Library.
You can create and then select other media groups for advanced usage.
See Managing Media Groups for details.
Click the Browse button to select the media group. Click the Minus (-) button to
reset the field.
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Field

Description

Barcode
Selection

By default, Media Manager selects the first blank or scratch media available in
the Scratch Media Group.
To select a specific range of media in the Group, enter in this field a barcode
pattern using the wildcard characters *, ?, and | to compare to the barcodes of
the media and permit use of only those that correspond. Keep in mind these
considerations when using the wildcard characters:
• The * means any alphanumeric character any number of times.
• The ? means any alphanumeric character once.
• The | separates several possible pattern options.
Note: The expression must contain at least one * or ?
Examples
• A005?? selects any media with a six character barcode beginning with the
string A005. You might use this, for example, to select media from A00500
to A00599.
• *L4 selects any media with a barcode ending in L4. You might use this, for
example, to select only media of LTO4 type.
• 162*|WV* selects any media with barcode beginning either with the string
162, or with the string WV.
Patterns are only used when the application makes a media request to the
Media Manager server. Changing the selection pattern does not affect past
media allocation.
Use of this function presupposes that you know the barcodes of the media in
the Scratch Media Group. This information is retrievable from the
Media Manager Media List. See Media Manager Media List Overview for
details.
At archiving time, you can choose to write your data on a media with a specific
barcode. This is achieved through the use of the Media Barcode metadata.
See Creating Metadata and Applying Metadata to Archives for details.
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Field

Description

Media Rule

Defines how media is used during the data archiving.
These are the valid options:
• None. No rules defined. The Application ID reserves the media for use by
Miria, but beyond that they are filled by each archiving request in sequence,
without further distinction. All media are shared by all project archives. This
is the default option.
• By Job. Media are grouped by job. Each new job requires one or several
available media.
• By Archive. If unclosed media previously used for this archive is available,
Miria reuses it. If no media is available, a new media is used. The media is
not closed at the end of the job.
• Custom. This option enables you to use your own custom rule for media,
created previously as described in Custom Media Rules.

Media
Format

Specifies the format used to write the data to the tape. Two options are
available:
• PAX (Portable Archive Exchange). This open archiving format ensures
long-term retention and compatibility.
• LTFS (Linear Tape File System). Data is stored in hierarchical directory
structure and you can access it in the same way as you access files on a
disk.
When you select LTFS, the LTFS tab becomes active, and you can provide
LTFS-specific information.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.
This digest ensures that the object you retrieve has not been modified on the
storage, and that it is identical to the object that was archived.
Choose from these security hash algorithm cryptographic functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MD5. Produces a 128-bit digest.
xxHash32. Google’s hash algorithm, produces a 32-bit digest.
xxHash64. Google’s hash algorithm, produces a 64-bit digest.
SHA-1. Produces a 160-bit digest.
SHA-256. Computed with a 32-bit word; produces a 256-bit digest.
SHA-384. Produces a 384-bit digest.
SHA-512. Computed with a 64-bit word; produces a 512-bit digest.

The more complex the hash, the slower the calculation times. A complex hash
diminishes performance. Atempo recommends s using SHA-256 for the best
compromise between performance and security.
Metadata

Miria

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.
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Field

Description

File
Spanning

Select this box if you want to prevent an archived file from being written on a
media if it is too large to fit the remaining space. The file will be archived on
another media with enough space.
If the box is left unselected, a file can be cut up and written to more than one
media.
See Media Rules and Media Optimization for details.
If you selected the LTFS format, the check box is automatically selected and
grayed out.
Files that are too large to fit on a whole media will be cut up and written to
several media, even if the check box is selected. With LTFS, Miria adds a
suffix to the different parts of a split file (i.e., .part1, .part2, etc).

Size of Tape
Block

By default, the media is subdivided into blocks of 128 KB.
To apply a different block size, select the size and unit using the combination
boxes.
The block size must be a multiple of 16. The maximum size accepted is 4 MB.
Atempo recommends that you use the default block size; however, under
Windows, block size might be limited to 64 KB for some old SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) controllers. In other cases, there might not be
limit, and library performances might be enhanced with a larger block size.
Change this parameter only if you have an explicit reason for doing so.
A media can use only one block size. If you change this parameter while a
media is already in use with the previous block size, it is closed and a new
media with the new block size is loaded.
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Field

Description

Log Level

Helps monitor Media Manager behavior and filter Media Manager Event Logs.
This field is for purposes of Support.
The list enables you to set the level of the Media Manager logs that are
displayed, both in the Event Logs of the Media Manager Administration
Console and in the Miria Events interface.
The Log Level selected from the list displays all Media Manager logs down to
that level (i.e., the chosen level and everything above it). For example, the
CRITICAL level shows also ALERT and EMERGENCY level logs, but not ERROR
level logs or lower. These are the levels, sorted in descending order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EMERGENCY
ALERT
CRITICAL
ERROR
WARNING
NOTICE
INFORMATION
DEBUG
DEVELOPMENT

LTFS Tab
The LTFS tab enables you to enter information related to specific LTFS delivery protocols. If you
do not have to comply with specific protocols, do not modify the default parameters.
This table describes the parameters that you can configure in the LTFS tab:
Parameter

Description

Volume
Name

Optional. Specifies the LTFS media name. This name corresponds to the file
system root directory. You can enter the string that you want or right-click the
field to select one of these predefined values:
•
•
•
•

Media Barcode. Uses the media barcode as the volume name.
Miria Server ID. Uses the Miria server ID as the volume name.
Archive Name. Uses the name of the archive as the volume name.
Archive Comment. Uses the archive comment as the volume name.

These characters are forbidden in the volume name: / : " * ? < > \ |.
At archiving time, you can choose to write your data on a media with a specific
volume name. This is achieved through the use of the LTFS Volume Name
metadata.
See Creating Metadata and Applying Metadata to Archives for details.
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Parameter

Description

LTFS Owner Specifies information about the product that creates the LTFS volume. By
default Atempo, but you can change it. The content of this field displays in the
volume label.
At archiving time, you can choose to write your data on a media with a specific
owner. This is achieved through the use of the LTFS Owner metadata.
See Creating Metadata and Applying Metadata to Archives for details.
Writing
Mode

Specifies whether a file in the LTFS file system is renamed or replaced if
another file with the same name is archived at the same place. Select one of
these options from the list:
• Rename Existing Object. If you archive a file already present at the same
place in the LTFS file system, the existing file will be renamed (i.e., file(1), file
(2), file(3) etc.). The file system displays each instance of the archived file.
• Replace Existing Object. If you archive a file already present at the same
place in the LTFS file system, it will overwrite the existing file. The file system
displays only the last instance of the archived file.
This parameter only impacts the file system view of the volume, and not the
Miria database. The instances are still all available in the Miria database, and
can all be retrieved, regardless of this parameter value.

Data
Placement
Policies

Specifies the criteria of the data placement policy. Files matching both types of
criteria (size and name) will be written in the index partition of the LTFS volume
for faster access. Use this option with caution: the index partition has a limited
size, and when full, the whole LTFS volume is considered full.
You must specify both criteria (size and name) for the placement policy to be
active.
• Maximum Size. Enter the value and unit of the maximum file size for the
placement policy.
• Text box. Enter the file name patterns for the placement policy. Apply these
pattern rules:
–
Do not enter paths, only file names.
–
A file name must not contain more than 255 characters.
–
You are allowed to use the ? and * wildcards.
–
You are not allowed to use the / (i.e., slash) character.
For instance, if you specify a Max Size of 2 KB, and that you enter *.txt in the
text box, all TXT files with a size smaller than 2 KB will be written in the index
partition.

Available Media Window
The Available Media window provides you:
•
The number of available media by status (i.e., Blank, Scratch, and Unknown).
•
The total number of available media.
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•

A direct access to the Media Manager media list.

To access the Media Manager media list through the Available Media window
1.
2.

From the Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers.
In the navigation pane, select the Media Manager storage manager container.
The Properties pane opens.

3.

Click the View Available Media
button at the top right.
The Available Media window opens (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Available media

4.

Click the View Media List
icon.
The Media List window opens with the associated filters applied on it.
See Media Manager Media List Overview for details.

Prefix Tab
The Prefix tab enables you to define the paths of the archived files on the storage manager
container (i.e., the media). Defining a tree structure is useful when you have to retrieve data
directly from the media without using Miria.
See Prefix Tab for more details on the different prefix options.

Storage Load Balancing Feature
About the Load Balancing
The Miria Storage Load Balancing feature distributes the archived data among several storage
manager containers to achieve better performance.
When you have enabled the Load Balancing feature, the storage manager container used for
archiving is a logical container composed of several physical containers.
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The Figure 19 illustrates a logical container (Virtual SMC) composed of three physical containers
(SMC_AFS1, SMC_AFS2, and SMC_TINA):

Figure 19: Virtual SMC and physical containers

The distribution of the data streams is:
•
The first archiving sub-job sends data to SMC_AFS1.
•
The second archiving sub-job sends data to SMC_AFS2.
•
The third archiving sub-job sends data to SMC_TINA.
•
The fourth archiving sub-job resends data to SMC_AFS1, etc.
An archiving session is an archiving job containing up to 2,048 objects. If the job contains more
than 2,048 objects to archive, it is split into several sessions. A job containing less than
2,048 objects is considered a session on its own.

Configuring Load Balancing with a Virtual Storage
To configure load balancing, create a virtual storage applying these steps:
To create a virtual storage
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Create all physical storage managers and containers to be included in your virtual system.
See Creating a Storage Manager and To create a storage manager container for details.
From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Storage Manager.
The storage manager Properties pane opens.
Enter the Name of the storage manager, and select Miria Virtual Storage as the Type.
Choose the Load Balancing Mode.
Click Save to validate the storage manager creation.
In the navigation pane, select the storage manager to configure the container and click the
gear wheel at the top right.
Select New Storage Manager Container.
The Properties pane of the storage manager container opens.
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9.
Enter the Name of the storage manager container.
10. If you want to perform deduplication on the virtual storage, select a deduplication domain.
Important: Ensure that the deduplication domain is set at Virtual Storage level.
Deduplication domains set on the physical containers are ineffective.
11. In the Storage Manager Container List, choose the physical containers that you want to
include in the virtual storage.
You can use containers of different types in the same virtual storage (e.g., you can mix a
Media Manager container with an Miria File Storage container).
12. Click Show All at right to display the list of all storage manager containers currently defined.
Select the ones you want to be part of virtual storage.
You can deselect a container to delete it from this list.
13. Drag the different containers to specify the order in which the containers are to be used.
14. Click Save to validate the virtual storage creation.
15. Associate the virtual storage manager container with an archiving policy.
Ensure that you associate the virtual container (i.e., not the physical ones) with the archiving
policy.

Configuring Storage Fail Over
About the Storage Fail Over
The Miria Storage Fail Over feature enables you to send archived data to backup Storage
manager containers if the primary container fails.
When the Fail Over feature is enabled, the storage manager container used for archiving is a
logical container composed of several physical containers.
The Figure 20 illustrates a logical container (Virtual SMC) composed of two physical containers
(SMC_AFS1 and SMC_AFS2):

Figure 20: Virtual SMC and 2 physical containers
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The distribution of the data streams for archiving is:
•
Miria checks the availability of the first physical container on the list, SMC_AFS1, which is
not available.
•
The data is archived to the second available container, SMC_AFS2.
•
Next time an archiving job is run, the data is sent directly to the SMC_AFS2 container. If it is
unavailable, the SMC_AFS1 container takes over.
In a Fail Over configuration, the container at the top of the list is the main container. The other
ones act as redundant containers, used only if the main one fails.

Configuring Fail Over with a Virtual Storage
To configure Fail Over, you must create a virtual storage as you do when configuring load
balancing.
1.
Apply the procedure described in To create a virtual storage.
2.
In the step 5. , select Fail Over as the Mode.

Managing Retention
This topic defines the concept of retention and describes the ways to configure the period during
which an archive is kept on media until it is overwritten. It also describes the archived files
recycling.

About Retention
The retention period is the defined length of time that an archived object is kept on storage until
its deletion.
In Miria, a job called the retention job controls the actual recycling. This job is responsible for
deleting the archived objects. There are two ways to trigger the retention job.
See Recycling Archived Files for details.

Applying Retention to Archived Data
You can apply the retention to archived data at archiving time: an archiving job is run according to
an archiving policy that defines how long the files and directories in this job are to be retained on
media or storage. If a job writes to several storage manager containers in parallel, you can
configure the archiving policy to apply a different retention period to each container.
You can apply archiving policies and retention either to all archiving jobs, or to jobs related to
these specific Miria items:
•
Project archives
•
Archiving platforms
•
Users or user groups
•
Tasks
See Archiving Policy for details on how to configure an archiving policy.
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Retention defined at Miria level overrides the retention that is set in the storage (i.e., outside of
Miria).
You can also set no retention, and keep the archived data forever without recycling the media.
You cannot shorten a retention period that has already been applied to data. For example, if a
legal compliance requires data to be kept for ten years, and then the requirement is modified to
five years, you can set a five-year retention period for all data archived since the modification of
the law, but the data archived previous to that date will still be retained ten years.
However, you can extend the retention of archived data before a retention job starts, by setting
the Retention subject to validation advanced setting to Yes. In this case, no retention job
generated by the maintenance task is run until the owner of the archive or a Super User has
validated it. At that point, this user can choose to extend the retention period of the expired files
so that they are not deleted by the retention job.
See Validating Waiting Jobs for details on retention job validation.
See Task Types for details on maintenance tasks.

Creating Retention Periods
Retention in Miria involves defining named periods of time, which you can then invoke as
parameters when objects are archived.
The objects are kept in the archive until their defined expiry date is reached or if space is needed
on the storage.
To create a retention period
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Retention.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Retention.
The retention period Properties pane opens.
In the Retention Name field, enter the name to identify the retention period in Miria.
Use both the Value and the time unit fields to enter the duration of the retention period.
Enter an integer value and select one of these time units:
•
Without.
This value does not define any retention period and keeps the data forever.
•
Days
•
Weeks
•
Months
•
Years
Click Save to validate the retention period creation.

Recycling Archived Files
Miria provides these two modes to trigger the automated recycling of archived data:

Recycling Triggered by the Maintenance Task
When a retention period has expired, files are deleted and the space they occupied is recovered
for other use. The maintenance task controls this mechanism.
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The maintenance tasks launch the retention jobs that, in turn, delete files from media or storage
when their retention period expires. The same processes also remove their associated metadata
from the Miria database.
By default, a maintenance task is scheduled once per month to process archived data and run a
retention job.
The maintenance task scans all archives and generates a retention job for each archive in which
it finds files that are to be deleted because their retention period has expired.
When retention jobs created by the maintenance task run, they suspend archiving and retrieval
operations. If any archiving or retrieval job is in progress at that moment, the retention job waits
for this job to complete, then suspends the running of any subsequent archiving or retrieval jobs.
A file whose associated retention has expired may still be available for retrieval until the
maintenance task runs.
If needed, you can modify the maintenance task.
See Task Types for details on maintenance tasks.

Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage
Recycling can also be triggered when a level of volume occupancy is exceeded on the storage.
Volume-triggered recycling is used with archiving to multiple storage managers. It is nondestructive in that it only deletes data for which Miria has another copy. The purpose of such
recycling is to free up space on more expensive, nearline storage by deleting files which also
exist on more economical, deeper storage.
These are the two methods to trigger the recycling of archived files based on the volume on
storage:
•
On demand recycling. When some extra space is needed on the storage to complete an
archiving job, the retention job runs and deletes archived files.
•
Scheduled control of storage occupancy. A task runs on a regular basis to control the
volume of data reached in the storage managers and keep them at an optimum level,
between a low and a high water mark.

On Demand Recycling
The archiving job launches the On demand recycling based on the High Water Mark parameter.
When the archiving reaches the high water mark in the storage manager, the archiving job stops
and a retention job starts running. The retention job deletes files until the data volume reaches
the low water mark.
The advantage of this approach is that it is on demand. The storage manager is emptied in direct
response to your need for space. The disadvantage is that this approach interrupts the archiving
job until the retention job completes.

Scheduled Monitoring of Storage Occupancy
The Volume management on storage managers task performs a monitoring of storage
occupancy. At regularly scheduled intervals, this task monitors Miria storage managers, and on
each storage manager where volume management is enabled, it determines whether the task
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High Water Mark value is set. If so, it analyzes whether the volume of archived data on the
storage manager has attained or exceeded the water mark. If it has, the task triggers a retention
job that deletes files until the volume of archived data reaches the Low Water Mark parameter, or
until there are no more files eligible for deletion.
The advantage of this approach is that it anticipates storage needs and does not interrupt
archiving jobs.

Use Case Scenario
This example combines On demand recycling and scheduled recycling:
•
Data is archived to two storage managers: an Miria File Storage on disk and a
Media Manager on physical media.
•
The Miria File storage manager has these parameters set in the Retention:
–
The High Water Mark is 40 GB.
–
The Task High Water Mark is 30 GB.
–
The Low Water Mark is 20 GB.
•
The Volume management on storage manager task runs at regular intervals (e.g., weekly).
As long as the volume of occupancy is under 30 GB, the task does not launch a retention
job. How this works:
–
On a given day, the volume rises to 32 GB. Files are deleted until the low water mark
reaches the 20 GB value or until there are no more deletable files having second
copies.
–
On the following day, a user launches a large archiving job, and the volume passes
over the 40 GB water mark.
–
The archiving job now launches its own retention job to push the volume down to 20
GB or as far as possible, until the next run of the task.
To configure volume management
1.

2.

From the left pane, select Storage > Storage Managers and select a storage manager in
the navigation pane.
The storage manager Properties pane opens.
In the Volume Management tab, set the appropriate values.
These are the options for both triggering methods on the Volume Management tab:

Use Volume
Level to
Trigger
Retention
Jobs

Miria

On Demand Recycling

Scheduled Monitoring

Select this box to activate the
volume retention on this storage
manager.

Select this box to activate the volume
retention on this storage manager.
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High Water
Mark

On Demand Recycling

Scheduled Monitoring

Required. Select the box and
set a value in GB.

This parameter is used for jobs and is
not needed to launch the Volume
management on storage managers
task.

During an archiving job, when
this value is attained, a retention
job is triggered.

3.

Do not use this setting as it takes
precedence over the Task High
Water Mark option if set to a lower
value.

Task High
Water Mark

Ensure this option is not
Required. Select the box to activate
selected, unless you also want to the Volume management on storage
activate scheduled monitoring.
managers task on this storage
manager. For coherent use of on
demand and scheduled monitoring
recycling, set the GB value to be
between high and low water marks.

Low Water
Mark

Required. Select the box and
set a value in GB.

Required. Select the box and set a
value in GB.

The retention job spawned by
the archiving job attempts to
delete files until the data volume
reaches this value. If there are
no more eligible files (e.g., it has
deleted all files having a second
copy and all the files still in the
storage manager are single
copies), it stops before this water
mark is reached.

The retention job spawned by the
Volume management on storage
managers task attempts to delete
files until the data volume reaches
this value. If there are no more
eligible files (e.g., it has deleted all
files having a second copy and all the
files still in the storage manager are
single copies), it stops before this
water mark is reached.

If you have activated the Volume management on storage managers task, you must also
configure the task.
This involves selecting the storage manager(s) to scan.
See Volume management on storage manager for details.

Volume Management - Order of Deletion of Archived Objects
As long as there is a second copy, a volume-triggered retention job can delete objects that have
not yet reached their expiry date. The objects are selected for deletion in this order:
•
Undefined retention.
•
Defined retention:
–
In order of expiry date, starting with objects whose expiry date is most imminent.
–
Objects having the same expiry date are sorted by archiving date. The oldest
instances of each object are deleted first.
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•

If you use the deduplication, the volume management task deletes data only if all instances
are simultaneously selected to be deleted.

Use Cases for Retention and Advanced Settings
These use cases illustrate the meaning of retention and advanced settings:
•
An archiving policy set on a project archive called Marketing_2010 incorporates a
retention of one year. Any file archived intoMarketing_2010 (either by a user who has
dragged the file to the archive or by a task that has launched automatically) is protected for
one year from its archiving date, after which it is flagged for deletion.
•
An archiving policy set on a platform called Saturn incorporates a retention of one month.
By default, any file whose source is Saturn is retained for at least one month from its
archiving date, regardless of how it is launched, by whom, or its destination for storage.
You can override this default behavior by setting a different archiving policy at a lower level
than the platform, which blocks the inheritance of Saturn’s archiving policy.
•
An archiving policy with a three-month retention is set on the Secretarial user group. If
any member of the Secretarial group launches an archiving job on a directory, the
directory retains all the objects for at least three months; however, one member of the
Secretarial user group, NDR, has a different archiving policy, with a six-month retention.
If NDR launches the archiving of a file, the directory retains that file for six months rather
than three, because an advanced parameter set on a user takes precedence over an
advanced parameter set on a user group.
•
An automatic archiving task includes the OneWeek archiving policy. This archiving task
retains for one week all the objects that it archives, regardless of their source or
destination. Since the task is on the lowest level of the advanced settings hierarchy, this
retention cancels out any settings that you may have set at another level of the hierarchy.
See Archiving Policy for details on the archiving policy configuration.

Archiving Policy
The archiving policy associates storage manager container(s) with a retention. It enables you to
define which storage manager container(s) to use for archiving and how long each container
retains the archived data.

Creating an Archiving Policy
Before configuring an archiving policy, you must create at least one storage manager container
and one retention period.
To create an archiving policy
1.
2.
3.

Miria

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving
Policies.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New archiving policy.
The archiving policy Properties pane opens.
Enter the configuration parameters.
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This table describes the parameters that you must define to create an archiving policy:
Parameter

Description

Archive
Policy Name

Name that identifies this archiving policy within Miria.

Comment

Descriptive comment to make the policy more recognizable. If, for
example, the policy will be used by certain user groups or within a specific
object group, you may want to describe that here.

Retention

Period of time for which archived files are preserved. Click the selection
button to display the list from which you can choose the retention period.
The value you enter here is the default retention for all storage manager
containers you select in the next field; however, you can also set retention
periods on each storage manager container individually.

Reduce IO
impact on
source
platform
(best effort)

Applies to policies configured for multiple writing (i.e., archiving into more
than one storage manager container for enhanced security).
When this option is not active, a multiple writing policy generates a
separate archiving stream from the platform where the data originates to
each storage manager container.
If this option is set, data is transferred from the platform to only the first
storage manager container in the list. Subsequent writings use the first
storage manager container as the source, transferring data from there
without reconnecting to the source platform. This reduces network traffic
and IO impact on the source platform.
This option is set by default, but it only works if the first storage manager
container is of Miria File Storage One to One type and does not use data
compression.

Storage
Manager
Containers

Associates the policy with one or more of the storage manager containers
that have been configured in Miria.
Click Show All at right to display the list of all storage manager containers
currently defined. Select the ones you want to use.
When several containers are selected, multiple writing is performed (i.e.,
the data is archived on all specified containers during the same archiving
job).
Deselect the containers to delete them from this list. Drag the different
containers to select the order in which they are searched when a retrieval
is requested.
A Retention column displays on the line naming each storage manager
container. Click the field if you want to associate an individual retention
period with a storage manager container, distinct from the one set by
default in the Retention field.
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4.
5.

Click Save to validate the archiving policy creation.
Assign the newly created archiving policy to the objects with which you want to use it (i.e.,
User Groups, Users, Project Archives, Archiving Platforms, and Tasks).
Or
Set it as the default instance in the default settings.
See List of Default and Advanced Settings for details.

Assigning an Archiving Policy
You must assign at least one archiving policy in the advanced settings to archive data.
Archiving policies are defined for use in the advanced settings under Jobs, Windows Archiving
Policy, or UNIX Archiving Policy.
You can assign the archiving policy globally for all archiving jobs in the default settings. For a finer
configuration, assign the archiving policy in the advanced settings of:
•
Users
•
User groups
•
Project archives
•
Archiving platforms
•
Tasks
See Advanced Settings for details on advanced parameters and the principle of inheritance.

Deduplication
This topic defines the deduplication and describes the ways to optimize the storage enabling files
to be archived only once.

About Deduplication
Deduplication, also called single instance storage is a space- and resource-saving feature. As
the name implies, it de-duplicates, or prevents duplication of files, by analyzing any object to be
archived to ensure that an identical object is not already archived.
It guarantees that identical files are archived only once, and replaces redundant versions by a
pointer to the original files.
So that Miria can compare the objects, it must calculate a hash value on them at the moment they
are selected for archiving. This hash is checked against that of other objects in the archive to
verify that the file to be archived is unique.
Miria operates deduplication on the source object. Source deduplication runs on objects while
they are still on their primary storage platforms, before they are sent over the network to their
destination archives. This means that Miria only sends modified files, permitting better use of
network resources.
Miria uses file level deduplication. This means that it calculates the hash on the entire file. By
default, even the smallest modification of the file causes it to have a different hash. Thus you can
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be sure that Miria respects and preserves subtle differences between two files. File level
deduplication is included in the standard license and addresses general use cases.
Important:
When a storage manager integrates its own deduplication mechanism (e.g., the EMC
Centera storage manager), Atempo recommends that you enable the deduplication function
of the storage solution instead of enabling the Miria deduplication option.
When a storage manager archives metadata on the storage, as certain storage managers
do, avoid enabling the Miria deduplication option. This forces Miria to send data and
metadata towards the storage. The storage can use these two pieces of information to
identify an instance to deduplicate data.
Some Microsoft Office files, such as Microsoft Excel or Microsoft PowerPoint files, may have their
own digest modified on opening. Even if their contents remains unchanged, Miria considers them
modified and rearchives them (i.e., they are not deduplicated).

Deduplication Domains
To use deduplication in Miria, you must create deduplication domains. These are storage zones
composed of one or several storage manager containers. Miria deduplicates a file only if it exists
within the grouping of storage manager containers defined in the domain. Outside that domain, it
remains possible to have replicate files.
These are some real use cases, with recommendations on how to configure the deduplication
domain:
•
Example 1. Because the Atempo One to One File storage manager container is filling up
quickly, you decide to set up a second container that must be an extension of the first. In
this case, you associate both containers with the same deduplication domain. This
prevents identical files from being stored redundantly on the two containers.
•
Example 2. You want to set up two storage manager containers with one being the mirror
of the other. In this case, they must not belong to the same deduplication domain. Define
them in separate domains to ensure that if one container is damaged, copies of files are still
present in the other.
Important: If you set up a configuration with multiple writing enabled, but both storage
manager containers are in the same domain, there is only one writing for every file.

To create a Deduplication Domain
1.
2.
3.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Deduplication Domains.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Deduplication Domain.
The Properties pane of the deduplication domain opens.
Enter the configuration parameters.
This table describes the parameters that you must define to create a deduplication domain:
Parameter

Description

Deduplication
Domain Name

Name that identifies the deduplication domain within Miria.
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Parameter

Description

Digest Type list Enables you to select the digest type. Four options use NSA-designed
security hash algorithm cryptographic functions to calculate the digest
by reading the file completely. The fifth option calculates the hash
without reading the content of the file.
These are the available options:
•
•
•
•
•

SHA-1. Produces a 160-bit digest.
SHA-256. Computed with a 32-bit word; produces a 256-bit digest.
SHA-384. Produces a 384-bit digest.
SHA-512. Computed with a 64-bit word; produces a 512-bit digest.
File (Name/Size). Produces a hash sum calculated only on the
name and size of a file to be archived.
• File (Name/Size/Modif. Time). Produces a hash sum calculated
only on the name, size, and modification time of a file to be
archived.
The last two choices address very particular cases and are not
recommended for general use. They require a special license key.
Consult the associated disclaimer in ATEMPO DISCLAIMER,
WAIVER, AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
See Deduplication Based on File Properties for a more detailed
discussion.
The more complex the hash, the lower the chance of collision (i.e., two
files that are not identical having the same signature); however,
calculation times are also slower, which diminishes performance.
Atempo recommends using SHA-256 for the best compromise
between performance and collision prevention.
Comment

Miria

Optional. Descriptive comment that helps you to remember the scope
of the domain.
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Parameter

Description

Volume Report

The volume information about the deduplication domain contains
these columns:
• Storage Manager. Name of the storage manager referenced by
the volume report. They are sorted by Storage Manager group
name.
• Number of Files. Number of files archived in this deduplication
domain.
• Retrievable. Volume of data at retrieval. This is the volume that is
occupied if deduplication is not enabled.
• Stored. Volume of data stored, accounting for deduplication.
Note: The Retrievable and Stored volumes do not account for
compression on storage, if any. When multiple writing to several
storage managers occurs, Miria takes into account the volume of
all writings.
• % Dedup. Deduplication ratio. The higher the ratio, the more
effective the deduplication.

4.

5.

Click Save to validate the deduplication domain creation.
You must associate the deduplication domain with one or more storage manager
containers. This creates the storage zone within which the deduplication is effective.
Select the domain in the storage manager container interface, as described in Creating a
Storage Manager.

Deduplication Based on File Properties
Deduplication based on file properties uses a hash digest calculated using only the name and
size of the file, or the name, size, and modification date. It is much faster than digest
deduplication, since it does not require the reading of the entire file for the hash to be generated.
In the case of very large files, such as audiovisual files, this is a major advantage.
However, deduplication based on file properties carries the danger that two different files, which
happen to have identical names, sizes, and modification dates are treated as the same file. In
other words, one of these files is at risk of being lost.
For this reason, Atempo recommends using this type of deduplication only for very specific uses,
where there are already systematic safeguards in effect to prevent different files from ever being
saved under the same name. An example might be environments in which files are named using
a timestamp, or other parameters to ensure that the names are strictly unique.
The option is only visible in the Miria Administration Console if you have acquired a special
license key to activate it. The license requires you to sign a disclaimer stating that you understand
and accept the risks involved.
See Deduplication Based on File Properties License for details.
Important: The case-sensitivity of the name is supported only at the level of the file system.
In other words, if the file system on the source platform is not case-sensitive (e.g.,
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Windows), MyFile.txt and myfile.txt are considered to be the same file, if they are the
same size.

Configuring Custom Media Rules
Custom media rules are used exclusively with Media Manager storage managers to control the
use of partially filled media.
For a complete discussion of custom media rules, see Custom Media Rules.
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CHAPTER 6 - Configuring Metadata
This topic discusses the metadata configuration within Miria and describes the tools that permit
you to classify the files for archiving and facilitate their retrieval.

Metadata and Criteria - Types and Differences
The ability to classify archived data is one of the central concepts of archiving. Managing
parameters to facilitate speedy and orderly retrieval is an inherent feature of Miria.

Metadata Overview
Metadata are descriptive properties associated with files and assets in archives for the purpose
of classifying them and assisting in their retrieval. They are independent from the file’s integral
properties such as its name, size, or creation date; the Administrator and/or the user must
actively define them and associate them with the file.
For example, if the file is a movie, metadata might contain such information as the names of the
director, producers and cast, copyright holders, descriptions and synopses, and lists of locations.
In any case, the metadata to be associated with the archived file depends heavily on the nature of
the file.
Metadata are created globally on the Miria server, and not on the individual archives. Thus, you
can use them to describe overall concepts, for example, a unique Customer Number that can be
displayed in multiple archive folders.
It is therefore important for metadata to have names that are globally unique. If you want to create
a series of departmental archive folders that all use their own Customer Numbers, they must
each have a clearly identifiable, distinguishing name.
This overall status permits you to use metadata for transverse searches across all accessible
archives (e.g., searching 2007 on metadata would return any archive, archive folder, or file to
which the metadata 2007 has been attached, as long as the user has rights to it).

This table describes the three broad metadata categories that you can use with Miria:

Miria

Category

Description

Manually
Defined
Metadata

Users specify this type of metadata when they launch manually an archiving
job. You set up the classifications and descriptions that are applied to the
archived files, and associate these with the archives. When an object is
archived, users launching the job must complete all the fields of metadata.
In the case of mandatory metadata, you cannot launch archiving unless you
have entered the metadata.
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Category

Description

Automatically
Generated
Metadata

This second type of metadata is collected automatically during the initial
phase of the archiving process, in which Miria scans each file header in
search of metadata. Miria’s metadata collection options support over 100
primarily graphical and audiovisual file formats that have headers containing
predefined metadata (e.g., an MXP movie format contains information about
the movie’s duration, image resolution, orientation, etc.).
Moreover, certain media-oriented applications, such as Final Cut Pro or
Avid Interplay, add a layer of their own metadata when they process a file or
project. The application edits and handles this metadata. An option in Miria
permits you to retain this application metadata with the archived instance. In
this case, the gathering of the metadata is automatic and you are not
required to set up and associate any manual classifications.

Metadata
You define manually the third category of metadata within Miria, but it is a
Assigned by an scheduled archiving task that attaches automatically this metadata to files at
Automatic Task the moment they are archived.
This opens up the possibility for companies having advanced metadata
requirements to develop customized interfaces to manage their own
metadata schemes, and to integrate these into their archiving workflows.
These automated workflows use customized XML files to launch complex
tasks of automatic archiving. You can either develop the XML files or
request them from Atempo Professional Services.
See XML Ingest Tasks for details on automated metadata attachment.

Criteria
Criteria are inherent file properties such as creation date or file name that you can use for
searches. In contrast to metadata, they only let you search within a given archive or archive
folder. These searches are similar to the kind you might perform from Windows Explorer.
Since Criteria are properties integral to files, you do not need to configure them. These are the
criteria that Miria handles:
•
Object Name
•
File Size
•
Job Identifier
•
Object Type: Folders, Directories, or Files
•
Archiving Date
•
Creation Date
For details on using criteria in searches, see the Miria User Documentation.

Manually Defined Metadata
You can create fully customized sets of metadata in Miria.
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In Miria interfaces, this icon

clearly identifies the manually defined metadata.

Creating Metadata
To create metadata
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Metadata.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Metadata.
The Properties pane of the metadata opens.
Complete the appropriate fields to define the new metadata.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to define the new metadata:
Field

Description

Name

Required. Descriptive name of your choosing.

Label

Optional. It enables you to enter a display name for the metadata, which
may be different from its Name parameter. When you perform metadata
management tasks, such as assigning a metadata value to an archive or
running a search, the Label parameter is displayed as the name of the
metadata. If Label is not specified, the metadata Name is displayed
instead.

Application

For information only. It identifies the sending application, if applicable.
Miria interfaces with third-party applications, which can have their own
tools to classify files and their own structures of metadata (e.g., if you use
Miria to archive assets from Final Cut Pro, this field may display FCP
Application).

Type

Type of metadata. These are the metadata types:
• Check box. Boolean, for Yes|No type values.
• Listbox. Lets you enter a list of values from which the user can make
a selection.
• String. Lets you enter a free string of characters to find the archived
object.
• Date. Lets you enter a date to find any archived objects that match it.
• Date and Time. More detailed than the previous type, this type
enables you to find any archived objects that match a particular
timestamp.
• Numeric. Lets you enter a number.
• Duration. Lets you enter a duration in milliseconds. This type of
metadata is useful for media files.
• UUID. Lets you enter a Universally Unique Identifier with the
xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx format.
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Field

Description

Read Only

If you select this box, users can use only this metadata in searches; they
cannot change its value.

Mandatory

Makes the metadata mandatory. When the box is selected, the user
cannot launch an archiving job without setting this metadata.

Listbox
Values

This configuration table becomes active only if you selected the Listbox
type for the metadata.
Define here the values that are contained in this limited list.
1. Click the Plus (+) button to add a value.
2. Choose the default value for the metadata.
3. Click the Minus (-) button to remove a value.

Once you have validated the Listbox values, they receive an order
number and you can no longer remove them.
4.

Click Save to validate the metadata creation.

Predefined Metadata
With a Media Manager storage manager, you can use specific metadata to choose the media on
which to archive your data, and the directory spanning level. You must manually create these
metadata and give them predefined names.
The names you provide for these metadata must exactly match the predefined names. Enter their
names carefully as they are case-sensitive.
This table provides the predefined name and the description for these metadata.
Predefined
Name
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Description

Media
Barcode

Metadata of string type that enables you to filter media by barcode. At
archiving time, enter the barcode of the media to which you want to archive the
data.

LTFS
Volume
Name

Metadata of string type that enables you to filter media by their LTFS volume
name. At archiving time, enter the volume name under which you want to
archive the data.

LTFS Owner

Metadata of string type that enables you to filter media by their LTFS owner. At
archiving time, enter the owner under which you want to archive the data.
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Predefined
Name
Prevent
Directory
Spanning
Tree Level

Description
Metadata of numeric type (0 through 99) that enables you to set the directory
level that you want to archive as a whole on a single media. The metadata
value overrides the value set in the default or advanced settings.
See Prevent Directory Spanning Tree Level for details on this setting.
At archiving time, set the metadata value to 0 to disable the setting. Set it to
any other value up to 99 to replace the setting value by the metadata value.

The LTFS Volume Name and LTFS Owner metadata come as a pair. The media selected for
archiving must have a matching volume name AND (not OR) a matching owner.
Example. At archiving time, if you specify these values:
•
The LTFS volume name is Alumni.
•
The LTFS owner is Miria.
Then, Miria archives the data on a media with Alumni as the volume name, AND Miria as the
owner. A media with Alumni as the volume name, AND ATN as the owner will not be selected. If
no available media matches these settings, Miria will use an available media and assign these
parameters to it.

Deleting Metadata
Important: Deleting a metadata removes all associations between this metadata and the
archives. You can no longer search for archived data using this metadata.
To delete metadata
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Metadata.
From the List of Metadata, right-click the metadata that you want to delete, and select
Delete.
Note: The Delete function is available only when you have selected a metadata (i.e.,
not an organization).

3.

A message warns you that the metadata will be deleted from all archives with which it is
associated.
Click Delete to confirm the metadata deletion.

Applying Metadata to Archives
This discussion assumes that you have already created the archives in the Miria Administration
Console.
See Administering Archives for a complete discussion of archives and the procedures for
creating and using them.
See the Miria User Documentation for a full description of archiving, search, and retrieval
procedures.
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Once you have created the range of metadata that will be available for use within the Miria
instance, you can assign these metadata a value and associate them with archives, archive
folders, archived objects, or instances.
You can create associations between metadata and archives manually, using either of these
methods:
•
Associate metadata with objects when they are selected for archiving.
Each time an archiving is launched within the specified archive, the metadata list is
displayed, and the user must select a value for the metadata at that time. It is applicable to
the entire archive and cannot be limited to a particular folder.
•

Associate metadata with archives and archive folders, or with objects and instances that
have already been archived.

To require setting of metadata values on objects as they are archived
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
Select the project archive in the navigation pane.
The Properties pane for the project archive opens.
Go to the Metadata tab.
Click the Show All button to display the entire list of existing metadata.
These metadata are arranged under their organizations. Depending on their type (i.e.,
character string, check box, date, or list), their icon varies. If the icon type is green, the
metadata is optional. If it is yellow, the metadata is mandatory and to be able to archive an
object, you must set a value for it.
Note: Once you have validated a metadata, it can no longer be removed from the list.

5.
6.

To add metadata to the Project Archive, select it from the list and click Save to validate
your selection.
When a user attempts to archive objects into this archive, either from the Miria User
Interface or from the Archive window in the Miria Administration Console, the List of
Archived Metadata window opens, and permits you to set the metadata values for the
object to be archived.
Note: Mandatory metadata are displayed in red with a check box that you cannot clear.
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The Figure 21 illustrates the List of Archived Metadata window:

Figure 21: Example of archived metadata

To apply metadata to archives and archived objects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To apply metadata to a project archive, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
Right-click the archive and select Open Archive.
To apply metadata to a user archive, select Browse > Users > Users. Select a user, then
click the Open button located in the Properties pane to the right.
Right-click the object to which you want to apply the metadata, and select Get Info.
The Info window opens.
Click the n metadata button.
The metadata window opens.
Click Show All to display all metadata, even those not belonging to an organization, and
expand the organizations containing the desired metadata.
Check the metadata that you want to apply, and click in the value column next to their
names to enter a value.
Once you have selected all your metadata and entered the appropriate values, click OK.

To apply metadata to a specific instance of an archived object
1.

2.
3.

Miria

To apply metadata to a project archive, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives,
right-click the archive and select Open Archive.
Or
To apply metadata to a user archive, select Browse > Users > Users, select a user, then
click Open in the Properties pane on the right.
Right-click the directory or file to which you want to apply metadata, and select Get Info.
The Info window displays the list of all archived versions of the directory or file.
Select an instance from the list and click the Metadata button at the bottom right.
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4.

The Metadata window displays the list of metadata values that were applied to this
particular instance during archiving.
For each metadata that you want to add, complete from step 5. to step 7. in the To apply
metadata to archives and archived objects procedure.

Organizing Metadata
You can classify the metadata, like project archives, into categories, called organizations. This
help you navigate when there are many metadata. The metadata are displayed in a tree-like
structure with the organization as a kind of folder, into which you can drag the existing metadata.
To create an organization
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Metadata.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Organization.
The Properties pane for the organization opens.
Enter a name for the organization in the Name field.
Click Save to validate the organization creation.
The Navigation area displays the new organization with an icon representing a gear wheel
in a green folder.
From the Navigation area, you can now drag metadata or other organizations into the
organization, as with a standard directory tree.

To rename an organization
1.
2.
3.

Select the organization in the Navigation area.
The Properties pane becomes active.
Enter the new name in place of the old one.
Click Save to validate the name change.

To delete an organization
You can delete an organization only if it is empty.
1.
Select the organization to delete in the Navigation area.
2.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Delete.
3.
Click Delete on the confirmation message.
The organization is removed from the Miria Administration Console.

Automatically Generated Metadata
This feature requires specific licensing conditions. Contact Atempo for details.
Many audiovisual and image formats have headers containing integrated metadata describing
the files. Certain media-editing and asset management software applications also add their own
metadata to assets that they process.
You can extract this metadata from the header and use it in Miria like the manually defined
metadata. You can view and organize the metadata within the Metadata Management window;
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however, this metadata is Read Only because it is not Miria that manages it but the sending
application.
In Miria interfaces, this icon
clearly identifies the automatically generated metadata. It
resembles the icon for manually defined metadata, but with the addition of a safe-box.
The fields of a given set of automatically generated metadata are specific to the format or
application that generated the associated asset; however, there is a core set of fields:
•
Creation Date
•
Duration
•
Format
•
Modification Date
•
Orientation
•
Resolution
•
Vendor

Automatically Generated Metadata Import
The Collect metadata during archiving default or advanced setting activates the extraction of
metadata from audiovisual file headers and their integration into Miria. The values are Yes|No.
In addition to the Default (i.e., global) level, you can activate this setting specifically for:
•
Archiving Platforms
•
Project Archives
•
User Groups
•
Users
•
Tasks

Viewing Automatically Generated Metadata
When you archive an object in a format having a metadata header, the Miria Administration
Console shows certain elements.

Job List
The collection of the metadata is visible as a sub-job, Media Metadata, in the Job List window.

List of Metadata
In the Server - Metadata section, an Organization called Miria Metadata is created automatically,
containing the core set of metadata.
In addition, if the format contains data not present in the core set, there is a new SubOrganization called Others. It contains a list of the metadata fields collected from the application
(e.g., if a dpx file was archived, you can see dpx-specific metadata fields such as
dpx:file.creator and dpx:file.project). All fields are Read Only and you can modify from
Miria only their Label.

Metadata Values Applied to Archived Files
You can view the values of the metadata fields in the Instances window.
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See List of Instances Window for details.
When you archive a file type that does not have a metadata header (e.g., a pdf), no applicationspecific metadata is associated with it.

Specifics on Automatically Generated Metadata
Take note of these specifics when handling automatically generated metadata:
•
You can use the metadata in the Others Sub-Organization as search parameters from the
Miria Administration Console or the Miria User Interface.
However, because this metadata comes from outside of Miria, it is object and formatspecific, —you cannot associate it manually with objects for archiving, as described in
Applying Metadata to Archives.
This window (Figure 22) lists the metadata coming from outside of Miria:

Figure 22: Metadata in the Others Sub-Organization

•
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Metadata is stored with each archived instance of the file rather than with the file itself.
Thus, if you modify the file outside of Miria and then you rearchive it, each instance has its
own separate set of metadata.
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and Permissions
This topic discusses the processes for configuring user access modes and permissions in Miria.

About Access Modes
Miria offers these two user access modes:
•
Trusted Domain access.
Users who log in to the operating system are trusted to access Miria without reentering any
credentials.
This access mode is also called Single Sign On.
•

Secured access.
After logging in to the operating system, users must be authenticated again to access Miria.
There are the two types of authentication:
–

–

Local authentication, also called Free Login. To access Miria, the user must log in
using the user name and password defined in Miria by the administrator. The user is
authenticated at Miria level.
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) authentication, by which Miria
delegates user authentication to an LDAP server. To access Miria, the user must log in
using the user names and passwords defined at LDAP level.

Regardless of the access mode, you must declare the users in Miria to grant them archiving
permissions.

Trusted Domain Access
These are the Trusted Domain access characteristics:
•
This mode of access uses the credentials requested by the operating system rather than
the properties of the user as defined within Miria. For this reason, it is also called Single
Sign On because there is no further login after you have logged on to the system through a
trusted machine.
•
This mode of access applies only to the Miria User Interface. You cannot use it for
administration level tasks.
•
You can configure the trusted domain to create users automatically when they first log in to
Miria. You can limit the automatic creation of users to a specific LDAP group.
These are the processes required to create a trusted domain:
1.
To implement the automatic user creation, create a user in Miria that will be used as a
template to create the other users.
See Creating and Configuring Users.
2.
To limit automatic creation to a specific LDAP group, create this group on your LDAP server
and then associate it with an LDAP group in Miria.
See Creating User Groups.
Miria
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3.

Last, create the trusted domain.
See Creating a Trusted Domain to Enable Single Sign On.

Free Login Access
These are the Free Login access characteristics:
•
A person accessing Miria in local secure mode must log in with a user name and a private
password that you have defined in Miria. The user name and password are stored in the
Miria database.
•
Secure access is also called Free Login because it is independent of any Trusted Domain
or LDAP server.
•
With this access mode, Miria manages all operations about user access and password.
•
Because the Free Login mode is a secure access mode, you can declare it as a SAP
(Security Authentication Path) to access Miria.
These are the processes required to implement Free Login access:
1. Create the user groups and overall groups in Miria appropriate for your organization.

See Creating User Groups.
2. Then, create all the users manually in Miria.

See Creating and Configuring Users.
3. If you want to declare a Security Authentication Path of Local (Miria) type, configure a SAP.

See Security Authentication Paths (SAP).

LDAP Access
These are the LDAP access characteristics:
•
When a user connects to the Miria interfaces, Miria sends a request to the LDAP server to
verify the user credentials.
•
This authentication enables you to centralize user management (e.g., it makes it easier to
remove access to the archiving solution for a specific user or to change a password).
•
You can configure Miria to create the users automatically when they first log in, provided
they belong to an LDAP group declared in Miria.
•
Because the LDAP mode is a secure access mode, you can declare it as a SAP to access
Miria.
•
If you decide that user authentication is delegated to an LDAP server, the users connecting
to Miria must provide their LDAP credentials.
•
Miria also supports the access through a LDAP server secured through SSL (LDAPS).
These are the processes required to implement LDAP access:
1. To implement the automatic user creation, create an LDAP group on your LDAP server and then
associate it with an LDAP group in Miria.

See Creating User Groups.
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2. To implement the automatic user creation, create also a user in Miria that will be used as a
template to create the other users.

See Creating and Configuring Users.
3. To declare a Security Authentication Path of LDAP type, configure a SAP.

See Security Authentication Paths (SAP).

User Creation
You must create in Miria any user accessing the archiving solution so that you can grant archiving
permissions. A user unknown to Miria does not have the permission to access the software.
You can create users in Miria using either of these methods:
•
Manually.
You declare each user individually in Miria and enter all the user parameters and
permissions manually.
•

Automatically.
Within Miria you define a Reference User as a pattern.
Auto creation of users is only possible with the Trusted Domain or LDAP access modes.
The first time a user logs in, Miria creates a user with the profile and permissions of the
Reference User.

Access Mode Summary Table
This table highlights the main characteristics of each access mode:

User Access Mode

Authentication
Service

Control Point

Auto
Creation of
Users in
Miria

Trusted Domain

LDAP server

No user login in Miria.

Yes

Miria trusts the control performed at
OS level and obtains the user ID
from the system.
Secure/Free Login

Miria server

User login in Miria (Miria
credentials)

No

LDAP Delegation

LDAP server

User login in Miria (LDAP
credentials)

Yes

Security Authentication Paths (SAP)
A security authentication path defines an authentication authority that is in charge of determining
whether a user has the permission to access Miria.
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These are the three types of authority authentication:
•
Miria internal security system.
This is the default authentication authority that corresponds to the Free Login access mode.
With this system, user names and passwords are stored in the Miria database.
•

LDAP server.
If the authentication is delegated to an LDAP server, the passwords are not stored in Miria.

•

Secured LDAP server.
This is the same as LDAP server, but adds encryption between the Miria server and the
LDAP server.

The Trusted Domain access mode is not secured and cannot be defined as a security
authentication path.
You can declare several authentication authorities, and sort them in order of priority. Miria checks
user access with the first authentication path, then with the second path if the access is denied
with the first one, etc.
Miria only supports unique user names. Configurations in which the same user name exists in
several domains associated with different passwords are not supported.

Automatic Creation of Users
If you define LDAP or LDAPS authentication paths, you can create automatically LDAP users
connecting to Miria as Miria users. Such users must belong to a specific group on the LDAP
server declared as an LDAP group in Miria.
See LDAP and Secure LDAP (LDAPS) Groups for details.
To have users from several LDAP groups auto-created in Miria, create several Security
Authentication Paths.

Authentication Example
In this example, two LDAP servers, ldap.us.atempo.com and ldap.fr.atempo.com, are
declared as authentication paths.
This is the detailed authentication procedure for user jdoe:
1.
User jdoe connects to Miria.
2.
Miria sends the authentication request to the ldap.us.atempo.com LDAP server.
3.
If the LDAP server authenticates the user jdoe, Miria checks whether jdoe also exists in
Miria.
4.
If jdoe exists in Miria, access is granted, based on the user permissions defined for this
user in Miria.
If jdoe does not exist, Miria checks whether auto creation is enabled for this LDAP server,
and whether jdoe is a member of the specified LDAP group.
5.
If auto-creation is enabled, Miria creates user jdoe based on the reference user, and
access is granted.
User permissions defined within Miria for the reference user are applied to jdoe.
If auto-creation is disabled, user jdoe is unknown to Miria and access is denied.
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Creating and Configuring Authentication Paths
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

From the left pane, select Browse > Users > SAP.
Click the New (+) button at the top right.
A new line with the label New Sap Item displays in the Configured SAP list.
In the Comment field, enter a description for the authentication path.
In the Type field, choose the type of authentication path:
•
Local (Miria). Miria internal security system.
When a user logs in, Miria checks whether the user is present in the Miria database.
•
LDAP. Authentication through an LDAP server.
When a user logs in, Miria delegates the authentication to the LDAP server.
•
LDAPS. Authentication through an LDAP server.
•
An encryption between Miria and the LDAP server is applied.
Only Local (Miria). Enable the password security policy.
Setup different parameters to strengthen password policy:
•
Length of the password.
•
Number of figures.
•
Number of lower cases or upper case.
•
Numbers of specials characters.
Note: If the admin change the password policy, the user will be asked to set a new
password that comply with the new policy, at the next connection.

7.

Only LDAP or LDAPS types. Select the LDAP Group Member corresponding to the LDAP
server group that has the permission to access Miria. All users belonging to this group are
auto-created in Miria at first login using LDAP access mode. The LDAP Group must have
been previously created through the User Groups interface.See LDAP or LDAPS Groups
for details on LDAP Groups.
8.
Check Enable Auto-Creation of users if you want to create a reference user.
9.
Gives the auto-created user exactly the same profile as an existing user by clicking the
Select button and select the user that you want to use as a model. The auto-created user
belongs to the same user groups and has the same advanced settings and permissions as
the reference user.
10. Click OK to validate the authentication path creation.
Your newly created authentication path displays in the list above.
11. If needed, create other authentication paths using the same procedure.
You can define only one path of Local type, but several paths of LDAP or LDAPS types.
12. Select an SAP from the list, and define its order of priority by using the down and up arrows.
The path that to be checked first must be on top of the list.
Note: If you decide that user authentication must be delegated to an LDAP server, and
place LDAP on top of the list, the users connecting to Miria must use their LDAP
credentials.
13. Click the mike button next to the list to test the authentication paths.
14. In the window that displays, enter the Name and Password of the user for whom you want to
test the path.
15. Click the check mark to validate the testing.
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A yellow key displays left to the first successful path, whereas a red square displays left to
the paths that fail.
For the paths that are not tested, no icon displays.

Trusted Domains
This topic explains how to configure a trusted domain, so that a user belonging to this domain can
log in to Miria without a login or password beyond that requested by the operating system.

About Trusted Domains and Single Sign On
Once you have defined a domain as trusted in Miria, Single Sign On turns on. The users
connecting from a machine belonging to this domain do not have to log in with a Miria identity.
They only need the login and password requested by the operating system.

Automatic Creation of Users
You can create automatically users belonging to Trusted Domains in Miria. The first time they log
in using Trusted Domain Mode, they are created within Miria using a predefined Reference User
as a pattern. They inherit the profile and rights of the Reference User.
Optionally, you can configure an LDAP group as a trusted domain. This sets Miria to create users
automatically only if they belong to a specific LDAP group.

Trusted Domains and Operating Systems
The way Miria handles the concept of Trusted Domains varies slightly for Windows and
Unix/macOS systems:
•
Windows.
The Domain is the same as the Windows Domain of the machine. If you define it as Trusted,
any user belonging to that Windows Domain can connect to Miria without further
authentication.
•

Unix. - macOS.
The status of Trusted is defined on the name of the individual machine. If you define it as
Trusted, any user logging on to that machine can connect to Miria without further
authentication.

Creating a Trusted Domain to Enable Single Sign On
To create a Trusted Domain
1.
2.
3.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Users > Trusted Domains.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Trusted Domain.
The Properties pane opens for the trusted domain.
Enter the configuration parameters.
•
Windows. Repeat this procedure for each Windows domain that you want to be
trusted.
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•

UNIX - macOS. Repeat this procedure for each machine from which Miria users will
connect.
This table describes the trusted domain parameters in the Trusted Domains window:
Parameter

Description

Trusted
Domain Name

Name of the trusted domain. This value must be:

Domain to Be
Applied on

Select Windows, Unix/MacOS, or both, if that agent has to handle both
kinds of streams.

User AutoCreation (Turn
off/Turn on)

If the auto-creation is turned on, a user with the same name as that
used to log on to the Windows domain or Unix machine is automatically
added to your list of Miria users.

Reference
User

Gives the auto-created user exactly the same profile as an existing
user.

• Windows. A valid domain name.
• Unix/macOS. The valid name of a machine in the network.

Select the user that you want to use as a model.
The auto-created user belongs to the same user groups and has the
same advanced settings and permissions as the reference user.
LDAP Group
Member

If you complete this field, only users belonging to the selected LDAP
group are auto-created in Miria at first login using Trusted Domain
mode.
You must have created this LDAP Group through the User Groups
interface.
See LDAP or LDAPS Groups for details on LDAP Groups.
Select the LDAP Group from the list.

4.

Click Save to validate the trusted domain creation.

User Groups and Overall Groups
This topic explains how to create users and overall groups so that individuals can use their group
profile without it having to be redefined for each member.

About User Groups and Overall Groups
The configuration of Users and User groups requires in-depth knowledge of an organization. In
Miria, you can define Users, User Groups, and Overall Groups.
We can think of User Groups as representing the different departments in a company: Sales,
R&D, Marketing, Support, etc. They are vertical groupings.
We could imagine a firm with three main product divisions: Scintilla, Spark, and Iskra. Each
product division has its own Research and Development team. User Groups are set up for each
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R&D team: RDScintilla, RDSpark, and RDIskra. Only Scintilla people are included in RDScintilla,
and likewise for the other R&D groups. This is an example of the vertical grouping represented by
a User Group.
Overall Groups, conversely, are horizontal groupings.
There is certain information that is common to all three R&D teams and needs to be shared
among the managers of each team. This would be an example of a horizontal grouping. In Miria,
this is represented by an Overall Group.
Thus the manager of R&D for Scintilla would belong to the User Group RDScintilla with everyone
else in the Scintilla product division. But this manager would also belong to the RDManagers
Overall Group with his equivalents, the managers of the Spark and Iskra R&D departments.
The purpose of all these groupings is to determine collective properties and access to shared
archives. Each R&D team might have access to a shared project archive where files concerning
their product line are stored. The other R&D teams cannot access these archives. On the other
hand, the RDManagers share information with each other at the managerial level to which only
they have access.
On a technical level, the vertical grouping of User Groups permits you to define advanced
settings on a collection of users. All the individuals can use the profile configured in the advanced
settings without it having to be redefined for each individual member. They all share collective
default characteristics, such as the language in which they display interfaces or the way their files
are handled after archiving. This makes it much easier to define advanced setting profiles than if
it had to be done for each member for the group individually. When a user passes from one R&D
to another, this user is simply regrouped.
Overall Groups, by contrast, define permissions to access shared archives. They transmit sets of
permissions to their individual members, not sets of characteristics. A specific kind of Overall
Group permits the rapid importation of the members of a pre-existing LDAP group, such as the
users of an Active Directory under Windows.
See Advanced Settings vs. Permissions for information on the difference between settings and
permissions in Miria.

Organization of Groups
In Miria, there are Users, User Groups, and Overall Groups.
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The Figure 23 illustrates the Organization of Users, User Groups, and Overall Groups:

Figure 23: Schematic groups organization

These are the characteristics of the Users and User Groups:
•
A user can belong to only one User Group.
•
An Overall Group can include User Groups as well as individual Users. Thus an individual
user can belong to more than one Overall Group.
•
An Overall Group cannot belong to another Overall Group.

LDAP and Secure LDAP (LDAPS) Groups
LDAP and LDAPS Groups are specific kinds of Overall Group.
LDAP is the directory protocol for TCP/IP. Numerous technologies use this protocol. Among
these technologies is Windows Active Directory, which uses it for a variety of purposes, including
e-mail directories and security management. You can use this protocol to define databases of
users and user attributes, including permissions to shared files across networks.
LDAPS is a secure LDAP that supports encryption and uses SSL and a certificate.
If your company has already set up an LDAP server (secure or not) or is using Active Directory to
define permissions in Windows, then you may want to set up Overall Groups in Miria that link to
this structure. As users log on, Active Directory can verify their membership in the LDAP group in
order to assign them to the parallel Miria LDAP Group. Then the users inherit the LDAP Group
permissions.
As each user logs in for the first time, the LDAP Group function associated with the auto-creation
option enables the LDAP directory to automatically create users existing within Miria. This is a
significant labor-saving feature, given that the LDAP directory may contain many hundreds of
users that otherwise you would must create manually one by one.
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You can auto-create users using either of these ways:
•
By associating users to a Trusted Domain. The users are auto-created within Miria as soon
as they log on in Trusted Domain mode.
See Trusted Domains for details.
•

By creating Security Authentication Paths (SAP) and enabling auto-creation of users.
See Security Authentication Paths (SAP) for details.

The User Groups configuration window enables you to define the names of user groups. The only
pre-existing group is Admin.

Creating User Groups
There are four types of user groups:
•
User Group. Can contain only users. See User Groups for its creation procedure.
•
Overall Group. Is a group of groups. It can contain user groups and users, but not other
overall groups. See Overall Groups for its creation procedure.
•
LDAP Group. This is a kind of overall group that represents an existing LDAP group on an
LDAP server. It enables you to assign permissions within Miria to users of this group as
they log on. See LDAP or LDAPS Groups for its creation procedure.
•
LDAPS Group. This is a kind of overall group that represents an existing LDAP group on a
secure LDAP server. It enables you to assign permissions within Miria to users of this
group as they log on. See LDAP or LDAPS Groups for its creation procedure.
Note: If the LDAP or LDAPS Group is configured as a Trusted Domain or associated with a
Security Authentication path, then you can auto-create the users in it as soon as they log in
to Miria. See Trusted Domains and Security Authentication Paths (SAP) for details.

User Groups
User Groups inherit the setting values from the default settings.
Conversely, if you specify a setting on a user group, the value applies to that user group, but also
to all of these objects that are lower in the hierarchy:
•
•
•
•

Users
Project Archives
Platforms
Tasks

To create a user group :
1.
From the left pane, select Browse > Users > User Groups.
2.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New User Group.
3.
In the User Group Name field, provide a name for the user group.
4.
In the Group Type drop-down list, choose User Group.
5.
In the Advanced Settings tab, choose an object group to associate with your user group.
The user group inherits all advanced settings that you have defined for that object group.
You can also select Without to associate advanced settings with this user group individually.
6.
In the settings table, modify advanced settings for your user group by clicking the value field
for a setting and select a value from the list. See Advanced Settings for details on advanced
settings.
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7.
8.

In the Members tab, verify the existing members of a given group. You can't change
information here, you have to do it from the Users configuration window.
Click Save to validate the user group creation.

Overall Groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

From the left pane, select Browse > Users > User Groups.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New User Group.
In the User Group Name field, provide a name for the user group.
In the Group Type drop-down list, choose Overall Group.
In the Members tab, click the Show All button to display the entire list of Users and User
Groups to add to your Overall Group.
Select each item that you want to add.
Click Save to validate your selections.
Click Save to validate the overall group creation.

LDAP or LDAPS Groups
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Users > User Groups.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New User Group.
In the User Group Name field, provide a name for the group.
In the Group Type drop-down list, choose a type: LDAP or LDAPS Group (see Figure 24).

5.

Click the button
to test the connection to the LDAP server. The connection used is
anonymous, it is used to check if you can reach the LDAP server. The anonymous
connection is only possible with the LDAP server (not with Active Directory).

Figure 24: Properties pane for an LDAP group

6.
7.

Miria

In the Configuration tab, enter all necessary parameters. The table describes related
parameters to fill in the configuration tab.
Click Save to validate the overall group creation.

Field

Description

Server Type

In the drop-down list, choose the type of server between:
•
Active Directory
•
LDAP
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Field

Description

Server Adress

Enter the IP address or the name of the LDAP
server. This server must host the LDAP directory that
contains the users you want to import.
By default, Miria uses port 389 to connect to the LDAP
server. However, if the LDAP server is configured to use a
different port, the name must specify the port with this
format:
•
•
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LDAP_Server_name.domain_name:port_number.
Or
172.18.155.67:port_number.

Certificate

This field is only active when the SAP type is LDAPS.
Choose the path to the certificate to be used to connect to
the LDAP server with SSL.
You must have previously exported a certificate from a
Certification Authority and copied it in the <ADA_
HOME>/Certificates directory of the Miria installation
directory. The certificate must be in .pem base64 format
and exported as a .cer file.

Ignore
SSL check
certificate

Check the box if you do not wish to establish SSL
verification of the machine.

User and
Password

Enter a username and password to authenticate to the
LDAP server:
•
For an Active Directory server, these two fields are
mandatory.
•
For an LDAP server they are optional:
•
If both fields are filled in, you must fill in the
User Base DN field before selecting the Base
DN.I
•
f both fields are If both fields are empty, an
anonymous connection will be used.
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Field

Description

Base DN

Select the root directory of a server. This field is
mandatory for a server of type Active Directory or LDAP.
Each entry stored in LDAP databases requires a unique
identification. The unique identification of each entry in
LDAP databases is called its DN (Distinguished Name).
The top hierarchy in an LDAP directory tree is called the
Base DN.
Example: dc=atemqldap,dc=network

User Base DN

Select the group or domain containing all users of the
domain.
This field is mandatory for LDAP servers.

Group

Select a group from the level at which users are to be
searched. The Group must have a Distinguished Name.
This field is mandatory for all types of servers.
Example: CN=MiriaGroup1,OU=Miria Group
1,OU=Miria users,DC=atemqldap,DC=network

User Key

This field is automatically pre-filled according to the type
of server. It contains the attribute name to be used to
retrieve the user's name. This is the attribute to be used
by default when autocreating the LDAP user in Miria.
Its value is different depending on the type of server:
•
For Active Directory: sAMAccountName.
•
For LDAP: uid

Miria User Key

Enter a specific attribute if you want the Miria user's name
to be different from the one used to connect to LDAP.
During autocreation, the value of this attribute will be used
instead of the value of the attribute entered in the User
Key.

Bind DN

Miria

This field is automatically pre-filled according to the type
of server.
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Field

Description

Group Base DN This is a mask used to authenticate to the LDAP server. It
is used to reformat connection credentials during
authentication.
Its value is different depending on the type of server:
•
For active Directory: [DomainName]\{LoginName}.
The prefix [DomainName] is not mandatory, and it
will be replaced by the domain name used (if it
exists). For example: TEMQLDAP\{LoginName}.
•
For LDAP: uid={LoginName}.

Duplicating an LDAP or LDAPS Group
You can duplicate a LDAP or LDAPS group and then customize it to exactly fit to your new needs:
1.
From the left pane, select Browse > Users > User Groups.
2.
Select the existing group to duplicate.
3.
Click the Duplicate Group icon at the top right.
The Name of the New LDAP Group window opens.
4.
Enter the name for the new group and click the check mark.
The duplicated group displays in the navigation area.
5.
Modify its parameters to suit your needs.

Users
This topic describes how to declare the users that will access Miria.

About Users
You must define in Miria each user who needs to archive files.
These are the two types of users:
•
Super users. Can log on to Miria as administrators and have full administration rights over
the application.
By default, when you start the configuration, only one super user exists, root, belonging to
the group Admin.
This user is the one that enabled your initial login.
Note: Edit the root user account and set a password for it to secure access to Miria.
•

Standard users. By default, have only the right to perform operations on their own
archives; however, you can grant additional supervision or administration rights to standard
users through the advanced settings.
See Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting for details.
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These are the two ways to create users:
•
Manually creating each user individually, in the Miria Administration Console.
•
Automatically creating users belonging to a Trusted Domain or an LDAP, based on the
properties of a reference user.

Creating and Configuring Users
To create and configure users
1.
2.

3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Users > Users.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New User.
The user Properties pane opens and enables you to:
•
Create personal folders for users.
•
Define Advanced Settings and Object Groups.
•
Organize users into groups.
•
Optionally. Associate users with domains.
The interface is divided into these two sections:
•
An upper section where you enter parameters common to all users.
•
A lower section with tabs.
In the User Login field, provide a login name for the user.
The user is known by this name in Miria and must use it to log in.
Enter the configuration parameters.
Note: The root user cannot modify the User Login, or the Type tab options. root is a
keyword that must always exist as a superuser.
This table describes the parameters that you can specify in the Properties pane to create or
configure a user:
Parameter

Description

User Login

Name by which Miria knows the user. The user must use this name to log
on to Miria.
You cannot use the backslash (\) character.

User Name

Name of the person to whom the User Login is assigned.Par example,
the person who logs in as ntillb is Norbert Tillbury.

User Group

User Group to which the user belongs. The user can belong to only one
User Group.
Click the Select button to display a list of all User Groups that you have
created in the User Groups interface.
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Parameter

Description

Password

Assign the user a password.
By default, all users must have a password; however, you can enable
empty passwords by setting the Free login without password advanced
setting.

Email

Optional. E-mail address that can be used to notify the administrator of
any action by this user.

Active User

If this option is enabled, the user has the permission to connect to Miria. If
it is disabled, the connection is denied.
If you disable the Active User option after users have already archived
data, they can no longer access Miria, but any data previously archived is
not deleted from the system.

Type

If you enable the super user status, the user can log on to Miria as the
administrator and have full administration rights over the application.
By contrast, standard users have only the right to perform operations on
their own archives, as long as the Administrator has granted them
additional supervision or administration rights through the advanced
settings.
See Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting for details.

Has Personal Creates a personal archive for the new user as soon as the form is
Archive
validated. Only this user or a super user has access to this personal file.
By default, this check box is not selected.
By default, the user root, created when you install Miria, does not have
any personal archive. This user exists only to set up the application and
create other users.
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Open

Click this button to open the User Archive for this user.

Connection
Mode

You can define here whether the user will access Miria from machines
running Windows, Unix/macOS, or both.
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Parameter

Description

Trusted
Domains tab

A user can belong to several or more trusted domains.
The Single Sign On feature is enabled: when logging on to Miria from a
machine in the trusted domain, the user is not asked for a password. The
only individual authentication required is that requested by the operating
system of the trusted machine.
Connection possible through all Trusted Domains check box.
Enables the user to connect to Miria through all trusted domains. If this
check box is deselected, you must select a list of accepted domains.
Click Show All to display all existing domains, and select the check boxes
left of the domain names to select them.
See Trusted Domains for details on configuring trusted domains.

Advanced
Settings tab

Users inherit the setting values from their user group or the default
settings.
Conversely, if you apply a setting for a user, the value applies to that
user, but also to all these objects that are lower in the hierarchy:
• Project Archives
• Platforms
• Tasks
Object Group field. Click the selection button to display the Object
groups list and select an object group to associate with your new user.
The user inherits all advanced settings that you have defined for that
group. You can also select Without to associate advanced settings with
this user individually.
To modify an advanced setting for this user individually, click the Value
field for the setting in question, and select a value from the list.
See Advanced Settings for a complete discussion of advanced settings.

Overall
Groups tab

The user can belong to only one user group; however, for purposes of
access permissions to project archives, the user can belong to one or
more Overall Groups. This tab permits you to assign the user currently
being created or modified to an Overall Group.
Click Show All to display the list of all available Overall Groups. Select
each group to which you want the user to belong.

5.

Miria

Click Save to validate the user creation.
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CHAPTER 8 - Administering Archives
This topic discusses the ways to manage the archives in the Miria Administration Console, and
the search/retrieval for archive objects.

Archives
An archive is a tree-structured data repository composed of folders and subfolders.
These are the two kinds of archives in Miria:

User Archive
A personal data repository, to which only its associated user has access. They allow the user to
store and retrieve personal files.
The user archives are created:
•
By the Miria administrator at the user configuration. They are automatically named after its
owner.
See Configuring User Access Modes and Permissions for details on creating and
configuring users.
•

Or
By the user.

Project Archive
Created by the Administrator. Generally multiple users, user groups, or overall groups can
access a project archive. Project archives are meant to be shared (e.g., there may be a project
archive for a specific department or workgroup in a company, for all documents relating to a
specific product or customer, or for all members of a managerial committee).
If you have a large number of project archives, you can group them into a tree structure using
archive organizations. Organizations are folders into which you can arrange multiple project
archives, for purposes of order and clarity.
You can access both types of archives either through the Miria Administration Console or the
Miria User Interface. Once the archive is opened, you can set up folders and subfolders to reflect
your organizational preferences.
See Project Archives for a detailed description of project archives.

Project Archives
A project archive is an archive shared among several users, user groups, or overall groups. It
thereby differs from the user archive, which is accessible to only one user.
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In contrast to user archives, project archives are distinct constituent objects in Miria, created and
configured in the Miria Administration Console from their own Properties pane.

Project Archive Administration
A super user creates the project archives. At creation, it is assigned an owner and multiple users
who share access to it. By default, only super users have administrative rights over the archive
and can modify its properties, such as the Name, the Advanced Settings, and the Permissions;
however, you can share the project archive administration with any other user by minimally
setting the Open and Administration permissions for the desired users in the project archive
Permissions tab.
Super users can also permit the owner of a project archive to grant administration permission to
other users.
To allow project archive owners to grant administration permissions
To perform this procedure you must log on as a super user.
1.
Grant the project archive owner at least the Open and Administration permissions on the
archive.
2.
Set to Yes the Advanced administration of archive by its owner advanced setting.
The project archive owner can then grant the Administration permission to other users from
the project archive Permissions tab.
Only a super user can modify the metadata associated with a project archive. Even users with
administration rights on the archive cannot edit the metadata.

Advanced Settings vs. Permissions
Since the project archive has multiple users, you must determine which users can access and
manipulate the archive. When you create a project archive, you can set two levels of user rights:
•
Advanced Settings. They define the general behavior of a project archive.
For example, if the Open user right is set to Yes on a project archive, then anyone can open
that archive.
•

Permissions. Since a project archive is shared, you may want to grant or deny different
rights over the archive to particular users or user groups by setting permissions.
In Miria, the model of permissions is similar to that of the Windows Active Directory (i.e.,
denial always prevails over acceptance).
Example:
These are some examples of the interaction between user and group rights:
- If users belong to a group that is denied permission to rename a file, then these users are
denied the right to rename files even if they are granted the right individually.
- If the user group has permission to rename and nothing is set at the level of the individual
user who is a member of the group, then that user has the right to rename files.
- If a user belongs to a group that has the permission to rename files, but is individually
denied that permission, then that user cannot rename files.
- If you cannot determine the permissions for a user either as an individual or as a member
of a group, then Miria takes into account the advanced setting defining the default on the
archive.
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Permissions and Overall Groups
You can also grant permissions to overall groups, which enables the transverse permissions. For
example, if you want to deny access to the Managers project archive for all users except the
managers of the company, set the user rights as described:
1. Create a Managers overall group composed of all the managers.
2. On the Managers project archive, set the Open Advanced Setting to No to deny opening rights
by default.
3. In the Permissions tab, add the Managers overall group and grant it permissions to handle the
project archive.

Creating a Project Archive
Only a super user can create a project archive.
To create a project archive
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Archive.
The project archive Properties pane opens.
Enter the configuration parameters to create a project archive.
This table describes the parameters that you can specify in the Properties pane to create a
project archive:
Parameter

Description

Name

Name of your project archive.
This name must be unique within any given instance of Miria.
You cannot use slash (/) or backslash (\) characters in the name of the
archive. You also cannot use “.” or “..” as the name of a project archive.

Owner

Name of the user who validates the archiving or retention jobs for the
archive, if they are subject to validation. The project archive has only
one Owner.
You can enter manually the owner name or choose it from a list by
clicking the Select button.
For the super user to grant specific rights to the owner of a project
archive, you must set the Advanced Administration of archive by its
owner advanced setting.
See Project Archive Administration for details.

Comment

Miria

Optional comment that describes the project archive and its function.
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Parameter

Description

Data Mover
Mode

Specifies how Miria performs the data movement of files to and from the
archive.
• Archiving (default).
Applies a set of predefined advanced settings best to archive data
and preserve cross-platform retrieval of archived data.
• Backup.
Applies a set of predefined advanced settings best to back up data.
With this mode, Miria does not preserve cross-platform retrieval of
archived data.
• By Setting.
Enables the administrator to control the options of the Data Mover
Mode advanced settings which configures the data movement
behavior.
The Data Mover Mode list is an input accelerator (i.e., once it has
been defined, the Data Mover Mode setting is set and you cannot
modify it in the project archive Advanced Settings tab).
See Data Movement Settings for details.

Advanced
Settings tab

See Advanced Settings for details on advanced settings.
Because project archives are part of the advanced settings hierarchy,
they inherit the settings from:
• User
• User Group
• Default Settings
For project archives, the available categories of advanced settings are:
Default User Rights on Archives, Jobs, Email, and Security. Other types
of advanced settings are irrelevant.
The Object Group list enables you to select an object group existing in
Miria. The project archive then inherits the subset of advanced settings
that have been defined for the group and are relevant to it.
You can also modify advanced settings for a project archive individually
by clicking in the value field next to the setting that you want to modify
and selecting a value from the list.
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Parameter

Description

Permissions
tab

Enables you to grant or deny a range of permissions for the project
archive to individual users, user groups, or overall groups.
Click Show All to display a list of all available users and groups. Select
the box next to the name of the User or Group and click the small arrow
to display the list of all the permissions for this user/group.
The Permission column shows the available permissions related to the
corresponding user or user group. You can grant or deny that user the
individual permission on the project archive by selecting the
corresponding line of the Permission column, and by choosing -(unspecified), Allow, or Deny.
To grant or to deny all permissions for a user/group, click in the
Permission column on the line of the user/group name.
The permission for administration is available only if you are a super
user or if you are the archive owner and have administration privileges.
See Project Archive Administration for details.
Remember that denial of a permission at any level takes precedence
over acceptance, and that permissions on archives have priority over
advanced settings.

Metadata tab

Enables you to associate existing metadata with the project archive.
Then users are presented with the metadata list every time they
undertake an archiving within the specified archive and must select a
value for the metadata at that time. It is applicable to the entire archive,
and you cannot limit it to a particular folder.
Click Show All to display the list of all existing metadata.
These metadata are arranged under their organizations. A yellow
background indicates that they are mandatory. If so, the user cannot
archive an object without setting a value for this metadata.
To associate metadata with the project archive, select metadata from
the list and click Save to validate your choice.
To delete the association between a metadata and a project archive,
select the check box at the left of the metadata and click Delete on the
confirmation dialog that pops up.
See Metadata and Criteria - Types and Differences for details on
metadata.
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Parameter

Description

Volume
Report tab

Displays the number of objects and the volume of data archived in the
project archive.
These are the fields:
•
•
•
•

Files. Number of files archived in this archive.
Directories. Number of directories archived in this archive.
Folders. Number of archive folders present in this archive.
Links. Number of shared assets links archived in this archive (e.g.,
links that are generated when the archiving of two video edition
projects results in the archiving of an asset shared by both projects).
• Volume. Volume of all the objects archived in this archive, including
all the object instances.
When computing the volume in situations where multiple writing occurs
on several storage managers, Miria takes into account only the volume
archived (i.e., not the volume actually stored).
4.

Click Save to validate the project archive creation.

Duplicating an Archive
You can duplicate an existing project archive and then customize it to exactly fit to your new
needs.
To duplicate a project archive, you must be logged as a super user.
To duplicate an archive
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
Select the archive that you want to duplicate.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Duplicate Archive.
The New Archive Name window opens.
Enter the name for the new archive.
Click Ok to validate the archive duplication.
Now you can customize the archive according to your needs.

Viewing and Organizing Archives
This topic explains how to access and view user and project archives, and how to group and sort
the archives into organizations.

Viewing Archives
You can view and access the user and project archives through either of the Miria interfaces.
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Miria User Interface
The Miria User Interface is a user application that you can install on each workstation.
The Figure 25 illustrates the Miria User Interface:

Figure 25: User interface application

The Miria User Interface enables a user to perform these actions on his or her archives:
•
Create, rename, and delete folders and subfolders within archives.
•
Move data from one folder/subfolder to another.
•
Rename archived files and directories.
•
Archive files and directories.
•
Delete archived files and directories before the end of their retention period.
•
Search and retrieve archived files and directories.
•
Validate jobs that are subject to validation.
For information on how to start and use the Miria User Interface, see the Miria Administrator’s
Documentation.

Miria Administration Console
The Miria Administration Console provides direct access to an archive.
From the archive window, you can create and organize archive folders and perform archiving and
retrieval tasks.
To open a user archive as a super user
1.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Users > Users.
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2.

In the navigation pane, select a user, then click the Open button located in the Properties
pane to the right.
A window with the user name displays the archive contents, including the file size and last
modification date.
You can then perform the desired actions on the archive.

To open a project archive
1. From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
2. In the navigation pane, right-click a project archive and choose Open Archive in Tab.

The project archive opens in a new Miria Administration Console tab.
You can then perform the desired actions on the project archive.
To open the project archive in a window, right-click it and select Open Archive.

Sorting Objects Within Archives
Within archives, you can create tree structures to group and classify the objects that they contain.
The Archive window displays the structure of your archive.

Archive Window
The upper pane of the archive window displays the archive contents. It is designed to let you
organize your personal archive into a virtual structure that makes sense to you.

Archive Folder Tree
The Archive Folder Tree displays the archive contents. It is designed to let you organize your
personal archive into a virtual structure that makes sense to you.
When you open the Archive window, the Archive Folder Tree displays the archive root directory
and other folders. Expand the folder in which you are interested to display its subfolders,
directories, and individual files.
•
Folders are logical divisions created within Miria and are represented in green.
•
Directories, in blue, are the equivalent of Windows or macOS folders that have been
dragged to the archive.

Right-click Menu
Right-clicking a folder or an individual file opens a context-sensitive menu, which enables you to
launch other standard operations (e.g., retrieve, add, rename, or delete folders) or see other
elements, such as instances and volume reports.
While you are using the Time Navigation feature in the past, you cannot perform these actions:
•
Add folder
•
Rename
•
Delete
•
Move
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This table describes some of the options that you can select from the context-sensitive menu:
Option

Description

Copy the
path to the
clipboard

Copies and pastes the exact location of a file or directory within its archive into
other applications using the clipboard. The path is represented in the format:
archive_name@pathname_from_root
Example of a file copied to clipboard:
Documentation@Italian_Art/Giotto/GIOTTO_Judas.jpg

Go to path

Lets you enter the path of a folder, file or directory that you want to view in the
Archive window.
See Reaching a Folder or Archived Object for details.

Volume
Report

Displays the number of directories, folders, and files in the selected object and
identifies the volume that they occupy within the archive. This option is also
available when you right-click an object and select the Get Info option.

Bundle File
Right-clicking a bundle file also permits you to display its contents or to view the links between
archived objects.
This table describes the options that you can select from the context-sensitive menu when rightclicking a bundle file:
Option

Description

Show
Package
Contents

A bundle is a specific kind of file that some macOS applications generate. It is
displayed as a single unitary file with its own icon, but is composed of other files.
You cannot open a bundle or handle it like normal directories and folders. The
only operation you can perform on a bundle is to rename it; however, you can
access individual files within the bundle by right-clicking the bundle and choosing
Show Package Contents.

Link List

Some objects, archived only once in Miria, display at multiple points in the tree
structure. This is the case with certain files contained within bundles, archived
with third-party Media Manager tools such as Avid Interplay or Final Cut Server.
For example, the same Final Cut Pro file can display in a bundle associated with
its Project, a bundle associated with its Production, and in an automatically
generated folder containing Final Cut assets.
For objects of this type, the right-click menu contains the additional option Link
List. Choose this item to open an information window, which lists all the paths to
the same object within the archive.
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Archiving Tab
Action Area
The Action area displays the list of files and directories selected for archiving and pending
confirmation.
This table describes the columns that you can see in the description of the action waiting for
confirmation:
Column

Description

Name

Directory or file selected for archiving.

Action

Action pending confirmation (e.g., Create Folder, Retrieval, Archiving, etc.)

Destination

Location in the archive.

Size

Total size of all files in the job.

Date Modified Date and time when the object was last modified.
Date Added

Date and time when the action was performed.

Archive Organizations
You can group and classify the archives into tree like superstructures called organizations. There
can be multiple levels of organizations.
Organizations provide a tree structure that facilitates navigating and searching within a large
volume of archives. Inside organizations, you can arrange archives to adapt to the user search
priorities.
You can have organizations under other organizations, with multiple levels of depth.
You can move items in the organization tree structure by dragging them to a new location.

To create an organization
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Project Archives.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Organization.
The Properties pane for the organization opens.
Enter a name for the organization in the Name field.
Click Save to validate the organization creation.
The new organization now displays in the navigation area with an icon representing a gear
wheel in a green folder.

To delete an organization
You can delete an organization only if it is empty.
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1. In the navigation pane, select the organization to be deleted.
2. Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Delete.
3. Click Delete on the confirmation message.

The organization is removed from the Miria Administration Console.

Organization examples
This table provides examples of organizations (by date and by department of a company):
Example 1

Organizing Archives By
Date

2016

Example 2

Organizing Archives By
Department

Marketing
Marketing_16

2016_mkt

Accounting_16

2017_mkt

Sales_16

2018_mkt

2017

Sales
Marketing_17

2016_sls

Accounting_17

2017_sls

Sales_17

2018_sls

2018

Accounting
Marketing_18

2016_act

Accounting_18

2016_act

Sales_18

2018_act

Managing Folders
In addition to creating a tree super-structure into which you can arrange your archives, you can
create folders and subfolders within the archives to set up internal logical structures that make
sense to you. Provided that you possess the appropriate permissions on archives, you can:
•
Create folders within the archive.
•
Rename, move, and delete folders and archived objects.
You can also retrieve folders along with the files and directories they contain. Folders are
retrieved on the file system as directories with full access rights granted to all users.
See Default User Right on Archives Settings for details on the user rights.
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For details on managing folders, see these topics:

Creating Folders
You can create folders and subfolders to organize your archive.
To create folders and subfolders in your archive
1.
2.

3.

4.

In the archive window, right-click anywhere and select New Folder.
Give a name to the folder and press Enter.
The folder is created and the lower part of the window displays the action: Create Folder
line.
Right-click the newly created folder to create a subfolder.
Create as many folders and subfolders as you need. They all are displayed on the lower
part of the window.
Click Apply to validate the folders or subfolders creation.

Renaming Folders and Archived Objects
You can rename folders, subfolders, and archived directory and files.
To rename folders and archived objects in your archive
1.
2.
3.

In the archive window, select the folder or archived object, then click it.
Rename the folder and press Enter.
The folder is created and the lower part of the window displays the action: Renaming line.
Click Apply to validate the renaming of the organization.

Moving Folders and Archived Objects
You can move folders and archived directories and files, to other folders and subfolders.
You cannot move an archived file to another archived file with the same name, even if it is a
different instance.
To move folders and archived objects within your archive
1.
2.

In the archive window, drag your folder or archived object to its new location.
The object is moved and the lower part of the window displays the action: Moving line.
Click Apply to validate the moving of the object.

Deleting Folders and Archived Objects
You can delete folders, subfolders, and archived directory and files. The objects are immediately
removed from the interface; however, they are not actually deleted from storage until the next
retention task is run.
To delete folders and archived objects from your archive
1.
2.
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In the archive window, right-click the folder or archived object, and choose Delete.
The lower part of the window displays the action: Deletion line.
Click Apply to validate the deletion of the object.
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The object is removed from the archive, but it remains on the disk until the next retention
task is run.

Transferring Folders and Archived Objects
You can transfer folders, subfolders, and archived directories and files from one archive to
another.
You cannot transfer an archived file to another archived file with the same name, even if it is a
different instance.
To transfer folders and archived objects to another archive
1.
2.
3.

Open both the source and the destination archives.
Drag your folder or archived object from the source archive to the destination archive.
For the object to be moved from one archive to the other, click Apply in both archive
windows.
For the object to be copied but not removed from the source archive, click Apply in the
destination archive window, but delete the action in the source archive window.

Reaching a Folder or Archived Object
Even when an archive contains a great number of folders, sub-folders and archived objects, you
can quickly reach a specific object if you know its path in the archive.
To reach a folder or archived object
1.
2.

3.

Right-click in the archive window, and select Go to path.
The Go to path window displays.
In the field, enter the absolute path of the object in the archive.
Use the Unix-like path syntax with slashes (e. g.,
folder/subfolder/directory1/file1.pdf).
Click the check mark.

The archive file tree unfolds and the object is highlighted.

Automatically Generated Directories
Distinct from the archive folders that you create and organize in the archive yourself, are
directories that the automatic archiving tasks generate. These directories are typically associated
with Miria in HSM mode.
You control the directories that the automatic archiving tasks generate through the task
configuration interfaces in the Miria Administration Console.
See Automatic Archiving Task for details.
You can configure the task to send the archived data to an automatically generated directory
which is the mirror of the data location on the source platform.
This directory has a path of the structure: <source_machine>\<source_machine_OS>\<root_
path_on_source>.
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Where:

source_machine designates the archiving platform.
root_path_on_source designates the Location of Data to Archive, as
specified in the fields under the Configuration tab of the task.

Viewing Archive Volume Information
You can view volume information on the contents of:
•
An archive folder or an archived file/directory.
•
A specific instance (i.e., an archived version) of an archived file/directory.
To view volume information on folders or archived files/directories
1.
2.

From the archive, right-click a file or folder and choose Show Info.
The detail pane displays this information:
At the top right of the pane, next to Volume Report, click the Calculate button.
Parameter

Description

Nb Files

Number of files present in the selected object.

Nb Folders

Number of directories and archive folders present in the selected object.

Volume

Volume of data contained in the latest instance of the archived directories
and files.
To view volume information on a file/directory specific instance
1.

2.
3.

In the Archive window, right-click a file or folder and choose Show
Info.
The detail pane displays.
•
Nb Files. Number of files present in the selected instance.
•
Nb Folders. Number of directories present in the selected
instance.
•
Volume. Volume of data contained in the selected object and
archived at the date of the instance.
In the instance table, select the desired instance.
Details about this instance displays below the table.
Below the table, next to the Volume Report field, click the Calculate
button.

Viewing and Managing Metadata
You can apply metadata to archived files and directories to help find archived objects if you must
retrieve them.
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To view/manage metadata from the Archive window
l

Right-click a file or folder and choose Get Info.
To manage metadata (i.e., apply metadata to the archived files or directories), the
connected user must have these permissions:
•
The Manage Metadata advanced setting must be set to Yes.
•
The Manage Metadata permission for the archive must be set to Allow.
If either of these permissions is missing, you can only view metadata already applied to
archives or archived files; you cannot edit them.

See To apply metadata to archives and archived objects for details on applying metadata.
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CHAPTER 9 - Data Movement
Miria moves data between different storage.
This topic describes the data movement, movement types, and data movement behavior in Miria.
It also describes the search of archived objects, even if it is not a data movement; however,
searching archived objects is essential to retrieve data.

Movement Types
These are the three types of data movements:
•
Archiving. Data is moved from primary storage to secondary storage.
•
Retrieval. Data is moved from secondary storage to primary storage.
•
Copy. Data is moved from a Miria platform to another.

Movement Behavior
The way in which Miria performs the data movement depends on these three parameters:
•
Allow platform charset. It applies to both the character encoding and file name
compatibility.
Does Miria control that the file names in archives are cross-platform (i.e., compatible with all
supported operating systems)?
See File Naming and Encoding in Miria for details.
•

Archive operating system rights.
Does Miria archive or copy all the attributes, permissions, etc. of files and directories (i.e.,
information that is not the object data)? It depends on the Data Mover Mode field
configuration set when Creating a Project Archive.

•

Archive symbolic links.
Does Miria archive or copy the link itself or target file or directory?
See Understanding Links and their Limitations for details.

Configuring the Data Movement
You can configure the data movement behavior when Creating a Project Archive.

Browsing Platform File Systems for Data Movement
To archive, copy, or retrieve data, you must first browse the platform file systems and select the
files and directories to be archived or copied; or the target location for a copy or retrieval.
You can browse the file system of the local platform (i.e., where the Miria Administration Console
is running), or of any other platform declared in Miria.
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Any administrator (i.e., user with the Super-User attribute) is allowed to open any platform and
view its file system from the Miria Administration Console. Set the Open platform permission or
advanced setting to grant other users this same right.
To browse the local file system
l

Open the Finder for the local platform.

To browse the file system of a remote Miria platform
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the navigation pane, right-click the platform, and select Open Platform. The file
system of the platform displays in a window.
You can now select files or directories to archive or copy from this file system, or the target
location for the retrieve or copy operations.

To browse an agent pool file system
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the Navigation pane, right-click the agent pool.
If the pool is composed of both Unix/macOS and Windows platforms, choose the menu:
•
Open Platform (Windows)
Or
•
Open Platform (Unix)
The file system of one of the corresponding platforms displays in a window. Miria selects the
platform with an active status and with the less job running on it. You can now select files or
directories to archive or copy from this file system, or the target location for the retrieve or
copy operations. If the connection with the platform displayed is broken, a message
requests that you restart it. Miria may reconnect a different platform from the same pool.

Archiving Objects in Archives
The Miria graphical interfaces can archive data in an automatic or a manual way.

Automatic archiving
You define the scope of archiving, the source and destination of the data, as well as the
scheduling. Then, Miria performs the archiving job automatically at the specified time.
See Automatic Archiving Task for details on how to archive data automatically.

Manual archiving
Users select the platform and the objects that they want to archive, and drag them to a folder in
the user or project archive, using either the Miria User Interface or the Miria Administration
Console.
For information on how to archive using the Miria User Interface, see the Miria User
Documentation.
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To manually archive through the Miria Administration Console you can simply drag files and
directories from the file system window directly into the Archive window.
When in Client Mode, do not shut down the workstation that launched the archiving or close the
OS session (e.g., on Windows, do not log out). Otherwise, the archiving fails.
To archive directories and files manually:
1.
Browse the file system of the platform where the files to archive are located.
This can be your local workstation, or any storage declared as an archiving platform in Miria.
See Browsing Platform File Systems for Data Movement for details.
2.
From the file system window, select the files or directories to be archived and drag them into
the folder in the Archive window where you want to store them.
In the lower part of the window, the Archiving tab displays a line describing the archive
selection.
The Figure 26 illustrates the Archiving tab for the destination platform:

Figure 26: Archiving tab for the destination platform

If some of the files in the directory that you drag to an archive are excluded from archiving,
the list of excluded file is displayed in a window.
Click OK to close the window.
Information about excluded files is available only if you have selected the Explicit option for
the Archiving mode setting (i.e., files in a directory are processed individually, and not as a
whole).
If one of the files you drag to an archive is excluded from archiving, a message informs you
that the file is not archived.
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This table describes the columns that you can find to configure an archiving job:
Column

Description

Name

The directory or file selected for archiving.

Action

Action pending confirmation: Archiving.

Destination

The location in the archive.

Size

The total size of the file or directory in the job.

Date
Modified

Date and time when the object was last modified.

Date Added

Date and time when the archiving was performed.
If some of the objects selected are excluded, a window displays all files
excluded and the reasons why they are excluded from archiving.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Right-click any of these lines and select Show Info from the menu.
A detail pane opens to the right and displays these fields:
•
Archiving Mode
•
Source platform
•
Source path
•
Destination in the archive
•
Last error
•
List of Files,
•
Last Modification date
•
Size
•
If used, Signature.
•
View the Proxy I/O Mapping.
See Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform for details.
When you are satisfied with the archiving job setup, click Apply to validate it.
If you have configured metadata for the archive, the List of Archive Metadata displays.
Enter a value for at least each mandatory metadata in order to apply the metadata value to
the archived object.
Click OK to validate the metadata and launch the archiving job.
The list of files in the lower part of the window clears.
From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs to open the Job List window to monitor the
archiving job and sub-job.
If using Media Manager, and if there is no available media in the library, the
icon
displays on the sub-job of the running archiving job. Make some scratch or blank media
available to proceed with the archiving.
The archived files display in the appropriate folder.

If you want Miria to send an email each time a manual archiving job is performed, create an
Archiving type task.
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See Tasks for details.

Searching for Archived Objects
For archives containing a large object number, you may find it difficult to locate an archived
directory or file, when you need to retrieve it.
The Miria search feature enables you to easily find the file to retrieve.
There are two types of searches:

Searching by Metadata
The search by metadata searches within all archives on the Miria server. Metadata are the
keywords that you or the user have applied to the archived objects.
If the archives have metadata associated with them, you can then use those as filters to find
archived files and directories.
Once you have preselected the archives corresponding to the metadata you entered, you can
refine your search within these archives using criteria.
See Metadata and Criteria - Types and Differences for details on how to create and manage
metadata and apply them to archives.
You can also perform all search procedures described in this topic from the Miria User Interface.
See the Miria User Documentation for details.
To search for archived data using metadata
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane of the Miria Administration Console, select the Search tab.
Click the Plus (+) button and select the appropriate metadata from the list.
Indicate the metadata value.
The list of all archiving jobs and archived objects associated with the metadata displays.
Click the Plus (+) button to add other metadata.
Each time you add metadata, the result list is updated to match your search.
Note: To remove some metadata, click the corresponding Minus (-) icons. The result
list is automatically updated to match your search.
If you select several metadata, the or operator applies to the search by default, and the
result includes all objects matching the metadata.
You can also choose your operator by following this procedure:
All metadata of object - AND operator: the result includes only the objects matching all
metadata.
All metadata of object or parent - Recursive AND operator: the result includes the objects
matching all metadata, but the objects inherit the metadata of their parent archiving folders.
Example. Utilization of the AND/OR operator:
•
You have set the doc-type = invoice metadata at the folder level.
•
You have set the doc number = 322 metadata on an object contained in this folder.
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•

Then, a search combining both metadata with the Recursive AND (doc-type = invoice
AND doc number = 322) finds the document.
Any metadata - OR operator: the result includes all objects matching at least one of the
metadata.
The result returns the list of items matching the metadata (Figure 27):
•
The list of archives and folders (i.e., for metadata applied to already archived objects).
•
The list of archiving jobs and instances (i.e., for metadata applied as objects that are
being archived).
This is the Results pane of the Search by Metadata window:

Figure 27: Results after a search by metadata

This table describes what happens when you click a result line:
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If you click
a...

Then...

File or Folder

The corresponding archive opens highlighting the appropriate file or
folder.

Instance

The List of Instances window opens highlighting the appropriate
instance.
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Searching by Criteria
You can search by criteria only through the Miria User Interface. See the Miria User
Documentation.

Retrieving Objects from Archives
This topic explains how to retrieve the archived data or objects.

About Data Retrieval
Agent vs. Client Retrieval Mode
Once you have located the file, you can perform the retrieval operation by following either of
these modes:
•
Agent.
Retrieves data to a file server where you have installed a Miria agent. No further
configuration is needed.
•

Client.
Retrieves data to a machine where no Miria agent is installed.
You must first create a Client Storage Proxy as described in Creating a Storage Proxy.
Note: When retrieving data in Client Mode, do not close the OS session (e.g., on
Windows, do not log out) or shut down the workstation from which you have launched
the retrieval operation. Otherwise, the retrieval fails.
See Client Mode for details on Retrieval in Client mode.

Creating a Storage Proxy
If you plan to use the client mode with a storage manager other than Miria File Storage, you must
configure a storage proxy. This is a place on the disk that is used as a cache to gather data for
transfer. You must create the storage proxy on a machine with either a Miria agent or server
installed.
Sizing the Storage Proxy
Each session on the proxy is a job that can handle up to 2,048 objects simultaneously. Miria
deletes these objects in a circular fashion when they are processed, and replaces them by up to
another 2,048 new objects in the session. A job of less than 2,048 objects constitutes a session
on its own.
Hence, the size of the cache space on the proxy can be estimated in proportion to:
•
The number of users that may be connected simultaneously.
•
The number of sessions each user can launch simultaneously.
•
The size of their files.
•
The number of objects per session, up to 2,048.
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The storage manager container on the File Storage One to One makes use of all the available
disk space on the destination machine.
To create and configure a Storage Proxy
1.
2.

3.

Create a File Storage One to One storage manager.
See To create a storage manager for details.
Create a storage manager container associated with the storage manager created in step 1.
The location on storage platform path must be the cache directory where the data is
temporarily stored before being archived or retrieved.
See To create a storage manager container for details.
Set the Storage Proxy advanced setting.
Its value must be the name of the storage manager container previously created.
See To set default settings for details.

Retrieval Destination
You can retrieve the objects to the directory of your choice on the local platform:
•
Custom location. For each object that you retrieve, you can manually specify the
destination directory.
•
Original location. If you archived the objects within a file tree automatically generated by a
task, Miria retrieves them in the directory where they were originally located in primary
storage.
•
Default automatic location. Miria retrieves the objects to a predefined path.
You must previously specify this path via the Default Retrieval Root Location setting.
If the retrieved object already exists in the destination directory, Miria overwrites it by default. If
you want to keep the existing object (i.e., rename it), set the Retrieval Mode parameter to Keep
existing objects.
See Retrieval Settings for details.

Symbolic Link Retrieval
When retrieving symbolic links from one operating system to another, these translation rules
apply:
Operating
System

Relative Paths

Absolute Paths

From
Windows to
Unix/macOS

The source separator is
replaced with the destination
separator.

X:\<path> is translated into /x/<path>.
Example: D:\Data becomes /d/Data

\Data\MyDir is replaced
with /Data/MyDir
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Operating
System

Relative Paths

Absolute Paths

From
Unix/macOS
to Windows

The source separator is
replaced with the destination
separator.

/<path> is translated into X:\<path>, where
X: is the letter of the current process working
directory.

/Data/MyDir is replaced
with \Data\MyDir

Example: \usr\data becomes C:\usr\data

Due to a Windows API limitation, retrieving symbolic links from UNIX/macOS to Windows
versions prior to Vista is not supported.

Retrieval of Multiple Writing Data
When you configure multiple writing archiving, Miria archives the data to all the storage manager
containers specified in the archiving policy. If you have specified two containers, the data is
archived to the primary container, and to the second one.
When you request the retrieval of this data, Miria retrieves it from the primary container by default
(i.e., the first container in the archiving policy container list). If the primary container is not
available, the retrieval job fails. To request retrieval from a different container, follow one of these
two procedures:
•
If all the storage manager containers in the archiving policy belong to different storage
managers, disable the storage managers that you want to ignore at retrieval (i.e., disable
the Active button). .
See Creating a Storage Manager for details.
•

If all the storage manager containers in the archiving policy belong to the same storage
manager (i.e., Media Manager), you must use the Retrieval Policy Order default setting. It
enables you to specify the order of the storage manager containers at retrieval.

To specify the order of the storage manager containers at retrieval
1.

Create an archiving policy, and arrange the storage manager containers in the desired
retrieval order.
See Creating an Archiving Policy for details.
Note: Choose any Retention, as the retention does not impact the retrieval.

2.

Set the Retrieval Policy Order default setting.
Its value is the archiving policy name you have just created.
See Managing Default Settings for details.

At retrieval, Miria starts retrieving the data from the first storage manager container in the policy,
then it switches to the second one if the first one is unavailable, etc.

Retrieving Archived Objects
These are the types of objects that you can retrieve:
•
The directory or file as it was last archived (i.e., last archiving instance).
See Retrieving the Latest Version of an Archived Object for details.
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•

A previously archived version of the directory or file if it was archived more than once (i.e.,
specific archiving instance).
See Retrieving a Previous Version of an Archived Object for details.

•

A specific time sequence of a video asset instead of the whole file.
This partial retrieval feature is available only for media files of .mxf or .mov (QuickTime)
formats.
See Partially Retrieving Video Assets for details.

By default, if files or directories with the same name already exist at that location, the retrieved
files overwrite them. To avoid overwriting the existing file, you can choose not to retrieve the file,
or to rename it by setting the Retrieval Mode advanced setting.
See Retrieval Settings for details.
For Miria to send an email each time a retrieval job is performed, create a task of Retrieval type.
See Tasks for details.
You can also perform all retrieval procedures described in this topic from the Miria User Interface.
See the Miria User Documentation for details.

Retrieving the Latest Version of an Archived Object
You can retrieve the latest version of an archived object to a directory located on either the local
platform or a remote platform.
To retrieve the latest version of an archived object to the local platform
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

In the Archive window, right-click the directory or file to retrieve, and choose Retrieve last
instance> Choose destination.
A window for the retrieval opens.
Browse to the directory into which you want to retrieve your file, and click Choose.
Repeat step 1. and step 2. for each file to retrieve.
The window lower pane displays the files.
To delete an element from this list, click the X to the left of the appropriate line.
Click Apply to validate your choice.
The retrieval job launches.
From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs to open the Job List window to monitor the
retrieval job and sub-job.
If some of the media needed for the retrieval are offline or not available, the
icon
displays on the sub-job of the running retrieval job. Return the media online, or make them
available.
See Viewing Media Requests for details.
Once the retrieval job is complete, you can find the retrieved files in the destination directory
that you defined on the destination agent.

To retrieve the latest version of an archived object to a remote platform
1.
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Display the file system of the platform to which you want to retrieve the archived objects.
See Browsing Platform File Systems for Data Movement for details.
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2.

3.
4.

From the Archive window, select the files or directories to be retrieved and drag them into
the desired directory of the file system window.
The lower part of the file system window displays the files to retrieve.
To delete an element from this list, click the X to the left of the appropriate line.
Click Apply to validate your choice.
The retrieval job launches.
From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs to open the Job List window to monitor the
retrieval job and sub-job.
If some of the media needed for the retrieval are offline or not available, the
icon
displays on the sub-job of the running retrieval job. Return the media online, or make them
available.
See Viewing Media Requests for details.
Once the retrieval job is complete, you can find the retrieved files in the destination directory
defined on the destination agent.

Retrieving a Previous Version of an Archived Object
1. In the Archive window, right-click the directory or file that you want to retrieve, and select Show
Info.
2. Right-click the instance to retrieve and either choose Retrieve file_name.

Or
Drag and drop the instance to the destination platform displayed in the browser.
The Retrieval Destination window opens.
3. Repeat the Retrieving the Latest Version of an Archived Object procedure, from step 2. to
continue with the retrieval.

List of Instances Window
Instances are different versions of a file or directory archived in the same folder and under the
same name. All instances are archived separately, under different job numbers, and you can
retrieve them individually. For a .mov or .mxf file, you can also perform a partial retrieval of an
instance.
The Information window on an archived file displays the file instances. The top section displays
the file name, the date it was first archived, and the date it was last archived, as well as the
number of metadata associated with the file.
Click the Metadata button to display the list of metadata that have been manually applied to the
archived object. This pane does not display the metadata applied during archiving or
automatically imported.
In bottom section, a table displays the individual instances in columns.
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Instance Details pane
This table describes the fields that the Instance Details pane may display:
Field

Description

Name

Name of the archived file.

Date Archived

Date the file or directory was sent to the archive.

MIME Type

This field is only populated if the MIME Type setting, either Default or
Advanced, is set to Yes.
See Archiving Settings for details.
The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Type of an archived
object is read at the moment of archiving and stored with its properties. It can
then be displayed with the information on the archiving instance.
The MIME type is a two-part identifier of file formats (e.g., audio/mpeg,
video/quicktime, or text/plain). It helps to determine the program that you
must use to open the file in a Web browser.

Size

Size of the archived file.

Date Modified

Last time the file or directory was modified, independent of the archive.

Owner/Group

User and group of the user who owns the file or directory, outside of Miria.

Original
Location

The location where the file was originally located on the user’s machine. If
the file was archived from a network drive, path from the network drive
(e.g., X:\Data\MyData).

Global Path

Global path of the original location of the file.

File Path on
Source

The location where the file was originally located in primary storage.

Digest During
Archiving

Type of the digest that is calculated on the file at archiving time on different
storages when performing multiple writing. It verifies whether the file content
is the same for all storages.
Possible values: [None], MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, or SHA-512.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.

Link Target

If the archived object is a symbolic link, this is the path of the target
file/directory to which the link points on the source disk.

Sessions

The Session button opens a window that provides information about the
storage manager containers used.
Click the arrow to the left of the storage manager container icon to display
the session details.
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Field

Description

Metadata

The Metadata button opens a window displaying the list of metadata values
that were applied to this particular instance during archiving.

Alternate
Stream

Indicates whether the alternate streams (i.e., file attributes, rights, etc.) are
archived in this instance.
Possible values are Yes or No.

Session Details pane
The Sessions button opens the Session window that provides detailed information about the
storage manager. This table describes the fields of the Session window:
Field

Description

Storage
Manager
Container

Name of the storage manager container as configured in Miria.

Compression
Format

See File Storage Fields for details on compression.

Storage
Manager

Name of the storage manager as configured in Miria.

Storage
Manager Type

Media Manager, HCP, etc.

File relative
path

Only for the Miria File Storage One to One. It shows where the file is
archived from the root of the storage manager container.

Version ID

Only EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) storage manger.
The Version ID is a unique identifier associated with an object.
Every time that you archive a file on ECS, this S3 storage generates a
specific Version ID associated with the instance that is present on Miria. The
Version ID enables you then to keep trace of all the file versions and, if
needed, to restore a specific file version.
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Field

Description

Stream Info.

For Miria File Storage Container and Media Manager. It provides
information about the tape. It is displayed as a series of numeric values
separated by commas, which define in turn these items:
• Start Object. Position on the tape where the file starts, including its
wrapper (metadata, formats, etc.).
• End Object. Position on the tape where the object ends.
• Start Alt. Stream. Position on the tape where the alternate stream
starts.
• End Alt. Stream. Position on the tape where the alternate stream ends.
• Start Data. Position on the tape where the actual data part of the file
starts.
• End Data. Position on the tape where the data ends.

Bucket Name

Only for Amazon S3.
Name of the Amazon S3 storage manager.

Media List

Click the Display Media List button to open the Info window on the media.
See Supervising Media for details.

Deduplication
Domain

Name of the Deduplication Domain as configured in Miria.

Storage
Digest that is calculated at the moment the objects are selected for
Manager Digest archiving to verify that the file to be archived is unique.
These are the types of deduplication digest: SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384,
SHA-512, File (Name/Size), and File (Name/Size/Modif. Time).
Retention

Name and date and time of the end of the retention period associated with
the archive where the file is stored.

Metadata Details
To view the metadata associated with an instance, select the instance from the list and click the
Metadata button at the bottom of the window.
The Metadata of Instances window displays the list of metadata values that were applied to this
particular instance during archiving.
Each instance displays these two metadata categories:
Icon

Description

Manually—Metadata that the user applied manually during an archiving.
Automatically—Metadata that external media applications automatically applied to
audiovisual formats or generated.
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•
•

Item. List of the organizations or metadata in the form of a tree. The metadata associated
with the instance has a box selected next to their names.
Value. Value of the metadata that the user has chosen or an external application has
defined during the archiving.

The manually applied metadata is associated with instances only if the Archiving metadata apply
on advanced setting is set to Job + Instance. Ensure that this default value was not modified.
The automatically applied metadata is always associated with instances, regardless of the setting
value.

Copying Objects from a Platform to Another
Copying data consists in moving data from one Miria platform to any other Miria platform,
whatever the operating system. The data is copied or moved between primary storages declared
as archiving platforms in Miria. Miria moves the data as it is, without storing any information in the
database.
Copy is a manual operation that you cannot schedule through a task. Users select the objects
that they want to copy, and drag them to a folder in the file system of another platform. Data copy
is performed through both the Miria User Interface or the Miria Administration Console.
This topic only describes copy through the Miria Administration Console.
For information on how to archive using the Miria User Interface, see the Miria User Interface.
For details, see these topics:

Configuring Data Movement
When you copy data between platforms, you can choose either to:
•
Copy the data. After the copy takes place, the data is present on both the source and the
destination platforms.
Or
•
Move the data. After the move takes place, the data is no longer present on the source
platform, but only on the destination platform.
Use the Data Mover action advanced setting to configure the type of copy that you want to
perform.

Copying Files and Directories
In this procedure, the source platform is the platform that hosts the data to copy or move. The
destination platform is the platform where the data will be copied or moved.
Important: If files or directories with the same name already exist in the destination
directory, they are overwritten during the copy operation without notice.
To copy files and directories
1.
2.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms.
From the Navigation pane, right-click the source platform and select Open Platform.
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3.

4.

5.
6.

A source platform window opens and you can browse the file system.
See Browsing Platform File Systems for Data Movement for details.
From the Navigation pane, right-click the destination platform and select Open Platform.
A destination platform window opens and you can browse the file system.
See Browsing Platform File Systems for Data Movement for details.
Drag from the source platform the object (i.e., file, directory, or folder) that you want to copy
to the desired location in the destination platform file system.
This table describes the columns of the Copy tab:
Column

Description

Source path

Source platform location where the object to copy is stored.

Source platform

Platform that hosts the object to copy.

Destination

Destination platform location where the object will be copied.

Destination
Platform

Platform to which the object will be copied, or from which it will be
deleted.

Right-click any of these lines and select Delete to cancel the copy of this object.
When you are satisfied with the copy job setup, click Apply to validate it and launch the
copy job.
The file list in the lower part of the window clears.

The newly copied files display in the appropriate directory on the destination platform.
For Miria to send an email each time it performs a copy job, create a task of the corresponding
type.
See Tasks for details.

Working with Video Assets
The video preview feature enables you to check a video content in a player embedded in the
Miria interfaces.

Previewing Video Assets
Prior to retrieving an archived video asset file, you can preview its contents in Miria. This prevents
you from wasting time and resources retrieving some large video assets that you do not need.
The preview is a low-resolution version of the video asset that Miria generates during file
archiving, by using the video content without the sound.

Prerequisites
You must meet these conditions to be able to preview video assets:
•
This feature is free of charge but requires the specific Video Transcoding License to be
activated.
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•

The operating system must be compatible.
See the Miria Compatibility Guide.

•

•

You must configure and declare a One-to-One storage manager container in which to store
the video proxy (i.e., the low-resolution asset) during the archiving. This container is
located on the Miria server, and declared through the Video proxy location advanced
setting.
You must enable the video preview and choose its format through the Video proxy
transcoding format advanced setting.

Video Encoding
The Video proxy transcoding format advanced setting enables you to choose the video encoding
format to be used to build the low-resolution video preview.
These are the formats available:
•
MPEG-1. Default standard format, implemented by default in Miria.
•
QuickTime/H264. To choose this format, you must first apply this procedure to download
the library from Cisco and install it with Miria:
To install the QuickTime/H264 codec on Windows, macOS and most Linux
1.

From these Cisco links, download the libopenh264 library corresponding to your operating
system:
•
libopenh264-2.0.0-win64msvc.dll.bz2
•
libopenh264-2.0.0-osx32.dylib.bz2
•
libopenh264-2.0.0-linux64.so.bz2 for Redhat and CentOS 7 and higher.
Note: If you install the codec on Linux, ensure that the operating system is up to date.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Extract the library file to the <ADA_HOME>/Custom/openh264 directory and rename it to:
•
Windows. openh264.dll
•
macOS. libopenh264.5.dylib
•
Linux. libopenh264.so.5
Stop the Miria service.
See Starting and Stopping Miria Services for details.
Run this Miria command:
ada_service –install_module openh264
The library is now installed.
Start the Miria service.
See Starting and Stopping Miria Services for details.

To install the QuickTime/H264 codec on Linux Red Hat/CentOS 6
Note: It is not possible to install the QuickTime/H264 codec on versions prior to CentOS 6.
For versions as of CentOS 7, see To install the QuickTime/H264 codec on Windows,
macOS and most Linux.
Note: To build the libopenh264 library on Linux RedHat and CentOS 6, these packages
must be available on the system:
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•
•
•
•
1.
2.

make
gcc
gcc-c++
nasm (at least V. 2.10.06)
Download the openh264-1.6.0.tar.gz source code to a temporary directory.
Compile the library using this command:
tar xvfz openh264-1.6.0.tar.gz
cd openh264-1.6.0

3.

4.
5.

6.

make ENABLE64BIT=Yes
Copy the generated library to the Miria home directory using this command:
cp libopenh264.so.0 <ADA_HOME>/Custom/openh264
Stop the Miria service.
See Starting and Stopping Miria Services for details.
Run this Miria command:
ada_service –install_module openh264
The library is now installed.
Start the Miria service.
See Starting and Stopping Miria Services for details.

Playing a Video Asset Preview
To play a video asset preview
1.

2.

3.

In the Archive window, right-click the video asset that you want to preview, and choose
Show Info.
The List of Instances Window displays the list of all file archived versions.
Select the instance that you want to preview, and click View Video at the bottom of the
pane to the right.
The Miria video player opens.
Use the buttons to play and pause the video.

If you encounter problems when playing the video, disable the Hardware Acceleration option.
See Customizing the Display for details.
The partial retrieval feature enables you to retrieve only a sequence of a much larger video asset.

Partially Retrieving Video Assets
You can partially retrieve video assets of .mxf or .mov (QuickTime) formats, based on a time
code. You select for retrieval a sequence of a much larger media file, which saves time when you
only need one portion of the file.
Miria performs the partial retrieval of the .mxf content only in frame wrapping mode (video audio
interleaved) (i.e., the MXF frame wrapping is used for both the input and the output).
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During the retrieval operation, the access to the storage is optimized: Miria performs a direct
access to the appropriate section on storage without having to read the whole media or asset.
Once the section of the asset is collected, Miria adds a wrapper header matching the type of the
file selected for retrieval. Then, the new file is stored with the corresponding format at the location
that you have selected.

Prerequisites
You must meet these conditions to be able to use the partial retrieval function:
•
This feature requires specific licensing conditions to be activated. Contact Atempo for more
information.
•
The video files must have been archived with the Collect partial retrieval metadata during
archiving advanced setting enabled.
Note: To make the partial retrieval feature available for assets archived in previous
versions of Miria or without applying the Collect partial retrieval metadata during
archiving setting, you must retrieve them and rearchive them with this setting enabled.
•

You must configure the Miria data movement in agent mode. It is the only mode delivering
this functionality.
See Archiving and Retrieval Data Movement and Job Settings.

•

Miria

For the MXF format, Miria:
–
Provides partial retrieval based on time code only. The key codes (k-code) are not
recognized.
–
Supports these types of wrappers: Op1a (including XDCam).
–
Handles these essences:
–
MPEG-2 ( including XDCAM, Long GOP)
–
DV 25/50
–
DVCAM
–
DVCPRO
–
IMX 30/50
–
AVC-Intra
–
XAVC
–
JPEG 2000
–
AES
–
IMX 30, 40, 50
–
Mpeg2, Mpeg2HD, Mpeg4
–
DV, DVCPro 25/50, DVCProHD
–
AVC-I
–
H.264
–
Jpeg2K
–
DNxHD
–
uncompressed
–
Tiff
–
Dpx
–
Bwf
–
Wave
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–
–
–
–
–

Aiff
Aes2, Aes8
VBI
D-Cinema(DCI) support
DCP creation

Retrieving a Video Asset Partially Using Timecodes
To partially retrieve a video asset using timecodes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the Archive window, right-click the file to retrieve, and choose Show Info.
The right pane displays the list of all archived versions of the directory or file.
Right-click the instance to retrieve, and choose Retrieve Partially.
The window for the instance partial retrieval opens.
Choose the folder into which you want to retrieve your time sequence.
Move the Start and Stop cursors with the mouse to select the time sequence.
Select the Same as input check box to make the Start timecode of the retrieved file the
same as the Start timecode of the original, archived file.
For example, if the archived file had a Start timecode of 01:00:00:00, the Start timecode of
the retrieved file is 01:00:00:00. If you leave this check box unselected, the Start
parameter of the retrieved file is 00:00:00:00.
Note: This value is independent of the Start of the time sequence. It refers to the Start
timecode parameter that you can view and edit in a video editor.

6.
7.

Click Choose to validate your selection.
The lower part of the Archiving window displays the files to retrieve.
Click Apply to validate your selection.
The retrieval job launches.
Miria retrieves the selected sequence of the media file in the appropriate format.

From the Job List window, expand the retrieval job, and select the retrieved file to view its details.
The Partial Retrieval Start and Stop parameters indicate the time sequence selected for retrieval.
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CHAPTER 10 - Tasks
Tasks are automatic jobs that you can schedule or start manually. A task defines the scope of a
Miria job, the source and destination of the data that it processes, its scheduling, and many other
options.
Miria embeds basic archiving, retrieval, and maintenance tasks. Thus there is no need for you to
create them for the product to be operational; however, you may customize basic tasks or create
new tasks with specific characteristics.

Task Types
These are the two categories of tasks:

Internal Management Tasks
The internal management tasks are automatic tasks (i.e., they launch jobs based on a schedule).
This table describes the templates that you can use to create internal management tasks:
Task

Description

Automatic
deletion

Deletes the source data that matches a set of constraints once you have
archived the source data. A deletion task only deletes the source data
archived through an automatic archiving task.
See Automatic Deletion Tasks for details.

Conversion of
stub status
from dual to
offline

Available only with a Windows server. This task is set in a scheduler to
automatically scan the files on disks and switch the Dual HSM files (which
are simultaneously Online and Offline) to Offline status.

Automatic
retention

Keeps archives tidy by permitting the deletion of objects that are no longer
needed from the Miria database. It only applies to archives fed by automatic
archiving tasks, which replace the archived file with a stub after archiving.

See Conversion of Stub Status From Dual to Offline Tasks for details.

See Automatic Retention Tasks for details.
Maintenance

Scans the database and deletes useless data. You can choose the items to
delete (e.g., expired instances, sub-job metadata, jobs, events, etc).
A Maintenance default task is scheduled to perform all maintenance
operations, except job and event deletion, on every first Sunday of the month
at 12:00 P.M.; however, you can reconfigure it according to your needs, or
create a new one.
See Maintenance Tasks for details.
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Task

Description

Retention

Task automatically launched by the Maintenance task.
Create this task only if you need to configure behaviors that will apply to all
retention operations launched by the Maintenance task (e.g., to send an
email each time it is performed).
See Creating a Task for details.

Storage proxy
maintenance

Archiving and retrieval jobs in client mode create temporary files in a cache
space on a storage proxy. This space is normally deleted after the jobs
complete, but if a job terminates on error or is canceled, some files may
remain.
The Storage proxy maintenance task scans the directories of the storage
manager containers and deletes any temporary files that archiving and
retrieval jobs in client mode have left.
It requires no configuration.

Volume
management
on storage
manager

Checks the space used on one or all of the storage managers. A high and a
low water marks are defined in the storage manager configuration.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage and Volume Management
on Storage Managers Task for details.

Miria database Backs up the Miria database.
backup
See Database Backup Task for details.

Data Movement Tasks
The data movement tasks let you select and move the data to and from the archive. You can
launch these tasks either manually or automatically.

Data Movement Manual Tasks
These are the templates that you can use to create a manually launched task:
•
Archiving
•
Copy
•
Delete
•
Move
•
Retention
•
Retrieval
Create a manually launched task only if you need to configure a behavior (e.g., to send an email
each time the task is performed) that will apply to all manual operations of that kind of tasks.
For the tasks created based on manual templates, you do not define any schedule.
See Creating a Task for details.
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Data Movement Automatic Tasks
The automatic tasks launch jobs based on a schedule. For the tasks that you create based on
automatic templates, you can either set the Scheduler to launch them automatically or launch
them manually from the Miria Administration Console.
This table describes the templates that you can use to create data movement automatic tasks:
Task

Description

Automatic
Archiving

Launches archiving jobs based on a schedule.

Automatic
Catalog Ingest

Launches Catalog Ingest jobs to import external LTFS media into the Miria
database.

See Automatic Archiving Task for details.

See Automatic Catalog Ingest Task for details.
Processing of
Postponed
Final Cut
Server
Request

Task available only for users of the Miria for Final Cut Server application.

XML Ingest

XML ingest tasks use XML files to run enriched automatic archiving. The
XML files enable the customizing of archiving workflows and ingest
interfaces.

They enable Miria to automatically handle archiving and retrieval jobs that
have been marked for holding on a Final Cut Server device.
See the Miria for Partner Applications Guide for details on this task.

In addition to the archiving task scheduling, the XML ingest tasks enable you
to perform these operations:
• Archiving of specific files rather than whole directories.
• Attributing metadata to files and folders.
• Archiving into different archives and folders with a single run of the task.
You are responsible for creating the XML files that launch the task. If they
are not written directly with the Atempo format, you can translate them to the
proper format applying a style sheet that you can request from Atempo
Professional Services.
See XML Ingest Tasks for details.
Interplay
Dispatcher

Task available only for users of the Miria for Avid Interplay application. You
must obtain a specific license from Atempo.
See the Miria for Partner Applications Documentation for details on the Miria
for Avid Interplay application.
See Interplay Dispatcher Migration Task for details on configuring the
Interplay Dispatcher task.
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Creating a Task
The Miria Administration Console provides these three ways you to create a new task:

Creating a New Task from the Main Menu
To create a task
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Task.
Set the configuration parameters described in General Configuration Parameters for Tasks.
Click Save to validate the task creation.

Duplicating an Existing Task
You can duplicate an existing task and then customize it to exactly fit to your new needs.
To duplicate a task
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
Select the existing task to be duplicated.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select Duplicate Task.
The New Task Name window opens.
Enter the name for the new task and click OK.
The duplicated task displays in the navigation area. Modify its parameters to suit your
needs.

General Configuration Parameters for Tasks
This topics describes the configuration parameters and tabs that are common to all types of
tasks.

Common Parameters
The Figure 28 illustrates the fields and buttons that are common to all task types:

Figure 28: Task properties
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See Task-specific Parameters for details on specific configuration parameters for some tasks.

General Parameters Common to All Tasks
This table describes the parameters that are common to all types of tasks:
Parameter

Description

Task Type

Enables you to select the task type.
See Task Types for details on tasks.
Select the one that corresponds to the task that you want to define.

Task Name

Name that identifies the task within Miria.
Important: When naming a new automatic task, do not use these terms
(in either lowercase or uppercase) as they are reserved for the template
name:
— ARCHIVING
— VARCHIVING
— RETRIEVAL
— VRETRIEVAL
— COPY
— MOVE
— DELETE
— SYNCHRO
— RETENTION

Description

In creation mode the description is automatically filled in with the Task Name.

E-mail
Comment

Text of the e-mail that the users receive when the task is performed (e.g., The
files on this directory were moved to archive in correspondence with the
monthly archiving policy).

Active

Lets you deactivate the task temporarily, without requerig to delete it.

Run button

Immediate manual launch of the task.
See Launching a Task Manually for details.

Test button

Creates a task job for preview, but does not archive or delete any data.
See Testing a Task for details.

Common Tabs
The Configuration Tab
The Configuration tab enables you to set the configuration parameters for the individual Miria
tasks, as described in Task-specific Parameters.
For tasks that do not require configuration, such as manual tasks, this tab is grayed out.
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The Scheduling Tab
The Scheduling tab enables you to define the regular times at which automatic tasks are to be
launched. It is active for all tasks, except basic archiving, retrieval, and copy tasks.
An error message displays if no occurrence in the month, days, and hours, minutes are set when
the Scheduler is activated.
This table describes the Scheduling tab parameters:
Parameter

Description

Turn-On

Specifies whether the schedule is enabled for the task.
If it is enabled, the task icon looks like this in the Navigation area

.

Occurrences in
the Month

Specifies the automatic intervals at which the task is launched (e.g., the
first Sunday or third Friday in the month).

Days

Specifies the day(s) of the week when the automatic task must be
launched.

Hours/Minutes

Specifies the time(s) of the day when the automatic task must be launched.
These are some examples:
• Example 1. For the task to launch at 04:45.
Choose 04 under Hours and 45 under Minutes.
If you select Every 5 mins. under Minutes, the task runs every five
minutes during the hours that you specify under Hours.
• Example 2. For the task to run between 03:00 and 05:00, and to
relaunch every five minutes.
Select 03 and 05 under Hours and Every 5 mins.
This option is useful when you have source material that is constantly
changing.
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Parameter

Description

Offset

Offset is a time interval from a defined moment. These are some examples:
• Example 1. For the task to run automatically every Thursday at 00:15.
Select 00:00 in Hours, Thursday in Days and 15 in Minutes.
In this example there is no offset.
• Example 2. For the task to launch one day after the last Monday of
every month.
Select Monday under Days, Last under Occurrences in the month, and
then set an offset to one day after.
• Example 3. Three tasks must run in the correct order on three
consecutive days, starting on Saturday and ending on Monday of the
same weekend. You do not know whether all three days fall in the same
month.
Set the middle task for the desired Sunday as the pivot day. Then set the
first task to have an offset of one day before the Sunday and the third
task to have an offset of one day after.

The Email Tab
The Email tab enables you to select the users and user groups to be notified by e-mail when the
scheduled task is run. This table describes the parameters that you can set on the Email tab:
Parameter

Description

Show All

Click Show All to display the list of all users and user groups. Validate each
selection in this window by selecting the box located to the left of the
user/group.
The Users table displays the selected users and groups that will be notified.

E-mail

Click the E-mail column of the User or User Group whose box is selected and
select one of these values:
• Never. No e-mail is sent.
• Always. The user/group with this value receives an e-mail every time the
task runs.
• On error only. The user/group with this value receives an e-mail if the task
terminates with errors.

Email only if
an action
was
performed

A task can run without actually doing anything (e.g., a scheduled task on an
empty directory). If both this check box and Email are selected, the e-mail is
sent only if the task actually accomplished an action.

See Receiving E-mail Notifications About an Automatic Archiving Task for details on obtaining an
e-mail notification on the status of an automatic archiving task.
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The Advanced Tab
The Advanced tab enables you to associate run timeframes and run locks with the task, as well
as any pre- or post-processing scripts.
This table describes the parameters of the Advanced tab:
Parameter

Description

Run Timeframe Period during which a task is permitted to run or prevented from running.
This feature enables you to prevent tasks from running at times when you
know there is heavy use of network resources for other operations.
Click to select a run timeframe among those configured in Miria.
To associate a task with a run timeframe, you must have configured it in the
list of Run Timeframes interface.
See To create a Run Timeframe for details.
Run Lock

Limits the number of Miria tasks of any kind that can run simultaneously.
Click to select a run lock among those configured in Miria.
To associate a task with a run lock, you must have configured the Run Lock
in the list of Run Locks interface.
See To create a Run Lock for details.

Next Task

Enables you to define an order of tasks.
• Click Without if you do not want any tasks to follow the current one.

Maximum
number of
simultaneous
runs

Number of times the current task can be run simultaneously. You can modify
this field only for manual archiving and retrieval tasks. A user can launch one
manual archiving and then launch a second before the first has completed. If
you do not want to limit the number, leave this field at 0.
For all types of tasks other than manual, this parameter is set to 1 and you
cannot modify it.
The Maximum number of simultaneous runs parameter differs from the Run
Lock notion, in that it concerns only the task that is being configured. You
can invoke a run lock on tasks of disparate types to prevent more than a
specified number of tasks of any kind from running concurrently.

Wait if the
Maximum
Number of
Runs is
reached

Select this box if you do not want additional tasks to be canceled (e.g., if the
Maximum number of simultaneous runs is 3, the fourth task is not canceled.)
If the box is selected, Miria waits for the first three tasks to complete before
running the fourth task.

Pre-processing Enter the full path of any scripts you want to launch before or after the task is
and Postrun.
processing
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To create a Run Timeframe
1.
2.

3.

In the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Run Timeframes.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Run Timeframe.
The Properties pane of a blank run timeframe window opens. This pane is divided into an
upper section containing only the Run Timeframe Name field, and a lower, tabular section
that displays details of the schedule associated with the timeframe.
Enter these configuration parameters:
•
Name. Name that identifies the run timeframe in Miria.
•
Timeframe. Three buttons to the right of the table permit you to add, delete, or edit a
timeframe selected from the list.
a.
Click Add (+) to display a scheduler interface.
The scheduler interface enables you to select periods of time in which you can run
(Include) tasks or in which you cannot run (Exclude) them.
Example. To prevent archiving tasks from running between 8 and 11 A.M. on the first
Monday of the month, you would:
l

Select Exclude in the Include/Exclude list.

l

Click Deselect All.

l

Select Monday under Days, 8 to 11 A.M. under Hours, and 1st under
Occurrences in the Month.

•
4.

Offset. Offset is a time interval from a defined moment.
See Offset for examples of the usage of Offset.
Click Save to validate the run timeframe creation.

To create a Run Lock
1.
2.
3.

4.

In the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Run Locks.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Lock.
Properties pane of a blank run lock window opens.
Enter these configuration parameters:
•
Run Lock Name. Enter a name to identify the run lock in Miria.
•
Simultaneous runs. Value, as an integer of the number of tasks of any kind that can
run together.
Click Save to validate the run lock creation.

Example.
You want to prevent that more than three tasks (e.g., automatic archiving, XML ingest, and
maintenance) run together, but you want to grant users the right to launch their own manual
archiving or retrieval operations without setting a limit, you can:
•
Create a run lock with a value of 3.
•
Associate it with each of the automatic archiving, XML ingest, and maintenance tasks
under the Advanced tab in their task creation window.
In this configuration, tasks of other kinds can still run, within the limits of their own Maximum
number of simultaneous runs parameter.
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The values chosen must depend on performance benchmarks specific to your storage manager
and the devices it uses. Atempo recommends running read and write tests to determine the most
appropriate values to your system.

The Advanced Settings Tab
For tasks that do not require configuration, such as manual tasks, this tab is grayed out.
See Advanced Settings for details on advanced settings.
Tasks inherit their advanced settings only from the default settings. The only exception is the
Archiving Policy advanced setting which is inherited from the project archive. If there is no
archiving policy specified for the project archive, then the task inherits its Archiving Policy
advanced setting from the default settings.
If an advanced setting is defined on a specific task through this tab, the value applies to the task
on which you define it, overriding the inherited values.
For the tasks, these are the available advanced settings: Jobs, Email, and Security. Other types
of advanced settings are irrelevant.
The Object Groups pop-up list enables you to select one of the object groups already existing in
Miria. The task then inherits the subset of advanced settings that you have defined for the group
and that are relevant to tasks.
Modify the advanced settings for this task individually by clicking the Value field next to the setting
that you want to modify and selecting a value from the list.

The Report History Tab
The Report History tab displays information on the generated reports (e.g., by the Archive Report
task).
This table describes the columns of the List of available reports:
Column

Description

Date

Time and hour at which the report was generated.

Name

Name of the report in the Archive_date-time.ext format.

Size

Size of the generated report that is in PDF format.

Download

Opens the report in the associated browser.

button

Then, you can download the PDF file from the server to your local machine.
For the Archive Report task, you can also obtain a volume report from the
ADA\Report directory using the Windows Explorer.

Delete
button
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Click this button to delete the selected report from the server.
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Task-specific Parameters
Some tasks require particular configurations (e.g., it may be necessary to specify the platforms
and directories that the task must scan for files to process, or you may want to set constraints on
the files, such as age or size).
Define these settings in the Configuration tab of the task Properties pane. Each task has its own
requirements, so the tab displays different fields depending on the task that you are configuring.
See General Configuration Parameters for Tasks for details on the configuration parameters that
apply to all tasks.

Automatic Archiving Task
File Name Portability
Miria enables you to archive and retrieve all types of files and directories on all the supported file
systems.
By default, the names of files that Miria processes must contain only characters that are
compatible with all of the operating systems. If Miria finds some invalid characters, it replaces
them by underscores in the archive.
See File Naming and Encoding in Miria and Creating a Project Archive for a list of all invalid
characters and details about file naming.

Automatic Archiving Task Parameters
This table describes the Configuration tab parameters for the Automatic Archiving task:
Parameter

Description

Source pane (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Source information in the Configuration tab

Platform

Displays the archiving platforms configured in Miria.
Select the platform that hosts the data to archive.
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Parameter

Description

Location of data

Root of the path(s) from which the automatic archiving job is to search
for files and directories on the archiving platform.
To enter the path, click the + button.
To replace an existing path, select it and define the new path.

Destination pane. Provides you two ways for selecting the archive destination location
(Figure 30).

Figure 30: Destination pane

Archive - Auto
Generated

Archives the data at the selected archive root and Miria controls the
path. The task replicates in the destination archive the source directory
file tree that you have selected in the Location of data field.

Archive Folder

If you clear the Auto Generated check box, the task archives the data in
the archive folder of your choice. Thus, you can choose the exact
destination.
If you select the Auto Generated check box, the task replicates in the
destination archive the file tree of the source directory that you have
selected in the Location of data field.
From the Archive list, select an archive to associate with the task.
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Parameter

Description

Example of
archiving with the
auto-generated full
path

This example shows the results of using the Archive Name (Full Path
Auto-generated) option with these parameters:
• The platform selected for the Source is called taanoki (Windows).
• The Location of data to be archived on the source platform taanoki
is the E:\Documents\Manuals directory.
• The Archive Name option has been chosen in the Destination pane
and an archive called Marketing has been selected (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Destination pane for the Marketing archive

Due to this automatically generated structure, these limitations apply:
• If you edit the task and modify the source platform or the Location of
Data, the whole destination path in the archive changes.
• With this mode, you cannot manually reorganize the archive folders
in the destination archive.
Note

Provides this information on the file to archive:
•
•
•
•

Its name.
The platform hosting it.
Its absolute path in the source platform.
Its absolute path in the destination archive.

Options pane (Figure 32).

Figure 32: Options pane
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Parameter

Description

Archive the same
file again

If you activate this option, the archive task is performed in full mode.
Miria re-archives:
• already archived files, even if they have not been modified since the
last archiving. This creates a new file instance.
If you clear this option, the archive task is performed in incremental
mode. Miria only re-archives:
• files for which file size and modification date have changed between
two runs of the task.
• directories for which the access rights (ACLs) have changed (Unix
only).
Do not confuse the actions of the Archive the same file again option with
the Deduplication function.
The Archive the same file again option does not generate any hashcode
on the file contents. Only the file size and modification date are verified.
Moreover, the scope of this option is limited to the task, whereas
Deduplication operates at storage level over one or several storage
manager containers.

Use digest when
checking

This option is active only if the Archive the same file again check box is
unselected.
It applies only if you have set one or both of these settings:
• Calculate digest during selection.
Or
• Calculate digest during archiving.
Both settings cause a digest to be calculated on files when they are
archived.
See Security Settings for details on these settings.
The task thus only re-archives files that have been modified since the
last time they were archived. The task must therefore be able to detect
whether or not a file has been modified.
• If this box is unselected (default value) and a file is already present in
the database, Miria compares the file name, file size, modification
time, and creation time to those of the file in the database, and
rearchives the file if any of these parameters is different.
• If this box is selected, Miria additionally computes a digest on the
new file and compares this to the digest of the file in the database.
This computation process adds security, but also slows performance.
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Parameter

Description

Archive empty
directory

Select this check box (default value) if you want empty directories to be
archived and created in the archive.
If the check box is cleared, Miria does not archive empty directories.

Constraint table.
Specifies constraints to limit the task (e.g., you may want to archive only the files that
were last accessed six or more months ago and/or files that are over 3 GB in size).
If you do not specify any constraints, Miria archives all objects contained in the root
path.
Plus (+) and Minus
(-)

The Plus (+) icon adds a constraint line to the table; The Minus (-) icon
deletes a constraint line from the table.
The more constraints you add, the more limited the task (e.g., if you
specify to archive files older than 6 months and files over 3 GB, the task
only treats the files both older than 6 months and over 3 GB).

Constraint

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select from these options:
• Last Access Date. Last time the file was accessed.
• Creation Date. The parameter behavior varies according to the file
or directory operating system on which the task runs.
–
Windows. Time the file or directory was created.
–
macOS. Miria skips this parameter because the macOS
operating system does not maintain a creation date.
–
Unix. The operating system may or may not maintain a
creation date, depending on how it was set up. The task
checks the kernel settings, and if a creation date is not
available, Miria skips this parameter.
• Last Modification Date. Last time the file or directory was modified.
• File Size. Size of the files to be included in the task.
• Object Type. Type of object (file or symbolic link) that you want to
archive or exclude from archiving.

Operator

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select from these options:
• For date values.
–
Older than
–
Younger than.
• For size and object type values.
–
Less than
–
Greater than
–
Equal to
–
Different from.
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Parameter

Description

Value

Enter an integer directly into the field, or select the type of object to filter
(File or Symbolic link).

Units

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select a unit. The selection
varies according to the constraint type:
• For date values.
–
Hour
–
Day
–
Week
–
Month
–
Year
• For Size.
–
KB
–
MB
–
GB
Example. The current date is April 1, 2018. To select all the files that
have been modified in 2017 (between January 1, and December 31),
enter these values:
–
–

Last Modification Date younger than 455 days.
Last Modification Date older than 91 days.

Parallel Jobs - Use Case
Target. You have three drives, and want to authorize archiving streams for each of them to
minimize their idle time.
In the automatic archiving task that you create, in the Configuration tab, select the Parallel Job
Options check box. This task is assigned, for instance, the number 200.
In the Parallel Job Options area, complete these three fields with the values indicated:
•
Parallel Jobs. 3.
•
Create Job after X Min. 30.
•
or after the scanned size limit of X GB is reached. 100.
Task steps (Figure 33). :

Figure 33: This image illustrates the operation sequence for an automatic archiving task that can trigger three parallel jobs
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The automatic archiving task 200 performs these steps:
•
First Step. The archiving task scans the file system. When it reaches one of the two
specified thresholds, either time (i.e., 30 minutes) or size (i.e., 100 GB), the task triggers a
first job, with the number 201, on one of the archive streams.
•
Second Step. While the job 201 archives the file selection, the task continues scanning the
file system. When the task reaches again one of the two specified thresholds, either time or
size, it triggers a second job, with the number 202, on another archive stream. The job 202
starts even if the job 201 has not yet finished.
•
Third Step. The task repeats the previous step and triggers a third job, with the
number 203, on the last archive stream. This job starts even if the two running jobs have
not yet finished.
•
Fourth Step. The task repeats the previous step. When the task reaches one of the two
specified thresholds, its behavior depends on whether the first three jobs are still running or
not. One of these situations can happen:
–
One or all of the first three jobs has finished. The task triggers a fourth job, with
the number 204, with the file selection built up since the last job ran, as it made for the
first three jobs.
–
The three jobs are still running. If the task has reached the size limit, it suspends
the scanning for the job in creation (i.e., the fourth job).
If the task has reached the time limit, it continues the scanning for the job in creation
(i.e., the fourth job) and rechecks at 60-second intervals for the end of any of the jobs.
When at least one of the jobs is finished, the task triggers a job (i.e., the fourth job, with
the number 204) that contains all files collected in the past 30 minutes, plus the
number of extra minutes it had to wait.

Receiving E-mail Notifications About an Automatic Archiving Task
You can configure Miria to send e-mail notifications about each of these situations:
•
To indicate whether a scheduled task has been correctly launched.
Or
•
To indicate the final status of an automatic archiving task.
To receive an e-mail notification when a scheduled task is launched
1.
2.
3.

Miria

Create or edit an Automatic Archiving type task.
See Creating a Task for details.
On the Email tab, add one or more users or user groups that you want to receive an e-mail
notification.
Select at least one of these options ():
•
Always.
•
On error only.
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E-mail section
See The Email Tab for details on the e-mail notification.
This notification indicates whether the automatic task started successfully, but it provides no
details about the completion or the status of the task, or the status of each job or sub-job.
To receive the final status of an automatic archiving task
1.
2.

Select the Archiving task.
Its properties display on the right.
Configure and enable the e-mail notification.
For details on sending an e-mail notification, see step 2. and step 3. . of the previous
procedure.

Hence this task is used as a template, all archiving tasks, both automatic and manual, inherit its
settings. Also, the archiving tasks send an e-mail with the success or failure of each individual
archiving job's completion.

Interplay Dispatcher Migration Task
The Interplay Dispatcher Migration task enables you to migrate Interplay data from a third-party
archiving application into Miria.
To be able to create an Interplay Dispatcher task, you must obtain a specific Interplay Dispatcher
license from Atempo.
This table describes the parameters that you can set on the Configuration tab in the Properties
pane of the Interplay Dispatcher Migration task:
Parameter

Description

Source pane. Indicates the location of Interplay data to import into Miria.
Interplay Application

Select your Interplay application.

Miria/Interplay provider
platform

Windows only. Platform that hosts the Interplay application data.
You can only select a Windows agent that must match the
Interplay Archive Provider.

Destination pane.
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Parameter

Description

Archive Name

Miria archive where the imported data will be stored.

Asset Cache pane. Asset Cache designates a transition area used between the
previous archive solution and Miria.
Location

Absolute path of the Asset Cache.
This location must accessible by the Interplay Archive Provider.

Volume

Watermark that defines in GB the maximum volume available in
the Location of the Asset Cache.
In some conditions, the maximum volume may be override. It is
particularly the case when an asset is bigger than the defined
watermark.

Best Effort

Depending on the third party vendor, selecting this check box
enables you to continue the data migration even if the asset is
located on an off-line media.

Archive aaf file for
logical asset

An .AAF (Advanced Authoring Format) file describes the structure
of an asset and its dependencies, both physical and logical, (i.e.,
its metadata).
If you select this check box, the Interplay Dispatcher Migration task
archives the asset metadata, even if the third party vendor only
archives the video files.

Last ASSET processed

Information only. Displays the last ASSET that has been
processed.
To the right, the Reset button enables you to reset this field. You
must confirm the field resetting by entering a confirmation code.
The Reset button is useful to relaunch a new scan from the
beginning, if the previous scan has found off line media from the
third party vendor.

Maintenance Tasks
The maintenance task enables you to delete both the archived objects that have reached the end
of their retention period and their associated jobs and events.
The preset Maintenance task performs all maintenance operations, except job and event
deletion, on every first Sunday of the month at 12:00 P.M.; however, you can reconfigure it
according to your needs or create new maintenance tasks with different parameters.

Job and Event Deletion
Among other maintenance operations, you can configure the task to delete the oldest jobs and
events. This feature is useful to reduce the Miria database size, and to have the Job List and
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Event List windows load faster.
Deleting archiving jobs has no impact on the retention of the files archived by these jobs. Only the
lines in the History section of the Job List are deleted.
You can define a retention for jobs and event (i.e., the period of time during which you want to
keep them available and visible in the interface).
For example, if you run some tests for a certain period of time, you may want to purge the related
jobs and events by setting a retention of one day. If you have been using Miria for more than two
years, you may want to purge the jobs and events older than two years. You can also set different
retentions for different types of jobs or events (e.g., two years for archiving jobs, and one year for
retrieval jobs).
In a production environment, Atempo recommends to keep archiving jobs as long as possible,
and retrieval jobs for at least a few months.
This table describes the parameters that you can set on the Configuration tab in the Properties
pane of a maintenance task:
Parameter

Description

Check
running
jobs

Select this check box to process the jobs that have been running for more than
24 hours:

Delete subjob
metadata

Select this check box to delete the metadata associated with a sub-job. As the
data is archived, the metadata is linked to an instance and already present in
the database. Atempo recommends that you delete job metadata regularly to
optimize database space.

Delete
folders in
Recycler

Select this check box to delete permanently the archive folders that you
removed from an archive.

Delete
expired
instances

Select this check box to search the database for all expired instances, and
create a retention job for each archive. A retention job deletes expired archived
instances from the storage and the database.

• Jobs on creation or running switch to the Terminated on error status.
• Jobs on queue restart or switch to the Terminated on error status, if they do
not start.

Delete
Select this check box to delete the SML (Storage Manager Layer) archiving
expired SML instances that are past their retention period.
instances
This is only relevant when using the MiriaM (Miria for Messaging) software.
Delete
temporary
tables
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Select this check box to delete some temporary database tables that Miria may
create while operating.
Atempo recommends that you delete such tables regularly to optimize
database space.
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Parameter

Description

Delete
details,
messages,
or alarms

To delete details, messages, or alarms that are past their retention period:
1. Select the delete check box next to the element that you want to delete.
These are the delete check boxes:

•
•
•

Delete archiving job details.
Delete retrieval job details.
Delete Statistics on Jobs.
2. In the Retention column, choose how long you want to keep the element.

The default value is one month.
Delete jobs

To delete jobs that are past their retention period:
1. Select the Delete jobs check box, or if you want to delete only certain types
of jobs (e.g., archiving, media duplication, task, etc.), select the
corresponding check boxes.
2. In the Job Retention column, choose how long you want to keep the jobs.

The default value is one month.
3. In the Event Retention column, choose how long you want to keep the
events related to the jobs.

This value must be less than or equal to the job retention. The default
value is one month.
Delete
events

To delete events that are past their retention period:
1. Select the Delete events check box, or if you want to delete only certain
types of events (e.g., Info, Success, Warning, etc.), select the corresponding
check boxes.
2. In the Event Retention column, choose how long you want to keep the
events.

The default value is one month.

Maintenance Task Use Case
If you have set up an HSM Filter Driver configuration, users are likely to retrieve archive files
frequently via the stubs, and the number of retrieval jobs may be significant in the Job List. You
can have these jobs purged from the database on a monthly basis.
You can perform the following operations to configure a maintenance task (Figure 34):
•
Run all basic maintenance operations (default parameters).
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•

Delete job and event information related to HSM Filter Driver retrieval jobs older than
1 month:

Figure 34: Maintenance task configuration

Automatic Deletion Tasks
These tasks delete the source data that matches a set of constraints once the source data has
been archived. Only the source data archived through an automatic archiving task is deleted.
This table describes the parameters displayed in the Configuration tab of an automatic deletion
task:
Parameter

Description

Source pane.
Platform list

Displays the archiving platforms configured in Miria.
Select the platform that hosts the data to archive.

Location of data

Enter the path of the data that Miria can delete.

Destination pane.
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Parameter

Description

Destination Archive

Select the archive for which source data is deleted once it has been
archived.

The Options pane has the Delete Stub Files check box and the Constraint table.
Delete Stub Files

Select this box for HSM stubs to be deleted.
Applies to HSM Filter Driver and HSM Client.

Constraint Table.
Enter the constraints based on whether the source data is deleted or switched to
Offline status only.
Plus (+) and
Minus (-)

The Plus (+) icon adds a constraint line to the table; the Minus (-) icon
deletes a constraint line from the table.
The more constraints you add, the more limited the task (e.g., if you
specify to archive files older than 6 months and files over 3 GB, the task
only treats the files both older than 6 months and over 3 GB).

Constraint

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select from these options:
• Last Access Date. Last time the file was accessed.
• Creation Date. The parameter behavior varies according to the file or
directory operating system on which the task runs.
–
Windows. Time the file or directory was created.
–
macOS. Miria skips this parameter because the macOS
operating system does not maintain a creation date.
–
Unix. The operating system may or may not maintain a creation
date, depending on how it was set up. The task checks the
kernel settings, and if a creation date is not available, Miria
skips this parameter.
• Last Modification Date. Last time the file or directory was modified.
• File Size. Size of the files to be included in the task.
• Archiving Date. Time the file was archived.
• Object Type. Type of object (file or symbolic link) that you want to
delete or exclude from deletion.

Operator

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select from these options:
• For date values. Older than, younger than.
• For size or object type values. Less than, greater than, equal to, or
different from.

Value

Miria

Enter an integer directly into the field, or select the type of object to filter
(file or symbolic link).
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Parameter

Description

Unit

Click the arrow to the right of the field to select a unit. The selection varies
according to the type of constraint:
• For date values. Last Access Date, Creation Date, and Last
Modification Date: Day, Week, Month, Year.
• For Size. KB, MB, or GB.

Conversion of Stub Status From Dual to Offline Tasks
These tasks automatically scan the files on disks and switch the Dual HSM files (which are
simultaneously online and offline) to Offline status. This type of task is available only in Windows.
This table describes the parameters displayed in the Configuration tab of a Conversion of stub
status from dual to offline task:
Parameter

Description

Source pane.
Platform list Displays the archiving platforms configured in Miria.
Select the platform that hosts the data to archive.
Location of
Data

Enter the root of the path from which the Conversion of stub status from dual to
offline task is to search for files and directories.

Automatic Retention Tasks
If you delete a stub from a file system, and if there is no retention set on its corresponding
instance(s) in the archive, these instances can remain in the database indefinitely. The automatic
retention task provides a method to assign a retention period to these orphaned objects. Then,
the first automatic maintenance task to run on the archive after the retention period has expired
can delete them.
The automatic retention task works in this way:
•
It first runs a check to ensure that all stubs in the file system correspond to object instances
in the Miria database.
•
If it finds an object in the database that no longer has a corresponding stub in the file
system, and the object database instances have no defined retention period (the
associated retention was set to Without), then the retention period defined in the automatic
retention task is applied.
If the automatic retention task does not have any retention periods defined, the retention is
set to expire on the current date.
•

Then, the next maintenance task to run after the expiration of the retention period
eliminates the orphaned database instances.
Important: If a stub is renamed, it is considered as lost, and the retention task processes the
corresponding instance in the database.
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This table describes the Configuration tab parameters for an automatic retention task:
Parameter

Description

Source pane.
Platform list

Displays the archiving platforms configured in Miria.
Select the platform that hosts the data to archive.

Location of
Data

Enter the root of the path from which the automatic retention task runs its
check to see that all object instances in the database have corresponding
stubs in the file system.
You can enter multiple paths.

Destination pane.
Destination Archive

Opens a list of all archives to which you have rights as a logged-in user. Select
an archive to associate with the task.

XML Ingest Tasks
In contrast to basic automatic archiving tasks, which do not permit association of metadata, the
XML ingest task uses XML files to run enriched automatic archiving. It reads the XML files in a
designated directory and parses them according to the rules set out in an XML schema definition
(.xsd file) provided with Miria (ada_ingest.xsd). The ada_ingest.xsd file describes the
structure to follow to create a valid XML file to be used by Miria.
During the installation of the Miria server, the setup installs the .xsd file and a sample XML ingest
file in the Perl subdirectory (e.g., on Windows, they are located in
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA\XML). The sample XML file is ADA_Ingest_sample.xml.
You can also get both these files from a browser on the Miria server using this syntax:
http://<ADA_server_name>:<port>/xml/ADA_Ingest.xsd
http:// <ADA_server_name>:<port>/xml/ADA_Ingest_sample.xml
For more information on the different parameters in the sample file, see the second table below.
In addition to the scheduling of archiving tasks, the XML ingest task permits you:
•
To archive specific files rather than whole directories.
•
To attribute metadata to files and folders.
•
To archive into different archives and folders with a single run of the task.
You are responsible for creating the XML files that launch the task. If they are not written directly
with the Atempo format, you can translate them to the proper format using a stylesheet that you
can request from Atempo Professional Services.
It is assumed that all archiving objects invoked in the XML files have been created in Miria.
Metadata and archives must already exist within Miria. Source directories of files for archiving
must exist within the file system.
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This table describes the parameters displayed in the Configuration tab of a XML ingest task:
Parameter

Description

Platform

The list displays all platforms configured in Miria. Select the one to be used for
the task. This is the machine hosting the XML files to be read.
If the XML files must run archiving tasks on machines other than this one, the
storage platform must have access rights to the other platforms.

XML File
Directory

This must always be a path, never a file name.
Enter the root path which contains the XML file(s) that the XML ingest task
must read and parse for the launching of the archiving task. You can use the
Select button to the right of the field to select the path, which is local to the
machine that you specified in the platform.
The XML ingest task processes all the files having the .xml extension.

Recursive
Scan

If you select this box, the XML ingest task also processes all the files having
the .xml extension in the subdirectories of the directory entered in the
previous field.

Translator

Absolute path and name of the translator .xslt file. Choose the file by clicking
the Select button. If this field is populated, the XML files are not parsed
according to the XML schema definition that Miria provides in the ada_
ingest.xsd file.
Instead, an .xslt file translates your XML files into XML files that conform to the
ada.xsd.
Like for the XML files themselves, it is your responsibility to create and supply
the .xslt translator. On request, Atempo Professional Services can also create
it.
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Parameter

Description

XML
Processing
Report

Once the XML files have been correctly parsed and read, and the associated
tasks have been launched without error, the used XML files in the XML file
directory must be moved in a way that prevents rescanning the next time the
task is launched.
These are the ways in which you can perform this modification:
• If the Processing Report field is not populated, the XML files are simply
renamed in their original directory to prevent their rescanning. The file
extension is changed from .xml to .out.
The next scan ignores the files having the .out extension.
• If the Processing Report field is populated, but the Translator field is not
populated, then the XML files are moved from their original XML file
directory to the folder you choose with the Select button.
In the new folder, they are also renamed in this way: originalFilename_
jobNumber_ADA.xml.
• If both the XML Processing and the Translator fields are populated, then
two file sets are moved into the folder you choose with the Select button.
The first set is as described above, and contains the translated files, named
originalFilename_jobNumber_ADA.xml. The _ADA suffix indicates their
conformity with the ada_ingest.xsd.
The second set contains the original, untranslated XML files, named
originalFilename_jobNumber.xml (without the _ADA suffix).
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Parameter

Description

XML Error
Report

In some cases the XML ingest task does not complete correctly. This happens
when:
• The XML ingest file is malformed.
• The XML ingest file does not conform to the XSD file.
• If you used the Translator, it could be incorrect in itself, or not translate
correctly to a form that ada_ingest.xsd can read.
• The files specified for archiving do not exist.
• Archives or archive folders requested in the XML files do not exist.
• The metadata to be associated with the archived files do not exist.
• The storage platform machine might not have access rights to all the
machines that the XML ingest task must scan for files to archive.
In these cases, the Event logs display error messages to help you analyze the
error cause.
Additionally, if the XML ingest task rejects the XML files due to malformation or
non-conformity, you must modify the rejected XML files in the XML file
directory so as they are not rescanned the next time the XML ingest task runs.
Perform this modification in either of these two ways:
• If the Error Report field is not populated, the XML files are simply renamed
in the original ingest folder. The file extension is changed from .xml to
.err.
The next scan ignores the files having the .err extension.
• If the Error Report field has been completed, the XML files are moved from
their original folder in the XML file directory path to the folder you choose
with the Select button. In the new folder they are also renamed in this way:
originalFilename_jobNumber.xml (without the _ADA suffix).
Thus, you can easily rename or return the files to the ingest directory after
you have corrected them.

This table describes the parameters displayed in the sample XML ingest file:
Parameter

Description

ada_ingest_v1

Allows you to configure the ingest.

StartComboAtIndex

By default, the ComboBox in Miria goes from 1 to N, while in many
client software combos start from 0 to N. The StartComboAtIndex
parameter allows to automatically increment the index of a combo
box.
Example: If you generate an xml by programming from a third
party application, you will put index 1 for Value 2 in the metadata
associated to the ada_file_ingest or ada_folder_ingest file.
Miria's StartComboAtIndex parameter will automatically replace
"Value 2" by "Value 1".
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Parameter

Description

ada_file_ingest

Allows you to create and configure files.

ada_folder_ingest

Allows you to create folders and add metadatas.
It is not possible to browse directories in the XML ingest, in this case
you must have an ada_file_ingest tag for each file in the directory.

metadata_folder_
action

Allows you to add, merge or delete metadatas on the existing folder.
To have the exact values of this parameter, see the DTD in
Binary/Bin/Perl/ADA/XML/ingest.xsd.

Volume Management on Storage Managers Task
The Storage Manager Name field of the Volume management on storage managers task
displays all the storage managers configured in Miria. You can select either all of them or only
one at a time. To run the task on more than one, but not all the storage managers, configure a
separate task for each.
The task scans the storage manager. If the Use Volume Level to Trigger Retention Job
parameter is enabled on the storage manager, the task checks the Task High Water Mark value.
If this value is attained or exceeded, the task deletes files on the storage manager until the Low
Water Mark value is reached, or until there are no more eligible files to delete.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume management.

Database Backup Task
The Miria database backup task backs up the Miria database.
There are the two database backup tasks. See Backing Up the MaxDB Database and Backing
Up the PostgreSQL Database for details.

Automatic Catalog Ingest Task
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure the Automatic Catalog Ingest
task:
Field

Description

Ingest Type

Select Media/LTFS from the list.

Storage
Manager
Container

Only for Media Manager storage manager container.
Click the first Select button to select from a list the storage manager
container into which you want to ingest the media.
Click the second Select button to choose the container associated with a
specific archiving policy.
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Field

Description

Retention

Click the Select button to select from a list the retention that you want to
apply to the data imported from the media.

Filters Pane.
Library

Library in which Miria stores the archived data. The library alias (if any)
displays between parenthesis.
If you have completed the Barcode Selection filed, this field is ignored.
This parameter is mandatory if you do not specify a Scratch Media Group
or if you have not completed the Barcode Selection filed.
Click the Browse button to select the library. Click the Minus (-) button to
reset the field.

Media Type

Type of the media that you want to use for this storage manager container.
Complete this field only if the library may contain media of several types
(e.g., LTO-6 and LTO-7), and that you want to use only one type.
If you have completed the Barcode Selection filed, this field is ignored.
If you have not completed the Barcode Selection filed, this field becomes
optional as it defines the media type identifier.
If this field remains undefined, all the orphan media belonging to the
selected library are ingested into the selected archive.
Click the Select button to display the list of compatible media types.
You can select either a Media or a Class.
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Field

Description

Barcode
Selection

Optional. Select Include from the list to ingest media with a specific
barcode range. Select Exclude to exclude a barcode range from ingestion.
Enter the barcode range in the text field in the form of a pattern, using
these wildcards:
• The * means any alphanumeric character any number of times.
• The ? means any alphanumeric character once.
• The | separates several possible pattern options.
The expression must contain at least one * or ?.
For example:
• A005?? includes/excludes any media with a six character barcode
beginning with the string A005. You might use this, for example, to
select media from A00500 to A00599.
• *L4 includes/excludes any media with a barcode ending in L4. You
might use this, for example, to select only media of LTO4 type.
• 162*|WV* includes/excludes any media with either a barcode
beginning with the string 162, or a barcode beginning with WV.

Destination pane.
In an existing
archive

Imports the media into an archive which already exists in Miria.
Click the Select button to select an archive from a list.
The data will be imported at the archive root in a folder named after the
media barcode.
If the selected archive is not associated with a Media Manager storage
manager container, you will have to complete the Storage Manager
Container field.

In a new archive
(select an
organization)

Imports the media into a new archive.
Enter an archive organization name or click the Select button to select it
from a list.
The data will be imported at the organization root in an archive created
automatically and named after the media barcode.

Reference
Archive

Optional. Click the Select button to select from a list the archive that will
be used as a template to create the new archive.

Archive Report Task
The Archive Report task generates a volume report for a selected archive path.
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Volume Reports
The output format of the volume report is a .PDF file that can display this information:
•
Recursive list of folders from the archive or path on the archive, with the volume and the
number of files directly under the folder.
•
Metadata and metadata values associated with the jobs or the objects in the archive.
The Archive report task only manages the user-defined metadata.
•

The list of media used (only for archive objects that are associated with the Media Manager
storage).
The media are listed by jobs and the folders are listed by media.

Take into account these considerations on the volume reports that the Archive Report task
generates:
•
The volume report that an Archive report task generates is different from the report on task
jobs.
See Generating Reports on Jobs for details.
•

You can display and download the volume reports from the Report History tab of the
Archive Report task.
See The Report History Tab for details.

•

Miria stores the generated volume reports in the ADA\Report directory.
You can obtain the volume reports from this directory using the Windows Explorer.

•

The Archive Report task can also send by mail the volume reports as soon as they are
generated to the defined receivers.
See The Email Tab for details.

Configuring the Archive Report Task
This table describes the Configuration tab fields that you must complete to configure an Archive
report task:
Field

Description

Source pane.
Archive Path

Absolute path of the selected archive for which the volume report is
generated.

Page Layout pane. Enables you to modify the PDF file layout.
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Format

Select a format between A4 and US Letter.

Orientation

Select an orientation between Portrait and Landscape.
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Field

Description

Header Logo

Image that displays as the output file header. You can either:
• Leave the field empty.
The PDF file does not display any image.
• Enter the {default} keyword.
The PDF file displays the default image included in the Miria distribution.
Or
• Click the select button and browse for your own image.
You can use any image that is in .jpg, .tif, .png, or .gif formats.

Header Title

String that displays as the report title.
You can enter a free text plus these keywords:
• {Job_Number}
• {SubJob_Number}
• {Archive_Name}
• {Archive_Path}
• {Archive_Global_Path}
• {Archive_Comment}
The PDF file displays the associated value for each keyword that you have
defined.

Report Information pane. Enables you to modify the PDF file contents.
Metadata

Archive metadata. These are the valid values:
• None. Default value. The report does not display any metadata.
The Metadata pane displays grayed out and you cannot access it.
• Job. The report displays the metadata collected from the jobs that have
archived the objects.
• Object. The report displays the metadata collected from the objects or
instances.
• Object and Job. The report displays the metadata collected from the
objects or instances and the jobs.

Media Details

Details on the media. These are the valid values:
• None. Default value. The report does not display any media information.
• Media By Job. The report displays the names of media, associated with
the jobs that have archived the objects.
• Folders By Media. The report displays the associated folders for each
media that you have defined in the source pane and that is involved in the
archiving of objects.
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Field

Description

Folder Details Details on the folder. These are the valid values:
• No. Default value. The report displays only the source path and the
cumulated Volume or number of files.
The Directory Rules pane displays grayed out and you cannot access it.
• Yes. The report displays:
–
Recursively, all the folders that you have defined in the source
pane.
–
For each folder, the volume and the number of files.
Directory Rules pane. Enables you to modify the recursive display of the folders.
Number of
Levels

Maximum number of levels under the source. These are the valid values:

Level Limit
Folder

Enter one or several regular expressions that indicate the limit folder (i.e., the
folder from where the recursive process is stopped).

• Default. None. (No limit).
• Integer from 1 to 20.

To define a regular expression, you can use these wildcards:
• ? for any character once.
• * for any character any number of times.
If you define several regular expressions, the Archive Report Task applies an
or operator.
The result displayed varies according to whether you:
• Define a limit folder. The report displays the number of files recursively
from the tree beginning until the limit folder (including sub-folders) and the
cumulated size of these files.
• Do not define any limit folder. The report displays the total number of
files in the folder tree and their cumulated size.
Metadata
pane.

If you have activated the metadata collect, displays in tabular form the list of
user-defined metadata. The metadata table contains these columns:
•
•
•
•

Metadata Name
Type
Mandatory
Listbox Value

If the metadata list is empty and the metadata collect is enabled, the task
results contain all the user-defined metadata. If this list is not empty, the
Archive report task only collects the metadata defined in the list.
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Automatic Archive Tiering Task
The Automatic Archive Tiering Task allows you to replicate data archived on one storage to
another storage.
For tiering to work, the storage for the filter and the storage for the archiving policy must point to
the same archiving platform.
To configure an automatic archive tiering task
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Connect to the Administration Console.
Click on Tasks > Tasks.
Click on the New Task button.
In the drop-down menu of the Template section, select Automatic Tiering.
On the Configuration tab, click on the button of the Archive section.
Select the data you want to replicate. It can be a complete archive, a directory or a folder.
Click on the add button on the Filter section.
Select the Storage Manager Containers where your data is located. It can be a File storage
One to One or a File Storage Container. This storage must be on the same archiving
platform as the archiving policy.
9.
Click on the button on the Archiving Policy section.
10. Select the Archiving Policies you need.
11. In the Option section, select the Mode you need:
•
Full.
Or
•
Incremental.
12. Select and configure the Parallelism Rules if needed.
As soon as the previous fields have been configured, the interface displays a Note indicating the
work that the task will perform (Figure 35).

Figure 35: Note to inform about the task progress

Organizing Tasks
You can classify the tasks into categories, called organizations. This help you navigate when
there are many tasks. The tasks are displayed in a tree-like structure with the Organization as a
kind of folder, into which you can drag the existing tasks.
To create Organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Organization.
Enter a name for the organization in the Name field in the Properties pane.
Click Save to validate the organization creation.
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5.
6.

The new organization now displays in the Navigation area with an icon representing a gear
wheel in a green folder.
Repeat the operation for each organization and sub-organization you must create.
From the Navigation area, you can now drag tasks or other organizations to the
organization, as with a standard directory tree.
This screen (Figure 36) shows a tree with three task organizations (i.e., Archive, DB
Backup, and Maintenance). The Archive organization contains five tasks. Three tasks are
standalone and are not part of any organization (i.e., Accountancy, auto_del, and auto_ret).

Figure 36: Task are organized in a tree

To rename an organization
1.
2.
3.

Select the organization in the Navigation area.
The Properties pane becomes active.
Enter the new name in place of the old one.
Click Save to validate the name change.

To delete an organization
You can delete only an empty organization.
1.
Select the organization to delete in the Navigation area.
2.
Right-click the organization in the Navigation Area and choose Delete. Click Delete on the
confirmation message.
The organization is removed from the Miria Administration Console.
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Running a Task
This topic describes the running phases of Miria tasks.

How Tasks Run
Although you can launch tasks manually, characteristically the Scheduler launches them at
regular scheduled intervals.
An automatic archiving task begins by selecting all the files that are concerned by the archiving.
This process of selection alone can be quite lengthy. For example, if whole file deduplication has
been configured on the archiving, the task must read every file selected to calculate the
deduplication hash code on it.
By default, the task waits until it has finished selecting files. It then gathers them into a single job
and launches the job. If you have configured the parallelization parameters, the task launches
several jobs before it has finished the selection of the files.
In the Job List window the task displays on several lines:
This is an example of a job displayed on several lines in the Job List window:
•
Job #536. A line for each archiving job. This job has two sub-jobs:
–
Sub-job #622. Sub-job depending on task setting such as media metadata collecting
job, etc.
–
Sub-job #623. The actual archiving job.
Note: In this example, there is only one archiving job (#536). If you are archiving
simultaneously on two storage manager containers, you can see two archiving subjobs. If using parallel tasks, each parallel stream is a sub-job.
•

Selection job of the task auto_arch_doc (with sub-job 621).

Depending on the number of files to select, the use of deduplication, the size of the files, etc., the
selection process can take long enough that the automatic task restarts before the previous
iteration of the same task is finished, and before all the files have actually been archived. In order
to prevent overlapping scheduled tasks from treating the same files, the default behavior is for
only one instance of a task to run at any one time. Here is an example:
•
The Scheduler launches an automatic archiving task, scheduled to run at midnight every
24 hours.
•
The task takes 48 hours to select all the files to be archived.
•
Twenty-four hours after the first launch of the task, the Scheduler is ready to relaunch it, but
the first task is still collecting files.
If a second instance of the same task were to launch at its scheduled time, it would start to select
the same files that the first instance has not finished selecting.
For this reason, the second instance of the task is not permitted to run until all the jobs launched
by the first instance have completed. The first instance of the task remains in Running status until
the last of its jobs is finished.
Any post-processing, such as the sending of e-mail notifications, thus occurs when both the task
itself, and all of its jobs, are complete.
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Testing a Task
Once you have created a task, you can preview whether it is configured correctly and if the files
and directories included in the task are appropriate. Testing a task creates a task job, but does
not archive or delete any data. The Job List displays the task job.
To test a task
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Miria Administration Console navigation area, select the task to test.
In the Info section of the task Properties pane, click Test.
Click Yes on the confirmation dialog box.
If the test is successful, a message indicates the number of the job created.
From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Events.
The Event List displays all the files and directories selected in this task.
If the selection is not appropriate, you can edit the task and modify the constraints.

Launching a Task Manually
You can manually launch all tasks configured in Miria. Therefore, you can launch a task at any
time without waiting for the task to reach its start date as entered in the scheduler.
To launch a task manually
1.
2.

From the Miria Administration Console navigation area, select the task to launch.
From the Information section of the task Properties pane, click Run.
The task creates and launches the corresponding job.

Canceling a Task
You can cancel a task in the same manner as a job.
See Canceling a Job for details.
For all task types except Automatic Retention and Maintenance, Miria takes into account the
Cancel request every five minutes. The effect of a Cancel request is to halt the task selection
process. No new job is created. Any jobs that the task has already launched continue running
until completed, unless you cancel them too.

Viewing the Jobs Related to a Task
Running a task creates one or several jobs. You can view all the jobs related to a particular task
directly from the Tasks section.
To view the jobs
1.
2.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
From the Navigation pane, right-click on a task, and select Show Job List.
The Show Job List of Task window displays the list of jobs initiated by this task. This
window is similar to the Job List window.
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See Miria Jobs for details.
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CHAPTER 11 - Advanced Settings
This topic describes the Miria advanced settings.

Advanced Settings Overview
Default and advanced settings enable you to tune your Miria environment to the exact needs of
your company. They permit a very fine-grained configuration of the product and enable for
detailed customizations closely aligned to your needs.

Levels of Settings and Inheritance
You can set globally the settings for the whole software and also on different individual objects.
This table describes both types of settings, default and advanced:
Type

Description

Default

Default values that you have globally set for the whole Miria product. Default
settings are defined in the Default Settings window.
See Managing Default Settings for details.

Advanced

Settings related to particular Miria objects.
Such objects are presented in their hierarchical order:
• User Group. You can modify these settings for a given User Group.
These modifications override the default settings.
• User. You can modify the settings defined at the User Group level or higher
for a given user.
These modifications override the more general settings.
• Project Archive. You can modify the settings defined at the user level or
higher for a given project archive.
These modifications override the more general settings.
• Platform. You can modify the settings defined at the project archive level or
higher for a given platform.
These modifications override the more general settings.
• Task. You can modify the settings for a given task.
These modifications override the more general settings.

Every object also inherits the advanced settings from the object groups to which it is associated.
See Troubleshooting Advanced Settings for details.
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Each object has a set of advanced settings available for definition, which is not the same as for
other objects (e.g., the language definition is relevant for Users and User Groups, but not for
archives, and the notion of stubbing relates to Platforms, but not to Users).
Example. When it leaves Atempo, the product language of Miria is English; however, you want
that your France-based company have its Miria network in French.
•
You set the Language default setting to French as the default for the Miria instance.
Therefore, all connections to Miria in the company are in French, unless determined
otherwise at a lower level.
However, the different user groups want to connect in different languages:
•
Presales FR wants their interfaces in French.
•
Presales EU wants theirs in English.
–
Both groups inherit the default setting (i.e., French), but for Presales EU you can
overturn this by setting English as the value for this user group.
Within Presales EU, there are two individual belgian users who are French speaking.
•
They inherit the English language value from the advanced settings of their user group, but
once again, you can reset it to French at the individual user level.
Note: You can set advanced settings on user groups, but not on overall groups. This is to
avoid conflicts of authority. Remember that a user can belong to only one user group, but to
more than one overall group.

Stopping Inheritance
If a value inherited from a higher level is reset on a lower level, that value is said to be stopped at
the lower level. This means that the inherited value is overridden, and that from this point down
through the hierarchy, the reset value prevails.
Referring back to our example above, Presales FR does not need to overturn the instance default
language, since that is already French. But what if a US firm buys out the company and the
instance default is changed to English?
In that case, Presales FR would inherit the wrong default language. For this reason, they may
want to set the value to French at the level of their group. The members of the group now inherit
French from their group rather than from their installation instance, and are no longer affected by
changes in the language value of the instance.
Another example. The archiving policy of the installation instance uses a 10-year retention and
by default all archives in the installation inherit that policy. On an individual archive, you set a
different archiving policy, to all appearances identical to the first, which also has a 10-year
retention period. This archive may seem to behave just like all others, but it is essentially different
because it has its own archiving policy and is not using the inherited default. If its individual policy
is now set to a 5-year retention, the difference becomes manifest.
The result of defining an advanced setting at a lower level is therefore different from inheriting the
same setting at a higher level default. When the inheritance is stopped at a given level,
modification of the default inherited from higher up no longer has an effect from that level on
down.
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Filtering Objects in the Inheritance Hierarchy
Although by default the Inheritance Hierarchy functions as we have described it, you can filter the
classes of administration objects (Group, User, Platform, Archive, or Task) that are displayed in
it. You can prevent the definition of advanced settings, or inheritance blocking, at the level of the
given object.
For example, if you do not want any settings to be defined at the level of Users, but only at the
level of User Groups, you can filter out the Users object from the settings hierarchy. In this case,
the Users window does not display the Settings tab.
Similarly, you can force all settings to be defined globally for your entire Miria installation by
filtering all objects out. This means that it is only possible to position the Default Settings. No
Advanced Settings are configurable.
This function permits streamlining and simplification of the Inheritance Hierarchy. It can also have
value in troubleshooting. If, for example, you have an anomaly in the behavior of your archiving,
which you think may come from an incorrectly positioned advanced setting, but you are unsure
where it is, you can temporarily disable the settings on each class of objects in turn to see how
this modifies their behavior. When you re-enable the settings, they return as they were before.

Customizing Advanced Settings
This example about how the Archiving Policy advanced setting shows how you can precisely
apply a retention period at different levels:
Level

Description

At Archive level

A company operates an archiving policy based on its archives.
• An archive containing market research reports has a 10-year retention.
• Another archive, containing technical documents, has a 5-year
retention.
• A Release Notes archive is kept for only one year.

At Platform level

A second company wants to define archiving policies based on machines,
not archives.
• All documents on machine A are confidential and have a highly
secured archiving of 30 years.
• Machine B requires much less security, so documents are archived
only 10 years.

At User or User
Group level

Miria

A third company prefers to emphasize users.
• Researchers and secretaries use the same machines and systems,
but the researchers keep archives for 20 years and launch their own
archiving tasks.
• The secretaries have a plugin for automated archiving with stubbing
and only a 1-year retention.
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Level

Description

At all levels

For a fourth company, all of this is too complicated. It retains all of its
archives for 10 years, without hierarchy or distinction.

You can organize the Advanced settings into groups and then apply them as a bundle to user
groups, users, tasks, project archives, or platforms.

Managing Default Settings
The default settings define the Miria application default behavior.
You must set the default settings at the Miria server level.
To set default settings
1.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Default Settings.
The Default Settings are displayed (Figure 37).

Figure 37: Default Settings interface

2.
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In the Value column, click the line of the setting to be modified and set the appropriate
value.
•
For settings that have a limited range of values (e.g., Parallel Class Archiving), select
the value from the list.
•
For settings that have a free-entry field (e.g., Files to Archive), click the Value field to
open a configuration window.
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Select the Default Settings option to either select the wanted options or enter
manually a string, by clicking the Plus button.
Or
Select the Inherited Value option to reset the setting to its original value.
Click Apply to validate your choices.
A gray X to the left of the Value field indicates that it is different from the inherited value at
that level (i.e., it has been modified).
3.
4.

Repeat step 2. for each setting that you want to define.
Click Save to validate the configuration of the default settings.

To delete the entry of a default setting and reset it to the original value
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Default Settings.
The Default Settings window opens.
Click the delete icon (the gray X) to the left of the setting.
This action resets the setting to its original value.

To modify all the settings of a same category collectively
You can set or modify collectively the settings of these categories:
•
Media
•
Administration and Monitoring Rights
•
Default User Right on Archives
This feature saves time as you may want to enable these settings all together, or to enable them
all and then deny just a few.
1.
In the Default Settings interface or under the Advanced Settings tab on a given object,
select the category name (e.g., Media).
2.
Click in the Value column.
A list opens containing several values.
3.
Select a value.
To delete the entry of all the settings of a same category collectively
1.
2.

In the Default Settings interface or under the Advanced Settings tab on a given object,
select the category name (e.g., Media).
Click the delete icon (the gray X) to the left of the Value field.

To define what objects are to be included in the settings inheritance hierarchy
As described in Filtering Objects in the Inheritance Hierarchy, you can also block the advanced
settings at the level of different objects, or prevent them from being set by excluding them from
the inheritance hierarchy.
In this case, the Advanced Settings tab on the configuration window of these objects is grayed
out.
1.
In the Default Settings interface, under the Interface category, double-click the Specific
Settings on setting.
2.
A list with these values opens:
•
User groups
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•
Users
•
Platforms
•
Archives
•
Tasks
By default, they are all selected. Clear the check boxes for the ones you want to exclude
from the inheritance hierarchy.

Default Settings Window
The Default Settings window displays the entire range of available settings in grid form and
enables you to set the a value for the instance (Figure 38).
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Figure 38: Setting names with corresponding value

This table describes the columns of the Default Settings window:

Miria

Column

Description

Setting
Name

Lists all the default settings in Miria.
See List of Default and Advanced Settings for a description of each individual
default setting.
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Column

Description

Value

Indicates the value of the setting.
A gray X to the left of the Value field indicates that it is different from the inherited
value at that level (i.e., it has been modified).

Delete

If the value displays in bold font and with a gray X to the left, the value is not the
original one.
Click the X to delete the instance value and reset the setting to the original value.

Managing Advanced Settings
Advanced settings are defined at the User Group, User, Project Archive, Platform, or Task levels.
Advanced settings set at such levels override default settings.
From the Default Settings window, you can disable the advanced settings on these objects or set
them to be ignored.
See To define what objects are to be included in the settings inheritance hierarchy for details.

Defining Advanced Settings
To define advanced settings on objects
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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Depending on the object for which you want to define advanced settings, choose from the
left pane under the Browse tab, one of these object category:
•
Project Archives.
•
Archiving Platforms.
•
User groups.
•
Users.
•
Tasks.
Select the object.
Select the Advanced Settings tab in the Properties pane.
If you want to associate the object with an existing object group, select the object group from
the Object Group list.
See Configuring Object Groups for details on how to create Object Groups.
In the Value column, click the line of the setting to be modified and set the appropriate
value:
•
For settings that have a limited range of values (e.g., Parallel Class Archiving), select
the value from the list.
•
For settings that have a free-entry field (e.g., Files to Archive), click the Value field to
open a configuration window.
Select the Default Settings option to either select the wanted options or enter manually
a string, by clicking the Plus button.
Or
Select the Inherited Value option to reset the setting to its original value.
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Click Apply to validate your choices.
A small gray X to the left of the Value field indicates that it is different from the inherited
value at that level (i.e., it has been modified).
6.
7.

Repeat step 5. for each setting that you want to define.
Click Save to validate the configuration of the advanced settings.

Deleting Advanced Settings
To delete the entry of an advanced setting and reset it to the default value
1.

2.
3.

Depending on the object for which you want to delete and reset advanced settings, choose
from the left pane under the Browse tab, Project Archives, Archiving Platforms, User
groups, Users, or Tasks.
Select the Advanced Settings tab in the Properties pane.
Click the delete icon (the small gray X) on the line of the setting that you want to delete.
The advanced setting is then reset to its default setting value.

Advanced Settings Tab
The Advanced Settings tab of an object properties pane enables you to set, modify, or delete
advanced settings for the object.
User groups, users, project archives, platforms, and tasks all have a similar grid under the
Advanced Settings tab in the lower half of their administration interfaces.
This table describes the parameters of the Advanced Settings tab in the Properties pane:
Parameter

Description

Object
Group

List enabling for the selection of an Object Group to associate with the object.

Setting
Name

Contains a list of available advanced settings. This list is different from one
object to another:
• For User Groups and Users, all advanced settings are available.
• For Project archives, only Jobs, Archives, Email, and Security advanced
settings are available. Other types of advanced settings are irrelevant.
• For Platforms, only Jobs, and Security advanced settings are available.
Other types of advanced settings are irrelevant.
• For Tasks, Jobs, Email, and Security advanced settings are available. Other
types of advanced settings are irrelevant.
For a description of each individual advanced setting, see List of Default and
Advanced Settings.

Value

Indicates the value of the advanced setting.
A small gray X to the left of the Value field indicates that it is different from the
inherited value at that level (i.e., it has been modified).
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Parameter

Description

Delete icon

A small gray X to the left of the Value field is displayed only if the object value
was modified.

List of Default and Advanced Settings
This topic provides a detailed list of the Miria Default and Advanced Settings and the options for
configuring them.

Job Settings
This topic describes the Miria job settings.

Global Settings
This table describes the job global settings in Miria:

Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Disable
scheduler to
prevent new
jobs/tasks
from running

No|Yes

Video proxy
location

[No Default],

Description

Enables preventing the Scheduler from launching new jobs
or tasks.
When set to Yes, the Scheduler still runs as a background
process, but it does not launch any new job or task. This
option is useful, for example, for administrative procedures
that require stopping a process (e.g., to apply a retention
task needs to stop all retrieval tasks).

List of
existing
storage
proxies

Specifies the location to use to store the low-resolution
version of the archived video assets. You must first create on
the Miria server a One-to-One storage manager container
proxy.
Set this setting if you want to preview video assets before
retrieving them.
See Previewing Video Assets.

Storage proxy

[No Default],
List of
existing
proxies
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Specifies the storage proxy that you want to use. A storage
proxy is useful when you:
• Archive or retrieve in Client mode.
• Archive data with EMC Celerra/BlueArc HSM Filter
Driver.
You must first create a One-to-One storage manager
container proxy.
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Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Usage Rules
for AMM
Drives

[Automatic],
Force local,
Specific

Description

With Media Manager storage managers, enables you to
specify what drives to use for archiving jobs by selecting the
hosts to which they are attached. This option is useful, for
example, in contexts where a company network is very
dispersed, and you want to limit network transfers over large
distances.
• Automatic. With the default setting, media drives are
allocated automatically for archiving tasks. The system
makes use of the hosts and drives that are available and
there is no constraint or guarantee regarding which host is
used.
• Force Local Platform. This setting enables you to force
Media Manager to use only the local host and drives
attached to it. Archiving is done only from the local
machine. If Media Manager or the desired drives are not
active on that machine, the job returns an error.
• Storage Platform. Lets you lock the archiving to a
particular host. If that host is unavailable, the job returns
an error.
Opens a window with a list of the platforms and agent
pools configured in your Miria installation.
Select a platform and validate by clicking the check mark
at the top left of the window.
This option does not permit selection of a NAS.

Snapstor
Management

Miria

List of
existing
Snapstor
storage
manager
containers

For information only.
Provides the list of all the Snapstor storage manager
containers used by the job.
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Archiving Settings
This table describes the archiving settings in Miria:
Setting
Archiving
mode

Possible Values
[default]
Explicit
[Class]
Incremental Class

Description
This setting concerns only archiving that is launched
manually by dragging the files, either from the Archive
window in the Miria Administration Console, or from the
Miria User Interface. Tasks do not take into account this
setting.
It specifies how directory contents are analyzed when
the user selects them for archiving in the graphical
interface.
These are the available archiving modes:
• Explicit. The graphical user interface scans the
directory contents and compiles a preliminary file list.
Then, the GUI sends this list to the Miria agent or
server, which archives each file on the list.
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Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description
• Class. When the Miria server or agent starts the
archiving job, it directly scans the directories in the
background. This mode leaves the graphical
interface free and prevents it from freezing if a
directory contains a great number of files to be
archived.
• Incremental Class. Same as the Class mode,
except that only the files that have been modified
since last archiving are rearchived. A file is
considered modified if either its size, modification
date, or digest has changed.
These are the limitations for the Class mode:
• Since scanning takes place in the background once
the archiving has launched, the expected volume of
data is not known beforehand.
• Similarly, the full content of the scanned directories
(i.e., the list of all the files and subdirectories to be
archived), is not known before the archiving
completes.
• Class mode requires a Miria agent. It is therefore not
compatible with the client archiving mode, which
makes no use of an agent.
• Archiving subject to validation cannot operate in
Class mode. The interface handles the validation
process. The agent cannot scan directories in the
background if it does not know which of the files in the
directories have been validated for inclusion in the
archiving job.

Archiving
type

Agent

Specifies the type of archiving. These are the options:

[Client/ Agent]

• Agent. Performs agent archiving. The data to archive
must be located on a machine hosting a Miria agent.
• Client/Agent. Performs client or agent archiving,
depending on the platform where the data is located.
If it is an agent declared as a platform in Miria
Administration Console, agent archiving is favored.
• Client. Performs client archiving.
See Miria Basic Components for details.

Client

Miria
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Setting
Parallel Class
Archiving

Possible Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description
Permits creation of multiple streams for simultaneous
archiving of several files or directories.
By default, all the classes (files and directories selected
for archiving) in an archiving job are grouped into a
single sub-job. If this option is set to Yes, there are as
many sub-jobs as archiving classes.
See Miria Jobs for details.

Data Mover
Mode

Archive symbolic
links
Archive operating
system rights
Allow platform
charset
Archive stub file
Detect deleted
object
Detect the change
of the object type

Enables one or several data mover archiving options:
• Allow platform charset. Miria archives files and
directories with their native names, except the /
(slash) which is replaced by an underscore. By
default if this option is not set, Miria controls that file
names are compatible with all supported platforms,
and replaces all these characters by underscores in
the archive: <, >, :, ", /, \, |, ?, and *.
See File Naming and Encoding in Miria.
• Archive operating system rights. Miria archives all
the alternate streams of files and directories. The
alternate streams are all attributes, permissions, etc.
of an object (i.e., any information that is not the object
data).
Note: If this option is set to No, Miria does not
store file date information beyond seconds.
• Archive symbolic links. Miria archives the symbolic
links as links without archiving their destination files
or directories (i.e., Backup mode).
• Archive stub file. Miria archives the stub files.
Note: Limitation. You cannot use the dragand-drop feature to individually archive a Filter
Driver stub; however, you can use this feature
to archive the whole Filter Driver directory of
stub files.
• Detect deleted object.
• Detect the change of the object type.

Archiving
subject to
validation
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No|Yes

Specifies that the archiving jobs must be validated
before being run. An e-mail informs the user that the
jobs are waiting; the user must then validate them
manually for the archiving operation to be launched.
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Setting
Files to
exclude from
archiving

Files to
archive

Possible Values
[default]
[No Default],
Text entry box to
enter file names or
file full paths

Description
Enables exclusion of certain files from archiving. You
can use the two standard wildcards: * for any character
any number of times, and ? for any character once.
Example. To archive a directory without archiving the
temporary files it may contain, you can exclude them by
entering the *.tmp string in the Value field. Separate the
different kind of files to exclude with a carriage return.

[No Default],

Enables inclusion of certain files into an archiving.

Text entry box to
enter file names or
file full paths

Example. To only archive the Word files in a directory,
enter *.docx in the Value field. You can use the
wildcards * and ?. Separate the different kind of files to
archive with a carriage return.
Exclusion takes priority over inclusion (e.g., if you
exclude all .tmp files from an archiving, but then put
2007_*.tmp in the Files to archive setting, the 2007_
*.tmp files are not archived).

Directories to
exclude from
archiving

[No Default],

Enables exclusion of certain directories from archiving.

Text entry box to
enter directory
names or directory
full paths

Click the Value column. In the Directories to exclude
from Archiving window, click + and select either Add File
Name to enter manually the directory full path, or
Choose to browse for a directory.
You can use the two standard wildcards: * for any
character any number of times, and ? for any character
once. Separate the directories in the list with a carriage
return.
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Setting
Directories to
archive

Possible Values
[default]

Description

[No Default],

Enables inclusion of certain directories in the archiving.

Directory names or Click the Value column. In the Directories to archive
directory full paths window, click + and select either option: Add File Name
to enter manually the directory full path, or Choose to
browse for a directory.
The syntax is the name of a directory at the root of the
archiving path (e.g., Dir1). Separate the directories in
the list with a carriage return. If you specify a directory to
archive, no directory other than this one is archivable.
Exclusion takes priority over inclusion.
If running an automatic archiving task, all files at the root
of the archiving path are archived, even though a
Directory to Archive is specified in the advanced
settings.

Windows
archiving
policy

[No Default],
List of existing
archiving policies

Enables you to assign a Windows archiving policy as the
default for this Miria instance. Select the desired policy
from the list in the Value field.
As there is no default, an archiving policy must
imperatively be defined in the Default Settings for cases
where there is no archiving policy set on the object.

Unix/macOS
archiving
policy

[No Default],
List of existing
archiving policies

Enables you to assign a Unix archiving policy as the
default for this Miria instance. Select the desired policy
from the list in the Value field.
As there is no default, an archiving policy must
imperatively be defined in the Default Settings for cases
where there is no archiving policy set on the object.

Custom
Media Rule

[No Default],
List of existing
Custom Rules

Specifies the use of a Custom Media Rule as one of the
Media Rule options when using Media Manager. The
rule must have been previously defined, and the Media
Rule parameter set to Custom in the configuration of the
storage manager container, for this to apply.
See Media Rules and Media Optimization for details on
Media Rules.
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Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description

Archiving
metadata
apply on

[Job + Instance]

Collect
metadata
during
archiving

No|Yes

Miria supports over 100 audiovisual and image formats
having predefined metadata wrappers. Setting this to
Yes causes this metadata to be converted into Miria
metadata so that you can use it for searches on
archives. The metadata is collected when the archiving
is launched, and a Media Metadata sub-job of the
archiving is displayed in the Job List interface. The
metadata is stored with the archiving instance and not
with the data itself; thus, if the file is modified outside of
Miria between two archivings, the metadata is different
on each instance.

Collect partial
retrieval
metadata
during
archiving

No|Yes

Specifies whether partial retrieval metadata must be
collected during archiving. If set to Yes, this setting
enables you to retrieve only a specific time sequence of
an archived media file.

Video proxy
transcoding
format

[None]

Job only

Specifies whether the metadata set at archiving time is
applied only to the archiving job or also to the instance of
each archived file. If set at instance level, a search by
metadata finds and directly retrieves the corresponding
instance of a file.

With this setting enabled, an archiving job takes longer
to complete because some time code conversion
operations must be performed.

Default
QuickTime/H264

Specifies the format to use to generate low-resolution
versions of video assets for video preview. These
formats are available:
• Default. MPEG-1 format.
• Quick Time/H264. This codec is not included in
Miria. If you want to use it, download and install it as
described in Video Encoding.
A license is required to set this setting.
See Video Transcoding License for details.
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Setting
Collect MIME
Type during
archiving

Possible Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description
The MIME type is a two-part identifier of file formats, for
example audio/mpeg, video/quicktime, or
text/plain. It helps to determine the program you
must use to open the file in a Web browser. It is a more
reliable way of determining a format than the filename
extension, which can sometimes be incorrect.
This setting specifies that the MIME type of a file must
be determined when the file is archived and stored with
its properties in the database (as one of its inherent
Criteria). If the type cannot be determined, a value of
application/binary is assigned.
By default, this setting is defined to No because
determination of the MIME Type does have a cost in
terms of performance.
Set it to Yes if you are likely to perform searches within
the archives based on MIME Types.

Action to
perform after
archiving

[No Action], File
Deletion

If File Deletion is selected, Miria deletes files from the
agent as soon as they are sent to the Miria server.

Stub (HSM Client)

Stub also causes the files to be deleted from the agent.
In their place, a stub is created. You can retrieve the
archived file by double-clicking the stub. Use the value
corresponding to the HSM type (HSM Client or HSM
Filter Driver).

Stub (HSM Filter
Driver)

See Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) for
details on HSM.
Prevent
Directory
Spanning
Tree Level

[No|0]
Integer between 0
and 99

Directory level that you want to archive as a whole on a
single media. By default, directory spanning is allowed,
and all directories can be split over several media. Use
this setting when archiving with Media Manager, to avoid
file tree splitting and make retrieval from the media file
system easier.
For instance, set this setting to 2 to prevent second-level
directories or folders (e.g., /a/ab, /a/ac, /b/ba, /b/bc,
etc.) to span over several media.
If the directory is too large to fit on a whole media, then
Miria spans it over several media.
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Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Statistics on
[Without]
archiving jobs Real Time Only
Real Time +
History

Description
Activates a window to display statistics on a running
and/or historic archiving sub-job, accessible from the
Job List.
See Job Details for details.

Retrieval Settings
This table describes the retrieval settings in Miria:

Setting

Retrieval
Mode

Possible
Values
[default]
[Overwrite file]
Keep existing
file

Description

Specifies the retrieval behavior if the retrieved file already
exists.
These are the valid options:

Rename
• Overwrite file. Default value.
existing objects
The retrieved file overwrites the existing file.
Important: Be aware that if the directory where you
are to retrieve the file already contains an object
having a different type, Miria overwrites the existing
object but does not display any warning message.
• Keep existing file. Miria does not retrieve the file, so you
keep the existing file.
• Rename existing objects. Rename the existing file, so as
to have two file instances.
To rename a file, Miria adds a number between brackets to
the name of the file present on the disk (e.g., to retrieve the
“mytext.doc” file to a disk that already contains a file bearing
this name, Miria renames the file on the disk into “mytext
(1).doc”).
Retrieval
Type

Miria

Agent

Specifies the type of retrieval.

[Client/Agent]

These are the valid options:

Client

• Agent. Retrieves onto a machine hosting a Miria agent.
• Client/Agent. Retrieves onto a client or agent, depending
on the platform that has requested the retrieval. If it is an
agent declared as a platform in Miria Administration
Console, agent retrieval is favored.
• Client. Retrieves onto the client.
See Miria Basic Components for details.
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Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Default
Retrieval
Root
Location

[No Default],

Retrieval
Policy
Order

[No Default],

text boxes to
enter a path

Description

Specifies the path of the directory to which the objects are
retrieved by default.
Click the Selection button to enter these parameters:
• Platform. Name of the platform to which you want to
retrieve the objects. Click Browse to select a Miria platform.
• Root Location. Path of the directory to which you want to
retrieve the objects. Click Browse to select a directory on
the platform.

List of existing
archiving
policies

Specifies the archiving policy that indicates the order of priority
of the storage manager containers at retrieval. Select the
desired policy from the list in the Value field.
This setting is useful whenever the data was archived to
several storage manager containers (multiple writing), and that
you want to choose the container from which to retrieve.
See Retrieval of Multiple Writing Data for details.

Maximum
Parallel
Running
Retrieval
by Jobs
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[0]

Select a numerical value between 0 and 128.

Numerical
value between
0 and 128

0 sets the Maximum Parallel Running Retrieval by Jobs to
unlimited.
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Setting

Parallel
Retrieval

Possible
Values
[default]
[No]
By Media for
appropriate
storages
Job splitting
Volume and/or
Files

Description

Permits the creation of multiple streams for simultaneous
retrieval of several files or directories. The default behavior is
for all the data in a retrieval job to be grouped together into a
single sub-job.
Defines the maximum number of retrieval jobs that can run in
parallel. You can select these options:
• By Media. If a storage manages the media, the By Media
source is always displayed in the first place and the user
cannot change this place.
The By Media option creates as many sub-jobs as media
involved in the retrieval. Miria creates a pre-processing subjob prior to running the retrieval sub-jobs.
• Job splitting. Splits the retrieval operation by jobs.
• Volume. Splits the retrieval operation according to the
chosen value in either Volume in GB or Number of files.
The Job splitting and Volume/Files options are mutually
excluding.

Retrieve
with full
archive
path

Miria

No|Yes

Permits to retrieve the file or directory together with its full
archive path in the retrieval destination location.
Example. If file.txt is located in the Orders archive, in the
/2015/July folder, its path at retrieval is destination_
path/2015/July/file.txt.

Create
No|Yes
target
directory
on retrieval

Permits automatic creation of the retrieval destination directory
if it does not exist.

Files to
exclude
from
Retrieval

Enables exclusion of certain files from retrieval. You can use
the two standard wildcards: * for any character any number of
times, and ? for any character once.

[No Default],
Text entry box
to enter file
names or file
full paths

If you choose the Default Retrieval Root Location option, Miria
creates the whole parent tree structure of the retrieved object
in the root location.

For example, if you want to retrieve a directory, but do not want
to retrieve the temporary files it may contain, you can exclude
them by entering the string *.tmp in the Value field. Separate
the different kind of files to exclude with a carriage return.
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Setting

Start
retrieval
only when
all media
are online

Possible
Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description

This Setting is only relevant to configurations using
Media Manager and libraries containing physical media. These
are the valid options:
• No. You can launch a retrieval job even if all of the media
needed for the retrieval are not present beforehand in the
library. If the job encounters missing media, an error
message warns you that all needed media are not online.
You must then put the media physically into the library.
• Yes. A retrieval session does not start unless all media
needed for its successful completion are already present
and available in the library. You can check if this is the case
in the List of Requested Media window prior to launching
the retrieval job.
In cases where you set this setting to Yes and the retrieval
selection is larger than one retrieval session (i.e., more than
2048 files or more than 100 GB), the retrieval job starts
anyway if all the media needed to retrieve the first session are
online.
See Viewing Media Requests for details.
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Setting

Retrieve
alternate
streams

Possible
Values
[default]

Description

[Retrieve
archived
alternate
streams]

Specifies how the alternate streams of archived objects must
be retrieved. The alternate streams are all attributes,
permissions, etc. of an object (i.e., any information that is not
the object data).

Do not retrieve
alternate
streams

• Retrieve archived alternate streams. Choose this option
to retrieve all alternate streams with the actual data (default
behavior).
• Do not retrieve alternate streams. Choose this option if
you retrieve Windows objects to a UNIX file system, or
UNIX objects to a Windows file system: the alternate
streams are OS-specific and cannot be interpreted by a
different OS. With this option, the original dates of the
objects are not retrieved. The retrieved objects take the
current date.
• Retrieve with full access rights. Choose this option to
retrieve files and directories with full access rights granted
to all users.

Retrieve with
full access
rights

When you retrieve an archive folder (i.e., the virtual container
created in an archive to store archived files and directories),
Miria applies full access rights to it, regardless of the value of
this setting.
Statistics
[Without]
Activates a window to display statistics on a running and/or
on retrieval Real Time Only historic retrieval sub-job, accessible from the Jobs List
jobs
interface.
Real Time +
See Job Details for details.
History

Retention Settings
This table describes the Retention Settings in Miria:

Setting

Retention
subject to
validation

Miria

Possible
Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description

Specifies whether the retention job must be validated before being
run. By default, only the owner of the archive involved or the super
user can validate retention jobs, unless the Validate retention job
setting has been set.
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Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Description

Retention
extension

[No
Default],

Specifies what retention period(s) are available for users to choose
from when they validates a retention job.

List of
retention
periods

Duplication Settings
This table describes the Duplication Setting in Miria:

Setting

Statistics on
duplication
jobs

Possible
Values
[default]
[Without]
Real Time
Only
Real Time +
History

Description

Activates a window to display statistics on a running and/or
historic Duplication sub-job, accessible from the Job List
interface.
See Job Details for details.

Copy/Move/Synchronization Settings
This table describes the Copy/Move/Synchronization settings in Miria:
Setting
Data Mover
action

Possible Values
[default]

Description

[Copy]

These are the valid data mover options:

Move

• Copy. Miria copies files to the destination platform and
the files remain present on the source platform.
• Move. Miria moves the files to the destination platform,
and deletes them from the source platform.

Synchronization
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Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description

Copy type

Agent

Specifies the type of copy. These are the copy types:

[Client/ Agent]

• Agent. Performs agent copy. The data to copy must be
located on a machine hosting a Miria agent.
• Client/Agent. Performs client or agent copy,
depending on the platform where the data is located. If
it is an agent declared as a platform in Miria
Administration Console, agent copy is favored.
• Client. Performs client copy.
See Miria Basic Components for details.

Client

Copy mode

Copy alternate
streams only (no
data)
Copy hard links
Copy operating
system rights
Copy symbolic
links

Enables one or several copy options for a data mover:
• Copy alternate streams only (no data). Miria only
copies the file and directory alternate streams, without
the permissions. An object alternate streams are all its
attributes, permissions, etc., (i.e., any information that
is not the object data).
• Copy hard links. (Linux/Unix only over NFS) Miria
copies the directory structure from the source
filesystem to the destination. The hard link structure on
the source is preserved and rebuilt at the destination
location.
Note: It is recommended to use this option in
Echo mode. The task scans and creates the
hard links, for which the explicit mode is
required. This excludes the Subscribe and
Combine modes, where the synchronization is
applied from the destination to the source.
• Copy operating system rights. Miria copies all the file
and directory alternate streams. An object alternate
streams are all its attributes, permissions, etc., (i.e., any
information that is not the object data).
• Copy symbolic links. Miria copies the symbolic links
as links without copying their destination files or
directories.

Number of
copy
threads

Miria

Numeric value
from 1 to 128

Number of threads that the data mover can manage for the
copy.
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Setting
Files to
exclude
from copy

Possible Values
[default]
[No Default],
Text entry box to
enter file names
or file full paths

Files to copy [No Default],
Text entry box to
enter file names
or file full paths

Description
Enables exclusion of certain files from copy. You can use
the two standard wildcards: * for any character any
number of times, and ? for any character once.
For example, if you want to copy a directory, but do not
want to copy the temporary files it may contain, you can
exclude them by entering the string *.tmp in the Value
field. Separate the different kind of files to exclude with a
carriage return.
Enables inclusion of certain files into a copy job.
For example, to only copy the Word files in a directory,
enter *.docx in the Value field. You can use the wildcards
* and ?. Separate the different kind of files to copy with a
carriage return.
Exclusion takes priority over inclusion. For example, if you
exclude all .tmp files from a copy, but then put 2007_
*.tmp in the Files to copy setting, the 2007_*.tmp files are
not copied.

Directories
to exclude
from copy

[No Default],

Enables exclusion of certain directories from copy.

Text entry box to
enter directory
names or
directory full paths

Click the Value column. In the Directories to exclude from
copy window, click + and select either Add File Name to
enter manually the directory full path, or Choose to browse
for a directory.
You can use the two standard wildcards: * for any
character any number of times, and ? for any character
once. Separate the directories in the list with a carriage
return.

Directories
to copy

[No Default],

Enables inclusion of certain directories in the copy job.

Text entry box to
enter directory
names or
directory full paths

Click the Value column. In the Directories to copy window,
click + and select either option: Add File Name to enter
manually the directory full path, or Choose to browse for a
directory.
The syntax is the name of a directory at the copy path root
(e.g., Dir1). Separate the directories in the list with a
carriage return. If you specify a directory to copy, no
directory other than this one will be copied.
Exclusion takes priority over inclusion.
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Setting
Statistics on
copy jobs

Possible Values
[default]
[Without]
Real Time Only
Real Time +
History

Description
Activates a window to display statistics on a running and/or
historic Copy sub-job, accessible from the Job List
interface.
See Miria Jobs for details.

Use Cases for Including or Excluding Objects from Archiving
You can also apply this example to Copy jobs.
You can specify that an archiving job includes or excludes only certain files or directories through
the use of these advanced settings:
•
Directories to archive
•
Directories not to archive
•
Files to archive
•
Files to exclude from archiving
These settings are described in the Archiving Settings table, but this topic provides some use
cases based on this sample file tree (Figure 39):

Figure 39: Sample file tree

The reference use case is:
•
None of the settings is set.
•
The archiving is triggered by an automatic archiving task in which the Location of Data to
Archive is C:\ADA_FS\Documents.
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•

These objects are archived:
Dir1
Dir11
image001.gif
image002.png
Dir2
File1.fm
File2.doc
File1.docx
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc

If you set the setting...

...these objects are archived

1. Directories to archive to:

Dir1

Dir1

image001.gif
image002.png
File1.docx
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc

If running an automatic archiving task, all files at the root
of the archiving paths are archived, even though a
Directory to Archive is specified in the advanced
settings.
Note that only the files contained in Dir1 are archived,
and not the Dir11 directory: Miria only archives files
(data and metadata), and does not recreate a file
system.
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If you set the setting...

...these objects are archived

2. Directories to archive to:

File1.docx

Dir11

File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc
No directory is archived because the parent directory of
Dir11 (Dir1) is not specified as a Directory to archive. For
Dir11 to be archived, the setting value must be:
Dir11
Dir1
It is not required to specify Documents, DOC_FS, and
C:\, for these directories are already known at task level
through the Loc. of Data to Archive field.

3. Directories not to archive to:
Dir11

Dir1
image001.gif
image002.png
Dir2 and all its contents
File1.docx
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc

4. Directories to archive to:
Dir1
Directories not to archive to:
Dir11

Dir1
image001.gif
image002.png
File1.docx
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc

5. Files to archive to:
*.doc

Dir2
File2.doc
File4.doc
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If you set the setting...

...these objects are archived

6. Files to archive to:

Dir1

C:\DOC_FS\Documents\Dir1\*

Dir11

(Windows)

image001.gif

/usr/bjr/data/Documents/Dir/*

image002.png

(UNIX)

If the value of the settings is a path, it must be an
absolute path from the root of the file system where the
object to archive is located.

7. Files to exclude from archiving Dir1
to:
Dir11
*.doc*
image002.png
*.gif

Dir2
File1.fm
File2.xml
File3.pdf

8. Files to archive to:
File1.docx
Files to exclude from archiving
to:

No object is archived because exclusion takes
precedence over inclusion. As you exclude all files
beginning with File*, then the File1.docx that you want to
include will not be archived.

File*
9. Files to archive to:
File*
Files to exclude from archiving
to:
File1.docx

Dir2
File1.fm
File2.doc
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc
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If you set the setting...

...these objects are archived

10. Files to archive to:

File1.docx

File*

File2.xml

Directories not to archive to:
C:\DOC_FS\Documents\Dir*

File3.pdf
File4.doc

(Windows)
/usr/bjr/data/Documents/Dir*
(UNIX)
If the archiving is not triggered by a scheduled task, but by manually dragging the C:\ADA_
FS\Documents directory to an archive, you can also apply these advanced settings. They are set
at project archive level, or at user level if working in a user archive. The behavior is the same as
for automatic archiving.
This table shows use cases that are relevant to illustrate the differences between automatic and
manual archiving:
If you set the
setting...
11. Directories
to archive to:
Dir1

...these objects are archived
No object is archived because the parent directory of Dir1 (Documents) is
not specified as a Directory to archive. For Dir1 to be archived, the setting
value must be:
Documents
Dir1
It is not required to specify the DOC_FS, and C:\ directories, because
C:\DOC_FS is already known as the current reference path from which the
dragging action is performed.

12. Directories
to archive to:
Documents
Dir1

Dir1
image001.gif
image002.png
File1.docx
File2.xml
File3.pdf
File4.doc
Only the files contained in Documents and Dir1 are archived, and not the
Dir2 or the Dir11 directories: Miria only archives files (data and metadata),
and does not recreate a file system.
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Interface Settings
This table describes the Interface Settings in Miria:
Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description

Language

[English], French,
Japanese,
Traditional
Chinese,
Simplified
Chinese, Korean

Sets the language for the interface.

Specific
settings on

[GUPAT]

Enables or disables the advanced settings on classes of
these administration objects:
• G: User Groups
• U: Users
• P: Platforms
• A: Archives
• T: Tasks
By default, all are enabled. When disabled, the Advanced
Settings tab is not displayed in the configuration window for
the object, any Settings positioned at the level of the object
are ignored, and there is no blocking of inheritance at that
level.
See Filtering Objects in the Inheritance Hierarchy and To
define what objects are to be included in the settings
inheritance hierarchy for details.

Security Settings
This table describes the security settings in Miria:

Setting

Free login
without
password
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Possible
Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description

Permits users not accessing Miria from a Trusted Domain to
have an empty value as a password.
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Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Description

User and
Domain are
case sensitive

No|Yes

Determines whether capital and small letters are
differentiated at the moment of login. For example, if this
Setting is set to Yes, the passwords dagobar and Dagobar are
considered different.

Ignore User
during an HSM
query

No|Yes

When using HSM, these are the valid options:

Calculate digest Quick
during selection Digest,
MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512

• Yes. Enables users to retrieve files by double-clicking the
file stub, even if these users are unknown in Miria. The
rationale is that a user who has Active Directory
permissions to access the stub automatically has the same
permissions on the archived file represented by the stub.
• No. Makes it mandatory for all users who are in an HSM
environment to be created and known within Miria to be
able to retrieve an archived file/directory through its stub.
This offers you a level of control that overrides the user’s
permissions within Windows.
For use when archiving does not take place immediately after
selection of files to archive (e.g., when the selection is
performed through the graphical interface). Secures against
alteration of files between the moment they are selected for
archiving and the moment they are effectively archived.
Calculates a digest on the files at the moment of their
selection. Recalculates digest at the moment the archiving is
launched. Comparison of checksum permits detection of
modification of files.
Quick Digest default option uses a calculation based on the
date of last modification of the files and their sizes. You can
perform this calculation rapidly and thus give fairly good
protection against file alteration. Other digest calculation
algorithms are more secure, but slower to use.

Calculate digest [None],
during
MD5, SHAarchiving
1, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512

Miria

For use when archiving simultaneously on multiple storage
manager containers (Y writing). It permits verification of
consistency between the different writings.
The initial digest on files is calculated at the moment of
archiving on the first storage. When archiving on the second,
third etc. storage, a digest is calculated on the fly, and
compared to the initial digest.
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Possible
Values
[default]

Setting

Advanced
administration
of archive by its
owner

No|Yes

Description

Lets the Super User enable the owner of a project archive to
grant the administration rights of his project archive to another
standard user.
If this setting is set to Yes, the Administration permission is
displayed for the project archive if you are connected as the
owner.
You must grant the owner of the project archive
administration rights over his own archive before enabling
other users to administer it.

Media Settings
The Media settings enable standard user to view media and perform some actions on them from
either the Miria Administration Console, the Miria User Interface, or the Command Line Interface.
They are only relevant when using Media Manager or Miria File Storage Container as the storage
manager. This table describes the Media Settings in Miria:

Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

View Media No|Yes
List

Description

Grants permission to view the media list for Media Manager
storage managers from the Miria interfaces and Web Services.
If you do not enable this setting, you can perform actions on
Media Manager media.
This setting does not impact storage managers of Atempo File
Storage type, for which the media list is always visible.

View Media No|Yes
History

Grants permission to view the media history which details all the
media moves. See Viewing the History of Media for details.
Available only in the Administration Console.
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Close &
Reopen

No|Yes

Grants permission to close and reopen a media.

Export
Content

No|Yes

Grants permission to export the content of a media.

Duplicate

No|Yes

Grants permission to duplicate a media.

Eject

No|Yes

Grants permission to eject a media.

Available only in the Command Line Interface.
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Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Description

Recycle

No|Yes

Grants permission to recycle a media.

Scratch

No|Yes

Grants permission to scratch a media. A scratch media is
removed from the Miria database and its fingerprint is deleted.

Delete

No|Yes

Grants permission to delete a media. A deleted media is
removed from the Miria database.
Available only in the Command Line Interface.

Administrating and Monitoring the Rights of the Settings
This table describes the Administration and Monitoring Rights settings in Miria:
Setting

Description and Possible Values

Archiving Policies
Storage Managers

Grants standard users permission to monitor or administrate some of
the Miria components.

Retention

These are the valid values:

Archiving Platforms • None. A standard user has default monitoring rights. Standard
users are already allowed to administrate the jobs and events
Dedup. Domains
corresponding to their archives, as well as the jobs they launch.
• Monitoring. Grants a standard user permission to view the
component information.
The information is read only and the user cannot perform any
actions.
Custom Media
Rules
Users
User Groups
Trusted Domains
SAP
Tasks
Jobs

• Administration. Grants standard users permission to administrate
the components like a super user. With this permission, standard
users can edit properties and perform actions.
These settings are only relevant as default settings and for Users and
User Groups. They are not applicable to project archives, platforms,
and tasks.
These are the two types of job settings:
—Jobs.
—Jobs on allowed archives.
See Administration/Monitoring Rights on Jobs for details.

Jobs on allowed
archives
Run Timeframes

Miria
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Setting

Description and Possible Values

Run Locks
Metadata
Object Groups
Default Settings
Sessions Processes
Email
Events
License
Volume Report
Database
Proxy I/O
Import
Media Manager
Final Cut Server
Avid Interplay
Fork

Administration/Monitoring Rights on Jobs
These are the two settings about the rights on jobs:
•
Jobs. Enables you to grant standard users permission to view or administrate all Miria
jobs.
•
Jobs on allowed archives. Enables you to grant standard users permission to view or
administrate only the jobs related to archives that they are allowed to open (permission or
advanced setting Open on a project archive). Note that these rights are cumulative with the
default rights on jobs.
For instance, a user with the Jobs on allowed archives set to Monitoring is allowed to:
–
–
–

Monitor the jobs related to the archives he is allowed to open.
Administrate the jobs related to his archives (default right).
Administrate the jobs he has launched (default right).

If the Jobs setting is set to Administration, then the user is allowed to administrate all jobs,
regardless of the value of the Jobs on allowed archives setting.
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Default User Right on Archiving Platforms Setting
This table describes the Default User Right on Archiving Platforms setting in Miria:

Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Open

No|Yes

Description

Grants general permission to view the file system of archiving
platforms in the Miria interfaces.
For a user to view or browse a remote platform, the Administration
and Monitoring Rights setting about Archiving Platforms must also be
set to Monitoring or Administration

Default User Right on Archives Settings
This table describes the Default User Right on Archives Settings in Miria:

Miria

Setting

Possible
Values
[default]

Description

Open

No|Yes

Grants general permission to open the archive.

Archive

No|Yes

Grants general permission to perform archiving operations.

Retrieve

No|Yes

Grants general permission to perform retrieval operations.

Add a folder

No|Yes

Grants general permission to add folders and subfolders in
archives.

Rename a folder

No|Yes

Grants general permission to rename folders and subfolders
in archives.

Delete a folder

No|Yes

Grants general permission to delete folders and subfolders in
archives.

Move a folder

No|Yes

Grants general permission to move folders and subfolders in
archives.

Rename an
object

No|Yes

Grants general permission to rename files and directories in
archives.

Delete an object

No|Yes

Grants general permission to delete files and directories in
archives.

Move an object

No|Yes

Grants general permission to move objects in archives.
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Setting

Modify file
extensions

Possible
Values
[default]
No|Yes

Description

Grants general permission to modify the extension
associated with a file name.
This can be dangerous since the link with the programs
capable of handling the file can be irrevocably lost. The
Setting to rename the object is preemptive on this right: the
user must possess both Settings to be able to modify the
extension.

Manage
metadata

No|Yes

Grants general permission to add metadata to the list of
metadata that you can associate with archived files or
directories.

Move a folder to
another archive

No|Yes

Grants general permission to transfer folders and subfolders
from one Project Archive to another.

Move an object
to another
archive

No|Yes

Grants general permission to transfer objects from one
Project Archive to another.

Administration

No|Yes

Grants rights to administer the project archive to users other
than not Super Users. All project archives that the connected
user has the permission to manage are listed under the
Storage > Project Archives menu.

Validate
retention jobs

No|Yes

Grants general permission to view and validate the retention
jobs for project archives even if the user is not the archive
owner or a super user.

E-mail Settings
You can configure Miria for it to send information e-mails to some types of users.
This table describes the e-mail settings that you can set up:
Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description

Email for
Archiving Jobs
to Validate

[Job {Job_
Number} Awaiting
Validation]

Enables you to configure the e-mails that Miria sends
automatically to users to inform them about archiving
or retrieval jobs they have to validate.
See Validating Waiting Jobs for details.
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Setting

Possible Values
[default]

Description

Email for
Retention Jobs
to Validate

[Job {Job_
Number} Awaiting
Validation]

Enables you to configure the e-mails that Miria sends
automatically to users to inform them about retention
jobs they have to validate.
See Automatic Validation Notification for details.

Email for
Offline/Prevent
Use Media
(Retrieval)

Email for
Scratch Media
(Archiving)

[Job {Job_
Number} Awaiting
{Media_Offline_
Number} Offline
Media.]

Enables you to configure the e-mails that Miria sends
automatically to administrators to inform them that a
retrieval job requires media that are currently offline or
in prevent use mode to complete.

[Job {Job_
Number} Awaiting
Scratch Media]

Enables you to configure the e-mails that Miria sends
automatically to administrators to inform them that an
archiving job requires introduction of scratch (empty)
media in the library to complete.

See Variables for Offline and Prevent Use Media and
Viewing Media Requests for details.

To create e-mail for jobs to validate or media requests
Use of the advanced settings concerning e-mail presupposes that you have configured an SMTP
server and a list of recipients for the e-mail send-outs.
See E-mail Configuration for details.
1.
Click the parameter name or value.
An interface opens, in which you can enter the text or modify the variables for your
automatic emails.
The Value list indicates you whether there is an Inherited Value or the Default Settings.
2.
To enter text, write it directly in the Subject or Body fields.
3.
To enter a variable, click the appropriated gear wheel to the right.
A list of variables denoting a range of Miria objects opens.
4.
Click one of these variables for Miria to insert it automatically in the desired place.
5.
Once you have configured the e-mail, click Apply.
6.
Click Save to validate the configuration of the e-mail for jobs.
When Miria sends the e-mail, the values of the current instance complete the variables.

Variables for Archiving/Retention Jobs to Validate
These are the variables that you can complete for an archiving or retention job to validate:
•
{Job_Number}
•
{User}
•
{User_Name}
•
{User_Email}
•
{Archive_Name}
•
{Files_Number}
•
{Files_Size}
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•

{Files_Detail}

Variables for Offline and Prevent Use Media
These are the variables that you can inform for an offline media or a media in prevent use mode:
•
{Job_Number}
•
{SubJob_Number}
•
{Job_Application}: Application (e.g., Avid, Final Cut, Fork, Miria) calling the media.
•
{Job_Size}
•
{Archive_Name}
•
{Media_StorageManager_Name}
•
{Media_Offline} lists the barcodes of the media that are offline for the retrieval job.
•
{Media_Offline_Number}: Quantity of media that are offline for the retrieval job.
•
{Media_Prevent_Use} lists the barcodes of the media that are in prevent use mode for the
retrieval job.
•
{Media_Prevent_Use_Number}: Quantity of media that are in prevent use mode for the
retrieval job.

Variable for Scratch Media
The variable that you can inform for a scratch media is {Archive_Name}.

Configuring Object Groups
You can group objects together so that they can share their list of advanced settings. You can
create a series of settings and bundle them together under a collective name. Such settings can
then be associated with several User Groups, Users, Project Archives, Platforms, or Tasks. The
entire Object Group then acts as the inheritable default at the level on which it is set.
For example, let us take the case of a firm with a set of Project Archives that contains all
commercial data of the company. There are different Project Archives for Orders, Invoices,
Delivery Notes, etc. and for each year, but all of these archives have these common
characteristics:
•
They are used with an HSM configuration and stubbing.
•
They are based on a Windows archiving policy with a 5-year retention period.
•
They concern only files having MS-Word or MS-Excel type extensions.
You can create an object group called Financial to reflect these parameters (Figure 40).
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Figure 40: Properties pane for the Financial object group

It is easier to assign the Financial object group to all commercial project archives than it would be
to set the advanced settings individually on each separate archive.

Managing Object Groups
To create an object group
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Object Groups.
The Properties pane for the object groups opens.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Object Group.
The list of available advanced settings displays in the lower part of the pane.
In the Name text entry box, provide a name for the object group. You use this name to call
the object group when you assign it to objects at other levels of the hierarchy.
For each setting that you want to add to the object group, double-click the Value column of
the setting and select the new value from the list or enter it manually.
Click OK.
Click Save to validate the object group creation.

Object Group Window Update
The Object Group window enables you to group objects so that they can share the same
advanced settings. This table describes the parameters that you can set up in the Object Group
window:

Miria

Parameter

Description

Name

Name of the object group.

Setting
Name

List of all advanced settings.
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Parameter

Description

Value

Click this field to display an interface that you can use either to inherit or modify
the value, and enter a new value or select it from a list.

Delete icon

A small gray X to the left of the Value field is displayed only if the object value is
different from the inherited value.

Troubleshooting Advanced Settings
This topic provides explanations on the advanced settings to help you find the causes of some
Miria issues.

Inheritance Priorities
Because several causes can stop an advanced setting at so many levels, you may have trouble
finding the source of unexpected behavior in the objects of your Miria installation.
The Figure 41 enables you to quickly read inheritance priorities on different kinds of archiving
jobs:
•
Archiving into a User Archive from the User Interface by dragging the files.
•
Archiving into a Project Archive from the User Interface by dragging the files.
•
Archiving with an automatic task that you have configured.

Figure 41: Inheritance properties for archiving jobs according to priority

These diagrams can assist you in troubleshooting this problem. After identifying the object that is
not behaving as intended, check the Advanced Settings on its level. Modify the Setting that you
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must change if it is displayed on that level; otherwise, continue checking up the hierarchy until
you find the source from which the value is being inherited.
This diagram (Figure 42) illustrates how to check the level of a setting value for a Project Archive:

Figure 42: Advanced Settings level verification for Project Archive

This diagram (Figure 43) illustrates how to check the level of an advanced setting value for a User
Archive:

Figure 43: Advanced Settings level verification for User Archive

Checking the Settings on a Sub-Job
You can check the settings on any given sub-job from the Job List window. This permits you to
see, for example, the settings that were in effect on a job that has the Terminated on Error
status.
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To check the settings on a sub-job, right-click the sub-job in the Job List window and select Get
Info from the pop-up menu. Under the Advanced Settings tab of the Sub-Job # Info window, a
table opens with the name of each applicable setting and its current value.
See The List of Jobs Window for details on the Job List.
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CHAPTER 12 - Hierarchical Storage

Management (HSM)
This topic describes the Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM). It describes the HSM Client
and the HSM Filter Driver and explains how to configure and use each of them.

About Hierarchical Storage Management
Miria HSM answers issues related to economic archiving. It consists of archiving data to free up
disk space in primary storage network by migrating data to secondary storage network using less
expensive media.
Usually, the administrator undertakes the HSM through the use of automatic archiving tasks. This
process takes place without user intervention; however, Miria makes it possible for users to
archive and retrieve their data using the HSM function.
When a file is archived via HSM, it is replaced in its source directory by a stub—a file of a few KB,
containing pointer information instructing Miria where the file has been archived. When you
display the stubs as icons in Windows Explorer, they have icons almost identical to their source
application.
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Atempo provides different HSM modules. Choose the most appropriate in accordance to your
needs.
HSM Module

Description

HSM Filter
Driver
(Windows
Only)

Creates stubs using automatic archiving tasks and automates the retrieval of
the files associated with the stubs using a Miria Agent Filter Driver
component installed in the kernel. This HSM Filter Driver is available for
specific Windows file servers.
For the most up-to-date information on the supported file servers, see the
Miria Compatibility Guide.
Take into account these comments.
• HSM Filter Driver is installed on the platforms (i.e., file servers) hosting the
files to be archived and stubbed.
• The archived files are retrieved by double-clicking the stub from Windows
Explorer or the Finder, or by opening the stub from the appropriate
application; for example, using the File Open menu in Microsoft Word to
open a stub of .doc type.
• The stub real size on the disk is only a few KB; however, Windows Explorer
or the Finder shows the size of the archived file.
You cannot archive files stored on NAS appliances using this filter driver.
Miria offers dedicated filter drivers for EMC Celerra, and BlueArc NAS.
Due to limitations intrinsic to the NFS protocol, workstations accessing
stubbed files using this protocol cause the stubbed files to be recalled. Also,
when files accessed through NFS, having Windows system attributes, are
archived, the archiving terminates correctly, but these files are not stubbed.
The logs include an information message to this effect.
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HSM Module

Description

HSM Client

Creates stubs using automatic archiving tasks and automates the retrieval of
the files associated with the stubs using a Miria HSM client. This client uses
the Windows operating system’s ability to associate file extensions with
applications, to automate the stub recall.
Take into account these comments.
• You must install and configure HSM Client on all users’ Windows
computers.
• HSM Client configuration consists in selecting all the extensions of files
that are likely to be stubbed and retrieved.
See Associating File Extensions for details.
• Ensure that the archiving task you set will only archive the files that have
extensions configured to be stubbed.
Other types of files will not be stubbed.
• You retrieve the archived files by double-clicking the stub from Windows
Explorer.
• The Explorer displays the real size of the stub on the disk, which is only a
few KB.
• HSM client enables you to archive and retrieve files stored on any NAS.
See Configuring HSM Client for details.

EMC Celerra
Filter Driver

This type of HSM Filter Driver is specific to the EMC Celerra platform. This
component must be used when the source data to be archived and stubbed is
located on an EMC Celerra appliance.
See Configuring EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver and the EMC documentation
for details.

BlueArc Filter
Driver

This type of HSM Filter Driver is specific to the BlueArc platform. This
component must be used when the source data to be archived and stubbed is
located on a BlueArc Titan or Mercury appliance.
BlueArc filers embed a proprietary software component that permits the
stubbing. Therefore, you do not need to install an Atempo Filter Driver in the
Miria environment.
See Configuring BlueArc HSM Filter Driver and the BlueArc documentation
for details.

Configuring HSM Client
Note: HSM Client is available only on Windows.
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To configure the HSM Client, follow this procedure:

Starting the Miria HSM Console
1.

On the Client machine, select Start > All Programs > Miria > HSM Client.
Important: In Windows environments with UAC, you must run the Miria HSM Console
as an Administrator. Right-click the HSM Client icon and choose Run as administrator.

2.

Click each of the three buttons to open a different set of configuration screens.
Button

Description

Settings

Opens up an interface for configuring the connection to one or more
Miria Servers.

Test
Associations

Tests the connection to a Miria server.
Associates file extensions with the Hierarchical Storage Management
program.

Configuring Connection Settings
Miria permits connection of the HSM Client to one or more Miria servers, which can have one or
more Miria databases on them.
These procedures let you configure connections to the Miria servers from local, individual client
posts. You can also deploy identical configurations of connections to multiple client machines in a
network, using the Microsoft Setup Installer (.msi), and modifying the ADA_HSM_CLI.ini text file.
See the Miria Installation Documentation for details.
To configure a connection to a Miria server
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
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In the Miria HSM Client Console, click the Settings button.
The Settings window opens.
If this is the first time you log in to Miria on this machine, the Default values are empty.
In the Multi-Server section, click the + (plus sign) to the right of the table.
The Miria Server Information dialog box opens.
In the Server field, enter the Miria server name to be used.
In the Port field, enter the Apache port number for connection to this server.
Use the port defined at Miria server installation (by default port 80).
Click the check mark to the right of the window to validate the Apache port number.
The Miria Server/Database Name column of the Multi-Server table displays the server
name.
A green diode next to it indicates that the connection to it is active.
To select the Database, click the arrow immediately to the left of the server name.
A list of the Miria databases configured on that server is displayed. By default, there is only
one, called Miria.
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7.

8.

For each database you want to use, right-click it in the table and choose Configure from the
pop-up menu.
This launches the database configuration:
a.
The connection to the database is tested.
b.
Its name passes from an italic to a normal font in the table.
c.
The diode next to the database name switches to green to indicate that the connection
is active.
Click the check mark to validate your settings.

The connection to the Miria is now configured.
To configure additional connections to servers and/or databases
1.
2.
3.

Proceed as for the first server connection.
Repeat from step 2. to step 5. for each server that you want to use.
Select the Database(s) to be used on each additional server, as in step 6. and step 7. for the
first server.
Note: Do not change the default value, unless you want to test the connection to one of
the additional databases.
See Testing the Connection to the Miria Server for details.

4.

Click the check mark to validate your settings.

Deleting a Server or Database Connection
To delete a server or database connection
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Miria HSM Client Console, click the Settings button.
The Settings window opens.
In the Multi-Server grille in the lower half of the window, right-click any server or database
you want to delete.
Select Delete from the pop-up menu.
Click the check mark to validate your settings.

Testing the Connection to the Miria Server
The connection is implicitly tested when you choose Configure in the Settings window.
You can also use the Test button in the Miria HSM Client Console to test the connection to the
default database.
To test the connection with the Test button
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Launch the Miria HSM Client Console, and click the Test button.
A message tells you if the default database connection to the server is active.
Click OK.
To test another connection, click the Settings button in the Miria HSM Client Console.
In the Default column of the Multi-Server grille, select the box for the server and database
you want to test, and validate with the check mark.
Click the Test button to check the new Default connection.
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6.

Reset the Default to the initial value.

Atempo recommends that the initial default database remains the default. The Default should
only be changed while testing another database connection.

Associating File Extensions
By associating file extensions to Miria, you decide which of these program extensions you want to
keep as executable stubs in Windows Explorer.
For example, if you decide to associate the *.doc extension with the HSM Client program, Word
documents remain in Windows Explorer, recognizable by their Word icons, and are executable
with a double-click, even after they have been archived. See About Hierarchical Storage
Management for details. Physically, they are no longer present at that location, but the
Hierarchical Storage Management program executes these document stubs from the archive
directly as if they were Word documents on your disk.
Files with extensions that are not associated with Hierarchical Storage Management are not
executable directly from Windows Explorer once they have been archived. The stub does not
have a program icon.
If you want to associate all file extensions with the HSM program, the fastest method is To
associate all file extensions in command line.
If the HSM Client component was deployed over the network using an MSI file, and all the target
machines were rebooted, all extensions are automatically associated. If you want to remove
some associations, apply the procedure explained in To associate file extensions with the HSM
Client program.
To associate file extensions with the HSM Client program
1.
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In the Miria HSM Client Console, click the Associations button.
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The Extension Association interface is displayed (Figure 44).

Figure 44: The left pane displays the extensions discovered on your computer

2.

The Extension Association window left-hand pane displays all of the file extensions that
Miria has discovered on your computer.
Associate the extensions, using one of these methods:
•
Select the desired extensions in the left-hand pane and click the single arrow pointing
to the right. The extensions are moved from the left-hand pane to the right-hand pane.
•
Double-click an extension to send it to the right pane.
•
Click the double arrow pointing right to associate all of the extensions simultaneously.
Note: To remove some extensions, use the left arrows.

3.
4.

Click Close.
Reboot your computer to refresh the files.

To associate all file extensions in command line
1.
2.

Select Start > Run.
The Run window opens.
Drag the Client HSM icon from the desktop directly into the Run field.
A command similar to this command displays:
"C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop\AdaParameter.lnk"
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3.

4.

5.
6.

Suffix this command with the option /all, as in this example:
"C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Desktop\AdaParameter.lnk"/all
Click OK.
A progress bar indicates that the associations are being made. A message informs you of
the number of extensions that have been associated.
Click OK.
Reboot your computer to refresh the files in Hierarchical Storage Management.

Modifying the Retrieval Timeout
When using the HSM Client with files greater than 200 GB, the recall of a stub on the network can
be longer than 3,600 seconds, which is the standard recall timeout set in Miria.
You can modify this timeout by setting the 'RecallTimeOut' Registry key (unit=Second).
These are the three available ways for defining this key:
1. Add the RecallTimeOut key in:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Atempo\ADA
and set it to the desired value in seconds.
2. Add the RecallTimeOut key in:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Atempo\ADA\ADA_HSM_CLI
and set it to the desired value in seconds.
3. If you cannot edit the Registry, edit the %ADA_HSM_CLI_HOME%\ADA_HSM_CLI.INI file, and
replace the RecallTimeOut parameter default value (i.e., 3,600) by the desired value in
seconds.

Configuring EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver
Miria enables the archiving and the creation of stubs for data located on an EMC Celerra
appliance.
This topic describes the archiving and retrieval diagrams, the prerequisites and the configuration
of the EMC Celerra to be used with HSM Filter Driver.

Prerequisites
You must meet these prerequisites to ensure that Miria and EMC Celerra communicate correctly:
•
The data to archive must be located in a file system on the Celerra Data Mover.
•
If the Miria server is on Windows, a CIFS server must be associated with the Data Mover,
and a CIFS share must be associated with the file system where the data to archive is
located.
This enables the Miria server to access the data to archive.
•
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If the Miria server is on UNIX/macOS, an NFS export must be declared for the file system
where the data to archive is located.
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This enables the Miria server to access the data to archive.
•
•
•

The DHSM service must be enabled on the Celerra for the above-mentioned file system
and the associated Data Mover.
The Miria server IP address must be present in the Allowed IPs list of the DHSM service.
On the Celerra, you must set up an HTTP connection to the Miria server.

Example. How to check that the EMC Celerra is correctly configured.
These examples apply to EMC Celerra 5.6. It can vary slightly for other versions. Refer to the
EMC documentation for details.
Check if the DHSM service is set for the Data Mover:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ server_http server_2 -info DHSM
server_2 : done
DHSM FACILITY CONFIGURATION
Service name : EMC File Mover service
Comment : Service facility for getting DHSM attributes
Active : True
Port : 5080
If needed, run this command to start the service:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$
server_http

server_2

-service DHSM

-start

Check if the DHSM service is set for the File System
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -info ADAPOOL
ADAPOOL:
state = enabled
offline attr = on
popup timeout = 0
backup = passthrough
read policy override = none
log file = on
max log size = 10MB
If needed, run this command to enable the service:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -modify

ADAPOOL -state

enabled

Check if the Miria server IP address is allowed:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ server_http server_2 -info DHSM
server_2 : done
DHSM FACILITY CONFIGURATION
Service name : EMC File Mover service
Comment : Service facility for getting DHSM attributes
Active : True
Port : 5080
Port : 5080
Threads : 16
Max requests : 300
Timeout : 60 seconds
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ACCESS CONTROL
Allowed IPs :
128.221.252.100,172.16.86.11,172.16.33.60,172.16.30.96,172.16.85.20,172.16.3
2.116
Authentication : none ,Realm : DHSM_Authorization
Allowed user : everybody
If needed, run this command to add an IP address:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ server_http server_2 -append DHSM -hosts
172.16.xx.xx
Check if an HTTP connection to the Miria server is declared:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -connection ADAPOOL -list
id name cid
29 ADAPOOL 0
29 ADAPOOL 1
29 ADAPOOL 2
29 ADAPOOL 3
29 ADAPOOL 4
29 ADAPOOL 5
29 ADAPOOL 8
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -connection ADAPOOL -info 5
ADAPOOL:
state = enabled
offline attr = on
popup timeout = 0
backup = passthrough
read policy override = none
log file = on
max log size = 10MB
cid = 5
type = HTTP
secondary = http://adaqatpr1
state = enabled
read policy override = full
write policy = full
user =
options =
If needed, run this command to add a connection:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -connection ADAPOOL -create -type http secondary http://adaqatpr1 -read_policy_override full -httpPort 80 -cgi n
For information on how to check such information and configure EMC Celerra, see the EMC
documentation.
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Archiving
During archiving, the Miria server reads the data on the Celerra through the CIFS share/NFS
export, and sends it to secondary storage (Figure 45). Then the Miria server sends a request to
the Celerra to replace the archived files with stubs (2 and 3).
The archived data is then considered Offline.

Figure 45: This diagram illustrates the data flow from the Celerra appliance (primary storage) to secondary storage during the
archiving process

Retrieval
When the user opens the stub to recall file (1), the Celerra sends a request to the Miria server (2),
which retrieves the data from secondary storage to the Celerra (3). The retrieved data is now
Online (Figure 46).

Figure 46: This diagram illustrates the data flow from secondary storage to the Celerra appliance during the retrieval process

Configuring EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver
To use the EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver, apply these configuration steps:
•
Create and configure a Storage Proxy on the Miria server.
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This is a storage manager container of File Storage One to One type that is used as a cache
to gather data for transfer.
•
•

Create a Celerra NAS platform associated with the Miria agent.
Set up the http_server_name tunable.
This step is not mandatory, but recommended to avoid name resolution problems at
retrieval.

To create and configure a Storage Proxy
1.
2.

3.
4.

Create a File Storage One to One storage manager on the Miria server.
See Creating a Storage Manager for details.
Create a storage manager container associated with the storage manager created in step 1.
.
The directory path must be the directory on the Miria server where the data is temporarily
stored before being archived or retrieved.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.
From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving
Platforms and edit the Miria server platform.
In the Advanced Settings tab, set the Storage Proxy setting to the newly created storage
manager container.

To create a Celerra NAS platform
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Storage > Archiving
Platforms.
The archiving platform Properties pane opens.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Platform.
Select NAS for the Type field and enter these parameters:
•
NAS Type. EMC Celerra
•
Name for the EMC Celerra.
•
Stream Type to Process. Choose Windows if the Miria server is installed on
Windows, and Unix/macOS if it is installed on Unix or macOS.
Click Save to validate the Celerra NAS creation.
The archiving platform Properties pane opens again.
Enter the configuration parameters as described in Miria Platforms.

To set the http_server_name tunable
1.
2.

Open the %ADA_HOME%\Binary\Conf\parameters.txt file.
Add this line:
product:ADA parameter:http_server_name=name_or_ip
Where:
name_or_ip is the name or IP address of the HTTP server as configured on the
Celerra.
The exact name of the HTTP server is the name specified when creating the HTTP
connection on the Celerra:
[nasadmin@adacelerra ~]$ fs_dhsm -connection ADAPOOL -create -type http
-secondary http://adaqatpr1 -read_policy_override full -httpPort 80 -cgi
n
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In the above command, the name is adaqatpr1. Set the tunable to:
3.

product:ADA parameter:http_server_name=adaqatpr1
Save and close the file.

Configuring BlueArc HSM Filter Driver
Miria enables you to archive and stub data located on a Titan or Mercury BlueArc filer.
These are the steps you must complete to perform archiving and retrieval through BlueArc:
•
Install a BlueArc perl module on the Miria agent.
See Installing the Perl Module and Creating the Password File for details.
•

Create and configure the filer.
See BlueArc Filer Configuration for details.

•

Configure the BlueArc HSM Filter Driver within Miria.
This is composed of two phases:
–

–

Create and configure a Storage Proxy on the Miria server.
This is a storage manager container of File Storage One to One type that is used as a
cache to gather data for transfer.
See To set the Miria server address as the http server for details.
Declare the BlueArc filer as an archiving platform in the Miria Administration Console,
and enable stubbing on it.
See To create a BlueArc NAS platform and enable stubbing for details.

Prerequisites
You must meet these prerequisites to ensure that Miria and the BlueArc Filer communicate
correctly:
•
The BlueArc SU distribution must be level SU 7.0.2050 or above (download it from the
BlueArc Web site if needed).
•
Data Migrator / eXternal Volume Link (xvl) must be licensed on the BlueArc firmware.
See the BlueArc documentation for details.
•
•

The BlueArc filer must have access to the Miria server.
A standard Miria agent without Filter Driver must be installed on the machine acting as a
gateway to the BlueArc filer.
See the Miria Installation Documentation for details.

•

The gateway must be a Windows or Linux using the CIFS/NFS protocol.
If using NFS, be aware that massive recall may occur, as NFS does not provide any way to
prevent it.

•
•

Miria

The gateway must have full access to all the BlueArc volumes to archive.
If using the Media Manager storage manager, the Miria server must have direct access to
tapes.
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Installing the Perl Module and Creating the Password File
To convert files to stubs on the BlueArc filer, Miria uses a perl module. You must install this perl
module on each Miria agent acting as a gateway.
To install the perl module on the Miria agents
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Log on to the Miria agent as the user under which Miria was installed.
On the BlueArc Titan or Mercury distributions, find the scripts/xvlapi/BlueArc
directory.
Copy the BlueArc directory to the Miria agent in:
•
Windows. %ADA_HOME%\Binary\3rdParty\perl\Lib
•
Linux. $ADA_HOME/Binary/3rdParty/perl/lib
The Miria agent contains now the %ADA_HOME%\Binary\3rdParty\perl\Lib\BlueArc
directory.
Change directory to %ADA_HOME%\Binary\3rdParty\perl\Lib\BlueArc and run the
getpass utility:
•
Windows. %ADA_HOME%\Binary\Bin\ada_perl.exe getpass
•
Linux. $ADA_HOME/Binary/Bin/ada_perl ./getpass
Enter the BlueArc server IP address that the Miria agent uses to mount the CIFS or NFS
export or share.
Provide the user name and password of a supervisor level account.
The password may be displayed in plain text unless the Term:ReadKey perl module has
already been installed.
Note: If the firmware run by the BlueArc system does not support stubbing, the getpass
utility returns an error indicating that you must upgrade the firmware.

BlueArc Filer Configuration
You must enable specific settings from the BlueArc BOS console for Miria archive data.
To configure the BlueArc filer
1.
2.

Log in to the BlueArc BOS Console.
Configure the EVS Service to accept a remote connection from the perl scripts by running:

3.

mscfg ssc enable
Successfully enabled the server.
Declare a migration path for each file system providing the HSM function.
This path specifies the location of the Miria server. Run this command:
evssel <EVS-number>
migration-add-external-path -s <filesystem> -n <filesystem> -t
http://<IP-Address-of-ADA-server>/ --force

You can use the host name rather than the IP address to specify the Miria server; however, the
name must be resolvable from the BlueArc firmware. To confirm the host is resolvable, use the
host command on the BOS console. You can also update the DNS settings using the dnsserver
command.
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For details on the BlueArc BOS Console, see the BlueArc documentation.
Example.
You installed Miria server on host 10.2.22.21 and your file system name is jbcifs02 on EVS 1.
Then run:
evssel 1
migration-add-external-path -s jbcifs02 -n jbcifs02 -t
http://10.2.22.21/ --force
If you have declared the migration path with the IP address of the Miria server rather than with its
host name, you must set this IP address to be used as an http server for the BlueArc stub
creation.
To set the Miria server address as the http server
1.
2.

On the Miria agent associated with the BlueArc filer, open the
Binary\Conf\parameters.txt file located in the Miria installation directory.
Add this line:

3.

product:ADA parameter:http_server_name=ADA_server_IP
Where:
ADA_server_IP is the IP address of the Miria server.
Restart the Miria engine service.

Configuring Miria
To create and configure a Storage Proxy
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Create a File Storage One to One storage manager on the Miria server.
See Creating a Storage Manager for details.
Create a storage manager container associated with the storage manager created in step 1.
.
The directory path must be the directory on the Miria server where the data is temporarily
stored before being archived or retrieved.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.
From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse Storage Archiving
Platforms and edit the Miria server platform.
In the Advanced Settings tab, set the Storage Proxy setting to the storage manager
container you have just created.

To create a BlueArc NAS platform and enable stubbing
1.
2.
3.
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From the Miria Administration Console, create a NAS - BlueArc archiving platform.
Enter the name of the Gateway in the Platform Name field.
See Archiving Platforms for details on archiving platforms.
Enable the XVL stubbing function by setting the Action to perform after archiving advanced
setting to Stub (HSM Filter Driver).
See Configuring Stubs for details on this advanced setting.
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If the CIFS share is exported at the root rather than a subdirectory, ensure to exclude the
.snapshot directory from archiving. It is not required to archive such directories.

Configuring Stubs
For the effects of the HSM modules to be perceived by the user, you must configure the
advanced settings to create stubs once the files have been archived.
You can associate the stub creation with these kind of files:
•
All archived files.
•
Files processed by a specific task.
•
Files from specific platforms.
•
Files from specific project archives.
•
Files from specific users or user groups.

To configure stub creation
1.

From the Miria Administration Console left pane, select Browse > Server > Default
Settings if you want to create stubs for all archived files.
The Default Settings window opens.
Note: To define stubbing at another level, open the corresponding window. For
example, to define stubbing for Platforms, from the left pane, select Browse
Storage Archiving Platforms (Advanced Settings tab).

2.

3.

Under the Jobs heading, set the Action to perform after archiving advanced setting to:
•
Stub (HSM Client) if using the HSM Client.
•
Stub (HSM Filter Driver) if using HSM Filter Driver or EMC Celerra Filter Driver.
Click Save to validate the stub creation configuration.

See Advanced Settings for details.

Archiving and Retrieving Files
Miria enables you to archive files and retrieve archived files.

Archiving Files
With the HSM mode, users do not archive their own files. You archive their files through the use
of automatic archiving tasks.

Retrieving Archived Files
1.
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Locate your file in Windows Explorer or the Finder. If the file is archived, a stub replaces it.
The stub icon looks like a standard file except that it contains an arrow (HSM Client). For
HSM Filter Driver and EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver, the icon has black square with a
clock.
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Example. These are the stubs pointing to the Install_Miria PowerPoint file:

•

2.

HSM Client:

•
HSM Filter Driver:
Double-click the stub to open the file in the appropriate application:
•
The file may not open immediately; as it is retrieved from its secondary storage, it may
take a while.
•
If using the Filter Driver HSM, you can also retrieve your archived file by opening it in
the corresponding application (e.g., to retrieve a Microsoft Word file, you can use the
File > Open Word menu).
•
You cannot retrieve archived files with HSM client stubs.

HSM Filter Driver: Other Actions Involving Retrieval
With HSM Filter Driver, these actions performed on stubs involve the retrieval of the
corresponding archived files:
•
Copying a stub.
•
Moving a stub to another location.
•
Deleting the stub or the parent directory (moving it to the bin).
Deleting a stub or parent directory through the command line (del, rmdir) or by pressing
Shift+Del does not retrieve the file.

EMC Celerra Filter Driver
With EMC Celerra Filter Driver, the actions involving retrieval are the copying and moving of a
stub.

Issues with Third-party Tools
If you have Norton Antivirus 8.0 installed on the machines where the stubs are located, a simple
double-click on a stub may not retrieve the file. You may have to wait a few minutes and doubleclick again to actually retrieve the file.

Frequently Asked Questions
This topic answers some frequently asked questions on using Hierarchical Storage Management
with Miria.
Two different stubs point to the same archived file. What happens if one stub is deleted?
The stub that has not been deleted remains available and you can still retrieve the actual file.
Use case. User A and User B have the same file (e.g., Mydoc.txt), in two different directories of
the same file system (Figure 47).
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Deduplication is enabled on the storage manager container.
1.
When User A archives his Mydoc.txt file:
a.
Miria stores the file in the storage manager container.
b.
Miria replaces the file by a stub on the file system.
c.
Miria creates an instance of the Mydoc.txt file (e.g., Mydoc.txt_instance1), in the
database and associates it with the stub.
2.
When User B archives his Mydoc.txt file:
a.
As the deduplication is enabled, Miria does not store the file a second time in the
storage manager container.
b.
Miria creates a stub to replace the file on the file system.
c.
Miria creates an instance of the Mydoc.txt file (e.g., Mydoc.txt_instance2), in the
database and associates it with the stub.
3.
When the User A deletes his stub:
•
Depending on the operating system and the file system, it can cause the file to be
retrieved.
•
If the retrieval is not triggered and that a task is set up to check the deletion of stubs, a
retention is applied to the instance that was associated with the stub of the User A.
At this time, Miria has not deleted the file from the storage manager container.
The next time the scheduled retention task runs, it deletes the instance from the
database; however, as the database still contains the Mydoc.txt_instance2 instance,
the Mydoc.txt file is not deleted from the storage manager container. User B can
retrieve the file using his own stub.

Figure 47: Two different stubs pointing to the same archived file
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CHAPTER 13 - Administering Media Manager
This topic describes the administration of devices and media through the Media Manager.

About Media Manager
Media Manager is a suite of software components used to manage media in tape libraries and
drives. It provides access to media and drives on a specified host or computer for client
applications.
The integration between Miria and Media Manager enables you to store the metadata associated
with the archived object.
This table describes the Media Manager components:
Component

Description

MM Server

The MM server manages these operations:
• Requests coming from Miria.
• Drive assignment.
• Media assignment to Miria.
You can install the MM server on any machine in the network, as long as Miria
and the MM agents have access to this machine.
It is not required for the MM server to have physical access to the tape library,
as it is the MM agent that manages these functions.
Atempo recommends to install the MM server on the same machine as the
Miria server.
You can install only one MM server on a machine used as a physical server.
The MM server hosts the MM database, which is used to store information.
The MM database is automatically installed with the MM server and you must
secure it on a regular basis.

MM Agents

MM agents manage devices such as libraries and drives, using:
• Library Managers (LM).
• Drive Managers (DM).
Each MM agent is connected to the MM server via the network.
You must install MM agents, together with a Miria agent, on every machine
physically connected to devices (i.e., libraries and drives).

Media Manager and Miria
The Figure 48 illustrates these concepts:
•
The connections between Media Manager and Miria.
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•

The Media Manager components required to provide the connections.

Figure 48: Media Manager components and connections architecture

Media Manager
Take into account these characteristics when using Media Manager:
•
The Media Manager server uses the Media Manager database, installed on the same
machine, to store information.
•
Each Media Manager agent can have several Library Managers (LM) and several Drive
Managers (DM) installed on it.
•
There is one Library Manager per library and one Drive Manager per drive, on the same
machine. Media Manager only supports one library.
•
The Library Manager (LM) runs on the machine to which the library is connected. The
Library Manager sends data about the media and library to the Media Manager server,
which stores this data in its database.
•
The Media Manager provides failover capability with the Library Managers (LM). For
instance, in a configuration of a SAN (Storage Area Network) with several physical servers,
if one server fails, another one takes over the handling of the libraries.
•
The Drive Manager (DM) runs on the machine to which the drive is connected. You can
locate several DMs on the same machine.

Miria
Take into account these characteristics to connect to Miria:
•
Media Manager grants Miria access to media on a specified host or computer.
•
Miria connects only to the Media Manager server—never directly to the agents, libraries, or
drives.

Connections
Take into account these characteristics to perform the connections:
•
Miria asks for media access via the LAN.
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•

If media access is granted, Miria has write/read access to media via the SAN.

Media Assignment Statuses
The media assignment statuses display in both the Media Manager media overview and the
media list.
See Library Overview and To view the Media Manager media list for details.
This table lists the media assignment statuses existing in Media Manager:
Status

Description

Assigned

Status of a media known to Media Manager and exclusively used by Miria.

Unknown

Status of a media which is not known to Media Manager (i.e., it has never been
mounted, and is not a scratch media). It can be empty or contain useful data.
When mounted by Miria, such media switches to one of these statuses:
• If it is empty, it is available to be used by Miria.
• If it contains data, the status changes to Orphan.
You can also change its status manually to scratch. See How to scratch a media
for details.

Blank

Status of a media that was identified as empty by the automatic media scan or by
a manual mount.
See Managing the Unknown Media Scan for details.
A blank media is a candidate to be assigned to Miria.

Orphan

Status of a media which contains data not yet identified by Miria. It will be
assigned to Miria as soon as it provides the right fingerprint.
See Fingerprint for details.

Scratch

Status of a media that you declared to be scratched. If it contains data,
Media Manager erases it on the next mount.
The media becomes a candidate to be assigned to Miria.
See Scratch Media for details.
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Status

Description

Other

Status of a media that is identified by Media Manager with one of these states:
• Duplicate Fingerprint. The media fingerprint is the same as another media
present in the Media Manager database. You must correct the problem and
run a Storage Manager Integrity Check.
See Storage Manager Integrity Check for details.
You cannot scratch, duplicate, or recycle a media having the Duplicate
Fingerprint state.
• Scratch Error. An error occurred while scratching the media.
• Read Error. An error occurred while reading the media.
• Incompatible Media. The media is not compatible with any drive in the
library.

This diagram describes the life cycle of the media assignment status when Miria sends a mount
request to Media Manager (Figure 49). Blank media is used first, then scratch media, and finally
unknown media:

Figure 49: Life cycle of the media assignment status

How to Prepare Media for Archiving
On a request to mount an available media, this is the selection process:
•
Media with the blank status is chosen first (fastest and most secure mount).
•
If there is no media with the blank status, the scratch media is used.
•
If there is no blank or scratch media, all unknown media with no fingerprint are mounted to
find a blank media (slowest mount).
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To improve archiving performance, you must ensure that the library always contains media that
Miria can use immediately (i.e., blank or scratch media). These are the two ways to achieve this:
•
Enabling the automatic media scan feature to identify media ahead of time.
•
Scratching media.

Automatic Media Scan
By default, each time Miria requests a media and there is no media available, Media Manager
mounts an unknown media to identify it. This operation slows the archiving process. Use the
automatic media scan feature to identify media ahead of time and optimize media management.
With this feature, Media Manager regularly scans new unknown media injected in the library
without waiting for Miria to request an available media. If the media is empty, it is given the Blank
status; if it contains data, it is given the Orphan status.
See Managing the Unknown Media Scan for details.

Scratch Media
A scratch media is an empty media or a media with existing data that you can erase in order for
Miria to reuse it.
If you do not enable the automatic media scan, you must ensure that there is always enough
scratch media available in the library. It is part of the administrator’s tasks. For orphan media to
be used by Miria, it must be scratched first. If the scratch media contains data, Media Manager
actually erases it on the next mount.
You may assign the scratch status to these media:
•
Orphan media that you want to recycle.
•
Media assigned to Media Manager if the archived data they contain is no longer needed.
The list of media is populated during the first successful start of a Library Manager (LM). To
scratch unknown or orphan media, ensure that the Media Manager Agent is started.

How to scratch a media
This table summarizes the different ways to scratch a media depending on its assignation status:
Media Status

Scratching procedure

Assigned

• From the Miria Administration Console, use the Scratch function
in the general Media List.
See Scratching a Media for details.

(e.g., Media with
useless archived
data.)

• Use the ada_media -scratch command.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media for
details.
The scratching of an assigned media is performed by Miria upon
decision of the administrator. It removes all references to data
instances from the Miria database and updates the AMM database.
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Media Status

Scratching procedure

Orphan

• From the Miria Administration Console, use the Scratch function
in the Media Manager Media List.
(e.g., Media created by
See Performing Actions on Media for details.
another application
and that you want to
• Use the ada_amm -scratch command.
recycle.)
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media for
details.
Orphan media do not belong to the current application, and are not
present in the Miria database. The scratching of an orphan media is
performed by Media Manager.
Unknown

Use the ada_amm -scratch command.

(e.g., Media created by
another application
and that you want to
recycle.)

See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.
Unknown media do not belong to the current application, and are not
present in the Miria database. The scratching of an unknown media
is performed by Media Manager.
Important: This command may lead to data loss. Atempo
recommends not to scratch an Unknown media and to let
Media Manager mount the media in a drive and assign the
orphan status to it before you scratch it.

Declaring Media Manager
Media Manager is declared in Miria Administration Console as a Media Manager application
linked to a storage manager and a storage manager container.
This topic explains how to create a Media Manager application. To understand how to create the
storage manager and container, see Storage Managers and Containers.

Creating a Media Manager Application
To create a Media Manager application
1.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
The Media Manager pane opens (Figure 50).
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Figure 50: Configuration tab

2.
3.

Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Application.
Click New at the top right.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to create a new Media Manager
application:
Field

Description

General configuration parameters.
Application
Name

Specify a name for the Media Manager application to identify it within
Miria.

Application
ID

Read-only field. Its content is automatically generated. Displays the
UUID that identifies the Media Manager server instance within Miria.

Storage
Platform list

Only the platforms on which a Media Manager server is installed and
which are not yet associated with a Media Manager application are
available.
Select the Miria platform.

AMM
Instance list

Select the Media Manager component that you want to use among all
those available on the previously selected platform. This is one way to
confirm that Media Manager services are indeed present on that
platform.

Parameter specific to Media Manager.
4.

Miria

Click Save to validate the Media Manager application creation.
If the Media Manager server is available, the application Properties pane displays the
Media Manager tree. Otherwise, an information message displays instead.
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This table describes the categories that the Media Manager application displays:
Category

Description

Configuration

Contains these four tabs:
• General. Provides general information on the Media Manager
application.
• AMM Application. Lists all the storage managers linked to the
Media Manager application with the number of media used by
each of them.
• Media Group. Lists the media groups linked to this
Media Manager application, and the number of used and free
media for each of them.
See Managing Media Groups for details.
• Library. Lists the libraries linked to this Media Manager
application. It enables you to configure ejection and injection
properties, and to enable and disable the mailboxes.

Activity

Provides a real-time view of device activity, and detailed information
about libraries and drives.
See Viewing Device Activity for details.

Media

Displays the list of media used by this Media Manager application.
See Managing Media for details.

Events

Opens the list of Events associated with this Media Manager
application.
See Viewing Media Manager Events for details.

Managing Media Groups
Media groups enable you to manage media in Media Manager. A default media group is
automatically created and associated with a new library. Media Manager assigns all new
media (i.e., unknown media) to this media group. By default, the media group name is default.
If you configured your library with a version of Miria prior to 3.6, the name of the default media
group is cartgrp_<library_name>,
Where:

<library_name> is the library in which the media appears for the first time
(e.g., cartgrp_OOFRU7800000_LL0).

All the applications that use the same Media Manager server share this default media group.
In Media Manager, you can create or modify some media groups according to your own
criteria, and assign media to them (e.g., you can group together media by type or volume).
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To create a new media group
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
From the Navigation pane, click Configuration under the Media Manager application.
From the Media Group tab, click the Plus (+) button.
The Media Group Name window opens.
Enter the name of the media group to be created.
Click OK to validate the media group creation.
The new media group displays in the list of media groups linked to this application.

4.
5.

To delete a media group
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
From the Navigation pane, click Configuration under the Media Manager application.
From the media group tab, select the media group that you want to delete.
Note: You can only delete a media group with no media assigned to it.

4.

Click the Minus (-) button. The media group is deleted.

To set media to a media group
l

Use the command mm_adm_cartridge -s cartgroup_bc cartgroup_name
barcode.
See mm_adm_cartridge for details.

Media Rules and Media Optimization
A media rule enables you to define how the archived data is organized on media, and
consequently how Media Manager reuses the partially filled media. Media rules optimizes the
media usage without losing the coherence.
By default, if no media rule is defined, Miria fills the first open media of the storage manager
container, then the second one, etc, with the archiving request in sequential order. A single
media may contain data belonging to different archives, or generated by different archiving jobs.
You can also organize data according to these criteria:
•
By archive. Data is organized on media by archive (project or user archive).
Each media contains only data belonging to the same archive.
•

By job. Data is organized on media by job.
Each media contains only data generated by the same archiving job. Once the job is
completed, Media Manager closes the media.

•

By custom media rule. Data is organized on media according to custom rules that you
have defined.

Custom Media Rules
A custom media rule enables you to organize data on media according to more complex rules,
using an advanced setting.
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You can group data together according to these criteria:
•
By user groups. Each media only contains data belonging to the users in this group.
•
By user. Each media only contains data belonging to a single user.
•
By platform. Each media only contains data from a single platform.
•
By project archive. Each media only contains data from a single project archive.
•
By task. Each media only contains data from a single task.
Example
You can establish a custom media rule for a user group. You have a group of users in a team
called Research, who all have personal archives. You can send all these individual archives to
the same media, using a Custom Media Rule called ResearchMedia. A user Gregory, a member
of the Research team, runs an archiving task to his personal archive. New media is loaded into
the tape drive. When a second user from the Research team, Elenor, also runs a personal
archiving task, if there is space on the media started by Gregory’s archiving task, Elenor’s
archiving task uses the remaining space on that media. When further members of the Research
team run personal archiving tasks, the archives are either sent to media already in use (if there is
space), or a new media is loaded as needed.
However, users outside the Research team do not archive to the same media, so the personal
archives of the Research team are not mixed up with archives of other groups or types.
A custom media rule is a tag name that you associate with the desired object using its advanced
settings. This setting applies only if the Media Rule field in the storage manager container
definition for the Media Manager storage manager is set to Custom.
See Advanced Settings for details.

Managing Media Rules
Media rules are managed differently whether you want to apply a standard media rule (i.e., by
archive or job), or a custom media rule.

Using a Standard Media Rule
Enable the media rule when creating or editing the storage manager container. In the Media Rule
field, select either None, By Archive, or By Job.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.

Using a Custom Media Rule
To use a custom media rule, follow this three step procedure:
1.
Create the custom media rule (i.e., its tag).
2.
Apply the rule to the administration objects that you want to group together on media.
See Custom Media Rules for details.
3.
Enable the use of custom media rules for the storage manager container.
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The procedures below provide details on each step:
To create a custom media rule
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Custom Media Rules.
Click the gear button at the top right and select New Custom Media Rule.
In the Custom Media Rule Name field, enter the name of the tag that you want to use as a
custom rule.
Click Save to validate the custom media rule creation.

To apply a custom media rule
1.
2.
3.

Open the properties pane of the object to which you want to apply the rule: user, user group,
project archive, task, or platform.
Under the Advanced Settings tab, from the Jobs section, select Custom Media Rule.
Select the desired rule from the list.
Click Save to validate the setting value.

See Managing Advanced Settings for details on advanced settings.
To enable the use of custom media rules
Enable the custom media rule when creating or editing the storage manager container. In the
Media Rule field, select Custom.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.
If the Media Rule is set to Custom in the configuration of the storage manager container and no
tag name has been selected in the Custom Media Rule list in the Advanced Settings, then Miria
takes the undefined tag (an empty string) as an implicit tag name in its own right and groups the
media for all archivings using this storage manager container under this tag.
Example
Considering the previous example where data is organized on media by user groups, here is how
you must configure the custom media rules:
•
Create as many custom media rules as there are user groups (e.g., SalesMedia,
ResearchMedia, AdministrationMedia).
•
For each user group, apply the corresponding Custom Media Rule advanced setting (e.g.,
select ResearchMedia for the Research user group).

Viewing the Media Manager Dashboard
Once the Media Manager server and agents are installed and configured, the Miria
Administration Console displays the Media Manager dashboard in the form of a tree. This
dashboard informs about the status of the Media Manager libraries, drives, and media.
To view the library contents
1.
2.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
From the Navigation pane, select the Media Manager application to view.
The property pane displays the Media Manager dashboard (Figure 51).
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Figure 51: Media Manager dashboard

This pane has three areas:
•
To the left is the Media Manager tree displaying the Media Manager configuration
structure, including its library and drives.
•
The area to the right provides further details on the object that is highlighted in the tree
to the left.
•
The lower part of the dashboard displays the media overview diagram that shows the
number of media and their statuses.
The right edge contains the action buttons.

The Media Manager Tree
In the Media Manager tree, you can have these two types of displays:
•
Display by Library. Default value.
Or
•
Display by Platform. Option value.
You switch between these two modes by clicking the

button.

Display by Library
In the default view, the tree root level displays the serial number of the library used by the
Media Manager.
If an active Media Manager library process is detected, the library line displays the word on in
green type in front of the library name. A red off signifies that no library process is detected.
In the example dashboard image, DOC_L700 has two drives, with names Drive1 and Drive2.
These drives are displayed in the tree on the second level from the root.
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If one of the drives currently contains a media, its barcode is displayed in parentheses after the
drive name (e.g., drive Drive1 contains a media with barcode B00007L4).
If a red off displays in front of the drive name, this means that the drive is disabled. A screwdriver
and wrench means that it is in maintenance mode. To be able to reaccess the drive, you must
enable it.
The third level from the root also relates to the drives, but it describes the Media Manager drive
process status on the archiving platform which accesses the drive.
In our example, the green word on means that the process is detected and running on the
adaMiria platform. If the red off opens, this means that the drive process connecting the drive
to the Media Manager server is not detected on the adaMiria archiving platform.
Note: The drive may be enabled while the platform process is disabled or vice versa. The
drive service can continue to run on the platform even if you disabled the drive in
Media Manager, or you can stop the process on a drive that remains enabled.

Display by Platform

Figure 52: Example of display by platform

In the Platform view (Figure 52), the root element of the tree is the platform (e.g., Minos) on which
a Media Manager library or drive process is detected.
At the second level are displayed the libraries and drives whose processes have been detected
on the parent platform.
A red off in front of a drive means that the drive is disabled in Media Manager.

Library, Drive, and Platform Details
When you highlight a library, drive, or platform in the Media Manager tree to the left, the right
pane displays additional information on the object. This information varies according to the
highlighted object type.
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Library Details
This table describes the properties that a library can have:
Property

Description

Connection
Status

Media Manager connection status of the library. Either Online of Offline.

Library Status

Status of the library as defined by the Miria administrator. Either Disabled
or Enabled.

Serial Number

Serial number of the library.

Hardware
Information

Library manufacturer, model, and firmware version.

Type

These are the two available values:
• SCSI for SCSI-connected libraries.
• ACSCL for ACSLS (Automated Cartridge System Library Software)
libraries.

Nb of Mailboxes Indicates the number of mailboxes that are enabled. You can disable some
of the mailboxes if needed.
See Disabling/Enabling a Mailbox for details.
Injection AutoTriggering

Indicates whether the injection of media in the library is performed
automatically. The value can be:
• Yes (ns). Media Manager triggers media injection automatically by
verifying the mailbox contents every n seconds.
• No. You control media injection and trigger it at your convenience.
You can configure the injection mode.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details.

Ejection AutoTriggering

Indicates whether the ejection of media from the library is performed
automatically. The value can be:
• Yes (ns). Media Manager triggers media ejection automatically by
verifying the ejection requests every n seconds.
• No. You control media ejection and trigger it at your convenience.
You can configure the ejection mode.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details.

Nb of media

Some details display about the status of the media in the library.
See Library Overview for a description of the assignment statuses.

Drive Details
The display varies according to whether the drive currently contains a media.
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The drive is empty
This table describes the information fields that are available when the drive does not contain any
medias:
Field

Description

Connection Status

The Media Manager connection status of the drive (Online or Offline).

Drive Status

The drive can have one of these statuses:
• Enabled.
• Disabled. The Miria administrator has disabled the drive in order to
prevent Media Manager from using it.
• Disabled by LM. Media Manager has disabled the drive because it
contains a media declared as offline. The administrator must
correct the issue before enabling the drive again.
• Maintenance. The Miria administrator has set the drive in
maintenance mode, so that only certain operations can be
performed on it.
SeeEnabling and Disabling a Drive and Setting a Drive in Maintenance
Mode for details.

Serial Number

The drive serial number.

Hardware
Information

The drive manufacturer, model, and firmware version.

Drive Address

Location of the drive in the library.

Allocated

The value is No because no application is currently using the drive.

Last Mount

The last time a media was mounted in the drive.

Platform available for
mount

The number of platforms that are configured to use the drive.

Techno/Class

Technology and class of the drive (e.g., LTO-ULTRIUM).

Type

Model of the drive (e.g., LTO-5).

Drive containing a media
This table describes the information fields that are available when the drive contains a media:

Miria

Field

Description

Connection Status

The Media Manager connection status of the drive (Online or Offline).
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Field

Description

Drive Status

The drive can be in one of these statuses:
• Enabled.
• Disabled. The Miria administrator has disabled the drive in order to
prevent Media Manager from using it.
• Disabled by LM. Media Manager has disabled the drive because it
contains a media declared as offline. The administrator must correct
the issue before enabling the drive again.
• Maintenance. The Miria administrator has set the drive in
maintenance mode, so that only certain operations can be performed
on it.
See Enabling and Disabling a Drive and Setting a Drive in Maintenance
Mode for details.

Serial Number

The drive serial number.

Hardware
Information

The drive manufacturer and model.

Application

The identifier of the Miria instance currently using the drive.

Storage Manager

The storage manager using the drive.

Drive Address

Location of the drive in the library.

Media mounted

Barcode of the media currently mounted in the drive.

Allocated

Yes|No.
Yes means that the drive is currently reserved by an application (e.g.,
Miria). A padlock icon displays on the drive icon.

Last mount

Timestamp of the last time that the media was mounted.

Platform available
for mount

The number of platforms that are configured to use the drive.

Type

Drive type (e.g., LTO-5).

Techno/Class

Drive class (e.g., LTO-ULTRIUM).

Drive in use
A padlock displays on the drive icon. This table describes the information fields that are available
when the drive is in use:
Field

Description

As when the drive contains a media, these fields are available: Application, Storage
Manager, Media mounted, Last mount, Platform available for mount, Type, and
Techno/Class.
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Field

Description

Drive used by

Platform mounting the drive. This field is displayed only if the
drive is allocated. The platform specified here displays with a
lock on its icon.

Allocated since

Date and time when the drive was reserved and its read and write mode.
The drive can be either in Read Only mode or in Read/Write mode.

Job/Sub-job

The ID of the job/sub-job currently locking the drive. This information
only displays if the drive is used by a storage manager of the current
instance. Right-clicking this line opens the Jobs window and displays
the job/sub-job in progress.

Platform Details
This table describes the fields that you can find in the platform description:
Field

Description

Miria Platform

This field can be set to these values:
• Yes. The name of the host machine on which the drive manager process
is running corresponds to a name configured under the Miria archiving
platforms, or to one of the Alias names for an archiving platform.
• No. Miria does not recognize the platform.
This is the case if, for example, Miria and Atempo-Tina share a
Media Manager library managed through a SAN. Drives dedicated to Tina
are displayed in the tree, but the value of the Miria Platform field would
be No, and the name of the associated platforms would display in italic
type in the tree.

Connection
Status

Media Manager status regarding the connection between the platform and
the device, and regarding the device processes.
For the drive, the status can be Online or Offline.
For the library, these are the three possible statuses:
• Disabled.
• Online. The connection to the library is on, but the library manager is not
running.
• Enabled. The connection to the library is on, and the library manager is
running.
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Field

Description

Library/Drive
Manager
Status

The drive or library manager status regarding their availability for use.
For the library manager (LM), the status can be Enabled or Disabled, as
defined by the Miria administrator. The administrator can disable it for
maintenance reasons.
See Enabling/Disabling a Library for details.
These are the possible statuses for the drive manager (DM):
• Enabled.
• Disabled. The Miria administrator has disabled the DM process in order
to prevent Media Manager from using the drive.

Type

These are the two available values:
• SCSI for SCSI-connected libraries.
• ACSCL for ACSLS libraries.

Right-click Options
Right-clicking the name of a library or drive in the left pane opens a contents menu that offers
these functions:
•
Copy. Lets you copy the name of the library, drive, or media to the clipboard. You can then
paste it into other applications.
•
Change Alias. Lets you modify the display name for the library or drive.
•
Http Interface (on Library). Opens in a web browser the HTPP administration console of
the library if any. You must first specify the network address of the library console.
See Administering the Library Remotely for details.
•

View in Activity. Opens the Activity node with the focus set on the library or drive.
See Viewing Device Activity for details.

The Buttons
The Media Manager dashboard displays these action buttons along its right edge (the Refresh
button is located on top of the user interface):
Button

Description

Display by—Switches between the two available display modes: library view and
platform view.
Expand all—Expands all nodes of the tree.
Fold all—Collapses all nodes of the tree to the top level, unless a drive process,
drive, or library is off. In this case, the node containing it remains expanded so that
the anomaly is immediately visible.
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Button

Description

History all—This button, called Library, Drive, or Platform History depending on what
object you have selected at left, opens the History of media interface. This enables
you to review the history of media moves and statuses on the Media Manager for the
object you selected, and offers a range of filter options.
See Viewing the History of Media for details.
Enable—Enables a drive or library.
See Enabling/Disabling a Library for details.
Disable—Disables a drive or library, or set a drive in maintenance mode.
See Enabling/Disabling a Library and Setting a Drive in Maintenance Mode for
details.
Drive Maintenance—Sets the drive in maintenance mode.
See Setting a Drive in Maintenance Mode for details.
Unmount Drive—Unmounts a media from a drive.
See Unmounting Media from a Drive for details.
Drive Diagnostic—Performs a drive diagnostic.
See Performing a Drive Diagnostic for details.
Drive Performance—Runs a drive performance test.
See Testing Drive Performance for details.
Device Scan—Detects and declares new devices.
See Declaring New Devices for details.
Force Eject/Inject—Forces the physical injection and ejection of media.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details.

Library Overview
The library overview diagram indicates the number of media in the Media Manager configuration,
as well as their assignment statuses (Figure 53).
See Media Assignment Statuses for a description of each status.
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Figure 53: Example of a media diagram

The first colored bar represents the media located in the 00FRU7800000_LL0 library. If you add a
second library to the Media Manager configuration, a second bar displays, preceded by the
library name.
If some of the libraries are hidden due to the small size of the frame, right-click this diagram to
open the Library Overview window. It displays the same information but in a larger frame.
The Offline bar represents the offline media, (i.e, the media located outside the libraries handled
by Media Manager). When Media Manager first starts, all the detected media are online in the
library; there is no Offline bar.
This diagram enables you to see that the 00FRU7800000_LL0 library contains 10 free slots and
34 media:
•
13 assigned media (mauve)
•
16 scratch media (dark green)
•
2 blank media (white)
•
3 unknown media (light green)
You can also see that there are 33 offline media that Media Manager cannot access.

Managing Devices
You can run many operations on devices (i.e., libraries and drives) from the Media Manager
dashboard. In the procedures describing the operations, we assume that the Media Manager tree
displays the default view by library; however, you can also perform the actions in a view by
platform.
You can also perform most device operations from the Activity node by right-clicking the drive or
library.

Operations Common to both Libraries and Drives
Declaring New Devices
If you add a drive or library to your environment, you can easily declare and configure it in Miria.
The Device Scan job lets Media Manager analyze all new devices connected to a specific
platform and add them to your configuration.
To scan new devices
1.
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In the Media Manager dashboard, select the platform to which the new device is connected.
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2.
3.
4.

Click
on the right of the window.
A device scan job is launched. A pop-up displays the job number.
Click OK.
Click Refresh on the top right of the window to refresh the Media Manager dashboard and
view the new devices in the tree.

From the left pane, you can also select Browse > Storage > Archiving Platforms to choose a
platform and then click

on the right of the window.

Modifying the Display Name of a Drive or Library
By default, the libraries and drives display in the dashboard under their serial numbers. You can
modify these display names to make administration easier (e.g., you may choose to rename the
ADICA0C0221007_LLA library into Lib_Tokyo)
To create an alias for a drive or library
1.
2.

In the Media Manager dashboard, right-click the drive or library, and select Change Alias.
The Alias window displays.
In the Alias field, enter the name to be displayed in the dashboard, and click OK.
The device now displays in the dashboard and the device activity pane under its new
display name. The serial number is still visible in the properties pane.

Reactivating a Drive or Library Connection Status
When encountering physical errors, Media Manager may disable the drive or library connection.
In this case, the Connection Status parameter switches to Offline and a red cross displays on the
library, drive, or platform icon. You must reset the physical connection. If the error concerns the
drive or the platform related to the drive, you must also reactivate the connection status in Miria.
To reactivate the connection status for a drive or platform
1.

In the Media Manager dashboard, select a drive or platform with the Offline connection
status.

2.

Click
on the right of the window.
The connection status switches to Online, and the red cross is no longer displayed.

Operations on Libraries
Enabling/Disabling a Library
When detected or created, libraries are automatically enabled so that you can perform any media
movement operation (e.g., archiving, retrieval, test, media ejection, etc.) with them. A green On
sign displays beside the device icons in the Media Manager dashboard.
When a library is disabled, Media Manager does not attempt to use it; no operation can be
performed. For example, if for any reason (e.g., maintenance) you intend to disconnect a library
from the host or the network, disable it temporarily.
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To enable a library
l

In the Media Manager dashboard, select the library to enable, and click
the window.

on the right of

The On sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree.
To disable a library
l

In the Media Manager dashboard, select the library to disable, and click
the window.

on the right of

The Off sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree.
Note: You can also enable or disable a library from the Activity node. Right-click the library,
and choose Enable or Disable.

Managing the Unknown Media Scan
By default, each time a media is missing to perform an operation, Media Manager mounts some
unknown media to identify them and determine whether one of them can be assigned to Miria.
There are two ways to scan unknown media, either automatically or manually:
•
If you enable the automatic media scan, Media Manager regularly scans unknown media
injected in the library without waiting for Miria to request an available media. This allows for
better performance as media are identified ahead of time. Do not enable this feature if you
want the drives to be fully available for more critical operations (e.g., archiving, retrieval).
See To enable the automatic media scan for details.
•

You can also choose to launch a media scan manually at any time. This manual action
triggers a Library Unknown Media Scan job that you can cancel from the Miria
Administration Console at any time.
See To launch an unknown media scan manually for details.

To enable the automatic media scan
1.
2.
3.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click Configuration, and then click the
Library tab to view the library properties.
Select the Auto Scan Timeout node and click one of the pencil icons. The Auto Scan
Timeout window displays.
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4.

Select the Enable check box and complete these fields:
Parameter

Description

Timeout

Specifies the drive idle time.
By default, Media Manager waits until a drive has been idle for more than
10 minutes before using it for the automatic media scan. This ensures that
the automatic media scan operation does not take priority over more
critical operations (e.g., archiving). You can modify this value if necessary.

Maximum
Number of
Drives

5.

Specifies the maximum number of drives that you want to allow during the
automatic media scan. By default, Media Manager uses only one drive.
Only n -1 drives can be configured when n corresponds to the number of
drives. In case of a single drive, only one tape will be identified at each
automatic media scan operation (i.e. at each timeout).

Click OK to enable the automatic media scan.
The auto scan parameters display in the properties pane. If the timeout value is 0, the
feature is disabled.

To launch an unknown media scan manually
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click Activity, and select the library.

3.

From the Slot or Ejection Request tabs, click
to launch a manual unknown media scan.
The Library Unknown Media Scan windows displays.
Select the number of drives that you want to use for the scan and click the check mark to
validate. If you select all the drives, no archiving or restore operations can start until all the
unknown tapes are identified. A job of Library Unknown Media Scan type starts.

4.

You can cancel the job as soon as the desired media appear as scanned in the events. See Miria
Jobs for details on how to view the events related to a job, and how to cancel a job.

Synchronizing the Media Manager Library Contents
You can synchronize the Media Manager library contents (i.e., the media information displayed in
Browse > Application > Media Manager > Media) with the actual library contents whenever
you suspect that they do not match. Such desynchronization may occur if you perform operations
on the library without using Media Manager.
With this feature, Media Manager requests content information from the library, and updates its
database accordingly.
To synchronize the library contents
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click Configuration, and then click the
Library tab to view the library properties.
Select the Force Inventory node and click Launch Full Inventory Now.

The Media Manager library contents synchronizes with the actual contents.
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Administering the Library Remotely
If your library has an HTTP interface for remote administration, you can specify the network
address and then access the administration console directly from the Media Manager dashboard.
To specify the library network address
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click Configuration, and then click the
Library tab to view the library properties.
Select the Network Address node and click Edit.
In the Network Address field, enter the network address of the library administration
console (e.g., 172.16.89.102).
ClickOK to validate the new network address of the library.
The network address displays in the properties pane.

3.
4.
5.

To access the library administration console
l

In the Media Manager dashboard, right-click the library and select HTTP Interface.
A Web browser opens and displays the library web console from which you can remotely
manage the library.

Operations on Drives
Enabling and Disabling a Drive
When detected or created, drives are automatically enabled so that you can perform any media
movement operation (e.g., archiving, retrieval, test, media ejection, etc.) with them. A green On
sign displays beside the drive icons in the Media Manager dashboard.
When a drive is disabled, you cannot use it at all; no operation can be performed. A red Off sign
displays beside the drive icon in the Media Manager dashboard.
There are two situations where a drive is disabled:
•
You can disable a drive temporarily if you intend to disconnect it from the host or the
network. The drive status becomes Disabled.
•
Media Manager disables a drive automatically if it detects some inconsistencies that it is
not able to handle (i.e., if the drive contains an offline media). The drive status becomes
Disabled by LM.
In both cases, you must enable the drive if you need to reuse it.
To enable a drive
1.
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In the Media Manager dashboard, select the drive to enable, and click
on the right of
the window.
The On sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree. The drive is enabled.
Or
If the drive status is Disabled by LM, a pop up message indicates that you must check your
configuration.
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2.
3.

Remove the offline media from the drive.
Click OK to launch an inventory and resynchronize the library.
Or
Click No. You can manually launch the inventory later.
See Synchronizing the Media Manager Library Contents for details.

The On sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree. The drive is enabled.
To disable a drive
l

In the Media Manager dashboard, select the drive to disable, and click
the window, then select Disable Drive.

on the right of

The Off sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree.
You can also enable or disable a drive from the Activity node. Right-click the drive, and choose
Enable or Disable.

Setting a Drive in Maintenance Mode
If your drive does not operate correctly and that you must perform some tests on it, you can set
the drive in maintenance mode. In this mode, you cannot perform any operations on the drive,
except performing a diagnostic or performance test, and mounting or unmounting a media.
To set the drive in maintenance mode
1.

In the Media Manager dashboard, select the drive to set in maintenance mode.

2.

Click
on the right of the window.
The screwdriver and wrench sign now displays next to the icon in the Media Manager tree
until you enable the drive again.

You can also set a drive in maintenance mode from the Activity node. Right-click the library, and
choose Drive Maintenance.

Unmounting Media from a Drive
Media Manager mounts the media in the drive, and unmounts them whenever needed; however,
you can also perform an unmount operation manually to empty the drive for maintenance or
testing purposes.
To unmount a media from a drive
l

In the Media Manager dashboard, select the drive to unmount, and click
of the window.

on the right

Media Manager runs a Drive Unmount job, which you can view in the Job List window.
See Miria Jobs for details.
The drive is now empty and the media name no longer displays next to the drive in the
Media Manager tree.
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You can also unmount a media from a drive from the Activity node. Right-click the drive, and
choose Unmount Drive.

Performing a Drive Diagnostic
Testing a drive enables you to check whether it works correctly. When you run a drive diagnostic,
Miria mounts a scratch or blank media in the drive and performs a series of basic tests.
The drive to test and the platform accessing the drive must be enabled or in maintenance mode.
See To enable a drive or To set the drive in maintenance mode for details.
To run a drive diagnostic
1.

In the Media Manager dashboard, double-click the drive that you want to test.
The platforms associated with the drive display.

2.

Select the platform that will access the drive for the test, and click
window.
From the Drive Manager dialog box that displays, click OK.

3.

on the right of the

Note: You can also run a drive diagnostic from the Activity node. Right-click the drive,
and choose Drive Diagnostic.

4.
5.

A drive diagnostic job is launched. A pop-up displays the job number.
Once the test is completed, the media is erased and switches to the blank status.
From the left pane, select Browse > Job to open the List of Jobs window.
Right-click the Drive Diagnostic job and select Events to open the Event List window
and check whether the drive test was successful (Figure 54).

Figure 54: A typical drive diagnostic job should issue these events

For a drive already in use, the diagnostic job is not put in queue but automatically canceled. If you
want to perform the drive diagnostic from several platforms, you must wait for the first job to be
completed before triggering a new one.
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Testing Drive Performance
Testing the performance of a drive enables you to troubleshoot read and write issues, or to test
the connection between a drive and the platforms that access it. When you run a performance
test, Miria mounts a scratch or blank media in the drive and writes and/or reads several data
blocks on the media. The interface of events displays the test results.
The drive to test and the platform accessing the drive must be enabled or in maintenance mode.
See To enable a drive or To set the drive in maintenance mode for details.
To run a drive performance test
1.

In the Media Manager dashboard, double-click the drive that you want to test.
The platforms associated with this drive display.

2.

Select the platform that will access the drive, and click
(Figure 55).

on the right of the window

Note: You can also run a drive performance test from the Activity node. Right-click the
drive and choose Drive Performance.

Figure 55: Drive Performance window

3.

Miria

Complete the appropriate fields to configure the performance test.
This table describes the Drive Performance window fields:
Parameter

Description

Drive
Manager

Read only field. Indicates the platform selected to run the test.

Test Type

Select Write from the list to test only the write performances. Select Read/Write to
also test the read performances.

Block Size

Specify the size of the data blocks that the drive writes during the test (in
KB). If you want to use the block size defined for a specific storage
manager container, click the selection button and select the desired
container from the list.

Number of
Tests

Specify the number of times the performance test to be run in a test
session.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Parameter

Description

Volume of
Each Test

Specify the volume of data that the drive writes during each test (in GB).
A volume of 5 GB is automatically added to the volume you specify in this
field (e.g., if you run a 10 GB test three times, the total volume written is
10*3+5=35 GB).

Click OK to validate the drive performance test creation.
A drive performance job is launched. A pop-up displays the job number.
Click OK. Once the test is completed, the media is erased and switches to the blank status.
From the left pane, select Browse > Job to open the Job List window.
Right-click the newly created Drive Performance job and select Events to open the Event
List window, and review the write and read rates.
Example. This is a result message issued in the Miria events:
WRITE PERFORMANCE TEST 1/3: 423 GB/h (120 MB/s), full 425 GB/h (120
MB/s)
Each result message provides four values:
•
The first two values (423 GB/h and 120 MB/s) are the rates in gigabytes per hour and
megabytes per second, as observed when reading or writing the volume of data that
you specified.
•
The last two values (425 GB/h and 120 MB/s), preceded by full, are the rates in
gigabytes per hour and megabytes per second, as observed on the global data
volume (i.e, the volume that you specified + 5 GB).
If the drive is already in use, the performance job is not put in queue but automatically
canceled. If you want to run this test from several platforms, you must wait for the first job to
be completed before triggering a new one.
If you cancel a performance job in progress, the job is flagged as Canceled in the Job List,
but it continues to run in the background until it is complete.

Viewing Device Activity
The Activity node in the Media Manager Navigation pane enables you to view real-time device
activity and get detailed information about libraries and drives.
To view device activity
1.
2.

From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
From the Navigation pane, under the Media Manager application, click Activity, and select
the library that you want to view.
The device activity opens in the properties pane.

Device Activity Pane Overview
The Device Activity pane (Figure 56) is composed of two areas:
•
To the left are graphical representations of the library and drives.
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•

The area to the right provides further details on the device that is highlighted in the
graphical representation to the left.

Figure 56: Device Activity pane providing details on a library containing two drives

Library Activity
The library is represented by a picker icon, displaying a green light if it is enabled or a red light if it
is disabled. The library name displays to the right of the picker (e.g., DOC_L700 on the example
screen).
When you highlight the library to select it, these two tabs display to the right:
•
Ejection Request. Lists the media for which an ejection operation has been requested.
•
Slot. Lists the media present in the library.
Both tabs provide this information on the media:
Column

Description

Name

Name or barcode of the media.

AMM
Status

Assignment status of the media.

Home Slot

Library slot in which the media is located.

Ejection
MAP

Mailbox to which the media is moved at ejection.

Eject
Planned

Date when the ejection is requested. If the ejection mode is Manual, you must

See Media Assignment Statuses for details.

trigger ejection by clicking the Force Eject/Inject

button.

See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details.
Storage
Manager

Miria

Name of the storage manager using this media.
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Column

Description

Media Rule

Media rule associated with the media. These are the possibilities:
•
•
•
•

None: No rules defined.
By Archive: /Organization/Archive_Name: Media rule by archive.
By Job: Job_ID: Media rule by job.
Custom: Rule_Name: A custom rule for media is applied.
To create your own media rules, see Custom Media Rules.

Media Type Type of the media present on the slot (e.g., Disk, ODA, SCSI, Unknown).
WriteProtected

If the media is write-protected, the check box is selected.

To view details about the media in the Library
l

Right-click the library and select View Media.
The library displays more details on the media that it contains.

See Media Manager Media List Overview for details on the media list.

Drive Activity
A drive is represented by a slot, with a green light if it is enabled, an orange light if it is in
maintenance mode, and a red light if it is disabled. The drive name displays next to the image
preceded by Drive: (e.g., DOCL700_D1 on the example screen).
When you highlight a drive, these two tabs display to the right:
•
Information. Provides the same details about the drive as in the Media Manager
dashboard.
See Drive Details for details.
•

Media. Provides Miria information about the media located in the drive.
See Miria Details for details.

Drive Containing a Media
If the drive contains a media, these graphical indicators are present:
•
The drive slot displays the icon of a media in orange color.
•
The media name or barcode displays below the drive name, preceded by Media: (e.g.,
000136L5 on the example screen).
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Drive Actions
If the drive is performing an action, the corresponding icon displays in the green square. This
table describes the icons and the related drive actions:
Icon

Description

Collecting information

Reading data from the media.

Reading the fingerprint from the media.

Writing data on the media.

Writing data on the media using the Pack write feature.

Writing a file mark on the media

Rewinding the media

Spacing forward over file marks

Spacing backward over file marks

Seeking a logical position on the media

Reading the media and then spacing forward over records

Spacing backward over records

Idle drive

Open drive

Close drive

Miria
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Icon

Description

Access media auxiliary memory (MAM)

Get attribute list from media auxiliary memory (MAM)

Stopping drive operation

Moving to the end of the media
If the drive is in use, a padlock icon displays at the drive bottom left.
From the Drive Activity History window, you can view the actions performed by the drive for the
current Miria job.
To view the drive activity history
l

From the Device Activity pane, right-click a drive in use and select Drive Activity History.
The Drive Activity History window opens. This window provides two types of information:
•
The History tab lists every action iteration that the drive has performed during the
current job. This list is in chronological order.
•
The Summary tab provides global information about each type of drive action.
This table describes the columns of the Drive Activity History window:
Column

Description

Action

Action performed by the drive.

Start

History tab only. Time when the action started.

Total Time

How long the action has lasted (in ms).

Nb. exec.

Number of times the action has been executed.

Comment

History tab only. Comment about the action.

Drive Move History
You can view a log of the media statuses and activity detected on a particular drive.
To view the drive move history
l

From the Device Activity pane, right-click on a drive and select Drive History.
The Move History window displays, providing information about the moves that this drive
has performed on media.
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See Viewing the History of Media for details on the Media History window, which is similar to the
Drive History window.

Drive-related Jobs
You can display this information about the jobs using the drive:
•
Details about the job currently using the drive (i.e., archiving, duplication, retrieval).
•
History of drive operation jobs (i.e., drive diagnostic, drive performance, and drive
unmount).
To view the job currently using the drive
l

From the Device Activity pane, right-click on a drive in use and select View Active Job.
The Details on Job window opens and provides information on the job currently using the
drive. This menu only displays details about archiving, duplication, or retrieval jobs.

See Miria Jobs for details.
To view the history of the jobs related to a drive
l

From the Device Activity pane, right-click on a drive and select Job History.
The Job History window opens and provides the list of jobs performed on this drive:
•
Drive Diagnostic jobs.
•
Drive performance jobs.
•
Drive Unmount jobs.

See Miria Jobs for details.

Managing Media
When Miria and Media Manager are started, do not use the Web Services provided by the library
to move media (mount, unmount, inject, or eject media). Miria and Media Manager must have full
control of the library.
When Miria creates the Media Manager configuration, all media present in the library are
scanned. The Media Manager application displays those media.
Miria enables you to view the Media Manager media list, get detailed information, and perform
operations on the media.
The Media Manager media list displays all media present in the library, whereas the Miria media
list only displays the media that Miria actually uses.
See Viewing the Media List Window for details.
To view the Media Manager media list
1.
2.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager navigation pane, click Media.
The list of media is displayed (Figure 57).
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Figure 57: Columns of the Media Manager list of media

To view the media list for a specific library
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager navigation pane, click Activity.
Right-click the library and select View Media.
The list of the media located in this library displays.

Media Manager Media List Overview
The media list provides details about all the media present in the libraries managed by
Media Manager. These are the types of details provided:
•
Media Manager details. Related to the hardware (i.e., libraries, slots, drives, and media),
the information comes from the Media Manager database.
•
Miria details. Related to the data on the media, the information comes from the Miria
database.

Media Manager details
This table describes the Media Manager information columns of the Media List:
Column

Description

Tape icon

A lock is displayed on the tape icon when the media is in use and locked by
a job.
The icon is red with a raised hand when the media is in prevent use mode.
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Column

Description

Name

Name or barcode of the media.

Library

Library that contains the media. If this field is empty, the media is offline.

Drive

Drive that contains the media.

Media Group

Media group to which the media belongs.
See Managing Media Groups for details.

AMM Status

Assignment status of the media.
See Media Assignment Statuses for details.

Home Slot

Library slot that contains the media.

Drive Address

Location of the drive in the library. This information displays only for media
located in a drive.

Fingerprint

The fingerprint is written to the first block of a media when it is assigned and
serves to provide logical identification of the media, manage application
access to it, and protect it against overwriting.
See Fingerprint for details.

AMM
Application ID

UUID that identifies the Media Manager server instance within Miria.

Miria Details
This table describes the Miria information columns of the Media List:

Miria

Column

Description

Storage Manager

Name of the Media Manager storage manager associated with the
media.

Storage Manager
Container

Name of the Media Manager storage manager container associated with
the media.
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Column

Description

Media Rule

Media rule associated with the media. These are the possibilities:
• If None, the media rule property displays:
None
• If By Archive, the media rule property displays:
By Archive: /Organization/Archive_Name
• If By Job, the media rule property displays:
By Job: Job_ID
• If Custom, the media rule property displays:
Custom: Rule_Name
See Media Rules and Media Optimization for details.

Status

Displays the status of the media and a timestamp indicating when it
acquired that status (e.g., Open since 12/22/2016 10:36:02 A.M.). The
Status column is sorted by Status and by the date of this Status (i.e.,
age).
These are the statuses that a media can have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Open
Closed
Suspended
Empty
Closed (No Reopen)

You can read the media having the status Closed (No Reopen) and
retrieve the files written on them; however, you cannot reopen them for
new writing. The Reopen button is disabled and the only action that you
can perform on them is Request Ejection.
Cause

Cause of the status given in the previous field. These are the possible
causes: Full, On Error, On write error, On read error, Prevent spanning,
On Check Integrity, On discovery, Write protected, and Wrong Label
(e.g., media can be Closed because it is full or Closed On Error, etc.).
By default, a media is New and there is no cause.
If media is Closed on Error, it must not be reopened until the cause of the
incident has been identified and corrected.
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Column

Description

Format

These are the available formats:
• PAX
• LTFS
• ODA
• tar (ATN)
• tina (ATN)
• cpio (ATN)
• sidf (ATN)
In almost all cases, it is PAX, ODA, or LTFS. For customers who migrated
archives from Atempo-Tina, the other formats may be displayed in
Media Manager storage managers, designating Tina media that have
been detected in the storage manager.

Creation Date

Date at which the media was created in the Miria database (i.e., when
Miria first attempts to write data on it).

Volume

Volume of the data already written on the media.

Remaining Volume Volume of the unwritten space remaining on the media.
Block Size

Block size configured on the media.
This information is not displayed for the Sony ODA storage manager.

Data Partition

LTFS only. ID of the LTFS data partition (i.e., 0 or 1).

Partition

In the windows with graphics only. LTFS partition on which the data is
located (i.e., Data or Index).

Last Tape File

PAX only. Number of the last tape file present on the tape. It is a file on
media composed of all the objects written during the same archiving
session. If the session spans over several media, there are as many
tape files as media used for this session.
This information is not displayed for the Sony ODA storage manager.

Logical Position

PAX only. Offset from the beginning of the media, in terms of blocks, to
the end of the data already written. It enables the drive head to be
positioned on the tape by logical position if the drive type supports this.
If this value is empty, it means the media has a null value, most likely
because it is new and has not yet been read or written. This is not the
same as a 0 value, which means that the offset is at the beginning of the
media.

LTFS Volume ID

Miria

LTFS only. UUID that uniquely identifies the LTFS volume.
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Column

Description

LTFS Owner Name LTFS only. Information about the product, as defined in the
Media Manager storage manager container.
LTFS Volume
Name

LTFS only. Name of the LTFS volume, as defined in the Media Manager
storage manager container. This name corresponds to the root directory
of the file system.

Media locked by

If the media is in use, it displays the ID number of the job and sub-job
that are using it. In this case, the Active Job button next to the field is
enabled. Click it to display the details of the job and sub-job currently
using the media.

Ejection MAP

Mailbox to which the media is moved at ejection.

Ejection Planned

Date the ejection is performed. For the Manualejection mode, you must
trigger ejection by clicking the Force Injection/Ejection button.
See Ejecting Media for details.

Media Type

Model of the media (e.g., Disk, ODA, SCSI, Unknown).

Write-Protected

If the media is write-protected, the check box is selected.

Comment

Comment describing the media.

Action Buttons
This table describes the Action buttons on media:
Button

Description

+

Add filter—Click the + sign to add a filter to the Media List display.
See Filtering the Media List for details.
Refresh—Updates the details on the media.

Media History—Opens the History of media interface, which enables you to review
the history of media moves and statuses on the Media Manager and offers a range
of filter options.
See Viewing the History of Media for details.
Jobs—Opens the List of Sub-jobs window, which displays the list of all sub-jobs
contained on the media.
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Button

Description

Reopen—Reopens a previously closed media. You cannot reopen a media with the
status Closed (No reopen).
See Reopening Media for details.
Close—Closes a media.
See Closing Media for details.
Duplicate—Opens the Duplicate the media window, which enables you to define
duplication parameters and launch media duplication jobs.
See Duplicating Physical Media for details.
Recycle—Empties the media for you to reuse it.
See Recycling a Media for details.
Scratch—Empties the media, removes its references from the Miria database, and
deletes its fingerprint.
See Scratching a Media for details.
Change LTFS Volume Name—Changes the volume name of the LTFS media.
See Changing the Volume Name of an LTFS Media for details.
Change Comment—Adds or edits a comment to describe the media.
See Adding a Comment to a Media for details.
Request Ejection—Requests a media ejection. Then you can physically remove
the media from the library.
See Requesting Media Ejection from the Library for details.
Active job—Opens a job window displaying information about the job that is using
the selected media.
Mount—Mounts a media into a drive with a specific drive manager (platform), and
updates the Miria database with Media Manager information if necessary.
See Mounting a Media for details.

Filtering the Media List
You can filter media so that the Media List only displays relevant media. Media filtering is based
on main categories such as the AMM Status, the data format, etc. Then, you can refine the media
filtering by selecting criteria inside each category.
To filter media
1.

Miria

In the Media List, click the + sign to the right.
The filter list opens (Figure 58).
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Figure 58: List of filters that you can select, with some already activated

2.
3.
4.

Select a filter from the list.
All the criteria of the selected filter display to the right of its name.
Select one or several criteria.
To refine the filtering, add filters by clicking the + sign to the right, selecting a filter, and then
one or several criteria.
This table describes all thefilters that you can select:
Filter

Description

Media Group

Filters the media list by the selected media group.

AMM Status

Filters the media list by the selected AMM assignment status(es) of the
media.

AMM Status
Detail

Filters the media list by the selected assignment status detail(s) of the
media.

AMM
Application

Filters the media list by the selected Media Manager server instance.

Library/Drive

Filters the media list by the selected criteria of library and drive. These
are the criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
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Not Mounted. Displays the media outside a drive.
Mounted. Displays the media mounted in a drive.
Offline. Displays the media located out of the library.
Online. Displays the media located inside the library.
Select a library or drive to display the media located in this specific
library or drive.
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Filter

Description

Storage
Manager

Filters the media list by the selected storage manager.

Storage
Manager
Container

Filters the media list by the selected storage manager container.

Status

Filters the media list by the selected media status(es).

Cause

Filters the media list by the selected cause(s).

Format

Filters the media list by the selected data format(s).

Prevent Use

Filters the media list by the selected Prevent Use criteria. These are the
valid values:
• Yes. Displays the media that are in prevent use mode.
• No. Displays the media that are not in prevent use mode.

Write
Protected

Filters the media list by the selected Write Protected criteria. These are
the valid values:
• Yes. Displays the media that are in write protected mode.
• No. Displays the media that are not are in write protected mode.

Media Rule

Filters the media list by the selected media rule. These are the valid
values:
• None. Displays the media with no related media rule.
• By Archive. Click the Plus (+) sign to the left of this criteria to unfold
the list of all available archives. Select the box of the desired archive.
• By Job. Select to view media with a media rule by job.
• Custom. Click the Plus (+) sign to the left of this criteria to unfold the
list of all available custom media rules. Select the box of the desired
media rule.

Note: The filter is constructed with an and operator. As a result, the filter obtains the
events containing all of the parameter values you set.
The media list updates automatically. So you obtain the filtering results immediately.
To remove a filter criteria
l

From the Media List, click the selected criteria that you want to remove.
The criteria is unselected and the media list updates automatically.

To remove a filter
l

From the Media List, click the - sign to the right of the filter name.
The whole filter line is removed and the media list updates automatically.

Miria
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Verifying the Media
The Media Verify feature allows you to perform a logical and a physical verification of PAX or
LTFS media:
Firstly, a logical verification:
•
reads information about the media (such as the position of the last written block),
•
verifies that the values read from the media are consistent with the values stored in the
Miria database.
Subsequently, a physical verification reads the completeness of the data written on the media
and verifies its integrity. This operation takes several hours and can’t be interrupted.
To verify the Media
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Connect to the Administration Console.
Click on Applications > Media Manager.
Open the Media List.
Select one or more media in the Media List.
Click on the Verify button. The Verify Media window is displayed.
Click on the button of the Platform Name section.
Select the Media Manager platform from which the media will be checked.
If necessary, enter a Parallelism Index.

Preventing and Allowing Media Use
You can prevent a media from being mounted in a drive and used. When the media is in prevent
use mode, you cannot archive/retrieve data to or from it, nor take any action on it. Only the
ejection request is available.
To prevent a media from being used
l

From the Media Manager Media List, right-click a media and check Prevent Use.
The tape icon becomes red and displays a raised hand. The media will not be used again
until the Prevent Use mode is disabled.
The Prevent Use menu is not available if the media is in use.

To allow media use
l

From the Media Manager Media List, right-click a media with a raised hand on it, and
clear Prevent Use.
The tape icon becomes green. The media is now available for use.

Performing Actions on Media
From the Media List, you can perform these operations on media:
•
Close media
•
Reopen
•
Duplicate
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•
•

Recycle
Scratch (only for Orphan/Other media)

These operations are only permitted for media containing data from the current Miria instance.
Moreover, each operation may or may not be available, depending on media type, media status,
etc.
See Operations on Media for details.

Viewing the History of Media
The History of media interface displays a log of the media statuses and activity detected on a
particular drive, library, media, or platform within the Media Manager configuration. It is a useful
tool for troubleshooting incidents occurring in Media Manager.

The History of Media Window
You can access the History of media window by using one of these ways:
•
As a super user from a Media Manager application.
•
As a super user or standard user from the Media List window.
Note: For a standard user to be able to access the Media List, you must activate these
settings for that standard user:
— View Media List.
— View Media History.
To open the History of media window from a Media Manager application
>

In the Media Manager dashboard left pane, select the object (e.g., library, drive) whose
history you want to view, and click
on the button bar.
The Move History window opens, filtered for the object you selected (Figure 59).

Figure 59: Move History window

To open the History of media window from the Media Properties of a Media Manager
storage manager
1.
2.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers.
In the Navigation area, select a Media Manager storage manager and click the arrow to the
left of it to deploy the list of associated objects.
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3.
4.
5.

Select Media.
The media in the storage manager is displayed in the pane under the Navigation area.
Select the desired media.
The properties of the highlighted media display in the Properties pane.
Click the gear wheel icon and select Show Media History.
The History of media window opens, filtered for the highlighted media.

To open the History of media window from the Media List
1.

From the left pane, select Browse > Storage > Media List.
The Media List window opens.

2.

Select a media from the list and click the
The History of media window opens.

icon.

You can also access the History of media window from a specific custom media rule or a storage
manager container.
See Viewing the Media List Window for details.

History of Media Window Overview
The Status History tab contains information about the different statuses taken by the selected
Media Manager media.
This table describes the Status History tab columns:
Parameter

Description

Name

Name of the media.
For Miria File Storage Container media, this field shows a file with the *.pax
extension.
For Media Manager media, this field shows the barcode of the media.

Since

Date that the media acquired its current status.

Status

These are the statuses a media can have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Open
Closed
Suspended
Empty
Closed (No Reopen).

You can read the media having the status Closed (No Reopen) and retrieve the
files written to them; however, you cannot reopen them for new writing. The
Reopen button is disabled, and the only action that you can perform on them is
Request ejection.
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Parameter

Description

Cause

The cause of the status given in the previous field.
These are the possible causes: Full, On Error, On write error, On read error,
Prevent spanning, On Check Integrity, On discovery, Write protected, and
Wrong Label. For example, media can be Closed because it is full, or Closed On
Error, etc.
By default, a media is New and there is no cause.

The Move History tab contains information on the activity of the selected Media Manager media
in table form.
This table describes the Move History tab columns:

Miria

Parameter

Description

Date

Timestamp of the end of the move, when the Final Status field was logged.

Library

Library associated with the action.

Drive

Drive associated with the action.

Platform

Host of the Media Manager storage manager (i.e., a machine attached to a
library and having at least a Media Manager agent installed).

Media
(barcode)

Barcode of the media that was moved.
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Parameter

Description

Request

Type of request for the media move.
These are the request types for the media move:
•
•
•
•
•

Mount. The media is mounted in a drive.
Unmount. The media is unmounted from a drive.
Inject. The media is injected through a mailbox.
Eject. The media is ejected through a mailbox.
Add manually. The media is added in a slot without using
Media Manager.
• Remove manually. The media is manually removed from a slot without
using Media Manager.
• Delete. The Unknown media is deleted from the Media Manager
database after it is ejected.
• Update fingerprint. The fingerprint is updated.
• Scratch.
• Set to Scratch.
• Set to Blank.
These are the types of request for the drive and library only:
•
•
•
•
•

Disable drive/(admin).
Enable drive/(admin).
Enable/Disable DM.
Disable library/(admin).
Enable library/(admin).

This column does not indicate the media location. See the Final Status
column. For instance, if the media move is a Mount request, check the Final
Status column to know the media location.
–
If the final status is OK, the media is mounted in a drive.
–
If the final status is Mount error, the media is not mounted in the
drive.
Final Status

Status of the media after the Request is executed.
These are the possibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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OK. No error occurred on media.
Read error. An error on media occurred during reading.
Write error. An error on media occurred during writing.
Seek error. An error on media occurred during positioning.
Mount error. An error occurred during the mounting of the media.
Unmount error. An error occurred during the unmounting of the media.
Media-in error. Inject of one or more media failed.
Media-out error. Eject of one or more media failed.
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Parameter

Description

Fingerprint

The fingerprint is written to the first block of a media when it is assigned and
serves to provide logical identification of the media, manage application
access to it, and protect it against overwriting.
See Fingerprint for details.

Application ID

The ID of the Application requesting the action.
To facilitate sorting, when this Application is the same as the one under the
Configuration tab of the storage manager, My Storage Manager precedes
the ID number in parentheses.

Injecting and Ejecting Media
You can inject media in the library whenever needed. These media can be brand new media or
Miria media been put offline previously. At injection, Media Manager detects that a media has
been placed in the mailbox and moves it to a slot inside the library (i.e., the media is brought
online).
You can also eject media from the library. Examples might include media that is worn out or
media that you want to externalize and store in a safe. At ejection, Media Manager detects that
an ejection request has been made on a media, and moves it from the slot to the mailbox (i.e., the
media is put offline).

Automatic vs Manual Injection/Ejection
In Miria, these are the two modes of media injection and ejection:
•
Manual mode (default). Media Manager injects or ejects the media when you force the
operation manually. Use the manual mode if you want to control the injection and ejection
of media.
•
Automatic mode. Media Manager injects the media immediately after it is placed in the
mailbox and ejects it as soon as the ejection request is issued. You can configure the
interval at which Media Manager checks whether some media are ready to be injected or
ejected.
For ACSLS libraries, injection and ejection is always automatic and controlled by the library.
Make sure that the ACSLS administrator has set the CAP parameter to the automatic mode.
When a SpectraLogic library is partitioned, the EE port must be configured in shared mode.
Media Manager does not support other EE SpectraLogic modes.
To configure the triggering of injection and ejection
1.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
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2.

From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click Configuration, and then click the
Library tab to view the library properties (Figure 60).

Figure 60: Library tab

3.

Click Properties to open the Library Properties pane (Figure 61).

Figure 61: Library properties

This table describes the parameters that you can set to configure the triggering of injection
and ejection:
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Parameter

Description

Injection
Triggering

These are the valid options:

Ejection
Triggering

These are the valid options:

• Manual. Enables you to control media injection and triggering at your
convenience.
• Automatic. Enables the media injection to be triggered automatically,
whenever a media is inserted in the mailbox. Enter the frequency (in
seconds) at which Media Manager checks the mailbox contents.

• Manual. Enables you to control media ejection and triggering at your
convenience.
• Automatic. Enables the media ejection to be triggered automatically,
whenever an ejection request is issued. Enter the frequency (in
seconds) at which Media Manager checks whether some media are
ready to be ejected.
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4.
5.

Click OK to validate the configuration of the injection/ejection triggering.
A dialog box warns you that this operation requires to restart the Media Manager agent.
Click:
•
Yes. The Media Manager agent restarts immediately.
Or
•
No. You must restart the Media Manager agent later.

Disabling/Enabling a Mailbox
The mailbox(es) in the library are enabled by default at Media Manager installation. You can
disable some of the mailboxes to prevent Media Manager from using them for injection and
ejection operations.
To disable a mailbox
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the navigation pane, select Configuration, and then click the Library tab.
From the left part of the tab, select Mailbox under the library that you want to configure. The
list of mailboxes available in this library is displayed.
Select the mailbox that you want to disable, and click Turn Off.
The mailbox is disabled and a red diode displays to the left of its name. Media Manager will
no longer use this mailbox.

To enable a mailbox
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the navigation pane, select Configuration, and then click the Library tab.
From the left part of the tab, select Mailbox under the library that you want to configure. The
list of mailboxes available in this library displays.
Select the mailbox that you want to enable, and click Turn On.
The mailbox is enabled and a green diode displays to the left of its name. Media Manager
will be able to use this mailbox again.

Injecting Media
If the injection mode is automatic, the media that you place in the mailbox is automatically moved
to a slot in the library.
If the injection mode is manual, you must force the injection yourself.
To force media injection
1.
2.

3.
4.

Miria

Once you have placed a media in the library mailbox to bring it online, select
Browse > Application > Media Manager from the left pane.
From the Navigation pane, select the Media Manager application to view. The
Media Manager dashboard displays on the property pane.
Select the library for which you want to force injection, and click
.
A confirmation dialog box displays.
Click Yes.
The media is moved from the mailbox to a slot in the library. It is now online.
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Ejecting Media
In the automatic ejection mode, the media for which you requested ejection is automatically
moved from a library slot to the mailbox.
In the manual ejection mode, you must force the ejection yourself.
Before forcing the ejection, an ejection request must have been issued for at least one media.
You can request ejection from the Miria Administration Console or the Miria User Interface.
See Requesting Media Ejection from the Library and the Miria User Documentation for details.
To force ejection
1.
2.

3.

Once you have requested a media ejection, select Application > Media Manager from the
left pane.
From the Navigation pane, double-click the Media Manager application to view, and select
Activity.
The Device Activity dashboard displays on the property pane.
Select the library, and click the Ejection Request tab (Figure 62).

Figure 62: List of media for which ejection has been requested

4.
5.

Click the library, then select Force Inject/Eject.
A confirmation dialog box displays.
Click Yes.
The media is moved to the library mailbox, and you can remove it from the library.

Mounting a Media
You can mount a media into a drive with a specific drive manager (platform). Use this feature if
you have issues with a particular media.
Mounting a media generates a job of Media Mount type.
To mount a media into a drive
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Applications > Media Manager.
From the navigation pane, select Media.
The right pane displays the media list.
Select one or several media(s).
Note: You can select several media at the same time only if they belong to the same
library.
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4.

From the right pane, click
. The Media Mount window opens.
This table describes the parameters that you can set to mount a media:
Parameter

Description

Drive Name

Drive into which the media will be mounted. Select one of these options:
• Any. This is the default value. If you leave the default value,
Media Manager uses the first available drive.
• List of the drives. Select the drive that you want to use from the list.

Platform

Platform that you want to use to mount the media. Select one of these
options:
• Any. This is the default value. If you leave the default value,
Media Manager uses the first available platform.
• List of the drive manager platforms associated with the drive. Select the
platform that you want to use from the list.

5.

Click Mount Media to validate your selection.
A job of Media Mount type starts. Media Manager mounts the media into the drive using the
specified platform. If necessary, Media Manager updates the Miria database with
Media Manager information.

Specifying the Media Group for New Media
By default, any new media injected in the library is assigned to the media group named default (or
cartgrp_<library_name> for older Miria versions); however, if you have specified several
media groups in the Media Manager application, you can choose a different media group to host
the new injected media.
Changing the default media group requires that you restart the Media Manager agent.
To specify the media group for new media
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Navigation pane, double-click the Media Manager application to view, then click
Configuration.
From the Library tab, select Default Media Group.
Click Edit. The Media Group window displays.
From the list, select the desired option.
This table describes the default media group options:
Option

Description

Default

Default behavior. Assigns new media to the default media group.
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6.
7.

Option

Description

Default
Library

Assigns new media to a media group named cartgrp_<library_name>. If
the media group does not exist, Miria automatically creates it when a new
media is injected in the library.

List of
custom
media
groups

Available only if you have created custom media groups. See To create a
new media group for details.
Select the custom media group in which the new injected media are to be
placed.

Click OK to validate the choice of the media group for the new media.
A dialog box warns you that this operation requires to restart the Media Manager agent.
Click:
•
Yes. The Media Manager agent restarts immediately.
Or
•
No. You must restart the Media Manager agent later.

Viewing Media Manager Events
The Media Manager Event List window provides insight into Media Manager processes. It is a
very useful tool for troubleshooting incidents occurring in Media Manager. It enables you to
display events graphically, to apply filters, and to sort them. Each event has a severity level (e.g.,
notice, error, warning, etc.) that displays with a dedicated color to facilitate analysis.
Note: You can also review the information displayed in the Media Manager Event List
window in text format in the ADA/AMM/log directory of the Media Manager server.
To open the Media Manager Event List window
1.
2.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Application > Media Manager.
From the Media Manager Navigation pane, click the Events node.
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The event Properties pane appears and displays the Events List of Application AMM tab:

Figure 63: Media Manager Event List

Media Manager Event List for Application AMM Window
The Media Manager Event List for Application AMM window uses the same template as the
global Miria Event List interface. It is presented in table form. You can sort, display, or hide all of
the table columns.
This table describes the columns that you can find in the Media Manager Event List for
Application AMM:
Column

Description

Date

Date and time when the event occurred, in dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss format.
The events issued by Media Manager are displayed over a 10 minute period.

Severity

Severity of the event. These are the valid values: Information, Error, Notice,
Emergency, Alert, Critical, Warning, Debug, and Development.
Events are coded with a corresponding color for instant visibility (e.g., the Error
severity level displays with a red background).

Miria

Message

Text description of the event.

Platform

Host that triggers the event.

Process
ID

Process Identifier of the host (a single identification number for each process).
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Column

Description

Object

Application component that issues the log, in
<Application:Module:Instance> format.
Example: MM:LM:HU164604P7
where:
• MM stands for Media Manager.
• LM stands for Library Manager.
• HU164604P7 is the library name.

File

Name of the file associated with the event (e.g., tapedrive.c).

See Event List Window Overview for a detailed description of the Event List window.

Viewing Media Manager Events from the General Event List
You can access the Media Manager Event List from the general Miria Event List. It enables you to
view all the events related to your archiving environment from a single window.
See Viewing Media Manager Events for details.

Using Media Manager in Miria
Miria sees Media Manager as a storage manager; you can access and supervise it in the same
way as any other storage managers.
However, the presence of physical media makes certain windows and functions exclusive and
particularly relevant to Media Manager users.

Advanced Settings Affecting Media Manager Use
Some advanced settings affect the Media Manager configuration and use.
Consider these advanced settings when using the Media Manager storage manager with Miria:
•
Custom Media Rules describes how to specify a Custom Media Rule to use.
•
Start retrieval only when all media are online describes how to specify how requests for
missing media are to be handled.
•
Usage Rules for AMM Drives describes how to specify which hosts and drives are to be
used for archiving jobs, in situations where there are several options available.
•
Media Settings is an entire category of settings permitting standard users to view and
perform certain actions on media, such as ejecting, recycling, or deleting them, using the
graphical interfaces or the command line.

Miria Line Commands Used with Media Manager
The command line function enables you to perform some actions on media that the
Media Manager manages.
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ada_media: Obtaining Information and Acting on Media
The ada_media command provides you a wide range of options for retrieving information on
media. The ada_media command enables you to perform these actions:
•
List the media that Miria uses, filtered by various parameters: storage manager, job, subjob, archive, status, media name, and barcode.
•
List the files or jobs present on these media.
You can return the results of the lists to standard output, or display them in XML or CSV
format. You can also dump the XML and CSV outputs to a file.
•

Apply an action on the media: close, open, suspend, eject, empty, or delete.

You can also use this command with an Miria File Storage Container.
For complete information on the ada_media command, see Obtaining Information and Acting on
Media: ada_media for details.

ada_amm: Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices
The ada_amm command returns information on the Media Manager devices (i.e., libraries and
drives) used with Miria. It enables you to perform all Media Manager operations available from
the Miria Administration Console:
•
Obtain information about the devices that Miria uses, filtered by parameters such as drive,
library, and barcode.
•
Apply actions on the device such as enable, disable, run tests, scan, eject, inject, and
scratch media.
For complete information on the ada_media command, see Obtaining Information and Acting on
Devices for details.

ada_pax: Retrieving Archived Files Directly from
Media
The ada_pax command helps guarantee the durability of your archived files. It lists the contents
of a PAX file archived through Media Manager, or of a tape device, and can retrieve the archived
files and directories to your current location, even if Miria is not installed on your machine.
This command also enables retrieval from an Miria File Storage Container.
For complete information on the ada_pax command, see Retrieving Data Archived in tar Format:
ada_pax for details.
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Media Manager FAQ
These are some frequently asked questions when using Miria with Media Manager.
If I cannot use mailboxes, can I just manually open the library door and inject or eject the
media?
If you do this, you must also rescan the library manually with the ada_amm -rescan librarylibraryname command. See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for
details.
If I have injected or ejected the media manually, do I have to put the media online or
offline, or is this handled automatically by Media Manager by the regular library scans?
By default, Media Manager sets the online/offline status automatically, but you can
configure it to operate in manual mode. See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details.
When I inject into the library a brand new media that has the Unknown media status in
Media Manager, do I must scratch it manually before an application can use it?
It is not required for you to manually scratch the new media. If it is just out of its box, after
identification, Media Manager presents it to Miria as a blank media.
On the other hand, if these new media are mixed with used media that already contain data
but are ready for recycling, Media Manager has to mount all the media to find the blank ones
and reject the ones containing data. This slows down the operation. For this reason,
Atempo recommends manually scratching the used media.
How do I scratch a Miria media?
You must scratch Miria media through the Miria Administration Console or using the ada_
media -scratch command. See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media
for details.
How do I scratch a media unknown to Miria?
From the Miria Administration Console, select Applications > Media Manager > Media.
Select the media to scratch from the media list, and click the Scratch icon. See Performing
Actions on Media for details.
There is a new drive in the library. How do I configure it?
From the Media Manager dashboard in the Miria Administration Console, click the Device
Scan button. See Declaring New Devices.
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CHAPTER 14 - Monitoring Miria
This topic describes the tools that Miria provides for monitoring jobs and events, tracking job
details and histories, filtering, validating, and exporting them in a variety of formats.

Generic Techniques and Tools
This topic describes tools and techniques not specific to Miria, which are useful to monitor and
troubleshoot your installation.

Starting and Stopping Miria Services
By default, services start automatically. If there is a problem when using the product, check that
all Miria services are started, or restart them manually.
You can see whether a Miria agent service is active on a platform in the Miria Administration
Console. Check the Status field in the platform Properties pane.
See Active Status of Platforms for details.

Unix
To start and stop services on Unix
On Unix, you can start and stop manually (start and stop commands) the services by default in
/etc/init.d. These are the services you can start and stop:
•
ADA. /etc/init.d/ADA_ADA stop or start.
Note: First set Miria environment by running the .ADA.sh command.
•
•

Apache. ada_service -apache stop or start.
MaxDB/PostgreSQL /etc/init.d/ADADB_ADA start or stop. This command starts the
listener and the instance for MaxDB or PostgreSQL.

macOS
To start and stop a service, use the launchctl commands.
The services that Miria can use are defined in the /Library/LaunchDaemons folder. These are
the Miria services:
•
On a Miria agent:
–
ADA - The basic service.
•
On a Miria server, there is additionally:
–
ADA_DB - The PostgreSQL database service.
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To start and stop services on macOS
1.

2.

On macOS, only the root user can start and stop services. This user is not systematically
active. To ensure that you are root:
a.
Log in as a user having administrator level rights.
b.
Run this command:
sudo bash
c.
Enter the password of the current user.
The current user becomes then root within the bash. This user can start and stop the
services.
Start or stop the required service by running the appropriate command.
This table describes the commands to start and stop the Miria and Media Manager services
on macOS:
Action

Command

Starting a
service

launchctl start service_name

Stopping a
service

launchctl stop service_name

Checking if launchctl list service_name
a service is
running
Example. This command checks if the ADA service is running:
bash-3.2# launchctl list ADA
"StandardOutPath" = "/Applications/ADA/Binary/Adm/launchd.log";
"LimitLoadToSessionType" = "System";
"StandardErrorPath" = "/Applications/ADA/Binary/Adm/launchd.log";
"Label" = "ADA";
"TimeOut" = 30;
"OnDemand" = true;
"LastExitStatus" = 0;
"PID" = 7931;
"Program" = "/bin/sh";
"ProgramArguments" = (
"/bin/sh";
"/Applications/ADA/Binary/Conf/rc_ADA/ADA";
);
};
If the PID line is present, then the service is alive.
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Service Interdependence on a macOS Server
On a Miria server on macOS, there is an interdependence between the ADA service and the ADA_
DB service. Therefore, when the ADA service starts, automatically the ADA_DB service starts.
These are the ways to start and stop the services on a Miria server:
•
To start both the ADA and the ADA_DB services, run the launchctl start ADA command.
•
To stop the ADA service, run the launchctl stop ADA command. It does not automatically
stop the ADA_DB service.
•
To stop the ADA_DB service, run the launchctl stop ADA_DB command.

Starting and Stopping Media Manager Services
The setup creates the Media Manager services and starts them automatically when the system
boots up. You may must stop and restart them manually following a configuration change.
This table describes the Media Manager services that you can start and stop:
Media Manager
Component
Server

Agent

Service Name
Windows

macOS and Unix

mm_server

amm_server

mm_agent

amm_agent

mm_db

amm_db

mm_agent

amm_agent

The mm_agent or amm_agent service starts automatically only if libraries
and drives have been declared on the agent.

Windows
To start the mm_server or mm_agent service
l

At the command prompt, enter:
net start mm_server
Or
net start mm_agent

To stop the mm_server or mm_agent service
l

At the command prompt, enter:
net stop mm_server
Or
net stop mm_agent
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You can also start and stop the services graphically from the Windows Services interface in the
Administrative Tools group.

macOS
To start the amm_server or amm_agent process in daemon mode
At the command prompt, enter:

l

launchctl start amm_server
Or
launchctl start amm_agent
To stop the amm_server or amm_agent process in daemon mode
At the command prompt, enter:

l

launchctl stop amm_server
Or
launchctl stop amm_agent

Unix
These examples apply to Linux Red Hat. Procedures may differ slightly for other UNIX
distributions.
To start the amm_server or amm_agent process in daemon mode
l

At the command prompt, enter:
service amm_server start
Or
service amm_agent start

To stop the amm_server or amm_agent process in daemon mode
l

At the command prompt, enter:
service amm_server stop
Or
service amm_agent stop

To check if the process is running
l

At the command prompt, enter:
service amm_server status
Or
service amm_agent status
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To view amm_server logs
The amm_server process writes logs to a log file located in the directory logs.
l

List the amm_server logs with the ls command:

ls -l logs
total 8
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root dev 2464 Sep 2 18:31 mm_log.1
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root dev 0 Sep 2 18:18 mm_log.2
-rw-rw-rw- 1 root dev 0 Sep 2 18:18 mm_log.lck

Consulting Apache Logs
You can view the Apache log file in these directories:
•
Windows. \Apache2.2\logs under the Miria Home Directory on the server. The file is
called Error.log.
•
UnixmacOS. apache2.2/logs under the Miria Home Directory on the server. The file is
called error_log.
The log file shows the start and stop history of the services; in case of error, you can consult the
log file to know if the Apache service is started.

Miria Logs as a Text File (All Operating Systems)
The Miria Administration Console Events window graphically displays the Miria logs; however,
they are also available in text format. These are the characteristics of Miria logs:
•
You can find the logs in the Binary\Adm directory under the Miria Home Directory on the
server.
•
Logs are circular.
•
They are kept for 10 days by default, and numbered 0 - 9.

Backup of License and Configuration
In addition to the database backup, ensure to also secure the Binary/Conf directory of the Miria
installation, as well as the license file. This directory contains essential configuration data.

Miria Jobs
This topic describes and explains the functions and procedures that you can launch from the
Miria job interfaces.

About Jobs
When a task (archiving, retrieval, drive performance, etc.) is launched, either from the Miria User
Interface, the command line, or through the Scheduler, Miria creates a job and assings it a job
number.
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Launching the job freezes all advanced settings affecting the job so that you cannot modify them
until the job is finished.
A job can consist of one or more sub-jobs, each with a separate ID number.

Jobs and Sub-jobs
Jobs can subdivide into sub-jobs (also known as queues). These are some cases that can cause
a job to divide into sub-jobs:
•
If a single archiving job is launched on files coming from different source platforms, Miria
creates a sub-job for each platform.
•
If a single archiving job is set up to use different storage managers (e.g., Media Manager
and HCP). Miria generates a sub-job for each storage manager.
•
A job being run on a quantity of files can encounter a problem after having processed some
of the files correctly. At that point, it spawns a sub-job for the files that were correctly
processed and another for the remaining files that are waiting.
•
If an archiving task needs to be validated before being launched, a sub-job is created for
the validation. When all files are validated, Miria creates a second sub-job to run the
archiving. If only some of the files are validated for archiving, the unvalidated files remain in
the validation sub-job, but the archiving sub-job is run and terminated.
A sub-job can comprise classes, which are the files and directories that the job processes.

Classes
Some jobs comprise one or more classes, which are the files and directories that the job
processes. These are the rules by which Miria creates classes:
•
When you archive or copy your data manually, each object that you drag and drop is a
class.
•
When you archive your data through an automatic task, Miria groups all the source
directories having a common father directory into a single class.
•
When you archive your data through the API, both modes are available:
–
Synchronous mode, whereby Miria creates one class per archived object.
–
Asynchronous mode, whereby Miria groups all the source directories having a
common father directory into a single class.
•
When you retrieve data, each object retrieved is a class.

The List of Jobs Window
The main interface provided for viewing jobs is the List of Jobs window.
To open the Job List window
>

In the left pane, select Browse > Jobs. The Job List window opens in a new Miria
Administration Console tab.
Note: To open the Job List in a window, right-click the Jobs category and select Open
in window.
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These topics provide details on the List of Jobs window.

Job List Window Overview
When you first open the window, it displays the list of all jobs currently running. These can be jobs
that are not explicitly complete at this moment because they are being created, are running, or
need validation.
Figure 64: List of jobs

The buttons at the Job List top right area permit to display the different jobs subsets.
This table describes the options for a job or a sub-job in the Job List:
Button

Description

All Jobs

Full list of historical and current jobs without any sorting.

In last
7 days

Jobs of the last seven days, current, or historical, counting from the beginning of the
same weekday in the previous week (i.e., if today is Monday, June 29, all jobs since
0.00 A.M. of Monday, June 22 are displayed).

Today

Jobs since 0:00 A.M. of the current calendar day.

Active

Initial default display of only the jobs currently running.

When you right-click a job from the list, a pop-up menu with more options opens.
This table describes the additional options for a job:
Pop-up Menu

Description

Get info

Opens a window showing job details.
See Job Details for details.

Report

Generates a report on the selected job.
See Generating Reports on Jobs for details.

Events

Displays the list of job events related to the selected job.
See Viewing Related Events for details.

Main Sub-Job

Displays the parent sub-job.
See Viewing Relationships Between Jobs for details.

Related Jobs

Displays the list of related jobs.
See Viewing Relationships Between Jobs for details.

Validate

This option is only active if the job is awaiting validation. It permits you to
validate the job.
See Validating Waiting Jobs for details.
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Pop-up Menu

Description

Restart job

Restarts a job terminated on error.
See Restarting a Job for details.

Cancel job

Cancels an active job.
See Canceling a Job for details.

Job List
Click the arrow next to a job to reveal its sub-jobs, and on a sub-job to display the classes (i.e.,
the full list of the individual objects that the job archived or retrieved).
This table describes the columns that you can find in the Job List window:
Column

Description

#

The ID number that the job received when Miria ran it. This is always displayed.
There may be some gaps in the ID sequence (e.g., Job 34 may be followed by
Job 38 instead of 35). This is of no consequence.

Operation
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These are the available actions for a job:
•
•
•
•
•

Archiving
Retrieval
Validation
Copy/Move/Synchronization
Create Directory

•
•
•
•
•

Task
Retention
Media Duplication
Media Deletion
Media Recycling

•
•
•
•
•

Media Scratch
Media Ejection
Media Mount
Catalog Ingest
Delete

•
•
•
•
•

Drive Diagnostic
Drive Performance
AER Collection
Device Scan
Drive Unmount
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Column

Description
•
•
•
•

Rename
Storage Manager Integrity Check
Pre-processing
Change LTFS Volume Name

• Media Metadata - The import of metadata from format wrappers, if you have
defined this setting.
• Video Transcoding - The transcoding of video assets, if you have defined this
setting.
For a running sub-job of task type, the task name is displayed as the
administrator configured it. When it is complete, the action type is displayed
instead (e.g., archiving, retrieval, etc.).
Status

These are the statuses that a job can have:
•

•

Creation in Progress. The job has been launched, and is in the process
of being set up. Very large jobs can take a while to be created. When it is fully
qualified, the job passes to another status.
In queue - Validating. The job is awaiting validation.

•

In queue - Waiting. The job is fully qualified to run and starts as soon as
the resources needed are free.

•

Running. The Scheduler has launched the job and it is in execution.
The
icon next to the sub-job of a running archiving sub-job indicates that
available media are missing for the job to complete, either because there is
none available in the library, or because they are in prevent use mode. You
must provide available media.
The same icon next to the sub-job of a running retrieval job indicates that this
sub-job requires media that are offline or in prevent use mode to complete.
You must return the media online, or make them available. To know what
media must be supplied, right-click the sub-job, select Get Info from the popup menu, and check under the List of Requested Media tab.
See Viewing the Media List Window and Viewing Media Requests for details.
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Column

Description
•

Completed. The job has been successfully completed.

•

Canceled. The job has been canceled or aborted.

•

Denied. The validation of the job has been refused.

•

Terminated on error. At least one file in the job selection could not be
processed.

•

Terminated on warning. At least one file in the job selection has issued
a warning. A job can issue a warning for any of these reasons:
–
Files that do not exist anymore.
–
Files that are offline.
–
Files modified (size)
–
Type change (directories, files, etc.)
–
Permissions.
If you have selected the No Wait if the Maximum Number of Runs is Reached
check box in the configuration of a task, a job generated by this task
terminates on warning if the job previously launched by this same task is not
finished.

•

Rejected. All files selected for the job are excluded. The files can be
excluded because:
–
They are on the list of excluded file types in the advanced settings.
–
They have been already archived and the Archive same file again
toggle was unselected.
–
They were stubbed.

•

Invalid license. The archiving job is refused because the license is not
valid.
• Suspended. The job has been suspended.
Archive

Name of the archive into which the data is archived or from which it is retrieved.

Volume(s)

If the job is running, volume of data expected to be processed by the job.
A real-time progress indicator is also displayed on the left when an archiving or
retrieval job is running. When you put the cursor on it, the job progress in
percentage is displayed.
If the job is in the History section, volume of data actually processed.

Rate

For a running job, rate of the data flow at the current time.
For a completed job, average rate of the data flow during the job.
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Column

Description

Platform

The platform undertaking the job.
If the job is running on an agent pool, this column indicates the name of that
individual platform. When the job is completed, it indicates the agent pool name.

Source

Indicates the application that launched the job. These are the valid options:
• API. The job was sent through code in an Application Programming Interface.
• Avid Interplay. The job was launched by the optional application Miria for
Avid Interplay.
• Command Line. A non scheduled job run from the command line.
• Final Cut Pro. The job was launched by the optional application Plugin for
Final Cut Pro.
• Final Cut Server. The job was launched by the optional application Miria for
Final Cut Server.
• Fork (Primestream).
• Fork Drone (Primestream).
• Graphic Interface. A manual launch of an archiving or retrieval from either
the Miria User Interface or the Miria Administration Console in client or server
mode.
• HSM Client. For the retrieval of HSM Client stubs.
• HSM Client (Command). Massive stub recall run on the command line.
• HSM Filter Driver. For the retrieval of files archived using the HSM Filter
Driver.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Log.
Manual Task. A manual launch of a scheduled task from the command line.
Offline.
Scheduled Task. Automatic archiving launched from the Scheduler.
Scheduler. Scanning of a directory during a scheduled job.
UI Manual Task. A manual launch of a scheduled task from the Task window
of Miria Administration Console.

• SML. The Storage Manager Layer.
• SML Manual Task. A manual launch of a scheduled task from the Storage
Manager Layer.
• SML Scheduled Task. An automatic archiving launched from the Storage
Manager Layer.
• SML UI Manual Task. A manual launch from the Administration Console of
the Storage Manager Layer.
• Web Monitor.
Date
Created

Miria

The date when the job was created.
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Column

Description

Date
Modified

The date when the job status was last updated.

User

The user who launched the job.

Job Details
To obtain more information about one of the items in the Job List, open the corresponding Details
pane.
To open and close the Info pane
1.
2.

3.

From the Job List window, select a job, a sub-job, or a class.
Make a right-click and select the Get Info option from the context menu.
The floating Info pane displays the selected item details. To close this pane, click the red
cross at the top left.
Or
Click the gray arrow pointing to the right at the top right.
The Info pane opens to the right and displays the selected item details. To close this pane,
click the gray arrow that now points downward.

See Info Pane for details.

Info Pane
The Info pane contains a heading and the Information tab. Depending on the job type that you
select from the Job List window, it may display the Media List, List of Requested Media, and
Advanced Settings tabs.

Job Details Pane
This table describes the fields that the Info pane may display for a job:
Field

Description

Heading.
Job Number

This line displays these informations:
• A diode that indicates the job status: green for an enabled job and red for a
disabled job.
• The job type (e.g., archiving, media scratch, retrieval, etc.).
• The job number.

Date Created

The date and time when the Job was launched from the Miria User Interface
(i.e., when the Validate button was clicked).

Date Modified The date and time the last modification was made to the job.
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Field

Description

Infos tab.
Status

Current status of the job.
See Status for the whole list of job statuses.

Archive

The user or project archive into which the files were sent, or from which they
were retrieved.

Priority

From 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) priority of the job.

Host Name

Name of the machine from which job was launched.

User

Name of the user who launched the job.

Operating
System

Operating system of the host.

Volume

Shows two numbers, with the x/y format, where:
• The x designates the total size of the files or directories that the job has
actually transferred.
• The y designates the total size of files or directories expected.
Symbolic links are counted as zero-size files.

Miria

Number of
Files

Shows two numbers, with the x/y format, where:

Number of
Directories

Shows two numbers, with the x/y format, where:

• The x designates the number of files that the job has actually archived after
completion.
• The y designates the total number of files expected.

• The x designates the number of directories that the job has actually
archived after completion.
• The y designates the total number of directories expected.
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Field

Description

Actions List

In table form, displays the actions associated with the selected job.
• Type. The type of job (e.g., archiving, media scratch, retrieval, etc.).
For the actions of task type:
• Task Type. Archiving, Retrieval, Maintenance, Automatic Archiving,
Automatic Deletion, etc.
• Task Name. Name identifying the task within Miria.
• Task Description. Description of the task as defined when it was
configured in the Task Creation window.
For the actions of archiving or retrieval types:
• Storage Manager Type.Media Manager, HCP, etc.
• Storage Manager Name. Name of the storage manager used for the job.
• Storage Manager Container. Name of the storage manager container
used for the job.

Metadata

Only for archiving jobs. It provides the name and value of all metadata
associated with the job.

Details Pane on a Sub-Job
The Sub-Job # Info pane contains a heading and the information tab. Depending on the sub-job
type that you select from the Job List window, it may display the Media List, List of Requested
Media, and Advanced Settings tabs.
This table describes the fields that the Info pane may display for a sub-job:
Field

Description

Heading.
Sub-Job
Number

This line displays this information for a sub-job:

Date Created

The date and time when the sub-job was launched by its associated job.

Job

Number of the job associated whit the sub-job.

• A diode that indicates the status:
–
Green for an enabled sub-job.
–
Red for a disabled sub-job.
• The type (e.g., archiving, media scratch, retrieval, etc.).
• The number.

Infos tab.
Status

Current status of the sub-job.
See Status for the whole list of the statuses that a sub-job can have.
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Field

Description

Cause

Indicates the cause of the Terminated on error status if the object status
changes between the time the object is selected and the archiving time.
These are the valid values: Object no longer exists, File has been changed,
Already offline, File Permission Error, and Object type mismatch.

Type

The type of sub-job (e.g., archiving, media scratch, retrieval, etc.).

Mode

If the archiving was performed using the Miria User Interface:
• Explicit. If it is the Miria User Interface that performs the parsing of files
within the archived directories.
• Class. If it is the agent or the server that performs it.

Platform

Name of the agent or agent pool from which the sub-job was launched. Client
archiving if there is no Miria agent involved in the job.
The field only displays for task with a platform.

Source
platform

If using the Proxy I/O feature, the name of the original agent which delegates
the data movement.
See Delegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform for details.

Data Mover
Platform

If using the agent pool feature, the name of the individual agent undertaking
the job within the pool.
See List of Devices Connected to a Platform for details.

Rate

Ratio of the data flow from the sub-job beginning up to this point.

Time left

Estimation made by Miria of the time remaining to the end of the current subjob.

Number of
retries

Number of times the sub-job was attempted.

Operating
System

OS of the agent from which the sub-job was launched.

Current Item

Only for running jobs.
Real-time information about the job in progress (e.g., the object that is being
currently processed or the action that is taking place).

Parallel
Action

Miria

Archiving or Retrieval operation.
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Field

Description

Volume

For a running sub-job, shows two numbers, with the x/y format, where:
• The x designates the size of data that the sub-job has actually transferred.
• The y designates the size of data selected for archiving.

Number of
Files

For a running sub-job, shows with the x/y format, where:

Number of
Directories

For a running sub-job, shows two numbers, with the x/y format, where:

Storage
Manager

Name of the storage manager used for the sub-job.

Storage
Manager
Container

Name of the storage manager container used for the sub-job.

• The x designates the number of files that the sub-job has actually
archived.
• The y designates the number of files selected for archiving.

• The x designates the number of directories that the sub-job has actually
archived.
• The y designates the number of directories selected for archiving.

Media List Tab
This tab displays only for sub-jobs that use an Miria File Storage Container or Media Manager
storage manager. It displays the list of media involved in the sub-job.
See Supervising Media for details on the Media List.

List of Requested Media Tab
This tab is present only for running retrieval sub-jobs using a Media Manager storage manager.
This tab displays a variation of the Media List window that indicates which media, required for the
retrieval, are currently unavailable either because they:
•
Are not online. You must find these media and insert them in the library for the sub-job to
complete.
•
Are in use by another process. You must wait. They are checked for availability every
minute and the retrieval resumes automatically as soon as they become available.
See Supervising Media for details on the Media List window.
See Viewing Media Requests for details on media requests.

Advanced Settings Tab
This tab is present only for archiving sub-jobs. It displays the advanced settings that apply to the
sub-job.
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Details Pane on a Class
The Class Info pane contains a heading and the Informations tab. This table describes the fields
that the Info pane may display for a Class and the Advanced Settings tab:
Detail

Description

Heading.
Class

This line displays this information on the sub-job associated with the class:
• A diode that indicates the sub-job status: green for an enabled sub-job and
red for a disabled sub-job.
• The sub-job type (e.g., archiving, media scratch, retrieval, etc.).

Sub-job
number

Number of the sub-job associated with the class.

Job

Number of the job associated with the class.

Infos tab.
Original
Location

The directory on the Miria platform or NAS where the files for archiving are
located.

Global Path

Global name space of the archived file or directory.

Destination

The archive folder or subfolder into which the files of the class were archived.

Type

File or directory.

Mode

If the archiving was performed using the Miria User Interface:
• Explicit. If it is the Miria User Interface that performs the parsing of files
within the archived directories.
• Class. If it is the agent or the server that performs it.

Items List

Displays in table form the files associated with the selected class. The table
includes these columns:
• Name. Lists all individual files included in the job class with their complete
paths.
• Size. The size of each file.
• Date Modified. Last modification of each file before it was archived.
If the number of objects comprised in the job is greater than 5,000, the Items
list is empty and its title changes to No item.

Viewing a Summary of Active Jobs
Miria displays a summary for the active jobs. This summary is helpful for you to instantly get an
overview of the active job activities and their progression state.
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To enable the Active Job Summary
l

Enable the Display Sub-Jobs in Progress option in the Job Filter window.

Viewing Related Events
You can display only the events associated with a particular job.
To display the events on a job
1.
2.

From the Job List, select the job for which you want to display the events.
Right-click it and choose Events. The Event List opens in a separate window in which you
can filter events at your convenience.
To get the additional events associated with the agent, click the Show detailed events
button. All the events associated with the job are displayed.

3.

See Filtering Events for details on how to filter events.

Viewing Relationships Between Jobs
Certain jobs create other jobs. In this case, the parent sub-job is called the main sub-job, and the
created job is its child (e.g., if maintenance task 460 creates retention jobs 442 and 443, Miria
considers that the sub-job 460 is the main sub-job, and jobs 442 and 443 are its children).
The Job List can display these types of relationships between jobs and sub-jobs:
•
The parent sub-job of a job (i.e., the sub-job that created this job).
•
All the jobs that share the same parent sub-job as this job.
•
All the child jobs of a sub-job (i.e., the jobs that the sub-job has created).
To view the parent sub-job
l

From the Job List, right-click a job and select Main Sub-Job.
This menu is active only if the job has a parent sub-job (e.g., a retention job). The Main
Sub-Job window displays information on the sub-job that has created the job.
The Main Sub-Job window is very similar to the Job List window.
See Job List for details.

To view other jobs that share the same parent sub-job
1.

2.

From the Job List, right-click a job and select Related Jobs.
This menu is active only if the job has related jobs (e.g., a retention job). The Related Jobs
window displays the list of all the jobs that have been created by the same parent sub-job.
Right-click one of the related jobs and select Get info to display its details.
The Related Jobs window is very similar to the Job List window.
See Job List for details.

To view child jobs
1.
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From the Job List, right-click a job and select Related Jobs.
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2.

This menu is active only if the sub-job has created other jobs (e.g., a maintenance sub-job).
The View Related Jobs window displays the list of all the jobs that the selected sub-job has
created.
Right-click one of the related jobs and select Get info to display its details.
The Related Jobs window is very similar to the Job List window.
See Job List for details.

Filtering Jobs
You can filter jobs so that the list only displays relevant jobs. Job filtering is based on elements
similar to those displayed in the column headings of the Job List window—the job type, the
originating platform, the user who launched it, etc.
To filter on jobs
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click the Plus (+) icon to the right of the Job List window.
Two new fields are displayed.
The fields are drop-down lists.
Click the up and down arrows to the right of the first field to reveal all filter options.
Select a filter and set its value in the second field.
The Job List window immediately displays the results of each selection.
You can use multiple filters.
Each new filter is applied on the files selected by the previous one.
To add a filter, click the lowest Plus (+) icon to the right.
To remove a filter, click the Minus (-) icon to its right.
The Job List window updates with each modification.

When you close and reopen the Job List window, Miria sets the filters as they were at your last
access.

Job Filter Selection
This table describes all the parameters that you can use to filter jobs:
Parameter

Description

Archive

A secondary list field enables you to select by name the archive whose jobs you
want to display. The list displays in a tree all project and user archives to which
the logged-in user has access.

Number

A text-entry field enables you to enter a specific job number.

Number of
Jobs

Two new fields are displayed. The first one enables you to enter an integer,
representing the number of jobs you want to display in the window (e.g., five).
The second field is a list enabling you to choose between:
• by job number. For example the five jobs with the highest job numbers.
• by date of update. For example the five most recent jobs.
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Parameter

Description

Platform

Select an archiving platform among all those configured in your Miria
environment.

Source

Select the application used to launch the job: HSM Client, HSM Filter Driver,
SML, Graphic Interface, Scheduled Task, Command Line, Scheduler, Manual
Task, etc.

Status

These are the statuses of the finished jobs that the list contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All History except Completed Jobs
Canceled
Completed
Creation in progress
Denied
In queue
Invalid License
Rejected
Running
Suspended
Terminated on Error
Validation in progress

Task

Select a task among all those configured in your Miria environment.

Type

Type of jobs that you want to filter. These are the available actions in the list:
Archiving, Media Deletion, Media Duplication, Ejection Request, Media
Recycling, Media Scratch, Retention, Retrieval, and Task.

User

Select a user among all those configured in your Miria environment.

Volume

These three new fields are displayed:
• The first enables you to choose between the is greater than and is
less than options.
• The second enables you to enter an integer value.
• The third enables you to select a unit of measurement, Byte(s), KB, MB, GB,
or TB.
For example, the is greater than - 10 - MB choice displays all jobs larger than
10 MB.

Viewing the Related Metadata
The Job List window displays the metadata that the user has associated with the data at the
archiving time from the graphical interface.
To view the metadata related to a job
1.
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From the History section of the Job List window, select an archiving job.
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2.
3.

Right-click it and choose Get Info.
The Job # Info window opens.
Go to the Metadata tab to see the list of all metadata that the user set at archiving time.

Viewing the Related Media
If you archive to Atempo File Storage Container or Media Manager storage managers, you can
display the list of the media related to these types of sub-jobs:
•
For a completed archiving sub-job, you can view the media on which the sub-job is
archived.
•
For a running or completed retrieval sub-job, you can view the media requested for the
retrieval.
If one of the media that the sub-job uses has been duplicated to other media, this list displays
both the source and destination media.
To display the media related to an archiving sub-job
1.
2.

From the Job List interface, select the archiving sub-job for which you want to get the
media list.
Right-click the archiving sub-job and select Get Info.
The Media List is displayed as a tab in the Sub-Job # Info window.

Media List Properties Window Opened through Jobs for details on the list of media for sub-jobs.
To display the media related to a retrieval sub-job
1.
2.

From the Job List interface, select the retrieval sub-job for which you want to get the media
list.
Right-click the archiving sub-job and select Get Info from the pop-up menu.
The List of requested media is displayed as a tab in the Sub-Job # Info window.
For the media locked by the related retrieval job or sub-job, the whole line displays
highlighted.

Validating Waiting Jobs
You can specify that archiving and retention jobs require validation before they run. By default,
only the owner of the archive involved in the job and super users can validate a given job.
You must perform this validation in either the Job List interface or the Miria User Interface.
The jobs are displayed in violet-blue and have a Validation in progress status.

Set Up Job Validation
Archiving Jobs
To make archiving jobs subject to validation, you must:
•
Set to Yes the Archiving subject to validation advanced setting.
•
Set to Explicit the Archiving Mode advanced setting.
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Retention Jobs
To make retention jobs subject to validation, set the Retention subject to validation advanced
setting to Yes.
If you have enabled the validation for retention jobs, you can also enable the option of choosing
from several retention periods. In this case, these are the options available to the users, when
they must validate the job:
•
Retaining the original retention period.
•
Choosing a new retention period. You can even apply different retentions to a retention
job’s contents.
•
Postponing the decision. The data of the retention job is included in the next retention job
and retained until then. At the time of the next retention job, the user is asked to choose
from among these three options.
To make one or more retention extensions available for selection at validation time, set the
Retention extension advanced setting to one or more retentions.
The Figure 65 illustrates the Retention subject to validation and Retention extension options in
the Default Settings pane.

Figure 65: Retention subject to validation and Retention extension options

If the super user or the archive owner wants to delegate the validation of retention jobs to a
different user, either of them can set the Validate retention jobs advanced setting or permission
using the appropriate method:
•
From the Advanced Settings tab in the user properties, a super user can enable a user to
validate all retention jobs on all project archives by setting the Validate retention jobs
advanced setting to Yes for this specific user.
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•

From the Permissions tab in the project archive properties, the archive owner can enable a
user to validate retention jobs on his project archive by setting the corresponding
permission to Allow at archive level for this specific user.

See Advanced Settings for details on how to use advanced settings.
See Creating a Project Archive for details about permissions on project archives.

Automatic Validation Notification
You can create an automatic e-mail dispatch so that Miria informs the archive owner about the
jobs to validate.
To create an automatic validation notification
1.
2.

Ensure the e-mail dispatch is configured.
See SMTP Configuration for details.
Set either the Email for Archiving/Retrieval Jobs to Validate or Email for Retention
Jobs to Validate advanced settings by following these steps:
a.
In the Email Text section, enter a description of the operation that the user must
perform.
b.
Optional. Specify the e-mail’s subject line.

The automatic retention notification is created.
See Advanced Settings for details on how to use advanced settings.

Validating an Archiving Job
To validate an archiving job
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log on to Miria Administration Console.
From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs. The Job List window opens.
Jobs awaiting validation are displayed in a mauve color.
Right-click the job that you want to validate, and choose Validate Archiving.
A validation window opens.
Choose the appropriate option:
•
Validate job. Miria archives collectively all the job files.
•
Details. Displays the list of all objects contained in the job.
If the job contains less than 5,000 objects, you can validate it for only some of the files
by applying this procedure:
a.
Check or clear the boxes to the left of the objects to select or deselect them
individually.
b.
Click Validate job.
Note: If the job contains more than 5,000 objects, Miria can not display the Details list,
and you must validate the entire job.

The archiving job runs as specified.
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Validating a Retention Job
These are the actions that you can perform when you validate a retention job:
•
Delete all expired files.
•
Retain all expired files until the next maintenance job is run.
•
Select the boxes next to all files that you want to include in the job, then click Validate job.
To delete all expired files
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs.
The Job List window opens.
Right-click the retention job to validate and choose Validate Retention.
In the window that opens, click Validate Job.
The retention job starts and deletes all of the expired files.

To retain all expired files until the next maintenance job is run
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Jobs.
The Job List window opens.
Right-click the retention job to validate and choose Validate Retention.
In the window that opens, click Cancel Job.
The Retention job is denied and all the files are retained. It will be run again the next time a
maintenance task is performed on this archive.

Restarting a Job
You can restart a job terminated on error if it ended with one of these errors:
•
The stubs cannot be created because there is no writing permission on the source
directory.
•
There is no connection to the source directory.
However, Miria cannot restart such jobs if one of these problems occurs on one of the files during
the time between file selection and file archiving:
•
A file has already been archived.
•
A file was deleted.
•
A file was modified after Miria preprocessed it.
To restart a Job
>

From the History section of the Job List window, right-click a job terminated on error, and
choose Restart.

If the context menu does not display the Restart line, the job is not restartable.

Canceling a Job
You can cancel current jobs at any time.
To cancel a current Job
>
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The canceled job is removed from the list.

Generating Reports on Jobs
You can generate reports on jobs of task type.
To generate a report on jobs
1.
2.

From the Job List, select a task job, except an Archive Report task.
Select its associated sub-job and right-click Report.
Note: For a sub-job of an Archive report task, the Report button generates a volume
report that is different from the report on task jobs.
See Archive Report Task for details.
A viewer displays the Task Report Preview. This table describes the information fields that
the Task Report may display:
Field

Description

Task

Name of the task.

Miria Instance
Name

Name of the database.

Execution
Platform

Name of the platform from which the task was launched.

Job Id/Sub-Job Id

ID of the job and sub-job, separated by a slash.

Miria Archive
Destination

Name of the archive in which the data is eventually archived.

Root Path

Absolute path from which the automatic archiving job searched for
files and directories.

Rearchiving Same
Files

Yes|No field that indicates whether this is a new instance of a
previously run archiving job.

Deletion Task

Yes|No field that indicates whether the task is a deletion task.

List of Constraints List of all constraints limiting the scope of the archiving.
Scanned Files

Number and volume of all files contained in the root path.

Selected Files

Number and volume of all files that match the constraints and are
selected for archiving.
If the Selected Files volume is null, no archiving job is launched.

3.

Miria
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Miria Events
This topic describes the Miria Events interfaces, and also explains the functions and procedures
that you can launch from them.
The Events interface provides insight into Miria processes. It is a very useful tool to troubleshoot
incidents occurring anywhere in Miria.
You can also review the information displayed in the Events interface, in text format in the Miria
home directory, as stated earlier in Miria Logs as a Text File (All Operating Systems).
The Events interface enables you to display events graphically, to apply filters, and to sort them
(e.g., you can view all events regarding all archiving job for all machines, or just the retrieval
operations on a specific machine).
Each event type, information, warning, debug, error, etc. is displayed with a dedicated color in
order to facilitate analysis.

The Event List Window
To open the Event List window
>

In the left pane, select Browse > Server > Events.

Event List Window Overview
The Event List window is presented in table form (Figure 66). You can sort, display, or hide all the
table columns.

Figure 66: Event List window
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This table describes the available columns:
Column

Description

Number

ID for the individual event.

Date

Date and time when the event occurred, in dd/mm/yyy hh:mm:ss format.

Severity

Severity of the event, coded with a corresponding color for instant visibility.
These are the available severities for an event:
•

DEBUG: Does not prevent Miria from functioning.

•

INFO: Contains useful information.

•

CRITICAL: Prevents Miria from functioning.

•

ERROR: Prevents Miria from functioning.

•

STOP/DIE: Prevents Miria from functioning.

•

WARNING: Warns the user of potential consequences but does not
prevent Miria from functioning.

•

SUCCESS: The Job or task is executed correctly.

•

STACK: Prevents Miria from functioning.

•

DEBUG STACK: Prevents Miria from functioning.

•
FATAL: Prevents Miria from functioning.
• AUDIT TRAIL: Shows all operations performed in Miria.

Miria

Message

A text description of the event.

Platform

Agent, NAS, or mount on which the event occurred.

User OS ID

Login of the Trusted Domain User associated with the event.

Process Mode

Type of the process (e.g., Client, Task).

Object

Name of the Miria module that issued the event.

Session

Session ID number.

Task

Task ID number.

Program

Program associated with the event (e.g., httpd.exe).

Package

Name of the file which launched the event (e.g., ADA::ADA_Apache.pm).

Function Name

Name of the function within the package associated with the event (e.g.,
CreateSession).

Line

Number of the log within the function.
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Column

Description

Pid

Process Identifier.

Thread Id

Identifier of the thread within the process.
The identifier displays only if it has multiple threads.

Filtering Events
You can filter events so that the list only displays relevant events. Event filtering is based on
criteria such as the message text, the severity, etc.
To filter events
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

In the Event window, the filter enabled by default is Number of Events = 1,000.
To enable additional filters, click the + icon at right.
A new field opens.
The field is a drop-down list.
Click the up and down arrows to the right of it to reveal all filter options.
Select a filter and set its value as described in the next topic.
The results of each selection are immediately displayed in the Event List window.
You can use multiple filters.
Each new filter is applied on the files selected by the previous one.
To add a filter, click the lowest + icon to the right.
To remove a filter, click the Minus (-) icon to the right.
The Event List window updates with each modification.

When you close and reopen the Event List window, the filters are set as they were at your last
access.
To display all the events associated with a task, for both server and agent, right-click the event
and choose Show detailed events.

Event Filter Selection
This table describes the event filters that you can select:
Event Filter

Description

Contents

Enter a character string. The filter returns the event lines containing that
string as part or all of a term in any column.
For example, if you enter the character string restore, it filters the entire
event log base for it and returns any lines containing that string. That
would include a Message like Error on HsmRestoreV2 Ret=0x142, but
also a Function Name like InitRestoreSession.
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Event Filter

Description

Date

Click the up and down arrows to the right of the middle field to display a list
of date options. These are the available options:
• today. Since 00:00 on the morning of this calendar day.
• yesterday. Between 00:00 and 23:59:59 of this calendar day minus
one.
• this week. Since 00:00 on the morning of the same weekday in the
previous week. If today is Wednesday the 19th at 15:30, this filter starts
on Wednesday the 12th at 00:00.
• this month. Since 00:00 on the morning of the same calendar day in
the previous month. If today is the 19th of August at 15:30, this filter
starts on the 19th of July at 00:00, regardless of the number of days in
the month.
• this year. Since 00:00 on the morning of the same calendar day in the
previous year. If today is the 19th of August 2009 at 15:30, this filter
starts on the 19th of August 2008 at 00:00.
• before. This option opens an additional field where you can set your
end date. The result is all messages logged up to 00:00 on that date.
For example, if you enter the 19th of August 2009, the latest message
returned is the latest to have been logged on the 18th of August 2009.
• after. This option opens an additional field where you can set your start
date. The result is all messages logged after 23:59:59 on that date. For
example, if you enter the 19th of August 2009, the earliest message
returned is the first to have been logged on the 20th of August 2009.
• within last. This option opens two additional fields. In the first, you
enter an integer; in the second, you enter a unit (day[s], week[s], month
[s] or year[s]), for example within last 4 day(s). If today is the 19th of
August at 15:30, this filter displays all events logged since the 15th of
August at 00:00.
• exactly. A field opens to enable you to select a specific calendar day.
The events returned are all those occurring between 00:00 and
23:59:59 on that day.

Miria

Function Name

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
functions logged in the Miria events log.

Line

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all lines
in the Line column of the Events List window.

Message

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
messages in the Message column of the Events List window.
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Event Filter

Description

Number of
Events

Enter the maximum number of events the filter must return. For example, if
you enter 300 and use no other filter, it returns the last 300 events logged,
if there are that many. If, however, you enter 300 in this filter and set a
second filter such as Content, it returns the first 300 events that contain the
content string, or fewer if there are not 300. There is no hierarchy among
filters - you cannot filter the results of a previous filter.

Object

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
objects in the Object column of the Events List window.

Package

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
packages in the Package column of the Events List window.

Pid

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all Pids
in the Pid column of the Events List window.

Platform

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
archiving platforms in the Platform column of the Event List window.

Process Mode

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
process modes in the Process Mode column of the Events List window.

Program

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display a list of all
programs in the Program column of the Events List window.

Severity

Event Severity is color-coded as described on Severity If you scroll the
mouse over the colored balls that form the middle section of this filter, the
text label displays severity at right.
Click all severities you want to include in the filter. They are highlighted on
a darker background. In the illustration above, the severities that are
displayed in the Events List are Info (light blue), Error (red), and Warning
(orange).

Task

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display the list of all
tasks in the Event List window Task column.

Thread ID

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display the list of all
thread IDs in the Event List window Thread ID column.

User OS ID

Click the up and down arrows of the middle field to display the list of all
user OS IDs in the Event List window User OS ID column.

Example of Multiple Filters
In this example, we have set these filters:
•
Severity. Error
•
Number of events. 200
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•

Contents. We are particularly interested in messages of the form:
Unable to launch sub-job (job number), Ret=(error return code).
The string has been entered in this way:
Unable to launch sub
This is the result of our filtering displayed in the Event List:

Since the filter you set is retained when you close and reopen the Event List window, you must
remember to actively remove filters if you do not want them to remain in effect.

Viewing Media Manager Events
The Event List window displays the Media Manager events issued during a predefined period of
time.
To view Media Manager events
1.
2.
3.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Events.
The Event List window opens.
From the Event List, select the job for which you want to display the events.
Right-click it and choose Media Manager Events > AMM application.
The Media Manager Event List for Application AMM window displays the events that
Media Manager issued over a 10 minute period.
For instance, if the selected event of the Event List window occurred on 10/23/2018 at
11:45:32, then the Media Manager Event List for Application AMM window displays the
Media Manager events issued between 11:40:32 and 11:50:32.
See Media Manager Event List for Application AMM Window for details.

Error Message Tool
The error message tool (ada_errmsg) is a command line tool enabling you to translate the
decimal or hexadecimal return codes into intelligible error messages. The messages are
displayed in the language that was used to install Miria.
You can find the ada_errmsg command in the Miria installation directory in this location:
•
Windows. Binary\Bin

Miria
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•
•

UNIX. Binary/Bin/Unix
macOS. Binary/Bin

Usage
You can use this syntax:
./ada_errmsg -err [0xdddd|dddd] -help
where 0xdddd is an hexadecimal return code and dddd a decimal return code.

Example
The Events window displays this message:
Unable to connect to user bjr (SesType=8, Capacity=1) Ret=0x37
To translate the return code 0x37 to an error message, open a terminal and navigate to the Bin
directory, then run this command on the command line:
./ada_errmsg -err 0x37
The result is:
Error Number 0x37 ==> ADA-00055: Unknown user or password

Audit trail
The audit trail functionality allows you to record all administrative operations performed in ADA.
In order to display the audit trail feature :
1.
In the user interface, click the Server tab > Events.
2.
Click the filters button.
3.
Select the audit trail check box.
Each operation is recorded and is visible in the events tab of the user interface. These events
are noted with the severity audit trail.
This table lists the details of all recorded actions:
Features

Actions tracked

Project Archives

Create
Update

Archiving Policies

Create
Update

Storage Managers (& Containers)

Create
Update
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Features

Actions tracked

Retention

Create
Update

Archiving Platforms

Create
Update

Deduplication Domain

Create
Update

Users management (& Groups)

Login
Logout
Create
Update

Trusted Domain

Create
Update

Tasks

Create
Update

Task Run Timeframes

Create
Update

Task Run Locks

Create
Update

Metadatas

Create
Update
Delete

Settings (Archive/User/Organization/Platform)

Create
Update

Applications (AMM/Interplay/Final Cut/Fork/Ingest) Create
Update
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Features

Actions tracked

Organizations (Archive/Platforms/Task/Metadata)

Create
Update
Delete

ADA System Operations

Service start/stop
Configuration files Server/DM
Setup & upgrade operations
Database operations

Processes and Sessions
This topic describes two supervision tables that enable you to trace open processes and
sessions.

About Processes and Sessions Tabs
In the Miria Processes/Sessions List window, these two supervision tabs enable you to monitor
running processes and sessions:
•
Processes tab. Displays processes issued from an archiving platform connected to the
Miria server through a Miria agent. These processes can be:
–
Daemons from platforms waiting for network requests.
–
Daemons from the Apache server waiting for client requests.
–
The scheduler running the archiving tasks.
–
Agent processes that take part in data movement and system maintenance.
•
Sessions tab. Displays sessions that are connections of a client interface to the Miria
server through the HTTP port. Each time a client interface connects, Miria adds a line to the
Sessions tab.
Theses two lists are for information only. They are displayed together under separate sections of
the same interface.
•
Show Internal Connection. By default, this check box is not selected. When selected, the
Type column of the Sessions tab displays the Logger type connections.
To open the Processes/Sessions List window
l

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Sessions - Processes.
The Miria Processes/Sessions List window opens.
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This table describes the Processes tab of the Process/Session List window:
Tab

Description

Processes

Displays all running processes as lines on a table with these columns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PID
Task
Status
Product Name
Product Version
OS PID
Last Request
Address
Port
Platform
Run Mode
Type
Connection Date
Sockets Count

This table describes the Sessions tab of the Process/Session List window:
Tab

Description

Sessions

Displays each running session as a line on a table with these columns:
•
•
•
•

Session ID. Identification number of the session.
User. Login of the user.
Domain. Domain of the user.
Type. Type of job that launched the session (e.g., HSM Client, HSM
Filter Driver, SML, Graphic Interface, Scheduled Task, Command Line,
Scheduler, API, etc.).
If you have selected the Show Internal Connection check box, this
column displays the Logger type connections.

•
•
•
•
•

Platform.
IP. IP address of the machine used for the session.
Connection Date. Date of connection for the session.
Last Request. Last time a request was passed to the Miria server.
Queries Count. Number of requests that this session has logged on the
Miria server.
• Application Name. Application used for the session (e.g., the Miria
User Interface, the Miria Administration Console, or the HSM Filter
Driver).
• Application Version. Version of the application used for the Session.
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Viewing Related Events
You can display the events associated with a process that has a Task ID.
To display the events on a process
1.

In the Processes tab, select a process that has a Task ID and for which you want to display
the detailed events.
For details on how to filter events, see Filtering Events.

Volume Report
This topic describes in detail the Volume Report window.
The Volume Report window provides information on a specific data volume.

Volume Report Tool
The Volume Report tool provides you with an instant view of the volume of data that was archived
using Miria.
Detailed information on the volume that each archive and storage manager occupies helps you
measure the impact of your different projects on the storage and anticipate future storage needs.
It also enables you to determine to what extent the deduplication feature reduces the archived
volume.
The Server section of the Miria Administration Console displays a global volume report, but this
report is also available in the Project Archives, Deduplication Domains, and Storage Managers
sections.
See Volume Report tab for details on the Volume Report for project archives.
See To create a Deduplication Domain for details on the Volume Report for Deduplication
Domains.
You can also display a spot volume reported on an individual directory, folder, file, or instance.
Right-click the desired object and select the Get Info option to open the Info window. For a file,
the Info window shows the number of instances. Click the Calculate button next to the Volume
Report field. The Volume Report field then shows the number of files, subdirectories, or
subfolders in the selected object, as well as its occupancy in storage in KB, MB, or GB, as
appropriate. See Archive Window for details.
The Volume Report window can also provide information on global volume.

Global Volume Report
To open the global Volume Report
l
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The Volume Report window opens and displays a date selection slider and two tabs:
•
History slider. See Date Selection Slider.
•
Archive tab. See The Archive Tab.
•
Storage Manager tab. See The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains Tab.

Date Selection Slider
The date selection slider defines a date for which you want to obtain the statistics on the archived
data volume.
To define a date to obtain the statistics on the archived volume
1.

2.

In the Volume Report window, either:
•
Set the pointer at the date for which you want to obtain the statistics.
Or
•
Click the Date field and manually enter the date.
Or
•
Right-click the Date field and choose a value from the context menu.
The date field displays the chosen date.
Click the Run the Search gear wheel to the right.
The Volume Report window displays the volume statistics at the date that you have chosen.
You obtain a static picture for the chosen date.

The Archive Tab
The Archive tab displays volume information on each archive, either user or project, on the
organizations as well as the global volume that the data occupies. This table describes the
columns of the Archive tab:
Column

Description

Archive
Name

Name of the archives or organizations, displayed as a tree. This column can
display these elements:
• Organizations. Click the arrow to the left of an organization to display the
project archives or organizations that it contains.
• User Archive node. Miria automatically creates this node. Click the arrow
to the left to display the user groups.
Clicking a user group displays the user archives that it contains.
• Project archives. These archives do not belong to any organization and
are displayed at the root tree.

Miria

Files

Number of files archived in this archive.

Directories

Number of directories archived in this archive.

Folders

Number of archive folders present in this archive.
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Column

Description

Links

Number of shared assets links archived in this archive (e.g., links that are
generated when the archiving of two video edition projects result in the
archiving of an asset shared by both projects).

Volume

Volume of all the objects archived in this archive, including all the object
instances. The unit changes depending on the volume. It can be bytes, KB,
MB, or GB.
In case of multiple writing on several storage managers, when computing the
volume, Miria takes into account only the volume archived (i.e., not the volume
actually stored).

Refresh
button

Updates the volume information.

Total line

Displays the total number of objects contained in the Miria instance, as well as
the global volume that all the archives occupy.
Selecting the Total line enables you to display the graph for all the archives.

The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains Tab
The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains tab displays volume and deduplication
information for each storage manager.
This table describes the columns that you can find in the Storage Managers / Deduplication
Domains tab:
Column

Description

Name

Name of the storage manager and deduplication domain. Some storage
managers may have deduplication available only for part of their storage
manager containers. When deduplication is not available, the Deduplication
domain is not enabled message is displayed instead of the domain name.
The storage managers are displayed by storage manager group.
If you select the Deduplication Domains tab, the storage managers are
displayed grouped by deduplication domain.
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Objects

Number of files archived in this storage manager or deduplication domain.

Retrievable

Volume of data at retrieval. This is the volume that would be occupied with no
deduplication enabled.
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Column

Description

Stored

Volume of data stored, accounting for deduplication. When deduplication is not
enabled, this volume is similar to the Retrievable Volume.
The Retrievable and Stored volumes do not account for compression on
storage, if any. In case of multiple writing to several storage managers, Miria
takes into account the volume of all writings.

%Dedup.

Deduplication ratio. The higher the ratio, the more effective the deduplication.
When deduplication is not enabled, this ratio is 0%.

MS Volume

Displays the total volume written on all the media in the storage manager. This
is the sum of the sizes of all the tape files.
This column only applies to Media Manager or File Storage Container storage
managers that use media.

Media
Number

Displays the total number of physical media (cartridges) in a Media Manager
storage manager, or of virtual media in a File Storage Container storage
manager.
This column only applies to Media Manager or File Storage Container storage
managers that use media.

Refresh
button

Updates the volume information.

Total line

Displays the total number of files contained in the Miria instance, as well as the
global retrievable and stored volumes for the Miria instance.

You can also retrieve this volume information in command mode. See Generating a Volume
Report for details.

SMTP Configuration
This topic describes in detail the configuration of the SMTP server to enable Miria to send emails.

E-mail Configuration
You can configure Miria to send e-mail notifications of these types:
•
To the archive owner, e-mails for archiving/retrieval or retention jobs that require validation,
if this user has an e-mail address configured in his or her profile.
See Validating Waiting Jobs for details.
•

To a list of users or groups set up in the storage manager Properties pane, media request
notifications (for environments using Media Manager).
See Media Manager Tabs and Viewing Media Requests for details.

You can customize the e-mail texts by using these advanced settings:
•
Email for Archiving Jobs to Validate
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•
•
•

Email for Retention Jobs to Validate
Email for Offline/Prevent Use Media (Retrieval)
Email for Scratch Media (Archiving)

See E-mail Settings for details.

SMTP Server Configuration
The Email Configuration window enables you to specify an SMTP server and select from a list of
configured users to be automatic recipients of the e-mail.
To specify an SMTP server
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Email Configuration.
The Email Configuration window opens.
Enter the configuration parameters.
Click the arrows to the right of the Test field.
As you do so, a list of all users having e-mail addresses, configured in the Users interface
opens. This list permits you to select the users to receive the test e-mail, and subsequently
be included in other automatically sent e-mail messages, if they are the archive owners.
Click Run.
A message informs you that the test was successful.
Click OK to close the window and save the configuration.
This table describes the parameters that you can set in the Email Configuration window:
Parameter

Description

SMTP Server

Name of the SMTP server that your company uses (e.g.,
smtpserver.my_company.com.)

Sender

By default, this field contains the variables {product}@{host}. The
messages using this default setting display a sender similar to
ADA@ADA_Server.
No other variable keywords are accepted. You can, however enter a
literal string in this field, and the text you supply displays as the e-mails
sender.
For example, if you enter the Your Atempo Administrator string, it is
this string that will be displayed as the e-mail sender.
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Parameter

Description

Subject

Sets a generic heading for all automatic e-mail messages. This is
concatenated with the object set in the advanced settings.
See E-mail Settings for details.
For instance, if you enter Automatic Message from Miria Server
in this field and Job {Job_Number} Awaiting Validation on the
Advanced Setting Email for Archiving/Retrieval Jobs to Validate, the
messages display an object similar to Automatic Message from
Miria Server - Job 104 Awaiting Validation.

E-mail Test

Permits you to select specific e-mail addresses to test the configuration.

Supervising Media
When archiving data to media-based libraries, you can perform these actions to supervise the
media:
•
View the list of media that Miria uses and manage them in the Media List window.
•
Display the list of offline or unavailable media requested for a retrieval in the List of
Requested Media window.
Miria supports these two media-based storage managers:
•
Miria File storage container, which uses virtual media.
•
Media Manager, which connects Miria to a physical library.
This topic describes the Miria Media List. This list only displays the media that have been
assigned to Miria and exist in the Miria database.
To view the list of all media present in a physical library, see To view the Media Manager media
list.

Viewing the Media List Window
The Media List window is available for super users and standard users; however, for standard
users to view it, you must grant them the appropriate Media settings.
See Media Settings for details.
Depending on how you open the Media List window and on the type of storage manager to which
it relates, the display varies slightly. This table indicates the various approaches to media
supervision, and whether they are available, which depends on the type of storage manager you
use. The storage manager can be Media Manager (AMM) Miria File Storage Container (FSC):
Media to View

AMM

FSC

List of all media in a physical library.

YES

NO

See To view the Media Manager media list.
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Media to View

AMM

FSC

List of all media used by Miria.

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

See To supervise all media that Miria uses.
Media related to an archived instance.
See To supervise the media associated with an archived instance.
Media related to a sub-job.
See To supervise the media associated with a sub-job.
Media related to a storage manager.
See To supervise the media associated with a storage manager.
List of all media related to a storage manager/storage manager
container.
See To supervise the media associated with a Media Manager storage
manager or container.
List of all media related to a media rule.
See To supervise the media associated with a media rule.
To supervise all media that Miria uses
l

From the left pane, select Storage > Media List.
The Media List window displays the list of all media used in Miria.
See General Media List Window for details.

To supervise the media associated with an archived instance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the Archive window, right-click a directory or file, and choose Get Info.
In the Instances frame, select an instance.
Click the Sessions button to access the Session details.
In the Session Details, click the Display Media List button in the second column of the
field Media List. The Media List window opens.
Select a media from the top frame to display more details underneath.

To supervise the media associated with a sub-job
1.
2.

In the Jobs window, click the arrow to the left of a Job, so that all its sub-jobs are visible.
Right-click an AMM sub-job (e.g., AMM archiving, recycling, duplication, etc.) and select
Get Info from the pop- up menu. The Media List opens as a tab in the Info pane.

To supervise the media associated with a storage manager
1.
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Click the arrow next to a storage manager of Media Manager or Miria File Storage Container
type.
A Media object is displayed in the tree.
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2.

Click the Media object to show its properties in the Properties pane of the Miria
Administration Console.
See General Media List Window for details.

To supervise the media associated with a Media Manager storage manager or container
l

In the navigation pane of the Miria Administration Console, right-click a storage manager
or a storage manager container of Media Manager type and select View Media List from
the pop-up menu.
See General Media List Window for details.

To supervise the media associated with a media rule
l

In the navigation pane of the Miria Administration Console, right-click a Custom Media
Rule and select View Media List from the pop-up menu.
See General Media List Window for details.

Media List Window Overview
The information that the Media List window provides is always the same; however, depending on
how you access this window, the information is displayed differently:
•
In the general Media List window, all properties are visible for all media at once in tabular
form.
This list only displays Media Manager medias.
•

In the Media List Properties opened through the Archives, only the properties of the
selected media are visible.
The instance position on the media is represented graphically.

•

In the Media List Properties opened through the Jobs, only the properties of the selected
media are visible.

General Media List Window
>

Select Storage > Media List from the left pane. All Media Manager media available in Miria
is listed.

The general Media List window enables you to monitor the Media Manager media (i.e., view their
status and perform administrative actions on them). You can leave it open in the background and
refresh it when necessary.
You can sort all the columns of the general Media List window, and you can move all of them,
except the first one containing the file or tape icon (Figure 67).
If you select the View Media List option in the context menu of these items, it only lists the media
relevant to the item:
•
Storage manager.
•
Storage manager container.
•
Custom media rule.
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Figure 67: General Media List window

See Media List Parameters for a description of the Media List.

Media List Properties Window Opened through Archives
The Media List pane opened through Archives consists of a table that displays a list of the media
used to archive the selected object. If the object is very large, the archiving instance may span
more than one media.
The
icon at the top left enables you to switch between this table display and a graphic
display, which shows you where the file is located on the cartridge or .pax file. This table
describes the file parameters that you can find in the Media List pane:
Parameter

Description

Position on
Tape (PAX)/
Tape LPos
(LTFS)

Position of the archiving session on the media, or on the media partition for
LTFS. If the value is 0, the session is located at the beginning of the media. The
second session is in position 1, the third session in position 2, etc.

Tape File
Offset
(PAX)/
Offset LPos
(LTFS)

Point where the archived object begins on the tape file or block. In number of
Bytes.

Size

Size of the object on the media. If the file spans more than one media, this size
is smaller than the actual size of the archived file.

File Offset

Point where the media begins in relation to the archiving session. This value is 0
for the first media used to archive the session. For the other media, it
corresponds to the size of their preceding media.

This information is useful to Miria to locate the file on the media at retrieval time.

From the Graphic view, you can view the media in graphical format (Figure 68).
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Figure 68: Media List pane

Select a media on the left to display more details in the Details tab underneath.
See Media List Parametersfor a description of each media parameter.

Media List Properties Window Opened through Jobs
The Media List pane opened through Jobs consists of a table displaying a list of the media used
to archive the selected sub-job. If the job is very large, it may span more than one media.
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The Figure 69 illustrates the Sub-Job # Info window.

Figure 69: List of media for a sub-job

If one of the media has been duplicated, this list displays both the source and destination media.
See Media List Parameters for a description of each media parameters.

Media List Parameters
Action Buttons
The action buttons are not all available for the media list accessed through jobs and archives.
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If the storage manager is of the Media Manager type, some supplementary buttons are available
to perform actions on media. This table describes the Action buttons on a storage manager of the
Media Manager type:
Icon

Description

Refresh—This button is only displayed in the General Media List.
Updates the statistics on the media.
Media History—Opens the History of media interface, which enables you to review
the history of media moves and statuses on the Media Manager, and offers a range of
filter options. See Viewing the History of Media for details.
This button is displayed only if you are logged in as a super user or as a user with the
Media View Media History advanced setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
Reopen—Reopens a previously closed media. You cannot reopen a media with the
status Closed (No reopen).
See Reopening Media for details.
Close—Closes a media.
See Closing Media for details.
Duplicate—Opens the Duplicate the media window, which enables you to define the
duplication parameters and launch media duplication jobs.
See Duplicating Physical Media for details.
Recycle—Empties the media for you to reuse it.
See Recycling a Media for details.
Scratch—Empties the media, removes its references from the Miria database, and
deletes its fingerprint.
See Scratching a Media for details.
Change LTFS Volume Name—Changes the volume name of the LTFS media.
See Changing the Volume Name of an LTFS Media for details.
Change Comment—Adds or edits a comment to describe the media.
See Adding a Comment to a Media for details.
Request Ejection—Puts the media offline for you to physically remove it from the
library.
See Requesting Media Ejection from the Library for details.
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Media Properties
This table describes the columns that you can find in the Media List window:
Column

Description

Tape icon

A small lock is displayed on the tape icon when the media is in use and locked
by a job.
The icon becomes red with a raised hand when the media is in prevent use
mode.

Name

Name of the media containing some or all of the instances.
For Miria File Storage Container media, this shows a file with the *.pax
extension.
For Media Manager media, this field displays the media barcode.

Storage
Manager

Name of the Miria File Storage Container or Media Manager storage manager
associated with the media.

Storage
Manager
Container

Name of the Miria File Storage Container or Media Manager storage manager
associated with the media.

Media Rule

Media rule associated with the media. These are the possibilities:
• If None, the Media rule property displays:
None
• If By Archive, the Media rule property displays:
By Archive: /Organization/Archive_Name
• If By Job, the media rule property displays:
By Job: Job_ID
• If Custom, the Media rule property displays:
Custom: Rule_Name
See Media Rules and Media Optimization for details.

Comment
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Column

Description

Status

Status of the media and a timestamp indicating when it acquired that status
(e.g., Open since 05/22/2012 10:36:02 A.M.). The Status column is sorted by
Status and by the date of this Status (i.e., age).
These are the statuses that a media can have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New
Open
Closed
Suspended
Empty
Closed (No Reopen)

You can read the media having the status Closed (No Reopen) and retrieve the
files written to them; however, you cannot reopen them for new writing. The
Reopen button is disabled and the only action that you can perform on them is
Request Ejection.
Cause

Cause of the status given in the previous field. These are the possible causes:
Full, On Error, On write error, On read error, Prevent spanning, On Check
Integrity, On discovery, Write protected, and Wrong Label (e.g., media can be
Closed because it is full or Closed On Error, etc.).
By default, a media is New and there is no cause.
If media is Closed on Error, it must not be reopened until the cause of the
incident has been identified and corrected.

Format

These are the available formats:
• PAX
• LTFS
• ODA (Sony)
• tar (ATN)
• tina (ATN)
• cpio (ATN)
• sidf (ATN)
In almost all cases, it is pax or LTFS. For customers who are migrating
archives from Atempo-Tina, the other formats may be displayed in
Media Manager storage managers, designating Tina media that have been
detected in the storage manager.

Miria

Creation
Date

Date when the media was created. This field is present on media of the File
type (i.e., the virtual cartridges in File Storage Container storage managers).

Volume

Volume of the data already written on the media.
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Column

Description

Remaining
Volume

Volume of the unwritten space remaining on the media. This field is only
relevant to Tape media.

Block Size

Block size configured on the media. This field is only present on media of Tape
type (i.e., physical media such as tape cartridges).

Data
Partition

LTFS only. ID of the LTFS data partition (i.e., 0 or 1).

Partition

In the windows with graphics only. LTFS partition on which the data is
located (i.e., Data or Index).

Last Tape
File

PAX only. This field is only present on media of Tape type.
If you are viewing the media associated with an archiving instance or with a
sub-job, this is a single field displaying two integer values, using this syntax:
last_tape_file (logical_position)
If you point the field with the cursor, a tool tip opens and makes this more
explicit. These are the two possible values:
• Last Tape File. (First value). Number of the last tape file present on the
tape. It is a file on media composed of all the objects written during the same
archiving session. If the session spans over several media, there are as
many tape files as media used for this session.
• Logical Position. (Second value). Offset from the beginning of the media,
in terms of blocks, to the end of the data already written. It enables the drive
head to be positioned on the tape by logical position if the drive type
supports this. If this value is empty, it means the media has a null value,
most likely because it is new and has not yet been read or written. This is
not the same as a 0 value, which means that the offset is at the beginning of
the media.
If the drive type does not support the logical position parameter, then the Last
Tape File value is used. The position is then found by counting the number of
file marks from the beginning of the tape.

Logical
Position

This field is only present on media of Tape type (i.e., physical media such as
tape cartridges).
Offset from the beginning of the media, in terms of blocks, to the end of the
data already written. It enables the drive head to be positioned on the tape by
logical position if the drive type supports this.
If this value is empty, the media has a null value, most likely because it is new
and has not yet been read or written. This is not the same as a 0 value, which
means that the offset is at the beginning of the media.
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Column

Description

Fingerprint

This field is shown only for media of Tape type.
The fingerprint is written to the first block of a media when it is assigned, and
serves to provide logical identification of the media, manage application access
to it, and protect it against overwriting.
See Fingerprint for details.

Media Type

Model of the media.

Stream

This field only opens if the Media List is accessed from the Project Archive, and
if the media is of Tape type (i.e., physical media such as tape cartridges). It
relates to the archived file rather than to the media itself. It is a logical
representation of a data stream, the same as the Stream Node in the List of
Instances window. Each archiving written to the media increments this number
by one.

Library

Name of the library currently holding the media. This is empty if the media is
not online.

Home Slot

Name of the slot hosting the media in the library. This is empty if the media is
not online.

Drive

Name of the drive in which the media is located. This is empty if the media is
not mounted in a drive.

Media Group Media group name of the media.

Miria

Media
locked by
job

If the media is in use, it displays the ID number of the job that is using it. In this
case, the Active Job button next to the field is enabled. Click it to display the
details of the job currently using the media.

Media
locked by
sub-job

If the media is in use, it displays the ID number of the sub-job that is using it. In
this case, the Active Job button next to the field is enabled. Click it to display
the details of the job currently using the media.

LTFS
Volume ID

LTFS only. UUID that uniquely identifies the LTFS volume.

LTFS Owner

LTFS only. Information about the product, as defined in the Media Manager
storage manager container.

LTFS
Volume
Name

LTFS only. Name of the LTFS volume that corresponds to the root directory of
the file system.
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Viewing Media Requests
When you launch a retrieval task, Atempo recommends that you ensure that all necessary media
are present online in the library.
If this is not the case, you can expect two different behaviors. The behavior depends on the Start
retrieval only when all media are online advanced setting. These are the possible behaviors:
•
No. This is the default setting. The retrieval starts when it is launched, but if it needs a
media that is not present in the Library or currently unavailable, it stops and sends a
message to request the media. You must respond by putting the media online into the
library or wait for it to become available if another process is currently using it; the retrieval
job checks the media availability every minute and resumes automatically as soon as it is
free.
•
Yes. The retrieval does not start unless all media needed for its completion are present
online beforehand. You can use the List of Requested Media window to see which media
are missing and put them into the library all at once. If another process is currently using
them, the retrieval resumes automatically once they become available.
Note: In cases where you set this setting to Yes and the retrieval selection is larger
than one retrieval session (i.e., more than 2048 files or more than 100 GB), the retrieval
job starts anyway if all the media needed to retrieve the first session are online.
See Advanced Settings for details on default and advanced settings.
The
icon next to a sub-job in the Jobs interface indicates that for the completion of the job or
task, you must either:
•
Put online the media required. See Injecting Media for details.
Or
•
Allow the use of the media. See Preventing and Allowing Media Use for details.
This icon is only displayed if the job uses a storage manager of Media Manager type. Set the
Display Sub-Jobs in Progress preference to ensure that the warning icon will be visible.
See Customizing the Display for details.
To view media requests
1.

2.
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Right-click the sub-job to display the Get Info window.
The List of Requested Media tab on the Get Info window displays a list of all media used
for a given job or task, and enables you to know if each of the media is currently online in the
library, online but unavailable (in use by another process), or offline.
Put the requested media online in the library to complete the job.
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List of Requested Media Overview
The List of media for a sub-job # window displays a list of all the media used for a given job, subjob or task. This table describes the parameters that you can find on the List of media for a subjob # window:
Parameter

Description

Name

Barcode or name of the requested media.

Storage
Manager

Name of the Media Manager storage manager containing and managing the
media.

Format

Format of the requested media.

Online

Yes|No box that indicates whether the media is online in the Library.

Available

Yes|No box that indicates whether the media is available (i.e., not in use by
another process).

Select a media from the list to display additional information about it.

Retrieval of Duplicated Media
When retrieving data from duplicated media, the offline media warning is displayed if at least one
of the media involved is offline. Consequently, even if one of the media is available and the job
completes successfully, the offline media warning is displayed and the list of requested media
displays the name of offline media to put online.
If the retrieval job completes successfully, take no notice of this warning.

Automatic Notification by E-mail for Offline, Prevent Use, or Scratch Media
Requests
You can configure Miria to send out e-mails automatically to a list of users or groups if a job needs
more media to complete. This applies to both of these situations:
•
Retrieval jobs requiring offline media to be brought online or media in prevent use mode
requiring to be allowed again.
•
Archiving jobs requiring the introduction of blank or scratch media.
To create an automatic media request notification
1.
2.

3.

Miria

Ensure the e-mail dispatch is configured.
See SMTP Configuration for details.
Activate the notification in the Properties of the Media Manager storage manager, by
informing the field Email for Offline Media and Scratch Media Requests with the list of
recipients.
See Creating a Storage Manager for details.
Set the advanced settings Email for Offline/Prevent Use Media (Retrieval) and/or Email for
Scratch Media (archiving) by following this procedure:
a.
Enter a description of the operation the user must do in the Email Text section.
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b.
Optional. Complete the e-mail’s subject.
See List of Default and Advanced Settings for details on how to use advanced settings.
The Automatic Media Request notification is created.

Viewing the History of Media
The History of media interface displays a log of the media moves detected with a particular drive,
library, media, or platform within the Media Manager configuration. It is a useful tool for
troubleshooting incidents occurring in Media Manager.
See Viewing the History of Media for details.

Operations on Media
From the Media List, you can perform some operations on media. Each operation can be
available or not, depending on media type, media status, etc.
These are the operations that you can perform on media:

Closing Media
Closing a media prevents Miria from requesting it again for archiving. Subsequent archiving
operations are performed on new media.
A closed media can nevertheless be requested for retrieval.
It can be helpful to close the media if you want to put some of them offline for safety reasons. As
those media are no longer available, it is better to close them to avoid Miria requesting them
during an archiving.
Only a super user or a user having the Media > Close & Reopen advanced setting enabled
has permission to close a media.
See Advanced Settings for details.
To close a media
1.

Select one or several open media from the Media List.

2.

Click
.
The media Status switches from Open to Closed.

Reopening Media
You can reopen a previously closed media, unless it has the status Closed (No reopen).
Important: If a media is Closed on Error, you must not reopen until you have identified and
corrected the cause of the incident. If Miria has closed the media on write error, either due to
a media or drive issue, reopening the media leads to data loss. You should investigate on
the reason for this error (e.g., clean drive, test drive, check tape media, etc.).
Only a super user or a user having the Media > Close & Reopen advanced setting enabled
has permission to reopen a media.
See Advanced Settings for details.
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To reopen a media
1.

Select one or several closed media from the Media List.

2.

Click
.
The media Status switches from Closed to Open.

Duplicating Physical Media
To copy the whole content of a media to another media, use the Duplication feature.

Duplication Types
These are the types of duplication:
•
Simple. The contents of a single source media is duplicated to a single destination media.
•
Multiple. The contents of several source media is duplicated to one or several destination
media. Miria tries to fill one destination media before using a new one. The space on the
destination media is optimized, and there may be less destination media than source
media.
•
For tape migration. The contents of several source media is duplicated to one or several
destination media, but source and destination media are not of the same type (e.g., LTO4 to
LTO6).

Duplication Prerequisites
The duplication feature is available if:
•
The media is a Media Manager media in TAR, PAX, CPIO, SIDF, or ATN format.
•
At least two drives are available, one drive to read data, and the other to write to the
destination media.
•
Scratch or blank media is available.
•
The destination storage manager is the same as the source storage manager.
•
You are logged in as a super user or a user having the Media > Duplicate advanced
setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
•

The media to duplicate is not in Prevent Use mode.
See Preventing and Allowing Media Use.

•

You cannot duplicate a media having the Other status with the Duplicate Fingerprint state.

The source and destination media remain available for subsequent operations, and are
independent from one another. If new data is archived on the source media, the contents of the
source and destination media are no longer the same.
If you want both media to be identical, you must close them. See Closing Media for details.

Duplication Limitation
The duplication feature is not available for the LTFS format.
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Simple Duplication and Multiple Duplication
To duplicate a media
1.

Select one or several media from the Media List. The selected media must belong to the
same storage manager.

2.

Click
.
The Duplicate the media window opens.
From the Destination storage manager container list, choose the storage manager
container to which the media will be duplicated.

3.

Note: The list only displays the storage manager containers belonging to the same
storage manager as the source media.
4.

If necessary, set these options:
•
Platform Name. Name of the Miria platform that reads the source media and performs
the duplication.
This option is mainly used when the platform associated with the destination storage
manager is an agent pool.
•
Parallelism Index. If you select several media to duplicate, you can specify the
number of duplications that you want to be run simultaneously.
•
Best Fit. Use this option if performing multiple or tape migration duplication.
If you select several media to duplicate, this option enables you to fit several source
media to a smaller number of destination media. Note that each media must fit
completely on the destination media.
For instance, if you duplicate media A (400 GB), media B (700 GB), and media C (300
GB) to destination media with a size of 1 200 GB, the data will fit on 2 destination
media. A and B will fit on destination media 1, but C will be duplicated to media 2
because it cannot fit completely on media 1. If the Best Fit option is disabled, there will
be three destination media, one for each source media.
The Figure 70 illustrates the Media Duplication with Best Fit example.

Figure 70: Media Duplication with Best Fit example
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The Figure 71 illustrates the Media Duplication without Best Fit example.

Figure 71: Media Duplication without Best fit example

Note: There must be enough available drives. For instance, if you select 10 media to
duplicate, and a parallelism index of 3, you must have at least 6 drives for the
parallelization to be optimized. If there are less drives available, some of the duplication
sub-jobs run sequentially.
5.

Click OK to validate the duplication of the media.
A Media duplication job is created, and you can monitor its execution from the Job List.
See Miria Jobs for details.
A new media with the Open status is displayed in the Media List.

If you cancel a duplication job on multiple media while it is in progress, the job finishes on all
media currently in drives. The cancellation only takes effect on the next set of media, which is not
mounted.

Tape Migration Duplication
If you replace your existing tape drives with a more recent compatible tape drive technology (e.g.,
LTO4 to LTO6), you can migrate your data located on LTO4 media to LTO6 media with the Miria
duplication feature. Consider these prerequisites and limitations:
•
The formats supported are TAR, PAX, CPIO, SIDF, and ATN.
•
Migration from LTO (Linear Tape-Open) to T10K is also supported by this feature, but
requires using ACSLS or tape splitting to have two different tape drives in the same
Miria/Media Manager configuration.
Contact Atempo Professional Services for information.
•

Tape duplication/migration is working at session level, and not at file level. As a
consequence the source and destination media may not be identical depending on file
retention or space on the media. There may also be empty space at the end of the
destination media.

To duplicate media for tape migration
1.
2.

Miria

Replace the LTO4 drives with the LTO6 ones in the library.
Perform a device scan to declare the new drives in the Media Manager configuration.
See Declaring New Devices for details.
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3.
4.

5.

Add LTO6 new media in the library while keeping the old LTO4 media that you want to
migrate.
From the storage manager handling the LTO4 media, create a different storage manager
container for the LTO6 media. In the Barcode Selection field, enter a barcode range that
corresponds to the LTO6 media.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.
Perform a media duplication with these parameters:
•
As the source of the duplication, select all the LTO4 media that you want to migrate.
•
As the destination of the duplication, select the storage manager container that you
created for LTO6 media.
•
Select the Best Fit check box.
See To duplicate a media for details.

Recycling a Media
You can empty the media and apply the recycle operation to it, so you can reuse it.
Important: Perform the media recycling with caution as this operation makes it available to
Miria to overwrite its content. Before recycling a media ensure that you no longer need its
content, as there is no undo mode for this operation.

Recycling Prerequisites
Take into account these recycling prerequisites:
•
You must be logged in as a super user or a user having the Media > Recycle advanced
setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
•

You cannot recycle a media having the Other status with the Duplicate Fingerprint state.

To recycle a media
1.

Select one or several media from the Media List.

2.

Click
.
The Recycle media window displays the selected media list.
Click OK to validate the recycling of the media.
A Media recycling job is created, and you can monitor its execution from the Job List. See
Miria Jobs for details.
The media Status switches to Empty.

3.

Scratching a Media
You can empty a Media Manager media, remove it from the Miria database, and send it to scratch
(i.e., delete the fingerprint).
Important: Perform the media scratching with caution as this operation deletes its content.
Before scratching a media ensure that you no longer need its content, as there is no undo
mode for this operation.
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Scratching Prerequisites
Take into account these scratching prerequisites:
•
You must be logged in as a super user or a user having the Media > Scratch advanced
setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
•

You cannot scratch a media having the Other status with the Duplicate Fingerprint state.

To scratch a media
1.

Select one or several media from the Media List.

2.
3.

Click
.
Click OK to validate the scratching of the media.
A Media scratch job is created, and you can monitor its execution from the Job List.
See Miria Jobs for details.
Miria performs the scratching of the media.

Changing the Volume Name of an LTFS Media
You can modify the volume name of an LTFS media at any time. This name corresponds to the
root directory of the LTFS media file system. Changing this name does not impact the media
barcode (i.e., it remains unchanged).

Changing the Volume Name Prerequisites
Take into account these prerequisites to change the volume name:
•
You must be logged in as a super user or a user having the Media > Change LTFS
volume name advanced setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
•

You cannot change the Volume name of a media if the media is in Prevent Use mode.
See Preventing and Allowing Media Use for details.

To change the volume name of an LTFS media
1.

Select one or several Media Manager LTFS media from the Media List.

2.

Click
.
The Change LTFS volume name window displays the current volume name of the selected
media.
In the New LTFS Volume Name field, enter the new volume name for the LTFS media.

3.

Note: These characters are forbidden in the volume name: / : " * ? < > \ |.
4.

Miria

Click OK to validate the renaming of the LTFS volume.
An LTFS Volume Name Change job is created, and you can monitor its execution from the
Job List. See Miria Jobs for details.
The media volume name is modified.
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Requesting Media Ejection from the Library
You can request that an online media is ejected for you to physically remove it from the library.
Take into account these prerequisites to request the media ejection:
•
You must be logged in as a super user or a user having the Media > Eject advanced
setting enabled.
See Advanced Settings for details.
•

The media must be online.

To request media ejection
1.

Select one or several media from the Media List.

2.

Click
.
An Ejection Request job is created, and you can monitor its execution from the Job List. See
Miria Jobs for details.
If the ejection triggering is set to the automatic mode for the library, the media is
automatically moved to the mailbox; however, if the ejection triggering is set to the manual
mode, you have to trigger the physical ejection of the media manually.
See Ejecting Media for details.

Adding a Comment to a Media
You can add a comment to describe a media, and then edit it whenever you need.
To add a comment to a media
1.

2.

3.
4.
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Click the arrow to the left of a storage manager of Media Manager or Miria File Storage
Container type.
A Media object is displayed in the tree.
Click the Media object to show its properties in the Properties pane of the Miria
Administration Console.
From the right pane, click
.
The Change Comment window opens.
Enter the comment of your choice in the New Comment field, and click the check mark to
validate.
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CHAPTER 15 - Database Management
This topic describes how to manage the Miria database (i.e., configuration and protection). You
must protect the database by backing it up on a regular basis so that you can restore it in case of
a failure.

Best Practices for Configuring the MaxDB Database
This topic deals with information about MaxDB configuration for data and log volumes.

Raw-Device vs File System
On Unix, SAP recommends creating data and log volumes on raw devices (i.e., hard disk or part
of a hard disk not managed by the operating system). The database system usually accesses
raw devices faster than files. In addition, the operating system boots raw devices faster, because
it does not have to check the consistency of the file system.

Optimal Size of Data Volumes
With MaxDB, the data is distributed evenly to all available data volumes. When new volumes are
added to the productive system, the data distribution include them over time.
It is not only the size of a data volume that is important for system performance, but also the
number of volumes because it determines the scaling of the I/O. Depending on the number of
configured volumes, MaxDB configures threads, which are in charge of the I/O.
The _IOPROCS_PER_DEV parameter defines the number of threads for each volume. Set these
values: 2 for Unix, 1 for Windows. Subsequent I/O operations to a volume are then distributed to
several threads.
You should increase the number of I/O threads for each volume if the database has been
configured with a small number of data volumes although the I/O system allows more parallel I/O.
However, it is better to use an appropriately large amount of data volumes, because the data
writer and user tasks must then check less frequently if an I/O queue is already busy.
Conversely, having too many data volumes increases the number of threads, and you can reach
the limits of the operating system resources.
SAP recommends this calculation formula: Use the square root of the system size in GB, rounded
up to specify the number of MaxDB data volumes.
This table provides examples of this formula:
Database Size
(in GB)
10

Miria

Number of Data
Volumes
4

Volume Size
(rounded in GB)
2,5

Volume Size (rounded
in pages)
327 680
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Database Size
(in GB)

Number of Data
Volumes

Volume Size
(rounded in GB)

Volume Size (rounded
in pages)

50

8

6,25

819 200

100

10

10,00

1 310 720

200

15

13,33

1 747 190

500

23

21,74

2 849 505

1024

32

32,00

4 194 304

Logs and Data on the Same Disk
SAP recommends to configure log volumes and data volumes separately on different disks.
The swap space should also be configured on a different disk.

Miria Database Administration Mode
When the Miria database is offline, the root user can access the Miria Administration Console in
Database Administration (Maintenance) mode to perform some basic administration operations.
In this mode, the Administration Console only displays the Server > Sessions and Processes
and Database tabs.
This mode enables the root user to:
•
View the sessions and processes.
•
See general information on the database.
•
MaxDB only. Edit some parameters and put the database in one of these states: Online,
Offline, or Maintenance.
For details on the Online, Offline, and Maintenance states, see the SAP documentation.

To log in to the Administration Console in Database
Administration mode
This procedure applies only when the Miria database is in offline or maintenance status.
Otherwise, follow the standard logging procedure.
1.
In the Applications folder, click the Miria Admin icon.
The login window opens.
2.
Click inside the framed area that displays the login parameters.
This framed area expands to display advanced login parameters.
3.
In the user login field, select the Offline option.
See User for details.
4.
Enter the root user password and click Log in.
The Miria Administration Console opens in Database Administration mode and displays
only the Server > Sessions-Processes and Database items.
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This table describes the information that the Administration Console displays when in
Database Administration mode:
Category

Description

Sessions Processes

Opens the Miria Processes/Sessions List. This list displays the same
information as the information displayed in the Miria standard operation
mode.
See Processes and Sessions for details.

Database

From the Navigation area, select the database.
The default name is Miria. General database information displays (i.e.,
Instance name, State, DB Type, and Version).
The database name displays these items:
•
•
•
•
•

5.
6.

Data and Log Area
Caches
Parameters
Backup
Hot Standby

Perform the required actions on the database (e.g., the maintenance).
To return to standard operation mode, put the database Online, close the Administration
Console, and log in again to Miria as usual.

To put the database in Online state (MaxDB only)
l

In Database Administration mode, click

.

To put the database in Offline state (MaxDB only)
l

In Database Administration mode, click

.

To put the database in Maintenance state (MaxDB only)
l

In Database Administration mode, click

.

Monitoring the Miria Database
The Database Monitoring tool provides an overview of the Miria database information (e.g., size,
number of sessions, type, etc.). For additional information, use the Database Studio application
for your MaxDB database, and the PgAdmin application for your PostgreSQL database.
To open the Database Monitoring pane
>

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Server > Database.
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The Database Monitoring pane displays information according to the database type, either
MaxDB or PostgreSQL.

MaxDB Database
This table describes the information categories that Miria displays in the navigation pane for a
MaxDB database:
Category

Description

Basic
Information Database
Name

Info pane
These three progression bars provide the same informations as their
corresponding fields:
• Data. Size of the data volumes (e.g., total, perm, temp, used, and free).
• Logs. Size of the log volumes (e.g., total, used, free).
The Logs bar also indicates whether the Overwrite mode is enabled or not.
When the Overwrite mode is disabled, the background has a green color;
when this mode is enabled, the background has a red color.
• Sessions. Number of sessions (e.g., max, used, free).
Details pane
Provides more detailed statistics through these fields:
• General. Provides the most general information (i.e., Instance, State, DB
Type, Version, and Backup/Restore in progress).
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Category

Description
• Warnings. This section only displays when MaxDB has generated any
warnings. These are examples of the warnings that you can get:
Overwrite mode set to Yes. MaxDB keeps a repository to store the redo
logs. Once this repository is full and if the overwrite mode is set to Yes,
MaxDB deletes all the redo logs present in it. You are no longer able to
restore the transactions listed in the deleted redo logs.
To avoid MaxDB deleting the redo logs, set the overwrite mode to No.
Redo Log Management Deactivated. The MaxDB Redo Log
Management function manages redo log entries.
Atempo recommends to disable the Redo Log Management only in specific
situations (e.g., to test the system or during a large load job).
If the Redo Log Management is disabled during the MaxDB database
normal operation, you can only restore your database up to the time of the
last savepoint. To be able to play the redo logs, keep the Redo Log
Management enabled.
DB Migration. If Miria is still using MaxDB 7.7, this warning indicates that
you should migrate your database to a newer version.
To migrate the database, apply the procedure explained in the Upgrading
Recommendations topic of the -Miria Release Notes.
Important! Before starting the database migration, close all the MaxDB
consoles and tools that could be running.
Logs Full. The log area is full.
For details, search on the online help of Database Studio the message Log
Full, “-901”.
• Settings. These are examples of the settings that you can get:
Auto Extend. If it is disabled, its value displays No; if it is enabled, its value
displays as a percentage the filling rate of the data area.
By default, this setting is enabled and the system adds a new data volume
to the data area as soon as the fill level reaches 90%. Atempo recommends
you to keep this default behavior.
Automatic Statistics Update. When its value is Yes, the Automatic
Statistics Update (for SQL Optimizer) is enabled in MaxDB. The values are
No (default), Yes, and Unknown.
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Category

Description

Data and Log This category displays these tables:
Area
• Log Volumes. Describes the log files. The information provided includes
the name, size, type, device/file, and log partition. If you have activated the
mirroring log feature in the MaxDB database, this table displays the
mirrored logs as a tree.
• Data Volumes. Describes the data files. The information provided includes
the name, type, device/file, total size, used space, free space, and filling
percentage.
For details on the Log and Data volumes, see the SAP documentation.
Caches

Provides information on the usage of the buffers and the cache.

Parameters

Enables to set most of the important parameters such as AutoLogBackupSize,
MaxCPUs, MaxUserTasks, SessionTimeout, etc.
For editable parameters, the pencil icon to the right is enabled. To modify a
parameter:
1 Select the parameter.
2 Click the pencil icon.
The configuration window opens and displays the parameter name and
current value.
3 Complete the New value field and click the check mark.
Some parameters cannot be modified.

Backup

Provides the history of the backup actions in the database.
To filter the display based on the backup type:
1. Click the funnel icon located to the right.

The Backup Type list displays these options:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete data
Histlost
Log
Since last Complete data
Since last Histlost
2. Select the check box corresponding to the backup type(s) that you want to
display.
3. Select the Backup Type check box.
4. Click the

icon to the right to validate the filter(s).

To reset the filters to the default value, click the
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Category

Description

Hot Standby

Provides information on the hot standby system, if any.
A Hot Standby is a cluster composed by a master database and one or more
standby databases that can act as a single database, even if they are located
on different machines.
This cluster ensures a network high availability as the slave node(s) replicate
the master node in real time and can then replace it in case of a crash;
however, a hot standby system does not protect you against database errors
or inconsistencies caused by users or applications.
These columns contain general information on the hot standby system:
• Virtual Server Name. Name or alias of the virtual server.
• Shared Resource. High availability mode used by the hot standby system.
These are the valid values:
–
None. The log entries are simultaneously written to the log area of
the master database and to the log area of the standby database.
–
Log. The master and the standby databases share the same log
area.
• Storage DLL Path. Name of the MaxDB library used to access the
memory management system (e.g., libhsscopy). If the field is empty, the
database does not use such library.
These columns contain one line per node:
• Node. Name of the master and one or several slave nodes.
• Role. Role of the node in the hot standby configuration, (i.e., master or
slave).
• Status. These are the possible statuses:
–
Online. Only for master instance. Operational status that
designates the master database.
–
Standby. For the standby instance(s). Indicates an operational
status that corresponds to a status between Admin and Online.
Operation
When the master instance fails (i.e., its status is no more Online), the
cluster software selects one of the standby instances as the new master
instance and sends that information to the standby instance.
The database instance assigns the Online operational status to the new
master instance.
Once you have fixed the error on the old master instance, you can take it
back to the hot standby system as a standby instance.
• Successful Synchronize Date. Last time at which the standby instance
was synchronized successfully with the master instance.
• Register Standby Date. Last time at which you assigned the Standby
status to the instance.

Miria
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PostgreSQL Database
This table describes the information categories that Miria displays in the navigation pane for a
PostgreSQL database:
Category

Description

General

Provides the most general information about the database (i.e., Instance,
State, DB Type, and Version).

Parameters

Provides the values of these parameters: block size, data directory, log
destination, logging collector, maximum number of connections, port, server
encoding, server version, and shared buffers.

Optimizing MaxDB Database
The db_analyzer.cmd script analyzes the MaxDB database configuration and provides a list of
recommended values for some settings. You should modify your database configuration
accordingly to optimize its functioning.
This script is located in the ADA_HOME/Tools/tuning directory.
To analyze the MaxDB database
1.

2.

Launch the db_analyzer script:
•
Windows. Double-click the %ADA_HOME%\Tools\tuning\db_analyzer.cmd file.
•
Unix. Change directory to <ADA_HOME>/Tools/tuning and run ./db_analyzer.sh.
The script executes and generates a result file in the ADA_HOME/Tools/tuning/yyyymmdd
directory.
Open the ADA_HOME/Tools/tuning/yyyymmdd/DBAN.prt file in a text editor.
The file contains the list of recommended settings.

Managing the Database in Command Line
Managing the database from a graphical interface may entail a security risk for your
configuration. Atempo recommends monitoring and managing your Miria database through:
•
The Miria Database Administration Mode.
Or
•
The dbmcli tool run in Command Line from the Miria prompt.
To run dbmcli
1.
2.
3.

Open an Miria prompt using an account with administrative privileges.
Go to the %ADA_HOME%\Binary\bin directory.
At the ADA\Binary\bin prompt, run this command:
dbmcli -d ADA -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN
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4.

At the dbmcli on Miria prompt, you can modify the parameters following the db_
analyzer recommendations.

Example for Windows
This is an example of the results of a db_analyzer.cmd script for a Windows configuration:

===== #0 at 2019-02-26 16:44:16
* I
* I Database Analyzer configuration check version 1.73, December 14, 2016
* I
* I General information:
* I -------------------* I Instance ADA (dc01dmigrsrvv.fr.atempo.network) is up since 2019-02-26
16:33:20
* I Kernel version: Kernel 7.9.08 Build 036-123-255-240
* I Number of logical CPUs: 8, physical CPUs: 4, physical cores: 8,
processor type: AMD64 level 6 revision 4f00
* I Physical memory 12287 MB, virtual memory 14719 MB, memory allocated from
instance: 1071.51 MB
* I Operating system: Windows Server (bu, Server Standard Edition (full
installation)
* I Configuration of 'MaxCPUs': 2, 'MaxUserTasks': 400
* I Size of data cache 49832 pages (389.31 MB), size of converter cache 18
pages (0.14 MB)
* I Number of data volumes 1, usable size 131070 pages (1 GB), used size
3192 pages (0.02 GB), filling level 2%
* I
* I General checks:
* I --------------* I Diagnostic function activated, 'UseExtendedTimeMeasurement' : YES
* W3 Log automatic overwrite is set to 'on' !
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'CommandBufferSize' is 524288, current
value is 131072
* W3 Recommended value for parameter 'InternalOrderStackSize' is 262056,
current value is 262136
* W3 Recommended value for parameter 'InterpreterWorkStackSize' is 262056,
current value is 262136
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'EnableFetchReverseOptimization' is NO,
current value is YES
* I Servertask distribution 'DedicatedServerTaskUKTs': YES,
'MaxServerTaskUKTs': 1
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'UseAlternateAllocatorForServer' is
YES, current value is NO
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'InitialAllocatorSize' is 1024000,
current value is 991216
* I
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* I If instance ADA is used for Data Warehouse applications, the following
recommendations are of interest:
* I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'HashJoinTotalMemorySize' is 24000,
current value is 5120
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'HashJoinSingleTableMemorySize' is
4000, current value is 512
* W1 Recommended value for parameter 'UseDataCacheScanOptimization' is YES,
current value is NO
* I
* I Following parameters have user modified flag:
* I -------------------------------------------* I MaxDataVolumes=64
* I UseShareLockForForeignKey=YES
* I SessionTimeout=0

In the General checks section of the recommendation file, the db_analyzer script displays the
parameters to be modified, with their current value and the new recommended value.
In this example, db_analyzer recommends modifying some parameters, such as
CommandBufferSizeand InternalOrderStackSize.
To modify the database parameters in Command Line

3.

Launch the dbmcli tool.
At the dbmcli on Miria prompt, run these commands:
•
dbmcli on Miria> param_put CommandBufferSize 524288
•
dbmcli on Miria> param_put InternalOrderStackSize 262056
Stop the Miria database by running this command:

4.

dbmcli on Miria>db_stop
Restart the Miria database by running this command:

1.
2.

5.

dbmcli on Miria>db_online
Run again the db_analyzer script.
Lines InternalOrderStackSize and EnableFetchReverseOptimization have been
moved from the General checks section to the Following parameters have user
modified flag section.
Those lines display now with the new value you assigned them, as shown in this sample of
the results:

Following parameters have user modified flag:
* I -------------------------------------------* I InternalOrderStackSize=262056
* I MaxDataVolumes=64
* I CommandBufferSize=524288
* I InterpreterWorkStackSize=262056
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* I UseShareLockForForeignKey=YES
* I SessionTimeout=0

Miria Database Protection
This topic describes how to back up and protect the Miria database, either for MaxDB or
PostgreSQL. Backup and security of the Miria environment are your responsibility, as they are for
any other applications. Since it is an archiving application, you must adopt a reliable solution.

Securing Data
A Full backup enables you to restore the Miria database as it was when the database was
backed up. The database restore granularity is then the frequency at which Miria performs a
database Full backup.
The process used to protect the Miria database contains these 2 steps:
•
Backup. In the first step, the Miria database backup for MaxDB/PostgreSQL task backs up
the database and stores the result on the server local disk.
Atempo highly recommends that you store this backup on a different server file system or on
other drives using a network mount. If needed, you can use the backup to directly restore
the database.
Important: If you back up your Miria database on a network mount point, you must
implement a checking process that runs on a regular basis to ensure that the mount
point works correctly. If any reason prevents Miria from accessing the mount point, the
backup is not performed.
•

Archive. In the second step, Miria protects the database backup by archiving it.
Atempo highly recommends that you define the store manager associated with this archive
on a separated location, other server, or tape. A separate location protects the database
against both machine failures and physical accidents (e.g., fire, flood, etc.).
If needed, you can use the contents of this archive to restore the database. In this case, you
must secure as well the task report by sending an e-mail that indicates the archive location.
These are two examples of reports that indicate the archive location :
–
–

On tape. The e-mail indicates the media and the position on the tape. You can
perform the restore by using, for instance, the Miria pax command.
On the DDN WOS store manager. The e-mail indicates the OID that enables you to
perform the restore using the command line (e.g., ada_storage_access.exe
command).

Securing the Log Files
To achieve a database restore granularity close to a minute, in addition to a Full backup, you
must secure the log files. By securing the log files, you can restore the database to either a point
in time between two backups (e.g., to cancel an unwanted action) or the nearest moment of the
last correct operation point.
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Atempo highly recommends that you store the log files on a file system or a drive not used by the
server. If needed, you must replay the log files generated after the last database Full backup.
Delete logs after full backup option. When enabled, Miria stores on the local disk only the log
files that are needed to perform a database Full backup.

Backing Up the PostgreSQL Database
You can back up the PostgreSQL database either automatically through a Miria task, or
manually.

PostgreSQL Database Backup Task
The Miria database backup for PostgreSQL task is available only if you have a PostgreSQL
database. This task enables you to perform only a full backup of your PostgreSQL database.

To create a task to back up the PostgreSQL database
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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From the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Task.
From the Type list, select Miria Database backup for PostgreSQL.
Complete the Name and Description fields.
See General Configuration Parameters for Tasks for details on task general parameters.
From the Configuration tab, complete the appropriate fields.
This table describes the fields that you can complete in the Configuration tab:
Field

Description

PostgreSQL
Instance to
Back up

The list displays all the databases declared on the Miria server.

Backup Type

Choose Full to trigger the full backup of the selected Postgres instance
and place the result in the directory defined in the Backup Location field.
If the PostgreSQL instance includes several database instances, Miria
backs up all of them.

Select the instance you want to back up. If in doubt about the instance to
back up, select the Myself option that corresponds to the current
instance.
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Field

Description

Backup
Location

Path of the directory where Postgres places the backup result. Ensure
that this directory has enough free space.
The name of the generated file has this form:
<MachineName_PortNumber>_DATA_Backup.bz2.
Where:
• MachineName is the name of the Mac server.
• PortNumber is the number of the communication port.
• .bz2 is the compression extension; it displays only if you have
selected the Compression option.
Click the Select button to browse for a destination folder.

Backup
Archiving

Archive where Miria archives the backup result.
The path of the archive is auto-generated according to this format:
/<hostname>/<instance_name>/ Postgres_<version>/<backup_
type>/<file(s)>
where:
• hostname is the machine hosting the Miria database.
• instance_name is an object of bundle type.
• Postgres_<version> is the version of the database.
• backup_type is an object of bundle type.
• file(s) is the database backed up as a file.
Select an archive from the list.

6.

7.

Complete these tabs as needed:
•
The Scheduling Tab.
•
The Email Tab.
•
The Advanced Tab.
•
The Advanced Settings Tab.
Click Save to validate the task creation.

See Tasks for details on task configuration.

Backing Up the MaxDB Database
The Miria database backup for MaxDB task is available only if you have a MaxDB database.
The Miria database backup for MaxDB task only performs full backups (i.e., complete MaxDB
backups) and log backups. Incremental MaxDB backups are not supported.
To create a task to back up the MaxDB database
1.
2.
3.

Miria

From the left pane, select Browse > Tasks > Tasks.
Click the gear wheel at the top right and select New Task.
From the Type list, select Miria database backup for MaxDB.
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4.
5.

Complete the Name and Description fields.
See General Configuration Parameters for Tasks for details on task general parameters.
From the Configuration tab, complete the appropriate fields depending on whether you
perform a full or a log backup.
This table describes the fields that you can complete in the Configuration tab to create a
full backup task:
Field

Description

Instance to
Back up list

Displays all the databases declared on the Miria server.

Backup Type

Choose Full for MaxDB to perform a full backup of the selected
instance and to place the result in the directory defined in the Backup
Location field. If the MaxDB backup includes several database
instances, Miria archives all of them.

Select the instance you want to back up. If in doubt about the instance
to back up, select the Myself option that corresponds to the current
instance.

If you have enabled the Linear Logs with Autolog Backup option, but
you do not archive regularly the MaxDB logs through a log backup
task, you will not be able to restore the transactions that follow a full
backup, when performing the database recovery of the full backup.
Backup
Location

Path of the directory where MaxDB places the backup result and the
related recovery scripts. Ensure that this directory has enough free
space.
The Miria database backup for MaxDB task automatically creates an
ADA_Recover_Script corresponding to the server operating system.
See Restoring the MaxDB Database for details.
The name of the generated backup file has this form:
<Instance_Name>_DATA_Backup.
Instance_Name is the name of the MaxDB
backed up instance.
Click the Select button to browse for a destination folder.
Where:

For a Windows Miria server, the database can only be located on the
local drive. So you cannot use a network path of this format:
\\machine\path.
The Data Compression, Parallel Backup, and Block Size options may increase or
reduce the backup time when performing full backups of large databases.
Data
Compression
check box
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By default, this check box is selected.
Reduces the size of the backup file. Clear this check box to disable
compression and optimize backup time.
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Field

Description

Parallel Backup By default, this check box is cleared.
check box
By default, Miria sends the backup data to only one media. If you
select this check box, Miria distributes the data simultaneously over
several media, optimizing the backup time. The MaxBackupMedia
parameter value determines the number of media used. You can
modify this parameter on the Database Studio interface.
Modifying the MaxBackupMedia parameter requires that you stop the
Miria service before putting the MaxDB database offline.
Block Size

By default, during backup, MaxDB transfers 64 pages of the database
(i.e., 64 KB) as a block. Set this parameter to a greater value (in pages
or in KB) to reduce the backup time.

Backup
Archive where Miria archives the backup result.
Archiving The path of the archive is auto-generated according to this format:
Auto-generated
/<hostname>/<instance_name>/MaxDB_<version>/<backup_
full path
type>/<file(s)>
hostname is the machine hosting the Miria database.
instance_name is an object of bundle type.
MaxDB_<version> is the version of the database.
backup_type is an object of bundle type.
file(s) is the database backed up as a file.
Select an archive from the list.
Where:

If you prefer not to archive the full backup, keep the default value (i.e., -).
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Field

Description

Log
Management
pane

Enables you to indicate to MaxDB the action to carry out on the log
files written to its log area, once the full backup is performed, —either
to back up or to overwrite them.
Select one of these three mutually excluding options :
• Log Overwrite. Activates the overwrite mode. In this mode,
MaxDB overwrites its log area when it is full.
When using the overwrite mode, you can only restore your
database up to the time of the last available backup.
• Linear Logs with Autolog Backup. Activates the automatic
backup of the log area, and so deactivates the overwrite mode.
In this mode, MaxDB backs up each log segment, when it gets full,
in the Miria log repository.
If this mode is enabled, but you do not archive regularly the MaxDB
logs through a log backup task, you will not be able to restore the
transactions that follow a full backup, when performing a database
full backup recovery.
• Linear Logs. Deactivates the overwrite mode.
In this mode, when the log area gets full, MaxDB cannot write any
further redo log entries in it and stops all running transactions.
• Log Backup Location field. When any of the two Log Linear
modes is enabled, this field defines the path of the Miria repository
where MaxDB saves the log files.
Clicking the Select... button opens the Browsing window that enables
you to browse for an archive.
• Delete logs after full backup check box. Deletes from the file
system the log files generated before the current full backup.
By default, this check box is selected.
If you have both, cleared this check box and selected the Enable
MaxDB Backup Archiving check box, the Miria database backup
task archives the log files in the destination archive you chose, but
does not delete them from the Miria log repository. The next full
backup does not take into account the log files already archived.
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This table describes the fields that you can complete in the Configuration tab to create a log
backup task:
Field

Description

Instance to
Back up

The list displays all the databases declared on the Miria server.

Backup Type

Choose Log for MaxDB to back up the log files, if any. A backup of log
type is only relevant if you perform a full backup with the Enable
MaxDB Backup Archiving check box selected.

Log Archiving
- Autogenerated full
path

Archive where Miria archives the log files.

Select the instance you want to back up. If in doubt about the instance
to back up, select the Myself option that corresponds to the current
instance.

The archive path is auto-generated according to this format:
/<hostname>/<instance_name>/MaxDB_<version>/<backup_
type>/<file(s)>
hostname is the machine hosting the Miria database.
instance_name is an object of bundle type.
MaxDB_<version> is the version of the database.
backup_type is an object of bundle type.
file(s) is the database backed up as a file.
Select an archive from the list.
Where:

If you prefer not to archive the log files, do not select any archive and
keep the default value (i.e., --).
Log
Management
pane

Only the Linear Logs with Autolog Backup option is enabled.
• Linear Logs with Autolog Backup. Activates the automatic
backup of the log area, and so deactivates the overwrite mode.
In this mode, MaxDB backs up each log segment, when it gets full,
in the Miria log repository.
Complete the Log Backup Location field.
• Log Backup Location field. Defines the path of the repository
where MaxDB saves the log files.
Click the Select button to browse for a destination folder.

6.

7.

Complete these tabs as needed:
•
The Scheduling Tab.
•
The Email Tab.
•
The Advanced Tab.
•
The Advanced Settings Tab.
Click Save to validate the task creation.

See Tasks for details on task configuration.
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Additional Collected Files (Full Backup Only)
When the Enable archiving setting is active, the backup task:
•
Archives the Config subdirectory and displays it under the FULL package.
•
Collects and archives additional files or directories.
The additional files collected are specific configuration files of the Miria server. The backup
task copies these additional files in the Config subdirectory of the directory that you have
defined in the Backup Location field.
If the collected object is:
–
A file. The backup task copies it in the Config subdirectory.
–
A directory. The backup task copies it recursively in the Config subdirectory.
These are the different configuration file sets collected:
–
For Windows.
'atempo.lic' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\atempo.lic',
'ada_servers' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\ada_servers.txt',
'proxyio' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\proxyio.txt',
'hosts' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\hosts.txt',
'amm_appli' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\amm_appli.txt',
'custom' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\..\Custom',
'BR_Masking' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}\Conf\BR_Masking_*.txt',
–

For Unix/MacOS.

'atempo.lic' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/Conf/atempo.lic',
'ada_servers' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/Conf/ada_servers',
'proxyio' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/Conf/proxyio',
'hosts' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/Conf/hosts',
'amm_appli' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/Conf/amm_appli',
'custom' => '$ENV{ADA_HOME}/../Custom',
'bindings' => '/etc/multipath/bindings',
'multipath' => '/etc/multipath.conf',
'limits' => '/etc/security/limits.conf',
'sysctl' => '/etc/sysctl.conf',
'maxdb_rules' => '/etc/udev/rules.d/99-maxdb.rules',
Note: Miria does not warn you about files that are not present on the Miria server.

List of Archived Objects or Used Media
The archiving job Events window provides information on the job and the location of archived
objects in the storage manager (if different from Media Manager), or on the used media (if the
storage manager is Media Typed).
In addition to the Events window information, the Miria database backup for MaxDB task saves
information under the directory that you have defined in the Backup Location field, with the
instance_name_Archived_Objects name. This information is always related to the last
performed backup.
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Examples. These are examples of the information saved by the Miria database backup for
MaxDB task:
•
For the Media Manager storage manager:
Archiving Job 6071 (Media used : disk_lib_8, Tapefile : 0)
•

Archiving Job 6071 (Media used : disk_lib_7, Tapefile : 2)
For a storage manager different from Media Manager:
Archiving Job 5 (OS path : /DT/mario/BCK/ADA_DATA_Backup, Storage
information : Storage Manager Type= 4, Storage Manager Node= 3, Storage
Manager Container Node= 4, Compression= 0, Path On Storage =
/Project/3/devvdilx.fr.atempo.network/ADA/MaxDB_7.8.2.41/FULL/ADA_DATA_
Backup)
Archiving Job 5 (OS path : /DT/mario/BCK/Config, Storage information :
<None>)
Archiving Job 5 (OS path : /DT/mario/BCK/Config/ada_servers, Storage
information : Storage Manager Type= 4, Storage Manager Node= 3, Storage
Manager Container Node= 4, Compression= 0, Path On Storage =
/Project/3/devvdilx.fr.atempo.network/ADA/MaxDB_
7.8.2.41/FULL/Config/ada_servers (1))

MaxDB Database Backup Use Case
This topic provides a use case to help you carrying out the backup of your MaxDB database. It
shows you how to create and initiate these two tasks:
•
A weekly full backup task with the Enable log backup option activated.
•
A daily log backup task.
See To create a task to back up the MaxDB database for more information.
Step 1: Define parameters for the weekly full backup task
1.
2.
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Enter a name for the weekly full backup task (e.g., WFB).
In the Configuration tab:
a.
In the MaxDB Instance to Backup field, select Myself.
b.
In the Backup Type field, select Full.
c.
In the Full Backup Location field, browse for a directory having enough space to
contain the file that the MaxDB backup generates (e.g., D:\MaxDB\Bckp\Files).
Normally, it is a local directory, but you can choose a network resource.
d.
Select the Enable MaxDB Backup Archiving check box and in the Archive Name
(Full Path Auto-generated) field, select the archive where Miria must archive the
MaxDB backup file.
e.
In the Log Management pane:
–
Select the Linear Logs with Autolog Backup radio button.
–
In the Log Backup Location field, browse for a directory where MaxDB must
back up the log files (e.g., D:\MaxDB\Bckp\Logs).
–
Select the Delete logs after full backup check box.
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This Figure 72 illustrates the Configuration tab of the Properties pane with your selections to
create a full backup.

Figure 72: Configuration for a full backup

3.

Complete the scheduling parameter:
•
Select the Enabled check box.
•
In the Hours area, select 10 P.M.
•
In the Days area, select Sunday.
•
In the Occurrences in the Month area, select all the check boxes.

Step 2: Define parameters for the daily log backup task
1.
2.
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Enter a name for the daily log backup task (e.g., DLB).
In the Configuration tab:
a.
In the MaxDB Instance to Backup field, select Myself.
b.
In the Backup Type field, select Log. The Full Backup Location field, the Block Size
area and the Log Management pane gray out.
c.
Select the Enable Log Archiving check box. Note that although selecting the Enable
Log Archiving check box is not mandatory, Atempo recommends you to do so as it
offers an extra security.
d.
In the Archive Name (Full Path Auto-generated) field, select the archive where Miria
must archive the MaxDB log file(s). The Log Management displays grayed out, but the
Linear Logs with Autolog Backup button is selected.
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e.

In the Backup Log Location field, browse for a directory where MaxDB must back up
the log files (e.g., a disk or a network share).
The Figure 73 illustrates the Configuration tab of the Properties pane with your selections to
create a log backup:

Figure 73: Configuration for a log backup

3.

Complete the scheduling parameters:
•
Select the Enabled check box.
•
In the Hours area, select 9 P.M.
•
In the Days area, select all the check boxes.

You have set up these two tasks: the WFB task performs a full backup every Sunday at 10 P.M.,
and the DLB task performs a log backup daily at 9 P.M. Here is how the backup is executed:
The first Sunday, the WFB task:
•
Schedules MaxDB to run a full backup.
•
Archives the full backup from the D:\MaxDB\Bckp\Files folder into the Arch_AMM
archive.
•
Tells MaxDB to save log files in the D:\MaxDB\Bckp\Logs folder.
Daily, the DLB task: Archives the log files that MaxDB has generated in the
D:\MaxDB\Bckp\Logs folder into the Arch_AMM archive.
The next Sunday, the WFB task:
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•
•
•
•
•

Generates a log that covers the time between the last log and the new full backup (i.e.,
Sunday between 9 P.M. and 10 P.M.).
Tells MaxDB to run a full backup.
Archives the full backup and log files into the Arch_AMM archive.
Deletes the log files generated during the last seven days.
Tells again MaxDB to start saving log files.

Restoring the Miria Database
The database restore is always performed manually.

Restoring the MaxDB Database
After a database failure, you can restore your database by importing full backups and log
backups.

Database Restore Using ADA_Recover_Script
The MaxDB database restore using scripts is only supported when the directory hierarchy (i. e.,
Miria installation path, MaxDB Data Volumes and Log Volumes paths) is identical to the original
installation paths, and when the Operating System is similar.
Important: You must not use the restore scripts for a migration from an operating system to
another (e.g., Windows to Linux), or when the OS is similar (e.g., the Windows OS on both
machines) but the Miria installation paths are different.
You must restore the Miria database in these cases:
•
The Data Volumes are corrupted.
•
The Log Area is corrupted.
•
The database cannot start.
•
You have reinstalled Miria.
•
You need a restore of the last Full backup.
As a part of the standard Full backup, the Miria database backup for MaxDB task automatically
creates the recovery script corresponding to the server operating system in the
\%HOME%\backup\full\ directory:
•
Linux. ADA_Recover_Script.sh
To run the ADA_Recover_Script
1.
2.
3.
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Go to the \%HOME%\backup\full\ directory.
Launch the ADA_Recover_Script script.
The ADA_Recover_Script script asks you some questions about the recovery to perform.
According to your own scenario and the current MaxDB Log Backup state, the recover
process differs.
Examples.
•
If Log Backup was not activated (Log was in Overwrite Mode), it is not possible to
recover the Logs.
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•
•

If Log Backup was activated (Log was not in Overwrite Mode), you can choose to only
recover the FULL backup, or to also recover the Logs.
If the database is recreated and initialized, recovering the logs is only possible if Log
Backup tasks have been performed after the Full Backup task. Indeed, since the
Backup history is cleaned when the database is re-created and initialized, recovering
the Logs needs the Backup history that is generated during the Log Backup task.
Note: According to the backed up database configuration and the answers you have
already provided, the recovery script skips some questions.

4.

Once you have answered all the relevant questions, the recovery script performs these
steps:
a.
Stops the Miria service.
b.
Stops the MaxDB database.
c.
Drops the MaxDB Database.
d.
Recreates the MaxDB Database.
e.
Initializes the MaxDB Database.

f.

The data and the log volumes are initialized. All data in the current database is
overwritten. All entries in the Log Area are deleted.
Recovers the last Full backup.
The data is imported from the complete data backup file.

g.

The redo logs are imported from the Log area and/or from the Log Backup files.
Performs the recovery process by using the ADA_Recover_Commands script.

Restoring the PostgreSQL Database
The backup file to restore is generated through the Miria Database backup for PostgreSQL task
and is of the form <MachineName_PortNumber>_DATA_Backup.bz2.
See Backing Up the PostgreSQL Database for details on the database backup.
<ADA_HOME>\Tools\bzip2 -d <backup_path>\<MachineName_PortNumber>_DATA_
Backup.bz2
To restore the PostgreSQL database instance on macOS
1.
2.
•
•
•

Ensure you have the most recent Miria PostgreSQL database backup available.
As the root user, stop these services:
Miria service
AMM services if AMM is present on the host
PostgreSQL ADA_DB service
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#

Miria

sudo bash
launchctl
launchctl
launchctl
launchctl
launchctl

stop
stop
stop
stop
stop

ADA
amm_agent
amm_server
amm_db
ADA_DB
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3.

Check that no Miria process is still running:
bash-3.2# ps -ef | grep ADA

4.
5.

If there is any process left, kill it manually if necessary.
Rename the /Applications/ADA/Database/PostgreSQL/data directory, which contains
the previous Miria database, and copy a new empty PostgreSQL cluster with no Miria user
and database.
You can find an empty cluster in this Miria installation directory:
/Applications/ADA/Tools/empty_ADA_cluster.tgz.
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#
bash-3.2#

6.

cd /Applications/ADA/Database/PostgreSQL
mv data data.old
cp /Applications/ADA/Tools/empty_ADA_cluster.tgz .
gunzip empty_ADA_cluster.tgz
tar xvf empty_ADA_cluster.tar
sudo chown -R postgres:admin data
sudo chmod -R 700 data

Copy the previous database configuration:
bash-3.2# cp data.old/postgresql.conf data/

7.

Restart the PostgreSQL ADA_DB service:
bash-3.2# launchctl start ADA_DB

8.

Unzip the backup file:
bash-3.2# bunzip2 <backup_path>/<MachineName_PortNumber>_DATA_Backup.bz2

9.

As the postgres user, restore the database with the psql tool:
bash-3.2# su postgres
bash-3.2# id
uid=502(postgres) gid=...
bash-3.2# cd /Applications/ADA/Database/PostgreSQL/bin
bash-3.2# ./psql -p <PortNumber> -q -f <backup_path>/<MachineName_
PortNumber>_DATA_Backup postgres

10. The standard PortNumber value for Miria is 5433. If needed, verify the port value in
/Applications/ADA/Database/PostgreSQL/data/postgresql.conf. The restore
process may last several hours if the backup file is very large. If you have several Miria
database instances, this procedure restores all of them.
11. Once the restore is complete, restart the Miria and AMM services as the root user:
bash-3.2# id
uid=502(postgres) gid=...
bash-3.2# exit
exit
bash-3.2# id
uid=0(root) gid=0(wheel) groups=...
bash-3.2# launchctl start amm_db
bash-3.2# launchctl start amm_server
bash-3.2# launchctl start amm_agent
bash-3.2# launchctl start ADA
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CHAPTER 16 - Miria Best Practices
This topic describes some best practices you can implement to use Miria in optimal conditions.

Configuring Miria for Long-Term Archiving
The purpose of long-term archiving is to preserve data specifically selected for long-term
retention and future reference.
Atempo recommends you to implement these best practices when configuring the Miria solution
as a long-term archiving platform.

Archive Classification
For all archiving solutions, the fundamental question is the way the user can retrieve the archived
data. For data kept in long-term archiving, this question becomes critical.

Miria Archive Project
The procedure you use to retrieve data drives the organization of your archive repository. If your
company or department organizes data by year, by project, by customer, by contractor, etc., keep
the same logic in your archive repository. Create and organize your Miria archive projects in the
same way.

Metadata
For long-term archiving, retrieving a file based on its name only is not possible. It is essential that
you enrich your data with metadata at archiving time to prepare your retrieval process. To enrich
your data, first identify all the relevant metadata you can use to tag or classify your data during
the archiving. A relevant metadata is a criterion that enables you to quickly find and retrieve the
information from the archive.

Storage
For a long-term archiving repository, you must mix different technologies (e.g., disk, tape, cloud,
etc.).
To fine tune your Miria solution, consider your database, your storage managers and containers,
and your archiving policy.

Miria Database
If you plan to perform multiple types of archiving (e.g., long-term and economic archiving) through
the Miria server, Atempo recommends you to set up a database instance for each type. In this
way, you have a dedicated Miria instance for your long-term archive. This also makes it easier to
organize for the disaster recovery of the long-term archive platform.
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Storage Manager and Containers
When creating a long-term archive, the Miria storage managers and storage manager containers
should use an area exclusively dedicated to the long-term archive. Do not share a repository
between your long-term archive and your short-term economic (HSM) archive.

Archiving Policy
You can ensure the long-term preservation of your data by making several copies of it and using
technologies of different types.
Organizations specialized in long-term archiving recommend to archive data to three media and
to mix technologies to maximize the preservation of data. Miria enables you to configure three
targets in your archiving policy, so that you can easily recreate a copy if you loose one of the
targets. Atempo also recommends mixing technology to match one of these scenarios:
•
Make one copy on disk and two copies on tape. Then, externalize the second tape.
•
Make two copies on tape and one copy in the cloud. Then, externalize the second tape.
Another way to obtain very long-term preservation is migrating data between technologies. For
instance, the Linear Tape-Open (LTO) technology ensures a long life of each media; however,
some factors (e.g., the quality of tape drives, the use of each tape, the quality of your tape
storage environment, etc.) have an impact on the media useful life.
Ensure that you duplicate your media before the end of their useful life and migrate the data from
one technology to another (e.g., from LTO-4 to LTO-6).
The backup of your Miria repository does not replace the second copy of your archive. The
backup of data is a short-term process. Its aim is to enable the recovery of data, should a disaster
occur.

Security
To ensure the security of your long-term archive, you must back up your archive database and
repository. You must ensure the best security level for both the repository and the archiving
platform.

Repository Security
The security of the repository involves these aspects:
•
Node level security.
If your Miria storage is based on a disk file storage (i.e., One-to-One or Container), you must
protect the repository at operating system or network level so that no standard user can
delete any information in the repository.
•

Digest on storage.
When configuring a Miria storage for long-term archiving, activate the Digest on Storage
setting. This digest ensures that the object you retrieve from the archive repository has not
been modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived. Applying
a digest on storage provides an additional security layer in case of a failing tape media or
RAID error, as the job in charge of retrieving the data indicates the error.
Note that using this digest does not impact the archiving or retrieval performances.
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•

Disaster recovery.
You must protect your disk archive repository as any other application or storage by a file
level backup.
Note that you must not consider a file level backup as a secondary archive copy. Its only
purpose is to enable disaster recovery of the Miria repository in case of file system or RAID
error.

•

Storage integrity.
You must monitor your Miria repository for file system failures or RAID errors. If an issue
occurs, run the Miria storage integrity check function that verifies the synchronization
between the database and the Miria repository and writes a list of all the database objects
that miss a file at storage level. This list enables you to quickly retrieve the missing files from
the set of backups you have performed on a regular basis (e.g., disaster recovery).

Archiving Solution Security
The security of the archiving platform involves these aspects:
•
Basic rule.
To secure your Miria archiving solution, ensure that you regularly back up the Miria server
database.
•

Recovery site.
If your company policy is to have a disaster recovery site, install a Miria retrieve only server
on the recovery site and implement a Miria database network synchronization between the
two sites.
The Miria Professional Services can assist you in implementing the database
synchronization.

•

Checking security.
Perform the auditing of your security systems regularly, as it is always possible that some
changes to your environment (e.g., operating system, backup application or archiving
software upgrade, or network change, etc.) impact your archiving platform.
On a regular basis, depending on your security system and on your constraints, perform
these actions:
–
–

•

Retrieve data from your Miria archiving platform.
Verify the tapes that the backup policy of your archive repository has created by
performing partial and full restores of your repository.
–
Check that your Miria Disaster Recovery server works correctly.
To perform this check, activate your Disaster Recovery server by applying the Disaster
Recovery process that our Professional Services engineers delivered to you: load the
backup of your primary database backup into your secondary Miria server, reconfigure
the local tape library and perform some retrieval from the tape.
User Permissions.
Grant the Miria users only the permissions they need to ensure that they cannot delete data
from the archive. For most Miria long-term archive, you can disable the deletion permission.
The answers to these questions help you grant appropriate permissions to users:
–
–

Miria

Who will retrieve data from the archive?
Who is qualified to organize data to the long-term archive?
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–
–

Who is entitled to act as a super user?
Who should be able to reorganize the archive contents?
This typically relates to the permissions granted to users in Miria (e.g., permission to
reorganize data between project archives, to rename data or folders into project
archives, to delete folders/files, etc.).

Retention
With long-term archiving, the data retention is either long (e.g., 20 or 25 years) or infinite.
When configuring a new repository for a long-term archive, perform a small archiving job and
control its result. Then, ensure that the retention date associated with the data archived is the one
you expected and that Miria recorded a digest.
When applying a fixed duration in a long-term archiving scenario, activate the Miria function to
control the retention of archived data. This function enables you to extend the data retention if
needed (e.g., following a contractual obligation or regulation change).
By default, the Retention job deletes the data that has reached the end of its storing period, and
then Miria can recycle the space that the data was occupying. The maintenance task, usually
configured to run once a month, during a weekend, launches the Retention job. This task deletes
all objects that have reached the end of their retention period from both Miria database and disk
repository. Note that the tapes are not recycled automatically, but they are partially repacked
during the duplication.
If you set to Yes the Retention subject to validation advanced setting, the retention job is
put on hold, waiting for the archive administrator or the owner to validate it. To validate the
retention job on an archive means either:
•
To confirm the original retention period, and therefore confirm the recycling of the space
that the data was occupying.
Or
•
To apply a new retention period, therefore extending the retention of data in the archive.

Configuring Miria for Economic Archiving
The purpose of an economic archiving platform is to reduce the load of the main storage platform
by moving unused or less frequently used data to a more economic storage. The moved content
is either reachable to the users through simple shortcuts (stubs) in primary storage or only to the
storage/archive administrator through a graphical interface.
•
The HSM scenario that uses stubs is convenient for content that users use from time to
time.
•
The second scenario is more appropriate for older data that users never use. Should the
need occur, they may request the archive administrator to retrieve the data for them.
Having users controlling the migration of their data towards an archiving process is the most
efficient way to archive content with meaningful context, because retrieval is prepared upstream
and made easier; however, most economic archiving processes are not managed as an archiving
process (e.g., there is no selection of data, classification or organization of data archived,
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metadata added, or data retention management). Some automatic tasks scheduled like backup
policies migrate the data.
The badly named Economic archiving is in fact an extension of the storage or backup policies
(i.e., a process managed by IT that should be fully transparent to users). You can easily apply
system criteria to migrate files to a less expensive storage (e.g., size criteria and the last access
date). However this process does not implement any business logic to the archive repository. It
does not provide any migration path to transform your economic repository to a long-term
repository for the files that are naturally falling into a longer term archive with time. Economic
archiving is a powerful and efficient IT tool, but you should also implement a real archiving
process, and separate your HSM and long-term archive platform.
When using your Miria archive application as an economic archiving platform, ensure that you
apply these best practices to your configuration.

Selection
The main goal of an economic archiving is to reduce the backup window (i.e., the time you need
to back up primary storage).
In Miria, configure a set of automatic archiving tasks that perform these actions: select files based
on their size and last access date, move data to a central archive repository, and create stubs in
primary storage.
The rules for selecting the files must be well balanced. Do not massively migrate files during the
weekend if you know that every Monday the users recall them all. This would be inefficient and
overload your network and storage. To benefit from a reliable HSM system, keep a ratio of data
retrieval well below 10% of the archive content.

Stubs Security
In Miria, the stubs created in primary storage are critical components of the HSM system and you
must protect them. The stubs enable you to control the access to the files and to retrieve them.
•
Control the access to the file. When Miria creates stubs, they inherit all attributes from
the migrated files (i.e., user permissions, groups, etc.). Then, the file system of primary
storage controls the access to the archived file by granting or by denying access to the
stub. If access is granted, the user opens the stubs and retrieves the data from the archive.
•
Retrieve a file from the archive. If the stub is deleted, the user cannot retrieve the file
directly from the HSM archive. They will need assistance from the Miria administrator or the
company technical support service.
When protecting your primary storage, ensure that you back up your stubs as this is the only way
to preserve user permissions to access files; however, as stubs are natively created with the
attributes pertaining to an archive, choose your backup software carefully to avoid opening the
file and recalling all data from the archive. So, search this option in the documentation of your
software. The key words you can use in the search are stubs and sparse file, which is the name of
the MS Windows specific file used to create stubs.
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Storage
To select the storage type, take into account the type of archiving process that you plan to
implement.

Miria Database
If you plan to perform multiple types of archiving (e.g., long-term and economic archiving) through
the Miria server, Atempo recommends you to set up a database instance for each type. In this
way, you have a dedicated Miria instance for your economic archive. This also makes it easier to
organize for the disaster recovery of the economic archive platform.

Storage Manager and Containers
When creating an economic archive, the Miria storage managers and storage manager
containers should use an area exclusively dedicated to the economic archive. Do not share a
storage repository between your long-term archive and your short-term HSM archive.

Archiving Policy
The archiving policy depends on your work flow (i.e, the retrieval frequency and the user who
controls the retrieval):
You retrieve data from the archive
•

Frequently. To benefit from a fast retrieval process, choose the disk archive repository.
Avoid using a tape library into your HSM process as it is not easy to manage.
Also, secure your disk archive repository by scheduling the backups as you do with all of
your other storages.

•

Rarely. You cannot take a definitive decision at this point. So, first answer the question
about the user who controls the retrieval.

The person who controls the retrieval is
•

The end user. The retrieval process must be transparent to the user (i.e., the whole
process time should be pretty close to the time usually required to open a file in primary
storage).
Select a disk storage that Miria can access via TCP/IP.
Avoid using a tape library as the whole process is too long and the user may want to click
several times on the stub, generating multiple retrieval requests for the same file(s) and, as
a result, slowing down the retrieval process for all users.

•
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A member of the support service. You may face these two scenarios.
–
Only a member of the support service performs the retrieval through the user interface.
It means that the retrieval from the archive takes place with a low frequency. Consider
archiving to a tape library.
–
If you plan to retrieve data through the HSM/stub retrieval process only, consider using
disk as your primary storage.
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Number of Copies
Regardless of the storage media, having a minimum of two copies of your data is a requirement
when performing an economic archiving.
Your archive repository stores the last copy of your data. Applying a disaster recovery protection
to your archive repository with your backup is a good strategy; however, remember that the
backup usually has a short-term retention. You might discover an issue on your RAID too late for
the backup to help. Atempo recommends then that you make multiple copies of your data (e.g., a
copy on the disk and a second copy on the tape), and apply by default an infinite retention to both
storages.

Managing Users in Miria
If you use a retrieval process based on HSM stubs, it is not required for you to create users in
Miria. Your archiving process is automatically scheduled, and access control to retrieve files is
made at file system level.
The only user you need is the archive administrator. The administrator manages the archive and
occasionally retrieves some files through the interface, while the HSM task collects all files to a
central repository. So, any user having access to this central repository can access any file in the
repository.

Security
Security is essential in your economic archive. You must ensure the best security level for both
the storage repository and the archiving platform.

Storage Repository Security
The security of the storage repository involves these aspects:
•
Node level security.
If your Miria storage is based on a disk file storage (i.e., One-to-One or Container), you must
protect this area at operating system or network level so that no standard user can delete
any information in the repository.
•

Disaster recovery.
The economic archiving keeps the last copy of the data while primary storage backup only
protects the stub. You must absolutely schedule a backup of your economic archive
repository if you want to be able to restore its content in case of failure of your storage sever
(e.g., Raid error or file system critical error).

•

Storage integrity.
You must monitor your Miria repository for file system failures or RAID errors. If an issue
occurs, run the Miria storage integrity check function that verifies the synchronization
between the database and the Miria repository and writes a list of all the database objects
that miss a file at storage level. This list enables you to quickly retrieve the missing files from
the set of backups you have performed on a regular basis (e.g., disaster recovery).
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Archiving Platform Security
The security of the archiving platform involves these aspects:
•
Basic rule.
To secure your Miria archive solution, ensure that you regularly back up the Miria server
database.
•

Recovery site.
If your company policy is to have a disaster recovery site, install a Miria retrieve only server
on the recovery site and implement a Miria database network synchronization between the
two sites.
The Miria Professional Services can assist you in implementing the database
synchronization.

•

User permissions.
In a Miria HSM archiving platform, user access to the file archived is controlled at file system
level, according to the stub attributes. As the files are archived in a centralized archive
repository, a user having access to the archive project can access all files, even if this user
has no such permissions at file system level. So, define these rules:
–
–

User. Should not have any retrieval access to the Miria economic archive repository.
Archive administrator or a member of the support service. Should have full
retrieval access to be able to retrieve files that have lost their stub.

Retention
The retention attached to the data migrated from your primary storage to your economic archive
should be equal or greater than the retention of your backup.
By default, the Miria tasks that create stubs do not apply any retention to the data archived (i.e., in
Miria the retention of the data is infinite); however, the Automatic Retention task, a built-in
mechanism in Miria, can apply the retention of your choice to data when the associated stub is
deleted. The Automatic Retention task scans primary storage for stubs and identifies all the files
orphan of their stub to give them a predefined retention.
See Use Case - HSM Workflow in an Economic Archiving for details.
When applying a fixed duration in an economic archiving scenario, activate the Miria capability to
control the retention of archived data. This function enables you to extend the data retention if
needed (e.g., following a contractual obligation or regulation change).
By default, the Retention job deletes the data that has reached the end of its storing period, and
then Miria can recycle the space that the data was occupying. The maintenance task, usually
configured to run once a month, during a weekend, launches the Retention job. This task deletes
all objects that have reached the end of their retention period from both Miria database and disk
repository. Note that the tapes are not recycled automatically, but they are partially repacked
during the duplication.
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If you set to Yes the Retention subject to validation advanced setting, the Retention job
is put on hold, waiting for the archive administrator or the owner to validate it. To validate the
retention job on an archive means either:
•
To confirm the original retention period, and therefore confirm the recycling of the space
that the data was occupying.
Or
•
To apply a new retention period, therefore extending the retention of data in the archive.

Organizing the Long-Term Storage
To determine if it is worth migrating your economic archive to a long-term archive, consider the
specific goals of the different archiving types and theirs relationships with your whole business.
The purpose of the economic archiving is to provide a temporary solution to the storage growth
issue; however, at a given time you will must recycle some files and keep the ones that are
related to your business process.
In the other hand, do not think about the long-term archiving just as an extensible storage, but
consider it as a completely separate process that fully integrates with your business process.
Before implementing long-term archiving, you must identify actors and their respective roles,
select files meaningful to the continuation of your business, classifies them, adds meaningful
metadata to prepare the retrieval process, etc. Your Miria long-term archive infrastructure must
have its own Miria database instance and storage repository (i.e., do not mix or share the
database and do not perform a storage deduplication between an economic archiving solution
and a long-term archive).

Use Case - HSM Workflow in an Economic Archiving
This use case describes the steps for using HSM in an economic archiving context.
1.
To save space in primary storage, you archive the files and replace them by stubs.
Archive the files through an automatic archiving task in Miria. See Configuring an Automatic
Archiving Task With an Infinite Retention for details.
2.
Then, Miria deletes from primary storage the stubs that have not been accessed for one
year. The corresponding archived files are still present in secondary storage.
This deletion is performed by an automatic deletion task in Miria.
See Configuring an Automatic Deletion Task for details.
3.
Seven years after stub deletion, the archived files are deleted from secondary storage.
This deletion is performed by an automatic retention task and a maintenance task in Miria.
See Deleting Archived Data with the Maintenance Task for details.
Four Miria tasks are thus required to manage this HSM archiving scenario.
See Tasks for details on creating and configuring tasks.

Configuring an Automatic Archiving Task With an Infinite
Retention
The archiving task archives the files in secondary storage, and creates stubs in primary storage.
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When performing HSM archiving with Miria, do not define any retention. You must associate the
automatic archiving task with an archive using an archiving policy having an infinite retention.
Recommendations:
•
Set the constraints defining the files selected for archiving.
Consider to only archive files that are not be edited often and that do not require frequent
retrieval. This precaution reduces archiving costs and prevents the overload of secondary
storage.
•
To limit secondary storage growth, you can also implement deduplication; however, be
aware that when deduplication is set, a digest is calculated during each archiving task for
each selected file. This may reduce archiving performances.
•
If you perform the stubbing, it is not required for you to archive files with a size lower than a
system page (i.e., usually 4 KB, but it depends on the Windows configuration and the HSM
type) because the stub takes up the same volume.

Configuring an Automatic Deletion Task
The automatic deletion task deletes stubs and other files from primary storage, based on
Archiving date and Last Access Date constraints. It does not delete the files stored in secondary
storage.
In our example, the Archiving date and Last access date must be older than one year. These
constraints allow deleting the stubs and files that you archived more than one year ago and that
have not been retrieved and edited during this period.
To delete stubs, you must select the Delete Stub Files option in the task.
Special Cases:
•
If the source file system contains archived files that meet the constraints but are not stubs,
the task deletes them too. It is important to keep that in mind when setting the constraints.
•
Stubs that have been retrieved are not stubs any more. They are considered as nonstubbed archived files. The Last access date constraint prevents such files from being
deleted if they have been retrieved or accessed before the end of the one year period.
•
The automatic deletion task deletes the stub only if the corresponding object is archived. If
you use several Miria databases, note that the task only checks the database it is
referenced into. If you have archived a file through another database, the task considers
that the file is not archived, and then does not delete the corresponding stub.

Creating an Automatic Retention Task
The automatic retention task analyzes the Miria database and applies a seven years retention
period to archived objects that no longer have associated stubs in primary storage.
•
If the stub is present, nothing happens.
•
If the stub is not present, the task applies the seven years retention period on the
corresponding object in the database.
In this task, you must define the desired retention period. Atempo recommends you to set the
same retention as the backup application (if any) + 1 day.
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Important: If a stub changes path because one of its parent directories was renamed, it is
considered as not present and the retention is applied.

Deleting Archived Data with the Maintenance Task
The scheduled maintenance task automatically deletes these elements:
•
The files on secondary storage that have reached the end of the seven years retention
period.
•
The corresponding instances in the database.
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CHAPTER 17 - References
This topic discusses some advanced concepts and operation principles used of Miria. It is meant
for expert administrators.

Archiving in Open Formats
Miria offers the capacity to store archived objects in archive repositories using open formats.
These formats are not proprietary to Atempo, so you can easily access the data over time, even
without an available Miria server.
This topic describes the TAR and LTFS open formats.

TAR Format Support in Miria
The open format used in Miria is a tar format compliant with a Posix 1003.1-2008 standard
(Portable Operating System Interface)— called PAX.
Before this format was standardized as the Posix reference, Sun proposed in 1997 a method for
adding extensions to the tar format. This extension format is known as extended tar-format or
PAX-format. It enables users to add any type of vendor-tagged or vendor-specific
enhancements. The enhancement tags are defined by the POSIX standard. This method has
been accepted for the POSIX.1-2001 standard. In 2001, Star became the first tar to support the
new format. In 2004, GNU tar supported the new format.
The PAX format has none of the limitations associated with historical tar formats (i.e., the file size
can be greater than 7 GB, the length of the filename and path to the filename can be greater than
256 characters and greater than 128 characters for each part). It also manages multiple tapes by
default.
Most TAR commands available on Linux/Unix can natively read the PAX format, provided they
are POSIX 1003.1-2008 compliant and include the support for this format. In order to help you
read this format on platforms not equipped with a POSIX-compliant TAR command, Miria delivers
with its binaries a standalone ada_pax command. This command is nothing more that a
standalone tar command compliant with the TAR POSIX 2008 standard. You can freely duplicate
it to read a Miria media on a platform on which Miria is not installed.
As a reminder, these are the factors which determine how to read a tar file:
•
The block size.
The tar command enables you to set and control the size of the data blocks written on tape.
To read a media in tar format, you must have knowledge of the block size used to write on
this media.
•

The reference standard used to implement the tar command.
Note that an old tar program is able to read a modern tar program by ignoring the extensions
added as the format evolved.
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Reading pax Content with the tar Command
You can obtain information on the content of a pax tape media or File Storage Container file with
the tar command.
Run the test on Unix, as the tar commands are not native on Windows.

Prerequisites
You need the permissions to access drives.

Command
tar tvf <device_descriptor|pax_file> [--pax-option delete=metadata]
Where:
device_descriptor is the device descriptor of the drive containing the media
to be read.
pax_file is the File Storage Container file to be read.
[--pax-option delete=metadata] is the option that removes from the
output the unnecessary message about the pax format (e.g., the Ignoring
unknown extended header keyword 'metadata' message).
Replace the metadata term by the value you want to remove.

Examples
Example 1. In this example, we get the content of the file1.pax media located in the drive
whose device descriptor is /dev/nst0.
As the content is in pax format, the command issues a message that you can ignore.
# tar tvf /dev/nst0
tar: Ignoring unknown extended header keyword `ATEMPO.ADA.FAM.ALT_
STREAMS.BINARY'
---------- BUILTIN\Administrators/bprx7\None 75612 2011-07-27 13:55:21
c:\\temp\\
Example 2. In this example, the --pax-option delete=ATEMPO.ADA.FAM.ALT_
STREAMS.BINARY option enables you to get the content of the media without the message.
# tar tvf /dev/nst0 --pax-option delete=ATEMPO.ADA.FAM.ALT_STREAMS.BINARY
---------- BUILTIN\Administrators/bprx7\None 75612 2011-07-27 13:55:21
c:\\temp\\file1.pax
Example 3. In this example, we get the content (41ue_brarchiverename.gif et 41ue_
user_find.gif) of a File Storage Container pax file.
# tar tvf 1276_1558_1357308353.pax --pax-option delete=ATEMPO.ADA.FAM.ALT_
STREAMS.BINARY
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---------- Atempo\bjr/Atempo\Domain Users 21758 2012-01-11 09:10:38
Project/21/test_tar/41ue_brarchiverename.gif
---------- Atempo\bjr/Atempo\Domain Users 20459 2012-01-11 09:11:27
Project/21/test_tar/41ue_user_find.gif

LTFS Format Support in Miria
The Linear Tape File System format (i.e., LTFS) used in Miria complies with the LTFS standard. It
enables you to access files on tape as if they were on hard disk, typically through a folder/tree
structure. Because access is not through backup or archiving software, you can exchange LTFS
tape media (i.e., LTFS volumes) with other users working in different operating systems, with
other software, in remote locations.
An LTFS formatted tape is composed of these two partitions, made possible by the two partitions
added to the LTO standard since the addition of LTO-5:
•
The Index partition stores the LTFS index in XML format.
This index is a data structure that describes all data file archived on the LTFS volume.
•

The Data partition stores the archived data files.

The LTFS format is only available from LTO-5 (drives and media).
Note that the LTFS format implemented in Miria has these specificities:
•
No third-party LTFS driver must be installed in the Miria environment.
Atempo provides its own implementation of the LTFS standard.
•

Due to the two partitions used by the LTFS format, archiving using LTFS format can be
significantly slower than using TAR format.
Miria writes to the data partition and, at the job end, adds the file tree structure to both the
data and the index partitions. Switching partitions causes the media to rewind, and it takes
time to move again to the appropriate location on tape.

File Naming and Encoding in Miria
Miria is a cross-platform archiving solution, and as such it enables you to archive and retrieve all
types of files and directories on all supported file systems. For instance, you can retrieve files
archived from a Windows platform on Windows, Linux, or macOS systems. It means that part of
its background work consists in collecting data in a way that guarantees safe retrieval to a
different operating system.
Miria default behavior is very strict regarding file naming and character encoding. Some
characters that are invalid in a different file system environment are replaced automatically by
underscores (_). Messages of Invalid Character File Name type may also display in the
Events.
The present topic provides some insight on the rules followed by Miria regarding file naming and
character encoding.
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Principles
Miria is a multi-platform archiving solution which collects files from multiple operating systems
with different binary and storage encoding, and then archives and retrieves them to a different
type of operating system and encoding.
Here are the steps performed by Miria when collecting data to be archived:
1.
Read and collect data from the primary platforms.
2.
Process file names to make them compatible with all supported operating systems.
3.
Store data in a pivot format.
4.
Retrieve data on primary platforms.
Step 2 consists in reading the names of the files to archive and to check whether they contain
characters that are not supported by one of the Miria compatible operating systems. If Miria
encounters invalid characters, it replaces them by underscores (_) within the archives.
By default in Archiving mode, Miria preserves the access to files across different operating
systems. It collects files and directories by ensuring that their names are compatible with all
operating systems. If Miria encounters invalid characters, it replaces them with underscores (_) in
the archive.
Miria considers these characters invalid and replaces them by underscores:
•
less than (<)
•
greater than (>)
•
colon (:)
•
double quote (")
•
slash (/)
•
backslash (\)
•
vertical bar or pipe (|)
•
question mark (?)
•
asterisk (*)
•
All characters with an ASCII code strictly lower than 32.
When you do not use the default data movement mode, Miria collects files with limited control on
their naming. The main difference in behavior occurs at retrieval time, when Miria is making its
best to fit the local files system requirements in term of file naming.
Note: To configure Miria to allow these characters in the archives, choose the Backup or By
Setting data mover mode when creating the project archive, and enable the Allow platform
charset option of the Data Mover Mode advanced setting.
See Creating a Project Archive and Data Mover Mode for details.
Steps 1 and 4 are due to the fact that Miria is able to recognize a platform or operating system.
Operating system specificities have an influence on archiving: the way it saves files and
directories, encodes and writes files on storage, stores Unicode characters, and saves file
attributes (e.g., owner, group, archive file).
The support of a new primary platform by Miria requires that the Research & Development team
explore these operating system specificities. Once this certification process is complete, the new
platform is added to the Miria Compatibility Guide.
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The character representation is subject to a highly respected Unicode standard. However, the
standard can be implemented differently on each platform. Unicode is composed of more than
109 000 characters covering 109 writing systems, of a representation method, of a character
property listing method (e.g., higher/lower case, symbols, punctuation), of a number of storage
properties (e.g., standardization and decomposition rules, sorting, rendering, display order).
For instance, some operating systems encode Unicode in decomposed UTF-8 (macOS), others
in precomposed UTF-8 (Linux). Some systems are strict about encoding and control all
operations carried out by the applications (Windows), whereas some others like macOS are more
permissive and do not perform any verifications.
During archiving, Miria saves data in its database using a pivot format, precomposed UTF-8. This
robust encoding enables the system to represent thousands of characters from the Unicode
universal character repertoire. When collecting a file before archiving, Miria checks whether the
characters it contains are correctly formulated in Unicode and correctly encoded at storage level.
This prevents inconsistencies within archives.

Unsupported Encoding Issues
There are several cases where Miria may face unsupported encoding:
•
If Miria uses a primary platform which is not certified, it may encounter unsupported
encoding.
In this case, it cannot collect any files. However, if Miria recognizes the encoding, it will
attempt to collect the files and the standard Posix rights associated with them.
•
•

If a file has not been correctly encoded in UTF-8 or UTF-16.
If a character has been ill-formed in Unicode and does not conform to the standard.
Note: In the last two cases, it is not possible for Miria to identify the character.

Miria is a multi-platform solution which guarantees that archived data can be read and written by
multiple operating systems. As such, Miria is stricter about encoding than many other
applications, and does not do approximate encoding.
When encountering encoding issues, Miria does not archive the files because they cannot be
saved in the database. Errors are issued in the Events, and it is up to the administrator to solve
the encoding problem on the platform, either by re-encoding the file through a third-party tool, or
by processing the invalid characters.

Understanding Links and their Limitations
Miria manages links with these limitations:
•
Miria does not physically store the links on a storage manager container; then, you can only
retrieve links from the Miria database.
•
Retrieving a link implies that Miria creates a link on a file system, and that the file system
supports link creation. Creating links depends on the operating system version. Refer to
your operating system documentation for details.
•
Retrieving a link does not imply that its target is still accessible through the link. The target
might have been moved or deleted before the link was retrieved.
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•

When you retrieve a link on UNIX, the date attributes are not retrieved.

Data Movement Settings
The way Miria performs the movement of data depends on these three parameters:
•
Allow platform charset. It applies to both the character encoding and file name
compatibility.
Does Miria control that the file names in archives are cross-platform (i.e., compatible with all
supported operating systems)?
See File Naming and Encoding in Miria for details.
•

Archive operating system rights.
Does Miria archive or copy all the attributes, permissions, etc. of files and directories (i.e.,
information that is not the object data)? It depends on the Data Mover Mode field
configuration set when Creating a Project Archive.

•

Archive symbolic links.
Does Miria archive or copy the link itself or target file or directory?
See Understanding Links and their Limitations for details.

Data Mover Configuration
When Creating a Project Archive, you can configure the data movement behavior either:
•
By using predefined templates (i.e., Archiving mode or Backup mode).
Or
•
By choosing the By Setting. option from the Data Mover Mode list to customize the
behavior according to your needs.
This table describes the behavior for each mode and helps you make a choice between them:
Mode

File Naming

OS Rights

Symbolic Links

Archiving
(default).

File names are crossplatform.

Miria archives operating
system rights.

Miria archives the target
file or directory of the link.

Miria replaces
characters that are not
cross-platform by
underscores.
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Mode

File Naming

OS Rights

Symbolic Links

Backup.

File names are platform
dependent.

Miria archives operating
system rights.

Miria archives the link
itself and not its target.
Scope of the Backup
Mode
The Backup mode:
•
Windows and
Unix. Supports
soft links to files
and directories.
•
Unix. Does not
support the hard
links to files.
•
Windows. Does
not support hard
links, mount points,
and shortcuts
(.lnk files).
•
You cannot stub
the archived links.

By Setting.

Depends on whether
you have selected the
Allow platform charset
check box.

Depends on whether you
have selected the Archive
operating system rights
check box.

Depends on whether you
have selected the
Archive symbolic links
check box.

Support for Storage Manager Advanced Capabilities
Miria can archive data on various types of storage managers, some of which support these
advanced capabilities:
•
Archiving metadata on storage. Capability for Miria to archive and retrieve the collected
metadata along with the archived object.
•
Partial retrieval. Capability for Miria to only retrieve a part or section of an archived data
without having to retrieve the complete object. This feature is useful when storing a huge
volume of data over a slow storage (e.g., tape), because partial retrieval is faster than full
retrieval.
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For each type of storage manager, this table indicates whether the metadata archiving and partial
retrieval features are available:
Partial Retrieval
Miria Storage

Archiving Metadata on Storage
Agent Mode Client Mode

File Storage One to One

No

Yes

No

File Storage Container

Yes

Yes

No

Media Manager

Yes

Yes

No

EMC Centera

No

No

No

Hitachi Content Platform

Yes

Yes

No

DataDirect Networks WOS

Yes

Yes

No

Caringo Store

Yes

Yes

No

Amazon

Yes

Yes

No

EMC Atmos

Yes

Yes

No

Scality Ring

Yes

Yes

No

Sony ODA

No

Yes

No

Google Cloud

Yes

Yes

No

Wasabi Cloud

Yes

Yes

No

Scaleway

Yes

Yes

No

Other

No

No

No

Media Access Rights
Media Manager is a suite of software components used to manage media in tape libraries and
drives. It controls access rights to media.

Fingerprint
To manage Miria access rights to media, Media Manager uses the fingerprint (Figure 74). The
media fingerprint is available in these locations:
•
On the media (reference fingerprint).
•
In Media Manager.
•
In Miria.
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Figure 74: Diagram of the fingerprint management

You can access a media using these elements:
•
Its barcode. Identifies the media (container). The library picker quickly scans all the media
in the library and reads their barcodes to identify the media.
•
Its fingerprint. Identifies the data written by Miria on the media (content). The fingerprint is
a signature calculated from the first block of the media.The fingerprint is available as soon
as Miria writes on the first block of the media. Miria must store all its media fingerprints to
be able to request media access after a Media Manager database crash. A media with no
fingerprint has the blank, scratch, or unknown status.
Note: Two media cannot have the same barcode or the same fingerprint because
identification problems will occur.

Mount Request with a Fingerprint
Miria must provide a fingerprint in every mount request with a barcode (Figure 75).
•
If the fingerprint provided by Miria is the same as the fingerprint read by Media Manager on
the media, the media access is granted.
•
If the fingerprint provided by Miria is different from the fingerprint read by Media Manager
on the media, the media access is denied.
Note: If the position of a media has not changed between two mount sessions, the
fingerprint is not checked.
Miria can reassign to itself a media by providing the fingerprint to Media Manager.
With a blank or with an unsafe (restore from past) Media Manager database, a fingerprint
provided in a mount request makes it possible to manage access to media. Miria can quickly
mount a media to restore its data even if the Media Manager database has not been restored.
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Figure 75: Diagram of the fingerprint in a mount request

Media Barcode Requirements
Barcodes are essential for media identification, and Media Manager does not support media
without barcodes. They are composed of a volume ID followed by the media ID. Each type of
media have its own media ID rules.
You must imperatively follow the barcode media ID rules in these contexts:
•
When using a library with multiple drive technologies (e.g., LTO-5 and LTO-6). In addition
to media ID usage, you must also ensure that the library exposes the media IDs. See
Barcode Reporting for details.
•
When using T9840, T9940, and T10000 media in ACSLS mode.
See Media ID Rules for details.
If you use cleaning and/or diagnostic media, ensure to configure auto-cleaning in your library,
and follow the barcode recommendations. See Cleaning and Diagnostic Labels for details.

Media ID Rules
LTO
These media require a volume ID followed by a two-character media ID. These are the media ID
characters:
Media ID Media Type
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L1

Generation 1 Type A (100 G)

LB

Generation 1 Type B (50G)
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Media ID Media Type
LC

Generation 1 Type C (35G)

LD

Generation 1 Type D (10G)

L2

Generation 2 (200G)

L3

Generation 3 (400G)

L4

Generation 4 (800G)

L5

Generation 5 (1.5 T)

L6

Generation 6 (2.5 T)

L7

Generation 7 (6.4 T)

M8

Generation 8 (9 T)

L8

Generation 8 (12 T)

LT

Generation 3 WORM (400G)

LU

Generation 4 WORM (800G)

LV

Generation 5 WORM (1.5T)

LW

Generation 6 WORM (2.5 T)

LX

Generation 7 WORM (6.4 T)

LY

Generation 8 WORM (12 T)

CU

universal cleaning

C1

LTO1 cleaning

C2

LTO2 cleaning

C3

LTO3 cleaning

C4

LTO4 cleaning

T9840 and T9940
These media require a six-character volume id, plus a separate one-character media ID label.
These are the media ID characters:
Media ID Media Type
R

Miria
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Media ID Media Type
U

T9840 A/B/C cleaning

Y

T9840 D cleaning

P

T9940 data

W

T9940 cleaning

T10000
These media require an eight-character label: a six-character volume ID and a two-character
media ID. These are the media ID characters:
Media ID Media type
T1

T10000 A/B data

T2

T2 T10000 C/D data

TS

TS T10000 A/B sport

TT

TT T10000 C/D sport

CT

cleaning (A and B only)

CL

CL universal cleaning

Sony ODA
These media require a volume ID followed by a two-character media ID. These are the media ID
characters:
Media ID Media type
O1*

Optical Disk Archive

O2*

Optical Disk Archive Gen. 2

* This suffix is composed by an O character followed by a digit.

Cleaning and Diagnostic Labels
Cleaning and diagnostic media require unique labels to distinguish them from data media. The
first three alphanumeric characters in the volume id determine the type of media.
•
Cleaning media. Use CLNnnn for the vol-id plus the cleaning-specific media ID.
CLN is the cleaning media identifier.
nnn is a sequence of numbers (e.g., CLN001CU could be an LTO cleaning media
label).
Diagnostic media. Use DG[space]nnn plus the media ID.

Where:

•
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Where:

DG[space] is the diagnostic media identifier.
nnn is a sequence of numbers (e.g., DG 001L6 could be an LTO6 diagnostic
media label).

The Figure 76 shows examples for each type of media: Data media (1), Cleaning media (2), and
Diagnostic media (3).

Figure 76: Bar code examples for media types

Barcode Reporting
If you use a library with multiple drive technologies (e.g., LTO-6 and LTO-7), you must ensure
that the library exposes the media IDs. Follow the procedure corresponding to your library if you
need to modify the barcode reporting settings.
Important: If you have already used the media with Miria prior to modifying the barcode
reporting settings, ensure to realign the barcodes.
See Realign Barcodes.

Spectra Logic Library
In a Spectra Logic library, use the Maintenance-Tools-Modify Barcode Reporting menu to
configure 8-character barcodes, including the media ID.
If the library reports truncated barcodes (e.g., 001001L instead of 001001L5), then the barcodes
are not check-summed. Go to the Maintenance-Tools-Modify Barcode Reporting menu and
select the Non-check-summed bar codes option.
Proceed with caution when changing the library’s default barcode reporting settings:
•
Modify the barcode reporting settings before using any media in the library.
If Miria has already used the media, it may no longer recognize them after the barcode
setting modification. In general, it is best to leave the library set to its defaults and make any
reporting modifications on the software side if that is an option.
•

Miria

Never mix media with checksummed and non-checksummed barcodes in the library.
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Scalar Library
In a Scalar library, use Setup-Partitions-Modify, and then set the barcode format to report at least
8 characters, including the media ID.

Realign Barcodes
If you have already used the media with Miria and need to modify the barcode reporting settings,
ensure to realign the barcodes of the Miria database with the AMM database:
1.
Stop the Media Manager agent.
2.
In the Library, use the administration panel to modify the reporting settings.
See Spectra Logic Library or Scalar Library for details.
3.
Start the Media Manager Agent.
4.
From the Miria Administration Console, synchronize the library contents by forcing the
library inventory.
See Synchronizing the Media Manager Library Contents for details.
5.
From the Media Manager media list, check that the media names include the media IDs.
6.
Perform a Storage manager integrity check on the Media Manager storage manager (in test
mode, then in execution mode).
See Storage Manager Integrity Check.
7.
From the Miria media List (i.e., Browse Storage Media List), check that the media
names include the media IDs.

Parallel Archiving and Retrieval
With Miria, you can archive and retrieve your data through several streams in parallel. This
enables to optimize resources and improve archiving and retrieval speed.

Prerequisites
To perform parallel archiving and/or retrieval, you must meet these conditions:
•
With Media Manager as the storage manager, there must be several drives and media
available at archiving or retrieval time.
•
With Miria File Storage, the hardware and system capacities of secondary storage must be
sufficient to support parallel streams.

Types of Parallelization
In Miria, parallelization operates differently whether run from an automatic task, a graphical
interface, the Command Line Interface, etc.

Job Parallelization
When configuring an automatic archiving task, you can define a number of jobs to be run in
parallel to archive the selected files. A new job starts after a period of time also defined in the
task, without waiting for all the files to be collected. The archiving of the selected files is split into
several parallel jobs.
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Job parallelization does not apply to retrieval operations.

Class Parallelization
When archiving or retrieving data through the graphical interfaces, you can set the Parallel Class
Archiving advanced setting to Yes and the Parallel Retrieval advanced setting to By Class. In
this case, Miria creates a different sub-job for each class (i.e., one drag and drop of files and
directories). These sub-jobs run in parallel.
Miria also creates several sub-jobs in parallel in these situations:
•
If a single archiving job is launched on files coming from different source platforms, Miria
generates one sub-job per platform.
•
If a single archiving job is set up to use different storage managers (e.g., Media Manager
and HCP), Miria generates one sub-job per storage manager.

Media Parallelization
You can retrieve data from several media in parallel using either:
•
The Parallel Retrieval advanced setting set to By Media.
Or
•
The -parallel option of the ada_retrieve command in the Command Line Interface.
If one of these options is set, Miria creates one sub-job per media and run the sub-jobs in parallel.
Media parallelization applies only to retrieval operations from Media Manager.

Parallel Archiving and Retrieval Summary
This table summarizes parallel archiving and retrieval capability :
Parallel Archiving

Parallel Retrieval

Task Archiving YES

Not Applicable

GUI

YES per Class

YES per Class or per Media

CLI

NO

YES per Media

Web Services

Not Applicable (single-file archiving) Not Applicable (single-file retrieval)

API Archiving

YES per Class

YES per Class or per Media

XML Ingest

YES

Not Applicable

Archiving and Retrieval of macOS Resource Fork
Miria is able to collect the resource fork information associated with macOS files as long as the
data mover platform which performs the data movement is based on macOS.
On certain types of primary storage (e.g., StoreNext storage, USB keys), the resource forks is
stored twice: in the file, and then in a second file with the “._” prefix.

Miria
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When archiving data, the Miria macOS agent collects the resource fork information directly into
the file. Miria does not archive the “._” file, since its format varies with each macOSversion. When
retrieving data via a macOS agent, the agent creates the file, and the operating system adds the
resource forks transmitted by Miria via the specific API.
Consequently, if you open the archive using the Miria interfaces, be aware that you can only see
the archived file, and not the “._” file. The second file is not needed, as the resource forks are
stored in the Miria database and used at retrieval time only.

Miria Standby Server
A Miria standby server allows archiving and retrieval operations to continue if the main server
becomes unavailable. It contains a real-time copy of the Miria database.
Atempo provides professional services to implement a standby Miria server that you can bring
online if the main production Miria server fails, or if it is unavailable due, for example, to
scheduled maintenance.
The standby server solution is available for Miria servers based on MaxDB/PostgreSQL
databases on Linux. This solution is not supported on Windows or macOS servers.

Miria Components
A Miria production environment equipped with a standby server configuration (Figure 77)
contains these components:
•
Two Miria servers (i.e., the production server and the standby server), each running the
Miria database, and optionally the Media Manager server.
•
A shared storage or NAS, on which the MaxDB/PostgreSQL logs are located.
The logs are committed on both servers.
•

At least one data mover, which hosts Miria and Media Manager .
The agents must have access to both primary storage and secondary storage (library). The
data movers are connected to a SAN to optimize performance.

For details on, or to request the installation of a Miria standby server, contact Atempo
Professional Services.
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Figure 77: Diagram presenting a configuration with a standby server

To implement a Miria standby configuration, ensure that the following elements meet these
prerequisites:

Server Prerequisites
•
•
•
•
•

Operating system must be Linux RedHat x64.
Both servers must have the same operating system, the same hardware, and the same
Miria installation path.
Hardware must be sized adequately.
The servers must run only the Miria server and Media Manager server components, and
not the HSM option.
The servers must not be used as data movers nor manage primary storage.

Data Mover Prerequisites
The data mover (Miria agents) hardware must be sized adequately.

Shared Storage Prerequisites
•
•
•

Miria

The storage hosting the database logs is an independent storage shared by both servers.
The standby server configuration does not support WAN access to the shared storage.
The connection to the shared storage must be at least 1 GB. Atempo recommends 10 GB.
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CHAPTER 18 - Additional Information
This topic describe advanced information.

Third Party Storage Managers
The storage manager is the tool that manages the data migration from primary storage to
secondary storage.
This topic describes the third-party software or hardware that handles the archiving and retrieval
processes in conjunction with Miria.
These are the third party storage managers that you can create in Miria (Figure 78).

Figure 78: Overview of third-party storage managers

See File Storage Fields and Media Manager Fields for details on Atempo proprietary storage
managers (i.e., File Storage and Media Manager).
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Tina Storage Manager
You can no longer create a Tina storage manager. Instead use Media Manager to archive on
tape media.
If you are already using Tina as a storage manager, contact Atempo to migrate your environment
to Media Manager.
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Sony ODA

Sony Optical Disc Archive (ODA) is a library equipped with optical drives for storing data on
specialized optical discs (i.e., multiple dual-side Blu-rays) in an open format. Discs are available
in multiple capacity, are resistant to changes in temperature and humidity and the cassettes are
dust and water resistant.
The system delivers superior long-term storage capabilities as well as generational compatibility
removing the need for re-archiving past archived data.
To configure Miria for use with Sony ODA, you must create at least one ODA storage manager
and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to Sony ODA. For a more general approach to storage
manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and Containers.

Configuring the Sony ODA Storage Manager
You can associate a Media Manager application with a Sony ODA library.
This table describes the parameters that you can set to configure a Sony ODA storage manager:

Miria

Tab

Description

General
properties

These are the general properties for the Sony ODA storage manager:
• Name. Provide a name to identify the storage manager within Miria.
• Type. Choose Optical Disc Archive.
• Status. Choose the appropriate status:
–
Online (Default value). Leave it if you want to perform an
archiving.
–
Suspended is useful for maintenance operations.
• On-line button. Leave On-line selected (default value) if you want to
perform an archiving. Deactivate On-line during maintenance
operations.
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Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Application. Select the Media Manager application to be linked to this
Sony ODA storage manager.
• AMM Instance. This read-only field is automatically generated.
It displays the AMM instance selected when creating the Media Manager
application.
• AMM Application ID. This field is automatically generated once the
storage manager creation is validated. This field cannot be edited.
Miria uses this ID when accessing a media.
• Email for Offline, Prevent Use or Scratch Media Requests.
Optional. If an archiving job requires a scratch media, or a retrieval job
requires media that are offline or in prevent use mode, a group or user
can be notified by e-mail so as to respond to the media request.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage.

These parameters are the same as for a Media Manager storage manager. See Media Manager
Fields for details.

Configuring the Sony ODA Storage Manager Container
With Sony ODA, the storage manager container defines the library, media type, and media group
where the data is archived, as well as other media information.
This table describes the parameters that apply to a Sony ODA storage manager container:
Field

Description

Configuration tab.
Library

ODA library in which Miria will store the archived data.
Click the Browse button to select the library.
Click the Minus (-) button to reset the field.

Media Type

Type of media to be used for Sony ODA by Media Manager.
Click the Browse button to select the media type.
Click the Minus (-) button to reset the field.
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Field

Description

Scratch
Media Group

Media group in which the media needed for archiving is selected. One media
group (default) is created automatically and selected by default.
You can create and then select other media groups for advanced usage.
See Managing Media Groups for details.
Click the Browse button to select the media group.
Click the Minus (-) button to reset the field.

Barcode
Selection

Specific range of media within the media group that you want to use with the
ODA storage manager.

Media Rule

Defines how media is used during the data archiving.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Log Level

This field is for purposes of Support.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

Helps monitor Media Manager behavior and filter Media Manager Event Logs.
Format of
Media

Specifies the media format type. These two formats are available:

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).

• PARITY OFF (default value): stores up to 240,000 files on the media.
• PARITY ON: stores up to 60,000 files on the media.

See Prefix Tab for details.
These parameters are mostly the same as for a Media Manager storage manager container.
See Media Manager Parameters for details.
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Amazon S3

Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) is an Internet storage solution designed to make web-scale
computing easier for customers.
The integration between Miria and the Amazon S3 technology enables you to:
•
Store data into an Amazon S3 cloud compatible storage (REST interface).
•
Migrate data via the Amazon S3 administration interface to the Amazon Glacier webservice
or the Amazon Deep Archive webservice. (Note however that Miria does not support
Glacier’s API).
•
Migrate data from the Amazon glacier to the Amazon deep archive webservice.

Configuring Amazon S3 in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with Amazon S3, you must create at least one Amazon S3 storage
manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Amazon S3 storage manager. For a more
general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and
Containers.
Prerequisites:
Prior to configure the Amazon S3 storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Amazon S3 webservice interface for the configuration of the Amazon
S3 storage manager to work correctly.
If you use anything different or an Amazon S3 emulation and Miria generates errors, contact
the software or emulation editor to troubleshoot.
See Amazon S3 Webservices for details on the Amazon S3 webservices implemented in
Miria.
•

You have an Amazon S3 webservice account.
Contact your Amazon S3 sales representative for details.

•
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You can provide this information:
–
Network Address. Network address of the Amazon S3 storage service, provided by
Amazon.
–
Access Key ID. A string that uniquely identifies the Amazon S3 account, provided by
Amazon.
–
Secret Access Key. Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by
Amazon.
–
ID Bucket Name. Logical path under which the data is stored into the Amazon S3
storage.
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Refer to your Amazon S3 storage configuration.

Configuring the Amazon S3 Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure an Amazon S3 storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. Network Address of the Amazon S3 storage service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., S3SM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.amazonaws.com
s3.amazonaws.com:s
s3.amazonaws.com:1523s
s3.amz1;s3.amz2:s;s3.amz3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
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Tab

Description

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See The Storage Managers / Deduplication Domains Tab for details on
volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the Amazon S3 Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure an Amazon S3 storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Access Key ID

A string that uniquely identifies the Amazon S3 account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the Amazon S3
web interface.

Secret Access Key ID
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Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by
Amazon S3.
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Field

Description

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Amazon S3. An
Amazon bucket is a container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Amazon Storage
Service resources.
Amazon S3 recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket
names that follow these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket
names can contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens.
Each label must start and end with a lowercase letter or a
number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g.,
192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.aws.bucket.atempo.com, or myawsbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .myawsbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• myawsbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Digest on Storage

Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not
been modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object
that was archived.

Creating a Storage
Manager Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the
storage and defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files
compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can
handle. Files compressed with this format have a .gz
extension.
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Field

Description

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived
object.
• The metadata are sent as URL encoded strings.
• You can send only up to 2 KB of metadata. A log indicates the
skipped metadata above 2 KB.

MD5 checksum on S3
archiving transfer

Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data
when archiving on S3 object storage.

Lifecycle Rules pane
Click the buttons on the right side of the table to modify, add or delete lifecycle rules. When
adding or modifying, you must complete the following sections:
Name

Name of the life cycle rule that defines the data migration. This
name is any unique string of your choice (e.g., ada_smc_amazon,
RuleForArchiving, 1toglacier_200todelete, etc.).
When you launch the first archiving job, Miria uses this name to
create a rule on the Amazon S3 bucket.

Type

Allows you to choose the type of archive between Glacier and
Deep Archive.

Transition Days

Number of days at the end of which Amazon S3 will transfer the
objects to Glacier or Deep Archive.
By default, Amazon S3 performs the transfer at 00:00 the same
day. A value of 1 indicates that the transfer is performed at 00:00
the next day, and so on.
Example. For an archiving job performed at 18:00:
• If you leave this field empty or enter 0, the transfer starts
6 hours later (i.e., at 00:00).
• If you enter 1, the transfer starts 30 hours later at 00:00.

Retrieval mode

Enables you to define the retrieval mode between standard, bulk
and expedited. For more information, see the Amazon
documentation.

Copy lifetime

Number of copy lifetime.

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage
manager container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the
content of the Bucket Name field.
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Amazon S3 Webservices
Miria has implemented these Amazon S3 REST-based API functions.

For the Amazon S3 Storage Webservice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sending an object (PUT object)
Restoring an object (HEAD object, then GET object)
Deleting an object (DELETE object)
Creating a bucket (HEAD bucket, then PUT bucket)
GET Bucket Versioning
PUT Bucket Versioning
GET Bucket Accelerate
PUT Bucket Accelerate
PUT bucket Lifecycle
GET bucket Lifecycle
HEAD Object
DELETE Object
GET Object
POST Object
POST Object Restore
Initiate Multipart Upload
Complete Multipart Upload
Abort Multipart Upload
Upload Part

For details on the Amazon S3 API Reference, see the For Operations on Bucket AWS
Documentation.
Regarding objects, we use these parameters:
•
METADATA (POST Object)
•
MD5 (POST Object)
•
RANGE (GET Object)
For details on the Amazon S3 API Reference, see the For Operations on Objects AWS
Documentation.

To ensure the compatibility with the Glacier storage webservice
Although Miria has implemented the Amazon S3 API, it cannot directly connect to the Glacier
storage webservice.
•
Creation of a bucket life cycle (GET bucket life cycle, then PUT bucket life cycle).
•
Retrieval of an Amazon S3 Glacier archived object (POST object retrieval, then GET
object).
•
You archive an object into Glacier through Amazon S3 in the same way as you perform a
standard Amazon S3 archiving; however, Amazon S3 actually transfers the object to
Glacier at the end of the time period that you have defined in the Lifecycle Transition Days
field
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EMC Atmos
EMC Atmos is a cloud storage services platform developed by EMC Corporation.
To configure Miria for use with EMC Atmos, you must create at least one EMC Atmos storage
manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the EMC Atmos storage manager. For a
more general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers
and Containers.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the EMC Atmos storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have an EMC webservice account. Contact your EMC sales representative for details.
•
You can provide this information:
–
Access Point. Your account access point for communicating with the EMC web
services, provided by EMC.
–
Token ID. 53-character string, unique to each customer, provided by EMC.
–
Shared secret. Value generated by the EMC Storage Utility Agent responsible for
managing Miria.

Configuring the EMC Atmos Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure an EMC Atmos storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Access Point. Enter the Access Point of the EMC Atmos storage
service.
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the EMC Atmos Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
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You must complete both tabs, Configuration and Prefix.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure an EMC Atmos storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Directory on
the Storage
Platform

Path of the EMC Atmos folder into which you want to archive your data. If the
folder does not exist, Miria creates it automatically.
When the Object Access box is cleared, the content of the Directory on the
Storage Platform can be displayed as a tree view.
If the Directory on the Storage Platform contains several instances of a file,
EMC Atmos adds an underscore “_” and a number to its name on the storage,
except for the first instance.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Token ID

Value of an authorized user account, provided by the EMC Atmos
infrastructure.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

The Token ID is a 53-character string of the form:
3555e5efbc6c46319f908ababc11ce36/ATEMP831D62C2886EFB6.
Shared
Secret

Password associated with the Token ID, provided by the EMC Atmos
infrastructure.
Shared secrets are of the form: T+nLnF6nEfm3O+XMH0ntI8JBnj8=.

Object
Access

By default, this box is cleared.
Selecting the Object Access box:
• Enables the ID mode (i.e., Miria provides you the archive ID instead of its
path).
• Disables the Directory on the Storage Platform field.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.
• The metadata names and values should follow the Iso-8859-1 character
set.
• These characters are not supported: equality “=”, comma “,” , and spaces.

Prefix tab.

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyRoot value represents the content of the Directory on the Storage
Platform field.
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Caringo CAStor/Swarm Object Storage
Caringo CAStor/Swarm is an object storage software solution that combines data with relevant
metadata to preserve information about both the context and the content of the data.
The Caringo CAStor/Swarm object storage is software designed to store unstructured data, also
referred to as fixed content or reference information. Caringo CAStor/Swarm handles essentially
digital data other than transactional database data.
To configure Miria for use with Caringo CAStor/Swarm object storage, you must create at least
one Caringo CAStor/Swarm storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to Caringo CAStor/Swarm object storage. For a more
general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and
Containers.

Configuring the Caringo CAStor/Swarm Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the Caringo CAStor/Swarm storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. IP address or server name of the Caringo
CAStor/Swarm object storage platform. You can choose from these
available syntaxes:
–
network_address:port_number. This syntax uses the Proxy
Locator method. From this address, all the related cluster nodes
available are accessible if the main one fails.
–
@network_address:port_number. This syntax uses the Static
Locator method. If this server fails, the connection is not switched
to another node.
–
node1_network_address;node2_network_address;no de3_
network_address:port_number. This syntax uses the first
available cluster node of the list.
If you use the default port 80, it is not required for you to specify the Caringo
HTTP port number (:port_number option).
Specify the Miria port number as a suffix to the network address only if you
do not use the default port 80.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by semicolons, without spaces between them (e.g., CaringoSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
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Tab

Description
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Caringo CAStor/Swarm
storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

Miria

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Not used.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.
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Configuring the Caringo CAStor/Swarm Storage Manager Container
As Caringo CAStor/Swarm platform assigns automatically a storage location, you cannot choose
the storage manager container. To access the data, you must provide its UUID.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Caringo CAStor/Swarm
storage manager container:
Field

Description

User

You only need a name to create a Caringo CAStor/Swarm storage manager
container.

Password

Optional. It is not required for you to complete the Password field; however, if
you have defined a user, you must define a password.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

• The metadata are sent as UTF-8 strings.
• You cannot use the colon “:” character.
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DataDirect Networks (DDN) WOS
The DataDirect Networks Web Object Scaler (WOS) storage is an object storage designed to
help solving the problem of scalability and exponential growth of unstructured data. WOS storage
delivers high throughput or large objects, high IOPS (Maximum disk I/O per second) for small
objects and low latency for distributed environments. Clusters can scale as large as 30 PB and be
single-site or geographically distributed.

Limitation
The DDN storage manager does not support the archiving of an empty file, (i.e., object with no
data and no metadata).

Configuring DDN in Miria
To configure Miria for use with DataDirect Networks, you must create at least one DDN WOS
storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic only describes the information specific to DataDirect Networks. For a more general
approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and
Containers.
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Configuring the DDN Storage Manager
You can associate a Miria data mover with a DataDirect Networks node or group of nodes. This
table describes the Properties pane tabs of the DataDirect Networks storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the DDN WOS node. An
example of a network address can be DDN-SM.archives.atempo.com.
DDN-SM is the name space.
archives is the tenant.
atempo.com is the domain name.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect
to another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by
semi-colons, without spaces in between (e.g., DDNSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
Where:

• Preferred API. The API designates the protocol that Miria uses to
communicate with the DDN server. Depending on the platform you use,
Miria selects automatically the appropriate protocol. These are the valid
options:
–
HTTP REST Interface. Uses HTTP requests to archive, retrieve,
or delete data.
–
DDN WOS API. Only for Linux 64 bits. Uses the DDN proprietary
API.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. This parameter only applies if Miria actually uses
the HTTP REST Interface API.
The rule designates the way in which Miria addresses the nodes:
–

Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.
Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.
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Tab

Description

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a DDN storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. The platform proxy accesses the DDN WOS node using this
address.
You can specify several network addresses.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces between them (e.g., DDNSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the DDN Storage Manager Container
In DataDirect Networks, the storage manager container designates a location on one or several
DDN WOS storage nodes. To access the data, you must provide its Object ID.
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This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a DataDirect Networks storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Policy

This field designates a DataDirect Networks policy.
A DDN policy defines the way you have decided to group the DDN nodes
that belong to your cluster. A zone designates a set of nodes grouped
together. A policy also defines the number of replica you can make of your
original archived files on each zone.
To create a policy, you must have the administration permissions on the
DDN server. You create a policy through your DDN Web administration
interface. For details, see the DDN documentation.
Enter the name of the DDN policy that you want to use.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.

Enable Multipart upload
(HTTP REST
Interface only)

When you enable the data compression, this feature is automatically
enabled.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files compressed with
this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle. Files
compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

The Multi-part upload feature allows you to send an object as a set of parts.
This feature improves the throughput as you can send parts in parallel
instead as in a sequential way.

• The metadata are sent as ASCII strings.
• You cannot use the colon “:” character.
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EMC Centera
EMC Centera is an IP network storage system specifically designed to store and provide fast
access to fixed content. It offers online availability with long-term retention and assured integrity
for this category of information. Its software operating environment employs a contentaddressing system to simplify management and ensure content uniqueness. Utilizing C-Clip
technology, any object presented to the system is stored in such a way that it is unchangeable,
authenticated, and transparent to the user application.
EMC Centera features WORM (write once, read many) attributes of non-rewritability and nonerasability with high disk performance.

Limitations
The EMC Centera storage manager cannot:
•
Perform partial retrievals.
•
Process the metadata associated with the archived object.

Configuring EMC Centera in Miria
To configure Miria for use with EMC Centera, you must create at least one EMC Centera storage
manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to EMC Centera. For a more general approach to storage
manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and Containers.
Important: The EMC Centera storage manager integrates its own deduplication
mechanism. Atempo recommends that you enable the EMC Centera deduplication function
instead of the Miria deduplication option.

Configuring the EMC Centera Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the EMC Centera storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains this field:
Address. Enter the IP address of the EMC cluster group.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by semicolons, without spaces in between
(e.g., 128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57;128.221.200.58).

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.
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Tab

Description

Volume
Management

Permits definition of recycling triggered by volume on storage.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the EMC Centera Storage Manager Container
In EMC Centera, online clusters are accessed through an IP address and authorization
information, given by an access profile. The Centera system administrator creates and exports
this access profile as a Pool Entry Authorization (.PEA) file. The configuration of a storage
manager container involves importing and copying the PEA file into Miria, but you can also
perform the archiving without the access profile.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure an EMC Centera storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Partitioned
Centera check
box

Select this box to access the Centera cluster using a Pool Entry
Authorization file. The PEA file permits verification of access permissions. If
you leave this box unselected, connections to the cluster are unsecured and
use the Anonymous profile.

Configuration
File for
Partitioned
Centera

If the Partitioned Centera check box is selected, enter a Pool Authorization
File here, as provided by your Centera system administrator.
Click the Import button to open a standard file system explorer.
In the explorer, locate the .pea file and read it directly into the field.
Alternatively, copy the full contents of the file and paste it directly into the
field.
If you have specified several network addresses in the storage manager,
ensure that the PEA file imported here contains the necessary access
information for all Centera nodes involved.
See the EMC Centera documentation for details on PEA files.
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EMC Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS)

The EMC ECS storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store the metadata
and deliver partial restore.

Configuring ECS in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with ECS, you must create at least one ECS storage manager and one
storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the ECS storage manager. See Storage
Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager and container
configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the EMC ECS storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete EMC ECS web service account.
Contact your EMC sales representative for details.
•

Miria

You can use a https connection for the EMC ECS storage manager.
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Configuring the ECS Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the Properties pane for the ECS storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the ECS storage web service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., ECSSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.ecs.com
s3.ecs.com:s
s3.ecs.com:1523s
s3.ecs1;s3.ecs2:s;s3.ecs3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
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Tab

Description
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to an ECS storage
manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Address of the EMC ECS node as it has been declared to the
platform proxy.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the ECS Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
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This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure an ECS storage manager
container:
Field

Description

Access Key ID

A string that uniquely identifies the ECS account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the ECS web interface.

Secret Access
Key ID

Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by EMC ECS.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in ECS. An ECS bucket is a
container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the ECS Storage Service
resources.
ECS recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that follow
these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.ecs.bucket.atempo.com, or myecsbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .myecsbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• myecsbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Digest on
Storage
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Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was
archived.
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Field

Description

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as
UTF-8 strings.

MD5 checksum Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data when
on S3
archiving on S3 object storage.
archiving
transfer
Prefix tab.

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content
of the Bucket Name field.
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Generic S3 Protocol

The Generic S3 Protocol is an Internet protocol designed to make web-scale computing easier
for customers.
The integration between Miria and the Generic S3 Protocol enables you to store data into a cloud
compatible storage (REST interface).

Configuring Generic S3 Protocol in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with Generic S3 Protocol, you must create at least one Generic S3
Protocol storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure a storage manager compatible with Generic
S3 Protocol. For a more general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see
Storage Managers and Containers.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the storage manager compatible with Generic S3 Protocol, ensure that:
•
You have a Generic S3 Protocol webservice account.
•
You can provide this information:
–
Network Address. Network address of the Generic S3 Protocol storage service.
–
Access Key ID. A string that uniquely identifies the Generic S3 Protocol account.
–
Secret Access Key. Password associated with the Access Key ID.
–
ID Bucket Name. Logical path under which the data is stored into the Generic S3
Protocol cloud storage.
Refer to your Generic S3 Protocol storage configuration.

Configuring the Generic S3 Protocol Storage Manager
>
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Select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers to access Generic S3 Protocol (Figure
79).
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Figure 79: The Generic S3 Protocol configuration zone
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This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure an Generic S3 Protocol storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. Network Address of the Generic S3 Protocol
storage service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., GenericS3SM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.genericprotocol.com
s3.genericprotocol.com:s
s3.genericprotocol.com:1523s
s3.genpro1;s3.genpro2:s;s3.genpro3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
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Tab

Description
• Alternative Access pane. Optional.
Defines different paths for the redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Generic S3 storage
manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.
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In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Address of the network node as it has been declared to the
platform proxy.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.
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Configuring the Generic S3 Protocol Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).

Figure 80: Example of a configured storage manager container for Generic S3

You must complete both tabs, Configuration and Prefix (Figure 80).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Generic S3 Protocol storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Configuration tab.
Access Key ID A string that uniquely identifies the Generic S3 Protocol account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the Generic S3 Protocol
web interface.
Secret Access Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by the Generic S3
Key ID
Protocol.
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Field

Description

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Generic S3 Protocol. A Generic
S3 Protocol bucket is a container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Generic S3 Protocol Service
resources.
Atempo recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that follow
these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.genprot.bucket.atempo.com, or mygenprotbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .mygenprotbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• mygenprotbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Miria

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type of.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files compressed with
this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle. Files
compressed with this format have a .gz extension.
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Field

Description

Manage
Bucket
Versioning

Activates the versioning feature that enables the storage to keep multiple
variants of an object in the same bucket.
A bucket can contain two objects with the same key, but different version IDs,
such as text.doc (version 111111) and text.doc (version 121212).
The versioning feature enables you to recover objects from both unintended
user actions and application failures.
A bucket can be in one of these states:
•
•
•

Unversioned (default value).
Versioning activated.
Versioning deactivated.

You can select this check box; however, when the check box is selected, you
can not clear it any longer.
Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.
• The metadata are sent as URL encoded strings.
• You can send only up to 2 KB of metadata.
A log indicates the skipped metadata above 2 KB.

MD5
checksum on
archiving
transfer

When archiving on S3 object storage, activates the MD5 Checksum function
during the data transfer.

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content
of the Bucket Name field.
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Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST)
The HGST storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store the metadata and
deliver partial restore.

Configuring HGST in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with HGST, you must create at least one HGST storage manager and
one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the HGST storage manager. See Storage
Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager and container
configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the HGST storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete HGST web service account. Contact your HGST sales representative
for details.
•
You can use an https connection for the HGST storage manager.
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Configuring the HGST Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the HGST storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the HGST storage web
service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces between them (e.g., HGSTSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.hgst.com
s3.hgst.com:s
s3.hgst.com:1523s
s3.hgst1;s3.hgst2:s;s3.hgst3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
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Tab

Description
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a HGST storage
manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the HGST Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
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This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a HGST storage manager
container:
Field

Description

Access Key
ID

A string that uniquely identifies the HGST account.

Secret
Access Key
ID

Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by HGST.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in HGST. A HGST bucket is a
container where Miria stores the files.

Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the HGST web interface.

The bucket name must be unique within all the HGST Storage Service
resources.
HGST recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that follow
these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.hgst.bucket.atempo.com, or myhsgtbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .myhgstbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• myhgstbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.
Digest on
Storage
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Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.
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Field

Description

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files compressed with
this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle. Files
compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

• The metadata are sent as UTF-8 strings.
Prefix tab.

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content of
the Bucket Name field.
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Hitachi Content Platform (HCP)
HCP is a distributed object storage solution that allows IT organizations and cloud service
providers to perform all essential data management tasks automatically in a single system.
Infrastructures based on HCP become highly flexible to accommodate any cloud deployment
model (public, private, or hybrid) and to simplify adoption of the cloud for both service providers
and subscribers.
To configure Miria for use with HCP, you must create at least one HCP storage manager and one
storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to Hitachi Content Platform. For a more general approach
to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers and Containers.

Configuring the Hitachi Content Platform Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the Hitachi Content Platform storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. Network Address of the machine. An example of a
network address can be HCP-SM.archives.atempo.com.
HCP-SM is the name space.
archives is the tenant.
atempo.com is the domain name.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect
to another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of all nodes, separated by
semicolons, without spaces in between (e.g., HCPSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
• User. Name of the user having access to the HCP storage manager.
• Password. Password of this user.
• Secure Mode. By default, the check box is selected and then the Secure
mode is enabled.
To use the Non secure mode, clear the box.
Where:

The selected mode determines the behavior of the Root Directory field in
the storage manager container.
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.
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Tab

Description

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Hitachi Content
Platform storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the Hitachi Content Platform Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path). You must complete both tabs, Configuration and Prefix.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Hitachi Content Platform
storage manager container:
Field

Miria
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Field

Description

Root
Directory

Logical path under which the data is stored.
The Root Directory content can be displayed as a tree view.
If the Root Directory contains several instances of a file, HCP adds an
underscore “_” and a number to its name on the storage, except for the first
instance.
The behavior of the Root Directory depends on the working mode you have set:
• Secure mode. There is only one directory and its name starts by rest; the
metadata is linked to the archived file.
• Non Secure mode. After defining the root of this path, HCP creates these two
parallel directories:
–
fcfs_data for data.
–
fcfs_metadata for metadata.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as UTF-8
strings.

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been modified
on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyRoot value represents the content of the Root Directory field.
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Huawei FusionStorage S3

The Huawei FusionStorage S3 storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store
the metadata and deliver partial restore.

Configuring Huawei in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with Huawei, you must create at least one Huawei storage manager
and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Huawei storage manager. See Storage
Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager and container
configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Huawei storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Huawei web service account.
Contact your Huawei sales representative for details.
•

You can use a https connection for the Huawei storage manager.

Configuring the Huawei Storage Manager
>

Select Browse > Storage > Storage Managers to access the Huawei FusionStorage
S3 Properties (Figure 81)

Figure 81: The Huawei FusionStorage S3 Properties pane
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This table describes the tabs of the Properties pane for the Huawei storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the Huawei storage web
service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., HuaweiSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.huawei.com
s3.huawei.com:s
s3.huawei.com:1523s
s3.huaw1;s3.huaw2:s;s3.huaw3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
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Tab

Description
• Alternative Access pane. Optional.
Defines different paths for the redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Huawei storage
manager.
At the start of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for the
source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform to
archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

Miria

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.
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Configuring the Huawei Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path). The Figure 82Figure 82is an example of configured Huawei
storage manager container.

Figure 82: Example of a configured storage manager container for Huawei

This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Huawei storage manager
container:
Field

Description

Access Key ID

A string that uniquely identifies the Huawei account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the Huawei web interface.

Secret Access
Key ID
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Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by Huawei.
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Field

Description

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Huawei. A Huawei bucket is a
container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Huawei Storage Service
resources.
Huawei recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that follow
these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.huawei.bucket.atempo.com, or myhuaweibucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .myhuaweibucket because it starts with a period (.).
• myhuaweibucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was
archived.

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as
UTF-8 strings.

MD5 checksum Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data when
on S3
archiving on S3 object storage.
archiving
transfer
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Field

Description

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content
of the Bucket Name field.
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StorageGRID Webscale
The StorageGRID Webscale storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store the
metadata and deliver partial restore.

Configuring StorageGRID Webscale in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentification. If the S3 storage
does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with StorageGRID Webscale, you must create at least one
StorageGRID Webscale storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the StorageGRID Webscale storage
manager. See Storage Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage
manager and container configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the StorageGRID Webscale storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete StorageGRID Webscale web service account. Contact your NetApp
sales representative for details.
•
You can use an https connection for the StorageGRID Webscale storage manager.
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Configuring the StorageGRID Webscale Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the StorageGRID Webscale storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the StorageGRID Webscale
storage web service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., StorageGridSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.stgrd.com
s3.stgrd.com:s
s3.stgrd.com:1523s
s3.stgrd1;s3.stgrd2:s;s3.stgrd3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
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Tab

Description
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a StorageGRID
Webscale storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

Miria

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Address of the StorageGRID Webscale node as it has been
declared to the platform proxy.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.
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Configuring the StorageGrid Webscale Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a StorageGRID Webscale
storage manager container:
Field

Description

Access Key
ID

A string that uniquely identifies the StorageGRID Webscale account.

Secret
Access Key
ID

Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by StorageGRID
Webscale.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria has created in StorageGRID Webscale. A
StorageGRID Webscale bucket is a container where Miria stores the files.

Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the StorageGRID
Webscale web interface.

The bucket name must be unique within all the StorageGrid Storage Service
resources.
StorageGRID Webscale recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket
names that follow these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.netapp.bucket.atempo.com, or mynetappbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .mystoragegridbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• mystoragegridbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.
Digest on
Storage
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Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.
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Field

Description

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as
UTF-8 strings.

Prefix tab.

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files compressed with
this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle. Files
compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

See Prefix Tab for details.
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Scality RING CDMI
To configure Miria for use with Scality RING CDMI (Cloud Data Management Interface), you must
create at least one Scality RING CDMI storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Scality RING CDMI storage manager.
See Storage Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager and
container configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Scality RING CDMI storage manager, ensure that you have a Scality RING
CDMI web service account. Contact your Scality RING CDMI sales representative for details.

Configuring the Scality RING CDMI Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the Scality RING CDMI storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. IP address of the Scality RING CDMI storage web
service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect
to another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by
semi-colons, without spaces between them (e.g., ScalityRINGSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.
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Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Scality RING CDMI
storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the Scality RING CDMI Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path). You must complete both tabs, Configuration and Prefix.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Scality RING CDMI storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Root
Directory

Logical path under which the data is stored.
The Root Directory content can be displayed as a tree view.
If the Root Directory contains several instances of a file, Miria creates a new
instance whose name has a suffix. This suffix is composed by a blank space and
a number between brackets, incremented by 1 from the previous instance.
Example
•
•
•
•

Miria

/dir1/dir2/toto.txt
/dir1/dir2/toto.txt (1)
/dir1/dir2/toto.txt (2)
/dir1/dir2/toto.txt (3)
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Field

Description

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been modified
on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

• The metadata are sent as UTF-8 strings.
• You can send only up to 48 KB of metadata.
Prefix tab.

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyRoot value represents the content of the Root Directory field.
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Scality RING Sproxyd
To configure Miria for use with Scality RING Sproxyd, you must create at least one Scality RING
Sproxyd storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Scality RING Sproxyd storage manager.
See Storage Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager and
container configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Scality RING Sproxyd storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a Scality RING Sproxyd web service account. Contact your Scality RING sales
representative for details.
•
You can provide this information:
–
fastcgi ID. String configured for the web server so that it sends the request correctly.
–
Namespace. Name assigned in the sproxyd.conf file to the desired configuration for
the storage, with a ring_driver set for each named configuration.

Configuring the Scality RING Sproxyd Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the configuration pane for the Scality RING Sproxyd storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. IP address of the Scality RING storage web service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the network addresses of the nodes, separated by semicolons, without spaces in between (e.g., ScalitySM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional. Defines different paths for the
redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.
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Tab

Description

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Scality RING Sproxyd
storage manager.
At the starting of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for
the source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform
to archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
TTo add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.

In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the Scality RING Sproxyd Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Scality RING storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Configuration pane.
fastcgi ID
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String configured for the web server so that it sends the request correctly.
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Field

Description

Namespace

Name assigned in the sproxyd.conf file to the desired configuration for the
storage, with a ring_driver set for each named configuration.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.

• The metadata are sent as UTF-8 strings.
• You can send up to 48 KB of metadata.
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OpenStack Swift

OpenStack Swift is an Internet storage solution designed to make web-scale computing easier
for customers.
The integration between Miria and the OpenStack Swift technology enables you to store data into
an OpenStack Swift cloud compatible storage (REST interface).

Configuring OpenStack Swift in Miria
To configure Miria for use with OpenStack Swift, you must create at least one OpenStack Swift
storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the OpenStack Swift storage manager. For a
more general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers
and Containers.
Prior to configure the OpenStack Swift storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete OpenStack Swift webservice interface for the configuration of the
OpenStack Swift storage manager to work correctly.
•
You have an OpenStack Swift webservice account.
•
You can provide this information:
–
Network Auhentification Address. Network address of the OpenStack Swift
auhentification service.
OpenStack Swift only supports the OpenStack Keystone V. 3 auhentification protocol.
–
Domain ID, Project, and Container Names. Logical path under which the data is
stored into the OpenStack Swift storage.
Refer to your OpenStack Swift storage configuration.
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Configuring the OpenStack Swift Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure an OpenStack Swift storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Auhentification Address. Network address of the
OpenStack Swift auhentification service.
This field may use one of these syntaxes:
name/path or address/path
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
name:s/path or address:s/path
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
name:port_number/path or address:port_number/path
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
name:port_numbers/path or address:port_numbers/path
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–

•
•
•
•

swift.atempo.com:8080/identity
swift.atempo.com:1523s/identity
auth.cloud.ovh.net:s/
auth.cloud.ovh.net:s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the OpenStack Swift Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
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You must complete both tabs, Configuration and Prefix.
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure an OpenStack Swift storage
manager container:
Field

Description

User Name

A string that uniquely identifies the OpenStack Swift account.
Enter the User Name that you have created on the OpenStack Swift web
interface.

Password

Password associated with the User Name, provided by OpenStack Swift.

Domain ID

Domain ID in OpenStack Swift.

Project Name

Storage space in OpenStack Swift.
When creating an account, the OpenStack Swift administrator associates to
the user a default project.
The Project Name field allows the user to select a project other than the
default project. If this field remains empty, the user directly connects to the
default project.
A project may have several containers.

Container
Name

Name of the container created by Miria in OpenStack Swift and where Miria
stores the files.
The container name must be unique within all the OpenStack Swift storage
service resources.
The container name must not contain the character "/".
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Archive
Container

Sets the container on which the versions will be stored.

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

You can set several archive containers in order to retrieve the versions stored
on old archive containers; however, at any given instant, a container can only
be associated with a unique archive container in OpenStack Swift.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was archived.
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Field

Description

Creating a
Storage
Manager
Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object.
You can send only up to 4 KB of metadata.
A log indicates the skipped metadata above 4 KB.

MD5
checksum on
SWIFT
archiving
transfer

Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data when
archiving on OpenStack Swift object storage.

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyContainer value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the
content of the Container Name field.
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Microsoft Azure Blob Block
Microsoft Azure Blob Block is an Internet storage solution designed to make web-scale
computing easier for customers.
The integration between Miria and the Microsoft Azure Blob Block technology enables you to
store data into a Microsoft Azure Blob Block cloud compatible storage (REST interface).

Configuring Microsoft Azure Blob Block in Miria
To configure Miria for use with Microsoft Azure Blob Block, you must create at least one Microsoft
Azure Blob Block storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Microsoft Azure Blob Block storage
manager. For a more general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see
Storage Managers and Containers.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Microsoft Azure Blob Block storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Microsoft Azure Blob Block webservice interface for the configuration
of the Microsoft Azure Blob Block storage manager to work correctly.
•
You have a Microsoft Azure Blob Block webservice account.
Contact your Microsoft Azure Blob Block sales representative for details.
•

You can provide this information:
–
Network Address. Network address of the Microsoft Azure Blob Block storage
service.
–
Container Name. Logical path under which the data is stored into the Microsoft Azure
Blob Block storage.
Refer to your Microsoft Azure Blob Block storage configuration.

Configuring the Microsoft Azure Blob Block Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure a Microsoft Azure Blob Block
storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Address. Network Address of the Microsoft Azure Blob Block
storage service.
Enter the node network address using the <name>:s or <address>:s.
With this syntax, Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the
default port 443) to the node.
Example. This is an example of a valid network address AZUREACCOUNT.blob.core.windows.net.
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Tab

Description
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See Volume Report for details on volume report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the Microsoft Azure Blob Block Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Microsoft Azure Blob Block
storage manager container:
Field

Description

Account Name

A string that uniquely identifies the Microsoft Azure Blob Block
account.
Enter the storage Account Name that you have created on the
Microsoft Azure Blob Block web interface.

Access Key

Key associated with the Account Name, provided by Microsoft Azure
Blob Block.
You can retrieve this key from the Account page. See the
Settings > Access Key menu.

Container Name

Name of the container created by Miria in Microsoft Azure Blob Block
and where Miria stores the files.
The Container Name must be unique within all the Microsoft Azure
Blob Block storage service resources.
To name the container, follow these rules:
• The name must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• The name must start by a letter or a digit.
• The name can only contain lowercase letters, digits, and the dash
(-) character; however, you cannot use several dashes
consecutively.
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Field

Description

Digest on Storage

Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not
been modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that
was archived.

Creating a Storage
Manager Container

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the
storage and defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived
object.
You can send only up to 2 KB of metadata.
A log indicates you the metadata above 2 KB that have been skipped.

Checksum MD5 on
the Azure archiving
transfer

Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data
when archiving on Microsoft Azure Blob Block object storage.

Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage
manager container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyContainer value replaces the MyRoot value and represents
the content of the Container Name field.

Google Cloud Storage
Google Cloud Storage is an Internet storage solution designed to make web-scale computing
easier for customers.
The integration between Miria and the Google Cloud Storage technology enables you to store
data into a Google Cloud Storage compatible storage.

Configuring Google Cloud Storage in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentication. If the Google Cloud
storage does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature
Version 2.
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To configure Miria for use with Google Cloud Storage, you must create at least one Google Cloud
storage manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Google Cloud storage manager. For a
more general approach to storage manager and container configuration, see Storage Managers
and Containers.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Google Cloud storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Google Cloud Storage webservice interface for the configuration of
the Google Cloud storage manager to work correctly.
•
You have a Google Cloud Storage webservice account.
Contact your Google Cloud Storage sales representative for details.
•

You have a Google cloud Storage service account and a JSON key. See Generate a
Google Cloud JSON key for more information.

Configuring the Google Cloud Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs that you can complete to configure a Google Cloud storage
manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Network Authentication Address. Network Authentication Address is
imposed and cannot be modified, it is there for information purposes
only.
• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See The Storage Manager / Dedup. Domain Tab for details on volume
report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Configuring the Google Cloud Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
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This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Google Cloud storage
manager container:
Field

Description

Authentication File

Select the JSON key of your Google Cloud Storage service
account. Keep your JSON file carefully, it cannot be retrieved from
Miria because it is encrypted.
See Generate a Google Cloud JSON key for more information.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Google Cloud. A Google
Cloudbucket is a container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Google
CloudStorage Service resources.
Google Cloud recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket
names that follow these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket
names can contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens.
Each label must start and end with a lowercase letter or a
number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g.,
192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.gcs.bucket.atempo.com, or mygcsbucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .mygcsbucket because it starts with a period (.).
• mygcsbucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Digest on Storage

Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not
been modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that
was archived.
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Field

Description

Data Compression

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the
storage and defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format. Files
compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived
object.
• The metadata are sent as URL encoded strings.
• You can send only up to 2 KB of metadata. A log indicates the
skipped metadata above 2 KB.

MD5 checksum on the Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data
Google Cloud Storage when archiving on Google Cloud Storage object storage.
archiving transfer
Lifecycle Rules pane.
Select Lifecycle rules

Click the buttons on the right side of the table to modify, add or
delete lifecycle rules. If no rules are defined, Miria will use the GCS
Standard Storage Class.
For more details, see Google Cloud Storage Class documentation.

Lifecycle Transition
Days

Number of days at the end of which GCS will transfer the objects.
By default, GCS performs the transfer at 00:00 the same day. A
value of 1 indicates that the transfer is performed at 00:00 the next
day, and so on.
Example. For an archiving job performed at 18:00:
• If you leave this field empty or enter 0, the transfer starts 6 hours
later (i.e., at 00:00).
• If you enter 1, the transfer starts 30 hours later at 00:00.
Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage
manager container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the
content of the Bucket Name field.

Generate a Google Cloud JSON key
1.

Miria

On your Google Cloud Platform account, click the Service accounts tab in the left menu.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Click the Create service account button.
Enter a service account name.
Click the Create button.
Add two roles:
•
Owner / Project.
•
Storage Admin / Storage.
Click the Continue button.
Click the Create Key button.
Select the JSON key type.
Click the Create button.

You can now save the JSON file and use it as Miria Authentication File.

Wasabi Cloud Object Storage
The Wasabi cloud object storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store the
metadata and deliver partial restore.

Configuring Wasabi in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentication. If the storage does
not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with Wasabi, you must create at least one Wasabi storage manager
and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Wasabi storage manager and container.
See Configuring Storage Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage
manager and container configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Wasabi storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Wasabi web service account.
Contact your Wasabi sales representative for details.
•
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You can use a https connection for the Wasabi storage manager.
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Configuring the Wasabi Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the Properties pane for the Wasabi storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the Wasabi storage web
service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., WasabiSM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.wasabi.com
s3.wasabi.com:s
s3.wasabi.com:1523s
s3.wasa1;s3.wasa2:s;s3.wasa3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
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Tab

Description
• Alternative Access pane. Optional.
Defines different paths for the redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See The Storage Manager / Dedup. Domain Tab for details on volume
report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Wasabi storage
manager.
At the start of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for the
source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform to
archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
4.
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In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Address of the Wasabi node as it has been declared to the
platform proxy.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.
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Configuring the Wasabi Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Wasabi storage manager
container:
Field

Description

Access Key ID

A string that uniquely identifies the Wasabi account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the Wasabi web interface.

Secret Access
Key ID

Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by Wasabi.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Wasabi. A Wasabi bucket is a
container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Wasabi Storage Service
resources.
Wasabi recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that follow
these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.wasabi.bucket.atempo.com, or mywasabibucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .mywasabibucket because it starts with a period (.).
• mywasabibucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.

Digest on
Storage

Miria

Specifies the digest type.
The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was
archived.
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Field

Description

Data
Compression

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.
These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.

Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as
UTF-8 strings.

MD5 checksum Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data when
on S3
archiving on S3 object storage.
archiving
transfer
Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content
of the Bucket Name field.

Scaleway Object Storage
The Scaleway object storage manager archives the data in the cloud. It can also store the
metadata and deliver partial restore.

Configuring Scaleway in Miria
To send HTTP requests, Miria uses the Signature Version 4 Signing Process that ensures a
higher security level than the Signature Version 2 during the authentication. If the Scaleway
storage does not support the Signature Version 4, the requests are sent using the Signature
Version 2.
To configure Miria for use with Scaleway, you must create at least one Scaleway storage
manager and one storage manager container.
This topic provides information specific to configure the Scaleway storage manager. See
Configuring Storage Managers and Containers for a more general approach to storage manager
and container configuration.

Prerequisites
Prior to configure the Scaleway storage manager, ensure that:
•
You have a complete Scaleway web service account.
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Contact your Scaleway sales representative for details.
•

You can use a https connection for the Scaleway storage manager.

Configuring the Scaleway Storage Manager
This table describes the tabs of the Properties pane for the Scaleway storage manager:
Tab

Description

Configuration

The Configuration tab contains these fields:
• Default Network Address. IP address of the Scaleway storage web
service.
You can specify several network addresses so that Miria can connect to
another node if the first node is not available.
You must enter the node network addresses, separated by semi-colons,
without spaces in between (e.g., ScalewaySM.archives.atempo.com;128.221.200.56;128.221.200.57).
Each node may use one of these syntaxes:
–

<name> or <address>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP, with the default port
80) to the node.
–
<name>:s or <address>:s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS, with the default port
443) to the node.
–
<name>:<port_number> or <address>:<port_number>
Miria uses a non-secure connection (HTTP) with a specific port
number.
–
<name>:<port_number>s or <address>:<port_number>s
Miria uses a secure connection (HTTPS) with a specific port
number.
These four lines are examples of a network address:
–
–
–
–

s3.scaleway.com
s3.scaleway.com:s
s3.scaleway.com:1523s
s3.scal1;s3.scal2:s;s3.scal3:1523s

• Default Proxy Platform. Optional. Platform that handles the data
movement on behalf of the usual agent.
Click the up and down arrow to choose the proxy platform to be used by
default.
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Tab

Description
• HTTP Rest IP Rule. The rule designates the way in which Miria
addresses the nodes:
–
Round-robin DNS. Distributes the jobs over several network
addresses to balance the flow load.
–
TCP/IP Latency. Considers using the network address with the
best TCP/IP acceleration to speed data transfer.
• Alternative Access pane. Optional.
Defines different paths for the redirection of the data transfer.
See Alternative Accesses for details.

Volume Report

Displays volume and deduplication information about the storage manager.
See The Storage Manager / Dedup. Domain Tab for details on volume
report.

Volume
Management

Permits that the volume triggers the configuration and activation of
retention.
See Recycling Triggered by Volume on Storage for details on volume
management.

Alternative Accesses
Miria offers a Proxy system to configure a platform to act as a proxy for another and move the
data from the source platform (i.e., where the source data is located) to a Scaleway storage
manager.
At the start of the archiving, Miria checks whether an alternative access has been defined for the
source platform. If there is an alternative access, Miria uses the corresponding proxy platform to
archive the data.
If there is no alternative access for the source platform, the data movement is performed by the
Default proxy, or by the source platform if there is no default proxy.
To add an alternative access
1.
2.

3.
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In the Alternative Access pane, click the Plus (+) button.
A configuration window opens.
Complete these fields:
•
Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the source platform from which you
want to redirect the data transfer.
•
Proxy Platform. Click the up and down arrow to choose the platform that will handle
the data transfer on behalf of the source platform.
•
Network Address. Address of the Scaleway node as it has been declared to the
platform proxy.
Click OK to validate the new alternative access.
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4.

Click Save to validate the modifications to the storage manager.
•
Enabled. Clear the check box and click Save to temporarily disable the alternative
access.

Configuring the Scaleway Storage Manager Container
The storage manager container defines the location where the data is archived within the storage
manager (i.e., the archiving path).
This table describes the fields that you can complete to configure a Scaleway storage manager
container:
Field

Description

Configuration tab.
Access Key ID

A string that uniquely identifies the Scaleway account.
Enter the Access Key ID that you have created on the Scaleway web
interface.

Secret Access
Key ID

Password associated with the Access Key ID, provided by Scaleway.

Bucket Name

Name of the bucket that Miria will create in Scaleway. A Scaleway bucket is
a container where Miria stores the files.
The bucket name must be unique within all the Scaleway Storage Service
resources.
Scaleway recommends that you use DNS-compliant bucket names that
follow these rules:
• They must be at least 3 and no more than 63 characters long.
• They must be a series of one or more labels.
Adjacent labels are separated by a single period (.). Bucket names can
contain lowercase letters, numbers, and hyphens. Each label must start
and end with a lowercase letter or a number.
• They must not be formatted as an IP address (e.g., 192.169.1.1).
Examples
These are examples of valid bucket names: myatempobucket,
my.scaleway.bucket.atempo.com, or
myscalewaybucket.1.atempo.com.
These are examples of invalid bucket names:
• .myscalewaybucket because it starts with a period (.).
• myscalewaybucket. because it ends with a period (.).
• my..examplebucket because it contains two adjacent periods.
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Field

Description

Digest on
Storage

Specifies the digest type.

Data
Compression

Specifies whether the archived data must be compressed in the storage and
defines the compression type.

The Digest on Storage ensures that the object you retrieve has not been
modified on the storage and that it is identical to the object that was
archived.

These are the valid values:
• None. No compression.
• ADAZip. Optimized internal compression format.
Files compressed with this format have a .adazip extension.
• Zlib. Standard format that most compression utilities can handle.
Files compressed with this format have a .gz extension.
Metadata

Sends on the storage the metadata associated with the archived object as
UTF-8 strings.

MD5 checksum Activates the MD5 Checksum function during the transfer of data when
on S3
archiving on S3 object storage.
archiving
transfer
Prefix tab

Enables you to define how the files are organized on the storage manager
container (i.e., what are their paths on the disk).
See Prefix Tab for details.
The MyBucket value replaces the MyRoot value and represents the content
of the Bucket Name field.
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Command Line (CLI) and Plugins
This topic describes the Environment Command Prompt that you can use to execute commands
online, and the plugins included with Miria.

Miria Commands
Miria provides a series of executables that can perform standard operations directly from the
command line, without need for a graphical interface. You can combine these executables into
customized scripts and command files or plugins, in order to automate archiving tasks.
To launch the Miria Environment Command Prompt
The Miria executables reside in the $ADA_HOME$/Binary/Bin directory. You can run them from a
command terminal after navigating to this directory:
•
Windows. It is safer to use the Environment Prompt, which ensures that all proper
environment variables are set.
Select Start menu > All Programs > Miria > Environment Command Prompt.
•

macOS - UNIX. Open a terminal in the $ADA_HOME$/Binary directory, and set the Miria
environment by running this command:
. .ADA.sh

List of Commands
You can also obtain documentation on the commands online using the -help switch. This table
shows a list that is not comprehensive, but which points to commands described at various points
in the documentation:
How to

Description

Archive files with ada_archive

See Archiving Files.

Compress files in storage with ada_encode

See Compression Tools ada_
encode and ada_decode.

Copy files with ada_cp

See Copying Files.

Create or delete a data model for the database with See the Miria Installation
ada_service -create_data_model, -delete_data_ Documentation.
model.
List the existing data models with ada_service list_data_model
Generate the URL to implement Miria Web Services See Integration Using Web Services
/ REST API.
with ada_service -build_url
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How to

Description

How to use Environment Reporter

See Atempo Advanced Environment
Reporter.

Ingest LTFS Media with ada_ingest

See Ingesting LTFS Media.

Install an external codec and obtain information on See To install the QuickTime/H264
codec on Windows, macOS and
it with ada_service -install_module
most Linux.
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List Jobs with ada_job

See Obtaining Information on Jobs
and Validating Jobs: ada_job.

Log in to the graphical interfaces

See Logging In to the Graphical
Interfaces.

Manage filter driver stubs with ada_task

See Managing HSM Stubs: ada_task
-name ::stub_migration.

Manage tasks with ada_task

See Managing Tasks: ada_task.

Move/archive objects with ada_mv

See Moving Files.

Obtain information about Miria with ada_service

See Information about Miria: ada_
service.

Obtain information and act on devices with ada_
amm

See Obtaining Information and
Acting on Devices.

Obtain information and act on media with ada_
media

See Obtaining Information and
Acting on Media: ada_media.

Rename a platform to match a new host name with
ada_service -platform -rename

See Information about Miria: ada_
service.

Retrieve archived files with ada_retrieve

See Retrieving Archived Files.

Retrieve EDL lists with ada_edl_retrieve

See Retrieving Edit Decision Lists.

Retrieve File Storage Container or AMM data with
ada_pax

See Retrieving Data Archived in tar
Format: ada_pax.

Run the XML Ingest Task Template directly from
the command line with ada_task

See Running XML Ingest Tasks:
ada_task -name ::ingest_xml.

Set up a plugin with ada_archive

See ada_archive Command with a
Plugin.

Translate return codes with ada_errmsg

See Error Message Tool.
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How to

Description

Uncompress files on storage with ada_decode

See Compression Tools ada_
encode and ada_decode.

Validate jobs with ada_job

See Obtaining Information on Jobs
and Validating Jobs: ada_job.

Localization in Command Mode
The Miria Command Line Interface is not compatible with Unicode and DBCS. If you used
localized names when creating administration objects in the Miria Administration Console (e.g.,
project archives, storage managers, archiving platforms, etc.), be aware that you cannot manage
them through the Command Line Interface.

General Options
This table describes the general options that you can use with Miria commands:
Option

Description

-identity user_name:password

Logs you in as the specified user.

-db_name instance_name

Specifies the name of the Miria database if there are
several database instances.

-event_to_console

Sends the logs to the console rather than to the events
file of the Miria server.

-help

Displays the command line help.

Compression Tools ada_encode and ada_decode
Compression is performed only on files already in storage.
Miria manages these compression formats:
•
LZO. A proprietary Atempo format that third-party tools cannot read. Files compressed in
LZO have the extension .adazip.
•
ZLIB. More commonly known as gz, it is a widely used and recognized format that many
common tools (e.g., winrar, gzip, and izard), can read. Files compressed in ZLIB format
have the extension .gz.

ada_encode
ada_encode enables you to compress one or more files.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_encode command:
ada_encode [-c CODEC] -f file1 file2 ..... fileN.
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This table describes the parameters that you can use with the ada_encode command:
Parameter

Description

[-c CODEC]

Permits you to specify the compression format, either
ZLIB or LZO. If you do not set this parameter, Miria uses
the LZO format by default.

-f file1 file2 ..... fileN

Lets you specify a list of files (using their absolute path) to
compress. The compressed files are placed in the same
directory as their source files, but are distinguished from
these by the suffix corresponding to the codec
(compression format) used.

Example.
ada_encode.exe -f c:\temp\my_file.txt
c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt
The codec used for the compression is LZO. The command creates these two files:
•
c:\temp\my_file.txt.adazip
•
c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt.adazip

ada_decode
ada_decode enables you to decompress one or more files.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_decode command:
ada_decode [-c CODEC] -f file1 file2 ..... fileN
This table describes the parameters that you can use with the ada_decode command:
Parameter

Description

[-c CODEC]

Permits you to specify the compression format, either
ZLIB or LZO. If you do not set this parameter, Miria uses
the LZO format by default.
This parameter also analyzes the extension of all files
passed to it as arguments to check that the requested
codec corresponds to the format of the entry files.

-f file1 file2 ..... fileN
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Lets you specify a list of files (using their absolute path) to
decompress. The decompressed files are placed in the
same directory as their source files but are distinguishable
from them because they lost the file extension .gz or
.adazip.
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Example 1.
ada_decode.exe -f c:\temp\my_file.txt.adazip
c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt.gz
ada_decode.exe -c ZLIB -f c:\temp\my_file.txt.adazip
c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt.gz
These two commands have the same effect.
The codec used for the decompression is LZO for the file my_file.txt.adazip and ZLIB for the
file c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt.gz. As a result of the decompression, these two
files are created:
•
c:\temp\my_file.txt
•
c:\temp\other_rep\another_file.txt
Example 2.
ada_decode.exe -c ZLIB -f c:\temp\my_file.txt.unknown
The codec used for the decompression is ZLIB because no format is detected in the entry file, so
the parameter -c takes priority. If my_file.txt.unknown is compressed in ZLIB format, then the
program creates a file c:\temp\my_file.txt. Otherwise it exits on error.

Information about Miria: ada_service
The ada_service command provides information on the Miria environment, such as the name,
version, architecture, sessions in progress, database version, real time statistics on jobs, etc. It
also generates reports about the archived data volume.
The arguments of the ada_service command that are not mentioned in this guide are for internal
use only.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_service command:
ada_service [-get_ada_info][-db_analyze][-ping (-target host_name)] [-local_
product][-product][-platform platform_name (-ping) (-rename platform_name)]
[-report_volume][-session][-semaphore] [-get_db_version] [-get_stat -subjob_
id {id}] [-get_stat -subjob_stream_id {id} [-stat_mask {m} -stat_start_time
{t} -stat_sec_count {s} -stat_max_lines m -stat_interval {i}] [-duplicate_
archive -archive_src name -archive_dest target_name] [-move_snapshot_from
PlatformName (-snapshot_name name1[,name2,...] | snapshot_id id1
[,id2,...]) -platform_dest DestPlatformName]
This table describes the options that you can use with the ada_service command:

Miria
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Description

-get_ada_info

Returns information
on Miria
environment.
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Option

Description

-db_analyze

Updates statistics
and indexes of the
PostgreSQL
database used in
macOS installations
of Miria. Permits
optimization of the
database running.

-ping (-target host_name)

Checks whether the
local Miria service
is running.
-target checks
whether the Miria
service on the target
machine is running

-local_product

Indicates the Miria
version installed on
the local machine.

-product

Indicates the
version installed on
the Miria server.

-platform platform_name

Returns information
on the platform,
indicating whether it
is a server or agent,
a NAS, or an agent
pool.
• NAS platform. It
returns the name
of the agent that
the NAS uses as
a gateway.
• Agent pool. It
returns the
names of the
individual
platforms that
constitute the
pool.
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Option

Description

-platform platform_name -ping

Same as previous,
but additionally
enables you to see if
the platform, or each
platform of the pool,
is active. If the
platform is a NAS, it
returns the status of
the agent used as
the gateway for the
NAS.

-platform platform_name
-rename new_platform_name

Renames the
platform to match
the new host name
of a Miria agent.

-report_volume -file file_path
[-start_date yyyymmdd]
[-end_date yyyymmdd]
[-days_interval nb_days]
[-with_archive_organization]

Generates an XML
report about the
number of objects
archived and their
volume within a
certain period of
time.

-session

Lists all current
sessions

-semaphore

Indicates the
number of Miria jobs
running.

-get_db_version

Displays the version
of every database
used by Miria. The
result shows a line
for each database.
Miria uses
PostgreSQL in
macOS
environments and
MaxDB/PostgreSQL
in other supported
environments.
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Option

Description

-get_stat -subjob_id {id}

Obtains the sub-job
streams attached to
a sub-job.

-get_stat -subjob_stream_id {id}
-stat_mask {m}
-stat_start_time {t}
-stat_sec_count {s}
-stat_max_lines {m}
-stat_interval {i}

Provides the
statistics of the data
mover for a sub-job
stream. It can
specify the filtering
options.

-duplicate_archive -archive_src Name
-archive_dest target_name

Duplicates an
existing project
archive set by the archive_src
switch to a new
project archive set
by the -archive_
dest switch.
The -duplicate_
archive argument
duplicates the
project archive
settings, but not its
objects.

-move_snapshot_from PlatformName
(-snapshot_name name1[,name2,...]
| snapshot_id id1[,id2,...]) -platform_dest
DestPlatformName

Assigns a snapshot
to a different
platform.

Obtaining General Information
ada_service -get_ada_info
You can run this command even if the Miria service is not enabled.
This table provides the name of the information lines that the ada_service -get_ada_info
command can obtain:
Information

Description

Process Limits

Internal information only.

Example for a Miria
server on Windows

Perl Information
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Example for a Miria
server on Windows

Information

Description

Perl archname

Local operating system.

MSWin32-x86-multithread

Perl Version

Version of the Perl Engine.

5.010000 (5010000)

Storable
Information

Internal information only.

byteorder : 1234
hdrsize : 11
intsize : 4
longsize : 4
major : 2
minor : 7
nvsize : 8
ptrsize : 4
version : 2.7
version_nv : 2.007

Miria
Information
Miria
Environment
Name

Name of the environment

Miria

Miria Service
Name

Name of the service

Miria

Real
localhostname

Name of the local host

Miriadoc

Miria
localhostname

Name of the local host as mentioned in the
ADA_HOME\Conf\hosts.txt file

Miriadoc

Miria server
name

Name of the Miria server

Miriadoc

Miria Port

Miria port number

2524

The daemon
starts as an

Type of the Miria daemon: server or agent

Miria server

Example.
For a Miria agent on macOS:
imacdoc:Bin doc$ ./ada_service -get_ada_info
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Perl Informations
Perl archname : darwin-thread-multi-64int-2level
Perl Version : 5.010000 (5010000)
Storable Information
External Version: 2.18
Internal Information
byteorder : 12345678
hdrsize : 15
intsize : 4
longsize : 4
major : 2
minor : 7
nvsize : 8
ptrsize : 4
version : 2.7
version_nv : 2.007
ADA Information
ADA Environment Name : ADA
System Event File Name : /tmp/ADA.log
Real localhostname : imacdoc.orsay.quadratec.fr
ADA localhostname : imacdoc.orsay.quadratec.fr
ADA server name : adadoc
ADA Port : 2524
The deamon start as an ADA agent

Checking Miria on a Remote Host
ada_service -ping [-target host_name]
This command enables you to check that the Miria server or agent is running on the target
machine and that the corresponding network port is listening.
•

If you want to check the local machine, do not specify a target machine
(i.e., ada_service -ping).

•

If the service is running on the local machine, the output is:
ada_service -ping
Ping to Server adadoc is Ok

•

If the service is not running on the local machine, the output is:
ada_service -ping
ADA-00054: Connection error
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Obtaining the Local Miria Version
ada_service -local_product
This command indicates what Miria version is installed on the local machine.
ada_service -local_product
Product
Name
ADA
Atempo Ada
TPE
Tina Perl Engine

Version (B3_6_0_7)
3.6 SP0 B7
2.6 P120 SP0

Obtaining Information on Miria Platforms and their Online Status
ada_service -platform platform_name [-ping]
This command indicates whether a Miria platform is a simple server or agent, whether it uses a
gateway (i.e., is a NAS), or is an agent pool.
Use of the -ping option also enables you to determine the online active status of the platform,
the agent used by the NAS, or the individual platforms that make up the pool.
Example 1. Simple Server or Agent.
This example shows that platform RLG-WKS does not use a gateway and is not a pool.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_service -platform RLG-WKS
Platform
: RLG-WKS (Windows)
Use Gateway : no
Pool
: no
Example 2. NAS and gateway.
This example shows that platform bluearc-evs1 is a NAS, using the RLG-WKS agent as a gateway.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_service -platform bluearc-evs1
Platform
: bluearc-evs1
Use Gateway : yes (Agent : RLG-WKS )
Pool
: no
Example 3. Pool.
This example shows that agent pool_01 is a pool, and its constituent platforms are bluearcevs1 and RLG-WKS.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_service -platform pool_01
Platform
: pool_01
Use Gateway : no
Pool
: yes (Hosts : bluearc-evs1,RLG-WKS)
Example 4. Pool with the -ping Option.
This example tests the online status of the agent pool, pool_01. In the earlier examples, you
learned that one of the hosts in the pool, bluearc-evs1, is a NAS, running through the other
host, RLG-WKS, which is an agent or server. So the -ping option tests only the status of the server.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_service -platform pool_01 -ping
Platform
: pool_01
Use Gateway : no
Pool
: yes (Hosts : bluearc-evs1,RLG-WKS)
Ping to Server RLG-WKS is Ok
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Generating a Volume Report
Run the ada_service -report_volume command to generate an xml report that lists the
number of objects archived and their volume, for each archive and each storage manager. If you
do not specify any time limits, then the volume reported is the current volume. If you specify a
start and/or end date, then the report lists the volume recorded every day of the interval at 23:55.

Syntax
This table describes the options of the ada_service -report_volume command:
Option

Description

-file file_path

Specifies the absolute path of the xml report file.

[-start_date yyyymmdd]

Specifies the starting date of the day by day report. You
can use this option on its own or combined with the end_date and /or -days_interval options.

[-end_date yyyymmdd]

Specifies the end date of the day by day report. You can
use this option on its own or combined with the -start_
date and /or -days_interval options.

[-days_interval nb_days]

Specifies the frequency of the day by day report. By
default, the report lists the volume recorded every day
at 23:55. For example, set this option to 3 to list the
volume every three days in the report.

[-with_archive_organization]

Displays the archive organizations in addition to the
archives in the volume report.

Running the ada_service -report_volume -file c:\temp\report.xml -start_date
20150319 command generates the report.xml report in c:\temp that you can view in a Web
browser or a text editor.
Note: The information retrieved through this command is the same as displayed in the Miria
Administration Console, Server Volume Report.
This is a sample output of this command:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
-<ADA_GLOBAL_INFO Ada_Server_name="qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1" Date_
generation="2015-03-20T15:10:58Z" Ada_Server_id="22DCDD3E-3717F2F-5DC5C54217AF62E" Hostname_generation="qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1:25422/xml/ADA_
Report.xsd" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
-<ada_ReportDate ReportDate="2015-03-19T23:59:59Z">
-<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax64">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="4"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="22" Size="57173805"/>
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<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="27" Size="57173805"/>
</ada_Archive>
-<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax128">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="22"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="103" Size="10286729256"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="7"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="132" Size="10286729256"/>
</ada_Archive>
-<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax256">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="14"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="48" Size="167772615"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="63" Size="167772615"/>
</ada_Archive>
-<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="lt">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="2"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="12" Size="29598640"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="15" Size="29598640"/>
</ada_Archive>
-<ada_Storage ada_Storage_Type="Media Manager" ada_Storage_Name="amm">
<ada_Total_Report Number="185" Size="10541274316"
MediaStreamSize="14296771072" Media="9"/>
</ada_Storage>
<ada_Summary_Report>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="10"/>
<ada_Directory_Report Number="42"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="237" Size="10541274316"/>
<ada_Archive_Report Number="4"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="185" Size="10541274316"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Storage_Report Number="1"/>
</ada_Summary_Report>
</ada_ReportDate>
</ADA_GLOBAL_INFO>
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Field Description
This table describes the information fields available on the Volume Report generated by the ada_
service -report_volume -file command:
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Field

Description

Hostname_generation

Name of the host on which the
command is run, either the server or an
agent.

Ada_Server_id

Unique ID of the Miria server.

Date_generation

Date and time when the report was
generated.

Ada_Server_name

Name of the Miria server.

ada_ReportDate ReportDate

Date of the instance of the day by day
volume report.

ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name

Name of the archive. For a user archive,
the name is the archive ID (_2, _3). For
a project archive, the name is the
archive name.

ada_Directory_Report Number

Number of directories archived.

ada_File_Report Number Size

Number and size (in bytes) of files
archived.

ada_Folder_Report Number

Number of archive folders.

ada_Total_Report Number Size

Total number and size (in bytes) of
archived directories, archived files, and
archive folders in this archive.

ada_Storage ada_Storage_Name

Name of the storage manager.

ada_Storage_Type

Type of the storage manager.

ada_Total_Report Number Size

Number and size (in bytes) of files
archived on this storage manager.

ada_Deduplication ada_Deduplication_Name

Name of the Deduplication Domain.

ada_Deduplication_Type

Type of digest for the Deduplication
Domain.
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Field

Description

ada_DedupIn_Report Size

Volume of data at retrieval (in bytes).
This is the volume that would be
occupied with no deduplication enabled.

ada_DedupOut_Report Size

Volume of data stored, accounting for
deduplication.

ada_DedupRate_Report Number

Deduplication ratio. The higher the ratio,
the more effective the deduplication.

ada_Link_Report Number

Number of shared assets links archived.

ada_Storage_Report Number

Number of storage managers.

ada_Summary_Report

This section provides the global volume
for all archives.

ada_Archive_Report Number

Number of archives.

ada_Total_Report Number Size

Total number and size (in bytes) of
archived files.

In the above sample, there are four project archives:
•
pax64
•
pax128
•
pax256
•
lt
As an example, these are the details for the pax128 project archive:
•
22 directories
•
103 files
•
7 archive folders
•
Total volume: 1,028,672,925 bytes.
There is one storage manager (amm).
This report provides a capture of the volume archived in a Miria instance on March 19, 2015 at
23:59.
Important: Due to the large amount of information to collect, Atempo recommends that you
run the reporting command at a time when the Miria server activity is low.

Obtaining Information on the Execution Speed of a Job
Miria performs measures (e.g., volume of data transfered, total duration and rate of data
transportation, etc.) every 5 s on the job, to generate statistics about the data mover activities, for
both archiving and retrieval operations. You can display and analyze these statistics for both a
running sub-job (real time) and a completed job (history).
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The command line mode enables you to export very detailed statistics on the data mover (e.g.,
the FillRate of the buffer) for troubleshooting incidents that slow down the data flow.

Prerequisites
Take into account theses prerequisites:
•
To be able to get statistics on a job, you must enable at least one of these settings:
Statistics on archiving jobs, Statistics on retrieval jobs, and/or Statistics on duplication jobs.
See Job Settings for details.
•

The statistics apply only to last generation data movers (e.g., Media Manager, One-to-one,
DataDirect Networks WOS, and Container). No other data mover is supported.

ada_service -get_stat -subjob_id id
The ada_service -get_stat -subjob_id id command obtains the statistics on a sub-job.
Note: You can get the sub-job Id in the List of Jobs window.
This table describes the information lines available on the ada_service -get_stat -subjob_
idid command results:
Field

Description

Storage Manager

Name and type of the storage manager.

Storage Manager
Container

Name and type of the storage manager container.

Sub Job Stream Id

Id of the sub-job stream. The Id enables you to get the statistics on a
sub-job stream.

Sub Job Start
Time

Date and time (including minutes and seconds) at which the sub-job
started.

Sub Job Stop
Time

Only for history statistics.

Statistics Interval

Interval of 5 seconds at which Miria performs measures to calculate the
statistics.

Date and time (including minutes and seconds) at which the sub-job
finished.

You cannot modify the measure interval, only the interval at which Miria
displays the statistics.
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Field

Description

Statistics

The Statistics field can display these components for an archiving
operation:
• PRIMARY_TO_CACHE (n): Volume of data that the data mover has
moved from primary storage to the cache/buffer area.
• CACHE_TO_TAPE (n): Volume of data that the data mover has moved
from the cache/buffer area to the archiving tape or media.
• PRIMARY_TO_NETWORK (n): (Displayed only if you use a network.)
Volume of data that the data mover has moved from primary storage
to the network.
Note: The numeric values between parenthesis are the Ids that
enable you to filter the statistics display for a sub job stream.

Example. To get the statistics of the sub-job 1894, run the ada_service -get_stat -subjob_
id 1894 command.
This is the output of this command:
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_service -get_stat -subjob_id 1894
Storage Manager : SM AMM SIMUL 3 (6)
Storage Manager Container : SMC AMM SIMUL 3 (7)
Sub Job Stream Id : 90
Sub Job Start Time : 2013/10/16-17:14:46 (1381936486)
Sub Job Stop Time : 2013/10/16-17:14:57 (1381936497)
Statistics Interval : 5
Statistics : (40) = PRIMARY_TO_CACHE (8) CACHE_TO_TAPE (32)

ada_service -get_stat -subjob_stream_id id
The ada_service -get_stat -subjob_stream_id id command obtains the statistics on a
sub-job stream.
Note: You can get the sub-job stream Id in the Sub Job Stream Id line of the results
obtained by the ada_service -get_stat -subjob id command.
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This table describes the information lines available on the ada_service -get_stat -subjob_
stream_idid command results:
Field

Description

Statistics

The Statistics field can display these components for an archiving operation:
• NETWORK_TO_CACHE (REAL-TIME): Volume of data that the data mover has
moved from the network to the cache/buffer area.
• CACHE_TO_TAPE (REAL-TIME): Volume of data that the data mover has
moved from the cache/buffer area to the archiving tape or media.
• PRIMARY_TO_NETWORK (REAL-TIME): (Displayed only if you use a network.)
Volume of data that the data mover has moved from primary storage to the
network.
The word (REAL-TIME) indicates that these are statistics displayed in real
time.
The word (DATABASE) indicates that these are history statistics, so read from
the database for a finished job.

Host

Host name.

Time=

The first Time line displays the figures as they were 5 seconds after the job
beginning.
The lines that follow increase each by a 5 seconds interval until the end of the job
(e.g., for the results containing 13 lines, the first one provides the statistics at
5 seconds and the last one at 65 seconds).
Each Time line displays these values:
•
•
•
•
•

RateIN. Number of bits by second received since the previous measure.
RateOUT. Number of bits by second sent since the previous measure.
TheoricOUT. Internal use.
TotalIN. Total number of bits received since the start of the sub-job.
TotalOUT. Total number of bits sent since the start of the sub-job.

• FillRate. Buffer filling level expressed as a percentage.
The FillRate value helps you troubleshooting bottlenecks. A value < 10%
indicates that the bottleneck is on the source (disk in case of archiving,
storage in case of retrieve); a value >90% indicates that the bottleneck is on
the destination (storage in case of archiving, disk in case of retrieve).
Example. To get the statistics of the sub-job stream 90, run the ada_service -get_stat subjob_stream_id 90 command.
This is the output of this command:
Statistics : NETWORK_TO_CACHE (REAL-TIME)
Host : RLEGOFF-WKS
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Time=5; RateIN=89431; RateOUT=89431; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=447061;
TotalOUT=447061; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=10; RateIN=107813; RateOUT=94010; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=986013;
TotalOUT=917011; FillRate=0.03333;
Time=15; RateIN=86343; RateOUT=100147; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1417638;
TotalOUT=1417638; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=20; RateIN=97040; RateOUT=97040; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1902737;
TotalOUT=1902737; FillRate=0.00000;
(...)
Time=65; RateIN=114810; RateOUT=114810; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=11535074;
TotalOUT=11535074; FillRate=0.00000;
Statistics : CACHE_TO_TAPE (REAL-TIME)
Host : RLEGOFF-WKS
Time=5; RateIN=118502; RateOUT=104880; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=592384;
TotalOUT=524288; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=10; RateIN=119321; RateOUT=131100; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1188864;
TotalOUT=1179648; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=15; RateIN=129666; RateOUT=131100; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1837056;
TotalOUT=1835008; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=20; RateIN=126901; RateOUT=104880; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=2471424;
TotalOUT=2359296; FillRate=0.00000;
(...)
Time=65; RateIN=145132; RateOUT=131100; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=13347840;
TotalOUT=13238272; FillRate=0.00000;
Statistics : PRIMARY_TO_NETWORK (REAL-TIME)
Host : RLEGOFF-WKS
Time=5; RateIN=97396; RateOUT=89431; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=486878;
TotalOUT=447061; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=10; RateIN=99848; RateOUT=107813; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=986013;
TotalOUT=986013; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=15; RateIN=95678; RateOUT=86343; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1464299;
TotalOUT=1417638; FillRate=0.00000;
Time=20; RateIN=97556; RateOUT=97040; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=1951977;
TotalOUT=1902737; FillRate=0.00000;
(...)
Time=65; RateIN=114810; RateOUT=114810; TheoricOUT=0; TotalIN=11535074;
TotalOUT=11535074; FillRate=0.00000;

Filtering the ada_service -get_stat command
You can filter the statistics display so to only display the statistics that are relevant to you. You
can also mix up the different arguments to tune up very specifically the statistics display.
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This table describes the arguments that you can use to filter the statistics display:
Argument

Result

-stat_mask {m}

Displays the statistics only for the component for which you
specified the Id.
Example. In the results of the -get_stat -subjob_id
command, the Statistics line reads: Statistics: (50) =
NETWORK_TO_CACHE (16) CACHE_TO_TAPE (32) PRIMARY_TO_
NETWORK (2).
The -subjob_stream_id command with the -stat_mask 16
argument displays the statistics for the NETWORK_TO_CACHE
component only.

-stat_start_time {t}

Displays the statistics only from the defined time (in seconds) and
up to the end of the job.
Note: The display starts from the value that follows the time
defined on the command (e.g., if you define the value to 42,
the display starts at 45 seconds.).

-stat_sec_count {s}

Displays the statistics from the beginning up to the defined
number of seconds.
Example. The -stat_sec_count 30 command displays the
statistics for only the first 6 lines (i.e., from 5 seconds to
30 seconds).

-stat_max_lines {m}

Displays the statistics from the beginning up to the defined
number of lines.
Example. The -stat_max_lines 8 command only displays the
statistics for the first 8 lines (i.e., from 5 seconds to 40 seconds).

-stat_interval {i}

Enables you to modify the interval at which Miria displays the
statistics.
Example. The -stat_interval 15 command displays the
statistics starting at 5 s and then the lines that follow increase
each by a 15 s interval until the end of the job.

Example.
To display the statistics for only the NETWORK_TO_CACHE component of the stream number 91,
starting on the second number 45 and up to the second number 80, run this command:
ada_service -get_stat -subjob_stream_id 91 -stat_mask 16 -stat_start_time 42
-stat_max_lines 8
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Troubleshooting incidents through the -get_stat -subjob_stream_id command
This table describes the streams that the archiving and retrieval operations can generate on the
different types of data movers:
Streams generated for a local transfer by
Data Mover Type
an Archiving Operation

a Retrieval Operation

One-to-One or Container • PRIMARY_TO_
SECONDARY.

• SECONDARY_TO_
PRIMARY.

Media Manager

• SECONDARY_TO_
PRIMARY.

• PRIMARY_TO_CACHE.
• CACHE TO STORAGE.

Streams generated for a transfer on the network
One-to-One or Container On the machine A:
• PRIMARY_TO_
NETWORK.
On the machine B:

• SECONDARY_TO_
PRIMARY.

• NETWORK_TO_
SECONDARY.
Media Manager

On the machine A:
• PRIMARY_TO_
NETWORK.
On the machine B:
• NETWORK_TO_CACHE.
• CACHE_TO_
SECONDARY.

Example. Your data flow is experiencing slowdowns.
Run the ada_service -get_stat -subjob_stream_id {id} command.
Use this table to understand the results of the command:

Miria

Data Mover Type Stream

FillRate Value

One-to-One or
Container

• < 10%. The bottleneck
is on the first machine.
• > 90%. The bottleneck
is on the second
machine.

For a local archiving operation that generates
the PRIMARY_TO_SECONDARY stream.
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Data Mover Type Stream
Media Manager

FillRate Value

For an archiving operation over the network
• If both streams
< 10%.
that generates the PRIMARY_TO_NETWORK and
The bottleneck is on
NETWORK_TO_SECONDARY streams.
the first machine.
• If the PRIMARY_TO_
NETWORK < 10%, and
NETWORK_TO_
SECONDARY > 90%.
The bottleneck is on
the network.
• If both streams
> 90%.
The bottleneck is on
the second machine.

Listing the Current Sessions
ada_service -session
This command lists all current sessions (i.e., all requests to the Miria database).
ada_service -session
Session information for the Server aasdoc, pid 2100
Num PNum Task ID Host User Type Object
Prod Vers Connected Time Last Receive Pid
1 0 aasdoc root Client Scheduler
ADA 2.3 P4 Wed Aug 5 12:09:46 2009 Wed Aug
2 0 adadoc Agent
ADA 2.3 P4 Wed Aug 5 12:18:25 2009 Wed Aug
3 0 taanoki Agent
ADA 2.3 P1 Wed Aug 5 12:18:25 2009 Wed Aug
* 7 0 aasdoc Client
ADA 2.3 P4 Wed Aug 5 13:54:50 2009 Wed Aug

5 13:50:00 2009 2024
5 12:18:25 2009 1276
5 12:18:25 2009 6076
5 13:54:50 2009 2220

Obtaining the Miria Server Version
ada_service -product
This command indicates the version of the Miria server.
ada_service -product
Registered Product information for the Server adadoc
Product Name Version (2.3.4.5)
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ADA Atempo Ada 2.3 P4
TPE Tina Perl Engine 2.6 P120 SP0

Obtaining the Number of Running Jobs
ada_service -semaphore
This command indicates the number of Miria jobs running.
ada_service -semaphore
Semaphore information for the Server aasdoc

Semaphore Usage Task ID Ses Nb Host User
Type UD LockTime
ADA_ARCHIVE 1 7 13 1 aasdoc root
Tpl Wed Aug 5 14:40:42 2009
NB_MAX_TASK 1/256 7 13 1 aasdoc root
Tpl Wed Aug 5 14:40:42 2009
SEM_ID_LICENSE 1/1 1 1 aasdoc root
Client * Wed Aug 5 12:09:47 2009
TEMPLATE_TEMPD archiving 1/256 7 13 1 aasdoc root
Tpl Wed Aug 5 14:40:42 2009

Renaming a Platform
ada_service -platform platform_name -rename platform_name
If you modify the host name of a machine on which a Miria agent is installed, this command
enables you to change the name of the corresponding archiving platform in Miria. This operation
ensures that the Miria database and the Media Manager database (if any) are updated correctly.
Note: The Miria service must be running on the renamed agent.
ada_service -platform aasdoc -rename adadoc
Host aasdoc renamed to adadoc

Managing Tasks: ada_task
The ada_task command enables you to launch, from the command line, the Miria tasks that you
have already configured in the Miria Administration Console. It uses the name assigned to the
task in the task properties interface in the Administration Console. The task is then run with the
same parameters that you set in its Properties interface.
Additionally, this command permits you to complete some tasks that you cannot do through the
Miria Administration Console.
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_task command:
ada_task -name taskname ( -list | -execute [-background] ) [-without_next_
task] [-target hostname [-os_type {windows | unix}]] | -duplicate -new_name
new_task_name | -disable | -enable | -status] [-all_status [-disable | enable]] [-list_template] [-version] -root_path path -path_archive path
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_task command:
Option

Description

-name taskname

Name identifying the task within Miria, as set
within the Task Name property in the
Administration Console.

-list

Displays this information:
• The properties of the selected task.
• The volume and number of files and directories
affected.

-root_path path

Absolute path of the source on the file system.
Only for automatic deletion tasks.
You can define only one source path.
If you do not enter the -root_path argument, the
ada_task command uses the information defined
in the Source fields of the automatic deletion task.

-path_archive path

Absolute path of the target archive, archive folder,
or directory. The absolute path has the format:
archive_name@folder_path
Only for automatic deletion tasks.
If you do not enter the path_archive argument,
the ada_task command uses the information
defined in the Destination fields of the automatic
deletion task.

-execute (-background)
(-without_next_task)

Executes the task.
You can add these arguments:
• -background performs the task as a
background task.
• -without_next_task performs the task but
does not perform the next task, if any.
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Option

Description

-disable

Disables the task.
Only a super user can run this command.

-enable

Enables the task.
Only a super user can run this command.

-status

Lists the properties of the task and its status (i.e.,
name, template, comment, and next task).

-all_status (-disable | -enable)

Lists the properties of all tasks.
You can add these arguments:
• -disable disables all tasks.
• -enable enables all tasks.

-list_template

Lists all task templates available.

-version

Returns the version of Miria.

-duplicate -new_name taskname

Duplicates the task.
You must specify the duplicated task name by
setting the -new_name argument.
For automatic synchronization tasks, it is possible
to add two optional arguments to define :
•
•

folders at source
folders at destination

If these arguments are not used, the task will be
duplicated with the same information.
The arguments to use are: -duplicate -new_
name {new_taskName} [-left_folder {path}
-rigth_folder {path}] Duplicate
{taskName} set by -name switch to {new_
taskName}
To define multiple source/destination folders, the
separator is " {CRLF} ", for example : ada_task duplicate -name TASKSRC -new_name
TASKDST -left_folder C:\TempSRC1
{CRLF}C:\TempSRC2 -right_folder
C:\TempDST1{CRLF}C:\TempDST2
Example 1.
This command immediately runs the Maintenance task with the root identity and the adminada
password.
ada_task -name MAINTENANCE -execute -identity root:adminada
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Example 2.
This command displays the properties of the arch_auto automatic archiving task, the number or
volume of objects scanned by the task, and the number or volume of objects that would be
archived according to the constraints.
ada_task -name arch_auto -list -identity root:
Task : test archivage
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : aasdoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 729/865
Ada Archive Destination : Q&A
Root Path : E:\ADA_File_Server\Docs
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
List of constraints :
Type Operator Value Unit
Size Less than 500 KB

Information :
- E:\ADA_File_Server\Docs\adm42em.pdf
File_Server/Docs)
- E:\ADA_File_Server\Docs\alrm42e.pdf
File_Server/Docs)
- E:\ADA_File_Server\Docs\drms42e.pdf
File_Server/Docs)
- E:\ADA_File_Server\Docs\iser42e.pdf
File_Server/Docs)
- Scanned files:
- Number: 19
- Volume (MB): 23.71
- Selected files:
- Number: 4
- Volume (MB): 1.20

selected (Q&A,/aasdoc/Windows/E/ADA_
selected (Q&A,/aasdoc/Windows/E/ADA_
selected (Q&A,/aasdoc/Windows/E/ADA_
selected (Q&A,/aasdoc/Windows/E/ADA_

Running XML Ingest Tasks: ada_task -name ::ingest_xml
A special use case of the ada_task command with the XML ingest task type permits you to
invoke the Task Template directly, rather than the Name property of an already configured XML
ingest task. When you use the Task Template directly, you bypass configuration in the
Administration Console; therefore, you must provide ada_task with the XML ingest task
parameters directly on the command line.
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Unlike the use of this command with the Administration Console configuration, which parses all
the xml files in the directory specified in the XML file directory field, this use of ada_task parses
and launches only one xml file at a time. The name of this file is a mandatory argument.
If the advantage of the Administration Console configuration is that you can use multiple xml files
in a single run of the task, the advantage of launching the template is that there is no constraint to
use any particular directory. The path is reset each time the command is launched.
See XML Ingest Tasks for details on using the XML ingest task from the Miria Administration
Console.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_task command:
ada_task -name ::ingest_xml -xml_file pathname_of_xml_file [-result_path
result_directory_path] [-reject_path reject_directory_path] [-xslt_file
pathname_of_xslt_file] -list | -execute
This table describes the options that you can use with the ada_task -name ::ingest_xml
command:

Miria

Option

Description

-name ::ingest_xml

Required. This argument directly invokes the
name of the Task template, not the name of a
given XML ingest task configured in the
Administration Console. Consequently, it is
fixed and should not be changed.
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Option

Description

-xml_file pathname_of_xml_file

Required. The full path and name of the XML
file to be read and parsed for the launching of
the archiving task. You can specify only one
XML. You can add these arguments:
• If you do not specify the -result_path
argument and the task completes correctly, it
is renamed in its orignal location with this
format: originalFilename.out.
If a file with the .out suffix already exists in
the path, and the task is run again, a further
copy of the file is generated and renamed
with this format: originalFilename_
timestamp.out.
• If you do not specify the -reject_path
argument and the task completes on error, it
is renamed in its orignal location with this
format: originalFilename.err.
If a file with the .err suffix already exists in
the path, and the task is run again, a further
copy of the file is generated and renamed
with this format: originalFilename_
timestamp.err.

-result_path result_directory_path

Optional. Path to which the XML files that have
been used in the XML ingest task are to be
moved after the task has completed correctly. In
the new directory, they are also renamed with
this format: originalFilename_jobNumber_
ADA.xml.
If the -xslt_file option is provided, there is
also a file with the original name in the result
path (without the _ADA suffix). This is the
original, untranslated file.

-reject_path reject_directory_path
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Optional. Path to which the XML files that have
been used in the XML ingest task are to be
moved after the files have been rejected. In the
new directory, they are renamed with this
format: originalFilename_jobNumber.xml
(without the _ADA suffix).
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Option

Description

-xslt_file pathname_of_xslt_file

Optional. Absolute path and name of the
translator .xslt file. If this argument is provided,
the XML files are not parsed according to the
XML schema definition provided by Miria in the
ada_ingest.xsd file.
Instead, an .xslt file translates the XML files
that you have supplied into XML files that
conform to the ada.xsd.
Like the XML files themselves, you create and
supply the .xslt translator. On request, the
Professional Services can also create it.

-list

Permits you to test the task parameters without
actually running the task. This option displays
this information:
• The properties of the selected task.
• The list, volume, and number of files and
directories concerned by the task.

-execute

Performs the task.

Example 1. This command shows the simplest use of the ada_task -name ::ingest_xml
command. Only the -xml_file argument is supplied, and the command uses the -list option
to display the task properties, without actually running it.
ada_task -name ::ingest_xml
-xml_file /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest/ADA_XML.out
-identity root:root
-list
Task : XML Ingest
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adaleopard.fr.atempo.network
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 6935/9354
Root Path : /
Directory to scan : undef
Recursive scan : Non
XSLT file : undef
XML Out Directory : undef
XML Error Directory : undef
XML file : /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest/ADA_XML.out
Information :
- /DT directory selected
- /DT/ADA directory selected
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- /DT/ADA/QA directory selected
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas directory selected
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests directory selected
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest-containt1 directory selected
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest-containt1/Collines.bmp selected
(s.xml.ingest,/test0)
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest-containt1/Coucher de soleil.bmp
selected (s.xml.ingest,/test0)
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest-containt1/Hiver.bmp selected
(s.xml.ingest,/test1)
- /DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xml-ingest-containt1/Nenuphars.bmp selected
(s.xml.ingest,/test1)
- End Manage XML File /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/16-xmlingest/ADA_XML.out
- 4 Files and 2 Folders are being to archive
- 1 XML Files scanned 0 rejected, 1 validated
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 4
Volume (MB): 4.15
Selected files:
Number: 4
Volume (MB): 4.15
Example 2. This example shows a more sophisticated use of the ada_task -name ::ingest_
xml command. The -result_path, -reject_path, and -xslt_file arguments are all
supplied, and the command is set to -execute in addition to simply listing its properties. Because
the command runs without error (the xml file used is correctly formed), nothing is added to the reject_path.
ada_task -name ::ingest_xml
-xml_file /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/TEMPLATES/Valid_File.xml
-result_path /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xml-translator/OUT
-reject_path /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xml-translator/ERROR
-xslt_file /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/TEMPLATES/MappingMapToada_ingest.xslt
-identity root:root
-execute
Task : XML Ingest
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adaleopard.fr.atempo.network
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 6946/9365
Root Path : /
Directory to scan : undef
Recursive scan : Non
XSLT file : /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/TEMPLATES/MappingMapToada_ingest.xslt
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XML Out Directory : /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/OUT
XML Error Directory : /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/ERROR
XML file : /Volumes/data/DT/ADA/QA/sthomas/Tests/17-xmltranslator/TEMPLATES/Valid_File.xml
Information :
- Archiving job number 6947 created
- Wait for the End of created Archive Jobs
- 1 Files and 1 Folders are being to archive
- 1 XML Files scanned 0 rejected, 1 validated
- Task XML Ingest finished (0:0:7) Job Number 6946/9365
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 1
Volume (MB): 0.03
Selected files:
Number: 1
Volume (MB): 0.03
ADA-00001: Operation Done

Managing HSM Stubs: ada_task -name ::stub_migration
The ada_task -name ::stub_migration command enables you to perform these actions on
stubs:
•
Collect information about the stubs to be processed. This command is helpful to estimate
the number of files to be processed and organize the work.
See Displaying Information about Stubs for details.
•

Migrate Filter Driver stubs from one platform to another.
See Migrating Filter Driver Stubs from one Platform to Another for details.

•

Recall the stubs located at the specified path.
See Recalling HSM Filter Driver Stubs for details.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_task command:
ada_task -name ::stub_migration -root_path path
(-list | -execute) [-from_hsm_cli|-to_hsm_cli|-hsm_cli_recall] [-recall] [target hostname -os_type windows|unix] [-help]
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This table describes the options that you can use with the ada_task -name ::stub_migration
command:
Option

Description

-name ::stub_
migration

Name of the migration task. It is preset to ::stub_migration, and you
cannot change it.

-root_path
path

Specifies the path of the directory where the task starts scanning.

-list

This option displays this information:

If the stubs are located on a NAS or on network drives, the path must be a
UNC path (e.g., \\adadoc\c\FILE_SERVER\Screens).

• The selected task properties.
• The list, volume, and number of files and directories affected by the task.
Used with -to_hsm_cli, this option lists all Filter Driver stubs.
Used with -from_hsm_cli, it lists all HSM Client stubs.
-execute

Performs the migration task.

-from_hsm_cli

Converts the HSM Client stubs to Filter Driver native stubs.
This option is used in the third step of the migration of HSM Filter Driver
stubs.

-to_hsm_cli

Converts the Filter Driver native stubs to HSM Client stubs.

-hsm_cli_
recall

Recalls all the HSM Client stubs located at the root directory.

-recall

Recalls all the HSM Client stubs located at the root directory.

This option is not compatible with the -from_hsm_cli, -to_hsm_cli, and recall options.

This option is not compatible with the -from_hsm_cli and -list options,
but you can use it with -to_hsm_cli to convert native stubs to HSM Client
and recall the HSM Client stub in a single operation.
-target
hostname

Specifies the platform (agent or NAS) where the stubs are located. The task
runs on the associated agent.
If the -root_path value is a UNC path, you do not have to specify the target
host.

-os_type
windows|unix
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Specifies the target hos operating system, if any:
• For a NAS, specifies the operating system of the Gateway agent.
• For macOS, choose the UNIX value.
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Displaying Information about Stubs
Example 1.
This command lists all the Filter Driver stubs located under the \\adadoc\c\FILE_
SERVER\Screens directory, and displays volume information.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_task -name ::stub_migration -list -root_path
\\adadoc\c\FILE_SERVER\Screens -to_hsm_cli
Task : Stub Migration
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adadoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 711/845
Ada Archive Destination :
Root Path : C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens
File to exclude : *.htm
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
Stub Migration Task : Yes
Information :
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\.xvpics directory selected
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41ue_adm_vlsa_metapool.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41ue_sap_brarchive.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41ue_user_backup_find.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_adm_class_phases.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_adm_class_properties.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_adm_vlsa_metapool.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_db2_archive_folder.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_sap_brarchive.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_syb_archivefolder.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_user_backup_find.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\42ue_rst_backup_search.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\42ue_user_interface.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\42uf_vtl_create_library.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
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- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\42uf_vtl_parameters.gif selected
(,/adadoc/Windows/C/FILE_SERVER/Screens)
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\Vls directory selected
- C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\Vls\.xvpics directory selected
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 302
Volume (MB): 2.89
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 0.25

Migrating Filter Driver Stubs from one Platform to Another
The migration process contains three steps:
1.
Conversion of the source stubs into hsm_cli stubs with the -to_hsm_cli argument.
See the example in Converting source platform Filter Driver Stubs to the hsm_cli Format.
2.
Manual copy of the hsm_cli stubs to the destination platform.
3.
Conversion of the hsm_cli stubs to the destination platform format with the -from_hsm_
cli argument.
See the example in Converting Stubs from the hsm_cli to HSM Filter Driver Format on the
Destination Platform.

Converting source platform Filter Driver Stubs to the hsm_cli Format
This command converts all the Filter Driver stubs located in the \\adadoc\c\FILE_
SERVER\Screens directory to the hsm_cli format, and displays volume information.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_task -name ::stub_migration -execute -root_path
\\adadoc\c\FILE_SERVER\Screens -to_hsm_cli
Task : Stub Migration
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adadoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 712/846
Ada Archive Destination :
Root Path : C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens
File to exclude : *.htm
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
Stub Migration Task : Yes
Information :
- Task Stub Migration finished (0:0:1) Job Number 712/846
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 302
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Volume (MB): 2.89
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 0.25
ADA-00001: Operation Done
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>

Converting Stubs from the hsm_cli to HSM Filter Driver Format on the Destination Platform
This command converts all the stubs located in the c:\Archive_images\Screens directory from
the hsm_cli format to the native format of the new platform.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_task -name ::stub_migration -execute -root_path
C:\Archive_images\Screens -from_hsm_cli
Task : Stub Migration
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adadoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 713/847
Ada Archive Destination :
Root Path : C:\Archive_images\Screens
File to exclude : *.htm
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
Stub Migration Task : Yes
Information :
- Task Stub Migration finished (0:0:0) Job Number 713/847

Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 302
Volume (MB): 2.89
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 0.25
ADA-00001: Operation Done

Recalling HSM Filter Driver Stubs
Example. This command converts all the Filter Driver stubs located under the c:\FILE_
SERVER\Screens directory to the hsm_cli format, and then recalls them.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_task -name ::stub_migration -execute -root_path
C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens -to_hsm_cli -recall
Task : Stub Migration
DbName : ADA
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Execution Platform : adadoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 731/869
Ada Archive Destination :
Root Path : C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens
File to exclude : *.htm
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
Stub Migration Task : Yes
Information :
- Task Stub Migration finished (0:0:4) Job Number 731/869
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 303
Volume (MB): 2.91
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 0.25
ADA-00001: Operation Done

Recalling HSM Client Stubs
Example. This command recalls all the HSM Client stubs located under the c:\FILE_
SERVER\Screens directory.
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_task -n ::stub_migration -hsm_cli_recall -root_path
C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens -execute

Task : Stub Migration
DbName : ADA
Execution Platform : adadoc
ADA Job Number/Sub Job Number : 4120/3882
Ada Archive Destination :
Root Path : C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens
Rearchiving same files : Yes
Deletion Task : Non
Stub Migration Task : Yes
Information :
- Task Stub Migration finished (0:0:6) Job Number 4120/3882
Information :
Scanned files:
Number: 60
Volume (MB): 3.50
Selected files:
Number: 40
Volume (MB): 0.20
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ADA-00001: Operation Done

Retrieving Data Archived in tar Format: ada_pax
The open format used in Miria is a tar format compliant with a Posix 1003.1-2008 standard
(Portable Operating System Interface)— called PAX.
See TAR Format Support in Miria for details.
The ada_pax command lists the contents of media written in pax format (on both disk and tape)
and retrieves the archived files and directories to the current location, after Miria components are
uninstalled. For normal data retrieval, use the standard Miria retrieval procedure. It is not required
to use ada_pax.
As a standalone command, ada_pax recovers contents directly from media without consulting
the Miria database. Therefore, you can use it to retrieve all data physically present on the media,
even if it is no longer referenced in the Miria database.
Note that this command is a standalone binary designed to be used without installing Miria and
Media Manager. It does not connect to Media Manager to get access to drives and media. For
testing purposes, you may want to use the ada_pax command in an Miria/AMM environment. In
this case, you must manage the resource allocation manually to avoid drive conflicts between
Miria/AMM and ada_pax (e.g., from the Miria Administration Console, disable temporarily the
drive you plan to use with ada_pax). Do not forget to re-enable it once you have completed your
tests. You can also use the Media Manager mm_adm_mount command to allocate the drive and
the media.
See mm_adm_mount (Example 3), for details.
You use the pax format when archiving data through these storage manager containers:
•
Miria File Storage Container.
•
Media Manager. If you selected the PAX format in the storage manager container
configuration.
Important: If files retrieved with ada_pax have the same name as files already existing on
the file system where they are retrieved, the existing files are overwritten and lost. There is
no option to prevent this behavior once the command is launched.

ada_pax on macOS
ada_pax is not fully standalone on macOS. If you want to retrieve files archived with
Media Manager, you must meet these prerequisites to manage the drives:
•
If no Media Manager server is present on the network, you must install a Miria agent and a
Media Manager server.
•
It a Media Manager server is present on the network, you must install a Miria agent and a
Media Manager agent.
•
You must declare in Media Manager the drive from which the media is read.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_pax command on macOS:
ada_pax [-l][-v] [-V] [-x] [-q] [-f file_path]
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[-d device:[[+][n|all]] [-ts y|n][-b blocksize] [-ws blocksize]
This table describes the options that you can use with the ada_pax command on macOS:
Option

Description

-l

Lists global headers and keywords of pax files.

-v

Displays information about the objects in the pax file (i.e.,
size path, owner, and rights).

-V

Permits display of additional information on the object in the
pax media (i.e., in addition to the size path, owner, and
rights, the size of the alternate streams on metadata is
shown).

-x

Extracts all objects to the current directory.

-q

Extracts the objects silently, without displaying the object
paths.

-f file_path

Specifies a pax file on disk as input, when you have used
Miria File Storage Container.
The argument is the path of the pax file that you want to
display/extract.
If not specified, the standard input is used.
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Option

Description

-d device: [[+][n |all]]

Specifies a tape device as input, when you have used
Media Manager.
The device argument is the access path to a device existing
on a machine. These are the arguments that you can add:
• Windows. C?B?T?L? format
• UNIX. /dev/??? format
• macOS. See ada_pax on macOS for details.
n specifies the number of archiving sessions to skip before
starting the operation.
• Without the + sign, the tape is rewound before skipping n
archiving sessions.
• With the + sign, n archiving sessions are skipped forward
from the current position.
• With 0, no session is skipped. The operation starts at the
first archiving session on the tape.
Examples:
• Windows. -d cxbytzla:3. Three archiving sessions are
skipped from the beginning of the tape and the operation
starts at the fourth archiving session.
• Windows. -d cxbytzla:+3. Three archiving sessions
are skipped from the current position and the operation
starts on the fourth archiving session further ahead.
• UNIX. -d /dev/nst:4. Four archiving sessions are
skipped from the beginning of the tape and the operation
starts at the fifth archiving session.
• UNIX. -d /dev/nst:+4. Four archiving sessions are
skipped from the current position and the operation starts
on the fifth archiving session further ahead.
With [:all] option, all the archiving sessions on the media
are processed.

-d device:[[+][n |all]]

Use this command in conjunction with ada_media.
You can use ada_media to find the number of the tape file
that you want to extract. The n parameter in ada_pax then
corresponds to the TapeFile field in the ada_media output
listing.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media
for details.
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Option

Description

-ts y|n

Addresses the retrieval of files that span more than one tape.
These are the possible values:
• The default behavior (i.e., option not set or set to y) is for
each tape required for the retrieval of the file, to be
requested in turn, and the file to be retrieved in its entirety
as originally constructed.
See Special Use Case: Retrieving a File in Parts on More
than One Media for details on this behavior.
• If set to n, only the part of the file on the media currently
being read is retrieved.
–
If this is the first part of the file, there is no request
for the tape(s) containing the continuation.
–
If this is the continuation of a file that began on
another tape, it is written to a file with a name in
this format: .j<job number>.h<header
sequence number>.o<remaining data size>

-b blocksize

For Media Manager only. Specifies a block size.
Use this option if the default block size of 128 KB has been
changed in the Use Custom Block Size parameter of the
Media Manager storage manager container. This prevents
the return of an error when the size of the first block is
different from the default.
Use k suffix for kilobytes.
Note: The block size must be a multiple of 16 KB.
See Creating a Storage Manager Container for details.

-ws blocksize

Use this option with the -x option when extracting all objects
to the current directory. It enables you to specify a block size
to be used for writing data to the file system. The default
value is 128 k.
The size is indicated in bytes or in KB if the suffix k is used
(e.g., 32 k stands for 32,768 bytes).

-h
--help

Displays the command line help.

Special Use Case: Retrieving a File in Parts on More than One Media
In certain cases, a file might be archived in parts over several media. For example, a very large
file that does not fit entirely on one media might find some additional space at the end of another
media on which to complete archiving. In this case, the second part of this large file is not only on
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a different media, but does not necessarily continue directly from the 0 file mark of the second
media.
When you use ada_pax to restore the large file, it arrives at the end of the first media containing
the file and detects that there is more of the file to retrieve. It therefore prompts you to direct it to
the new media and the file mark offset from which the file to retrieve continues:
[Error] c2b0t2l0: End of file occurred while reading 65536 bytes
Please choose a new file / media path to continue:
On the command line, type the device and offset of the next part of the file for retrieval in this
format:
device:[+]n
Where:

device is the path and descriptor of the device.
the + sign defines the offset, in the same manner as for the -d argument of the
command.
n is the file mark.

For an example of this usage, see Example 9..
Note: To discover the whereabouts of the remaining parts of the file, use the ada_media
command with the -list_files and -start_before options.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media for details.
Example 1.
On Windows platforms, this command displays the list of objects in the specified container, their
size in bytes, and their relative path.
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_pax -v -f c:\ADADOC\bjr\72_71_1255701601.pax
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 12429 User/AAS_pic.jpg
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 6846502 User/macosx.pdf
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 5537605 User/win.pdf
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 2843718 User/inst.pdf
Example 2.
On Linux platforms, this command displays the list of objects on the tape located in the specified
device (in this example, /dev/nst1), their size in bytes, and their relative path.
[root@csc-multilin Binary]# ada_pax -v -f /dev/nst1
This table describes the information that the ada_pax command has retrieved:
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-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

12429

Projet/2/Doc/AAS_pic_web.jpg

-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

3978125

Projet/2/Doc/adm_macosx.pdf

-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

3714824

Projet/2/Doc/adm_win.pdf

-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

1049142

Projet/2/Doc/ada_amm.pdf

-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

1797301

Projet/2/Doc/ada_app.pdf

-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

668344

Projet/2/Doc/ada_inst.pdf
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-rwxrwxr-x

root admin

164688

Projet/2/Doc/ada_rn.pdf

[Information] /dev/nst1: End Of File occurred while reading block 302
(131072 bytes)
Example 3.
On Windows platforms, this command retrieves the objects from the specified container to the
current directory. The standard output lists the relative paths of the extracted objects.
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_pax -x -f c:\ADADOC\bjr\72_71_1255701601.pax
User/3/Terminology/23/V23/AAS_pic_web1.jpg
User/3/Terminology/23/V23/ada_adm_macosx.pdf
User/3/Terminology/23/V23/ada_adm_win.pdf
User/3/Terminology/23/V23/ada_inst.pdf
User/3/Terminology/23/V23/index.htm
Example 4.
On Windows platforms, this command displays information about the archiving job and the
objects in the specified container, their size in bytes, and their relative path.
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_pax -V -f c:\ADADOC\bjr\72_71_1255701601.pax
*** Global header ***
JOB_NUMBER (2B) = 72
HOST (6B) = adadoc
SERVER_ID (33B) = 6724DB8-946DF60-294651FD-1A775F29
QUEUE_NUMBER (2B) = 71
ARCHIVE_DATE (19B) = 2009/10/16-16:00:01
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 12429 User/pic.jpg Alternate
streams (372B)
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 6846502 User/macosx.pdf Alternate
streams (372B)
---------- BUILTIN\Adminis QAMMW2K8R2\None 5537605 User/win.pdf Alternate
streams (372B)
Example 5.
On Linux platforms, this command displays information about the archiving job and the objects on
the tape located in the specified device (in this example, /dev/nst1).
[root@csc-multilin Binary]# ada_pax -V -d /dev/nst1

*** Global header ***
ARCHIVE_NODE (1B) = 2
JOB_NUMBER (4B) = 7179
HOST (28B) = csc-xserve.fr.atempo.network
SERVER_ID (33B) = 3023B9D9-FA438AE-786E80A-102FEB77
QUEUE_NUMBER (4B) = 7179
ARCHIVE_DATE (19B) = 2011/02/13-16:55:03
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ATEMPO.ADA.OFFSET_NEXT_OBJ (20B) = 00000000000000000000
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 12429 Projet/2/Doc/AAS_pic_web.jpg
Alternate streams (372B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 3978125 Projet/2/Doc/adm_macosx.pdf
Alternate streams (294B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 3714824 Projet/2/Doc/adm_win.pdf
Alternate streams (372B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 1049142 Projet/2/Doc/ada_amm.pdf
Alternate streams (964B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 1797301 Projet/2/Doc/ada_app.pdf
Alternate streams (845B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 668344 Projet/2/Doc/ada_inst.pdf
Alternate streams (244B)
-rwxrwxr-x root admin 164688 Projet/2/Doc/ada_rn.pdf
Alternate streams (744B)
Example 6.
On Linux platforms, this command displays global headers and keywords of the fourth tape file
(after file mark 3) on the specified device (in this example, /dev/nst1). It reads blocks of 128 KB.
ada_pax -l -d /dev/nst1:3 -b 128k
------------------------- Global Header #0
------------------------Keyword[0]: name=JOB_NUMBER, value=12
Keyword[1]: name=ARCHIVE_NODE, value=2
Keyword[2]: name=SERVER_ID, value=1135DDB3-2A87BE32-E308E62-57A1E6C
Keyword[3]: name=HOST, value=adaammserver.fr.atempo.network
Keyword[4]: name=QUEUE_NUMBER, value=13
Keyword[5]: name=ARCHIVE_DATE, value=2011/04/12-10:27:02
Keyword[6]: name=ATEMPO.ADA.OFFSET_NEXT_OBJ, value=00000000000000000000
input=/dev/nst1, tapeFilesToSkip=3, scanAllMedia=0, rewindMedia=1,
forcBlockSize=1 (131072)
Example 7.
On Linux platforms, this command retrieves the file after the third file mark on the tape device
/dev/nst1. It reads blocks of 128 KB.
ada_pax -x -d /dev/nst1:3 -b 128k
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input=/dev/nst1, tapeFilesToSkip=3, scanAllMedia=0, rewindMedia=1,
forcBlockSize=1 (131072)
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax/ada_pax_adm_
macosx.pdf
[Information] /dev/nst1: End Of File occurred while reading block 31 (131072
bytes)
Example 8.
On Linux platforms, this command retrieves the file located after the file currently under the drive
header.
# ada_pax -x -d /dev/nst1:+1
input=/dev/nst1, tapeFilesToSkip=1, scanAllMedia=0, rewindMedia=0,
forcBlockSize=0 (0) [Debug] /dev/nst1: Partial read (only 131072/524288)
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax3/03-i18n/@/._
Staubiges Vergn-ügen.ttf
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax3/03i18n/@/@Compagnon.PNG
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax3/03i18n/@/@test.txt
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax3/03i18n/@/Staubiges Vergn-ügen.ttf
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.3.4/test_ada_pax3/03i18n/@/µtest.txt
.............
[Information] /dev/nst1: End Of File occurred while reading block 58 (131072
bytes) -bash-3.2#
Example 9.
In this Linux example, the first part of the file comes to an end. The command requests a
continuation, which is supplied on the device with the /dev/nst1 descriptor, at file mark 1. This
time the file is extracted completely, and no further part is requested.
Note: If no file mark is supplied, ada_pax does not rewind the tape.
ada_pax -x -d /dev/nst0:2 -b 256k
input=/dev/nst0, tapeFilesToSkip=2, scanAllMedia=0, rewindMedia=1,
forcBlockSize=1 (262144)
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.7.5/test_ada_pax/01-20-GBfile/1MB.test
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.7.5/test_ada_pax/01-20-GBfile/20.GB[Information]
/dev/nst0: End Of File occurred while reading block 54676 (262144 bytes)
Please choose a new file / media path to continue: /dev/nst1:1
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[Information] /dev/nst1: End Of File occurred while reading block 27249
(262144
bytes)
-bash-3.2# diff
Projet/2/adaammserver.fr.atempo.network/3.2.7.5/test_ada_pax/01-20-GBfile/20.GB
/data0/01-20-GB-file/20.GB
-bash-3.2#

Obtaining Information on Jobs and Validating Jobs: ada_job
The ada_job command enables you to:
•
List the jobs by type or status.
•
Obtain information about a specific job.
•
Validate archiving and retention jobs.

Usage
The ada_job command can have these usages:
•
Use this syntax to obtain the list of jobs of a specific type:

•

ada_job -job_type type [-back_hour nb_hours] [-start_date yyyymmddhhmm]
[-end_date yyyymmddhhmm] [-limit nb_results] [-csv_output [-csv_file
file_name] | -xml_output [-xml_file file_name]]
Where:
type = all | archiving | retrieval | task | retention | media_
duplication | media_deletion | media_recycling | media_scratch
| media_ejection
Use this syntax to obtain the list of jobs with a specific status:

•

ada_job -job_status status [-back_hour nb_hours] [-start_date
yyyymmddhhmm] [-end_date yyyymmddhhmm] [-limit nb_results] [-csv_output
[-csv_file file_name] | -xml_output [-xml_file file_name]]
Where:
status = all | creation | validation | queue | running |
suspended | canceled | denied | completed | error | rejected |
invalid_license | history
Use this syntax to obtain information on a job or sub-job:

•

ada_job -job_id | subjob_id id [-main_subjob] [-related_jobs] [-info | list_files] [-csv_output [-csv_file file_name] | -xml_output | -xml_for_
retention [-xml_file file_name]]
Use this syntax to accept or reject an archiving or retention job waiting for validation:

•

ada_job -job_id id [-validate | reject] [-file_list path | -file_list_
xml path] [-new_retention retention_name]
Use this syntax to cancel a job if it has the In Queue or Running status:
ada_job -job_id id -cancel
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This table describes the options that you can use with the ada_job command:
Option

Description

-job_type type

Obtains the list of jobs of the specified type.
These are the valid types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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all
archiving
retrieval
task
retention
media_duplication
media_deletion
media_recycling
media_scratch
media_ejection

-back_hour nb_hours

Collects the jobs that completed in the last n
hours.

-start_date yyyymmddhhmm

Collects the jobs that completed after the start
date. You can use this option on its own or
combined with the -end_date option.

-end_date yyyymmddhhmm

Collects the jobs that completed before the end
date. You can use this option on its own or
combined with the -start_date option.

-limit nb_result

Specifies the maximum number of jobs that the
command must return.
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Option

Description

-csv_output -csv_file file_name |
-xml_output | -xml_for_retention
-xml_file file_name

Specifies the command output. By default, the
output is on the command line window in .csv
format. These are the possible outputs:
• -csv_ouptput -csv_file file_name
specifies the absolute path and name of the
output csv file. If you do not specify the -csv_
file option, the output displays in the
command line window.
Note: If you output to a .csv file, and the
characters do not display correctly when an
application such as Excel or Wordpad opens
the file, the problem might be that the
application does not recognize that the file
contains UTF8 strings.
See the tunable Tunable. parameter:add_
utf8_bom=yes (no) for details.
• -xml_output -xml_file file_name
specifies the absolute path and name of the
output XML file. If you do not specify the xml_file option, the output displays in the
command line window.
• -xml_for_retention -xml_file file_
name specifies the absolute path and name of
the retention XML file displaying the list of file
instances impacted by the retention job.
If you do not specify the -xml_file option,
the output displays in the command line
window.
The information provided in this output helps
you build the XML file for the -file_list_xml
option.
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Option

Description

-job_status status

Obtains the list of jobs with the specified status.
These are the valid statuses:
all
creation
validation
queue
running
suspended
canceled
denied
completed
error
rejected
invalid_license
history. Obtains the list of all jobs that have
a status other than Creation in progress, In
queue, or Running.
See Status for information on job statuses.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-job_id | subjob_id id

Obtains information about the specified job or
sub-job.

-main_subjob

Used with -job_id, obtains information on the
job parent (i.e., the sub-job that created the job).

-related_jobs

Used with -job_id, obtains information on all the
jobs created by the same parent sub-job as the
job.
Used with -subjob_id, obtains information on all
the jobs created by the sub-job.
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Option

Description

-info | -list_files

Used with -job_id | subjob_id id, obtains
information about the job or sub-job:
• -info (for -job_id only) returns the
description of the job, all its sub-jobs, and all
the archived objects (classes).
• -list_files returns the same information as
-info, plus the file list if the archived object is
a directory. You can use this option only for
archiving jobs or sub-jobs.
Note: The -list_files option lists the files
selected for archiving and not the files
actually archived.

-job_id id -validate | reject

These are the options for the -job_id option:
• -validate validates jobs, optionally
accepting parts.
• -reject validates jobs, optionally rejecting
parts.

-job_id id -cancel

Miria

Cancels a job if the job status is In Queue or
Running.
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Option

Description

-file_list path |
-file_list_xml path

Specifies the absolute path of a file containing
the list of all the objects for which the retention
job must be validated or denied. These are the
possible syntaxes:
• -file_list path returns the list of objects to
be processed (all object instances are
validated or denied).
The file must contain the object paths, one
path per line.
For an archiving job, enter the object path on
disk (e.g., C:\Data\presentation.doc).
For a retention job, enter the path of the object
in the archive (e.g., /Pres/MuchAdo.mxf).
• -file_list_xml path returns the list of file
instances to be processed (only the specified
instances of the objects are validated or
denied).
The file must contain an XML description of
each instance that must be validated or
denied. See step 2. in Example 6. for a sample
of the XML syntax.
Note: If the specified file is empty, no file is
validate or denied.

-new_retention retention_name

Applies a new retention to the objects listed in the
-file_list or -file_list_xml option. You
can use this option only with the -reject option.

The ada_job command returns the same information about jobs, sub-jobs, and classes as the
List of Jobs window.
See Job List for details on job properties.

Examples of Obtaining Information on Jobs
Example 1. This example shows how to obtain information on job 770:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 770
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
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770;Archiving;Completed;Documentation;6;6;1;1;256892;256892;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2011-03-25T16:47:01Z;2011-03-25T16:58:03Z;root
Example 2. This example shows how to obtain the list of all jobs awaiting validation:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_status validation
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
755;Retention;InQueue;Marketing_09;4;0;0;0;90737305;0;adamark;112;2011-0306T11:25:03Z;2011-03-06T11:25:03Z;efr
745;Retention;InQueue;Accountancy;1;0;0;0;111559;0;adadoc;112;2011-0302T11:25:04Z;2011-03-02T11:25:04Z;bjr
721;Retention;InQueue;Marketing_09;1;0;0;0;5588;0;adamark;112;2011-0202T11:25:03Z;2011-02-02T11:25:04Z;efr
676;Archiving;In Queue;Documentation;0;0;1;0;0;0;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2011-01-13T16:44:00Z;2011-01-13T16:44:01Z;bjr
668;Archiving;InQueue;Documentation;2;0;0;0;208354;0;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2011-01-12T10:00:36Z;2011-01-12T10:00:37Z;bjr
660;Retention;InQueue;Sales_09;6;0;0;0;199750844;0;frida;112;2011-0102T11:25:04Z;2011-01-02T11:25:05Z;efr
Example 3. This example shows how to obtain the list of all archiving jobs awaiting validation:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_type archiving -job_status validation
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
676;Archiving;In Queue;Documentation;0;0;1;0;0;0;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2011-01-13T16:44:00Z;2011-01-13T16:44:01Z;bjr
668;Archiving;InQueue;Documentation;2;0;0;0;208354;0;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2011-01-12T10:00:36Z;2011-01-12T10:00:37Z;bjr
Example 4. This example shows how to obtain the list of all related jobs of a sub-job:
This command shows all the jobs that the sub-job 524 has created. There are two retention jobs
with ID numbers: 442 and 443.
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_job -subjob_id 524 -related_jobs
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JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
442;Retention;Completed;db_backup;40;0;0;0;529269188;0;RLEGOFFWKS;104;2014/01/07-15:43:08;2014/01/07-15:43:21;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
525;442;Retention;Completed;40;15;0;0;529269188;45941188
PATH ON ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME;SI_NODE
443;Retention;Completed;a001;581;0;42;0;99085682;0;RLEGOFFWKS;104;2014/01/07-15:43:08;2014/01/07-15:43:43;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
526;443;Retention;Completed;581;563;42;42;99085682;98958255
PATH ON ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME;SI_NODE
Example 5. This example shows how to obtain the main sub-job of a job:
This command shows that for job 442, the main sub-job ID is 524.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_job -job_id 442 -main_subjob
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
441;Task;Completed;;0;0;0;0;0;0;RLEGOFF-WKS;Graphic Interface;2014/01/0715:42:59;2014/01/07-15:43:11;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
524;441;Task;Completed;0;0;0;0;0;0
No classes for job type Task
Example 6. This example shows how to obtain the list of all the files archived by an automatic
archiving task (task ID=2135 issuing sub-job ID=2496). It can be useful since the Miria
Administration Console only displays the first 5,000 files.
Note: This list represents the files that the task will archive if the archiving job is successful.
It can be different from the list of files actually archived.
1.

First you must identify the archiving job triggered by the automatic archiving task, by
launching this command, where -subjob_id represents the task sub-job (i.e., 2496). This
command shows that for sub-job 2496, the related archiving job is 2136.

C:\ADA\Binary\Bin>ada_job -subjob_id 2496 -related_jobs
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
2136;Archiving;Completed;AMM archive;2;2;0;0;222278;222278;adadoc;UI Manual
Task;2015/05/05-16:23:22;2015/07/01-16:20:59;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB
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DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
2614;2136;Archiving;Completed;2;2;0;0;222278;222278
CLASS NODE;SUB-JOB NODE;OBJECT TYPE;OBJECT NAME;FULL PATH;PATH ON ARCHIVE
1480;2614;DIR;;C:\ADADOC_FILE_SERVER\Documents;AMM archive@/Test27PATH ON
ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME;SI_NODE
2.

Then you can list the files archived by this job 2136 by launching this command. The result
shows that task 2135 archived 6 files (i.e., File01.docx, File03.docx, File08.docx,
File14.docx, File26.docx, File57.docx).

C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 2136 -list_files
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
2136;Archiving;Completed;AMM archive;2;2;0;0;222278;222278;adadoc;UI Manual
Task;2015/05/05-16:23:22;2015/07/01-16:20:59;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
2614;2136;Archiving;Completed;2;2;0;0;222278;222278
CLASS NODE;SUB-JOB NODE;OBJECT TYPE;OBJECT NAME;FULL PATH;PATH ON ARCHIVE
1480;2614;DIR;;C:\ADADOC_FILE_SERVER\Documents;AMM archive@/Test27
RELATIVE DEST PATH
File01.docx;2012/06/02-09:18:35;16966
File03.docx;2015/03/22-23:23:12;205312
File08.docx;2012/12/03-07:28:35;23256
File14.docx;2014/04/12-02:21:14;18895
File26.docx;2015/07/11-18:20:11;34758
File57.docx;2007/03/12-11:14:10;216315

Examples of Validating or Rejecting Jobs
Example 1. This example shows how to validate the archiving of all files in the job:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 668 -validate
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
668;Archiving;InQueue;Documentation;2;0;0;0;208354;0;adadoc;Graphic
Interface;2
011-01-12T10:00:36Z;2011-01-12T10:00:37Z;bjr
Example 2. This example shows how to obtain information about the validated job (terminated
on error):
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 668 -info
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JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
668;Archiving;Terminated on error;Documentation;2;0;0;0;208354;0;
adadoc;Graphic Interface;2011-01-12T10:00:36Z;2011-03-28T09:14:56Z
;bjr
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB DIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
785;668;Validate;Completed;0;0;0;0;0;0
CLASS NODE;SUB-JOB NODE;OBJECT TYPE;OBJECT NAME;FULL PATH;PATH ON ARCHIVE
622;785;FILE;adafilterdriver2.tiff;C:\ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER\adafilterdriver2.tiff;Documentation@/Atempo Ada/Screen
623;785;FILE;adainstallad.tiff;C:\ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER\adainstallad.tiff;Documentation@/Atempo Ada/Screen
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NBDIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
929;668;Archiving;Terminated on error;2;0;0;0;208354;0
CLASS NODE;SUB-JOB NODE;OBJECT TYPE;OBJECT NAME;FULL PATH;PATH ON ARCHIVE
764;929;FILE;adafilterdriver2.tiff;C:\ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER\adafilterdriver2.tiff;Documentation@/Atempo Ada/Screen
765;929;FILE;adainstallad.tiff;C:\ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER\adainstallad.tiff;Documentation@/Atempo Ada/Screen
Example 3. This example shows how to obtain information about a retention job awaiting
validation.
This command lists all the file instances that the retention job will delete if it is validated and
provides the name and properties of all retention periods declared in Miria.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 660 -info
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
660;Retention;InQueue;Sales_09;6;0;0;0;199750844;0;adadoc;112;2011-0102T11:25:04Z;2011-01-02T11:25:05Z;efr
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NBDIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
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774;660;Validate;In Queue;6;0;0;0;199750844;0
PATH ON ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/104509006.mov;1290443232 (2010-1122T16:27:12Z);FILE;48753230;
FS_Cont_SM
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/105374027.mov;1290443232 (2010-1122T16:27:12Z);FILE;41950736;
FS_Cont_SM
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/AllThatGlitters.mxf;1290443232 (2010-1122T16:27:12Z);FILE;
9171456;FS_Cont_SM
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/104509006.mov;1290443499 (2010-11-22T16:31:39Z);FILE;
48753230;FS_Cont_SM
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/105374027.mov;1290443499 (2010-11-22T16:31:39Z);FILE;
41950736;FS_Cont_SM
Sales_09@/adadoc/Windows/C/ADADOC_FILE_
SERVER/Movies/MOV/AllThatGlitters.mxf;1290443499 (2010-1122T16:31:39Z);FILE;
9171456;FS_Cont_SM
RETENTION NAME;UNIT;VALUE
One_day;Day;1
One_month;Month;1
One_year;Year;1
5_years;Year;5
Example 4. This example shows how to validate part of a retention job.
This command enables you to select the files that the retention job will delete, by listing them in
the validation_list.txt.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 660 -validate -file_list
c:\Temp\validation_list.txt
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
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660;Retention;InQueue;Sales_09;6;0;0;0;199750844;0;adadoc;112;2011-0102T11:25:04Z;2011-01-02T11:25:05Z;efr
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 660 -info
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
660;Retention;Completed;Sales_09;2;0;0;0;18342912;0;adadoc;112;2011-0102T11:25:04Z;2011-03-28T12:18:53Z;efr
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NBDIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
774;660;Validate;Completed;4;0;0;0;181407932;0
PATH ON ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NBDIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
931;660;Retention;Completed;2;0;0;0;18342912;0
This is the content of the validation_list.txt file. The files listed are located in the
Marketing_09 archive.
The paths are from the root of the archive in the POSIX format:
/Pres/Glitters.mxf
/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf
/Pres/op1a-pal.mxf
/Pres/xdcam-pal-dv25.mxf
Example 5.
This example shows how to deny part of a retention job and apply a new retention period.
This command retains all the objects specified in file reject_list.txt and applies a new
retention to them.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 659 -reject -file_list c:\Temp\reject_
list.txt -new_retention One_month
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
659;Retention;InQueue;Marketing_09;8;0;0;0;76492992;0;adadoc;112;
2011-01-02T11 25:04Z;2011-01-02T11:25:04Z;efr
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Example 6.
This example shows how to deny part of a retention job with a file instance granularity.
The commands in this procedure retain the instances specified in the instance_list.xml file:
1.
Get the list of all file instances impacted by the retention job, with their paths and their
archiving date:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 689 -info
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
689;Retention;InQueue;Marketing_09;20;0;0;0;191232480;0;adadoc;104;2011-0119T16:02:30Z;2011-01-19T16:02:30Z;efr
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NBDIR EXPECTED;VOLUME;VOLUME
818;689;Validate;In Queue;20;0;0;0;191232480;0
PATH ON ARCHIVE;INSTANCE DATE;INSTANCE TYPE;INSTANCE SIZE;SM NAME
Marketing_09@/Pres/Glitters.mxf;1292258749 (2010-12-06T11:15:15Z);
FILE;9171456;FS_Cont_SM
Marketing_09@/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf;1292258749 (2010-1206T11:15:15Z);FILE;8221232;FS_Cont_SM
Marketing_09@/Pres/Glitters.mxf;1291634256 (2010-1206T11:17:36Z);FILE;9171456;FS_Cont_SM
Marketing_09@/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf;1291634256 (2010-1206T11:17:36Z);FILE;8221232;FS_Cont_SM
RETENTION NAME;UNIT;VALUE
One_day;Day;1
One_month;Month;1
One_year;Year;1
5_years;Year;5
2.

Create the sample file containing the list of all file instances impacted by the retention job in
XML format:

C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 689 -info -xml_for_retention
-xml_file C:\Temp\instance_list.xml
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes" ?>
- <FILES>
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<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443"
on_archive="/Pres/Glitters.mxf" si_node="295" sm_name="SM_11"/>
<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443"
on_archive="/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf" si_node="48" sm_name="SM_11"/>
<FILE archiving_date="2010-12-21T15:36:51Z" instance_date="1292942211"
on_archive="/Pres/Glitters.mxf" si_node="295" sm_name="SM_11"/>
<FILE archiving_date="2010-12-21T15:36:51Z" instance_date="1292942211"
on_archive="/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf" si_node="295" sm_name="SM_11"/>
</FILES>

3.

path_
path_
path_
path_

These are the instance properties displayed in this file:
•
archiving_date indicates the date when the instance was archived in standard
format.
•
instance_date indicates the date when the instance was archived in number of
seconds from January 1, 1970.
•
path_on_archive indicates the path of the instance in the archive.
•
si_node indicates the instance ID.
•
sm_name indicates the name of the storage manager to which the instance was
archived.
Modify the instance_list.xml file so that only the instances you want to retain are
present. Because you only want to retain the last instance of each file, the file content now
displays:

<FILES>
<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443" path_
on_archive="/Pres/Glitters.mxf" si_node="295" sm_name="SM_11"/>
<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443" path_
on_archive="/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf" si_node="48" sm_name="SM_11"/>
</FILES>
Note: Only the si_node field is mandatory. Other fields provide additional information
about the instances, but they are not required.
4.

Run the command to reject the retention job for the instances described in the modified XML
file:

C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_job -job_id 689 -reject -file_list_xml
C:\Temp\instance_list.xml
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
689;Retention;InQueue;Marketing_09;20;0;0;0;191232480;0;adadoc;104;2011-0119T16:02:30Z;2011-01-19T16:02:30Z;efr
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Example 7.
This example shows how to deny part of a retention job with a file instance granularity and apply
a different retention period for each of them.
This command retains the instances specified in the instance_list.xml file and applies a
different new retention period to each retained instance.
In the present example, this is the XML file content:
<FILES>
<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443" path_
on_archive="/Pres/Glitters.mxf" si_node="295" sm_name="SM_11" new_
retention="One_month"/>
<FILE archiving_date="2011-04-21T09:50:43Z" instance_date="1303379443" path_
on_archive="/Pres/MuchAdo.mxf" si_node="48" sm_name="SM_11" new_
retention="One_year"/>
</FILES>
It means that:
•
The last instance of each file is retained (retention rejected).
•
The One_month retention is applied to Glitters.mxf.
•
The One_year retention is applied to MuchAdo.mxf.
You can also apply individual retentions on some of the instances in the XML file, and for
instances that have no retention specified in the XML file, use the -new_retention option
specified at the command line.
For example:
ada_job -job_id 690 -reject -file_list_xml C:\Temp\instance_list.xml -new_
retentionOne_day
If no new_retention option is specified on the command line, instances in the file that have no
retention specified are simply rejected without any change to their retention.

Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media
The ada_media command returns information on media used with the Media Manager storage
manager (i.e., assigned media). It does not apply to media with Unknown or Orphan status.
These are the actions that the ada_media command enables you to perform:
•
List the media that Miria uses, filtered by various parameters (e.g., storage manager, job,
sub-job, archive, status, media name, barcode, and barcode media format).
See List Media by Applying Filters for details.
•

List the files or jobs present on these media. This information can subsequently be useful
with other commands.
See Listing Files on Media for details.
You can return the results of the lists to standard output or to a file, or display them in XML or
CSV format. You can also display the information according to a specific template.

•

Apply an action on the media that Miria uses (i.e., close, open, suspend, eject, recycle,
delete, scratch, or change the LTFS volume name).
See Applying Actions on Media for details.
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•

Duplicate media.
See Duplicating Media for details.

The ada_media command is available to both standard and super users; however, you must
grant standard users the appropriate Media settings if you want them to use this command. See
Media Settings for details.
The ada_media command returns information only on retrievable data (i.e., whose retention
period, if it has one, has not expired). Media can also contain expired data (i.e., tagged for
deletion and no longer present in the database), but still physically present. Such data, however,
is not displayed in the results of this command.

List Media by Applying Filters
Use this command syntax to list media with filters. These filters are cumulative and you can use
them in addition to other filters:
ada_media
-allocated
-all_media
-amm_drive_class {value1|value2|value3}
-amm_drive_techno {value1|value2|value3}
-amm_drive_type {value1|value2|value3}
-amm_library_name {library_name}
-amm_media_status {assigned|blank|orphan|others|scratch|unknown}
-amm_media_status_detail {duplicate_fingerprint|media_incompatible
|none|read_error|scratch_error}
-amm_media_type {value1|value2|value3}
-app_name {application_name}
-archive_name {archive_name}
-archive_name_rule {archive_name}
-archive_org {archive_org_name}
-archive_org_rule {archive_org_name}
-barcode {name1[,name2,name3,...]}
-barcode_list_file {file_path} [-one_job_per_media]
-cause {none|full|on_error|on_write_error|on_read_error|
on_spanning|on_check_integrity|on_discover}f
-comment {“”|”*”|value}
-custom_name_rule {rule_name}
-custom_rule
-data_partition {value}
-in_drive {drive_name}
-job_id {id}
-job_id_rule {id}
-job_rule
-ltfs_owner {owner_name}
-ltfs_volume {volume_name}
-media_format {pax|tar|tina|cpio|sidf|ltfs|oda}
-media_type {file|oda|tape}
-mounted
-offline
-online
-sample {number}
-sm_name {sm_name}
-smc_name {smc_name}
-status {new|open|closed|suspended|empty}
-subjob_id {id}
-user_name_rule {user_name}
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To list several media, you must be a super user or a standard user with the Media-View Media
List setting enabled. If not, only the -barcode option is accepted.
This table describes the filters that you can use with the ada_media command:
Filter

Description

-allocated

Retrieves information on
media in use by a
Media Manager
application.

-all_media

Retrieves information on
all the media present in
the Miria database.

-amm_drive_class {value1|value2|value3}

Retrieves information on
the media located in
drives of the specified
classes. Use the ada_amm
-drive_type command
to display the list of
available drive classes
(e.g., ODA_1, LTOULTRIUM, etc).
See Obtaining Information
and Acting on Devices.
You can set several
classes separated by
commas.

-amm_drive_techno {value1|value2|value3}

Retrieves information on
the media located in
drives of the specified
technologies. Use the
ada_amm -drive_type
command to display the
list of available drive
technologies (i.e., SCSI,
ODA, DISK).
See Obtaining Information
and Acting on Devices.
You can set several
technologies separated by
commas.
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Filter

Description

-amm_drive_type {value1|value2|value3}

Retrieves information on
the media located in
drives of the specified
types. Use the ada_amm drive_type command to
display the list of available
drive types (e.g., ODA_
D55U, LTO-5, etc).
See Obtaining Information
and Acting on Devices.
You can set several types
separated by commas.

-amm_library_name {name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
Media Manager library.

-amm_media_status {assigned|blank|
orphan|others|scratch|unknown}

Retrieves information on
all the media with the
specified statuses.
You can set several
statuses separated by
commas.
See Media Assignment
Statuses for details.

-amm_media_status_detail
{duplicate_fingerprint|media_incompatible|
none|read_error|scratch_error}

Retrieves information on
all the media with the
Other status that have the
specified status details.
You can set several status
details separated by
commas.
See Media Assignment
Statuses for details.
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Filter

Description

-amm_media_type {value1|value2|value3

Retrieves information on
all the media with the
specified models. Use the
ada_media -media_type
command to display the
list of available media
types (e.g., ODA-300GB,
IBM-03592, T10KA, etc).
See Obtaining Information
and Acting on Devices.
You can set several media
types separated by
commas.

-app_name {name}

Retrieves information on
media used by a specific
Media Manager
application.

-archive_name {archive_name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
project archive.

-archive_name_rule {archive_name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
project archive and whose
media rule is By Archive.

-archive_org {archive_org_name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
archive organization.

-archive_org_rule {archive_org_name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
archive organization and
whose media rule is By
Archive.

-barcode {barcode1[,barcode2,barcode3,...]}

Retrieves information on
media identified by the
barcode(s). There should
be no blank spaces in the
comma-separated list of
barcodes (e.g., -barcode
A000001L4,A00000BL5).
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Filter

Description

-barcode_list_file {file_path} [-one_job_per_media]

Retrieves information on
all the media listed in a
file. This parameter is
useful when there is a
great number of media to
filter.The file contains one
media barcode per line.
By default, when deleting,
scratching, recycling, or
duplicating media, only
one job is created for all
the media. Add the -one_
job_per_media option to
create one job for each
media.

-cause {none|full|on_error|on_write_error|
on_read_error|on_spanning|on_check_integrity|
on_discover}

Retrieves information on
media by error causes.
You can specify several
causes separated by
commas. There should be
no blank spaces in the
comma-separated list of
causes (e.g., -cause
full,on_write_error).

-comment {“”|”*”|value}

Retrieves information on
media based on its
comment.
• With “”, only media
without a comment are
retrieved.
• With ”*”, only media
with a comment are
retrieved.
• With value, only media
with this specific
comment are retrieved.

-custom_name_rule {rule_name}
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Retrieves information on
media with the specified
custom media rule.
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Filter

Description

-custom_rule

Retrieves information on
media with any custom
media rule defined.

-data_partition {value}

Retrieves information on
media with a data partition
of the specified value. The
value can be 0 or 1.
This option is available
only for LTFS media.

-in_drive {name}

Retrieves information on
media located in a specific
drive.

-job_id {id}

Retrieves information on
media used during a
specific job.

-job_id_rule {id}

Retrieves information on
media with the specified
By Job media rule.

-job_rule

Retrieves information on
media with a media rule
By Job.

-ltfs_owner {owner_name}

Retrieves information on
LTFS media with the
specified LTFS owner
name.
This option is available
only for LTFS media.

-ltfs_volume {volume_name}

Retrieves information on
LTFS media with the
specified LTFS volume
name.
This option is available
only for LTFS media.
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Filter

Description

-media_format {pax|tar|tina|cpio|
sidf|ltfs}

Retrieves information on
media by data format. You
can specify several
formats separated by
commas. There should be
no blank spaces in the
comma-separated list of
formats (e.g., -media_
format pax,tina).

-media_type {file|oda|tape}

Retrieves information on
media of a specific type
(file, ODA, or tape). You
can specify several types
separated by commas.
There should be no blank
spaces in the commaseparated list of formats
(e.g., -media_type
oda,tape).

-mounted

Retrieves information on
media mounted in any
drive.

-offline

Retrieves information on
offline media (media not
assigned to an
application).

-online

Retrieves information on
online media (media
assigned to an
application).

-sample {name}

Limits the result to the
number of media specified
by this option (e.g., if you
set this option to 10, Miria
only retrieves information
about the first 10 media
concerned).
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Filter

Description

-sm_name {name}

Retrieves information on
media used by a specific
storage manager.

-smc_name {name}

Retrieves information on
media used by the named
storage manager
container.

-status {new|open|closed|
suspended|empty}

Retrieves information on
media by status. You can
specify several statuses
separated by commas.
There should be no blank
spaces in the commaseparated list of statuses
(e.g., -status
new,open).
The closed option returns
media having both Closed
and Closed (No Reopen)
statuses.

-subjob_id {id}

Retrieves information on
media used during a
specific sub-job.

-user_name_rule {user_name}

Retrieves information on
media used in a specific
user archive and whose
media rule is By Archive.

Applying Actions on Media
You can perform actions on one or several media using these options and the above mentioned
filters.
If the action applies to only one media, you do not have to confirm your choice. If it applies to
several media at once, you must confirm the action.
When the action is completed, the console displays a report.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command:
ada_media <filter> [-close | -delete | -duplicate | -eject | -open | recycle | -scratch | -suspend | -change_ltfs_volume_name {volume_name} | -
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update_media_comment {comment} -update_media_rule {none|archive|job|custom
[:value]}] [-force] [-no_report] [-prevent_data_loss]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command to apply
actions on media:
Argument

Description

-change_ltfs_volume_name volume_name

Modifies the LTFS volume name of the
media. This name corresponds to the root
directory of the media file system.These
characters are forbidden in the volume name:
/ : " * ? < > \ |.
This option is available only for LTFS media.

-close

Closes the media so that it is no longer used
for archiving. Typically, you use this option to
externalize the media from the library.
To apply the close action, you must either be
a super user or a standard user with the
Close & Reopen setting enabled.

-delete

Deletes the media reference from the Miria
database, but not from the Media Manager
database. To delete media both logically from
the database and physically from
Media Manager, use the -scratch option.
To apply the delete action, you must either be
a super user or a standard user with the
Delete setting enabled.

-duplicate

Duplicates the media. You must indicate the
storage manager container to which the
duplicated media will belong. See Duplicating
Media.
To apply the duplicate action, you must either
be a super user or a standard user with the
Duplicate setting enabled.

-eject

Sends an ejection request for the media for
you to physically remove it from the library.
To apply the eject action, you must either be
a super user or a standard user with the Eject
setting enabled.
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Argument

Description

-open

Opens or reopens a media that is closed or
suspended. You cannot use it on media with
the Closed (No Reopen) status.
If media is Closed on Error, it must not be
reopened until the cause of the incident has
been identified and corrected.
To apply the open action, you must either be
a super user or a standard user with the
Close & Reopen setting enabled.

-recycle

Empties the media and recycles it.
To apply the recycle action, you must either
be a super user or a standard user with the
Recycle setting enabled.

-scratch

Empties the media, removes it from the Miria
database, and sends it to scratch (i.e.,
deletes the fingerprint).
To apply the scratch action, you must either
be a super user or a standard user with the
Scratch setting enabled.

-suspend

Media can no longer be used for archiving or
retrieval (e.g., you can choose this option for
media that is defective).
To apply the suspend action, you must either
be a super user or a standard user with the
Close & Reopen setting enabled.

-update_media_comment comment

Miria

Adds a comment to describe the media, or
edit it if it already exists.
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Argument

Description

-update_media_rule
{none|archive|job|custom[:
value]}

Updates the media rule associated to the
media.
• With none, no rule is defined. Miria fills
each media in sequence, without further
distinction.
• With archive, Miria groups data by
archive on the media.
• With job, Miria groups data by job on the
media.
• With custom, Miria uses an existing
custom rule that you specify as the value.
See Custom Media Rules.

-prevent_data_loss

Specifies that you want to perform the action
on the media only if you have previously
duplicated it. If no copy is found, the
operation is canceled. This prevents you from
losing data that has not been previously
duplicated.
This argument is available for the recycle,
delete, and scratch operations.

-force

Specifies that no confirmation must be
requested before destroying files with the recycle, -delete, and -scratch
arguments. Data will be deleted immediately.

-no_report

Specifies that the command will not issue any
report.

-no_wait

Specifies to end the command without
waiting for the action to be completed.
This argument is available for the eject,
delete, recycle, scratch, and duplicate
actions.

Listing Files on Media
You can list the files archived on media using these options and the above mentioned filters.
By default, the files that are returned are those which start on the media and end on the same
media, or a different one. You can also choose to display all files either partially or entirely
present on the media, or only the files that are entirely present on the media (both starting and
ending on it).
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command:
ada_media <filter> [-list_files [-display_offset]][-start_before |-end_
inside]
This table describes the available arguments for use with the ada_media command to list files on
a media:
Argument

Description

[-list_files]

Displays the list of the files that start on the media, regardless of
whether they end on it.
To use this option, you must either be a super user or a standard user
with the Export Content setting enabled.
See Media Settings for details.

[-display_offset]

Displays this offset information about archiving sessions:
• LTFS only. Tape LPos (LTFS): Position of the archiving session
on the media partition.
• Tape File Offset (PAX)/LPos Offset (LTFS): Point where the
archived object begins on the tape file or block. In number of
Bytes.
• Size by Offset: Size of the object on the media.
• File Offset: Point where the media begins in relation to the
archiving session. This value is 0 for the first media used to archive
the session. For subsequent media, it corresponds to the size of
their preceding media.

[-start_before]

Displays the list of all the files that start on the media or on another
media. In other words, it shows all files either partially or entirely
present on the media.

[-end_inside]

Displays the list of the files ending on the current media. In other
words, it shows only the files that are entirely present on the media
(both starting and ending on it).

Listing Jobs on Media
You can list the jobs archived on media using these options and the above mentioned filters.
By default, the jobs that are returned are those which start on the media and end on the same
media, or a different one. You can also choose to display only the jobs that both start and end on
the media.
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command:
ada_media <filter> [-list_jobs | -list_streams [-whole_stream]]
This table describes the available arguments for use with the ada_media command to list jobs on
a media:
Argument

Description

[-list_jobs]

Displays a list of the media-related jobs that are still present in the Miria
database (i.e., not yet removed by a maintenance task). The list
contains the jobs whose associated archived files are partially or entirely
present on the media. Thus jobs spanning several media are also
shown.
To use this option, you must either be a super user, or a standard user
with the Export Content setting enabled.
See Media Settings for details.

[-list_streams]

Displays a list of all the media-related jobs, even those which have been
removed by a maintenance task. The list contains the jobs whose
associated archived files are partially or entirely present on the media.
Thus jobs spanning several media are also shown.
To use this option, you must either be a super user, or a standard user
with the Export Content setting enabled.
See Media Settings for details.

[-whole_stream]

Displays a list of all the jobs whose associated archived files are all
entirely present on the media.

Duplicating Media
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command:
ada_media <filter> -duplicate -smc_dest name [-smc_name name] [-best_fit] [platform name][-no_wait] [-no_report]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command to duplicate a
media:
Argument

Description

-duplicate

Duplicates the media.
To duplicate a media, you must either be a super user or a standard
user with the Duplicate setting enabled.

-smc_dest name
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Name of the storage manager container to which the duplicated media
will belong.
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Argument

Description

[-smc_name name]

Name of the source storage manager container. This option is
necessary only when several media have the same barcode.

[-best_fit]

If you select several media to duplicate, this option enables you to fit
several source media to a single destination media. If you do not set
this option, there will be one destination media for each source media.

[-platform name]

Name of the Miria platform that handles the mounting requests. By
default, if the option is not specified, Media Manager is in charge of the
platform choice.
This option is mainly used when the platform associated with the
destination storage manager is an agent pool.

[-no_report]

Specifies that the command will not issue any report.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the duplication job to
be completed.

This command does not return any status for the duplication operation. Check the status of the
media duplication job spawned by the command.
The duplication supports only the .tar format.

Displaying the Results
By default, the lists of media, files, or jobs display on the console, but you can also display and
save them in a file whose path you specify.
By default, the lists display as lines. For every media, file, or job, one line is composed of a
parameter and its value. These two other formats are available:
•
CSV. All information about a media, file, or job is displayed on a line, the items being
separated by semi-colons.
•
XML. All information about a media, file, or job is displayed in an XML file, with a MEDIA tag
per media, or an INSTANCE tag per archived file, or a JOB tag per job.
You can also customize the displayed information using the templates described in the ada_
media_template.xml file located in the <ADA_HOME>/Bin/Perl/ADA/XML directory. By default,
this file contains several templates: Basic, Standard, Full, Closed, Online, On error, and Pax
format.
The templates can also contain criteria defined by the CRIT tag. Criteria enable you to filter the
result (e.g., the <CRIT NAME="STATUS" VALUE="Closed"/> criterion enables you to display
only closed media, as with the -closed option).
Use of a template can be combined with the three types of formats: lines, CSV, or XML.
To modify the templates or to create new ones, copy the ada_media_template.xml file in the
<ADA_HOME>/Bin/Perl/ADA/Custom directory, or in the directory of your choice.
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command:
ada_media <filter> [-dest_file file_path] [[-format line|xml|csv] | [template]] -human_readable
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_media command to send the
result to a specific output format:
Argument

Description

[-dest_file file_path]

Dumps the output to a file whose
absolute path you specify.

[-format line|xml|csv]

Dumps the output to file, in line
(standard text format), XML or CSV
format.
If you output the file in CSV format, and
the characters do not display correctly
when the file is opened in an
application such as Excel or Wordpad,
the problem might be that the
application does not recognize that the
file contains UTF8 strings.
See the tunable Tunable.
parameter:add_utf8_bom=yes (no) for
details.

-human_readable
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Displays the Volume and Remaining
Volume using the most relevant unit
(i.e., B, KB, MB, GB, or TB). If this
option is not set, volumes display in
bytes.
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Argument

Description

[-template name|name@file|name@file_path]

Specifies the name of the template to
use to define the output.
• name indicates the template name if
the template is located in default file
<ADA_
HOME>/Bin/Perl/ADA/XML/ada_
media_template.xml.
• name@file indicates the template
name followed by the name of the
template file if it is located in <ADA_
HOME>/Bin/Perl/ADA/Custom.
• name@file_path indicates the
name of the template followed by
the absolute path of the template file
if it is located in any other directory.

Example 1.
This command displays information on the media used by the Accountancy archive:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_media -archive_name Accountancy
Barcode A00001L4
Type Tape
Format PAX
Status Open
Cause
Fingerprint uG8bw2+p18qqQJMwA7++sg==
Block Size 65536
Volume 8257536
Remaining Volume 2945449984
File Mark Number 1
Logical Position 127
Media Rule None
Storage Manager AMM SM
Storage Manager Container AMM SMC
AMM Type LTO
AMM Status 0
AMM Fingerprint uG8bw2+p18qqQJMwA7++sg==
AMM Prevent Eject no
AMM Scratch Media Group cartgrp_DOC_L700
AMM Drive Name DOCL700_D2
AMM Drive Type DISK
AMM Drive Class DISK
AMM Library DOC_L700
AMM Slot d1
AMM Mounted yes
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AMM Allocation no
AMM Online yes
Media Type DISK
Drive Techno DISK
Example 2.
This command displays the same information as above, but in xml format:
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_media -archive_name Accountancy -format xml
<?xml version='1.0' standalone='yes'?>
<MEDIA_LIST>
<MEDIA AMM_ALLOCATION="0" AMM_CARTRIDGE_STATE="0"
AMM_CARTRIDGE_TYPE="LTO" AMM_DRIVE_NAME="DOCL700_D2"
AMM_FINGERPRINT="uG8bw2+p18qqQJMwA7++sg==" AMM_LIBRARY_NAME="DOC_L700" AMM_
MEDIA_GROUP="cartgrp_DOC_L700" AMM_MOUNTED="1" AMM_ONLINE="1" AMM_PREVENT_
EJECT="no" AMM_SLOT_HOME="d1" MD_BLOCKSIZE="65536" MD_CAUSE="0" MD_
FINGERPRINT="uG8bw2+p18qqQJMwA7++sg==" MD_FORMAT="0" MD_LPOS="127" MD_
NAME="A00001L4" MD_NODE="1737" MD_REMAINING_VOLUME="2945449984" MD_
STATUS="1" MD_TAPEFILE="1" MD_TYPE="2" MD_VOLUME="8257536" MR_TYPE="0" SMC_
NODE="15" SM_NODE="27" />
</MEDIA_LIST>

Examples from 3 through 6
These examples show the use of the -list_files option with and without -start_before and
-end_inside. They concern the VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf file that is very large and spans
these three media: 00000001D3, 00000001D5, and 00000001D7.
The first line of the output provides the column headings.
Example 3.
This command shows all the files that start on the first media, 00000001D3. Notice that the result
is eight files (To avoid repetition, not all of the files are shown in the example).
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode 00000001D3 -list_files
Media;Sub-job;TapeFile;Archive Path;Full Path;Size;Backup Date;Stream;Media
Stream;
00000001D3;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086400.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086400.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;673;
....................................
00000001D3;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/xdcam-pal-d10imx30.mxf;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\xdcam-pal-d10-imx30.mxf;9171456;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;685;
00000001D3;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_
WAVE.xml;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.xml;24932;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;685;
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00000001D3;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_
WAVE.mxf;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf;4654237232;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;685;
Total instances : 8
Example 4.
This command shows the files that are entirely contained on the first media, 00000001D3. Now
the result is seven files, because VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf is no longer included.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode 00000001D3 -list_files -end_
inside
Media;Sub-job;TapeFile;Archive Path;Full Path;Size;Backup Date;Stream;Media
Stream;
00000001D3;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086400.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086400.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;673;
...
00000001D3;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/xdcam-pal-d10imx30.mxf;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\xdcam-pal-d10-imx30.mxf;9171456;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;685;
00000001D3;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_
WAVE.xml;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.xml;24932;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;685;
Total instances : 7
You can use this information subsequently to retrieve a file with ada_pax. The output in the third
column, TapeFile, is supplied as the argument n with the -d device:[[+][n|all]] option in
ada_pax.
See Retrieving Data Archived in tar Format: ada_pax for details.
Example 5.
The output of the default -list_files on the last media, 00000001D5, does not include VTS_
01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf because it does not start on that media.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode 00000001D5 -list_files
Media;Sub-job;TapeFile;Archive Path;Full Path;Size;Backup Date;Stream;Media
Stream;
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086400.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086400.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
...
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086403.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086403.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086404.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086404.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
Total instances : 5
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Example 6.
If -list_files is run on 00000001D5 with the -start_before option, however, the VTS_01_
ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf file now shows up.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode 00000001D5 -list_files -start_
before
Media;Sub-job;TapeFile;Archive Path;Full Path;Size;Backup Date;Stream;Media
Stream;
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086400.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086400.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
...
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086403.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086403.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
00000001D5;2692;0;ARCH_002@/YYY/Fichiers_
DPX/086404.dpx;D:\PERSO\Data\Fichiers_DPX\086404.dpx;12230656;2012-0608T12:35:11Z;221;675;
00000001D5;2814;1;ARCH_002@/MXF/VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_
WAVE.mxf;D:\PERSO\Data\MXF\VTS_01_ALL_MPEG2_WAVE.mxf;4654237232;2012-0625T13:30:20Z;231;686;
Total instances : 6
You can use this information subsequently to retrieve a file with ada_pax. The output in the third
column, TapeFile, is supplied as the argument n with the -d device:[[+][n|all]] option in
ada_pax. Since this option lists partial files as well as full ones on the media, you can use it with
ada_pax in the scenario where part of a file continues on another tape at an offset from the
beginning.
See Special Use Case: Retrieving a File in Parts on More than One Media for details on this use
of ada_pax with information from ada_media.
Example 7.
These two commands list jobs on the media with barcode A00001L4. The first lists only the jobs
whose associated archive files are entirely present on the media. The second lists jobs whose
associated archived files are present on the media in whole or in part. For this reason, there is
one more job in the second example. The first line of the output provides the column headings.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_media -barcode A00001L4 -list_jobs
Media;Stream;Media Stream;Logical Position;Job;Sub-job;Job Type;Archive;Nb
File;Nb File Expected;Nb Dir;Nb Dir Expected;Volume;Volume Expected;Host;
A00001L4;161;1792;0;1478;1790;Archiving;Accountancy;1;1;0;0;8221232;8221232;
adadoc;
A00001L4;170;1805;127;1501;1814;Archiving;Accountancy;1;1;0;0;8221232;822123
2;adadoc;
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_media -barcode A00001L4 -list_jobs whole_stream
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Media;Stream;Media Stream;Logical Position;Job;Sub-job;Job Type;Archive;Nb
File;Nb File Expected;Nb Dir;Nb Dir Expected;Volume;Volume Expected;Host;
A00001L4;161;1792;0;1478;1790;Archiving;Accountancy;1;1;0;0;8221232;8221232;
adadoc;
A00001L4;170;1805;127;1501;1814;Archiving;Accountancy;1;1;0;0;8221232;822123
2;adadoc;
A00001L4;171;1806;254;1502;1815;Archiving;Accountancy;1;1;0;0;8221232;822123
2;adadoc;
Example 8.
This command lists all the media that are closed. There are two closed media: A00002L4 and
B00002L4.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -status closed
Barcode A00002L4
Type Tape
Format PAX
Status Closed
Cause
Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
Block Size 65536
Volume 131072
Remaining Volume 2951741440
File Mark Number 1
Logical Position 3
Media Rule By Job
Storage Manager AMM SM
Storage Manager Container AMM SMC
AMM Type LTO
AMM Status 0
AMM Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
AMM Prevent Eject no
AMM Scratch Media Group cartgrp_DOC_L700
AMM Library DOC_L700
AMM Slot s1
AMM Mounted no
AMM Allocation no
AMM Online yes
Barcode B00002L4
Type Tape
Format PAX
Status Closed
Cause
Fingerprint qby2fBr7Wbm/7FqCF8mRRw==
Block Size 65536
Volume 8716288
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Remaining Volume 2944401408
File Mark Number 1
Logical Position 134
Media Rule By Job
Storage Manager AMM SM
Storage Manager Container AMM SMC
AMM Type LTO
AMM Status 0
AMM Fingerprint qby2fBr7Wbm/7FqCF8mRRw==
AMM Prevent Eject no
AMM Scratch Media Group cartgrp_DOC_L700
AMM Drive Name DOCL700_D1
AMM Library DOC_L700
AMM Slot s6
AMM Mounted yes
AMM Allocation no
AMM Online yes
Example 9.
This command uncloses the media that are shown as closed in the previous example:
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -open
If you list the media again, you see that the media is now opened.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode A00002L4
Barcode A00002L4
Type Tape
Format PAX
Status Opened
Cause
Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
Block Size 65536
Volume 131072
Remaining Volume 2951741440
File Mark Number 1
Logical Position 3
Media Rule By Job
Storage Manager AMM SM
Storage Manager Container AMM SMC
AMM Type LTO
AMM Status 0
AMM Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
AMM Prevent Eject no
AMM Scratch Media Group cartgrp_DOC_L700
AMM Library DOC_L700
AMM Slot s1
AMM Mounted no
AMM Allocation no
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AMM Online yes
Example 10.
This command empties the media whose barcode is A00002L4. Only a super user or a standard
user with the Media-Recycle setting enabled can run this command.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode A00002L4 -recycle
INFO: Media A00002L4 is recycled
Barcode A00002L4
Type Tape
Format PAX
Status Open
Cause
Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
Block Size 65536
Volume 131072
Remaining Volume 2951741440
File Mark Number 1
Logical Position 3
Media Rule By Job
Storage Manager AMM SM
Storage Manager Container AMM SMC
AMM Type LTO
AMM Status 0
AMM Fingerprint AU7Z0j6HJOJODZQ04xep+g==
AMM Prevent Eject no
AMM Scratch Media Group cartgrp_DOC_L700
AMM Library DOC_L700
AMM Slot s1
AMM Mounted no
AMM Allocation no
AMM Online yes

Example 11.
This command deletes all the files from the media whose barcodes are A00001L4 and B00003L4,
after confirmation. Only a super user or a standard user with the Media-Delete setting enabled
can run this command.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_media -barcode A00001L4,B00003L4 -delete
Barcode A00001L4
Storage Manager AMM SM
Barcode B00003L4
Storage Manager AMM SM
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Perform action on all media ? (y/n)
y
INFO: Media B00003L4 is deleted
INFO: Media A00001L4 is deleted
Example 12.
This command deletes the media whose barcode is A00005L4 from the Miria database and
removes its digest (returns it to the scratch pool) in the Media Manager. The files on the media
are listed prior to the deletion, and a confirmation is requested. Only a super user or a standard
user with the Media-Delete setting enabled can run this command.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_media -barcode A00005L4 -scratch
INFO: Media A00005L4 is deleted and scratched
Example 13.
This command duplicates the media whose barcode is A00001L4 to another media belonging to
the SMC AMM storage manager container. Only a super user or a standard user with the MediaDuplicate setting enabled can run this command.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode A00001L4 -duplicate -smc_dest
"SMC AMM"
INFO: Duplication of Media A00001L4, Job 1507 Completed
Example 14.
This command sends an ejection request for media A00001L4.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_media -barcode A00001L4 -eject
INFO: Media Ejection Job 1509 created
Example 15.
This command lists the media from the AMM SMC storage manager container corresponding to
the basic template of file ada_media_template.xml. This template retrieves the barcode, status,
and remaining volume of the media. The first line of the output provides the column headings.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_media -sm_name "SM AMM" -template
basic
Media Name
Status
Remaining Volume
A00002L4
Empty
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B00004L4

Closed

2951741440

B00005L4

Closed

2931818496
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Example 16.
This command lists the media corresponding to the online template of file ada_media_
template.xml located in the c:\Templates directory. This template retrieves the barcode,
format, status, and remaining volume of the media located in the library. The first line of the
output provides the column headings.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin\Perl\ADA>ada_media -template
online@c:\Template\ada_media_template.xml
Media Name Format Status Volume
0000000192 PAX Empty
0000000839 PAX Closed 16777216
000000083A PAX Closed 16777216
000000084A PAX Closed 16777216
000000084B PAX Open 9830400
A00002L4 PAX Empty
B00004L4 PAX Closed 393216
B00005L4 PAX Closed 24772608

Archiving Files
The ada_archive command archives files and directories to a specific Miria archive.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_archive command:
ada_archive {-path_src OsPath | -file_list OsFile} -archive Name -path_
archive ArchivePath -create_folder [-no_snapshot] [-to_validate] [-no_wait]
[-parallel_job_count JobCount] [-archiving_policy Policy] [-windows_
archiving_policy Policy] [-unix_archiving_policy Policy] [-custom_media_rule
MediaRule] [-post_archiving no_action | file_deletion | hsm_cli | hsm_fd]
[-collect_metadata] [-collect_pr_metadata] [-collect_mime] [-prevent_dir_
spanning Level] [-target Platform] [-os_type {Windows | Unix}]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_archive command:
Argument

Description

-path_src OsPath

Specifies the absolute path of the objects (directory or file) to be
archived.
The syntax is identical to the operating system syntax (e.g., /usr or
c:\tmp).
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Argument

Description

-file_listOsFile

Specifies the absolute path of a file containing a list of objects to be
archived. This parameter is useful when there is a great number of
objects to archive.
The input file can be in one column or in two, separated by a tabulation.
You can use these kinds of files as the input file:
• Single-column version. Contains the absolute paths (one path per
line) of all objects to be archived. If you specify the path of a
directory, all the objects contained in this directory are archived.
You must set the -path_archive option to define a single
destination path for all the files within the archive. An error is raised
when this is not the case.
• Double-column version. Each line contains the source path of the
objects for archiving on the left, and the destination path within the
archive on the right. By using this version you can archive each
object to a different path.
If only some objects in the left column have corresponding
destinations in the right column, the objects without destinations are
sent into the path defined in the -path_archive option. If -path_
archive is not defined, these objects are ignored.
Either version of this file accepts that lines remain empty between each
path specified.
Regular expressions are not accepted.

-archive name
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Specifies the name of the archive to which the data is archived. This
option is mandatory unless the archive name is defined in the -path_
archive option.
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Argument

Description

-path_archive
archive_path

Specifies the path of the archive folder to which the data is archived.
These are the two accepted syntaxes:
• UNIX syntax. If, for example, you want to archive the data in the
Administration subfolder located in the Miria folder, use the
/ADA/Administration syntax. When using this syntax, you must
specify the archive name in the -archive option. The path is then
from the root of the named archive.
• Syntax archive_name@archive_path. If, for example, you want to
archive an archive called documentation in the Administration
subfolder located in the Miria folder, use the
documentation@/ADA/Administration syntax. When using this
syntax, you should not use the -archive option to specify the
archive name.
If you define this option, and the option -file_list is also defined:
• The file specified can be single-column. All the objects are then
archived to the destination defined in the -path_archive option.
• If the file is double-column, and some of the objects do not have a
destination path, the path defined in the -path_archive option is
used for those objects.
• If the file is double-column, but all the objects have both source and
destination paths, the -path_archive option is ignored.

[-create_folder]

Specifies that the archive folders must be created if they do not exist. If
this option is not set and a folder does not exist, the archiving fails.

-no_snapshot

Prevents creating snapshots and archiving objects from the snapshot.
Take into account these remarks:
• By default, if the API connector for the host is enabled and you have
activated the Snapshot option, a snapshot is created. To prevent
creating snapshots, you must set the -no_snapshot option. This
option disables the snapshot creation phase.
• If the no_snapshot option is not set, the snapshot is created
according to the Host options, but the FastScan feature is not run.
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[-to_validate]

Specifies that the archiving job is set to To Validate status.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the archiving job to be
completed.

[-parallel_job_
count JobCount]

Specifies the maximum number of jobs that can run simultaneously.
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Argument

Description

[-target
platform]

Specifies the name of the Miria platform, if remote archiving is
performed.

[-os_type
{Windows|Unix}]

Type of stream, Windows or UNIX/macOS, if remote archiving is
performed.

Advanced Settings Options
Some of the ada_archive options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the archiving
job. These options of the command line override the settings defined in the Miria Administration
Console.
See Archiving Settings for details.
This table describes the advanced setting arguments that you can use with the ada_archive
command:
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Argument

Description

[-archiving_policy
policy]

Specifies that the same archiving policy applies to both Windows
and Unix or macOS.

[-windows_
archiving_policy
policy]

Specifies the Windows archiving policy to be used.

[-unix_archiving_
policy policy]

Specifies the Unix or macOS archiving policy to be used.

[-custom_media_rule
MediaRule]

Specifies the custom media rule to be used.

[-post_archiving
no_action | file_
deletion | hsm_cli
| hsm_fd]

Specifies the action to perform on the source files after archiving.
These are the available options:

[-collect_metadata]

Specifies that Miria must collect audiovisual and image metadata
during archiving so that you can use it for searches on archives.

• no_action indicates that Miria performs no action on the source
files.
• file_deletion indicates that Miria deletes files from the source
as soon as they are sent to the Miria server.
• hsm_cli indicates that Miria deletes files from the source. In their
place, an HSM Client stub is created.
• hsm_fd indicates that Miria deletes files from the source. In their
place, an HSM Filter Driver stub is created.
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Argument

Description

[-collect_pr_
metadata]

Specifies that Miria must collect partial retrieval metadata during
archiving.

[-collect_mime]

Specifies that Miria must collect the MIME type of file format during
archiving.

[-prevent_dir_
spanning Level]

Specifies the directory level that you want to archive as a whole on a
single media. Use this setting when archiving with Media Manager to
avoid file tree splitting and make retrieval from the media file system
easier.
The value is an integer between 0 and 99.

Archiving Files with Unicode Characters
You can archive files with Unicode or DBCS characters (e.g., Japanese characters) through the
ada_archive command, if you use an input file with a Byte Order Mark (BOM). A BOM is a series
of characters indicating the byte order used in the file. It must be entered as the first characters of
the file.
Specify input files through the -file_list OsFile option, and enter the UTF-8 BOM at the very
beginning of the files.
The UTF-8 encoding is represented in hexadecimal format by EF BB BF (i.e., ï»¿ in ascii).
Do not copy and paste these characters to the input file, as encoding layers can alter the paste
result. Use either one of these methods:
•
Use VI or VIM to create the characters using hexadecimal codes.
Refer to the By Character value section of the Entering special characters for VIM
documentation.
On Windows, you can also use NotePad to save the file with the UTF8 encoding.
•

Or
Enable the BOM (i.e., set the parameter:add_utf8_bom=yes tunable) and then run the
command:
ada_job -job_id id -list_files -csv_ouput [-csv_file file_name]
This command generates an output file with the correct BOM encoding. You can use this file
as a template to create your input files.
See Miria Tunables for details on enabling the BOM.
See Obtaining Information on Jobs and Validating Jobs: ada_job for details on the ada_job
command.
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Examples on the ada_archive Command Usage
Example 1. In this example, the working database is Miria. The E:\Data1\Supervision
directory is archived in the /ADA/Administration archive folder of the Documentation archive
by the user root without password.
ada_archive -identity root: -db_name ADA -archive Documentation -path_
archive /ADA/Administration -path_src E:\Data1\Supervision
If you do not want to enter the user identity on the command line, you can specify it in the
parameters(.txt) file that is located in the Binary/Conf subdirectory of the Miria installation
directory. Open the file and enter this line:
parameter:identity=user:password
where you must replace user:password with the identity of the user performing the archiving.
Example 2. This example uses the -file_list option to call a file containing the source paths
of all the files to be archived. The destination paths are not specified, so you must set the -path_
archive option. It sends all the files into a single archive folder, /ADA/Administration, in the
archive Documentation.
ada_archive -file_list C:\Temp\archive_list.txt -archive Documentation path_archive /ADA/Administration
Here are the contents of the C:\Temp\archive_list.txt file that is set as the value of the file_list option:
C:\FILE_SERVER\Movies\104509006.mov
C:\FILE_SERVER\Movies\105374027.mov
C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\41uf_sap_brarchive.gif
C:\FILE_SERVER\Screens\42uf_vtl_parameters.gif
Example 3. This example also uses the -file_list option and again sends all the objects listed
in C:\Temp\archive_list.txt into the archive Documentation. However, it differs from the
previous example because each object is sent to a different folder of the archive. The -path_
archive option is not used, and the file called in the -file_list argument is in two columns:
source on the left, destination on the right, separated by a tabulation.
ada_archive -file_list C:\Temp\archive_list.txt -archive Documentation path_archive /ADA/Administration
Here is the C:\Temp\archive_list.txt file that is set as the -file_list option value:
D:\PERSO\Data\trace_ada.txt /B/Z/U/DDD/T
D:\PERSO\Data\valg_001.log /B/W/V1/V2/V
D:\PERSO\Data\JPG3\000021880.jpg /B/W/V1/V2/J
D:\PERSO\Data\JPG4 /
D:\PERSO\Data\listf.txt /My Copies/FFF FFF

Retrieving Archived Files
The ada_retrieve command enables you to retrieve archived files to a specific location on the
disk.
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_retrieve command:
ada_retrieve -archive Name {-path_archive path | -file_list OsFile} {-file_
list_dest OsFile | -path_dest OsPath | -original_location | -default_
location} [-mode replace | ignore | rename] [-create_dir_target] [retrieval_policy_order Policy] [-start_retrieval_media_online] [-job_
retrieve_altstream no | yes | full_right] [-no_wait] [-target Platform] [parallel] [-full_archive_path] [-os_type Windows | Unix] -directory_tree [pr_start hh:mm:ss:sss] [-pr_stop hh:mm:ss:sss] [-pr_tc_dest tcin_zero|tcin_
src|same_as_input]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_retrieve command:
Argument

Description

-archive Name

Specifies the name of the archive from which the data is retrieved.
This option is mandatory unless the archive name is defined in the -path_
archive option.

-path_archive
Path

Specifies the archive path of the object to be retrieved. These are the two
accepted syntaxes:
• Unix. To retrieve the Supervision directory archived in the
Administration subfolder of the Miria folder, use the
/ADA/Administration/Supervision syntax.
When using this syntax, you must specify the archive name in the archive option. The path is then from the root of the named archive.
• archive_name@archive_path. To retrieve the Supervision directory
in an archive called documentation, use the
documentation@/ADA/Administration/Supervision syntax.
When using this syntax, you should not use the -archive option to
specify the archive name.

-file_list
OsFile

Specifies a file containing the absolute paths (one path per line) of all
objects to be retrieved (selection list). The syntax is identical to the UNIX
syntax. For example, to retrieve the myfile.txt file in the Supervision
directory archived in the Administration subfolder of the Miria folder,
use this syntax: /ADA/Administration/Supervision/myfile.txt.
This file accepts that lines remain empty between each absolute path
specified.
This parameter is very useful when you must retrieve a great number of
objects.
This option does not recursively retrieve files in subdirectories or subfolders.
Each object must be explicitly and individually specified in the file list.
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Argument

Description

-file_list_
dest OsFile

Specifies a file containing the absolute paths and file names to which the
archived files must be retrieved (used with the -file_list option).
The syntax is the same than the operating system syntax. Each file from the
-file_list must have a corresponding destination file in -file_list_
dest.
You cannot retrieve directories, but only files, if using the -file_list_dest
option.

-path_dest
OsPath

Specifies the absolute path of the directory to which the archived data is
retrieved.
The syntax is identical to the operating system syntax (e.g., /usr or
c:\tmp).

-original_
location

Specifies to retrieve the object to the directory where it was originally
located in primary storage. This option is available only if the object was
archived within a file tree generated by an automatic archiving task.

-date

Enables to retrieve a folder with a different archiving date that the file
contained in this folder.

-default_
location

Specifies to retrieve the object to the default retrieval directory. First define
the default directory through the Default Retrieval Root Location setting.
See Default Retrieval Root Location for details.
The whole file tree structure must exist in the default directory (e.g., to
retrieve the /Test1/BJR/File1.doc file to the C:\Temp default directory,
the C:\Temp\Test1\BJR directory must exist).
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[-mode
replace |
ignore |
rename]

Specifies the retrieval behavior if the retrieved file already exists in the
target path.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the retrieval job to be
completed.

[-target
Platform]

Specifies the name of the Miria platform, if remote retrieval is performed.

[-os_type
{Windows |
Unix}]

Type of stream, Windows or UNIX/macOS if remote retrieval is performed.

[-directory_
tree]

Retrieves the content of an object that has the archive folder or directory
type.
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Argument

Description

[-pr_start
hh:mm:ss:sss]

When partially restoring a media asset, sets the starting time of the
sequence to be restored in the hours:minutes:seconds:milliseconds
format.

[-pr_
stop
hh:mm:ss:sss]

When partially restoring a media asset, sets the end time of the sequence to
be restored in the hours:minutes:seconds:milliseconds format.

[-pr_tc_dest
tcin_
zero|tcin_
src|same_as_
input]

When partially restoring a media asset, sets the timecode index of the
retrieved asset. These are the valid values:
• tcin_zero: The timecode index for the restored asset starts at
00:00:00:00, whatever the timecode index in the archived original asset.
• tcin_src: The timecode index for the restored asset starts at the same
value as for the archived original asset.
• same_as_input: The timecode index of the restored asset starts at the
timecode index of the archived original asset, plus the pr_start value.
Example. If the timecode index of the archived asset starts at 00:24:00:00,
and the clip lasts 45 seconds, and you need to restore starting from second
18, then the timecode index of the restored asset will start at 00:24:18:00.

Advanced Setting Options
Some of the ada_retrieve options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the retrieval
job. These options of the command line override the settings defined in the Miria Administration
Console.
See Retrieval Settings for details on settings related to retrieval.
This table describes the advanced setting arguments that you can use with the ada_retrieve
command:
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Argument

Description

[-mode
replace |
ignore |
rename]

Specifies the retrieval behavior if the retrieved file already exists.

[-create_
dir_target]

Specifies to create the retrieval destination directory automatically if it does not
exist.

• replace indicates that Miria overwrites the existing file.
• ignore indicates that Miria does not retrieve the file. Miria issues a
notification in the logs.
• rename indicates that Miria renames the existing file by adding a number in
parentheses.
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Argument

Description

[retrieval_
policy_
order
Policy]

Specifies the archiving policy that indicates the order of priority of the storage
manager containers at retrieval.

[-parallel]

Specifies to retrieve simultaneously multiple files located on different tape
media, within the limit of the number of drives. If this option is not set, retrieval
is in consecutive rather than parallel streams. This option takes precedence
over the value of the Parallel retrieval advanced setting.
With this option set, Miria creates a pre-processing sub-job prior to running the
retrieval sub-job.

[-start_
retrieval_
media_
online]

Specifies that the retrieval job will not start unless all media needed for its
successful completion are present and available in the library.

[-job_
retrieve_
altstream
no | yes |
full_right]

Specifies if the alternate streams of archived objects must be retrieved. These
are the valid options:
• yes indicates that Miria retrieves all alternate streams with the actual data
(default behavior).
• no indicates that Miria does not retrieve alternate streams.
Use this option to retrieve Windows objects to a UNIX file system, or UNIX
objects to a Windows file system, because the alternate streams are OSspecific and cannot be interpreted by a different OS.
• full_right indicates that Miria retrieves files and directories with full
access rights granted to all users.

[-full_
archive_
path]

Specifies to retrieve the file or directory together with its full archive path in the
retrieval destination location (e.g., if file.txt is located in the Orders
archive, in the /2015/July folder, its path at retrieval will be destination_
path/2015/July/file.txt).

Retrieving Files with Unicode Characters
You can retrieve files with Unicode or DBCS characters (e.g., Japanese characters) through the
ada_archive command, if you use an input file with a Byte Order Mark (BOM). A BOM is a series
of characters indicating the byte order used in the file. It must be entered as the first characters of
the file.
Specify input files through the -file_list <OsFile> and file_list_dest <OsFile> options,
and enter the UTF-8 BOM at the very beginning of the files.
The UTF-8 encoding is represented in hexadecimal format EF BB BF (i.e., ï»¿ in ascii).
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Do not copy and paste these characters to the input file, as encoding layers can alter the paste
result. Use either one of these methods:
•
Use VI or VIM to create the characters using hexadecimal codes.
Refer to the By Character value section of the Entering special characters for VIM
documentation.
On Windows, you can also use NotePad to save the file with the UTF8 encoding.
•

Enable the BOM (i.e., set the parameter:add_utf8_bom=yes tunable) and then run the
command:
ada_job -job_id id -list_files -csv_ouput [-csv_file file_name]
This command generates an output file with the correct BOM encoding. You can use this file
as a template to create your input files.
See Obtaining Information on Jobs and Validating Jobs: ada_job for details on the ada_job
command.

Examples on How to Use the ada_retrieve Command
Example 1.
In this example, the working database is Miria. The Supervision directory located in the
/ADA/Administration archive folder of the Documentation archive is retrieved to the
E:\Data1 directory, by the user bjr with password wolf.
ada_retrieve -identity bjr:wolf -db_name ADA -archive Documentation -path_
archive /ADA/Administration -path_dest E:\Data1
If you do not want to enter the user identity on the command line, you can specify it in the
parameters(.txt) file. This file is located in the Binary/Conf subdirectory of the Miria
installation directory. Open the file and enter this new line:
parameter:identity=user:password
Where:
you must replace user:password with the identity of the user performing the
retrieval.
Example 2.
In this example, the D:\ADA\retrieve_list.txt file lists all the files from the Documentation
archive to be retrieved to the E:\Data1 directory. The retrieved files replaces the files that
already exist at the destination path, if any.
ada_retrieve -archive Documentation -file_list D:\ADA\retrieve_list.txt path_dest E:\Data1 -mode replace
Here is the contents of the D:\ADA\retrieve_list.txt file that is set as the value of the file_list option. In this example, two files are located in the Documentation archive in the
/ADA/Movies archive folder, and two files in the /ADA/Screens folder.
/ADA/Movies/104509006.mov
/ADA/Movies/105374027.mov
/ADA/Screens/41uf_sap_brarchive.gif
/ADA/Screens/42uf_vtl_parameters.gif

Miria
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Example 3.
In this example, the same files as in Example 2 are retrieved, and are renamed as the files listed
in the D:\ADA\retrieve_dest_list.txt.
ada_retrieve -archive Documentation -file_list D:\ADA\retrieve_list.txt file_list_dest D:\ADA\retrieve_dest_list.txt
Here is the contents of the D:\ADA\retrieve_dest_list.txt file that is set as the value of the
-file_dest_list option.
In this example, the files are retrieved in the C:\Retrieve directory, and renamed in this way:
C:\Retrieve\Movie1.mov
C:\Retrieve\Movie2.mov
C:\Retrieve\Screen1.mov
C:\Retrieve\Screen2.mov

Retrieving Edit Decision Lists
The ada_edl_retrieve command enables you to process Edit Decision Lists in order to retrieve
the objects it contains, provided they have previously been archived.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_edl_retrieve command:
ada_edl_retrieve -file Name -path_dest OsPath -medata_name MdName | -path_
archive ArchivePath [-folder][-suffix suffix]
[-mode replace|ignore] [-create_dir_target] [-retrieval_policy_order Policy]
[-parallel_class_retrieval] [-start_retrieval_media_online]
[-job_retrieve_altstream no|yes|full_right]
[-identity user:password] [-db_name ADAInstanceName] [-target Platform] [os_type Windows|Unix] [-no_wait] [-parallel]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_edl_retrieve command:
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Argument

Description

-file Name

Absolute path of the EDL file that you want to process.

-path_dest
OsPath

Absolute path of the directory to which the archived data is retrieved.

-metadata_name
MdName

Name of the metadata which contains the logical name of the clips. This
value enables Miria to match each line of the EDL file to one clip that
was previously archived.

The syntax depends on the operating system (e.g., /usr or c:\tmp).
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Argument

Description

-path_archive
ArchivePath

Path of an archive folder or directory from which to search the clips to
retrieve. With this option, Miria searches the clips through their file
names.
The the path syntax is archive_name@path,
where:
• archive_name is the name of the archive.
• path is the path of the folder or directory from which the search is
run.

-folder

Changes the effect of the -path_archive switch. Then Miria searches
only folder/directory type by its names and retrieve all their children.
This option can only be used with the -path_archive option.

[-suffix suffix]

Suffix of the clips to retrieve. If the EDL file does not display the file
name extensions, you must specify them through this option (e.g., suffix .mxf). If not, the files to retrieve will not be found in the archive.
This option can only be used with the -path_archive option.

[-mode replace|
ignore]

Retrieval behavior that Miria must adopt if the retrieved file already
exists.
• replace. Miria overwrites the existing file.
• ignore. Miria does not retrieve the file and issues a notification in the
logs.

Miria

[-create_dir_
target]

Specifies to create the retrieval destination directory automatically if it
does not exist.

[-retrieval_
policy_
order Policy]

Archiving policy that indicates the priority order of the storage manager
containers at retrieval.

[-parallel_
class_
retrieval]

Specifies to create multiple streams for simultaneous retrieval of several
files or directories.

[-start_
retrieval_
media_online]

Specifies that the retrieval job will not start unless all media needed for
its successful completion are present and available in the library.
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Argument

Description

[-job_retrieve_
altstream
no|yes|full_
right]

Specifies how the alternate streams of archived objects must be
retrieved. These are the valid options:
• yes. Miria retrieves all alternate streams with the actual data (default
behavior).
• no. Miria does not retrieve alternate streams.
Use this option to retrieve Windows objects to a UNIX file system, or
UNIX objects to a Windows file system, because the alternate
streams are OS-specific and cannot be interpreted by a different OS.
• full_right. Miria retrieves files and directories with full access
rights granted to all users.

-identity
user:password

Identity of the Miria user performing the retrieval.

-db_name
InstanceName

Name of the Miria database.

[-target
Platform]

Name of the Miria platform, if remote retrieval is performed.

[-os_type
{Windows|Unix}]

Type of stream, Windows or UNIX/macOS, if remote retrieval is
performed.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the retrieval job to be
completed.

[-parallel]

Permits simultaneous retrieval of multiple files located on different
tapes, within the limit of the number of drives. If this option is not set,
retrieval is in consecutive rather than parallel streams.

Use Case
This use case provides a sample EDL file as well as the Miria command to be run to retrieve the
related clips.

EDL File Sample
This is an EDL file sample. Each line beginning with 00X BF corresponds to a clip (i.e., an object
that Miria must retrieve).
TITLE: soccer_team
FCM: NON-DROP FRAME
001 BF_130298 V C 00:59:52:00 01:00:00:00 00:59:52:00 01:00:00:00
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
002 BF_130299 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:05:04 01:00:00:00 01:00:05:04
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FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
003 BF_130300 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:16:13 01:00:05:04 01:00:21:17
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
004 BF_130301 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:21 01:00:21:17 01:00:23:14
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
005 BF_130302 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:11:18 01:00:23:14 01:00:35:08
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
006 BF_130303 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:10:06 01:00:35:08 01:00:45:14
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
007 BF_130304 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:05:06 01:00:45:14 01:00:50:20
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
008 BF_130305 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:07:20 01:00:50:20 01:00:58:16
FROM CLIP NAME: BF_soccer_team
009 EN_130265 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:10:02 01:01:19:09 01:01:29:11
FROM CLIP NAME: EN_soccer_team
010 EN_130266 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:16:22 01:01:29:11 01:01:46:09
FROM CLIP NAME: EN_soccer_team
011 EN_130267 V C 00:00:00:00 00:00:05:11 01:01:46:09 01:01:51:20
FROM CLIP NAME: EN_soccer_team

DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
DLEDL:
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REEL:ADD_CENT
REEL:ADD_TENT
REEL:VFX01001
REEL:VFX01003
REEL:VFX01801
REEL:VFX018_0
REEL:VFX018_1
REEL:VFX018_2
REEL:VFX018_3
REEL:VFX02001
REEL:VFX03001
REEL:VFX05001
REEL:VFX05005
REEL:VFX09001
REEL:VFX09002
REEL:VFX090_1
REEL:VFX090_2
REEL:VFX0V001

ADD_HEAD_LEADER_HD_185_02DG_3CENT
ADD_TAIL_LEADER_HD_185_02DG_3CENT
VFX015_380_COMP_V001
VFX010_030_COMP_V003
VFX018_030_COMP_V001
VFX018_050_COMP_V001
VFX018_040_COMP_V001
VFX018_060_COMP_V001
VFX018_070_COMP_V001
VFX024_010_COMP_V001
VFX030_020_COMP_V001
VFX052_010_COMP_V001
VFX050_020_COMP_V005
VFX090_030_COMP_V001
VFX090_170_COMP_V002
VFX090_050_COMP_V001
VFX090_040_COMP_V002
VFX015_130_COMP_V001
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Examples on How to Use the ada_edl_retrieve Command
Example 1. Retrieving Objects from a Metadata Name.
To retrieve the contents of our sample EDL file through a metadata name, you must run this
command:
ada_edl_retrieve -file e:\Data\video\ST001\soccer_team.edl -path_dest
c:\Retrieve\ST001 -medata_name clip_ID
This command retrieves the objects contained in the e:\Data\video\ST001\soccer_team.edl
file to the c:\Retrieve\ST001 destination directory.
The name of the metadata which indicates the logical names of the clips is clip_ID. The clip_
ID metadata value for each clip is known to Miria as it was provided when archiving the clips. In
our sample, some examples of the clip_ID metadata value are BF_130298, BF_130299, BF_
130300, BF_130301, etc.
Example 2. Retrieving Objects from their File Names.
To retrieve the contents of our sample EDL file through a file name, you must run this command:
ada_edl_retrieve -file e:\Data\video\ST001\soccer_team.edl -path_dest
c:\Retrieve\ST001 -path_archive AMM@/movie/Frame_543
This command retrieves the objects contained in the e:\Data\video\ST001\soccer_team.edl
file to the c:\Retrieve\ST001 destination directory.
Miria will scan the /movie/Frame_543 archive folder in the AMM archive and search for files with
names matching the lines of the EDL file. It will retrieve the files named BF_130298, BF_130299,
BF_130300, BF_130301, etc.

Copying Files
The ada_cp command copies files and directories from a platform to another.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_cp command:
ada_cp source_pathdestination_path [-symlink] [-no-symlink] [-no_wait]
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_cp command:
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Option

Description

source_path

Absolute path of the objects (directory or file) to be copied. The syntax is
different whether you copy local objects, or objects located on a NFS or
CIFS share.

destination_
path

Absolute path of the directory in which you want to copy the objects. The
syntax is different whether you perform the copy to a local directory or to a
NFS or CIFS share.
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Option

Description
Local source or destination.
• If the source or destination is located on the machine where the
command is run, the syntax is the syntax of the operating system (e.g.,
/usr or c:\tmp). See Example 1..
• If the source or destination is local to a remote machine, the syntax is
local@pf_name:os_path.
where:
pf_name is the name of the Miria platform.
os_path is the path of the source or destination.
See Example 2..
Source or destination on a NFS or CIFS share.
The source or destination is located on a remote platform declared as a
NAS in Miria, and accessible through NFS or CIFS.
• If the source or destination is accessible through an NFS share, the
syntax is nfs@agent_name:path
where:
agent_name is the network name of the agent acting as gateway to the
NAS.
path is the path of the source or destination on the mounting point on the
agent.
See Example 3..
• If the source or destination is accessible through a CIFS share, the
syntax is cifs@unc_path
where:
unc_path is the path of the source or destination in the UNC format
(\\NAS_name\share\path).
See Example 2..

Miria

[-symlink]

Specifies that Miria must follow the symbolic links and copy the target of the
link. You can also use the -L or --dereference options.

[-no-symlink]

Specifies that Miria must copy only the symbolic link without following it. You
can also use the -P or --no-dereference options.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the copy job to be
completed.
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Example 1.
To copy the c:\Copy directory located on the local Windows machine to the /Documents/bck
directory located on the imacdoc Mac machine, run this command:
ada_cp c:\Copylocal@imacdoc:/Documents/bck
Example 2.
To copy the c:\Copy directory located on the remote machine dayos to the CIFS share
Documents located on NAS adastore, run this command:
ada_cp local@dayos:c:\Copycifs@\\adastore\Documents
Example 3.
To copy the Doc.pdf file accessed through the NFS mount point /Volumes/people/bjr on
agent imacdoc to the C:\Temp directory of the local machine, run this command:
ada_cp nfs@imacdoc:/Volumes/people/bjr/Doc.pdfC:\Temp

Moving Files
The ada_mv command can:
•
Move files and directories from a platform to another.
•
Move files and directories from a location in a platform to a different location on the same
platform.
•
Archive objects in a Miria archive.
The ada_mv command can also archive an object to a destination on an archive and apply the
File Deletion option for the Action to perform after archiving setting.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_mv command:
ada_mv [-no_wait] source [destination | archive_dest]
These are the valid syntax for the source or the destination:
•
local@host_name:full_os_path
System path on the platform host_name.
•
nfs@nas_name:full_unix_path
Unix path pointing to a NFS share on nas_name.
•
cifs@\\nas_name\\share\\path
Path pointing to a CIFS share on nas_name.
•
avidfs@\\isis_name\\workspace\\path
UNC path pointing to a ISIS workspace on isis_name.
This is the valid syntax for the archive destination:
•
archive@archive_name:archive_path
Location path of the archive.
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This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_mv command:
Argument

Description

-no_wait

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the move job to be
completed.

source_
host:os_path

Absolute path of the objects (directory or file) to be moved. The syntax is
different whether you move local objects, or objects located on a NFS or
CIFS share.

destination_
host:os_path

Absolute path of the directory to which you want to move the objects. The
syntax is different whether you perform the move to a local directory or to a
NFS or CIFS share.
Local source or destination.
• If the source or destination is located on the machine where the
command is run, the syntax is the syntax of the operating system (e.g.,
/usr or c:\tmp).
• If the source or destination is local to a remote machine, the syntax is
local@pf_name:os_path.
pf_name is the name of the Miria platform.
os_path is the path of the source or destination.
Source or destination on a NFS or CIFS share.
Where:

The source or destination is located on a remote platform declared as a
NAS in Miria, and accessible through NFS or CIFS.
• If the source or destination is accessible through an NFS share, the
syntax is nfs@agent_name:path.
agent_name is the network name of the agent acting as
gateway to the NAS.
path is the path of the source or destination on the
mounting point on the agent.
• If the source or destination is accessible through a CIFS share, the
syntax is cifs@unc_path.
Where:

Where:

unc_path is the path of the source or destination in the
UNC format (\\NAS_name\share\path).

source_
archive_path

Absolute path of the objects (directory or file) to be archived.

destination_
archive_path

Absolute path of the directory to which you want to archive the objects.

Example 1.
To move the c:\Texts directory located on the local Windows machine to the /Documents/bck
directory located on the imacdoc macOS machine, run this command:
ada_mv c:\Texts local@imacdoc:/Documents/bck

Miria
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Example 2.
To move the c:\Texts directory located on the remote machine dayos to the CIFS share
Documents located on NAS adastore, run this command:
ada_mv local@dayos:c:\Texts cifs@\\adastore\Documents
Example 3.
To move the Doc.pdf file accessed through the NFS mount point /Volumes/people/bjr on
agent imacdoc to the C:\Temp directory of the local machine, run this command:
ada_mv nfs@imacdoc:/Volumes/people/bjr/Doc.pdf C:\Temp
Example 4.
To archive the c:\Texts directory located on the local Windows machine to the /ADA_
Archives/2017_April archive located on the root of the imacdoc macOS machine, run this
command:
ada_mv c:\Texts archive@2017_April:/
Example 5.
To archive the Mytext.pdf file located on the remote machine dayos to the /ADA_
Archives/2017_April archive located on the Folder 1 directory of the local Windows
machine, run this command:
ada_mv local@dayos:c:\Texts\Mytext.pdf archive@2017_April:/Folder 1

Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices
The ada_amm command returns information on the Media Manager devices (i.e., libraries and
drives) used with Miria. It enables you to perform all Media Manager operations available from
the Miria Administration Console:
•
Obtain information about the devices that Miria uses, filtered by parameters such as drive,
library, and barcode.
•
Apply actions on the device such as enable, disable, run tests, scan, eject, inject, and
scratch media.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_amm command:
ada_amm filter [<get_info> | <action>]

Mutually Exclusive Filters
These filters are mutually exclusive. You can use only one of them per command line:
•
-all_libraries
•
-all_drives
•
-library
•
-drive
•
-barcode
•
-barcode_list
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If several of these options are present at the command line, they are all ignored.

Cumulative Filters
The -app_name filter is cumulative, and you can use it in addition to other filters.
This table describes the filter type options that you can use with the ada_amm command:
Argument

Description

-all_libraries

Lists all libraries or retrieves information about them.

-all_drives

Lists all drives or retrieves information about them.

-library libname

Retrieves information or performs actions on the specified library.

-drive drivename

Retrieves information or performs actions on the specified drive.

-barcode barcode

Performs actions on the specified media.

-barcode_list
barcode1,barcode2
,...barcodeN

Performs actions collectively on the specified list of media.

-app_name appname

Retrieves information or performs actions on the devices from the
specified Media Manager application.

Note: There should be no blank spaces in the commaseparated list of barcodes.

This table describes the get_info type options that you can use with the ada_amm command:

Miria

Argument

Description

-get_
status

Retrieves the statuses (enabled/disabled) of all drives/libraries or a specific one.

-info

Retrieves detailed information about all drives/libraries or a specific one.

-map_list

Retrieves the list of mailboxes from all libraries or a specific one.

-dm_list

Retrieves the list of drive managers from all drives or a specific one.

-amm_
media_type

Retrieves the list of all the media types supported by Media Manager, with their
drive classes and technologies.

-amm_
drive_type

Retrieves the list of all the drive types supported by Media Manager, with their
drive classes and technologies.
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This table describes the action type options that you can use with the ada_amm command:
Argument

Description

-reset_status -dm_
name platform

Resets the hard status of a drive manager. Use this option after
fixing a hardware problem on the drive.

-set_status 0|1

Changes the status of a specific library or drive. Set this option to
0 to disable the device or 1 to enable it.

-diag -target
platformname [background]

Performs a diagnostic on a drive from a specific drive manager
(platform). With -background, the command exits after creating
the test job and providing the job number, without waiting for the
test to complete. The test result is visible in the Miria events.
See Performing a Drive Diagnostic for details.

-perf -target
platformname

Performs a performance test on a drive from a specific drive
manager (platform).
See Drive Performance Test for details on all the available
options.

-rescan

Scans the library to perform an inventory of its contents, and
update the Media Manager database accordingly. Use this option
when the Media Manager information in the Miria Administration
Console does not match the library contents.

-scratch

Scratches an orphan or unknown media (i.e., unknown to the
Miria server) or a list of media.
Important: This command may lead to data loss. It is better
to let Media Manager mount the media in a drive and assign
the orphan status to it before you scratch it.
Note: To apply the scratch action, you must either be a super
user or a standard user with the Scratch setting enabled.
To scratch media assigned to Miria, use the ada_media
command. see Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_
media.

-unmount

Unmounts a media from a drive for maintenance or testing
reasons. This option can only be used with the -all_drives, drive, -barcode, and -barcode_list filter options.
If the drive is in use (i.e., Allocated=Yes), the unmount operation
will fail on error.
See Unmounting Media from a Drive for details.
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Argument

Description

-eject_inject -map
mapname

Triggers the ejection from or the injection to a specific mailbox
(MAP).

-scan [-target
platformname] [-reset]

Scans all libraries and drives connected to the local host, or to the
host specified by the -target option, and configures the new
detected devices in Media Manager. The -reset option deletes
the existing device configuration before re-creating it from
scratch.

-enable|disable -map
mapname

Enables/disables a specific mailbox (MAP) to prevent
Media Manager from using it for injection and ejection operations.

-mount -barcode
barcode|barcode_list
barcode1,
barcode2,...barcodeN
[-drive drivename] [target platformname]

Mounts an AMM media, and updates the Miria database with
AMM information if necessary. Running this command generates
a job of Media Mount type. Use it when encountering issues on a
particular media.
By default, Media Manager uses the first drive and drive manager
available. You can also indicate a specific drive and drive
manager.
If you use the -barcode_list option to mount several media,
you must ensure that all media are from the same library.

Drive Performance Test
This is the usage of the ada_amm command to run a drive performance test:
ada_amm -perf -buffer_type num -drive drivename -target platformname -block_
size size -round_size volume -round_number nbtests [-read_test] [background]
This table describes the available options to run a drive performance test:
Option

Description

-drive
drivename

Specifies the name of the drive on which you want to perform the test.

-target
platformname

Specifies the name of the drive manager platform from which the drive is
accessed.

-perf

Runs a performance test on the drive. The test result is visible in the Miria
events.
See Testing Drive Performance for details.

Miria
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Option

Description

-buffer_type
num

Specifies the type of buffer to read/write on tape.
These are the values that you can set:
• 0: The performance test uses a compressible buffer.
• 1 (default): The performance test uses a 50% compressible buffer.
• 2: The performance test uses an uncompressible buffer.

-block_size
size

Specifies the size of the blocks that the drive writes during the performance
test. By default, the value is in bytes. To specify a value in KB, add k at the
end of the numeric value (e.g., 128k for 128 KB).
This value must be a multiple of 16 KB and must be lower than 1 MB.

-round_size
volume

Specifies the volume of data that the drive writes during the performance
test (in GB).

-round_number
nbtests

Specifies the number of times the performance test has to be run.

[-read_test]

Specifies to run a reading test when the writing performance test is
complete.

[-background]

Specifies to perform the test as a background operation. The command
exits after creating the test job and providing the job number, without waiting
for the test to complete.

Example 1. This command retrieves the status of the DOC_L700 library which is enabled.
ada_amm -get_status -library DOC_L700
Library: DOC_L700
Status: ENABLED
Example 2. This command retrieves all information about the drives in the Media Manager
configuration. There is one library, DOC_L700, with two drives. Drive DOCL700_D2 contains the
A00005L4 media. Drive DOCL700_D1 is empty.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_amm -all_drives -info
Library: DOC_L700
------------------------Drive: DOCL700_D2
Library: DOC_L700
Status: ENABLED
Serial Number: DOCL700_D2
Hardware Information: IBM ULT3580-TD4 (550V)
Library Address: d1
Allocated: No
Last mount: 2014-01-16 11:30:16.767
Platform available for mount: 1/1
Media mounted: A00005L4
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Application: ADA_32e0e526-ee21-0040-9371-477509b7f5b4
------------------------Drive: DOCL700_D1
Library: DOC_L700
Status: ENABLED
Serial Number: DOCL700_D1
Hardware Information: IBM ULT3580-TD4 (550V)
Library Address: d0
Allocated: No
Last mount: 2014-01-27 11:34:48.214
Platform available for mount: 1/1
Application: undefined
Example 3. This command performs a scan of all the devices connected to the adadoc platform
and creates the newly detected devices in Miria.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_amm -scan -target adadoc
Example 4. These commands list the mailboxes (MAP) of the DOC_L700 library, and then
triggers the injection/ejection of the media located in the map0@DOC_L700 mailbox.
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_amm -library DOC_L700 -map_list
map0@DOC_L700 (enabled)
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_amm -eject_inject -map map0@DOC_L700

Ingesting LTFS Media
The ada_ingest command enables you to quickly add LTFS media and its contents to the Miria
database.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_ingest command:
ada_ingest <filter> <action>
The filters are cumulative, and you can combine them.
This table describes the filter type options that you can use to ingest LTFS media with ada_
ingest:
Argument

Description

-app_name appname Use the specified Media Manager application.
-target hostname

Miria

Use the specified destination platform.
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This table describes the action type options that you can use to ingest LTFS media with ada_
ingest:
Argument

Description

-ltfs_def_
list [pattern
value]

Provides the list of the LTFS media that are candidate for ingest.

-ltfs_browse_ Browses the media contents based on the XML index file.
index def_
The value of this option is the .def file related to the LTFS media that you
file_name
want to browse. The name of the file is of the form: barcode.def (e.g.,
000165.def).
-ltfs_def_
ingest -def_
file def_file

Ingests the candidate LTFS media into the Miria database based on the
.def file.
See LTFS Media Ingest for details on all the available options.

-def_file
Specifies the name of the .def files related to the LTFS media that you want
def_file_name to ingest, scratch, or eject. The name of the file is of the form: barcode.def
(e.g., 000165.def).
You can specify several .def files separated by commas.
-ltfs_def_
remove -def_
file def_file
[-scratch]

Removes the .def files and the associated XML index files from the Miria
server. Once these files removed, the corresponding orphan media will no
longer be listed by the ada_ingest -ltfs_def_list command and will no
longer be candidate for ingest.
With -scratch, you can optionally scratch the media to switch its status from
orphan to scratch.
You can specify several .def files separated by commas.
To apply the scratch action, you must either be a super-user or a standard
user with the Scratch setting enabled.

-eject -def_
file def_file
[-map
mapname]

Ejects from the library the media corresponding to the specified .def file.
Once these media ejected, they will no longer be candidate for ingest.
With -map map_name, you can specify the mailbox to use for ejection.
You can specify several .def files separated by commas.

LTFS Media Ingest
This is the usage of the ada_ingest command to ingest the candidate LTFS media into the Miria
database, based on a .def file:
ada_ingest -ltfs_def_ingest -def_file def_file -smc smcname -archive_org
orgname -archive archivename [-retention retentionname] [background]
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This table describes the available options to run a catalog ingest job and ingest LTFS media:
Option

Description

-ltfs_def_
ingest

Performs the ingest of a selection of LTFS media.

-def_file
def_file_
path

Specifies the names of the .def files related to the media that you want to
ingest (e.g., 000165.def).

-smc smcname

Specifies the name of a Media Manager storage manager container into
which you want to ingest the media.

-archive_org
orgname

Specifies the name of an archive organization into which to import the media
data.

You can specify several .def files separated by commas.

The data will be imported at the organization root in an archive named after
the media barcode. Use this option with -archive to specify the name of a
reference archive that will be used as a template to create the new archive.
-archive
archivename

Specifies the name of an existing Miria archive into which to import the media
data.
The data will be imported at the root of this archive, in a folder named after
the media barcode. With the -archive_org option, -archive specifies the
name of a reference archive that will be used as a template to create the new
archive.

[-retention
retention]

Specifies the name of the retention that you want to apply to the data
imported from the media. Use this option if you want to apply a retention other
than the one associated with the specified storage manager container.

[background]

Specifies to perform the ingest as a background operation: the command
exits after creating the catalog ingest job and providing the job number,
without waiting for the ingest to complete.

Once ingested into Miria, the media take the Closed (no Reopen) status.
Example 1.
The command lists all the media that are candidate for ingest and that have barcodes beginning
with 00016.
ada_ingest -ltfs_def_list -pattern 00016*
000165
INDEX_DATE = 1412343038
APP_NAME = AMM
NB_DIR = 3
DEF_FILE = 0000165.def
DIGEST = /rsHrheXwa1/huOdyUfnEw==
VOLUMENAME =
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INDEX = 2
DATA = 1
TOTAL_VOLUME = 232154564
VOLUMEUUID = abcdef-123
VOLUMEID = abcdef
FORMAT = LTFS
ENV_AMM = AMM
TYPE = Media
BARCODE = 000165
AMM_SERVER_NAME = 1
APP_NODE = 3
NB_FILE = 15
BLOCK_SIZE = 128
OWNER = ADA
DETAIL = LTFS/1/000165.xml
Example 2.
The command displays the contents of the 000165 media based on the corresponding
000165.xml index file.
ada_ingest -ltfs_browse_index D:\ADA\Binary\Catalog\LTFS\1\000165.xml
/000 (DIR)
/000/AER (DIR)
/000/AER/Ada_Adm (DIR)
/000/AER/Ada_Adm/20141006-114035_ada_event.txt~ (FILE)
/000/AER/Ada_Adm/20141006-120946_ada_event.txt (FILE)
/000/AER/Ada_Apache (DIR)
/000/AER/Ada_Apache/ada.conf (FILE)
/000/AER/Ada_Apache/charset.conv (FILE)
/000/AER/Ada_Apache/client.conf (FILE)
Example 3.
The command performs the ingest of media 000165 in the AMM_2M storage manager container
and in a new archive belonging to the 2014 archive organization. The new archive is created
based on the Video_2014 archive properties. The 5years retention is applied. The catalog
ingest job #754 starts.
ada_ingest -ltfs_def_ingest -def_file 000165.def -smc AMM_2M -archive_org
2014 -archive Video_2014 -retention 5years
Ingest Catalog Job 754 Completed

Media Manager Commands
This topic describes all the commands available in Media Manager, details their syntax, and
illustrates their use through examples. Some of the operations performed by these commands
can also be performed via the ada_amm commands. Atempo recommends that you use ada_amm
whenever possible.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.
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Although commands might be displayed on several lines in this manual, you must enter them on
a single line.

Running the Media Manager Command Line Interface
To run the Media Manager Command Line Interface on Windows
l

Go to Start > All Programs > Miria > AMM Environment Command Prompt.
The command window opens, set to the correct environment.

To run the Media Manager Command Line Interface on macOS
1.

Open a terminal and log in as the super user:

2.

sudo -s
Go to this directory in the Miria installation directory:

3.

cd /Applications/ADA/AMM/bin
Set the Media Manager environment using amm.sh.

To run the Media Manager Command Line Interface on Unix
1.
2.

Open a command window and log in as root.
Go to this directory in the Miria installation directory:

3.

cd /usr/ADA/AMM/bin
Set the Media Manager environment using amm.sh.

mm_adm_device
Use this command to create, configure, list, scan, and delete devices in Media Manager.
•
Windows. You must have Administrator permissions to execute this command.
•
macOS. - UNIX. Only the root user can execute this command.
You can also perform some device operations through the ada_amm command. Atempo
recommends that you use the ada_amm command, which is the equivalent of the Miria
Administration Console. See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.
Before you can make any configuration change using the mm_adm_device command, you must
stop the mm_agent service.

Usage
This is the syntax of the mm_adm_device command:
mm_adm_device
You can use the mm_adm_device command in these three modes: Generic, Automated, and
Interactive.
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Generic Mode
This table describes the arguments that you can use in the generic mode of the mm_adm_device
command:
Argument

Description

-S server_name or

Supersedes the server name (including the MM_SERVER_NAME
environment variable). See Media Manager Environment
Variables for details.

--servername server_
name

This option is useful in a cluster environment.
-N local_hostname or -- Supersedes the local hostname (including the MM_LOCAL_
localhostname local_
HOSTNAME environment variable). See Media Manager
Environment Variables for details.
hostname
This option is useful in a cluster environment.

Automated Mode
This table describes the arguments that you can use in the automated mode of the mm_adm_
device command:
Argument

Description

-h or --help

Provides help on available commands.

-s or --scan

Scans devices on the local host.

-a or -create

Scans and creates devices automatically.

-d or -delete

Deletes the device configuration (configuration files and device records into
the Media Manager database) on the local host.
The local configuration files on the agent are located in these directories:
• Windows. C:\Atempo\MM and C:\conf_drv
• macOS. - UNIX. /etc/Atempo/MM and /etc/conf_drv
You cannot delete devices if the mm_agent service is running.
When a library is deleted, all its associated drives without drive managers
(DMs) are deleted.

-D -F or
--purge -force
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Deletes all the device configurations from the Media Manager database.
This option does not delete the local configuration files on the agent.
Use this option with caution because the device configuration of all the hosts
on the server will be lost, and no undo command is available.
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Argument

Description

-f file_name
or
--file file_
name

Defines a script file containing a list of commands.

-r or -devupdate

• Creates a device driver configuration file for each device detected on the
local host.
Or
• Updates the device driver configuration file by setting the Device Path
and Device Descriptor fields to the correct values. These fields specify
the operating system device path and the device name respectively.
For a library, also updates its configuration in the Media Manager
database by adding or removing drives.
These configuration files are created in these directories:
• Windows. %SYSTEMDRIVE%\conf_drv
• macOS. - UNIX. /etc/conf_drv
The device driver configuration file is also updated when the corresponding
mm_agent service is started.
• Windows. - UNIX. There are no configuration files for drives. Only
libraries have configuration files.
• macOS. There are configuration files for both libraries and drives.

-r device_
name or -devupdate
device_name

• Creates a device driver configuration file for the selected device.
Or
• Updates the device driver configuration file by setting the values of the
Device Path and Device Descriptor fields to the correct values.
These fields specify the device system path and the device name
respectively.
For a library, also updates its configuration in the Media Manager
database by adding or removing drives.
These configuration files are created in these directories:
• Windows. %SYSTEMDRIVE%\conf_drv
• macOS - UNIX. /etc/conf_drv
The device driver configuration file is also updated when the corresponding
mm_agent service is started.
• Windows. - UNIX. There are no configuration files for drives. Only
libraries have configuration files.
• macOS. There are configuration files for both libraries and drives.
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Argument

Description

-i

Prevents the corresponding LM or DM agent from starting or restarting after
having updated its configuration.
This option is only taken into account with the -r option.
An LM or DM agent is started if its LM or DM process is set to the PRESENT
status (LMStateSoft column is equal to 1 or DMStateSoft column equals to
1).
You can start an LM or DM agent if the mm_agent service is started.
Displays the log messages in verbose mode:

-v or -verbose

• If the -v option is present, all the log messages are displayed (i.e.,
EMERGENCY, ALERT, CRITICAL, ERROR, WARNING, NOTICE, INFORMATION,
and DEBUG).
• If the -v option is not present, only the log messages with a severity
inferior or equal to error are displayed (i.e., EMERGENCY, ALERT,
CRITICAL, and ERROR).

Interactive Mode
This table describes the arguments that you can use in the interactive mode of the mm_adm_
device command:
Argument

Description

help

Provides help on available commands.

scan

Scans devices on the local host.

list

Lists devices in the database.

create

Creates a device on the local host.

delete

Removes a device from the database.

clean

Same behavior as the -d or --delete command for a given device.
You cannot clean devices if the mm_agent service is running.
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Argument

Description

property

Lists, shows, and sets device properties.
• property list <device> lists all the properties of the specified device.
This is a non-exhaustive list of the available properties for a library:
Alias indicates the alias of the library.
AutoScanTimeout indicates the timeout in seconds required to start
media identification for a library.
–
EjectScanInterval indicates the time interval, in seconds, between
two automatic eject operations. The value must be equal to or greater
than 10 seconds. To disable the automatic media eject, set this
property to 0 and restart the corresponding mm_agent service.
–
InjectScanInterval indicates the time interval, in seconds,
between two automatic inject operations. The value must be equal to
or greater than 10 seconds. To disable the automatic media inject, set
this property to 0 and restart the corresponding mm_agent service.
–
LibraryThirdPartyProgram indicates the external program that is
called for each media identified as an orphan media in order to
browse its contents.
–
IsUseAnyDrvType indicates if the ACSLS library is configured with
only one drive type (0 value) or with any drive type (1 value).
–
Here is a non-exhaustive list of the available properties for a drive:
–
Alias indicates the alias of the drive.
• property get <device> <property_name> obtains the value of the
specified property.
• property set <device> <property_name> <value> defines a new value
for the specified property.
• property clear <device> <property_name> clears the value for the
specified property.
See Example 9. To set the InjectScanInterval property for a library. for details.
–
–

See Example 4. To create an ACSLS library with only one drive type., Example
5. To create an ACSLS library with any drive type. and Example 6. To modify the
drive type of an ACSLS library. for details.
acsscan

Scans devices on the ACSLS server.

acslib

Creates an ACSLS library.
You must specify the drive types that will be used by the ACSLS library:
• If you want to specify only one drive type, enter the name of the drive type.
• If you want to use any drive type, enter the * symbol.

quit

Exits this tool.

scan commands are still available even if it is impossible to connect to the server. A verbose
mode is also available for these commands.
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Examples
Examples 1 through 9 start at the prompt of the interactive mode.
Example 1. To scan devices on the local host.
(MM) scan
Device Type=Tape drive
Device Descriptor=/dev/nst4
Configured=Not available
OS Device Path=/dev/nst4
OS SPT Device Path=/dev/nst4
Vendor Identification=HP
Product Identification=Ultrium 3-SCSI
Product Revision Level=M22W
Tape Drive Serial Number=HU10643LP1
Number of <Product> drive type for this device=1
<Product> type value for this drive=53
===================
Serial number DEC06030CW already configured in /etc/conf_drv/qc0.conf
configuration file
Device Type=Medium changer
Device Descriptor=qc0
Configured=Yes
OS Device Path=/dev/sg10
OS SPT Device Path=/dev/sg10
Vendor Identification=HP
Product Identification=MSL G3 Series
Product Revision Level=3.00
Library Serial Number=DEC06030CW
Number of slots=23
Number of drives=1
Number of mailbox slots=1
Drives Serialization=Yes
Serial number for drive index0=HU10643LP1
Number of <Product> library type for this device=2
<Product> type value for this library=216
<Product> type name for this library=HP MSL 2024/4048/8096
<Product> type value for this library=246
<Product> type name for this library=Sun StorageTek SL24/SL48
Split=No
Example 2. To list all devices and their associated device managers defined in the
Media Manager database.
(MM) list
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(drive 0) 'DRIVE3' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' 'L180' '' '' '' '' ''
'' '146026000D'
(drive 1) 'd0' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' 'L180' '' '' '' '' '' ''
'146026000E'
(drive 2) 'DRIVE1' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' 'L180' '' '' '' '' ''
'' '146026000F'
(drive 3) 'DRIVE2' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' 'L180' '' '' '' '' ''
'' '1460260010'
(drive 4) 'LTO3MSL' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' '' 'HPMSL' '' '' '' ''
'' '' 'HU10643LP1'
(dm 0) 'd0@myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' 'd0' 'myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' ''
'' '0'
(dm 1) 'DRIVE1@myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' 'DRIVE1'
'myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' '' '' '0'
(dm 2) 'DRIVE2@myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' 'DRIVE2'
'myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' '' '' '0'
(dm 3) 'DRIVE3@myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' 'DRIVE3'
'myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' '' '' '0'
(dm 4) 'LTO3MSL@enverite' 'LTO3MSL' 'enverite' '' '' '0'
(library 0) 'L180' '' '' '' '' '' '146026000C'
(library 1) 'HPMSL' '' '' '' '' '' 'DEC06030CW'
(lm 0) 'L180@myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr' 'L180' 'myrthee.orsay.quadratec.fr'
'' '' '0'
(lm 1) 'HPMSL@enverite' 'HPMSL' 'enverite' '' '' '4'
dm: drive manager
lm: library manager
See Output Display for the drive or dm Option for details on the column contents of the DRIVE
and DM tables.
See Output Display for the lib, lm, or map Options for details on the column contents of the
LIBRARY and LM tables.
Example 3. To create an ACSLS library with mm_adm_device.
(MM) acslib
(acslib) ACSLS server name? sonny
(acslib) ACSLS Library logical name? ACSLS_SONNY
(acslib) ACSLS pool [*]? 124
(acslib) Range of barcode [*]? 000000-999999
acs lsm serial number
0 0
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acs
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

lsm panel drive serial number Type
12 0 1310045014 IBM-LTO4
12 1 1310032110 IBM-LTO4
12 2 1310044961 IBM-LTO4
12 16 531002001504 IBM-LTO5

(acslib) Select drive type for the current library: IBM-LTO4
(MM)
See the Miria Installation Documentation for details on creating an ACSLS library.
For details on the syntax of barcode range, see the ACSLS documentation.
Example 4. To create an ACSLS library with only one drive type.
Create an ACSLS library with only one drive type:
(MM) acslib
(acslib) ACSLS server name ? acsls83_sl500
(acslib) Library logical name ? acs_lib
(acslib) ACSLS pool [*] ?
(acslib) Range of barcode [*] ?
[Error] Function CloseHandle failed : Operation not permitted 1
acs lsm serial number
0 0 559000203260
acs lsm panel drive serial number type
0 0 1 1 1310199174 IBM-LTO4
0 0 1 2 1310198365 IBM-LTO4
Select drive type for the current library:
drive type ? [any (*)] IBM-LTO4
Creation of the drive with the serial number 1310199174
Creation of the drive with the serial number 1310198365
Check that the IsUseAnyDrvType property is equal to 0 with this command:
(MM) property get acs_lib IsUseAnyDrvType
Value = 0
Example 5. To create an ACSLS library with any drive type.
Create an ACSLS library with any drive type:
(MM) acslib
(acslib) ACSLS server name ? acsls83_sl500
(acslib) Library logical name ? acs_lib
(acslib) ACSLS pool [*] ?
(acslib) Range of barcode [*] ?
[Error] Function CloseHandle failed : Operation not permitted 1
acs lsm serial number
0 0 559000203260
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acs lsm panel drive serial number type
0 0 1 1 1310199174 IBM-LTO4
0 0 1 2 1310198365 IBM-LTO4
Select drive type for the current library:
drive type ? [any (*)] *
Creation of the drive with the serial number 1310199174
Creation of the drive with the serial number 1310198365
Check that the IsUseAnyDrvType property is equal to 1 with this command:
(MM) property get acs_lib IsUseAnyDrvType
Value = 1
Example 6. To modify the drive type of an ACSLS library.
Check that the ACSLS library is set with only one drive type:
(MM) property get acs_lib IsUseAnyDrvType
Value = 0
Set the drive type of the ACSLS library to the 1 value which corresponds to any drive type:
(MM) property set acs_lib IsUseAnyDrvType 1
Check that the ACSLS library is set with any drive type:
(MM) property get acs_lib IsUseAnyDrvType
Value = 1
When you have already configured an ACSLS library with any drive type (1 value), you cannot
switch to an ACSLS library with only one drive type (0 value). Media Manager displays this error
message: library acs_lib already configured with any drive type.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the IsUseAnyDrvType property.
Example 7. To remove device configuration from the Media Manager database.
Case #1. To remove a drive manager (DM).
(MM) delete dm LTO3MSL@enverite
delete 1 dm
Case #2. To remove a drive.
(MM) delete drive LTO3MSL
delete 1 drive
Case #3. To remove a library manager (LM).
(MM) delete lm HPMSL@enverite
delete 1 lm
Case #4. To remove a library.
(MM) delete library HPMSL
delete 1 library
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Example 8. To remove local device configuration from the Media Manager database.
Case #1. To remove local configuration for a drive manager (DM).
•
If the drive is detected by several agents:
(MM) clean dm F0A1BD7000@iperflion
Delete Drive Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/DM/F0A1BD7000: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/tape4.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 dm
•

If the drive is detected by one agent only:

(MM) clean dm cb3b71e4dd6aa0980ab6b4@iperflion
Delete Drive Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/DM/cb3b71e4dd6aa0980ab6b4: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/tape0.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 dm
delete 1 drive
Note: The drive is deleted because it has no other drive manager instance in the
database.
Case #2. To remove local configuration for a drive.
•
If the drive is detected by several agents:
(MM) clean drive F0A1BD7000
Delete Drive Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/DM/F0A1BD7000: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/tape3.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
Unable to delete dm F0A1BD7000@iperflion: not present on the tooka host.
delete 1 dm
Unable to delete the drive F0A1BD7000: already used by another agent.
•

If the drive is detected by one agent only:

(MM) clean drive cb3b71e4dd6aa0980ab6b4
Delete Drive Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/DM/cb3b71e4dd6aa0980ab6b4: is deleted.
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The conf file /etc/conf_drv/tape0.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 dm
delete 1 drive
Case #3. To remove local configuration for a library manager (LM).
(MM) clean lm ADICA0C0221007_LLA@tooka
Delete Library Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/LM/ADICA0C0221007_LLA: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/qc4.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 lm
delete 1 library
The library is deleted because it has no other library manager instance in the database.
Case #4. To remove local configuration for a library.
(MM) clean library ADICA0C0221007_LLA
Delete Library Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/LM/ADICA0C0221007_LLA: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/qc4.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 lm
delete 1 library
The library is deleted because it has no other library manager instance on other machines.
Case #5. To remove local configuration for a drive without specifying its type.
(MM) clean 1H10017074
Delete Drive Configuration Files:
The conf file /etc/Atempo/MM/DM/1H10017074: is deleted.
The conf file /etc/conf_drv/tape0.conf: is deleted.
Delete DataBase:
delete 1 dm
delete 1 drive
Delete Library Configuration Files:
Delete DataBase:
delete 0 lm
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delete 0 library
Example 9. To set the InjectScanInterval property for a library.
Use the InjectScanInterval property to modify the interval between two iterations of mailbox
automatic inject.
(MM) property list 'HU164604P7'
InjectScanInterval:Interval between scan of mailbox and automatic inject (0
means disabled)
(MM) property get HU164604P7 InjectScanInterval
Value = 60
(MM) property set HU164604P7 InjectScanInterval 10
(MM) property get HU164604P7 InjectScanInterval
Value = 10
(MM) property clear HU164604P7 InjectScanInterval
(MM) property get HU164604P7 InjectScanInterval
Value = 0
The property used for media eject is EjectScanInterval. This property can be used the same
way as the InjectScanInterval property.
See Interactive Mode and Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the
InjectScanInterval and EjectScanInterval properties.
Example 10. To create device driver configuration files on a local host.
mm_adm_device
[Information]
[Information]
[Information]
Configuration
Configuration
Configuration

-r
the device "1K10003283" does not need a driver config file
the device "1068000287" does not need a driver config file
the device "1068011564" does not need a driver config file
file /etc/conf_drv/qc1.conf created.
file /etc/conf_drv/qc3.conf created.
file /etc/conf_drv/qc5.conf created.

Example 11. To create a device driver configuration file for a specific device.
mm_adm_device -r 001Y08EE0041 -v
[Notice] ->DATA get_device_serial_number[1] SN: 5
[Notice] ->DATA get_device_serial_number[1] SN: 6
[Notice] ->DATA get_device_serial_number[1] SN: 4
[Notice] ->TRACE devdrvconfig_check_is_can_create_config_files[0] Call
[Notice] ->TRACE check_driver_configuration_files[0] Call
[Notice] Serial number 0000068088831001 should be configured
[Notice] Configuring Serial number 0000068088831001
[Notice] ->TRACE format_device_description[0] Call
[Notice] ->TRACE create_configuration_file[0] Call
[Notice] ->TRACE write_file[0] Call
[Notice] Configuration file /etc/conf_drv/qc0.conf created.
Without the -v option, no log messages are displayed when the update is successful.
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Example 12. To update the library configuration and restart the corresponding LM agent.
Check that the LM agent is started (LMStateSoft=1 or 4) with the mm_adm_library command:
-l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2 -@
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '4' '4' 'scsi' '0'
Update the library configuration with the mm_adm_device command:
mm_adm_device -r DEC06030CW
[Notice] Peripheral DEC06030CW updated to device spt_c2b0t0l1
Check that the LM agent has been restarted (stopped, then started) after having updated the
configuration:
mm_adm_library -l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2 -@
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '4' '4' 'scsi' '0'
An LM agent is started if its LM process is set to the PRESENT status (LMStateSoft column is
equal to 1).
You can start an LM agent if the mm_agent service is started.
Example 13. To update the library configuration without restarting the corresponding LM agent.
mm_adm_device -i -r DEC06030CW

Output Display for the list Option
When you run the list option of the mm_adm_device command, the output is displayed as a series
of values separated by single quotes.
See Output Display for the drive or dm Option for details on the column contents of the DRIVE
and DM tables.
See Output Display for the lib, lm, or map Options for details on the column contents of the
LIBRARY and LM tables.

mm_adm_application
Use this command to create, list, or delete applications in the Media Manager database. An
application is a storage manager of Miria type.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_application command:
mm_adm_application [-l app or app app_name]
[-l ai or ai ai_name] [-c app app_name] [-d app app_name] [-F -d app app_
name] [-c ai ai_name app_name]
[-d ai ai_name] [-@]
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Options
This table describes the options that you can use with the mm_adm_application command:
Option

Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.

-l app

Lists all applications.
For each application, this option displays the column headers of the
APPLICATION table in the database.
Note: Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the
column headers of the APPLICATION table.
See Field Names for the List of Applications for details on the output display
for the -l app option.

-l app app_
name

Lists one application.
For the selected application, this option displays the column headers of the
APPLICATION table in the database.
Note: Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the
column headers of the APPLICATION table.
See Field Names for the List of Applications for details on the output display
for the -l app option.

-l ai

Lists all application instances.
For each application instance, this option displays the column headers of the
AI table in the database.
Note: Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the
column headers of the AI table.
See Field Names for the List of Application Instances for details on the
output display for the -l ai option.

-l ai ai_name Lists one application instance.
For the selected application instance, this option displays the column
headers of the AI table in the database.
Note: Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the
column headers of the AI table.
See Field Names for the List of Application Instances for details on the
output display for the -l ai option.
-c app app_
name
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Creates an application.
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Option

Description

-d app app_
name

Deletes an application from the database (if no media is assigned to the
application).

-F -d app
app_name

Forces the deletion of an application if some media are assigned to it.
These actions are performed:
• All the media assigned to the application are set to scratch status.
• The application is deleted from the database.
Important: Use this option with caution because data on the media will
be lost, and unscratch operations are not supported.

-c ai ai_name Creates an application instance for one application.
app_name
-d ai ai_name Deletes an application instance.

Examples
Example 1. To list all the applications in the database.
With the column headers of the APPLICATION table:
mm_adm_application -l app
ApplicationName |SignatureAlgorithm|AllowRemoteMount |BypassVerify
|SynchroRequested ----------------+------------------+----------------+-----admin |undefined |t |t |f |
ada1_app |undefined |t |t |f |
ada2_app|undefined |t |t |f |
Without the column headers of the APPLICATION table:
mm_adm_application -l app -@
'admin' 'undefined' 't' 't' 'f'
'ada1_app' 'undefined' 't' 't' 'f'
'ada2_app' 'undefined' 't' 't' 'f'
t stands for true and f stands for false.
See Field Names for the List of Applications for details on the column contents.
Example 2. To list one application instance.
With the column headers of the AI table:
mm_adm_application -l ai mount_new_app
AIName |ApplicationName|PrivilegeChangeable|DefaultPriority|
-------+----------------+-------------------+--------------mount_new_app |new_app |f |500 |
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Without the column headers of the AI table:
mm_adm_application -l ai mount_new_app -@
'mount_new_app' 'new_app' 'f' '500'
See Field Names for the List of Application Instances for details on the column contents.

Output Display for the app or ai Option
When you run the app or ai option of the mm_adm_application command, the output is
displayed as a series of values separated by single quotes with or without column headers,
depending on whether you use the -@ option. See Usage for details.

Field Names for the List of Applications
This example shows the field names for the List of applications:
mm_adm_application -l app -@
'admin' 'undefined' 't' 't' 'f'
This table describes the field names for the list of applications:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

ApplicationName

Name of the application

'admin'

2

SignatureAlgorithm

Not used in this release

'undefined'

3

AllowRemoteMount

Not use in this release

't' for true

4

BypassVerify

Not used in this release

't' for true

5

SynchroRequested

If the value of this field is true, a
synchronization is requested (media
are assigned to an application
through the mm_media_synchro
command before sending other
commands to the server).

'f' for false

Field Names for the List of Application Instances
This example shows the field names for the List of applications instances:
mm_adm_application -l ai mount_new_app -@
'mount_new_app' 'new_app' 'f' '500'
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This table describes the field names for the list of application instances:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

InstanceName

Name of the application instance

'mount_new_
app'

2

ApplicationName

Application name of the given
instance

'new_app'

3

AllowRemoteMount

Not use in this release

'f' for false

4

BypassVerify

Not used in this release

'500'

mm_adm_cartridge
Use this command to:
•
Manage media and media groups:
–
To list media and media groups in the Media Manager database.
–
To create media groups in the Media Manager database.
–
To delete media and media groups in the Media Manager database.
–
To set media’s barcodes to media groups or applications in the Media Manager
database.
–
To move all the media from a media group to another one.
–
To reset the media status.
–
To prevent any application from mounting the selected media or allow any application
to mount the selected media.
•
List media synchronization requests for applications.
•
Scratch orphan or unknown media.
•
Register the media to be ejected.
•
List the properties of the media types.
•
List the drive types that are compatible in read or write mode with the media types.
You can also perform scratch operations through the ada_amm command. Atempo recommends
that you use the ada_amm command, which is the equivalent of the Miria Administration Console.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.
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Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_cartridge command:
mm_adm_cartridge [-l cart or cartgroup] [-l cart barcode]
[-l cartgroup cartgroup_name] [-l cartridgetype]
[-l cartridgetype cartridge_type_name)] [-l readcomp]
[-l readcomp cartridge_type_name] [-l writecomp]
[-l writecomp cartridge_type_name] [-d cart barcode]
[-c cartgroup cartgroup_name]
[-s cartgroup_bc cartgroup_name barcode]
[-s appli_bc app_name barcode]
[-m cartgroup_nc cartgroup_src cartgroup_dst]
[-r cart barcode] [-x cart barcode] [-a nb_since_days]
[-a since_date_until_date] [-a cart barcode nb_since_days]
[-a cart barcode since_date_until_date]
[-e barcode:map_name] [-e barcode] [-e barcode:0]
[-p cart barcode] [-u cart barcode] [-@]

Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_cartridge command:
Option

Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.

-l cart

Lists all media.
For each media, this option displays the column headers of the
CARTRIDGE table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the CARTRIDGE table.

-l cartgroup

Lists all media groups.
For each media group, this option displays the column headers of the
CARTRIDGEGROUP table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the CARTRIDGEGROUP table.

-l cart barcode

Lists one media with barcode.
For the selected media, this option displays the column headers of the
CARTRIDGE table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the CARTRIDGE table.
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Option

Description

-l cartgroup
cartgroup_name

Lists one media group.
For the selected media group, this option displays the column headers
of the CARTRIDGEGROUP table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the CARTRIDGEGROUP table.

-l cartridgetype

Lists the properties of all the media types supported by
Media Manager.

-l cartridgetype
cartridge_type_
name

Lists the properties of the selected media type.

-l readcomp

Lists the drive types that are compatible in read mode with all the media
types.

-l readcomp
cartridge_type_
name

Lists the drive types that are compatible in read mode with the selected
media type.

-l writecomp

Lists the drive types that are compatible in write mode with all the
media types.

-l writecomp
cartridge_type_
name

Lists the drive types that are compatible in write mode with the selected
media type.

-d cart barcode

Deletes one offline media having a scratch or unknown status with a
given barcode from the database.
Use the % character if you want to delete all the offline media or use a
pattern to delete some of them.

Miria

-c cartgroup
cartgroup_name

Creates a media group.

-s cartgroup_bc
cartgroup_name
barcode

Sets a barcode to a media group.

-s appli_bc app_
name barcode

Sets a barcode to an application.
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Option

Description

-m cartgroup_nc
cartgroup_src
cartgroup_dst

Moves ALL the media from one media group to another one:
• cartgroup_src indicates the source media group.
• cartgroup_dst indicates the destination media group.
If you want to move only one or several media from one media group to
another one, use the -s cartgroup_bc cartgroup_name barcode
option.

-r cart barcode

Resets the status of a media with barcode.

-x cart barcode

Sets an orphan or unknown media to scratch status.
Use the % character if you want to scratch all the orphan or unknown
media or use a pattern to scratch some of them.
See Media Assignment Statuses for details on media statuses.

-a nb_since_days

Lists all the media activities (mount, inject, add manually) since the
given number of days. The default value is 28 days.
For each media activity, this option displays the column headers of the
MEDIAHISTORY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table.

-a since_date_
until_date

Lists all the media activities (mount, inject, add manually) between the
two given dates. The date format is YYYY-MM-DD_hh:mm YYYY-MM-DD_
hh:mm.
For each media activity, this option displays the column headers of the
MEDIAHISTORY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table.

-a cart barcode
nb_since_days

Lists all the activities of one media with barcode (mount, inject, add
manually) since the given number of days. The default value is 28 days.
For each activity of the selected media, this option displays the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table.
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Option

Description

Lists all the activities of one media with barcode (mount, inject, add
-a cart barcode
since_date_until_ manually) between the two given dates. The date format is YYYY-MMdate
DD_hh:mm YYYY-MM-DD_hh:mm.
For each activity of the selected media, this option displays the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table.
-e barcode:map_
name

Requests the ejection of the media with barcode to the mailbox named
map_name.

-e barcode

Requests the ejection of the media with barcode to any active mailbox.

-e barcode:0

Cancels the registration of the media to be ejected.

-p cart barcode

Prevents any application (administrator command or not) from
mounting the selected media.
When the mount request is performed with a predefined barcode, the
selected media will be mounted even if you have specified this option.

-u cart barcode

Allows any application (administrator command or not) to mount the
selected media.

Examples
Example 1. To list all the media in the database.
With the column headers of the CARTRIDGE table:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart
CartridgeID |CartridgePCL |CartridgeState |CartridgeTypeName
|CartridgeTypeValue |CartridgeTypeFromDrive
|CartridgeTypeNameFromDrive|CartridgeGroupName |CartridgeTimeCreated
|CartridgeTimeMountedLast |CartrigeTimeMountedTotal |CartridgeNumberMounts
|CartridgeNumberVolumes |ApplicationName |LibraryName |SlotHome
|PreventEject |CartridgeDigest |EjectionMap |EjectionDate |
----------------+------------------+----------------+-------+
53 |3DW612LT |0 |LTO | | | |cartgrp_001Y08EE0041 |2012-09-05 17:09:09.758 |
| |0 |1 |undefined |001Y08EE0041 |s4 |no | |none | |
54 |QA1010L4 |0 |LTO | | | |cartgrp_001Y08EE0041 |2012-09-05 17:09:09.782
|2012-09-05 17:12:32.244 | |1 |1 |undefined |001Y08EE0041 |d0 |no | |none |
|
14 |3DW609LT |0 |LTO | | | |cartgrp_0000068088831001 |2012-07-17
16:13:25.209 |2012-09-05 16:37:45.73 | |16 |1 |new_app |0000068088831001 |d0
|no | |none | |
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35
|1
36
|1

|JFP100 |4
|undefined
|SNW471 |4
|undefined

|LTO | | |
|undefined
|LTO | | |
|undefined

|cartgrp_TX19001094 |2012-08-07 10:53:46.652 | | |0
|undefined |no | |none | |
|cartgrp_TX19001094 |2012-08-07 10:53:46.662 | | |0
|undefined |no | |none | |

Without the column headers of the CARTRIDGE table:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart -@
'53' '3DW612LT' '0' 'LTO' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_001Y08EE0041' '2012-09-05
17:09:09.758' '' '' '0' '1' 'undefined' '001Y08EE0041' 's4' 'no' '' 'none'
''
'54' 'QA1010L4' '0' 'LTO' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_001Y08EE0041' '2012-09-05
17:09:09.782' '2012-09-05 17:12:32.244' '' '1' '1' 'undefined'
'001Y08EE0041' 'd0' 'no' '' 'none' ''
'14' '3DW609LT' '0' 'LTO' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_0000068088831001' '2012-07-17
16:13:25.209' '2012-09-05 16:37:45.73' '' '16' '1' 'new_app'
'0000068088831001' 'd0' 'no' '' 'none' ''
'35' 'JFP100' '4' 'LTO' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_TX19001094' '2012-08-07
10:53:46.652' '' '' '0' '1' 'undefined' 'undefined' 'undefined' 'no' ''
'none' ''
'36' 'SNW471' '4' 'LTO' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_TX19001094' '2012-08-07
10:53:46.662' '' '' '0' '1' 'undefined' 'undefined' 'undefined' 'no' ''
'none' ''
See Field Names for the List of Media for details on the column contents.
Example 2. To assign a barcode to an application.
mm_adm_cartridge -s appli_bc my_application SNW472L2
Example 3. To list all the media activities since the default number of days (28 days).
mm_adm_cartridge -a
Example 4. To list all the media activities since three days.
mm_adm_cartridge -a 3
Example 5. To list all the activities of one media since seven days.
mm_adm_cartridge -a cart SNW472L2 7
Example 6. To list all the media activities between two dates.
mm_adm_cartridge -a 2011-09-15_00:00 2011-09-17_23:59
Example 7. To list all the activities of one media between two dates.
mm_adm_cartridge -a cart SNW472L2 2011-09-15_00:00 2011-09-17_23:59
Example 8. To list all the activities of one media since the default number of days (28 days).
With the column headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table:
mm_adm_cartridge -a cart QA1011L4
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CartridgePCL |DriveName |HostName |LibraryName |ApplicationName |Operation
|FinalState |Date |Index |
-----------------------+-----------------------+-----------QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-14
12:00:39.501|125 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-14
13:52:36.428|140 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-14
14:37:17.142|148 |
QA1011L4 |1068011564 |enverite |0000068088831001 |new_app |5 |0 |2012-08-14
14:47:49.692|151 |
QA1011L4 |1068011564 |enverite |0000068088831001 |new_app |6 |0 |2012-08-14
14:58:24.123|152 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-14
18:02:55.002|160 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-17
17:07:49.358|175 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-28
18:08:51.86 |201 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-29
11:55:16.493|209 |
QA1011L4 |(null) |enverite |0000068088831001 |(null) |1 |0 |2012-08-31
11:41:51.031|218 |
Without the column headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table:
mm_adm_cartridge -a cart QA1011L4 -@
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0814 12:00:39.501' '125'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0814 13:52:36.428' '140'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0814 14:37:17.142' '148'
'QA1011L4' '1068011564' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' 'new_app' '5' '0'
'2012-08-14 14:47:49.692' '151'
'QA1011L4' '1068011564' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' 'new_app' '6' '0'
'2012-08-14 14:58:24.123' '152'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0814 18:02:55.002' '160'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0817 17:07:49.358' '175'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0828 18:08:51.86' '201'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0829 11:55:16.493' '209'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0' '2012-0831 11:41:51.031' '218'
See Field Names for the List of Media Activities for details on the column contents.
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Example 9. To scratch an orphan or unknown media.
mm_adm_cartridge -x cart 13D72C8D
Number of updated media that will be scratched on the next mount: 1
Example 10. To scratch all orphan or unknown media.
mm_adm_cartridge -x cart %
[Warning] The media 3SR008L3
or unknown media.
[Warning] The media 000185L4
or unknown media.
[Warning] The media 29BEBCB3
or unknown media.
Number of updated media that

cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
will be scratched on the next mount: 13

Example 11. To scratch a pattern of orphan or unknown media.
mm_adm_cartridge -x cart 13D%
[Warning] The media 13D72C8C cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
or unknown media.
[Warning] The media 13D72C90 cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
or unknown media.
[Warning] The media 13D72C91 cannot be scratched because it is not an orphan
or unknown media.
Number of updated media that will be scratched on the next mount: 3
Example 12. To delete an offline media with the scratch or unknown status.
First check that the CartridgeState column of the CARTRIDGE table is set to 4 for a scratch
media or 0 for an unknown media:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 13D72C8D
Then delete the offline media:
mm_adm_cartridge -d cart 13D72C8D
Number of objects deleted: 1
If you want to check that the media has been deleted, enter this command:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 13D72C8D
ascii code of error value = MM_DB_VALUE_NOT_FOUND
error value = 34
error message = The media "13D72C8D" does not exist.
If the media is online, these error messages display:
ascii code of error value = MM_ERR_MEDIA_ONLINE
error value = 142
error message = The media "13D72C8D" is online.
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If the media was assigned to an application, there would be these error messages:
ascii code of error value = MM_ERR_INVALID_BARCODE
error value = 133
error message = The status of the media "13D72C8D" is not scratch or
unknown.
Example 13. To delete all offline media with the scratch or unknown status.
mm_adm_cartridge -d cart %
Number of objects deleted: 19
Example 14. To delete a pattern of offline media with the scratch or unknown status.
mm_adm_cartridge -d cart 13D%
Number of objects deleted: 3
Example 15. To prevent any application (administrator command or not) from mounting the
selected media.
mm_adm_cartridge -p cart 000185L4
You can check that the media cannot be used using this command :
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 000185L4
The field of the CartridgePreventUseTime column must not be empty. See Field Names for the
List of Media for details on the column contents.
Example 16. To list the media types for the LTO format.
mm_adm_cartridge -l cartridgetype LT%
CartridgeTypeName|CartridgeTypeDescription|CartridgeTypeId|AcslsCartridgeTyp
eName|
-------------------------+-------------------------------+-----------------+
L5 |LTO-ULTRIUM 5 |65802 |LTO-1.5G |
L6 |LTO-ULTRIUM 6 |65804 |LTO-2.5T |
L2 |LTO-ULTRIUM 2 |65797 |LTO-200G |
LB |LTO-ULTRIUM 1 Type C |65795 |LTO-35G |
LW |LTO-ULTRIUM 6 WORM |65805 |LTO-2.5W |
LV |LTO-ULTRIUM 5 WORM |65803 |LTO-1.5W |
L3 |LTO-ULTRIUM 3 |65798 |LTO-400G |
L4 |LTO-ULTRIUM 4 |65800 |LTO-800G |
LU |LTO-ULTRIUM 4 WORM |65801 |LTO-800W |
LA |LTO-ULTRIUM 1 Type B |65794 |LTO-50G |
L1 |LTO-ULTRIUM 1 Type A |65793 |LTO-100G |
LC |LTO-ULTRIUM 1 Type D |65796 |LTO-10G |
LT |LTO-ULTRIUM 3 WORM |65799 |LTO-400W |
Example 17. To list the drive types compatible in read mode with a media in LTO (Linear Tape
Open) generation 5 format.
mm_adm_cartridge -l readcomp L5
DriveTypeName|CartridgeTypeName|DriveTypeId|CartridgeTypeId|
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---------------------+---------------------------+---------+
LTO-5 |L5 |65797 |65802 |
LTO-6 |L5 |65798 |65802 |
Example 18. To list the drive types compatible in write mode with a media in LTO (Linear Tape
Open) generation 5 format.
mm_adm_cartridge -l writecomp L5
DriveTypeName|CartridgeTypeName|DriveTypeId|CartridgeTypeId|
---------------------+---------------------------+---------+
LTO-6 |L5 |65798 |65802 |
LTO-5 |L5 |65797 |65802 |

Output Display for the cart, cartgroup, or a Options
When you run the cart, cartgroup, or a options of the mm_adm_cartridge command, the
output is displayed as a series of values separated by single quotes with or without column
headers, depending on whether you use the -@ option. See Usage.

Field Names for the List of Media
This example shows the field names for the List of media:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart -@
'4' '020462L5' '0' 'L5' '' '' '' 'cartgrp_9210003A0D' '2010-11-23
15:32:15.935' '2010-11-24 09:24:44.473' '' '1' '1' 'ADA_a8a24970-b473-46b3be73-074735f0f0f3' '9210003A0D' 's52' 'no' '' '*' '2010-11-23 20:32:15.935'
'' '65802'
This table describes the field names for the List of media:
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

CartridgeID

Internal identifier for the media.

'4'

2

CartridgePCL

Media barcode.

'020462L5'
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

3

CartridgeState

Value of the media status:

'0'

0 MM_MEDIA_NO_ERROR
1 MM_MEDIA_WRITE_ERR
2 MM_MEDIA_READ_ERR
3 MM_MEDIA_SEEK_ERR
4 INT_STATE_TO_SCRATCH
5 INT_STATE_DUPLICATE_
DIGEST
• 6 INT_STATE_SCRATCH_
ERROR
Values 0 through 3 are set by the
application.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Values 4 through 6 are internal
statuses managed by the
administrator.
4

CartridgeType
Name

Name of the media type
corresponding to the last or the
last two characters of the media
barcode (i.e., L5 value for the
020462L5 barcode).

'L5'

This value enables you to know
the media format (i.e., L5
corresponds to the LTO
generation 5 media format).
These are the media formats:
• LTO (Linear Tape Open)
Format
• STK (StorageTek) Format
• ODA (Optical Disk Archiving)
Format
• Disk
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5

CartridgeType
Value

Not used in this release.

''

6

CartridgeType
FromDrive

Not used in this release.

''

7

CartridgeType
NameFromDrive

Not used in this release.

''
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

8

CartridgeGroup
Name

Name of the media group to
which the media belongs.

'cartgrp_
9210003A0D'

9

CartridgeTime
Created

Date of the media creation (first
time the media was recorded in
the database.

2010-11-23
15:32:15.935

10

CartridgeTime
MountedLast

Date of the last mount performed
with this media.

2010-11-24
09:24:44.473v

11

CartrigeTime
MountedTotal

Not used in this release.

''

12

CartridgeNumber
Mounts

Number of times the media has
been mounted.

'1'

13

CartridgeNumber
Volumes

Number of storage volumes on
the media.

'1'

Typically, this value is 1 for tape
cartridges.
For double-sided media such as
CD-ROMs, this value is 2.
More for multipartitioned media.
14

ApplicationName

Name of the application to which
the media belongs.

'ADA_
a8a24970b473-46b3be73074735f0f0f3'

15

LibraryName

Name of the library in which the
media is located. By default, this
is:

9210003A0D

• The serial number for a tape
library (e.g., 000086003126).
• Undefined if the media is
offline (i.e., the media is
outside a library).
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

16

SlotHome

Location of the media slot (s),
drive (d) with the corresponding
index. If the media is offline, this
field is set to undefined.

's52'

For example, s0 indicates that
the media is into the slot with
index 0.
17

PreventEject

Used to prevent a media from
being ejected.

'no'

If the value is set to 'yes', the
media cannot be ejected into a
mailbox.
18

CartridgeDigest

A signature hash calculated on
the first block of the media,
typically used in a media
synchronization request.

''

See Fingerprint for details.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

19

EjectionMap

Name of the mailbox through
which the media is ejected.

'*'

The mailbox name is composed
of these items: mapnb_
mailbox@lib_name.
map
corresponds to
a mailbox.
index_
lastmailbox
corresponds to
the index of the
last mailbox in
the library.
lib_name
corresponds to
the library
where the
media that will
be ejected is
located.
For example, the map name of
the HU164604P8 library with only
one mailbox is
map0@HU164604P8.
Where:

Use an asterisk (*) to specify that
you can eject the media through
any mailbox in the library to
which the media belongs.
20

EjectionDate

Registration date of the media
ejection.

2010-11-23
20:32:15.935

21

CartridgePreventUseTime

Time at which any application
(administrator command or not)
is not allowed to mount the
selected media.

''

The default value is an empty
field (''), which means that any
application can mount the media.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

22

CartridgeTypeID

Identifier of the media type
(numeric value).

'65802'

To list the different values, see
Example 16. To list the media
types for the LTO format..

Field Names for the List of Media Groups
This example shows the field names for the List of media groups:
mm_adm_cartridge -l cartgroup -@
'cartgrp_9210003A0D' '' '1000'
'cartgrp_HU164604P6' '' '1000'
This table describes the field names for the List of media groups:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

CartridgeGroupName

Name of the media group.

'cartgrp_
HU164604P6'

By default, the media group
name is cartgrp_<library_
name>, where <library_name>
is the library in which the media
appears for the first time.
2

CartridgeGroupAlias

Not used in this release.

''

3

CartridgeGroupPriority

Priority of this media group. By
default, it is set to 1000.

'1000'

Not used in this release.

Field Names for the List of Media Activities
This example shows the field names for the List of media activities:
mm_adm_cartridge -a cart QA1011L4 -@
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0'
'2012-08-14 12:00:39.501' '125'
'QA1011L4' '(null)' 'enverite' '0000068088831001' '(null)' '1' '0'
'2012-08-14 13:52:36.428' '140'
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This table describes the field names for the List of media activities:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

CartridgePCL

Media barcode.

'QA1011L4'

2

DriveName

Name of the drive where the
media is mounted.

'(null)'

3

HostName

Name of the host that is used to
mount/unmount the media.

'enverite'

4

LibraryName

Name of the library in which the
media is located. By default, this
is:

'0000068088831001'

• The serial number for a tape
library (e.g., 000086003126).
• Undefined if the media is
outside a library.
5

ApplicationName

Name of the application to which
the media belongs.

'(null)'

6

Operation

Type of operation performed on
the media (i.e., inject/eject, or
mount/unmount). These are the
possible values:

'1'

• 1: The media is injected when
the LM is started.
• 2: The media is ejected when
the LM is started.
• 3: The media is injected from
the mailbox.
• 4: The media is ejected to the
mailbox.
• 5: The media is mounted in a
drive.
• 6: The media is unmounted
from the drive.
• 7: Not used.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

7

FinalState

Final status of the media
operation. These are the possible
values:

'0'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0: OK
1: Write error
2: Read error
3: Seek error
4: Mount error
5: Unmount error
6: Inject error
7: Eject error

8

Date

Date when the operation is
recorded in the MEDIAHISTORY
table.

2012-08-14
12:00:39.501

9

Index

Index that specifies the number of
records in the MEDIAHISTORY
table.

'125'

mm_adm_database
Use this command to back up the Media Manager database.
The backup files are named amm_db_dump_<backup_creation_date> (e.g., amm_db_dump_
Tue_08_Dec_2015_09_01_16_GMT).
The backup files are located in this directory:
•
Windows. %AMM_HOME%\db_backup
•
UNIX. $AMM_HOME/db_backup
Atempo strongly recommends that you create a script for the backup. The script should include a
command at the end to move the backup file onto another disk or a remote server so that the
backup will not be lost if the source disk or server fails.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_database command:
mm_adm_database --backup --path
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Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_database command:
Option

Description

-b or backup

Backs up the Media Manager database

-p or -path

Specifies the path of the backup directory and the name of the backup file. These
are the possible values for this option:
• Both the full path of the backup directory and the name of the backup file.
• Only the full path of the backup directory.
• Only the name of the backup file.
This option is not mandatory. If you do not specify it, Media Manager uses these
default values:
• The default full path of the backup directory:
Windows. %AMM_HOME%\db_backup
Unix. $AMM_HOME/db_backup
• The default backup filename:
amm_db_dump_<backup_creation_date> (e.g., amm_db_dump_Tue_08_Dec_
2015_09_01_16_GMT).

-h or -help

Provides help on available commands.

The Media Manager requests to the database are suspended during the backup.

Examples
Example 1. To back up the database with the full path of the backup file.
mm_adm_database -b -p /DT/save_db_backup/AMM_DB_BCK_FILE
Where:
/DT/save_db_backup is the full path of the backup directory.
AMM_DB_BCK_FILE is the name of the backup file.
Example 2. To back up the database with the full path of the backup directory only.
mm_adm_database -b -p /DT/save_db_backup
Where:
/DT/save_db_backup is the full path of the backup directory.
amm_db_dump_Thu__02_Jul_2015_15_06_46_GMT is the name of the backup
file.
The name of the backup file is set to the default value (amm_db_dump_<backup_creation_
date>).
Example 3. To back up the database with the name of the backup file only.
mm_adm_database -b -p AMM_DB_BCK_FILE
Where:
$AMM_HOME/db_backup is the full path of the backup directory.
AMM_DB_BCK_FILE is the name of the backup file.
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The full path of the backup directory is set to the default value ($AMM_HOME/db_backup).
Example 4. To back up the database without the -p option.
mm_adm_database -b
The full path of the backup directory is set to the default value ($AMM_HOME/db_backup).
The name of the backup file is set to the default value (amm_db_dump_<backup_creation_
date>).

mm_adm_drive
Use this command to:
•
List drives or drive managers in the Media Manager database.
•
Enable/disable drives in Media Manager.
•
Reset the connection status for a drive.
•
Check the availability of a drive and releases the drive’s reservation.
•
Set/Remove an alias for a drive.
•
Set a maintenance drive.
•
Start/Stop drive managers.
•
List the properties of the drive classes.
•
List the properties of the drive types.
•
List the media types that are compatible in read or write mode with the drive types.
You can also perform some drive operations through the ada_amm command. Atempo
recommends that you use the ada_amm command, which is the equivalent of the Miria
Administration Console. See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_drive command:
mm_adm_drive [-l drive or dm] [-l drive drive_name]
[-l dm dm_name] [-l driveclass] [-l driveclass class_name] [-ldrivetype] [-l
drivetype drive_type_name] [-l readcomp]
[-l readcomp drive_type_name] [-l writecom]
[-l writecomp drive_type_name] [-e drive_name] [-E drive drive_name]
[-E dm dm_name] [-x drive_name] [-X drive drive_name]
[-X dm dm_name] [-F -x drive_name]
[-a drive_name nb_since_days]
[-a drive_name since_date_until_date] [-r dm dm_name]
[-S drive drive_name] [-p drive_name alias] [-p drive_name]
[-m drive drive_name] [-b dm dm_name] [-b drive drive_name]
[-k dm dm_name] [-k drive drive_name] [-@]

Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_drive command:
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Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.
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Option

Description

-l drive

Lists all drives.
For each drive, this option displays the column headers of the DRIVE table in
the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers
of the DRIVE table.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the output display for the l drive option.

-l dm

Lists all drive managers.
For each drive manager, this option displays the column headers of the DM
table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers
of the DM table.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the output
display for the -l dm option.

-l drive
drive_name

Lists one drive.
For the selected drive, this option displays the column headers of the DRIVE
table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers
of the DRIVE table.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the output display for the l drive option.

-l dm dm_
name

Lists one drive manager.
For the selected drive manager, this option displays the column headers of the
DM table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers
of the DM table.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the output
display for the -l dm option.

-l
driveclass

Lists the properties of all the drive classes supported by Media Manager.
Media Manager supports these classes:
•
•
•
•
•
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The LTO class: supports media in LTO (Linear Tape Open) format.
The STK class: supports media in STK (StorageTek) format.
The IBM-03592 class: supports media in IBM-03592 format.
The ODA class: supports media in ODA (Optical Disk Archiving) format.
The DISK class: supports media in disk format.
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Option

Description

-l
driveclass
nom_classe

Lists the properties of the selected drive class.

-l
drivetype

Lists the properties of all the drive types supported by Media Manager.

-l
drivetype
nom_type_
lecteur

Lists the properties of the selected drive type.

-l readcomp

Lists the media types that are compatible in read mode with all the drive types.

-l readcomp
drive_type_
name

Lists the media types that are compatible in read mode with the selected drive
type.

-l
writecomp

Lists the media types that are compatible in write mode with all the drive types.

-l
writecomp
drive_type_
name

Lists the media types that are compatible in write mode with the selected drive
type.

-e drive_
name

Enables the drive mount by setting the drive status to the 0 value in the
DriveDisabled column of the DRIVE table.

Each drive class contains several drive types.

Each drive class contains several drive types.

See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
An administrator can modify the drive status on the command line, the mount
request, or when the corresponding DM is started.
To mount a drive when you are not administrator, the value of these fields
must be equal to 0:
- The DriveDisabled and DriveDisabledAdmin fields of the DRIVE table.
and
- The DMDisabledAdmin field of the DM table.
To mount a drive when you are administrator:
- The DriveDisabled field of the DRIVE table and the DMDisabledAdmin field
of the DM table must be equal to 0.
and
- The DriveDisabledAdmin field of the DRIVE table must be different from 1
(if you want to mount a maintenance drive).
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Option

Description

-E drive
drive_name

Enables the drive mount by setting the drive status to the 0 value in the
DriveDisabledAdmin column of the DRIVE table.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
Only an administrator can modify the drive status on the command line.
To mount a drive when you are administrator:
- The DriveDisabled field of the DRIVE table and the DMDisabledAdmin field
of the DM table must be equal to 0.
and
- The DriveDisabledAdmin field of the DRIVE table must be different from 1
(if you want to mount a maintenance drive).

-E dm dm_
name

Enables the drive mount for the selected host by setting the drive status to the
0 value in the DMDisabledAdmin column of the DM table.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the column
contents.
Only an administrator can modify the drive status on the command line.
To mount a drive when you are administrator:
- The DriveDisabled field of the DRIVE table and the DMDisabledAdmin field
of the DM table must be equal to 0.
and
- The DriveDisabledAdmin field of the DRIVE table must be different from 1
(if you want to mount a maintenance drive).

-x drive_
name

Disables the drive mount by setting the drive status to the 1 value in the
DriveDisabled column of the DRIVE table.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
The drive is disabled only if it has not already been allocated (i.e., it is not
present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
An administrator can modify the drive status on the command line, the mount
request, or when the corresponding DM is started.
You cannot mount a drive when one of the DriveDisabled,
DriveDisabledAdmin fields of the DRIVE table, or the DMDisabledAdmin
field of the DM table is set to 1.
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Option

Description

-X drive
drive_name

Disables the drive mount by setting the drive status to the 1 value in the
DriveDisabledAdmin column of the DRIVE table. See Field Names for the
List of Drives for details on the column contents.
The drive is disabled even if it has been allocated (i.e., it is present in the
MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
Only an administrator can modify the drive status on the command line.
You cannot mount a drive when one of the DriveDisabled,
DriveDisabledAdmin fields of the DRIVE table, or the DMDisabledAdmin
field of the DM table is set to 1.

-X dm dm_
name

Disables the drive mount for the selected host by setting the drive status to the
1 value in the DMDisabledAdmin column of the DM table.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the column
contents.
The drive is disabled for the selected host even if it has been allocated (i.e., it
is present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
Only an administrator can modify the drive status on the command line.
You cannot mount a drive when one of the DriveDisabled,
DriveDisabledAdmin fields of the DRIVE table, or the DMDisabledAdmin
field of the DM table is set to 1.

-F -x drive_ Forces the disabling of a drive even if it has already been allocated (i.e., it is
present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table)
name
-a drive_
name nb_
since_days

Lists all the media activities (mount, inject, add manually) associated with the
given drive since the given number of days. The default value is 28 days.
For each media activity, this option displays the column headers of the
MEDIAHISTORY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers
of the MEDIAHISTORY table.

-a drive_
name since_
date_until_
date

Lists all the media activities (mount, inject, add manually) associated with the
given drive between the two given dates. The date format is YYYY-MM-DD_
hh:mm YYYY-MM-DD_hh:mm.

-r dm dm_
name

Resets the DMStateHard column in the DM table to the empty value (default
value). This column indicates the drive connection status for the selected host.

For each media activity, this option displays the column headers of the
MEDIAHISTORY table in the database. Use the -@ option at the end of the
command line to hide the column headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table.

See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on field values.
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Option

Description

-S drive
drive_name

Checks the availability of a drive and releases the drive’s reservation.
To check the drive availability, each started drive manager (DM)
(DMStateSoft column is equal to READY or PRESENT) tries to open and close
the selected drive to release its reservation.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the DM statuses.
Only the DM that has reserved the drive on the open action can release the
drive on the close action. For any other DM which tries to open the reserved
drive, the MM_ERR_RES_CONFLICT error is returned.
If the command succeeds, the drive is available to be used (mount, unmount,
write, read operations).
If the command fails, an error is returned depending on these situations:
• If the drive is already allocated, the command fails with the MM_ERR_DRIVE_
NOT_AVAILABLE error.
• If the drive is already reserved by the stopped DM (DMStateSoft column is
equal to ABSENT), the command fails with the MM_ERR_RES_CONFLICT error.
• If all the DMs for the selected drive are stopped (DMStateSoft column is
equal to ABSENT), the command fails with the MM_ERR_INVALID_CONFIG
error.

-p drive_
name alias

Defines an alias for the selected drive.

-p drive_
name

Removes the alias for the selected drive.

-m drive
drive_name

Sets the drive to a maintenance drive. Only the administrator on the command
line can mount this drive to perform tests.

-b dm dm_
name

Starts or restarts the DM process associated with the selected DM.
An DM agent is started if its DM process is set to the PRESENT status
(DMStateSoft column equals to 1).
You can start an DM agent if the mm_agent service is started.

-b drive
drive_name

Starts or restarts all the DM processes associated with the selected drive.
An DM agent is started if its DM process is set to the PRESENT status
(DMStateSoft column equals to 1).
You can start an DM agent if the mm_agent service is started.

-k dm dm_
name
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Stops the DM process associated with the selected DM.
A DM agent is stopped if its DM process is set to the ABSENT status
(DMStateSoft column equals to 0).
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Option

Description

* drive_name Stops all the DM processes associated with the selected drive.
A DM agent is stopped if its DM process is set to the ABSENT status
(DMStateSoft column equals to 0).

Examples
Example 1. To list all the drives in the database.
With the column headers of the DRIVE table:
mm_adm_drive -l drive
DriveName |DriveGroupName |DrivePriority |DMName |DriveDisabled
|DriveTimeDisabledLast |DriveBroken |DriveStateSoft |DriveStateHard
|DriveTimeCreated |DriveTimeMountedLast |DriveTimeMountedTotal
|DriveNumberMounts |DriveNumberMountsSinceCleaning|LibraryName |Bay Name
|DriveLibraryAccessible |DriveLibraryOccupied |CartridgePCL
|DriveNeedsCleaning |MaxMounts |SerialNumber |DriveAddress |ProductID
|DriveAlias |LastPosition |
----------------+------------------+----------------+------HU1223NN3H |undefined |1000 | |0 | | | | |2012-09-11 13:16:17.355 | | |0 |0
| | | | |no cartridge mounted | |0 |HU1223NN3H | | | |-1 |
1K10003283 |drvgrp_001Y08EE0041 |1000 | |0 | | | | |2012-09-11 13:16:16.55 |
| |0 |0 |001Y08EE0041 | | | |QA1010L4 | |0 |1K10003283 |d0 | | |-1 |
1068011564 |drvgrp_0000068088831001 |1000 | |0 | | | | |2012-09-11
13:16:16.953 | | |0 |0 |0000068088831001 | | | |3DW609LT | |0 |1068011564
|d0| | |-1 |
Without the column headers of the DRIVE table:
mm_adm_drive -l drive -@
'HU1223NN3H' 'undefined' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-09-11 13:16:17.355'
'' '' '0' '0' '' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0' 'HU1223NN3H' '' ''
'' '-1'
'1K10003283' 'drvgrp_001Y08EE0041' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-09-11
13:16:16.55' '' '' '0' '0' '001Y08EE0041' '' '' '' 'QA1010L4' '' '0'
'1K10003283' 'd0' '' '' '-1'
'1068011564' 'drvgrp_0000068088831001' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-09-11
13:16:16.953' '' '' '0' '0' '0000068088831001' '' '' '' '3DW609LT' '' '0'
'1068011564' 'd0' '' '' '-1'
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
Example 2. To enable a drive.
You can use these options to enable a drive:
•
The -e option:
mm_adm_drive –e HU172404C2
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•

•

This command sets the DriveDisabled column of the DRIVE table to 0.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
The -E option:
mm_adm_drive –E drive HU172404C2
This command sets the DriveDisabledAdmin column of the DRIVE table to 0.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
The -E option for the selected host:
mm_adm_drive –E dm HU172404C2@yaka2
This command sets the DMDisabledAdmin column of the DM table to 0.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the column contents.

Example 3. To disable a drive.
Case #1. To disable a drive, you can use these options:
•
The -x option:
mm_adm_drive –x HU172404C2
This command sets the DriveDisabled column of the DRIVE table to 1.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
•
The -X option:
mm_adm_drive –X drive HU172404C2
This command sets the DriveDisabledAdmin column of the DRIVE table to 1.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
•
The -X option for the selected host:
mm_adm_drive –X dm HU172404C2@yaka2
This command sets the DMDisabledAdmin column of the DM table to 1.
See Field Names for the List of Drive Managers for details on the column contents.
Case #2. To force the disabling of a drive already allocated, add the -F option to the -x option:
mm_adm_drive -x HU164604P4
[Error] operation failed: rc=4 reason: cannot disable the drive "HU164604P4"
in use.
The drive is already allocated. You must force its disabling:
mm_adm_drive –F –x HU164604P4
[Warning] disabling a drive in use
succeed
Example 4. To list all the media activities associated with a given drive since the default number
of days (28 days).
With the column headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table:
mm_adm_drive -a 1K10003283
CartridgePCL |DriveName |HostName |LibraryName |ApplicationName |Operation
|FinalState |Date |Index |
-----------------------+-----------------------+-----------3DW610LT |1K10003283 |enverite |001Y08EE0041 |admin |5 |4 |2012-09-05
16:43:01.16 |285 |
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QA1010L4 |1K10003283 |enverite |001Y08EE0041 |admin |5 |0 |2012-09-05
17:12:32.209|290 |
Without the column headers of the MEDIAHISTORY table:
mm_adm_drive -a 1K10003283 -@
'3DW610LT' '1K10003283' 'enverite' '001Y08EE0041' 'admin' '5' '4' '2012-0905 16:43:01.16' '285'
'QA1010L4' '1K10003283' 'enverite' '001Y08EE0041' 'admin' '5' '0' '2012-0905 17:12:32.209' '290'
See Field Names for the List of Media Activities for details on the column contents.
Example 5. To define/remove an alias for a drive.
To define the alias drive1 for the drive HU164604P4:
mm_adm_drive -p HU164604P4 drive1
To remove the alias drive1 for the drive HU164604P4:
mm_adm_drive -p HU164604P4
Example 6. To set a maintenance drive.
mm_adm_drive -m drive HU172404C2
This command sets the DriveDisabledAdmin column of the DRIVE table to 2.
See Field Names for the List of Drives for details on the column contents.
Example 7. To list the classes supported by Media Manager.
mm_adm_drive -l driveclass
DriveClassName|DriveClassID|
--------------------+------+
STK |2 |
LTO-ULTRIUM |1 |
ODA _1 |1 |
ODM |4 |
DISK |5 |
IBM-03592 |3 |
Example 8. To list the drive types for the LTO class.
mm_adm_drive -l drivetype LTO%
DriveTypeName|DriveClassName|DriveTypeId|AcslsDriveTypeName|
---------------------+---------------------+-------------+-----------------+
LTO-2 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65794 |HP-LTO-2 | IBM-LTO-2 | CER-LTO-2|
LTO-6 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65798 |HP-LTO-6 | IBM-LTO-6 |
LTO-5 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65797 |HP-LTO-5 | IBM-LTO-5 |
LTO-4 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65796 |HP-LTO-4 | IBM-LTO-4 |
LTO-3 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65795 |HP-LTO-3 | IBM-LTO-3 | CER-LTO-3|
LTO-1 |LTO-ULTRIUM |65793 | |
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Example 9. To list the media types compatible in read mode with a drive of LTO-5 type.
mm_adm_drive -l readcomp LTO-5
DriveTypeName|CartridgeTypeName|DriveTypeId|CartridgeTypeId|
-------------+--------------------+--------------+---------+
LTO-5 |L5 |65797 |65802 |
LTO-5 |LV |65797 |65803 |
LTO-5 |UNKNOWN |65797 |0 |
LTO-5 |L3 |65797 |65798 |
LTO-5 |L4 |65797 |65801 |
LTO-5 |CLN_L1 |65797 |65806 |
LTO-5 |LT |65797 |65799 |
Example 10. To list the media types compatible in write mode with a drive of LTO-5 type.
mm_adm_drive -l writecomp LTO-5
DriveTypeName|CartridgeTypeName|DriveTypeId|CartridgeTypeId|
-------------+--------------------+--------------+---------+
LTO-5 |L5 |65797 |65802 |
LTO-5 |UNKNOWN |65797 |0 |
LTO-5 |LV |65797 |65803 |
LTO-5 |L4 |65797 |65800 |
LTO-5 |LU |65797 |65801 |
Example 11. To restart a DM.
Check that the DM is started (DMStateSoft=1 column):
mm_adm_drive -l dm HU172404C2@yaka2
'HU172404C2@yaka2' 'HU172404C2' 'yaka2' '' '4' '1' 'scsi' '' '0'
Restart the DM:
mm_adm_drive -b dm HU172404C2@yaka2
succeed
Check that the DM is restarted (DMStateSoft=1 column):
mm_adm_drive -l dm HU172404C2@yaka2
'HU172404C2@yaka2' 'HU172404C2' 'yaka2' '' '4' '1' 'scsi' '' '0'
Example 12. To stop a DM.
Check that the DM is started (DMStateSoft=1 column):
mm_adm_drive -l dm HU172404C2@yaka2
'HU172404C2@yaka2' 'HU172404C2' 'yaka2' '' '4' '1' 'scsi' '' '0'
Stop the DM:
mm_adm_drive -k dm HU172404C2@yaka2
succeed
Check that the DM is stopped (DMStateSoft=0 column):
mm_adm_drive -l dm HU172404C2@yaka2
'HU172404C2@yaka2' 'HU172404C2' 'yaka2' '' '' '0' 'scsi' '' '0'
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Output Display for the drive or dm Option
When you run the drive or dm option of the mm_adm_drive command, the output is displayed as
a series of values separated by single quotes with or without column headers, depending on
whether you use the -@ option. See Usage Empty columns appear as double quotes (for string
values) or as '0' (for numerical values).

Field Names for the List of Drives
This example shows the field names for the List of drives:
mm_adm_drive -l drive -@
'HU1223NN3H' 'undefined' '1000' '1K10003283@yaka2' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-0911 13:16:17.355' '' '' '0' '0' '' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0'
'HU1223NN3H' '' '' '' '-1'
'1K10003283' 'drvgrp_001Y08EE0041' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-09-11
13:16:16.55' '' '' '0' '0' '001Y08EE0041' '' '' '' 'QA1010L4' '' '0'
'1K10003283' 'd0' '' '' '-1'
'1068011564' 'drvgrp_0000068088831001' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2012-09-11
13:16:16.953' '' '' '0' '0' '0000068088831001' '' '' '' '3DW609LT' '' '0'
'1068011564' 'd0' '' 'drive1' '-1' '0' '2014-09-11 15:28:14.803' 'LTOULTRIUM' 'LTO-4' '65796'
This table describes the field names for the List of drives:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

DriveName

Name of the
drive.

'1K10003283'

2

DriveGroupName

Name of the drive 'drvgrp_
group to which
001Y08EE0041'
this drive
belongs.

3

DrivePriority

Priority of this
drive. By default,
it is set to 1000.

'1000'

Not used in this
release.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

4

DMName

Name of the drive '1K10003283@yaka2'
manager (DM)
that is used to
manage the
connection
between the drive
and
Media Manager
server.

5

DriveDisabled

Status of the
drive. These are
the possible
values:

Value

'0'

• 0: The drive is
enabled
(default
value).
• 1: The drive is
disabled.
The administrator
can set this field
on the command
line (mm_adm_
drive), the
mount request, or
when the
corresponding
DM is started.
6

DriveTimeDisabledLast

Last time the
drive was
disabled.

''

Empty field in this
example.
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7

DriveBroken

Not used in this
release.

''

8

DriveStateSoft

Not used in this
release.

''
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

9

DriveStateHard

Not used in this
release.

''

10

DriveTimeCreated

Date/time when
this drive record
is added to the
Media Manager
database.

'2012-09-11
13:16:16.55'

11

DriveTimeMounted
Last

Date/time when
the last mount is
performed with
this drive.

''

Empty field in this
example.
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12

DriveTimeMounted
Total

Not used in this
release.

''

13

DriveNumberMounts

Number of
mounts.

'0'

14

DriveNumberMountsSinceCleaning

Not used in this
release.

''

15

LibraryName

Name of the
library that
contains the
drive.

'001Y08EE0041'

16

BayName

Not used in this
release.

''

17

DriveLibrary
Accessible

Not used in this
release.

''

18

DriveLibrary
Occupied

Not used in this
release.

''

19

CartridgePCL

Media barcode.

'QA1010L4'

20

DriveNeeds
Cleaning

Not used in this
release.

''
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

21

MaxMounts

Not used in this
release.

'0'

22

SerialNumber

Drive’s serial
number.

'1K10003283'

23

DriveAddress

Drive’s address.

'd0'

24

ProductID

Not used in this
release.

''

25

DriveAlias

Alias for the drive. 'drive1'

26

LastPosition

Drive position on
the mounted
media.

'-1'

The -1 value
means unknown
position or not
applicable. This
applies when the
media is not
mounted in the
drive ('no
cartridge
mounted').
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

27

DriveDisabledAdmin

Status of the
drive. These are
the possible
values:

'0'

• 0: The drive is
enabled
(default
value).
• 1: The drive is
disabled.
• 2: The drive is
set to a
maintenance
drive.
Only the
administrator can
set this field on
the command line
(mm_adm_drive).
28

DriveLastTimeRelease

Date/Time when
the drive is
released by a
mount request.

29

DriveClassName

Drive class
'LTO-ULTRIUM'
calculated from
the vendor ID
field provided by
the manufacturer.

'2014-09-11
15:28:14.803'

To list the
different classes,
see Example 7.
To list the classes
supported by
Media Manager..
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Column
Number

Name

Content

30

DriveTypeName

Name of the drive 'LTO-4'
type calculated
from the product
ID field provided
by the
manufacturer.

Value

To list the
different values,
see Example 8.
To list the drive
types for the LTO
class..
31

DriveTypeID

Identifier of the
drive type
(numeric value).

'65796'

To list the
different values,
see Example 8.
To list the drive
types for the LTO
class..

Field Names for the List of Drive Managers
This example shows the field names for the List of drive managers:
mm_adm_drive -l dm -@
'F09D183000@csc-docwin' 'F09D183000' 'csc-docwin' '' '4' '4' 'scsi'
'c5b0t0l0' '0'
This table describes the field names for the List of drive managers:
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

DMName

Name of the drive manager (DM)
that is used to manage the
connection between the drive and
Media Manager server.

'F09D183000@cscdocwin'

2

DriveName

Name of the drive for the selected
DM.

'F09D183000'
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

3

DMHost

Name of the host connected to the
drive.

'csc-docwin'

4

DMMessageLevel

Not used in this release.

''

5

DMStateHard

Drive connection status for the
selected host. These are the
possible values:

'4' (Ready)

• No value: The empty field is the
default value.
• 4 for Ready: The drive is
connected and ready for use.
• 5 for Broken: The drive is not
connected.
• 6 for Reservation Conflict: The
drive is already reserved by
another host.
• 7 for Busy: The drive is currently
used by another application on
the same host.
6

DMStateSoft

Indicates the status of the selected
DM. These are the possible
values:

'4' (Ready)

• 0 for Absent: The selected DM
is stopped and cannot be used
to exchange data between the
drive and Media Manager.
• 1 for Present: The selected DM
is started and can be used to
exchange data between the
drive and Media Manager after
having checked the drive
availability.
• 4 for Ready: The selected DM is
ready to exchange data
between Media Manager server
and the drive. This status is set
only after having checked the
drive availability with success.
7
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DMType

Type of the drive (scsi, acsls, etc.).

'scsi'
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

8

DMDevice
Descriptor

Device descriptor of the drive given 'c5b0t0l0'
by the operating system.

9

DMDisabledAdmin

Status of the drive for the host
specified in the DMHost column.
These are the possible values:

'0'

• 0: The drive is enabled (default
value).
• 1: The drive is disabled.
Only the administrator can set this
field on the command line (mm_
adm_drive).

mm_adm_library
Use the mm_adm_library command to perform these tasks:
•
List libraries or library managers in the Media Manager database.
•
List the mailbox properties in the Media Manager database.
•
Scan libraries.
•
Enable/disable libraries.
•
Enable/disable mailboxes of libraries.
•
Activate the automatic mode for media injection/ejection.
•
Trigger the injection of media.
•
Assign all the media that are currently in the library to the default media group of the library.
•
Set/Remove an alias for a library.
•
Identify the unknown media in a library.
•
Start/Stop library managers.
You can also perform some library operations through the ada_amm command. Atempo
recommends that you use the ada_amm command, which is the equivalent of the Miria
Administration Console. See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices for details.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_library command:
mm_adm_library [-l lib or lm] [-l lib lib_name]
[-l lm lm_name] [-l map or map map_name] [-s lib_name]
[-e lib_name] [-E lib lib_name] [-E lm lm_name]
[-x lib_name] [-X lib lib_name] [-X lm lm_name]
[-e map map_name] [-x map map_name] [-r lm lm_name]
[-i map_in_name] [-o map_out_name] [-I map_in_name]
[-F -i map_in_name] [-g lib_name] [-p lib_name alias]
[-p lib_name] [-t lib_name [-d drive_number]] [-b lm lm_name]
[-b lib lib_name] [-k lm lm_name] [-k lib lib_name] [-@]
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Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_library command:
Option

Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.

-l lib

Lists all libraries.
For each library, this option displays the column headers of the
LIBRARY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the LIBRARY table.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the output
display for the -l lib option.

-l lm

Lists all library managers.
For each library manager, this option displays the column headers of
the LM table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the LM table.
See Field Names for the List of Library Managers for details on the
output display for the -l lm option.

-l lib lib_name

Lists one library.
For the selected library, this option displays the column headers of
the LIBRARY table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the LIBRARY table.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the output
display for the -l lib option.

-l lm lm_name

Lists one library manager.
For the selected library manager, this option displays the column
headers of the LM table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the LM table.
See Field Names for the List of Library Managers for details on the
output display for the -l lm option.
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Option

Description

-l map

Lists the properties of all the mailboxes.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAACCESSPORT table.
See Field Names for the List of Mailboxes for details on the output
display for the -l map option.

-l map map_name

Lists the properties of one mailbox.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column
headers of the MEDIAACCESSPORT table.
See Field Names for the List of Mailboxes for details on the output
display for the -l map option.

-s lib_name

Updates the Media Manager database with a new inventory of the
library contents.

-e lib_name

Enables the use of the library by setting the library status to the 0
value in the LibraryDisabled column of the LIBRARY table.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column
contents.
The administrator can modify the library status on the command line
or on the mount request.
You can use a library if the LibraryDisabled and
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, and the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table are equal to 0.

-E lib lib_name

Enables the use of the library by setting the library status to the 0
value in the LibraryDisabledAdmin column of the LIBRARY table.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column
contents.
Only an administrator can modify the library status on the command
line.
You can use a library if the LibraryDisabled and
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, and the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table are equal to 0.
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Option

Description

-E lm lm_name

Enables the use of the library for the selected host by setting the
library status to the 0 value in the LMDisabledAdmin column of the
LM table. See Field Names for the List of Library Managers for details
on the column contents.
Only an administrator can modify the library status on the command
line.
You can use a library if the LibraryDisabled and
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, and the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table are equal to 0.

-x lib_name

Disables the use of the library by setting the library status to the 1
value in the LibraryDisabled column of the LIBRARY table. See
Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column
contents.
The library is disabled even if one of its drives has been already
allocated (i.e., the drive is present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
The administrator can modify the library status on the command line
or on the mount request.
You cannot use a library if one of the LibraryDisabled or
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, or the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table is set to 1.

-X lib lib_name

Disables the use of the library by setting the library status to the 1
value in the LibraryDisabledAdmin column of the LIBRARY table.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column
contents.
The library is disabled even if one of its drives has been already
allocated (present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
Only an administrator can modify the library status on the command
line.
You cannot use a library if one of the LibraryDisabled or
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, or the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table is set to 1.
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Option

Description

-X lm lm_name

Disables the use of the library for the selected host by setting the
library status to 1 in the LMDisabledAdmin column of the LM table.
See Field Names for the List of Library Managers for details on the
column contents.
The library is disabled even if one of its drives has been already
allocated (present in the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).
Only an administrator can modify the library status on the command
line.
You cannot use a library if one of the LibraryDisabled or
LibraryDisabledAdmin fields of the LIBRARY table, or the
LMDisabledAdmin field of the LM table is set to 1.

-e map map_name

Enables the mailbox of a library.

-x map map_name

Disables the mailbox of a library.
If a mailbox is disabled, no injection or ejection operation can be
performed with the mailbox.

-r lm lm_name

Resets the LMStateHard column in the LM table to the empty value
(default value). This column indicates the library connection status for
the selected host.
See Field Names for the List of Library Managers for details on
column contents.

-i map_in_name

Activates the automatic mode for media injection once. map_in_name
corresponds to the mailbox that is used to inject media.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details on media injection.

-o map_out_name

Activates the automatic mode for media ejection once. map_out_
name corresponds to the mailbox that is used to eject media.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details on media injection.

-I map_in_name

Triggers the injection of all media in a mailbox, even media that were
ejected by a prior request. map_in_name corresponds to the mailbox
that is used to inject media.
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details on media injection.
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Option

Description

-F -i map_in_name

Forces the automatic mode for media injection. map_in_name
corresponds to the mailbox that is used to inject media.
When forcing the automatic mode for media injection, both the new
media added into the mailbox and the media already present in the
mailbox are injected. Otherwise, only the new media added into the
mailbox is injected (i.e., -i map_in_name option).
See Injecting and Ejecting Media for details on media injection.

-g lib_name

Assigns all the media that are currently in the library to the default
media group of the library.

-p lib_name alias

Defines an alias for the selected library.

-p lib_name

Removes the alias for the selected library.

-t lib_name
[-d drive_number]

Triggers a request to identify the unknown media of the selected
library.
The -d option defines the number of drives to use for media
identification.
If the library contains less drives than the number of drives specified
by the -d option, media identification is performed with the real
number of drives.

-b lm lm_name

Starts or restarts the LM process associated with the selected LM.
An LM agent is started if its LM process is set to the PRESENT status
(LMStateSoft column equals to 1).
You can start an LM agent if the mm_agent service is started.

-b lib lib_name

Starts or restarts all the LM processes associated with the selected
library.
An LM agent is started if its LM process is set to the PRESENT status
(LMStateSoft column equals to 1).
You can start an LM agent if the mm_agent service is started.

-k lm lm_name

Stops the LM process associated with the selected LM.
An LM agent is stopped if its LM process is set to the ABSENT status
(LMStateSoft column equals to 0).

-k lib lib_name

Stops all the LM processes associated with the selected library.
An LM agent is stopped if its LM process is set to the ABSENT status
(LMStateSoft column equals to 0).
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Examples
Example 1. To list all the libraries in the database.
With the column headers of the LIBRARY table:
mm_adm_library -l lib
LibraryName |LMName |LibraryDisabled |LibraryBroken |LibraryStateSoft
|LibraryStateHard |SerialNumber |ProductID |LibraryAlias
|LibraryMAPInjectScanInterval |LibraryMAPEjectScanInterval |LibraryType
|CartridgeGroupName|
----------------+------------------+----------------+------+
001Y08EE0041 | |0 | | | |001Y08EE0041 | | |10 |10 |scsi |default|
0000068088831001 | |0 | | | |0000068088831001 | | |0 |0 |scsi |default|
Without the column headers of the LIBRARY table:
mm_adm_library -l lib -@
'001Y08EE0041' '' '0' '' '' '' '001Y08EE0041' '' '' '10' '10' 'scsi'
'default'
'0000068088831001' '' '0' '' '' '' '0000068088831001' '' '' '0' '0' 'scsi'
'default'
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column contents.
Example 2. To list the properties of all the mailboxes.
With the column headers of the MEDIAACCESSPORT table:
mm_adm_library -l map
MapName |LibraryName |MapAddress |MapMode |RequestState | MapDisabled |
----------------------------------+-------------------------+
* |undefined | | | |0|
none |undefined | | | |0|
map0@9036517EL110 |9036517EL110 |map0 |SCSI |available |0|
map0@DEC06030CW |DEC06030CW |map0 |SCSI |available |0|
map0@LLC51003348 |LLC51003348 |map0 |SCSI |available |0|
See Field Names for the List of Mailboxes for details on the column contents.
Example 3. To enable a library, you can use these options:
•
The -e option:
mm_adm_library –e 001Y08EE0041
This command sets the LibraryDisabled column of the LIBRARY table to 0. See
Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column contents.
•
The -E option:
mm_adm_library –E library 001Y08EE0041
This command sets the LibraryDisabledAdmin column of the LIBRARY table to 0.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column contents.
•
The -E option for the selected host:
mm_adm_library –E lm 001Y08EE0041@yaka2
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This command sets the LMDisabledAdmin column of the LM table to 0. See Field
Names for the List of Library Managers for details on the column contents.
Example 4. To disable a library, you can use these options:
•
The -x option:
mm_adm_library –x 001Y08EE0041
This command sets the LibraryDisabled column of the LIBRARY table to 1. See
Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column contents.
•
The -X option:
mm_adm_library –X library 001Y08EE0041
This command sets the LibraryDisabledAdmin column of the LIBRARY table to 1.
See Field Names for the List of Libraries for details on the column contents.
•
The -X option for the selected host:
mm_adm_library –X lm 001Y08EE0041@yaka2
This command sets the LMDisabledAdmin column of the LM table to 1. See Field
Names for the List of Library Managers for details on the column contents.
Example 5. To define or remove an alias for a library.
To define the alias lib1 for the library 001Y08EE0041:
mm_adm_library -p 001Y08EE0041 lib1
To remove the alias lib1 for the library 001Y08EE0041:
mm_adm_library -p 001Y08EE0041
Example 6. To identify the unknown media of a library.
This command enables you to identify the unknown media of the library 001Y08EE0041 with two
drives:
mm_adm_library -t 001Y08EE0041 -d 2
Example 7. To restart an LM.
Check that the LM is started (LMStateSoft=1 or 4 column):
mm_adm_library -l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '4' '4' 'scsi' '0'
Restart the LM:
mm_adm_library -b lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
succeed
Check that the LM is restarted (LMStateSoft=1 or 4 column):
mm_adm_library -l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '4' '4' 'scsi' '0'
Example 8. To stop an LM.
Check that the LM is started (LMStateSoft=1 or 4 column):
mm_adm_library -l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '4' '4' 'scsi' '0'
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Stop the LM:
mm_adm_library -k lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
succeed
Check that the LM is stopped (LMStateSoft=0 column):
mm_adm_library -l lm DEC06030CW@yaka2
'DEC06030CW@yaka2' 'DEC06030CW' 'yaka2' '' '' '0' 'scsi' '0'

Output Display for the lib, lm, or map Options
When you run the lib, lm, or map options of the mm_adm_library command, the output is
displayed as a series of values separated by single quotes with or without column headers,
depending on whether you use the -@ option. See Usage. Empty columns appear as double
quotes (for string values) or as '0' (for numerical values).

Field Names for the List of Libraries
This example shows the field names for the List of libraries:
mm_adm_library -l lib -@
'001Y08EE0041' '001Y08EE0041@yaka2' '0' '' '' '' '001Y08EE0041' '' 'lib1'
'10' '10' 'scsi' 'default'
'0000068088831001' '' '0' '' '' '' '0000068088831001' '' '' '0' '0' 'scsi'
'default' '0' '60' ''
This table describes the field names for the List of libraries:
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

LibraryName

Name of the library.

'001Y08EE0041'

2

LMName

Name of the library
manager (LM) that is
used to exchange data
between the library and
Media Manager server.

'001Y08EE0041@yaka2'
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

3

LibraryDisabled

Status of the library.
These are the possible
values:

'0'

• 0: The library is
enabled (default
value).
• 1: The library is
disabled.
Only the administrator
can set this field on the
command line (mm_adm_
library) or the mount
request.
4

LibraryBroken

Not used in this release.

''

5

LibraryStateSoft

Not used in this release.

''

6

LibraryStateHard

Not used in this release.

''

7

SerialNumber

Serial number of the
library.

'001Y08EE0041'

8

ProductID

Not used in this release.

''

9

LibraryAlias

Alias for the library.

'lib1'

10

LibraryMAPInject
ScanInterval

Time interval, in seconds, '10'
between two automatic
inject operations.
The value of this field
must be equal to or
greater than 10 seconds
(e.g., if you specify a fivesecond value, a tensecond value is used).
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Column
Number
11

Name

Content

Value

LibraryMAPEject
ScanInterval

Time interval, in seconds, '10'
between two automatic
eject operations.
The value of this field
must be equal to or
greater than 10 seconds
(e.g., if you specify a fivesecond value, a tensecond value is used).

12

LibraryType

Type of the library. These 'scsi'
are the possible values:
• scsi
• acsls
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Column
Number
13

Name

Content

Value

CartridgeGroup
Name

Name of the media group
to which the new media
discovered in this library
are assigned. These are
the possible values:

'default'

• cartgrp_<library_
name>:media group
name used when
creating a library
before migrating to a
higher version of
Media Manager.
• default: new media
group name used
when creating a library
with the higher version
of Media Manager.
The old media group
name cartgrp_
<library_name> is
kept for the existing
library.
• <my_media_group>:
any media group
name added into the
CartridgeGroupName
column.
14

LibraryDisabledAdmin

Status of the library.
These are the possible
values:

'0'

• 0: The library is
enabled (default
value).
• 1: The library is
disabled.
Only the administrator
can set this field on the
command line (mm_adm_
library).
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Column
Number
15

Name

Content

Value

LibraryMaintenanceTimeou
t

Timeout in seconds
required to enable the
automatic mode for
media identification.

'60'

If the timeout is equal to
0, the automatic mode for
media identification is
disabled.
16

IsUseAnyDrvType

Indicates if the ACSLS
library is configured with
only one drive type or
with any drive type.

''

These are the possible
values:
• Empty: The drive type
is undefined (default
value).
• 0: The ACSLS library
can use only one drive
type.
• 1: The ACSLS library
can use any drive
type.

Field Names for the List of Library Managers
This example shows the field names for the List of library managers:
mm_adm_library -l lm -@
'ADICA0C0308002_LLA@csc-docwin' 'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' 'csc-docwin' '' '4'
'4' '0'
This table describes the field names for the List of library managers:
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

LMName

Name of the library manager (LM)
that is used to exchange data
between the library and
Media Manager server.

'ADICA0C0308002_
LLA@csc-docwin
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

2

LibraryName

Name of the library for the selected
LM.

ADICA0C0308002_
LLA'

3

LMHost

Name of the host connected to the
library.

'csc-docwin'

4

LMMessageLevel

Not used in this release.

''

5

LMStateHard

Library connection status for the
selected host. These are the
possible values:

'4' (Ready)

• No value: The empty field is the
default value.
• 4 for Ready: The library is
connected and ready for use.
6

LMStateSoft

Indicates the status of the selected
LM. These are the possible values:

'4' (Ready)

• 0 for Absent: The selected LM is
stopped and cannot be used to
exchange data between the
library and Media Manager.
• 1 for Present: The selected LM
is started and can be used to
exchange data between the
library and Media Manager after
having checked the library
connection.
• 4 for Ready: The selected LM is
ready to exchange data
between Media Manager server
and the library. This status is set
only after having checked the
library connection with success.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

7

LMDisabledAdmin

Status of the library for the host
specified in the LMHost column.
These are the possible values:

'0'

• 0 : The library is enabled
(default value).
• 1 : The library is disabled.
Only the administrator can set this
field on the command line (mm_
adm_library).

Field Names for the List of Mailboxes
This example shows the field names for the List of mailboxes:
mm_adm_library -l map -@
'*' 'undefined' '' '' '''0'
'none' 'undefined' '' '' '''0'
'map0@9036517EL110' '9036517EL110' 'map0' 'SCSI' 'available''0'
'map0@DEC06030CW' 'DEC06030CW' 'map0' 'SCSI' 'available''0'
'map0@LLC51003348' 'LLC51003348' 'map0' 'SCSI' 'available''0'
This table describes the field names for the List of mailboxes:
Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

1

MapName

Name of the mailbox used to inject
or eject the media.

'
map0@LLC51003348'

2

LibraryName

Name of the library.

'LLC51003348'

3

MapAddress

Address of the mailbox.

'map0'

For an SCSI library, this field is not
used.
For an ACSLS library, the address of
each mailbox is given by the
contents of these fields:
• ASC. Identifier of the ACSLS
library.
• LMS. Library Manager Server
linked to the ACSLS server that
manages the ACSLS library.
• CAP. Cartridge Access Port.
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

4

MapMode

Library type: SCSI or ACSLS.

'SCSI'

5

RequestState

Not used in this release.

'available'

6

MapDisabled

Status of the mailbox:

'0'

• Enabled = 1
• Disabled = 0

mm_adm_mount
Use this command to mount media from slot to drive and unmount media from drive to slot.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_mount command to mount a media:
mm_adm_mount -b barcode [-s drive_host] [-d drive] [-p] [-R]
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_mount command to unmount a
media:
mm_adm_mount -u -d drive

Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_mount command:
Option

Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.

-b
barcode

Specifies the barcode of the media to be mounted. This option is mandatory.

-s drive_
host

Specifies the name of the host used to mount a given media.
If drive_host is replaced by the string any (-s any), any available host is used to
perform the mount request.
If the option is not specified, the name of the host corresponds to the name of the
local machine that runs the mm_adm_mount command.

-d drive

Specifies the drive in which the media is mounted or from which the media is
unmounted.
It is not necessary to specify this option in case of a mount operation. Any drive
present on the given host is selected to mount a given media.
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Option

Description

-p

Prevents Media Manager from updating the database fingerprint when mounting a
media.
Without this option (default mode), the media fingerprint in the database is
updated with the fingerprint read from the media.

-R

Specifies to mount the media in Read mode. By default, this option is not present
and the media is mounted in Read/Write mode.

-u

Unmounts a media from the selected drive

-x

Runs a sub-command after the mount operation has been completed
successfully.
When a media is mounted in a drive, the drive and the media are reserved for the
internal use of the script.
Once the sub-command has been completed, the mm_adm_mount session is
closed (i.e., the allocated resources are released and the connection with the
media server is closed).
Mount information is available via these environment variables:
•
•
•
•

AMM_MNT_DEVICE
AMM_MNT_BARCODE
AMM_MNT_HOST
AMM_MNT_DRIVE

Examples
Example 1. These are the four possible ways to mount a media:
•
mm_adm_mount -b 3DW609LT

•

The host that mounts the media is the local machine from which the command is sent. The
drive that mounts the media is selected by the server.
mm_adm_mount -b 3DW609LT -s enverite

•

The host that mounts the media is provided. The drive that mounts the media is selected by
the server.
mm_adm_mount -b 3DW609LT -d 1068011564

•

The host that mounts the media is the local machine from which the command is sent. The
drive that mounts the media is provided.
mm_adm_mount -b 3DW609LT -s enverite -d 1068011564
All the resources (host, drive) required to mount the media are provided.

Example 2. To run a sub-command.
Windows.
D:\ > mm_adm_mount -d drive -b barcode -s drive_host -x cmd.exe
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D:>mm_adm_mount -b 4tina_1 -d 4tina_d2 -s sarine -x cmd.exe
mount succeeded (device = NA)
[Notice] Running sub-command: cmd.exe
=============================================================
Microsoft Windows [Version 5.2.3790]
(C) Copyright 1985-2003 Microsoft Corp.
D:>set | grep MNT
AMM_MNT_BARCODE=4tina_1
AMM_MNT_DEVICE=NA
AMM_MNT_DRIVE=4tina_d2
AMM_MNT_HOST=sarine
D:\yht\Subversion\cmd_mnt\valid\bin>exit
=============================================================
[Notice] End of mm_adm_mount command
D:>mm_adm_mount -b 4tina_1 -d 4tina_d2 -s sarine -x "mm_adm_mountphysical -l
lib"
[Notice] Use localhost for the server name (MM_SERVER_NAME)
mount succeeded (device = NA)
[Notice] Running sub-command: mm_adm_mountphysical -l lib
=============================================================
9 admin 4tina_d2 4tina 4tina_1 2012-05-11 15:29:21.556 sarine
=============================================================
[Notice] End of mm_adm_mount command
D:>
macOS. - UNIX.
# mm_adm_mount -d drive -b barcode -s drive_host -x $SHELL
# mm_adm_mount -d 0123456 -b 00001 -s sarine -x $SHELL
mount succeeded (device = /dev/nst0)
[Notice] Running sub-command: /bin/bash
=========================================
bash-4.1$ env | grep MNT
AMM_MNT_HOST=sarine
AMM_MNT_BARCODE=00001
AMM_MNT_DRIVE=0123456
AMM_MNT_DEVICE=/dev/nst0
bash-4.1$ exit 7
exit
=========================================
[Warning] sub-command returned error 7
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[Notice] End of mm_adm_mount command
Example 3. This example shows how to mount a media and to run ada_pax as a sub-command
to retrieve all the media global headers.
Windows.
%AMM_HOME%\bin\mm_adm_mount –b <barcode> -d <drive>
–s <drive_host> -x “%ADA_HOME%\Binary\Bin\ada_pax.exe -l -d %AMM_MNT_
DEVICE%:all > c:\temp\%AMM_MNT_BARCODE%.txt 2> &1”
macOS. - Unix.
$AMM_HOME/bin/mm_adm_mount –b <barcode> -d <drive>
–s <drive_host> -x “$AMM_HOME/Binary/Bin/ada_pax -l -d \$AMM_MNT_
DEVICE:all &> /tmp/\$AMM_MNT_BARCODE.txt”
Do not forget to specify the % symbol before and after the environment variables (for
Windows) or a backslash (\) before the environment variables (for UNIX) to have them
taken into account.
These operations are performed:
•
The media with barcode <barcode> is mounted in drive <drive> on host <drive_host>.
•
Once the media is mounted, the Media Manager mount lock is still active until the subcommand specified with the -x option is completed. The media and the drive used are set
in the AMM_MNT_BARCODE and AMM_MNT_DEVICE environment variables.
•
The ada_pax sub-command lists all (:all) the global headers (-l) by reading the drive (d) set in the AMM_MNT_DEVICE environment variable.
•
The command output is redirected to the c:\temp\%AMM_MNT_BARCODE%.txt file
(Windows) or the /tmp/$AMM_MNT_BARCODE.txt file (UNIX).
The ada_pax command displays the global headers on the error output. You must then use an
ampersand (&) to redirect the error output to the standard output.
If the system driver is not updated, the ada_pax command fails. You must then specify the
block size used to read the media with the -b option (by default, Miria writes in 128k.
See Retrieving Data Archived in tar Format: ada_pax for details on the ada_pax command.
Example 4. To mount a media with fingerprint update.
In this example, the database fingerprint is empty and the media contains data.
First, check that the database fingerprint is empty (the CartridgeDigest column of the
CARTRIDGE table is empty):
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 000185L4
Then mount the media:
mm_adm_mount -b 000185L4 -d HU172404C2
Finally, check that the database fingerprint has been updated to the
sdTNTGT/TDI0HiFevALsaw== value (the CartridgeDigest column of the CARTRIDGE table is
not empty):
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 000185L4
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See Field Names for the List of Media for details on the column contents.
Example 5. To mount a media without fingerprint update
In this example, the database fingerprint is empty and the media contains data.
First, check that the database fingerprint is empty (the CartridgeDigest column of the
CARTRIDGE table is empty):
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 000185L4
Then mount the media:
mm_adm_mount -b 000185L4 -d HU172404C2 -p
Finally, check that the database fingerprint has NOT been updated (the CartridgeDigest
column of the CARTRIDGE table is still empty):
mm_adm_cartridge -l cart 000185L4
See Field Names for the List of Media for details on the column contents.
Example 6. To mount a media in Read mode
In this example, the media QA1010L4 is mounted in Read mode:
mm_adm_mount -b QA1010L4 -R

mm_adm_mountphysical
Use this command to list all the allocated resources (drives, media) to an application that sends a
mount or unmount operation to the Media Manager server. No application can use these
allocated resources until the owner of the application releases them (i.e., until these allocated
resources are deleted from the MOUNTPHYSICAL table).

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_adm_mountphysical command:
mm_adm_mountphysical [-l lib] [-l lib lib_name] [-@]

Options
This table describes the options available in the mm_adm_mountphysical command:
Option

Description

-h

Provides help on available commands.

-l lib

Lists all the allocated resources (drives, media) for all libraries.
For each library, this option displays the column headers of the
MOUNTPHYSICAL table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers of
the MOUNTPHYSICAL table.
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Option

Description

-l lib
lib_name

Lists all the allocated resources (drives, media) for one library.
For the selected library, this option displays the column headers of the
MOUNTPHYSICAL table in the database.
Use the -@ option at the end of the command line to hide the column headers of
the MOUNTPHYSICAL table.

Example. To list all the allocated resources for all the database libraries.
With the column headers of the MOUNTPHYSICAL table:
mm_adm_mountphysical -l lib
SessionID |ApplicationName |DriveName |LibraryName |CartridgePCL |SideName
|SlotName |MountPhysicalTimeWhenMounted|Host |
----------------+------------------+----------------+-------+
6 |new_app |1K10003283 |001Y08EE0041 |QA1010L4 | | |2012-09-11 15:28:14.803
|enverite |
Without the column headers of the MOUNTPHYSICAL table:
mm_adm_mountphysical -l lib -@
'6' 'new_app' '1K10003283' '001Y08EE0041' 'QA1010L4' '' '' '2012-09-11
15:28:14.803' 'enverite'
See Field Names for the List of Mounted Drives for details on the column contents.

Output Display for the lib Option
When you run the lib option of the mm_adm_mountphysical command, the output is displayed
as a series of values separated by single quotes with or without column headers, depending on
whether you use the -@ option. See Usage.

Field Names for the List of Mounted Drives
This example shows the field names for the List of mounted drives:
mm_adm_mountphysical -l lib -@
'6' 'new_app' '1K10003283' '001Y08EE0041' 'QA1010L4' '' '' '2012-09-11
15:28:14.803' 'enverite'
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This table describes the field names for the List of mounted drives:
Column
Number

Name

Content

1

SessionID

ID of the
'6'
Media Manager
session allocated by
the server to
communicate with any
Media Manager
command (mm_adm_
mount, etc.). The ID
ranges from 0 through
1023.

2

ApplicationName

Name of the
application that sends
a request to
Media Manager.

'new_app'

3

DriveName

Name of the drive
used to
mount/unmount the
media.

'1K10003283'

4

LibraryName

Name of the library
where the
mounted/unmounted
media is located.

'001Y08EE0041'

Value

By default, this is:
• The serial number
for a tape library
(e.g.,
000086003126).
• Undefined, if the
media is outside a
library.
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5

CartridgePCL

Media barcode.

'QA1010L4'

6

SideName

Not used in this
release.

''

7

SlotName

Not used in this
release.

''
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Column
Number

Name

Content

Value

8

MountPhysicalTimeWhenMounted

Date when the record
is added to the
MOUNTPHYSICAL
table.

'2012-09-11
15:28:14.803'

9

Host

Name of the host that
is used to
mount/unmount the
media.

'enverite'

mm_server
Use this command to restore the Media Manager database from a backup file. The backup files to
restore are named amm_db_dump_<backup_creation_date> (e.g., amm_db_dump_Tue_08_
Dec_2015_09_01_16_GMT) and are located in this directory:
•
Windows. %AMM_HOME%\db_backup
•
UNIX. $AMM_HOME/db_backup
You must stop the Media Manager server before restoring its database.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the mm_server command:
mm_server --restore <backup_file_path>

Options
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the mm_server command:
Argument

Description

-r <backup_file_
path> or
--restore
<backup_file_
path>

Restores the Media Manager database from a backup file.
<backup_file_path> corresponds to the full path of the backup
directory and the name of the backup file.
These are the possible values for this option:
• Both the full path of the backup directory and the name of the backup
file.
• Only the full path of the backup directory.
• Only the name of the backup file.
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Argument

Description
This option is not mandatory. If you do not specify it, Media Manager
uses these default values:
• The default full path of the backup directory :
Windows. %AMM_HOME%\db_backup
UNIX. $AMM_HOME/db_backup
• The default backup file used to restore the Media Manager database
is the most recent file saved into the backup directory.

-v or -version

Specifies the version of Media Manager server.

-h or -help

Provides help on available commands.

The other options are either used by the Setup or correspond to operations performed when
starting the Media Manager server service.
Example. To restore the Media Manager database from the most recent default backup file.
MediaManager\bin>mm_adm_database.exe --backup
Backup file: c:\Program Files\Atempo\MediaManager/db_backup/amm_db_dump_Mon_
_03_Jan_2011_09_49_34_GMT
C:\Program Files\Atempo\MediaManager\bin>mm_server -r amm_db_dump_Mon__03_
Jan_20 11_09_49_34_GMT [Debug] dropdb done: why = 1, exit status = 0
[Debug] pg_restore done: why = 1, exit status = 0
[Debug] Database AMM restored from C:\Program Files\Atempo\MediaManager/db_
backup/amm_db_dump_Mon__03_Jan_2011_09_49_34_GMT

Logging In to the Graphical Interfaces
Instead of using the graphical method, you can log in to the:
•
Miria Administration Console by running the ada_admin.exe file.
•
Miria User Interface by running the ada_ui.exe file.
By creating a batch file that executes the appropriate command, you can launch the desired
interface with all the parameters set and without the need to complete each time the fields of the
login window.
See Logging In to the Administration Console for details on the Miria Administration Console and
the Miria User Documentation for details on the Miria User Interface.

General Usage
ada_ui -server=server_name[:port] [-dbname=database_name] (-trusted_mode=
(0|1) | -user=username [-pwd=password]) [-proxyIODomain=domain_name] [-su=
(0|1)] -help
To enter the options, you can use either syntax, '-' or '/'.
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This table describes the options that you can use in the command line with the ada_admin.exe
or ada_ui.exe files:
Option

Description

-server=server_
name[:port_
number]

Name of the Miria server and port number, usually 80.

dbname=
database_name

Database instance you want to use for Miria. The default name is Miria.

-trusted_mode=
(0|1)

User Interface only. Specifies that Miria trusts the control performed at
domain level. You automatically log in without providing a user name and
a password.
To activate the trusted user mode, enter 1.

proxyiodomain=
name

Name of a logical domain that is associated with a proxyIO definition.
If you specify this argument, Miria uses this information to compute the
ProxyIO mapping.
See Proxy I/O Domain for details.

-user=username

Miria user logging in to the Miria Administration Console.

-pwd=password

Password associated with the user.

-su=(0|1)

Administration Console Only. To log in as a super user to perform all
administration tasks.
To activate the super user mode, enter 1.

-help

Opens a window that displays the available Command Line Options (i.e.,
the options described in this table), before launching the interface.
The parameters set on the Command Line have the priority over either
the Windows Register or the .ini file.

To log in to the Miria Administration Console
l
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Enter this complete command line C:\Program Files\Atempo\ADA_ADMIN\ followed by
the executable file that matches your Operating System and the options that you want to
use.
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This table describes the executable files that you can run depending on your Operating
System:
Executable File

Launches the

ADA_ADMIN.exe

Miria Administration Console in a 32-bits environment.

ADA_ADMIN_64.exe Miria Administration Console in a 64-bits environment.
Example. You create a batch file containing this command:
“C:\Program Files\Atempo\ADA_ADMIN\ADA_ADMIN_64.exe” -server=adadoc:85 proxyiodomain=Atempo -user=networkadmin -pwd=123456
Where:
ADA_ADMIN_64.exe designates a 64 bits executable file that launches the Miria
Administration Console.
adadoc is the server name.
85 designates the port that the server uses.
Atempo is the name of the ProxyIO domain.
networkadmin is the user name.
123456 is the password associated with the user.
This user is connected to the Miria local database (i.e., ADA) and his interface displays in
English.
To log in to the Miria User Interface
l

Enter this complete command line C:\Program Files\Atempo\ADA_UI\ followed by the
executable file that matches your Operating System and the options that you want to use.
This table describes the executable files that you can run depending on your Operating
System:
Executable File Launches the
ADA_UI.exe

Miria User Interface in a 32-bits environment.

ADA_UI_64.exe

Miria User Interface in a 64-bits environment.

Example. You create a batch file containing this command:
“C:\Program Files\Atempo\ADA_UI\ADA_UI.exe” -server=adadoc:85 -trusted_
mode=1
Where:
ADA_UI.exe designates a 32 bits executable file that launches the Miria User
Interface.
adadoc is the server name.
85 designates the port that the server uses.
-trusted_mode=1 indicates that the user is logged onto the server in trusted
domain mode with the machine local login.
This user is connected to the Miria local database (i.e., Miria).
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ada_archive Command with a Plugin
This topic describes how to use the ada_archive command line tool with a plugin that applies a
specific treatment to the Miria archiving task.
A plugin is an external file that permits accurate automated selection of a list of files for archiving.
It replaces manually dragging the files from the Miria User Interface.
For plugins customized to your company needs, contact Atempo Professional Services.

Usage
These are the arguments that you can use with the ada_archive command to set up a plugin:
C:\ADA\Binary\Bin> ada_archive -plugin path_of_plug-in -root_path RootPath
[-criterion_extension extensionofmetadatafile] [-to_validate] [-no_wait] [parallel_job_count JobCount] [-list] [-target Platform]Atempo[-os_type
OsType]

Command Parameters
This table describes the arguments that you can use with the ada_archive command:
Option

Description

-plugin PlugInFullPath

Path of the plugin.

-root_path RootPath

Folder from which to begin archiving.

[-criterion_extension
extensionofmetadatafile]

Metadata to be associated with archived files in
automated use. They must be defined in an external
file with an extension of your choice.
This parameter enables you to define the extension
of the external file.
Example. An archived file called MyFile.doc must be
associated with metadata defined in the MyFile.ini
file. This parameter takes the ini value.
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[-to_validate]

Provides the To validate status to the archiving job
and sends an email to user(s) to warn them to
validate the job.

[-no_wait]

Specifies to end the command without waiting for the
archiving job to be completed.

[-parallel_job_count JobCount]

Maximum number of jobs that can run
simultaneously.
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Option

Description

[-list]

Simulates the archiving without actually doing it.
This option produces a list of included and excluded
files with corresponding sizes on disk. Enables
checking of the archive selection prior to launching.
If you use this option with a plugin, a summary of the
results of the simulated archiving is sent to the
console along with the list of files.

[-target Platform]

Name of the agent on which the plugin is to operate.

[-os_type OsType]

Type of the stream.
Optional if agent has only one stream defined.

The command can return these error codes:
•
0 indicates no error.
•
1 indicates a run error.
See the Miria event logs.
Example 1. ada_archive use with -list option and plugin.
ada_archive invokes the PlugIn_Standard.pm plugin located in the Perl\ADA\RLE path. The
-list option displays the files that the plugin would archive if it were to run with a summary of the
simulated job; however, no archiving actually takes place.
ada_archive -plugin Perl\ADA\RLE\PlugIn_Standard.pm -root_path
D:\PERSO\Data\events -list
Information:
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\201100301-161449_hsmlog.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\201100301-181549_hsmlog.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\20110211-155337_hsmlog.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\20110211-161449_hsmlog.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_000.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_001.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_003.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_004.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
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- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_005.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_008.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_009.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_event_010.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)
- D:\PERSO\Data\events\ada_mt_event.txt sélectionné
(DefPlugin,/D/PERSO/Data/events)

WARNING:
- Unable to set privilege for( SE_ASSIGNPRIMARYTOKEN_NAME, SE_TCB_NAME )
Analyzed files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 2.21
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 2.21
Example 2. This example runs the same ada_archive command and plugin as in the previous
example, but this time without the -list option. The command executes and presents a
summary but no list of archived files.
C:\ADA_Server\Binary\Bin>ada_archive -plugin Perl\ADA\RLE\PlugIn_Standard.pm
-root_path D:\PERSO\Data\events

Analyzed files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 2.21
Selected files:
Number: 14
Volume (MB): 2.21

Panasas Filer
This topic describes the two modes in which the Panasas filer can function.
The Miria Compatibility Guide applying to the Miria agent that performs the data transfer to/from a
Panasas filer managed through the PanFS / DirectFlow protocol is a mix between the Miria's and
the Panasas compatibility guides. Therefore, to perform the data transfer, you can use only Miria
agents running on Linux platforms supported by Miria agents.
When declaring your infrastructure to Miria, create the archiving platform that matches your use
case depending on the connection protocol that you want to leverage to the Panasas Filer.
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See NAS Platforms for details.
You can use the Panasas filer with either the NFS/Cifs or the PanFS / DirectFlow protocols.

As a NAS Using NFS/Cifs protocol
When the Panasas Filer works as a NAS using NFS/Cifs protocol:
>
Declare the Panasas Filer in Miria as a standard NAS archiving platform.
In this case, you can use Proxy I/O.

As an Agent Using PanFS/DirectFlow Protocol
When the Panasas Filer is managed through the PanFS / DirectFlow protocol, Miria detecs it as a
local file system to the platform. In this case:
>
Install a Linux Miria agent directly on the platform that uses the PanFS / DirectFlow protocol.

Integration Using Web Services / REST API
This topic describes the Web services / REST API provided by Atempo that you can use to
perform some Miria operations in your production environment through HTTP requests.
These topics are intended for developers who are familiar with developing Web services.

Miria Web Services
Web services enable third-party applications to make HTTP requests to Miria to perform
functions such as archiving data, getting status, or retrieving data. Onced the task performed,
Miria sends its response back to the requesting application as an XML file.
This table describes Miria Web services that you can use with HTTP requests:

Miria

Web Service

Description

archiveFile

Archives a file to the specified archive folder.

cp

Copies files and directories from a platform to another.

fileSearch

Search for files in the archive project based on criteria provided

deleteFile

Marks as deleted, file(s) from an archive project.

fileCheck

Checks if specified file(s) exist(s) in the archive project.

createFolder

Creates an archive folder in the specified archive.

archiveFolder

Archives recursively a folder and its sub-objects to the specified
archive folder.
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Web Service

Description

deleteObject

Deletes an archived file or directory.

getDeviceList

Obtains the list of all libraries and drives connected to a given
platform.

getDriveStatus

Obtains the status of all the drives managed by the specified
Media Manager storage manager.

getFileStatus

Obtains the status of the specified archived file.

getJobStatus

Obtains the status of the specified job.

getLibraryStatus

retrieves the status of the Media Manager libraries.

getPlatformStatus

retrieves the status, type, and operating system of a Miria platform.

getMediaList

Obtains the list of media based on some criteria.

getServerInfo

Returns information about the Miria server installation (server name,
HTTP port, HTTPS port).

ls

Lists the contents of an archive folder. Obtains the name and type of
each archived object.

reportVolume

Generates a report of the volume of archived data.

retrieveFile

Retrieves an archived file to the specified destination.

retrieveFolder

Enables to restore the entire tree structure of a Folder or Directory
present in an archive projet.

dbMonitor

Displays the information on the database monitoring.

launchTask

Launches the specified task.

Implementing Web Services
To implement Web services in your company, you must perform these two steps:

Generating the URL
To make Miria requests through the Web services, you must build the basic ADA:WS Web service
URL, to which you then add the different commands and options.
This URL is built using the ada_service command and does not require any preliminary
configuration. The URL is based on the database and user name information, and by default is
encoded using the Miria version. Hence, the URL expires at each Miria upgrade, and you must
generate a new one.
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To keep the same URL regardless of Miria version, set the url_passcode tunable before
generating it. The URL is encoded using a passcode rather than the version.
See Tunables and Environment Variables for details on the url_passcode tunable.
To build the basic URL
1.

2.

On the Miria server or agent:
Windows. Select Start All Programs Miria Miria Environment Command Prompt.
macOS. - Unix. Open a terminal in the $ADA_HOME$/Binary directory and set the Miria
environment by running the . .ADA.sh command.
Type the command:
ada_service -build_url | -build_url_s -identity user:password
Use -build_url_s to generate a secured URL.
Note: To use the -build_url_s option, you must have configured the Miria server to
accept HTTPS connections. See the Miria Installation Documentation for details.
The command returns the URL corresponding to your environment, as well as this
additional information:
•
The user who built the URL
•
The passcode used to encode the URL
•
The protocol supported by the URL

Example. The ada_service -build_url -identity root: command returns this
information:
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b766531/ADA/WS
Available methods in ADA:WS package are : deleteFile, fileSearch,
getServerInfo, getJobStatus, retrieveFile, retrieveFolder, archiveFile,
archiveFolder, deleteObject, getFileStatus, getDriveStatus,
getLibraryStatus, getPlatformStatus, ls, createFolder, getMediaList, cp,
reportVolume, getDeviceList, dbMonitor, launchTask, fileCheck
User: root
Passcode used: 3_10_1_7
Protocol Supported: HTTP

Running the Web Service Requests
The Miria server handles all the Web service HTTP requests. You can run these requests from a:
•
Web browser. Enter the request in the address bar of a Web browser anywhere on the
network.
Or
•
Third-party application set to run HTTP requests. Configure your application to run the
Miria requests.
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HTTP Request
To make an HTTP request, use this syntax:
<URL><operation>?<option1>=<value1>&<option2>=<value2>...
This table describes the parameters that you must configure to make an HTTP request:
Parameter

Description

<URL>

URL corresponding to your Miria environment.
First generate this URL as described in Generating the URL.

<operation>

Name of the Web service operation that you are requesting, such as
archiveFile.

<option1>

Name of the operation option, such as src to indicate the source file.

<value1>

Value of the option, such as C:\Temp\rules.xml to indicate the file path.
The value must be encoded according to the RFC 3986 (e.g., a space must
be replaced by %20.)

Important: An operation succeeds only if the user specified when building the URL is
granted the corresponding right in Miria (e.g., to run the archiveFile request, the user
must be granted the Archive right).
See Creating a Project Archive and List of Default and Advanced Settings for details.

XML Result
This HTTP request returns as a result an XML document displayed in the Web browser. You can
either read it in the Web browser or configure an application to interpret the XML result.
Example. To get the status of job 151, run this request:
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/get
JobStatus?job_id=151
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The results are displayed in an XML document (Figure 83).

Figure 83: Results of the HTTP request

Archiving a File
To archive a file, apply this procedure.

Operation
archiveFile archives a file in a Miria archive folder.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the archiveFile command:
•
src=[host@]path_on_OS indicates the path of the file that you want to archive. The host
specified by [host@] must be a Miria agent.
You do not have to provide the host name if the file to archive is located on the Miria server.
•
•

dst=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path of the archive folder in which you want
to archive the file. If the archive folder does not exist, Miria creates it automatically.
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

Advanced Settings Options
These options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the archiving job. They override
the settings defined in the Miria Administration Console.
See Archiving Settingsfor details on settings related to archiving.
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These are the Advanced Settings options that you can apply:
•
archiving_policy=policy_name specifies that the same archiving policy applies to both
Windows and Unix or macOS.
•
windows_archiving_policy=policy_name specifies the Windows archiving policy to be
used.
•
unix_archiving_policy=policy_name specifies the Unix or macOS archiving policy to
be used.
•
custom_media_rule=rule_name specifies the custom media rule to be used.
•
parallel_class_archiving=1 creates multiple streams for simultaneous archiving of
several files or directories.
•
post_archiving=no_action|0| file_deletion|1| hsm_cli|2| hsm_fd|3 specifies
the action to perform on the source files after archiving. These are the available actions:
–
no_action|0 (default value) indicates that Miria performs no action on the source
files.
–
file_deletion|1 indicates that Miria deletes files from the source as soon as they
are sent to the Miria server.
–
hsm_cli|2 indicates that Miria deletes files from the source. In their place, Miria
creates an HSM Client stub.
–
hsm_fd|3 indicates that Miria deletes files from the source. In their place, Miria
creates an HSM Filter Driver stub.
•
collect_metadata=1 collects audiovisual and image metadata during archiving so that
you can use it for searches on archives.
•
collect_pr_metadata=1 collects partial retrieval metadata during archiving.
•
collect_mime=1 collects the MIME type of file format during archiving.
•
prevent_dir_spanning=level indicates the directory level that you want to archive as a
whole on a single media.
Use this setting when archiving with Media Manager to avoid file tree splitting and make
retrieval from the media file system easier. The value is an integer between 0 and 99.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/arc
hiveFile?src=macdc@C:\Temp\rules.xml&dst=Documentation@/Atempo%20Media%20Man
ager/V32SP3

XML Result
The archiveFile result is returned once the archiving job is initiated, without waiting for the job
to be completed. To know the archiving job status, use the getJobStatus Web service.
See Obtaining a Job Status for details.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T15:53:13Z</request_date>
<operation>archiveFile</operation>
<job_id>863</job_id>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg/>
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</XmlResponse>

Searching for files
To search a file, apply this procedure.

Operation
fileSearch searches for files in the archive project based on criteria provided.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the fileSearch command:
•
metadata=key:value,key:value, … describes specific metadata the user wants to use
to search files. This option could be combined with others.
•
filename=file.docx is the name of the file in the archive the user is searching for. %
could be used as wildcard character. This option could be combined with others.
•
path=ArchiveName@/dir1/dir2/ indicates on which path we restrict the operation.
•
start_date=yyyymmdd indicates the archiving starting date. This option can be used
alone or combined with the end_date. This option lets the user specify a date range to
search for files. This option could also be combined with others.
•
end_date=yyyymmdd indicates the archiving end date. This option can be used alone or
combined with the start_date. This option could also be combined with others.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/fil
eSearch?path=Documentation@/Dir1/Dir2&metadata=mountPoint:10909,date:90990

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T15:53:13Z</request_date>
<operation>fileSearch</operation>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<Results number=”5”/>
<filesList>
<file Name=”archive@Documentation:/Dir1/Dir2/file.docx”/>
<file Name=”archive@Documentation/Dir1/Dir2/file2.docx”/>
<file Name=” archive@Documentation/Dir1/Dir2/file3.docx”/>
<file Name=” archive@Documentation/Dir1/Dir2/file4.docx”/>
<file Name=” archive@Documentation/Dir1/Dir2/file5.docx”/>
</filesList>
<ErrorMsg/>
</XmlResponse>
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Deleting a file
To delete a file, apply this procedure.

Operation
deleteFile marks file(s) from an archive project as deleted.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the deleteFile command:
•
file=ArchiveName@filePathInArchive indicates the path of the file in the archive folder
to mark as deleted.
•
filesList=[host@]path_on_os indicates the path of a file containing the list of files to
mark as deleted. This option replaces and overrides previous ones. To be valid, this file
must contain one filePathInArchive by line. The host specified by [host@] must be a Miria
agent or a platform name.
•
path=ArchiveName@/dir1/dir2/ indicates on which path the operation is restricted. This
option replaces and overrides file & filesList options, but should be combined with
one or many of the following options: metadatas, start_date, end_date or filename.
•
metadata=key:value,key:value, … describes specific metadata to use to identify files
to mark as deleted. This option should be used with path option, but it could be combined
with others.
•
start_date=yyyymmdd indicates the archiving starting date. This option can be used
alone or combined with the end_date option. This option allows to specify a date range to
identify the deleted target. This option replaces and overrides file & filesList & path
options, but it could be combined with others.
•
end_date=yyyymmdd indicates the archiving end date. This option can be used alone or
combined with the start_date option. This option replaces and overrides file & filesList
& path options, but it could be combined with others.
•
filename=filename: used with the option path to indicate a simple name of file to delete.
% could be used as wildcard character. This option deletes the filename recursively
through folder and subfolder of the archive tree, indicated by the option path.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/del
eteFile?file=Documentation@Dir1/Dir2/file.docx

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T15:53:13Z</request_date>
<operation>deleteFile</operation>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>
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Checking the existence of files
To check if a file exist, apply this procedure.

Operation
fileCheck checks if specified file(s) exist(s) in the archive project.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the fileCheck command:
•
file=ArchiveName@filePathInArchive indicates the path of the file in the archive to
check.
•
filesList=[host@]path_on_os indicates the path of a file containing a list of files to
check. This option replaces and overrides previous ones. To be valid, this file must contain
one filePathInArchive by line. The host specified by [host@] must be an Miria agent or a
platform name.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/fil
eCheck?file=Documentation@Dir1/Dir2/file.docx

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T15:53:13Z</request_date>
<operation>fileCheck</operation>
<existingFiles>1</ existingFiles>
<notexistingFiles>0</ existingFiles>
<filesList>
<file Name=”/Dir1/Dir2/file.docx”>
<status>1</status>
</file>
</filesList>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>

Creating an Archive Folder
To create an archive folder, apply this procedure.

Operation
createFolder creates an archive folder in a Miria archive.
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Options
These are the options that you can use with the createFolder command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path and name of the archive folder that
you want to create.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/cre
ateFolder?src=Documentation@/Atempo%20Digital%20Archive/V32SP7

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T16:21:44Z</request_date>
<operation>createFolder</operation>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>

Archiving a folder
To archive a folder, apply this procedure.

Operation
archiveFolder archives recursively a folder and its sub-objects to the specified archive folder.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the archiveFolder command:
•
src=[host@]path_on_OS indicates the path of the folder you want to archive. The host
specified by [host@] must be a Miria agent or a platform name.
•
dst=ArchiveName@path_in_archive indicates the path of the archive folder in which you
want to archive the file. If the archive folder does not exist, Miria creates it automatically.
•
metadata=key:value,key:value, ... describes specific metadatas the user wants to
apply to archived files.
•
parallelization_rules=jobs:5,max_time:30,max_files:1000,max_volume:50
describes parallelization rules to apply for archiving tasks splitting. Jobs and media
overrides all other options, but you can combine options number & volume:
–
jobs:5 is in how many job numbers you want to split your archiving task.
–
max_time:30 is the amount of minutes you want before to split your archiving task.
–
max_files:1000 is the number of files maximum by job to split your archiving task.
–
max_volume:50 is the maximum volume in Gigabytes by job to split your archiving
task.
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Advanced Settings Options
These options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the archiving job. They override
the settings defined in the Miria Administration Console.
See Archiving Settings for details on settings related to archiving.
These are the Advanced Settings options that you man apply:
•
archiving_policy=policy_name specifies a global archiving policy for all type of system
(Windows and Unix or macOS).
•
windows_archiving_policy=policy_name specifies the Windows archiving policy to be
used.
•
unix_archiving_policy=policy_name specifies the Unix or macOS archiving policy to
be used.
•
custom_media_rule=rule_name specifies the custom media rule to be used.
•
parallel_class_archiving=1 creates multiple streams for simultaneous archiving of
several files or directories.
•
post_archiving=no_action|0| file_deletion|1| hsm_cli|2| hsm_fd|3 specifies
which action to execute on the source files after archiving. The name of the action or the
number can be used to execute the post action. These are the available actions:
–
no_action|0 (default value) indicates that Miria performs no action on the source
files.
–
file_deletion|1 indicates that Miria deletes files from the source as soon as they
are sent to the Miria server.
–
hsm_cli|2 indicates that Miria replaces files on the source by a HSM Client stub.
–
hsm_fd|3 indicates that Miria replaces files on the source by an HSM Filter Driver
stub.
•
collect_metadata=1 collects audiovisual and image metadata during archiving so that
you can use it for searches on archives.
•
collect_pr_metadata=1 collects partial retrieval metadata during archiving.
•
collect_mime=1 collects the MIME type of file format during archiving.
•
prevent_dir_spanning=level indicates the directory level that you want to archive as a
whole on a single media.
Use this setting when archiving with Media Manager to avoid file tree splitting and make
retrieval from the media file system easier. The value is an integer between 0 and 99.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/arc
hiveFolder?src=macdc@C:\Temp&dst=Documentation@/Atempo%20Media%20Manager/V32
SP3

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T15:53:13Z</request_date>
<operation>archiveFolder</operation>
<job_id>863</job_id>
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<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>

Copying Objects from a Platform to Another
To copy objects from a platform to another, apply this procedure.

Operation
cp copies a file or directory from a platform file system to another.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the cp command:
•
src=object_path indicates the path and name of the object (directory or file) to copy. The
syntax is different whether you copy local objects, or objects located on a NFS or CIFS
share. See Syntax.
•
dst=directory_path indicates the path and name of the directory in which you want to
copy the object. The syntax is different whether you copy local objects, or objects located
on a NFS or CIFS share. See Syntax.
•
dereference=1 indicates that Miria must follow the symbolic links and copy the target of
the link.
•
no_dereference=1 indicates that Miria must copy only the symbolic link without following
it.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

Syntax
You must use this syntax to specify the path of the source and destination objects:
Local source or destination.
If the source or destination is local to a Miria platform, the syntax is local@pf_name:os_path.
Where:

pf_name is the name of the Miria platform.

Where:

os_path is the path of the source or destination.

Source or destination on a NFS or CIFS share.
The source or destination is located on a remote platform declared as a NAS in Miria, and
accessible through NFS or CIFS.
•
If the source or destination is accessible through an NFS share, the syntax is nfs@agent_
name:path.
Where:
•

Where:
path is the path of the source or destination on the mounting point on the agent.
If the source or destination is accessible through a CIFS share, the syntax is cifs@unc_
path.
Where:
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agent_name is the network name of the agent acting as gateway to the NAS.

unc_path is the path of the source or destination in the UNC format (i.e.,
\\NAS_name\share\path).
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HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/cp?
src=local@dayos:c:\Temp\File.txt&dst=local@imacdoc:/Documents/bck

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2015-09-02T14:25:38Z</request_date>
<operation>cp</operation>
<job_id>2227</job_id>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
The XML result provides the ID of the job without waiting for the job to complete. To ensure that
the job has been successful, you must check with the getJobStatus web service or the Job List
in the Miria Administration Console.

Deleting an Archived File or Directory
To delete an archived file or directory, apply this procedure.

Operation
deleteObject deletes an archived file or directory from an archive folder.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the deleteObject command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path of the archived file or directory that
you want to delete.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/del
eteObject?src=Documentation@/Atempo%20Media%20Manager/V32SP3/ADA_UI.exe

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T16:04:51Z</request_date>
<operation>deleteObject</operation>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>
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Generating a Volume Report
To generate a volume report, apply this procedure.

Operation
reportVolume generates an XML report that lists the number of objects archived and their
volume, for each archive and each storage manager. If you do not specify any time limits, then
the volume reported is the current volume. If you specify a start and/or end date, then the report
lists the volume recorded every day of the interval at 23:55.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the reportVolume command:
•
start_date=aaammdd indicates the starting date of the day by day report. You can use this
option on its own or combined with the end_date and /or days_interval options. This
option does not include the volume of the current day in the report.
•
end_date=aaammdd indicates the end date of the day by day report. You can use this
option on its own or combined with the start_date and /or days_interval options. This
option does not include the volume of the current day in the report.
•
days_interval=value indicates the frequency of the day by day report. By default, the
report lists the volume recorded every day. For instance, set this option to 3 to list the
volume every three days in the report.
•
with_archive_organization=1 displays the archive organizations in addition to the
archives in the volume report.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.
•
path=ArchiveName@/dir1/dir2/ indicates on which path the operation is restricted. This
option should be used with metadata parameter. Files and/or folders should contain
metadata in order to work with this option.
•
metadata=key:value,key:value, … describes specific metadata the user wants to use
to search files. This option could be combined with others options.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/rep
ortVolume?start_date=2015/03/19&end_date=20150323

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<ADA_GLOBAL_INFO Ada_Server_name="qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1" Date_
generation="2015-03-31T15:10:58Z" Ada_Server_id="22DCDD3E-3717F2F-5DC5C54217AF62E" Hostname_generation="qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://qaada-i500-w2k8R2-1:25422/xml/ADA_
Report.xsd" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<ada_ReportDate ReportDate="2015-03-19T23:59:59Z">
<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax64">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="4"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="22" Size="57173805"/>
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<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="27" Size="57173805"/>
</ada_Archive>
<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax128">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="22"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="48" Size="167772615"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="63" Size="167772615"/>
</ada_Archive>
<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="pax256">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="14"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="48" Size="167772615"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="63" Size="167772615"/>
</ada_Archive>
<ada_Archive ada_Archive_Name="lt">
<ada_Directory_Report Number="2"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="12" Size="29598640"/>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="1"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="15" Size="29598640"/>
</ada_Archive>
<ada_Storage ada_Storage_Type="Media Manager" ada_Storage_Name="amm">
<ada_Total_Report Number="185" Size="10541274316"
MediaStreamSize="14296771072" Media="9"/>
</ada_Storage>
<ada_Summary_Report>
<ada_Folder_Report Number="10"/>
<ada_Directory_Report Number="42"/>
<ada_Total_Report Number="237" Size="10541274316"/>
<ada_Archive_Report Number="4"/>
<ada_File_Report Number="185" Size="10541274316"/>
<ada_Link_Report Number="0"/>
<ada_Storage_Report Number="1"/>
</ada_Summary_Report>
</ada_ReportDate>
</ADA_GLOBAL_INFO></ada_ReportDate>
</ADA_GLOBAL_INFO>
See Field Description for a description of each field of the report.

Obtaining a Job Status
To obtain the status of a job, apply this procedure.
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Operation
getJobStatus retrieves the status of a Miria job/sub-job, as well as its relations with other
jobs/sub-jobs.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the getJobStatus command:
•
job_id=id
•
subjob_id=id
•
related_jobs=1
–
With job_id, displays all the jobs issued from the same father sub-job.
–
With subjob_id, displays all the jobs that the sub-job has created.
•
main_subjob=1 displays the sub-job from which the specified job is issued.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/get
JobStatus?job_id=151

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-06-15T15:16:50Z</request_date>
<operation>getJobStatus</operation>
<job_id>151</job_id>
<type>Archiving</type>
<status>8</status>
<description>Running</description>
<start_date>2020-05-20T15:21:08Z</start_date>
<end_date>2020-05-20T15:21:10Z </end_date>
<durationTime>544</durationTime>
<priority>100</priority>
<progress>33.36</progress>
<subjobs>
<subjob subjob_id="204" subjob_type="Archiving" status="8"
description="Running" progress="33.36" total_rate="37985" throughput="37985"
estimated_end="2016-02-26T17:26:11Z" estimated_left="37985"/>
</subjobs>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
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This table describes the status information retrieved by the getJobStatus command:
Status
Information

Description

type

Type of job (e.g., archiving, retrieval, retention).

status

Current status of the job - internal reference.

description

Description of the job status (i.e., Creation, In Queue, Running,
Suspended, Canceled, Refused, Terminated on Error, or Completed).

priority

Internal priority level of a job. The values can be 0 (low priority), 50
(normal), or 100 (high priority).

progress

Job progress in percentage.

subjob_id

ID of the related sub-job.

subjob_type

Type of sub-job (e.g., archiving, retrieval, retention).

total_rate

Average rate of the data flow in bytes per second from the job beginning
up to the current time.

throughput

Rate of the data flow in bytes per second at the current time.

estimated_end

Date and time at which Miria estimates that the sub-job will end.

estimated_left

Estimation of the number of seconds remaining before the sub job
completes.

For details on job statuses, see Job List.

Obtaining a Drive Status
To obtain the status of a drive, apply this procedure.

Operation
getDriveStatus retrieves the status of Media Manager drives.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the getDriveStatus command:
•
drive_name=name indicates the name of a particular drive for which you want to obtain the
status.
•
library_name=name indicates the name of a particular library for which you want to obtain
the drive status.
•
storage_manager=name indicates the name of the Media Manager storage manager for
which you want to obtain the drive status.
•
display_name=1 returns the alias of the name of the drive, instead of its usual name.
•
alias=1 returns the alias of the drive in addition to its name.
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•
•

connection=1 returns drive connection information.
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://minos.fr.atempo.network:81/meta/D5848F8CC996DD540CC5C020514F5C60/721b
736531/ADA_Vault_Svc/getDriveStatus?storage_manager=AMM

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
<request_date>2015-04-29T14:37:19Z</request_date>
<operation>getDriveStatus</operation>
<drive name="DOCL700_D2" media="" connection_status="online" drive_
status="enabled" allocated="no" library="DOC_L700" />
<drive name="DOCL700_D1" media="" connection_status="online" drive_
status="enabled" allocated="no" library="DOC_L700" />
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the status information retrieved by the getDriveStatus command:
Status Information

Description

drive name

Name of the drive handled by Media Manager.
By default, it is the serial number of the drive for a tape drive.

drive_alias

Alias of the drive, if any.

media

Barcode of the media located in the drive, if any.

connection_status

Media Manager connection status of the drive: online or offline.

drive_status

Status of the drive.
These are the valid values:
•
•
•
•
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enabled
disabled
unknown
maintenance

connection

Number of platforms configured to use the drive.

connection_active

Number of active platforms configured to use the drive.
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Status Information

Description

allocated

Assignment status of the drive:
• yes (allocated by a host).
• no (not allocated).

library

Name of the library where the drives are located.

library_alias

Alias of the library, if any.

Obtaining a Library Status
To obtain the status of a library, apply this procedure.

Operation
getLibraryStatus retrieves the status of the Media Manager libraries.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the getLibraryStatus command:
•
library_name=name indicates the name of a particular library for which you want to obtain
the status. Either this option or the application_name option is required.
•
application_name=name indicates the name of a particular Media Manager application
for which you want to obtain the library status. Either this option or the library_name
option is required.
•
storage_manager=name indicates the name of the Media Manager storage manager for
which you want to obtain the library status.
•
display_name=1 returns the alias of the name of the library, instead of its usual name.
•
alias=1 returns the alias of the library in addition to its name.
•
force_offline_stat=1 always displays information about offline media, even if there is
none.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b766531/ADA/WS/get
LibraryStatus?storage_manager=AMM

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2015-04-16T16:57:06Z</request_date>
<operation>getLibraryStatus</operation>
<offline>
<media_number_by_status others="0" blank="0" scratch="0" orphan="0"
assigned="2" unknown="0" />
</offline>
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<library name="DOC_L700" type="scsi" connection_status="online" library_
status="enabled" slot_number="12" free_slot_number="2">
<media_number_by_status incompatible="0" others="0" blank="0" scratch="0"
orphan="0" unknown="0" assigned="10" />
</library>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the status information retrieved by the getLibraryStatus command:
Status Information

Description

library name

Name of the library handled by Media Manager.

type

Library type: SCSI or ACSLS.

library_alias

Alias of the library, if any.

connection_status

Media Manager connection status of the library: online or
offline.

library_status

Status of the library. These are the valid values:
•
•
•
•

enabled
disabled
unknown
maintenance

slot_number

Total number of slots in the library.

free_slot_number

Number of free slots in the library.

offline

Number of offline media and their statuses.

media_number_by_
status

Number of media having these statuses. These are the valid
values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assigned
Scratch
Blank
Unknown
Orphan
Others

Obtaining the List of Devices
To obtain the List of devices, apply this procedure.

Operation
getDeviceList retrieves the list of devices connected to a particular platform.
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Options
These are the options that you can use with the getDeviceList command:
•
platform_name indicates the name of a particular platform for which you want to obtain the
list of devices.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adawks/meta/26887AE88F04F9A6991AB86DC50861A6/721b736531/ADA/WS/getDeviceList?pl
atform_name=frlul8adadoc

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-06-16T09:25:14Z</request_date>
<operation>getDeviceList</operation>
<device name="559000203260" type="Library" alias="559000203260" scan_
status="Present on OS, configured in AMM" LM_status="Enabled" connection_
status="Enabled" serial_number="559000203260" scsi_vendor="STK" scsi_
product="SL500" scsi_revision="1373" device_descriptor="spt_c3b0t3l0"/>
<device name="1068016668" type="Drive" alias="1068016668" scan_
status="Present on OS, configured in AMM" DM_status="Enabled" connection_
status="Online" serial_number="1068016668" scsi_vendor="IBM" scsi_
product="ULT3580-HH5" scsi_revision="D2AD" device_descriptor="c2b0t3l0"/>
<device name="1068017011" type="Drive" alias="1068017011" scan_
status="Present on OS, configured in AMM" DM_status="Enabled" connection_
status="Online" serial_number="1068017011" scsi_vendor="IBM" scsi_
product="ULT3580-HH5" scsi_revision="D2AD" device_descriptor="c2b0t4l0"/>
<device name="1013004C53" type="Drive" alias="1013004C53" scan_
status="Present on OS" serial_number="1013004C53" scsi_vendor="IBM" scsi_
product="ULTRIUM-HH7" scsi_revision="G341" device_descriptor="c2b0t5l0"/>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the status information retrieved by the getDeviceList command:
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Description

device name

Name of the library or drive connected to the platform.

type

Type of device: Library or Drive.

alias

Alias of the device, if any.
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Information

Description

scan_status

Scan status of the device. These are the possible values :
• Present on OS, configured in AMM.
• Configured in AMM, no longer present on OS.
• Present on OS. The device is present on the OS but not configured
in Media Manager.
• Present on OS, configured in AMM, drive not attached to library.
• Configured in AMM. The device is configured in Media Manager, it
does not have to be present on the OS (i.e., ACSLS).

LM_status

Status of the library. These are the possible values:
•
•
•
•

DM_status

enabled
disabled
unknown
maintenance

Status of the drive. These are the possible values:
•
•
•
•

enabled
disabled
unknown
maintenance

connection_status

Media Manager connection status of the device: online or offline.

library_name

Name of the library in which the drive is located.

drive_address

Location of the drive in the library.

serial_number

Serial number of the drive or library.

scsi_vendor

Name of the vendor of the drive or library.

scsi_product

Name of the model of the drive or library.

scsi_revision

Revision level of the drive or library firmware.

device_descriptor

SCSI address of the drive or library.

Obtaining the List of Media
To obtain the List of media, apply this procedure.

Operation
getMediaList retrieves the list of media based on some criteria.
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Options
These are the options that you can use with the getMediaList command:
•
all_media=1 lists all the media present in the Miria database.
•
allocated=1 lists the media in use by a Media Manager application.
•
amm_drive_class=name1[,name2,name3,...] lists the media located in Media Manager
drives of this class. Use the ada_amm -drive_type command to display the list of
available drive classes (e.g., ODA_1, LTO-ULTRIUM, etc). See Obtaining Information and
Acting on Devices.
•
amm_drive_techno=name1[,name2,name3,...] lists the media located in
Media Manager drives of this technology. Use the ada_amm -drive_type command to
display the list of available drive technologies (i.e., SCSI, ODA, DISK). See Obtaining
Information and Acting on Devices.
•
amm_drive_type=name1[,name2,name3,...] lists the media located in Media Manager
drives of this type. Use the ada_amm -drive_type command to display the list of available
drive types (e.g., ODA_D55U, LTO-5, etc.). See Obtaining Information and Acting on
Devices.
•
amm_library_name=name lists the media located in this Media Manager library.
•
amm_media_status=assigned|blank|orphan|others|scratch|undefined: lists the
media having this status.
•
amm_media_status_detail=duplicate_digest|media_incompatible|none|read_
error|scratch_error: lists the media of type other having this status detail.
•
amm_media_type=name1[,name2,name3,...] lists the media with this type. Use the ada_
amm -media_type command to display the list of available media types (e.g., ODA300GB, IBM-03592, T10KA, etc). See Obtaining Information and Acting on Devices.
•
app_name=name indicates the name of the Media Manager application for which you want
to obtain the media list.
•
archive_name=name indicates the name of the project archive for which you want to obtain
the media list.
•
archive_name_rule=name indicates the name of the project archive of the media rule for
which you want to obtain the media list.
•
archive_org=name indicates the name of the archive organization for which you want to
obtain the media list.
•
archive_org_rule=name indicates the name of the archive organization of the media rule
for which you want to obtain the media list.
•
archive_rule=1 lists all media belonging to a media rule By Archive.
•
barcode=name1[,name2,name3,...] indicates the barcode(s) of the media(s) that you
want to list.
•
cause=none|full|on_error|on_write_error|on_read_error|on_spanning|on_
check_integrity|on_discover indicates the error cause of the media for which you
want to obtain the media list.
•
custom_name_rule=name indicates the name of the custom media rule for which you want
to obtain the media list.
•
custom_rule=1 lists all media belonging to any custom media rule.
•
data_partition=value indicates the value of the LTFS data partition for which you want
to obtain the media list. The value can be 0 or 1.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

in_drive=name indicates the name of the drive in which the media to list is located.
job_id=id indicates the ID of the job for which you want to obtain the media list.
job_id_rule=id indicates the ID of the media rule By Job for which you want to obtain the
media list.
job_rule=1 lists all media belonging to a media rule By Job.
ltfs_owner=name indicates the name of the LTFS owner for which you want to obtain the
media list. Available only for LTFS media.
ltfs_volume=name indicates the name of the LTFS volume for which you want to obtain
the media list. Available only for LTFS media.
media_format=pax|tar|tina|cpio|sidf|ltfs: Format of the media for which you want
to obtain the media list.
mounted=1 lists the media mounted in any drive.
offline=1 lists the offline media.
online=1 lists the media located in a library.
sm_name=name indicates the name of the storage manager for which you want to obtain the
media list.
smc_name=name indicates the name of the storage manager container for which you want
to obtain the media list.
status=new|open|closed|suspended|empty indicates the Status of the media for which
you want to obtain the media list.
subjob_id=id indicates the ID of the sub-job for which you want to obtain the media list.
user_name=name indicates the name of the user archive for which you want to obtain the
media list.
user_name_rule=name indicates the name of the user archive of the media rule for which
you want to obtain the media list.
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adawks/meta/26887AE88F04F9A6991AB86DC50861A6/721b736531/ADA/WS/getMediaList?sta
tus=closed

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
- <XmlResponse>
<request_date>2013-06-17T12:32:34Z</request_date>
<operation>getMediaList</operation>
- <MEDIA_LIST>
<MEDIA AMM_ALLOCATION="0" AMM_CARTRIDGE_STATE="0" AMM_CARTRIDGE_TYPE="LTO"
AMM_DRIVE_NAME="DOCL700_D1" AMM_FINGERPRINT="d4Ra4BX5YRt8B36/ISKLgw==" AMM_
LIBRARY_NAME="DOC_L700" AMM_MEDIA_GROUP="cartgrp_DOC_L700" AMM_MOUNTED="1"
AMM_ONLINE="1" AMM_PREVENT_EJECT="no" AMM_SLOT_HOME="d0" MD_
BLOCKSIZE="65536" MD_CAUSE="0" MD_FINGERPRINT="d4Ra4BX5YRt8B36/ISKLgw==" MD_
FORMAT="0" MD_LPOS="381" MD_NAME="B00005L4" MD_NODE="1749" MD_REMAINING_
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VOLUME="2931818496" MD_STATUS="2" MD_TAPEFILE="3" MD_TYPE="2" MD_
VOLUME="24772608" MR_TYPE="0" SMC_NODE="15" SM_NODE="27" />
</MEDIA_LIST>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the information retrieved for each media by the getMediaList command:
Information

Description

AMM_ALLOCATION

Indicates whether an application has reserved the media. These are the
valid values:
• 0 indicates that the media is not reserved.
• 1 indicates that the media is reserved.

AMM_CARTRIDGE_
STATE

Indicates the Media Manager status of the media. These are the valid
values:
•
•
•
•
•

0 (assigned)
1 (scratch)
2 (undefined)
3 (orphan)
99 (other)

AMM_CARTRIDGE_
TYPE

Type of media (e.g., LTO).

AMM_DRIVE_NAME

Drive name, if the media located in a drive.

AMM_FINGERPRINT

Media Manager fingerprint.

AMM_LIBRARY_NAME Name of the library in which the media is located.
AMM_MEDIA_GROUP

Media group to which the media belongs.

AMM_MOUNTED

0 indicates that the media is not mounted.
1 indicates that the media is mounted in a drive.

AMM_ONLINE

0 indicates that the media is offine.
1 indicates that the media is online in the library.
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AMM_PREVENT_
EJECT

0 indicates that the library allows media ejection.

AMM_SLOT_HOME

Slot of the library in which the media is located at the time of the request.

MD_CAUSE

Error cause of the media.

1 indicates that the library prevents media from ejection.
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Information

Description

MD_FORMAT

Tape format of the media.

MD_LPOS

Logical position of the media if it is located in a drive.

MD_NAME

Barcode of the media.

MD_NODE

Internal identifier of the media in the Miria database.

MD_REMAINING_
VOLUME

Volume remaining on the media in bytes.

MD_STATUS

Indicates the Miria status of the media. These are the valid values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

0 (new)
1 (open)
2 (closed)
3 (suspended)
4 (empty)
5 (unrecoverable)

MD_TAPEFILE

Number of tape files on the media.

MD_TYPE

Media type. These are the valid values:
• 1 (file)
• 2 (tape)

MD_VOLUME

Volume used in bytes.

MR_TYPE

Media Rule Type. These are the valid values:
•
•
•
•

0 (none)
1 (by archive)
2 (custom)
3 (by job)

SMC_NODE

Internal identifier of the storage manager container in Miria database.

SM_NODE

Internal identifier of the storage manager in Miria database.

Obtaining a Platform Status
To obtain the status of a platform, apply this procedure.

Operation
getPlatformStatus retrieves the status, type, and operating system of a Miria platform.
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Options
These are the options that you can use with the getPlatformStatus command:
•
platform_name indicates the name of a particular platform for which you want to obtain the
status.
•
snapshot_list gets the list of snapshots.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b766531/ADA/WS/get
PlatformStatus

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2015-04-16T15:55:49Z</request_date>
<operation>getPlatformStatus</operation>
<platform type="agent" name="adadoc" status="enable" os_type="Windows" />
<platform type="agent" name="imacdoc" status="enable" os_type="Unix/MacOS"
/>
<platform type="nas" name="adashare" status="enable" agent_windows="adadoc"
nas_type="Avid Unity" />
<platform type="pool" name="PPool_1" status="disable" os_type="" />
<platform type="pool" name="PPool_2" status="disable" os_type="" />
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the status information retrieved for each platform by the
getPlatformStatus command:
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Information

Description

name

Platform name.

type

Platform type: agent or nas.

status

Platform status: enabled or disabled.

os_type

Type of the platform operating system if the platform is of agent type.

agent_
windows

Name of the Windows agent if the platform is of NAS type.

agent_unix_
mac

Name of the Unix or macOS agent if the platform is of NAS type.
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Information

Description

nas_type

Type of the NAS.

snapshot_
list

When set to 1, the snapshot_list option obtains these results:
• Gets the list of snapshots.
• If the platform is a NAS and its API is enabled in Miria, gets the list of
snapshots associated with this NAS.

Obtaining an Archived File Status
To obtain the status of an archived file, apply this procedure.

Operation
getFileStatus retrieves the status of the last instance of an archived file.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the getFileStatus command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the archived file path and name for which you
want to obtain the status.
•
pr_info=1 gets the file duration if the specified archived file is a media asset.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adawks/meta/26887AE88F04F9A6991AB86DC50861A6/721b736531/ADA/WS/getFileStatus?sr
c=amm@/0001/small_shaak.mov&pr_info=1

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-06-22T17:47:39Z</request_date>
<operation>getFileStatus</operation>
<filename>amm@/0001/small_shaak.mov</filename>
<instance owner_group="root" owner_user="root" file_size="2914349"
archiving_date="2016/06/21-16:46:31" original_
location="/DT/ADA/SOURCE/small_shaak.mov" mime_type="" creation_
time="2015/04/17-16:46:10" last_update="2015/04/17-17:27:20" last_
access="2015/04/17-16:46:26" duration=”00:00:23:266 msec”/>
<storage>
<storage_manager name="amm" type="Atempo Media Manager">
<media_list>
<media name="SNW473L2" allocation="no" online="yes"/>
</media_list>
</storage_manager>
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</storage>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg></ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
This table describes the status information retrieved by the getFileStatus command:
Status
Information

Description

filename

Archived file name and path.

instance

Information on the archived file last instance:
• owner_group indicates the group to which the owner of the archived file
belongs.
• owner_user indicates the owner of the archived file.
• file_size indicates the size of the archived file in bytes.
• archiving_date indicates the date when the file was last archived.
• original_location indicates the original path of the archived file on the
file system.
• mime_type indicates the MIME type of the archived file.
• creation_time indicates the date when the file was created on the file
system.
• last_update indicates the date when the file was last updated.
• last_access indicates the date when the file was last accessed.
• duration indicates a media asset duration.
This information is only available if the pr_info option is enabled and if the
file is a media asset.

storage_
manager

Information on the storage managers used to archive the file:

media_list

To be able to view media list information, you must set the View Media List
advanced setting to Yes.
List of the media on which the file is archived when using a Media Manager
storage manager:

• name indicates the storage manager name.
• type indicates the storage manager type.

• name indicates the name of the media.
• allocation indicates whether the media is mounted. These are the valid
values:
–
Yes
–
No
• online indicates whether the media is online. These are the valid values:
–
Yes. The media is in the library.
–
No. The media is offline.
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Obtaining the Contents of an Archive Folder
To obtain the contents of an archive folder, apply this procedure.

Operation
ls lists the contents of an archive folder.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the ls command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path and name of the archive folder for
which you want to list the contents.
•
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b736531/ADA/WS/ls?
src=Documentation@/Atempo%20Digital%20Archive

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2011-09-13T16:19:05Z</request_date>
<operation>ls</operation>
<object name="GIOTTO_Ascension_-Capell.jpg" type="file" />
<object name="Movies" type="directory" />
<object name="Screen" type="directory" />
<object name="Setup" type="directory" />
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1" />
<ErrorMsg />
</XmlResponse>

Obtaining Server Information
To get information about the Miria server, apply this procedure.

Operation
getServerInfo returns information about the Miria server installation (server name, HTTP port,
HTTPS port).

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b766531/ADA/WS/get
ServerInfo
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XML Result
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2020-08-24T15:08:41Z</request_date>
<operation>getServerInfo</operation>
<SERVER_PORT_SSL>443</SERVER_PORT_SSL>
<SERVER_PORT>85</SERVER_PORT>
<SERVER_NAME>adadoc</SERVER_NAME>
<SERVER_REAL_NAME>adadoc</SERVER_REAL_NAME>
<TPE>Tina Perl Engine 2.6 P120 SP0</TPE>
<ADA>Atempo Digital Archive 3.10 SP1 B7</ADA>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

Retrieving an Archived File
To retrieve an archived file, apply this procedure.

Operation
retrieveFile retrieves an archived file.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the retrieveFile command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path of the archived file or directory that
you want to retrieve.
•
dst=[host@]path_on_OS indicates the path of the directory or file to which you want to
retrieve the archived file. The host specified by [host@] must be a Miria agent.
If the destination is located on the Miria server, it is not required to provide the host name.
Renaming the retrieved file.
For the file to be renamed at retrieval, specify the dst parameter in this way:

•
•
•

Miria

dst=/Dir1/Dir2/file
Where:
Dir1 and Dir2 are existing directories.
file is the name that you want to give the file after retrieval.
Example. The dst=C:\DATA\retrieval\movie1.mxf command retrieves the The_
Tempest.mxf file in C:\DATA\retrieval and renames it to movie1.mxf.
pr_start=hh:mm:ss:ddd when partially restoring a media asset, indicates the starting
time of the sequence to be restored in the hours:minutes:seconds:milliseconds format.
pr_stop=hh:mm:ss:ddd when partially restoring a media asset, indicates the end time of
the sequence to be restored in the hours:minutes:seconds:milliseconds format.
pr_tc_dest=tcin_zero|tcin_src|same_as_input when partially restoring a media
asset, indicates what will be the timecode index of the retrieved asset. These values are
available:
–
tcin_zero: The timecode index for the restored asset starts at 00:00:00:00,
whatever the timecode index in the archived est original asset.
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tcin_src: The timecode index for the restored asset starts at the same value as for
the archived original asset.
–
same_as_input: The timecode index of the restored asset starts at the timecode
index of the archived original asset, plus the pr_start value.
Example: If the timecode index of the archived asset starts at 00:24:00:00, and the clip
lasts 45 seconds, and you need to restore starting from second 18, then the timecode index
of the restored asset will start at 00:24:18:00.
debug=1 enables debug traces in the Miria Events.
filesList=[host@]path_on_os indicates the path of a file containing a list of files to
retrieve. This option replaces the file option and overrides the previous one. To be valid,
this file must contain one filePathInArchive by line. The host specified by [host@] must be
a Miria agent or a platform name.
parallelization_rules=jobs:5 or parallelization_
rules=number:100,volume:5 or parallelization_rules=media:1 describes
parallelization rules to apply for retrieval tasks splitting. Jobs and media override all other
options, but you can combine options number & volume:
–
jobs:5 is in how many job numbers you want to split your retrieval task.
–
number:100 is the number of maximum files by job to split your retrieval task.
–
volume:5 is the maximum volume in GigaBytes by job to split your retrieval task.
–
media: 1 or 0 is an option to split your retrieval task by media.
–

•
•

•

Advanced Setting Options
Some options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the retrieval job. These options
override the settings defined in the Miria Administration Console.
See Retrieval Settings for details on settings related to retrieval.
•
retrieval_policy_order=policy_name designates the archiving policy that indicates
the order of priority of the storage manager containers at retrieval.
•
parallel_class_retrieval=1|yes|0|no creates multiple streams for simultaneous
retrieval of several files or directories.
•
start_retrieval_media_online=1|yes|0|no starts the retrieval job only if all media
needed for its successful completion are present and available in the library.
•
job_retrieve_altstream=1|0|full designates the retrieval mode for the alternate
streams of archived objects. These are the available options:
–
1|yes indicates that Miria retrieves all alternate streams with the actual data (default
behavior).
–
0|no indicates that Miria does not retrieve alternate streams.
Use this option when retrieving Windows objects to a UNIX file system, or UNIX
objects to a Windows file system as the alternate streams are OS-specific and cannot
be interpreted by a different OS.
–
full indicates that Miria retrieves files and directories with full access rights granted to
all users.
•
fullpath_target=1|yes|0|no indicates that option dst=[host@]path_on_OS is the full
path of the retrieved object (i.e., it includes the file name).
For instance, if the URL includes these options:
...src=A@/Myfile&dst=D:\resto\abc\def&create_dir_folder=yes
&fullpath_target=yes, then Miria retrieves the file in D:\resto\abc with name def.
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However, if the URL includes these options:
...src=A@/Myfile&dst=D:\resto\abc\def&create_dir_folder=yes, then Miria
retrieves the file in D:\resto\abc\def with name Myfile.
•
•

create_dir_target=1|yes|0|no creates the retrieval destination directory automatically
if it does not exist.
mode=replace|ignore|rename indicates the behavior that occurs if the retrieved file
already exists. These are the available options:
–
replace indicates that Miria overwrites the existing file.
–
ignore indicates that Miria does not start the retrieval job.
–
rename indicates that Miria renames the existing file by adding a number in
parentheses to its name (e.g., Myfile(1)).

HTTP Request
http://frles8loicr/meta/23719251A656889A83BA5C85461E9453/721b796531/ADA/WS/r
etrieveFile?src=video@/20160509/WithSuperUser.mov&dst=D:\PERSO\Resto&pr_
start=00:00:12:200&pr_stop=00:00:17:680&pr_tc_dest=same_as_input

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-09-02T10:11:17Z</request_date>
<operation>retrieveFile</operation>
<job_id>10512</job_id>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

Retrieving a Folder or an Archived Directory
To retrieve a Folder or and archived directory, apply this Procedure

Operation
retrieveFolder retrieves a Folder or an archived directory.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the retrieveFolder command:
•
src=archive@path_in_archive indicates the path of the folder or archived directory that
you want to retrieve.
•
dst=[host@]path_on_OS os indicates the path of the directory you want to retrieve the
archived directory. The host specified by [host@] must be a Miria agent.
•
parallelization_rules=jobs:5 or parallelization_
rules=number:100,volume:5 or parallelization_rules=media:1 describes
parallelization rules to apply for retrieval tasks splitting. Jobs and media override all other
options, but you can combine options number & volume:
–
jobs:5 is in how many job numbers you want to split your retrieval task.
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–
–
–

number:100 is the number of maximum files by job to split your retrieval task.
volume:5 is the maximum volume in GigaBytes by job to split your retrieval task.
media: 1 or 0 is an option to split your retrieval task by media.

Advanced Setting Options
Some options enable you to apply some advanced settings to the retrieval job. These options
override the settings defined in the Miria Administration Console.
See Job Settings for details on settings related to retrieval.
•
retrieval_policy_order=policy_name designates the archiving policy that indicates
the order of priority of the storage manager containers at retrieval.
•
parallel_class_retrieval=1|yes|0|no creates multiple streams for simultaneous
retrieval of several files or directories.
•
start_retrieval_media_online=1|yes|0|no starts the retrieval job only if all media
needed for its successful completion are present and available in the library.
•
job_retrieve_altstream=1|0|full designates the retrieval mode for the alternate
streams of archived objects. These are the available options:
–
1|yes indicates that Miria retrieves all alternate streams with the actual data (default
behavior).
–
0|no indicates that Miria does not retrieve alternate streams.
Use this option when retrieving Windows objects to a UNIX file system, or UNIX
objects to a Windows file system as the alternate streams are OS-specific and cannot
be interpreted by a different OS.
–
full indicates that Miria retrieves files and directories with full access rights granted to
all users.
•
create_dir_target=1|yes|0|no creates the retrieval destination directory automatically
if it does not exist.
•
mode=replace|ignore|rename indicates the behavior that occurs if the retrieved file
already exists. These are the available options:
–
replace indicates that Miria overwrites the existing file.
–
ignore indicates that Miria does not start the retrieval job.
–
rename indicates that Miria renames the existing file by adding a number in
parentheses to its name (e.g., Myfile(1)).

HTTP Request
http://adadoc:85/meta/BD117E7D5CF0912AEA17B4DF33D63F7E/721b766531/ADA/WS/ret
rieveFolder?src=Archive.121@/Folder1/2048_files&dst=E:\retrieve

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2020-06-18T11:47:46Z</request_date>
<operation>retrieveFolder</operation>
<job_id>11</job_id>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
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<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

DB Monitoring MaxDB
To monitor the database, apply this procedure.

Operation
dbMonitor displays the information on the database monitoring.

Option
This is the option that you can use with the dbMonitor command:
category=general | data | log | backup_history | cache | hotstandby indicates
the information category of the database monitoring to be returned.
If you do not specify any category, then the dbMonitor command returns the information on all
the categories.

HTTP Request
This HTTP request returns the information on the logs:
http://frles8loicr/meta/23719251A656889A83BA5C85461E9453/721b796531/ADA/WS/d
bMonitor?category=log

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-11-21T12:37:20Z</request_date>
<operation>dbMonitor</operation>
<ADA>
<LOGFILES>
<FILE_NAME>D:\ADA\Database\MaxDB\Data\ADA\log\DISKL00001</FILE_NAME>
<LOG_PARTITION>1</LOG_PARTITION>
<VOL_NAME>LOG001</VOL_NAME>
<VOL_SIZE_KB>51200</VOL_SIZE_KB>
<VOL_SIZE_PAGES>6400</VOL_SIZE_PAGES>
<VOL_TYPE>F</VOL_TYPE>
</LOGFILES>
</ADA>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>
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HTTP Request
This HTTP request returns the information on the Hot Standby category:
http://frles8loicr/meta/23719251A656889A83BA5C85461E9453/721b796531/ADA/WS/d
bMonitor?category=hotstandby

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2016-11-21T12:44:01Z</request_date>
<operation>dbMonitor</operation>
<ADA>
<HOTSTANDBY>
<ENABLED>0</ENABLED>
</HOTSTANDBY>
</ADA>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

DB Monitoring PostgreSQL
To monitor the database, apply this procedure.

Operation
dbmonitor displays the information on the database monitoring.

Option
This is the option that you can use with the dbmonitor command:
category=general indicates the information category of the database monitoring to be
returned.
If you do not specify any category, then the dbMonitor command returns the information on all
the categories.

HTTP Request
This HTTP request returns the following information:
http://frmsynicod1p/meta/697DB561001E40928EDEFA4961B11A25/721b78660f776501/A
DA/WS/dbMonitor?category=general

XML Result
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2021-01-06T14:56:30Z</request_date>
<operation>dbMonitor</operation>
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<ADA_PG>
<GENERAL>
<DATABASE_SIZE>15987247</DATABASE_SIZE>
<DB_INSTANCE>ADA_PG</DB_INSTANCE>
<DB_TYPE>POSTGRES</DB_TYPE>
<DB_VERSION>13.0</DB_VERSION>
<NEED_DB_MIGRATE>0</NEED_DB_MIGRATE>
<ONLINE>1</ONLINE>
<STAT_ARCHIVE>
<ARCHIVED_COUNT>0</ARCHIVED_COUNT>
<FAILED_COUNT>0</FAILED_COUNT>
<PG_DATABASE_SIZE>15987247</PG_DATABASE_SIZE>
<STATS_RESET>2020-09-25 10:08:16.228387+02</STATS_RESET>
</STAT_ARCHIVE>
<STAT_REPLICATION>0</STAT_REPLICATION>
</GENERAL>
</ADA_PG>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

Launching a Task
To launch a task, apply this procedure.

Operation
launchTask launches the specified task.

Options
These are the options that you can use with the launchTask command:
•
name indicates the name of the task.
•
list
Or
execute
list and execute are mutually exclusive.
In the output of ada_service -build_url command, the name launchTask is added on
the function list.
For an automatic backup task, you must set one of these options:
•
full. When set to 1 or yes, launches a Full automatic backup.
Or
•
incremental. When set to 1 or yes, launches an Incremental automatic backup.
For an auto-synchronisation task, you could override the source and destination fields in the
synchronization task definition by :
•
src
Or
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•

dst
Example:
launchTask?name=<TaskName>&execute=yes&src=<Source>&dst=<Destination>

HTTP Request
This HTTP request launches a standard list task:
http://myhost/meta/813F76D/721b786531/ADA/WS/launchTask?name=aa_local&list=1
This HTTP request launches a standard execute task:
http://myhost/meta/813F76D/721b786531/ADA/WS/launchTask?name=aa_
local&execute=1

XML Result
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<XmlResponse>
<request_date>2017-03-15T14:58:44Z</request_date>
<operation>launchTask</operation>
<job_id>255</job_id>
<ReturnCode ADARetCode="1"/>
<ErrorMsg>OK</ErrorMsg>
</XmlResponse>

Tunables and Environment Variables
Miria tunables and Media Manager environment variables are advanced parameters that enable
you to fine-tune the application.

Miria Tunables
Miria tunables are set in the parameters file in the installation directory:
•
Windows. File Binary\Conf.
•
macOS. - UNIX. File Binary/Conf/.

General Operations
Tunables affect the Miria general operation.
Each tunable belongs to one of these categories:
•
1: The tunable can be set without help from Customer Support.
•
2: The tunable must be set by Atempo Professional Services or at Customer Support
request.
•
3: The tunable must be set only at Customer Support request.
This is the list of tunables that you can use with Miria:
•
Tunable. product:ADA parameter:debug=yes (no)
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Description. Enables the debug mode for troubleshooting.
Category. 2
•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:ada_apache=_
Description. Permits automatic launch of the Apache server. These are the values:
–
–

Windows. Name of the Apache server.
Unix. Absolute path of the server binary, by default, /etc/Atempo/_
ADA/apache2.2/bin.

Category. 3
•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:nb_object_per_transaction=___
Description. Limits the number of objects that can be modified before a transaction is
committed (e.g., if the value is set to 500, a transaction is committed after every
500 objects).
Category. 3

•

Tunable. parameter:use_new_module=_
Description. Enables attachment of APIs in C to older APIs in Perl for management of file
access and time.
Category. 3

•

Tunable. parameter:db_access_mode=undef (remote, local)
Description. Optimizes the use of a WAN network by grouping information before sending
it from an agent to the server, instead of sending it as soon as it is generated. Enabled by
default, but you can disable it for maintenance tasks or forcing.
Category. 3

•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:db_name=___
Description. Enables you to operate Miria with a database instance other than the default
one, ADA. Specifies the name of an existing database instance. See the Miria Installation
Documentation for details on how to create other database instances to operate with Miria.
Category. 1

•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:nb_object_per_sm_job=___
Description. A job in a storage manager is normally recursive through the subdirectories of
an archiving or retrieval selection. Conversely, for Miria, there is no recursivity. The user
decides in the GUI what directories and subdirectories are to be archived, and the job is run
explicitly on those. This means that for every object, the storage manager must run a
process of move and select. If a job is very large, having many thousands of objects, this
can cause a crash. Hence this parameter, which automatically limits the default number of
objects in a job-session to 2,048.
Category. 3

•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:size_object_per_sm_job=___
Description. Similarly to the previous tunable, this one permits limitation of the job size. If
the size is set to 50 GB, files smaller than 50 GB are grouped together into jobs up to 50 GB
in size. A new job-session is created every time the 50 GB limit is detected. On the other
hand, if a single file is larger than 50 GB, it is sent to archive in a single job, without splitting.
The size unit for this tunable is MB.
Category. 3
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•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:ada_http_server_name=___
Description. Specifies the name of the Miria HTTP server. You should set it when using
Miria with EMC Celerra HSM Filter Driver if you encounter name resolution problems.
Indicate the HTTP server IP address or the Fully Qualified Domain Name. For example:
product:ADA parameter:http_server_name=adadoc.fr.atempo.network
Category. 3

•

Tunable. parameter:url_passcode=___
Description. Specifies a passphrase containing any number of alphanumeric characters
that is used to encode the Miria Web service URL. Set this tunable if you do not want the
URL to expire each time you upgrade Miria.
See Generating the URL for information on the Web service URL.
Category. 1

•

Tunable. parameter:add_utf8_bom=yes (no)
Description. When the ada_media or ada_job command is used with the csv_output
option, and the output is displayed in an application such as Excel, Wordpad, or Vim, the
characters might not be correctly displayed because the receiving application does not
know that the file contains strings encoded in UTF8.
This tunable positions a Byte Order Mark (BOM) at the beginning of the file to specify to the
application opening the file that it is encoded in UTF8.
The tunable is to be set on the machine where ada_media is started. By default, it is set to
No. It is not necessary to change the default unless you are specifically having problems
with your .CSV output.
See Command Line (CLI) and Plugins for details on using the ada_media or ada_job
commands.
Category. 1

•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:use_proxyio_for_altstream=yes (no)
Description. Use this tunable when configuring the Proxy IO feature. If it is set to yes, the
proxy also handles the archiving and retrieval of alternate streams (attributes) and the file
deletion post-processing.
If this tunable is set, Atempo recommends that the source and destination (proxy) machines
have the same operating systems. If not, the alternate streams might not be managed
correctly.
–
–

This tunable is not compatible with the Stub Creation post-processing.
If this tunable is set, the File Deletion post-processing might fail if the proxy machine
does not have sufficient permissions on the mounting point to the source.

SeeDelegating Jobs to a Proxy Platform for details.
Category. 1
•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:debug_ws=yes (no)
Description. Enables traces when using the Web Services. These traces provide
information about the time and status of HTTP requests in the Miria Events. To apply this
tunable, you must restart the ADA service.
Category. 1
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•

Tunable. parameter:tcp_keep_alive_
parameters=<timeout>:<interval>:<retries> (60:15:9)
Description. Enables traces when using the Web Services. These traces provide
information about the time and status of HTTP requests in the Miria Events. To apply this
tunable, you must restart the ADA service.
Enables you to modify the TCP keepalive parameters. The TCP keepalive is a signal sent at
regular intervals over the network to ensure that a connection is still on, or to indicate that a
connection must be preserved.
These are the keepalive parameters that you can modify:
–
–

–

<timeout> indicates the duration between two keepalive requests in idle condition.
The default value is 60 seconds.
<interval> indicates the duration between two keepalive requests if
acknowledgment of the previous request is not received. The default value is
15 seconds.
<retries> indicates the number of requests to be sent before declaring that the
connection is no longer available. The default value is nine retry requests.

You cannot modify all those parameters in all operating systems. Here are the OS
specificity:
–
–
–

Windows. You can only modify the timeout and interval parameters.
AIX, Linux. You can modify the three parameters.
HP-UX, Solaris, and macOS. You can only modify the timeout parameter.

Category. 3
•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:import_index_directory=<path>
Description. Indicates the absolute path of the directory in which the LTFS Ingest files will
be created on the Miria server.
Category. 1

•

Tunable. product:ADA parameter:disable_stat_hsm_info=
Description. By default, this tunable is set to no.
When set to yes, it prevents from asking the Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM)
information when obtaining statistics on files.
For configurations that do not use HSM, setting this tunable to yes enhances the
performances.
Category. 1

•

Tunable.product:ADA parameter:overwrite_dir_altstream_on_retrieve=
Description. By default, this tunable is set to no.
When set to yes, the alternate streams of a directory will be restored.
Category.1

•

Tunable. disable_hsm_cli=
Description. By default, this tunable is set to no.
If you use the HSM Client feature, .aas files are identified as Miria HSM Client stubs, even if
Miria did not create them. Therefore Miria does not archive them.
For Miria to archive the .aas files, you must disable the HSM Client capability by setting this
tunable to yes.
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Important: If you disable the HSM Client capability, you cannot any longer:
— Use the HSM Client post-archiving policy.
— Use the stub migration task.
— Retrieve the actual HSM Client files.
Category. 3

Encryption Tunables
Three tunables affect the connections between server and agent, enabling them to be secured or
not with SSL encryption.
The tunables control respectively the notions of:
•
Negotiation (tcp_session_negotiation_type).
Is there a negotiation between server and agent, and is negotiation encrypted or
unencrypted? You must enable this tunable for either or both of the other two to be taken
into account. The value of this tunable must be identical on all machines within a Miria
environment.
•

Send (tcp_session_send_request_type).
When sending requests to another machine, what kind of connection does the local
machine use? Does it send encrypted or unencrypted data? Setting this tunable is optional.
If set, it takes priority over the Accept tunable of the receiving machine. If not set, the
receiving machine accepts the data transfer in the manner defined in its own Accept
tunable. If the receiving machine does not have an Accept tunable defined, an unencrypted
transfer is made by default.

•

Accept (tcp_session_accept_request_type).
When receiving a request from another machine, what kind of connection does the local
machine use by default? Is the accepted connection encrypted or unencrypted? Setting this
tunable is optional. If it is not set, connections to this machine are unencrypted by default,
but they can still be encrypted as determined by the Send tunable of the transmitting
machine.

You cannot implement secured agent/server communications in configurations with Tina as
secondary storage. Do not set the encryption tunables when archiving data in such a
configuration.
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Connection Workflow
The Figure 84 illustrates the workflow that occurs when establishing connections and reading
tunables:

Figure 84: Connection workflow

Tunable Description
These are the three encrypting tunables that you can use with Miria:
•
Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_negotiation_type=0|1|2
Description. Enables the negotiation of the connection between the server and the agent.
The negotiation itself can be encrypted or not, regardless of the connection that results from
it.
The tcp_session_accept_request_type tunable controls the encryption of the
connection, as opposed to the negotiation.
These are the values that you can set:
–
–
–

0: Disabled, there is no negotiation for the manner in which data is transferred, and
data transfer is handled in the default, unencrypted mode.
1: Negotiation is enabled, but unencrypted. tcp_session_accept_request_type is
then read to determine if the resulting connection should be encrypted.
2: Negotiation is enabled and encrypted. tcp_session_accept_request_type is
then read to determine if the resulting connection should be encrypted.

You must set this tunable to the same value in all machines connecting within a Miria
environment.
•

Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_send_request_type=mask
Description. This tunable is only read if tcp_session_negotiation_type is enabled.
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It is a mask that combines two separate controls. The first part concerns the sockets used
for the transfer of actual data (files, etc.), and the second concerns control sockets
(descriptions, orders, information, etc.).
These are the values that you can set:
–
–
–

0: Connection type decided by the server.
1: Unencrypted connection.
2: Encrypted connection.

The first two characters 0x indicate that the value is a mask. The last two digits represent
the actual values: the first concerns data connection, the second control connection.
These are the possible combinations:
0x00: Connection type is defined on the server for all sockets.
0x01: Connection type for data transfer sockets is defined on the server, but control
sockets are unsecured. Avoid using this combination.
–
0x02: Connection type for data transfer sockets is defined on the server, and control
sockets are secured.
–
0x10: Data transfer sockets are unsecured, and control sockets are defined on the
server.
–
0x11: All sockets are unsecured.
–
0x12: Data transfer sockets are unsecured, and control sockets are secured.
–
0x20: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are defined on the
server.
–
0x21: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are unsecured.
–
0x22: Data transfer sockets are secured, and control sockets are secured.
Tunable. parameter:tcp_session_accept_request_type=0|1
–
–

•

Description. This tunable is only read if tcp_session_negotiation_type tunable is
enabled.
These are the values that you can set:
–
–

0: Unencrypted connection.
1: Encrypted connection.

This tunable is set locally on each machine and can have different settings on the server
and the agents.
Example: Example. If a server has the connection encryption enabled (set to 1), then
all the agents connecting to it transfer data towards it in encrypted mode, whether or
not the agents have the encryption set; however, if the data movement is in the other
direction (i.e., data is being retrieved onto a secured agent), then it is the setting on the
agent that determines whether the data transfer is encrypted.
This tunable is only relevant if the tcp_session_send_request_type tunable sets the
server to define the connection type.

Media Manager Environment Variables
Media Manager environment variables are set in the amm_env.local file located in:
•
Windows. %AMM_HOME%\conf
•
macOS. - UNIX. $AMM_HOME/conf
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This environment variable is set on both the Media Manager server and the agents:
Environment
Variable
MM_LOCAL_
HOSTNAME

Description

Possible
Value
[Default]

Status

Specifies the name of the local host.

String

Optional

When set, this variable supersedes the name of
the local host for any Media Manager
components.
You must set this variable before starting any
Media Manager service or command.
Windows. Must be set as a system variable.
This variable is useful in a cluster environment.

Troubleshooting Miria
This topic discusses certain problems and known issues that you might encounter with Miria and
offers solutions or workarounds for dealing with them. It also provides information to supervise
Media Manager.
This topic describes the Atempo Environment Reporter, an essential tool for use when you
cannot resolve your problem and must call the Atempo Technical Support for help.

Atempo Advanced Environment Reporter
Overview
The Advanced Environment Reporter tool collects technical information on your backup or
archiving architecture.
This comprehensive debug and troubleshooting tool gathers all technical data about your
operating system and Atempo software configuration into one file that you can first download to
your local machine, whether it is the Miria server or not. Then, you can send the file to Atempo
Customer Support through email or FTP.

Best Practice
To improve the processing time of your calls, you must generate and send an environment report
whenever you log an incident. The report is formatted in such a way that it can be rapidly
machine-read and imported into a database by Atempo Customer Support.
Atempo recommends that you also generate an environment report in these circumstances:
•
After installing a Miria server or agent.
•
Each time you make a significant change to your Miria environment.
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Confidentiality
The advanced_env_report does not extract any information of a confidential nature and
Atempo will not disclose any information collected by advanced_env_report to any other party.

Downloading and Installing Advanced Environment Reporter
Advanced Environment Reporter is installed with the Miria or Media Manager agent in the
appropriate directory.
This table describes the directories where the Advanced Environment Reporter is installed:
Software

Directory

Miria

Windows. %ADA_HOME%\Binary\Bin
macOS. - Unix. $ADA_HOME/Binary/Bin

Media Manager
Windows. %ADA_HOME%\AMM
(default when installed from Miria Setup) macOS. /Applications/ADA/AMM
Unix. $ADA_HOME/AMM
If for any reason the program is missing from these paths, you can download the most recent
version from the Miria Fixes area of the Atempo Client Portal.

Generating the Report from the Administration Console
If the Miria service is running, use the Miria Administration Console to generate, download, and
upload the environment report. Using the Administration Console brings these benefits:
•
You can generate the environment report, download it to the local machine, and upload it to
the FTP server even if you do not have access to the Miria server.
•
You ensure to collect all possible information about your Miria environment.
•
You have access to the history of all the environment reports generated for each platform.
•
The FTP upload does not require that the Miria server have an Internet access; however, to
be able to use the FTP AER feature, the graphical interface running the environment report
(e.g., Miria agent or an archiving platform) must have an Internet access.
The Internet access is required because of the AER work flow in these two steps:
1. The report download to the local machine.
2. Then, the report upload to the FTP server.

If the Miria Administration Console cannot connect to Miria server (e.g., either the ada service or
the agent on which you try to launch Environment Reporter is not started), run the environment
report through the command line.
See Generating the Report in Command Mode for details.
When running the Advanced Environment Reporter for Miria, information is also collected for the
Media Manager environment if this module has been installed.
To generate a report through the Administration Console
1.
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From the Miria Administration Console, select Browse > Archiving Platforms.
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2.

3.

From the navigation pane, select the archiving platform for which you want to generate an
environment report.
The platform Properties pane opens and displays the Generate an AER button.
Click the Generate an AER button located:
•
Windows. At the top right
.
•
macOS. At the bottom left.
When you click the Generate an AER button, Miria:
•
Creates an AER Collection job that you can monitor from the List of Jobs in the Miria
Administration Console.
•
Generates an environment report of the selected archiving platform.
•
Adds a row to the AER table describing the new report.
Note: Miria stores the reports in the same directory regardless of the tool (i.e.,
graphically or running CLI commands) used to generate them. So you can send the
environment report to the Support Service even if your machine or the Miria server do
not have any Internet access.
See Sending the Environment Report by FTP.
The AER tab provides the list of all the existing environment reports (Figure 85).

Figure 85: AER tab

This table describes the AER tab:

Miria

Column

Description

Date

Date at which the report was generated.
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Column

Description

Name

Name of the report in the form:
AER_archive-platform_ADA_date_time.ext
Where:
AER is a default prefix.
archive-platform is the archive-platform that the AER
tool has analyzed.
ADA is the default environment name.
date is the date at which the report was generated.
time is the time at which the report was generated.
ext is the extension. Either:
–
tar.gz for Unix/macOS agents.
Or
–
zip for Windows agents.

Size
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Size of the generated report.
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Column

Description

Upload

Windows only.

AER
button

The Upload AER to FTP button directly uploads an AER report to the FTP
server.
For the Upload AER to FTP button to work, you must configure a default
FTP server.
To upload an AER report to the default FTP server
1 Select the report row from the AER tab.
2 Click the FTP button to the right.
3 Enter your Customer Incident Number.
Atempo Customer Support assigns this number to you when you open a
Customer incident.
Note: To enter your Customer Incident Number, only use
alphanumeric characters (i.e., a-z, A-Z, and 0-9), and these
special characters: _, -, and ( ).
Do not use any other special characters or spaces.
4 When you click the check mark, Miria downloads the report to a
temporary directory in the local machine.
5 Then, Miria uploads the report to the default server and deletes it from
the local machine.
6 The information (i.e., name, size, and date) of the file sent to the FTP
server is copied to the Clipboard.
7 If the machine has a mailer application, Miria proposes to send this
information to the support@atempo.com address.
If no mailer application is detected on the machine, you can locally
retrieve this information from the Clipboard.

Download
button

Downloads the selected report to your local machine.
Ensure that the graphical interface running the environment report have an
Internet access to be able to download the report to your local machine.
It is not required that the Miria server have an Internet access.

Delete AER
button

Deletes the selected environment report from the archive platform. To
delete the report history, select all the reports and click Delete.
• Windows. Select the report and click Delete AER.
• macOS. Right click the report and select Delete from the context menu.

4.

You can then upload the report to the default FTP server by clicking the FTP button.

Whatever method you use to generate the environment report (i.e., Miria Administration Console
or command mode), ensure that you have the credentials to access to the machine on which you
have identified the issue.
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Generating the Report in Command Mode
Generate the environment report in command mode only if you cannot use the Miria
Administration Console.
See Generating the Report from the Administration Console for details.
When running the Environment Reporter for Miria, information is also automatically collected for
the Media Manager environment if this module is installed.

Launching Environment Reporter on macOS or Unix
Before launching this procedure, be aware that information gathering can be a lengthy process.
At any time during this process, you can use the key combination CTRL+C to cancel the report.
To generate a report in command mode
1.
2.
3.

Navigate to the directory where Advanced Environment Reporter is installed.
Open a shell.
Run this command:
# ./advanced_env_report.sh
If needed, enter the root user password.

Configuring the Report
Under macOS and Unix, advanced_env_report does not have a graphic interface. When you
launch the shell, all Atempo software environments present on your system are detected and
presented as numbered options.
This table describes the Atempo software environments that the shell can detect:
Software

Example of Launch Command

Miria

[root@ammtraining1 Bin]# ./advanced_env_report.sh
Advanced Environment Report Script

x.xx

1:ADA (ADA)

your choice:1
Media Manager

[root@ammtraining1 Bin]# ./advanced_env_report.sh
Advanced Environment Report Script

x.xx

1:ADA (ADA)
2:AMM (AMM)

your choice:2
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Once you have selected the software environment on which to run the report, a list of options
(preset to their defaults) opens. These options are described in full under Description of Options.
This table briefly describes these options:
Software

Example of Program List

Miria

---------------------------------Environment ADA (ADA) selected
---------------------------------1) Generate config only: No
2) Generate a compressed file: Yes (using gzip)
3) Split the resulting file after 1900KB: No
0) Run Report !

your choice (0)
Media Manager

---------------------------------Environment AMM (AMM) selected
---------------------------------1) Generate config only: No
2) Generate a compressed file: Yes (using gzip)
3) Split the resulting file after 1900KB: No
0) Run Report !

your choice (0)
Selecting any option toggles between the default and the alternative (e.g., selecting option 1 sets
it to Yes, whereas selecting option 2 sets it to No).
When running, the Advanced Environment Reporter also gathers Media Manager information, if
this module has been installed.
To exit the Advanced Environment Reporter without running it, press CTRL+C on the command
line.

Description of Options
The shell presents these options preset to their defaults:
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Option 1: Generate Configuration Only
If you specify option 1 at the prompt:
your choice (0)1
only files related to the system configuration are collected. No information on your Atempo
software is collected. The default is No.

Option 2: Generate a Compressed File
This option, set by default at Yes, causes the Environment Report to be compressed into a gzip
file on generation. This action reduces the report size significantly and makes it easier to send or
upload.

Option 3: Split the Resulting File
If your file is so large that you must send it in several parts, specify this option to split the
Environment Report into segments of 1,900 KB. The default is No.

Generating the Report under macOS and Unix
To generate the Report in command mode
1.

After configuring advanced_env_report, start generation by entering option 0 at the choice
prompt:
your choice (0)0
As the report is generated, the list of files being collected and copied scrolls to the screen.
This process can take some time.
Finally, you will see a message similar to this one:

Please send the following files to the email address "support@atempo.com" :
/Applications/Atempo/TimeNavigator/Adm/AER_aria.orsay.quadratec.fr2008dec08_
17h25.tar.gz (size : 216 KB)
(Do not forget to specify your Call Number)
2.

Send the report files to support@atempo.com.
You can also upload these files by FTP when you open an inquiry.
See Sending the Environment Report by FTP for details.

Using Advanced Environment Reporter with Windows in Command Mode
Use this procedure to generate Environment Reporter only if you cannot do it from the Miria
Administration Console. See Generating the Report from the Administration Console for details.
When running the Environment Reporter for Miria, information is also automatically collected for
the Media Manager environment if this module has been installed.
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Launching and Configuring Advanced Environment Reporter
Before launching this procedure, be aware that information gathering can be a lengthy process.
1.
On the Miria server, select Start menu > All Programs > Atempo Miria > Atempo Miria
Environment Reporter.
Or
Double-click the advanced_env_report.exe file to run Environment Reporter.
2.
If your system has UAC enabled, you are prompted for confirmation to run in administration
mode.
3.
Select your environment and set your configuration options as explained in Description of
the Environment Reporter Interface.
4.
When you have set up the report as desired, click Generate Report in the lower middle of
the window.
5.
Notice the path in the Read Only field at the bottom of the interface. This is the path where
you can find the reports once they have been generated.

Description of the Environment Reporter Interface
The Advanced Environment Reporter interface opens (Figure 86).

Figure 86: Advanced Environment Reporter interface

A pane at the top left of the window displays the names of all Atempo software environments
detected on the system.
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The second pane, in the middle of the interface, is empty and does not apply to Miria. You can
ignore it.
Three read-only text fields at the top right display information on the selected service.
This table describes the read-only text fields:
Field

Description

Status
Service

These are the possible statuses:

Host Name

Name of the machine hosting the server of the selected software
environment.

Version

Version and patch of the selected software environment.

• Running
• Stopped
• Does not exist

In the current version of the program, the Status Service field shows Does not exist for Miria.

Generate Configuration Only
If you select this option check box, only files related to the system configuration are collected. No
information on your software is collected.

Change Access User Button
This button does not apply to Miria.

Options Button
Click Options to open a window that offers various choices on Report Packaging and Secure
Report service.
This table describes the check boxes of the Options window:
Check box

Action

Generate a zip file

Compresses the Environment Report into a zip file upon generation.
Since the compression reduces the file size significantly, this option is
selected by default.

Remove IP
Addresses

Removes your network IP addresses from the report.

Generate Report Button
Once you have finished setting up all your configuration details, clicking this button generates the
environment report.
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Generating and sending the Report under Windows
The report generation can take some time. As it runs, different messages might warn you that
some commands have exceeded their timeout, and provide you the option to abort the current
command. Wait a few minutes before clicking.
When report generation is finished, a message box displays a list of the names and paths of the
generated files and instructions for various methods of sending them to Atempo. See Sending
the Environment Report by FTP for details on sending the report by FTP.
When you click OK, you are returned to the previous window, on which the Cancel button is now
replaced by the Close the window button and the Split Result button.
Split Result. Select this option to split the Environment Report into segments of desired size.
The smaller file sizes speed the transmittal of the report to Atempo, so this option has a default of
2 MB.

Sending the Environment Report by FTP
If you cannot upload the environment report to the FTP using the Upload AER button (e.g., the
Advanced Environment Reporter interface does not have any access to Internet), use this
manual procedure.
1.
Open a command line window and position your cursor in the directory where the zip file
was generated (this should be displayed in the Finish message).
2.
Rename the file so the start of the filename is the incident number (e.g., 81145_AER_ESCHSS_tina_Sep30.zip).
3.
Upload the file to FTP Atempo.
4.
Enter these credentials:
•
User: anonymous
•
Password: ada_info@atempo.com
5.
Once connected, set the transfer mode to Binary by typing the command bin at the
prompt.
6.
Upload the file with the command mput.
Example: This is the complete procedure in Windows:
C:\Program Files\Atempo\TimeNavigator\tina\Adm > ftp ftp.atempo.com
Connected to ftp.atempo.com
220 Serv-U FTP Server v15.1 ready...
User (ftp.atempo.com:(none)): welcome
331 User name okay, need password.
Password:2support
230-User logged in, proceed.
230 PLEASE - Add the Atempo Ticket Number or Company name to the beginning
of the f
ilename you are uploading. Thank You.
ftp> bin
200 Type set to I.
ftp> mput 81145*
mput 81145_AER_ESC-HSS_tina_Sep30.zip? y
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200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for 81145_AER_ESC-HSS_tina_
Sep30.zip.
226 Transfer complete. 1,843,719 bytes transferred. 801.29 KB/sec.
ftp: 1843719 bytes sent in 2,13Seconds 867,63Kbytes/sec.
ftp>
C:\Program Files\Atempo\TimeNavigator\tina\Adm >

Troubleshooting
This topic addresses questions and issues regarding these subjects:

Problems with Atempo Environment Reporter
•

macOS - UNIX. Atempo Environment Reporter Shell Does Not Launch with Miria

Connection Issues
•
•
•
•
•

Miria Agent Cannot Connect to Server
Graphical Interfaces Disconnect Frequently
Administration Console Freezes when Media Manager Server is Down
Miria Cannot Reach the Library
Miria Administration Console Shuts Down

Miria Database Recovery
•

macOS Unable to Start the Miria PostgreSQL Service

Apache Web Server Security Warnings
•

Apache Web Server Security Warnings

Archiving
•
•

Getting the List of Files Archived in an Automatic Task
Getting Debug Information about Archived Objects

HSM Filter Driver - Archiving and Retrieval
•
•

Windows. Unable to Find Stubs with the Windows Explorer Search
Windows. Unable to Retrieve a File using its Stub

Metadata
•

Metadata Troubleshooting

Media Manager
•
•
•
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Drive Serialization of Partially Supported Libraries
Library Inconsistency
Drive Problem at First Use
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

macOS. Library Not Detected at Boot
How to Resynchronize Media Manager with Miria
How to Recover the Media Manager Server
Windows. Library Must Not Have Vendor's Driver Already Installed
Standalone Drives are not Supported
Running mm_adm_device Command Without Administrator/Root Privileges Does Not
Work
A Drive Is Not Visible from One of the Nodes on SAN
Deletion of a Non-Existent Item Using mm_adm_device with Delete Option Raises No
Error
No Command Line to Eject a Media

Problems with Atempo Environment Reporter
macOS - UNIX. Atempo Environment Reporter Shell Does Not Launch with Miria
Problem Description
Environment Reporter fails to launch as expected on UNIX or macOS, when running atempo_
env_report.sh.

Solution
Launch the Environment Reporter in troubleshooting mode:
1.
Navigate to the /ADA/Binary subdirectory in the Miria installation directory.
2.
On the command line, run:
# . ./.ADA.sh
# ada_env_report -collect_path path -identity user:password
Where:
path is the path for the output of the Environment Reporter.
The Environment Reporter opens.

Connection Issues
This topic describes connection issues.

Miria Agent Cannot Connect to Server
Problem Description
If you have connection problems between the Miria server and agent after installation, but both
machines communicate correctly over the network outside of Miria, this could be due to an
incompatibility between the name you assigned to the server when you created it and the Server
Name parameters that you declared to the agent when you installed it.

Solution
The Server Name is case sensitive, and the way it is declared to the agent must be identical to
the way it was configured during its installation.
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Check the exact name of the Miria server, and modify it on the agent if needed.
To obtain the exact name of the Miria server
1.

2.

3.

On the machine hosting the Miria server, open an elevated Command Line Interface:
Windows. Start > Programs > Miria > Miria Environment Command Prompt. In
Windows as of 2008, the User Account Control asks for permission to continue.
UNIX. Open a command console in the /Binary/Bin subdirectory of the Miria home
directory.
At the prompt, type:
ada_service -get_ada_info
Copy exactly the value returned for Miria Server Name as the Server Name property when
you install a Miria agent.
Example. ada_service command with the -get_ada_info option:

C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>ada_service -get_ada_info
Perl Information
Perl archname : MSWin32-x64-multi-thread
Perl Version : 5.010000 (5010000)
Storable Information
External Version: 2.18
Internal Information
byteorder : 12345678
hdrsize : 15
intsize : 4
longsize : 4
major : 2
minor : 7
nvsize : 8
ptrsize : 8
version : 2.7
version_nv : 2.007
ADA Information
ADA Environment Name : ADA
ADA Service Name : ADA
Real localhostname : adadoc
ADA localhostname : adadoc
ADA server name : adadoc
ADA Port : 2524
The deamon starts as an ADA server
C:\ADA\Binary\BIN>
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To change the name of the Miria Server
If the name of the Miria server has been incorrectly declared to the agent at installation, on UNIX
and macOS environments, you must modify only the parameters file and the setup file to
correct the server name (steps 1, 2, and 3). On Windows, you must modify both the parameters
file and the Windows Registry (steps 1 through 4):
1.
On the machine hosting the agent, open the parameters(.txt) file in the /Binary/Conf
subdirectory of the Miria home directory.
2.
In this file, there is a line similar to this one:
parameter:server=server_name
Edit the server_name value to match exactly the value returned under Miria server name by
the ada_service -get_ada_info command described above.
Example. Use of parameters(.txt) file:
parameter:language=English
parameter:server=adadoc
parameter:service=2524
3.

On the machine hosting the agent, open the /Uninstall/installvariable.properties
file in the Miria home directory, and modify the values of these variables:
•
ADA_SERVER_NAME
•
FL_SERVER_NAME, if you installed the HSM Filter Driver component.
Note: The values must match the value that the ada_service -get_ada_info
command returned under Miria server name.

4.

Windows. From the Windows Registry, modify these keys to match the value that the ada_
service -get_ada_info command returned under Miria server name:
•
In HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Atempo\ADA, modify the value of the server
key.
•
In HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Atempo\ADA:HSM\Config, modify the value of
the Server key.

Graphical Interfaces Disconnect Frequently
Problem Description
The Miria graphical interfaces frequently disconnect from the server and you have to relog on
each time it disconnects. In addition, the Miria service might fail to start.

Solution
Miria is not compatible with Internet Protocol v6 (IPv6).
Disable IPv6, and remove all IPv6-related information (e.g., in the hosts file, remove or comment
out all lines containing IPv6 addresses, such as ::1, fe80::1%lo0, etc.)
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Administration Console Freezes when Media Manager Server is Down
Problem Description
The Miria Administration Console freezes when displaying Media Manager information.

Solution
The Media Manager server has stopped running and Miria Administration Console can no longer
connect to it.
Wait for about one minute for the interface to restabilize. When the AMM server is unavailable
message displays, you can use all the functions not related to Media Manager.
Restart the Media Manager server to resume normal activity.

Miria Cannot Reach the Library
Problem Description
The Miria platform that hosts the connection to the library is displayed grayed out in the properties
pane of the Media Manager. No cartridge is available.

Workaround
Try these work-arounds:
•
Check the cable connecting the Miria platform to the library.
•
On the Miria platform that handles the library, check that the mm_lm and mm_dm processes
are started. If not, restart them.
•
Check that the zoning has not been modified.
•
On the macOS environment, check that the library is started when you reboot the server.

Miria Administration Console Shuts Down
Problem Description
The Miria Administration Console opens and after some seconds shuts down.
The W-Langage security mechanism window opens and displays this generic message: The WLangage mechanism detected an error in the Miria application.
Click Details.
If the error logs state that the Miria application has reached the maximum size of the file, along
with error code 70231 and WD55 error code 231, it means that the Miria logs have a size over
2 GB.

Cause
The default filters on the Miria logs have been removed, so the whole set of logs gets loaded into
a Windev database file, locally to the Miria Administration Console. As Windev has a file size limit
of 2 GB, the Miria application fails.
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Workaround
Apply this procedure:
1. Open the Windows Registry.
2. Go to the HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Atempo\ADA key.
3. Delete the FiltreEvent value.
4. Restart the Miria Administration Console.

Miria Database Recovery
macOS Unable to Start the Miria PostgreSQL Service
Problem Description
On macOS after a disaster on the partition hosting the Miria application, the Miria PostgreSQL
service can no longer be started.
After starting the service using the sudo SystemStarter start ADA_DB command, if the
search of postgres processes (sudo ps aux | grep postgres) does not return at least a
writer process and a logger process, the PostgreSQL database cannot be started.
The reason why PostgreSQL has not started is logged in the startup.log file under the Miria
installation directory in Database/PostgreSQL/data/pg_log.
Depending on why it failed to start, you might have to recover your Miria database.

Solution
These are the two available database recovery options:
•
Uninstall Miria, reinstall it, and restore a backup of your PostgreSQL database.
•
Restore the Postgres database from an empty PostgreSQL template.
This four-step procedure describes the recovery of your PostgreSQL database without
uninstalling and reinstalling Miria:
1.
Call Atempo Customer Support to get a data envelope for a PostgreSQL database.
2.
Create a new empty database.
a.
Stop the Miria service with this command:

b.
c.

d.

SystemStarter stop Miria
Rename the ADA_installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL/data
directory to data.bak.
Copy the data directory you received from Atempo to this directory:
ADA_installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL
Specify postgres as the owner of the new data directory and grant the postgres
owner all permissions on this directory:
sudo chown -R postgres:admin data
sudo chmod -R 700 data
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f.

As the postgres user, copy the ADA_installation_
directory/Database/PostgreSQL/data.bak/postgreSQL.conf file to the ADA_
installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL/data directory.
As root, start the Miria database with this command:

g.

sudo SystemStarter start ADA
Set the PGPASSWORD environment variable to the postgres user password:

e.

h.

export PGPASSWORD=postgres
Create the Miria database from Template0, listening on port 5433 (default port in
Miria) with user postgres:
ADA_installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL/bin/createdb ADA -T
template0 -p 5433 -U postgres
Note: You can check the port number from the ADA_installation_
directory/Binary/Bin/Conf/ada_servers file.

3.

4.

Create the PostgreSQL role for the Miria user.
Create a role for the Miria user with super user privileges and the permission to create
databases and roles:
ADA_installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL/bin/psql ADA -p 5433 -U
postgres -c "CREATE ROLE \"ADA\" LOGIN ENCRYPTED PASSWORD
'md52843ac2b639e97363890b0821fbf0f4d' SUPERUSER INHERIT CREATEDB
CREATEROLE;"
Restore the database.
a.
Stop the PostgreSQL service on the Miria server.
b.
Restore the database. In this example, the database backup file restored is
/Users/doc/Documents/bk_ADA.sql:

c.
d.

ADA_installation_directory/Database/PostgreSQL/bin/psql -p 5433 -U
postgres ADA < /Users/doc/Documents/bk_ADA.sql
Start the PostgreSQL service and the Miria service.
Connect to the Miria Administration Console.
Your Miria environment is up and running.

Apache Web Server Security Warnings
If you use security-testing applications to check the Miria server, you may get warnings about
security risks concerning the Apache Web server embedded into Miria. Ignore these warnings as
they do not apply to Miria use case.
These are some warnings you may get, followed by the reason why you can ignore them:
•
The Apache server older than 2.2.13 includes a bundled version of the Apache Portable
Runtime (APR) library that contains a flaw in 'apr_palloc()' that could cause a heap
overflow. (Apache Web server older than 2.2.13)
Miria uses a specific APR module that has been rewritten/recompiled (and
unsanitized).
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•

The 'mod_proxy_ftp' module allows remote attackers to bypass intended access
restrictions. (CVE-2009-3095) (Apache Web server older than 2.2.14)
Miria does not install or enable this FTP module.

•

The 'ap_proxy_ftp_handler' function in 'modules/proxy/proxy_ftp.c' in the 'mod_
proxy_ftp' module allows remote FTP servers to cause a denial of service (DOS). (CVE2009-3094) (Apache Web server older than 2.2.14)
Miria does not install or enable this FTP module.

•

A TLS renegotiation prefix injection attack is possible. (CVE-2009-3555) (Apache Web
server older than 2.2.15)
TLS negotiation is a network feature that may be leveraged by application. Miria
does not use this TLS capability.

•

The 'mod_proxy_ajp' module returns the wrong status code if it encounters an error
which causes the back-end server to be put into an error state. (CVE-2010-0408) (Apache
Web server older than 2.2.15)
This is not enabled in a Miria configuration.

•

The 'mod_isapi' attempts to unload the 'ISAPI.dll' when it encounters various error
states which could leave call-backs in an undefined state. (CVE-2010-0425) (Apache Web
server older than 2.2.15)
This is not enabled in a Miria configuration.

•

A flaw in the core sub-request process code can lead to sensitive information from a
request being handled by the wrong thread if a multi-threaded environment is used. (CVE2010-0434) (Apache Web server older than 2.2.15)
The connection between Miria and Apache uses an internal Apache module
developed by Atempo which is immune to this risk.

•

Added 'mod_reqtimeout' module to mitigate Slowloris attacks. (CVE-2007-6750)
(Apache Web server older than 2.2.15)
This is not enabled in a Miria configuration.

•

The version of Apache HTTP Server running on the remote host is affected by a Denial of
Service (DOS) vulnerability.
DOS attacks are a risk for public Web servers, and Miria is used on private
networks. If you believe you must protect your environment against risks of that
kind, enable the HTTPS connection on your Miria Administration Console and Miria
User Interface.

Archiving Troubleshooting
Getting the List of Files Archived in an Automatic Task
Problem Description
You cannot get the whole list of files archived by an automatic archiving task because the number
of files is greater than 5,000 and the Miria Administration Console only displays the first 5,000
files.
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Solution
You must identify the archiving job created by the automatic task through the Miria Administration
Console. Then list the files processed by this job using the ada_job command.
To get the list of all files archived by an automatic archiving task
1.

From the Job List in the Miria Administration Console, unfold the line representing your task
to identify the task sub-job. Task 2135 spawns Sub-job 2496 (Figure 87).

Figure 87: Tasks and task sub-jobs

2.

Select the task sub-job (ID 2496 in this example) then click the View Related Jobs button to
identify the related archiving job. The list of the archiving jobs associated with the task
displays. Job 2136 is associated with Sub-job 2496 of Task 2135 (Figure 88).

Figure 88: Related jobs to the task sub-job

3.

Run this command to list the files archived by the archiving job that you have identified
(2136 in this example):

ada_job -job_id 2136 -list_files
4.
The result shows the list of files (six files in this example):
JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;ARCHIVE;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME;HOSTNAME;SOURCE;SUBMISSION DATE;DATE OF
UPDATE;USER
2136;Archiving;Completed;AMM archive;2;2;0;0;222278;222278;adadoc;UI Manual
Task;2015/05/05-16:23:22;2015/07/01-16:20:59;root
SUB-JOB NODE;JOB NODE;ACTION;STATUS;NB FILE EXPECTED;NB FILE;NB DIR
EXPECTED;NB
DIR;VOLUME EXPECTED;VOLUME
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2614;2136;Archiving;Completed;2;2;0;0;222278;222278
CLASS NODE;SUB-JOB NODE;OBJECT TYPE;OBJECT NAME;FULL PATH;PATH ON ARCHIVE
1480;2614;DIR;;C:\ADADOC_FILE_SERVER\Documents;AMM archive@/Test27
RELATIVE DEST PATH
File01.docx;2012/06/02-09:18:35;16966
File03.docx;2015/03/22-23:23:12;205312
File08.docx;2012/12/03-07:28:35;23256
File14.docx;2014/04/12-02:21:14;18895
File26.docx;2015/07/11-18:20:11;34758
File57.docx;2007/03/12-11:14:10;216315
This list represents the files that the task will archive if the archiving job is successful. It can be
different from the list of files actually archived.

Getting Debug Information about Archived Objects
Problem Description
You need debug information about archived objects to help Atempo Customer Support and
Research & Development teams analyze a problem.

Solution
To display debug information
Point to these items in the Archive window to display debug information in a tooltip:

l

•
•
•

Archive folders.
Archived files or directories.
Instances (right-click an archived object).

Metadata Troubleshooting
Metadata Collected is Different Depending on OS

Problem Description
The list of metadata collected when archiving audiovisual or image files is different depending on
the operating system.

Solution
This is an expected behavior. It is due to the operating system library used by ImageMagick, the
third-party tool embedded into Miria.

Media Manager Troubleshooting
Drive Serialization of Partially Supported Libraries
Problem Description
Unable to find the drive serialization when using partially supported libraries.
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Solution
To find the drive serialization of a partially supported library
1.

Scan the devices on the local host with the mm_adm_device command:

# ./mm_adm_device
(MM) scan
[...]
Serial number AA18MC003452 already configured in /etc/conf_drv/qc5.conf
configuration file
Device Type=Medium changer
Device Descriptor=qc5
Configured=Yes
OS Device
Path="IOService:/AppleACPIPlatformExpert/PCI0@0/AppleACPIPCI/IOU1@7/IOPCI2PC
IBridge/PXS1@0,1/AppleLSIFusionFC/FC Target
500110A0013BBD22@2/IOSCSITargetDevice/IOSCSILogicalUnitNub@1"
OS SPT Device
Path="IOService:/AppleACPIPlatformExpert/PCI0@0/AppleACPIPCI/IOU1@7/IOPCI2PC
IBridge/PXS1@0,1/AppleLSIFusionFC/FC Target
500110A0013BBD22@2/IOSCSITargetDevice/IOSCSILogicalUnitNub@1"
Vendor Identification=TANDBERG
Product Identification=StorageLoader
Product Revision Level=0415
Library Serial Number=AA18MC003452
Number of slots=16
Number of drives=1
Number of mailbox slots=0
Drives Serialization Method=0
Drives Serialization=No
[...]
(MM) quit

2.

The library has been recognized but the drive serialization has failed (Drives
Serialization=No).
Set an environment variable:
macOS. - UNIX. # BC_AA18MC003452=1 ./bin/mm_adm_device
Windows. C:> set BC_AA18MC003452=1
C:> mm_adm_device
The variable name corresponds to the library serial number (e.g., BC_
AA18MC003452).
The variable value corresponds to the number of the drive serialization method
(e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5).
Try with all the numbers until you find the right method.
Run the mm_adm_device command to check if the drive serialization is correct (e.g., Serial
number for drive index0=HU1048DV64):

Where:

3.

(MM) scan
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[...]
Serial number AA18MC003452 already configured in /etc/conf_drv/qc5.conf
configuration file
Device Type=Medium changer
Device Descriptor=qc5
Configured=Yes
OS Device
Path="IOService:/AppleACPIPlatformExpert/PCI0@0/AppleACPIPCI/IOU1@7/IOPCI2PC
IBridge/PXS1@0,1/AppleLSIFusionFC/FC Target
500110A0013BBD22@2/IOSCSITargetDevice/IOSCSILogicalUnitNub@1"
OS SPT Device
Path="IOService:/AppleACPIPlatformExpert/PCI0@0/AppleACPIPCI/IOU1@7/IOPCI2PC
IBridge/PXS1@0,1/AppleLSIFusionFC/FC Target
500110A0013BBD22@2/IOSCSITargetDevice/IOSCSILogicalUnitNub@1"
Vendor Identification=TANDBERG
Product Identification=StorageLoader
Product Revision Level=0415
Library Serial Number=AA18MC003452
Number of slots=16
Number of drives=1
Number of mailbox slots=0
Drives Serialization Method=1
Drives Serialization=Yes
Serial number for drive index0=HU1048DV64
[...]
4.

If the drive serialization is correct, create the library with the mm_adm_device command:
(MM) create AA18MC003452
[...]
(MM) quit

Library Inconsistency
Problem Description
Inconsistency might occur after manual operations (e.g., bringing online or putting offline media
without using the Media Access Port), and the status of media might no longer be correct in
Media Manager and possibly lead to a mount failure.

Solution
Resynchronize Media Manager with the library. Synchronizing a library allows Media Manager to
match the library logical status with its actual physical status. The logical status is the image of
the library Media Manager builds in the database. Run the ada_amm -rescan command to
perform the synchronization.
See Obtaining Information and Acting on Media: ada_media.
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Drive Problem at First Use
Problem Description
A problem occurred with a drive when it was used for the first time.

Solution
You must run a drive test when the drive is used for the first time or any time a hardware
maintenance operation is performed.
By testing a drive, you can verify that it is in working condition, that it has been properly
configured, and that Media Manager correctly handles it.
Important: This test might cause data loss. Therefore, contact Atempo Customer Support
or Professional Services if you must run it.

macOS. Library Not Detected at Boot
Problem Description
Miria does not detect libraries.

Solution
Some operating systems, such as macOS, require that the library be switched on and running
before the system starts to boot, otherwise Miria never sees the library. Switch on the library and
reboot the operating system.

How to Resynchronize Media Manager with Miria
Problem Description
When starting an archiving job, Miria issues this type of Debug log in the Events:
[MM_SSAI_E_ACCESS_DENIED] “Access is denied, the specified application “ADA_
654585a5-26d1-40a4-8b11...” must be registered”
This problem may occur if you have uninstalled the Media Manager server and reinstalled it on a
different platform.

Solution
Resynchronize the Media Manager server with Miria. From the Miria Administration Console, run
a storage manager integrity check for each Media Manager storage manager.
See Storage Manager Integrity Check for details.
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How to Recover the Media Manager Server
Problem Description
The Media Manager server crashed. You must reinstall it and recover your Media Manager
configuration.

Solution
Follow these instructions, performed on the platform where you want to reinstall the
Media Manager server:
1. Run the Miria setup to reinstall the Media Manager server component. Use the same ports as
the previous installation.

See the Miria Installation Documentation for details.
2. On all Media Manager server and agents, run the mm_adm_device -d command to delete the
Media Manager configuration.
3. On all Media Manager server and agents, run the mm_adm_device -a command to re-create
the Media Manager configuration.
4. From the Miria Administration Console, run a storage manager integrity check for each
Media Manager storage manager.

This task creates the Media Manager application in the Media Manager database, and
updates the parameters of the related media.

Windows. Library Must Not Have Vendor's Driver Already Installed
Problem Description
If a library has been installed with the vendor’s own driver, it is detected when you run the mm_
adm_device command. No error message is raised, but the library will not be configured correctly
and will not work.

Workaround
Before using the mm_adm_device command to configure a tape library, use the Windows Device
Manager to check if a library vendor’s driver is already configured for the library.
See the Miria Installation Documentation for details on the procedure.
Returning to the Media Manager command line, run mm_adm_device -a again. This time the
library should be correctly detected and configured.

Standalone Drives are not Supported
Problem Description
The mm_adm_device command does not manage standalone tape drives, as Media Manager
supports only drives connected to a library. A warning message displays to notify you if there is a
standalone drive in the configuration:
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[Warning] the drive 1K10003283 with serial number 1K10003283 has not a corresponding
library.

Recommendation
Before configuring the devices, you must identify the standalone tape drives and remove them
manually from the Miria configuration by running the mm_adm_device command.
To identify and remove the standalone drives
List all the devices by running the list drive command in mm_adm_device. For each drive
declared, a description displays:

1.

{drive 0} 'bjr' 'undefined' '1000' '' '0' '' '' '' '' '2010-06-04
11:45:16.143' '' '' '0' '0' '' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0'
'HU10643LP1' '' '' ''
The standalone drives are those with the 'undefined' property next to their names, as
shown in the above example for drive bjr. Additionally, standalone drives do not have a
library name associated with them.
Clean each standalone drive from the configuration by running the clean drive drive_
name command in mm_adm_device.

2.

Running mm_adm_device Command Without Administrator/Root Privileges Does Not
Work
Problem Description
You attempt to run the mm_adm_device command in one of these scenarios:
•
On a Windows 2008 system that has User Account Control (UAC), on a non-elevated
command line (not having administrator-level privileges from within the application)
•
On a Linux system, as a user other than root or not having root-level privileges.
The [Error] user is not root, unable to clean configuration file message
displays when either the clean, scan, or create command is called from the mm_adm_device
session.
You can use only the list or delete commands.

Workaround
To detect and configure devices
l

Windows 2008 systems. The standard command line accessible from the menu
Start > Run > Cmd is not elevated and should not be used to run mm_adm_device.
Instead, launch Media Manager Command Line Interface by selecting Start > All
Programs > Atempo Miria > AMM Environment Command Prompt.

l
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On Linux systems. Run mm_adm_device as a user having root level privileges.
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A Drive Is Not Visible from One of the Nodes on SAN
Problem Description
One of the drives of the library is no longer visible from one of the storage nodes (mm_agent).
This situation might occur if the SAN configuration has been changed (e.g., if a zoning change
occurred or a storage node no longer exists).
Media Manager does not auto-detect that the drive is not reachable and keeps trying to use it.

Workaround
First identify the missing devices and then delete them from the configuration, running the mm_
adm_device command with the clean option.
In this example, a drive is missing from storage node csc-data.
To identify the missing drive
1.
2.

Log onto one of the nodes.
In the mm_adm_device command line, run a scan command:

(MM) scan
Device Type=Tape drive
Device Descriptor=c4b0t0l0
Configured=Yes
OS Device Path=\\.\Tape0
OS SPT Device Path=\\.\Tape0
Vendor Identification=IBM
Product Identification=ULTRIUM-TD4
Product Revision Level=77BE
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183004
Number of <Product> drive type for this device=1
<Product> type value for this drive=71
===================
Device Type=Tape drive
Device Descriptor=c4b0t1l0
Configured=Yes
OS Device Path=\\.\Tape1
OS SPT Device Path=\\.\Tape1
Vendor Identification=IBM
Product Identification=ULTRIUM-TD4
Product Revision Level=77BE
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183000
Number of <Product> drive type for this device=1
<Product> type value for this drive=71
===================
Serial number ADICA0C0308002_LLA already configured in C:\conf_drv\SN_
ADICA0C0308002_LLA.conf configuration file
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Device Type=Medium changer
Device Descriptor=spt_c4b0t0l1
Configured=Yes
OS Device Path=\\.\scsi4:
OS SPT Device Path=\\.\scsi4:
Vendor Identification=ADIC
Product Identification=Scalar i500
Product Revision Level=572G
Library Serial Number=ADICA0C0308002_LLA
Number of slots=86
Number of drives=2
Number of mailbox slots=18
Drives Serialization=Yes
Serial number for drive index0=F09D183000
Serial number for drive index1=F09D183004
Number of <Product> library type for this device=2
<Product> type value for this library=208
<Product> type name for this library=Adic Scalar i500
<Product> type value for this library=232
<Product> type name for this library=Dell ML6000
Split=No
===================

3.

The scan command results show two drives with these serial numbers:
•
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183004
•
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183000
Run a list command.

(MM) list
{drive 0} '0062024381' 'undefined' '1000' 'undefined' '0' '' '' '' '' '201005-12 08:24:11.14' '' '' '0' '0' '' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0'
'0062024381' '' '' ''
{drive 1} 'F09D183000' 'drvgrp_ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '1000' 'undefined' '0' ''
'' '' '' '2010-05-12 08:24:11.14' '2010-05-18 10:59:37.843' '' '5' '0'
'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0' 'F09D183000'
'd0' '' ''
{drive 2} 'F09D183004' 'drvgrp_ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '1000' 'undefined' '0' ''
'' '' '' '2010-05-12 08:24:11.125' '2010-05-17 17:50:59.937' '' '5' '0'
'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '' '' '' 'no cartridge mounted' '' '0' 'F09D183004'
'd1' '' ''
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
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0}
1}
2}
3}
4}
5}

'undefined' '' '' '' '' '0'
'F09D183004@csc-win32' 'F09D183004' 'csc-win32'
'F09D183000@csc-win32' 'F09D183000' 'csc-win32'
'0062024381@csc-win32' '0062024381' 'csc-win32'
'F09D183004@csc-lb' 'F09D183004' 'csc-lb' '' ''
'F09D183000@csc-lb' 'F09D183000' 'csc-lb' '' ''

'' '' '0'
'' '' '0'
'' '' '0'
'0'
'0'
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{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm
{dm

6} '0062024381@csc-lb' '0062024381' 'csc-lb' '' '' '0'
7} '0062024381@csc-docwin' '0062024381' 'csc-docwin' ''
8} 'F09D183004@csc-docwin' 'F09D183004' 'csc-docwin' ''
9} 'F09D183000@csc-docwin' 'F09D183000' 'csc-docwin' ''
10} 'F09D183000@csc-data' 'F09D183000' 'csc-data' '' ''
11} '0062024381@csc-data' '0062024381' 'csc-data' '' ''
12} 'F09D183004@csc-data' 'F09D183004' 'csc-data' '' ''
13} 'F09D183000@cscwin08' 'F09D183000' 'cscwin08' '' ''
14} 'F09D183004@cscwin08' 'F09D183004' 'cscwin08' '' ''
15} '0062024381@cscwin08' '0062024381' 'cscwin08' '' ''

'' '1'
'' '1'
'' '1'
'1'
'1'
'1'
'1'
'1'
'1'

{library 0} 'undefined' '' '' '' '' '' 'undefined' '' ''
{library 1} 'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '' '' '' '' '' 'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' '' ''
{lm 0} 'ADICA0C0308002_LLA@csc-docwin' 'ADICA0C0308002_LLA' 'csc-docwin' ''
'' '4'

4.
5.

The list command results show that the csc-data storage node has three drives with
these serial numbers:
•
Tape Drive Serial Number=0062024381
•
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183000
•
Tape Drive Serial Number=F09D183004
Compare the results of the scan command with those of the list command. The missing
drive is 0062024381.
In the mm_adm_device interface, clean the drive by running this command:
clean dm drive_name@agent_host_name
Where:
agent_host_name corresponds to the name of the host on which the device
was detected the first time.
For example: clean dm 0062024381@csc-data
Note: By default, and unless explicitly configured otherwise, the drive’s name is the
same as its serial number.

Deletion of a Non-Existent Item Using mm_adm_device with Delete Option Raises No
Error
Problem Description
If you use the mm_adm_device command with the delete option to remove a tape drive, drive
manager, library, or library manager that does not exist in your network, there are no error
messages to inform you that the device was not found, but the result shows that no device was
deleted.
Compare these examples:
•
Request to delete a non-existent drive:
(MM) delete drive 0
delete 0 dm
delete 0 drive
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•

Request to delete an existent drive:
(MM) delete XYZZY_41
delete 1 dm
delete 1 drive
delete 0 lm
delete 0 library

In the second, valid example, confirmation appears that one drive manager and one drive have
been deleted.

No Command Line to Eject a Media
Problem Description
You cannot eject a media through the Media Manager command line.

Workaround
Eject the media from the Miria Administration Console.
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